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A TEXT-CRITICAL APPARATUS TO THE BOOK 

OF ESTHER 

Lewis Bayes Paton 

The Book of Esther in the numerous versions and recensions 
presents so many striking differences from the Massoretic form 

of the text that it has seemed to me worth while to gather the 

variant readings and present them in a complete text-critical 

apparatus. For this purpose I have made use of the following 

sources: 

NS = Codex Sinaiticus, according to Swete, The O. T. in Greek, 1896. 

A = Codex Alexandrinus, according to Swete. 

Ald = The Aldine text of &, according to Holmes and Parsons, Vet. 

Test. Graec. cum Variis Lectionibus, ITI, 18238. 

B = Codex Vaticanus, according to Swete. 

Ba = Baer and Delitzsch, Quinque Volumina, 1886. 

Br = The Pentateuch, Five Megilloth and Haphtaroth, Brescia, 1492, 

according to Ginsburg, Massoretico-Critical O. T., 1894. 

B! = Bomberg Rabbinic Bible, Venice, 1516-17. 

B’? = Bomberg Rabbinic Bible with Massora, Venice, IV, 1526, accord- 

ing to Kittel, Biblia Hebraica, 1906, and Ginsburg. 

BT = Babylonian Talmud. 

C =Complutensian Polyglot, Alcalé, 1514-17. 

& = The Greek Version as represented by the uncials and the cursives, 

except L. 

G =Ginsburg, Massoretico-Critical Edition of the Hebrew Bible, 

1894. 

H =The Hesychian recension of &, represented in general by codd. 

44, 68, 71, 74, 76, 106, 107, 120, 236. 

% = The consonantal Hebrew text. 

3 = The Latin version of Jerome, or Vulgate. 

Jos = Josephus, Antiquities, xi. 

JT = Jerusalem Talmud. 

K = Kennicott, Vet. Test. Heb. cum Variis Lectionibus, 1776. 
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4 Text-CrITIOAL APPARATUS TO THE Book oF ESTHER 

L = The Lucianic recension of G&, represented by codd. 19, 93a, 108d ; 

ed. Lagarde, Lib. Vet. Test. Can. Graece, 1883. (Codd. 93 and 

108 contain two recensions of Esther: 93a and 1086 that of L; 

and 93b and 108a that of O.) 

&  =The old Latin version (Itala), according to Codex Corbeiensis; 

ed. Sabatier, Bib. Sac. Lat. Vers. Ant., 1751. 

“ZP = Old Latin, Codex Pechianus, according to Sabatier. 

M =J.H. Michaelis, Biblia Hebraica, 1720. 

fi = The Massoretic Hebrew text. 

N = Codex Basiliano-Vaticanus (= XI, according to Holmes and Par- 

sons). 

N’ = The Hagiographa, Naples 1486-87, according to Ginsburg. 

N’ = Hebrew Bible, Naples 1491-93, according to Ginsburg. 
O =The Origenic recension of &, represented in general by codd. 52, 

55, 64, 930, 108a, 243, 249, according to Holmes and Parsons, and 
Field, Origenis Hexaplorum quae supersunt, 1875. 

Oc = Occidental MSS or Massoretic authorities. 

Or = Oriental MSS or Massoretic authorities. 

Q =The Qéré, or marginal readings of fil. 

R =De Rossi, Variae Lectiones Vet. Test., 1786. 
S = Hebrew Bible, Soncino, 1488, according to Ginsburg. 
&% = The Syriac version. 

%4 = The Syriac version in Codex Ambrosianus. 

SL = The Syriac version in the London Polyglot. 

SM = The Syriac version in the Mosul edition. 

SU = The Syriac version in the Urumia edition. 
@ = The First Targum. 

@ = The Second Targum. 

The readings of the cursives are all taken from Holmes and 
Parsons. They are as follows: 

19 = Rome, Chigi R vi. 38 (cf. Bianchini, Vindiciae, 279 ff.; 19 = La- 
garde’s h). 

44 = Zittau, A 1.1 = Lagarde’s z (cf. Gen. Gr. 7 ff.). 
52 = Florence, Laur. Acq. 44. 
55 = Rome, Vat. Reg. Gr. 1 (cf. Klostermann, Analecta, 12). 
64 = Paris, Nat. Reg. Gr. 2 (cf. Field, i. 5). 
68 = Venice, St. Mark’s, Gr. 5 (cf. Scrivener-Miller, i. 219). 
71 = Paris, Nat. Reg. Gr. 1. 

74 = Florence, Laur. Acq. 700 (49). 
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76 = Paris, Nat. Reg. Gr. 4. 

93 = London, B. M. Reg. i. D. 2 (93a = Lagarde’s m). 

106 = Ferrara, Bibl. Comm. Gr. 187 (cf. Lagarde, Ankiindigung, 27). 

107 = Ferrara, Bibl. Comm. Gr. 188. 

108 = Rome, Vat. Gr. 330 (cf. Field i. 5; 108b = Lagarde’s d). 

120 = Venice, St. Mark’s Gr. 4. 

236 = Rome, Vat. Gr. 331 (cf. Klostermann, Analecta, 78). 

243 = Venice, St. Mark’s Gr., 16 (cf. Field, i. 486). 

248 = Rome, Vat. Gr. 346 (cf. Nestle, Marginalia, p. 58). 

249 = Rome, Vat. Pius 1 (ef. Field ii. 2). 

Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion, Gothic, and Syro-Hexaplar 

do not exist for Esther, and the Ethiopic, Coptic, and Arabic 

secondary versions are not accessible in printed editions. The 

text of the Armenian version of © is so corrupt that it did not 

seem worth while to secure its variants from one familiar with 

Armenian. 

My method has been to take the Textus Receptus of Van der 

Hooght (1705) as the standard of comparison, and to record 
deviations from it in MSS, editions, or versions. Variations of 

accentuation in the Hebrew, which do not affect the interpreta- 

tion, and which for the most part represent only the notions 

of particular punctuators or schools of punctuators, such as 

Baer’s “2772 for "DIV2, “BI for WAI, MPA for pa, or 
Ginsburg’s insertion ‘of Raphe over all quiescent or aspirate let- 

ters, it has not seemed worth while to include. In the case of 

the long passages that are found in @LY%, but not in %, I have 

taken Swete’s edition of Codex Vaticanus as the standard of com- 

parison. These passages I have inserted in full as additions to 

34, and have recorded the variants in footnotes. Variants in the 

versions which represent the same Hebrew word I have not 

attempted to record; for instance, when © renders NwW7 by 

Soxnv and L by zrorov. To have recorded all the variants of this 

sort would have been useless and would have swelled this article 

to an enormous size. 

Title "MON] Eo@np G: AvcOnp 93a: + BiBrov exoorov Sevtepov 

44: + ntor Ppovpar 108b later hand | Between the title and 1:1 

@£ L add the section A 1-17 (= Vulg. and Eng. 11: 2—12:6). 
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6 Trext-CRITICAL APPARATUS TO THE Book or ESTHER 

ADDITION A 

ETOTE Sevrépov* Bacinedvovros ’ApraképEou” Tob peyddov Bact- 

Adwos® 7H wd TOD? Nea! évirrvoy Wev Mapdoyaios 6 Tod ’lae/pou® 

Tod Sepuectov™ trod Kewoalovi éxi pudjs Berapely,* *avOpwros* *lou- 

Saios oixdv” év Lovoous® TH were, avOpwros péyas,? Oeparrevwv! év 

TH avrAy ToD Baciréws: *Hv Sé* exe TAS alypadwcias hs” Ayparo- 

tevoev NaBovyodovocsp® Bacirers BaBvravos e& 2 lepoveadnp® werat 

"leyovlov Tov& Bacidéws Tis *lovdalas.» ‘al robro* avTod? 70 évir- 

viov: Kab dod dwval  xal4 OdpuBos,® Bpovral cal! cevruds,® Tapaxos 

él THs ys. Kal (Sod* d00? Spdxovtes® wéyador® Eroiuor” mponrOovt 

auddrepor twadalev: Kal éyévero® avtav® pavy weyady,) °xal rH 

povy avtav” jrouudcOn av eOvos eis’ médepov Hate? TrohenFoar 

Sixatwv® EOvos.t "xat® Sov” nudpa cxdrovs kal yvdpou,° OrMpis4 Kat 

orevoywpla,® kdxwow! xal& rdpayos® péyas! émli tis* ys: *xai éra- 

payOn® Sixaov? av €Ovos,° poBovpevor Ta EavT@y xaxa,? nal Hrow- 

pdaOnoav’ arordabat:! *xal éBonoav® mpos Tov? Oedv.c amd 8&9 THis 

Bos’ abtav't éyévero moavel® ard" uiepas myyis! motapos) péyas, 

Bdwp rorv-* “Pds* cat? o° Aros avererrev, Kal of Tatrevol4 iwbn- 

A: 1-17 93b has under + : C has in cap. xi-xii, Lib. Esth. Apocr. 

1 20m 71 | bAcavypov L: Acovprov 19, 108): Assuero 1: Aptraptepfov A|com MAL 44, 52, 

55, 64, 71, 74, 76, 106, 107, 120, 236, 243, 248, 249, C, Ald, Athan. ii. 98| dom L | e+ unvos 44, 71, 106, 

107: + myvos Adap L | f Nica R* (-cay N72) A, 55: Nuvov L: Meoa (with corr. N) N: Necoay Athan. 

l.c.: + 0s ett Avotpos ZavOuxos Li: qui est Andicus IL | elapevov 236: Iapov 243, 248, C, Ald: 

Tarim 1 | henecov NAL and many cursives: Zeuatov 19; Zeweet 248, 249, Athan. l.c.: emer 

C: Semei | iKioacov L: Hoaov 19: Kyoatov 93a; Evcatov 108b: qui Cisaei 1: om 44, 106, 
107 | Jays Li: ex mys Nes. A| kK Berane L 

2edom L | 25-3h Z puts at end of chap. 3|cpecors A* vid: pecovgos A | edoBou- 
mevos Tov Geov Iopand 71 | 2t-38 om L | t Ocpamevrys wy 52, 64, 243, 248, C, Ald (pr «ae 71) 

83 tr aft 3:15 L|byv 74, 76] com 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120: +6 Nea AN L 249, C, Ald| 
a-eom L | dev N | f+ rov 93b | gom 44, 52, 248, C, Ald 

44+nv L | bavro 93a, ipsius 1 | edwrn L, 52, 64, 243, 248, C, Ald | d+ kpavyn L | e@opufov 
AL 52, 64, 243, 248, C, Ald: + nae 74, 76 | Ecvocercpos 106: + Kar Nc aA L, 44, 52, 64, 74, 76, 106, 
120, 236, 243, 248 C, Ald 

5 80m | bom 105 | c++ em rs yys 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236 [dom L|exat L: erows 52 | 
fmpoonAdov A Li 52 | geyevovro AN | havrw Ald | igwvra A: pugna WL | ipeyadat A: +xat erapac- 
Gero TavTa amo THs pwyns THs Kpavyys TavTys L 

6 =fom 2 | bom L | c-fom 106 | -dom L | ¢ftom L | €dcxacov 52, 108a 
7 ab paprupomery mace Tors Aaots Li: et dominabantur L | ¢yvogpous A | d-fom L i | 4 0Auwecs 

44|eom A 93b: + car 52, 64, 93b, 243 Ald | gom A 52, 64, 243 Ald | &-brapaxy moAenov L: Tapaxn 
kat wokenov 93a: et strepitus magnus in his qui sunt iL | j-8fom L | kom 236 

8 aAerapaxOnoav 64| dom FL | b-c may eOvos Suxacov A | bSexacwy 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236 | 
ettimuerunt in perditionem © | tamodecar 44, 93d, 106 

9 acom iL | 8aveBonoauev L: ameBonoauer 93a | bom L 44, 106, 249 | cxuprov L 249 | 4-e dwvns 
™s xpavyns L | epwrys 236|f+nacL jews av RN: om AL: fons unus et | h-iex mnyns pexpas 
L | i-kvdwp moav motapos peyas L 

10 4s0 Nea. L: other codd cat dws: pwros N*| bom L Z N* 93d, 249 | com L 52, 108a | drorauorc L:: humiles L 
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gav Kat katépayov® rods évddEous. “Kal Sieyepbels* Mapdoyxaios” 
‘\ o 

éwpaxas® 7d évirrmov TodT0,4 Kal® tét 6 Beds® BeBovrevtas® rroujoan, 
eo : in 

eiyev! abtoi év rH* kapdia, Kal™ év travTi Noyw™ HOEAEV® errvyvavatP 

avTo4 éws ris? vuctos.§ “eal® yovyacev” Mapboyaios® év 7H avrg? 

pera TaBada® cai @appat rdv Svo evvotywv rob Bacidéws TaHve 

guraccdvtav Thy adrAnyu,” “ixovcdv® Te” avtav® Tors Aoyicpovs® Kale 

tas pepiuvast avtav éEnpavvncev,® Kat euabev™ dri érouuafovaw! 

Tas* yeipas! émiBareiv™ "AptaképEn™ to Bacirei.° Kal? bréderkev4 

To? Baotreis meptt adrav: “cal éEntacev® 6” Bacirers® rods dvo 

evvovyous,* cal oporoynoavtes® amnyOnoav,? "ai & a6 Bact- Yous, pmohoyn €s nyonoav, éypawrev® o Baat 

Reds ods? Adyous TovTous’ est pvnudovvoy,? Kal Mapdoyaiost 

éyparpev® arept® trav Royo tovTav:: “al émérakev® 6 Bactdevs 

Mapboxyaim? Oeparrevey® ev TH avrAH,* Kal Ganev adT@e® Sduarat crepl 

rouT@v.E “Kal® qv? ‘Auav ‘Apadabov® Bovyaios4 évdo£os & év@iovt 

tod Baorréws, cal ébnrncev® xaxotrorjoat® tov Mapdoyaiovi cali rov 

Aadv adtod brép* Tav Sv0! etvovywv Tod™ Bacidéws.™ 

10 exaremov L: comederent L 

11 savacras L: eyepOers N ; SenyepOn, 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236 | b+o WA and most codd | c-d ex 

tov uvivov avrov L,|4-+ emepiuva te to evurmov (+ avrov 98a) L: +et dixit ©: + Kar edoyroato 

ev eavtw 71, 74, 76, 106, 120 | eom 71, 74, 76, 106, 120 | fore 236: om Ald. | ¢duvaros L | h BovAeverar 

A 248, 248, C: erowwager L: BovAerat 93b; BeBovdAerar 236 | i-jxat To evuTvioy avTov Kexpupmevoy nv 

L: et erat visum conjunctum iL | ito ewvmvov rovre A| kom A|1+avrov L 236|nxatpw L | 

m-0 om 93) DZ | onAVev 93b: nOedAnoev A 236, 248, 248 C | oP ny avagntwr L | Pemeyvouvar N* | Pavrov 

RN: avrw 52, 120 | p-aavro emyvwvat A | a+ emprors dcagapnOnoerar avtw L.| tom A 74, 76 | #ype- 

pas L 

12-17 om | 124-bas5 vavwce L | b+ Kar edoyiraro ev cavTw TL o Geos BeBovAeuTat Totycat TO 

evunviov touto 44 | Cxat nv 44: +6 ewpakws To evurmov Tovto 106 | d+ Tov BactAews L: eAgraov L: 
Agtayou 93a: TaBBala 93b; Baba 120: f@apa R*: @edevrov L: @evderov 19: Oapas 93d | ¢-hom 

L | bry mvanv 93d 

13 ebeat yxovce L.| bbe Rea: yap Al c-drovs Aoytopovs avtwy A: Tous Aoyous avrwy L | 

e-gom 44, 106 | fdiaBodras L: xapdcas 249 | e-hom L | iws L | Jegnyouvro L | k-mrov emdeoOar L | 1+ 

avtwy 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236 | nAcovnpw L | °-+70v avedew avrov ev Se ppovnoas o Mapdoxatos 

L| Pom L| qQannyyetAe L | t-#0m L | s+ Mapdoxatos 44, 76, 106, 120, 286: + Mapdovxatos 74: + 

avTw Mapdoxacos 71 | tumep 93 

14 ®nracev L 44, T1, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236: eferagey 52: efntracev (o over eras.) A® | becom 52 | 

d+txac evpe tous Aoyous Mapdoxacov Li: +-avrov 52, 248 C, Ald |e-+ oe evvovxoe L | teénx@ncav 

Neb A: annyx@ncav C 

15 2+ Acovnpos L (Acunpw 93a | b-<emepe twv Aoywr rovtwy L | d-eom Li | e+ opows 44, 106 | 

f-geypahn Mapdoxatos L.| ¢-+ ev Tw BrBAw tov Bacrdews L | s-iom in space 44, 106 | h+ Tov pvnwo- 

vevewy L | iom 248 C 

16 severecAato L | > rept rou Mapdoxacov L: MapSoxatov 248 C | ¢+- avrov L. | 4+ ov Bacthews 

xa. macav Ovpay emupavws typerv L, |e Mapsoxaww Ne.smg A 93b|fomL | gavrwy Ne.a A: rovrov 

N 44, 64, 71, 74, 76, 106, 108a, 120, 243, C, Ald: rovro 52 

17 =bom L | cApavadadov B*: Napavadafov Bb (ph): Apadadov A 74, 106, 248 (so always): 

Apadadov 55: Apadabovy 93b | dtw Bovyatos 93b: Maxedova L|e-fxata mpoowmor (mpogwrw 93a) 

L | Gegnree o Auav L|i+mavra L.|k-+ Tov AcdaAnkevat avtov tw Bagtrer wept L.| 10m L: after 

evvovxwv Ald, | m-n & ort avypeOnoav L 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 
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CHAPTER I 

I,1 "yq74] cae e€nrnoe 1080: om 44 5: + pera rovs Aoyous rovrous & L (936 

under +: 44, 108a, C om) | "7°2] Kat exparnoe 108a: om 44 | wywnN’] 

Assueri 3: Artaxerxis &: epaau| %: Acovnpov L: Aprageptov & (so 

3%LG& elsewhere): om 44, 108a | NI] om K 151, R 899 3: apo om &: 

ovros Se 44: rov Bacwrews L | ww’) om K 151, R 899 3: rov peyadou 

L: +o BaciAevey 93b under * | pan) om 106 | 1720] + xepas 106 | 

WD Iwi] soLUZR*°™, 93d under *: om & | Yaw] pr super J: om 4 | 

mew] pr Ss 3 
2 OF ova] om SLL | wwe FM] om N* FN 55, 108a | 

par) om L|>y—‘inndda om & (935 has under *) | wx] om 

JE&LL| VIN ywiwa) om L& 
3 om & | whbw nw] om L | 195705] cat o Baothes L | FMW] + 

grande 3 % 44, 74, 76, 120, 236 | $55] s093b: om &L | Ww] tous purous E: 

rots Sovdos 236: ros apxovor Li: ros Piro avrov 44, 71, 74, 76, 120 | 

TAP] Kat rows Aourows eOveowy Gr: om L | bm—- a] om SY (S4™ have) | 

rm] Kat Tots evdogous hk: Tys avAys oon) L: pr “0 conj Buhl | O75] 

D1 some codd incorrectly | BQN 7D] cae Tous apxovow Gh: Kae ov apxovres 

lil "W'i] rev catparev &: om L | Miwa] basso 3: om & | 125d] 

kat pera tavra G (93b under +): + |Adagsoy La3o}o 4 

4 om © | (NNW) pera ro Sager avrows G: es ro erderxOnvar L: edekev 
avros 44, 71, 76, 106, 120, 236 | 7425] |-oslo S: om & (93b has under *) | 
anid] tov BactAews L | “P"] so Mas (Baer): "Pp" var G C (see Norzi 

ad loc.): aft. yndw73 3 | aps mei—ndy5] om 44, 106 | ind973] so 
many edd: nd373 BC Ba G: om L 62, 64, 243, 248, C, Ald ow 
p27] om &L| ow] pr ev B pr em NLN, 44,71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 
248, Ald, 55, 108a | mxa4] om 70 

5 msibaai] mda) Q: om 19 # | DAT] om 19% | FoRr] as L: 
Tov yapov && (orov AR°*™, 93b under —: + avrov 93d): om &: convivit 

5 | 751277] om £3 44, 106 | 555] om % | Oy] om L% | ywrws] as & 
(ev 44, 93b, 106): FAT) Thebari #: om 3 | dy97375— Up om Gi: to 
end of vsom &% | mpaw] é&€ &| m5] om GL | ra] om &£: + cvpdorrov 

936 under *: ef nemoris 3: om & | pur] quod regio cultu et manu 

consitum erat 3: + aywv ta cwrnpia avtov. nv de ekeatpwneva L: + xexoo- 

pypevn G: + Kae nv y avdn Kexoounuevy 44, 71, 74, 76, 120, 236: Kar qv 
kexoopnuevn 106: +-erant autem strata stragula regis derpina %: + 

et pendebant ex omne parte tentoria 3: + ne Eno S 

6 =] large, so Mas: aerit coloris 5: peady %: Bvoowas & | DAD) 
boos %: om 44, 106: xapracwos &: | nbn] om &: ++ Kat Koxkiva eure- 

mheypeva ev avOecw Kar oxyvy L: + et super organa & | Tm] pl. & 3 | 
TMS — yal om 44, 106, 71 | Vas5N1] om 71: om 4 44, 106 | 5955] 
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xvBos & L: om 71 1%: + ypuoos car & | to>) eburneis 3: om & | “7294] exe 

orvAous Ge: Kor orvAos L: jyasas “do $: columna i: om 71 | wy] eparina 

(electa) 1: + Kor AUOwors &: + wepixpvoas L: + fulciebantur 3: (s;-o.0}) 

$: om 71 | mw) pr xu LF 3 | OD) om L: + i S| wT] om 

ZS\|wwi om L 71,106: trw next &| ATMO VW] et pictura varia 

Hh: Lepare 1am) [saxo S$: quod mira varietate pictura decorebat 3: 
kau muvvwwov.... Kat oTpopvar Siadaves roixrrws SinvOiopevar KvkAw poda 
meracpeva €: Kat KvKAW poda L 

7 mpw bibebant autem qui invitati erant 3: to Dw om @ | 

an] + Kae apyvpa Kat avOpaxtvov KvALKLoy mpoKELpLevoy amo TaAaYTwY TpLOMV- 

prov G | pos) — pw) om &: cadrra L: et aliis atque aliis vasis cibi 

inferebantur 5 | cual om 5 & | mba] om & #: praecipuum 5 | a 

so Mas on II Chron 28:8 (cf. Dan 11:3): om L: + kas nous G&: + et 
suave valde & | 3"5] ov avros emvev & L: ov mvea L 

8 mnw] et ad jucunditatem bibere 1: ponebantur 3 | m5] 

prov &: om 3 | O3N 7s) om & Li | 407] nOednoe . . . . Kou exeragev & | 

onl om & | >y] praeponens mensis singulos 3| {na 37 55D] ros 
otxovopars &&: actoribus domui %: de principibus suis 3: om L | px72] 
+ avrov car & 

9 D3] om 8 | *MwWh) Aor G: Aor C: airy 55: Ovacey 93b: Ovacriv 

L: Vasthi & 3 (so subsequently in all these recensions) | [mwa] + 
peyoAnv macas L$: magnum & [rea] pre GL S| mbar) Baot- 

aos G&: tov Bacrews L | 7a) [we] om L w: omov o Bacirevs & | 

wrwnry] om L 
10 pa] pr eyevero Se L: pr ttaque 3: pro S| 35] om & LX | Tol 

om & &: et post nimiam potationem incaluisset mero 3 | "7QNR] + 0 Ba- 

aevs L | yaa] tw Apav &: Maosma (Maosinan) £: Maovpav 93b: 

Alav 249: Mauman 3: [saan (‘eunuchs’) %: om L | xnq2] et Baza- 

tha 3: |2pas &: xo Maloy & (Bafoy N°": Bafea A: Iola 64: Apayv 

249: Balada C: ZaBaba 93b: ZaBa(v) 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236: Nabattha 
(Abathan) %: om L| ANA) et (A)arbona 3: Haauyso 4: Kat 
@appa & (ApBwva 93b: KapBwva C): et (N)arbona i: om L | NMI) et 
Bagatha 3: |b.~aS0 %: Kar Bupaln & (Bayaba 93b C): et Thares (Tharas) 

%: om L| RMSINI] 350 [Zo Ho %: kot ABrala & (AByaba 93a): 

Achedes (Cedes) &: om L | "1] et Zethar 3: et Zathi (Azatai) L: 32p30 
%: xa Za0or\ba & (ZnBababa A: Zaforoa 249: Zapad 93b: Znbap C: ZaforBa 
71: ZaSora(t) 44, 106): om L | OD™DI] ~sep-250 S: Kar @apaBa & (@a- 

Bot A: BapooBa 249: AxapBas 930: KapaBas C: A@apaBa 44, 71, 106): 

T(h)arecta 1: om L| DPO™ONM Nyaw] om L | om wary] om 52, 64, 
243, 248, C, Ald | "95 Mx] om & L: rows zpwros 71 | pan] ejus 3: avrov 

L 44, 106 | www] om 3 LN 44, 55, 74, 76, 106, 108a, 120, 236 
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11 "mw AN] om & Z| "955 — middy] zpos avrov Bacdevey avryv 

kat mepOevat avTy To Siadypya & L: as ro cvvertyKos cuprocvov ev Tw Suadypare 

rys Bacreus avtys L: coram rege posito super caput ejus diademate 3 | 

min] + racw NAN 44, 55, 64, 71, 74, 76, 106, 108a, 120, 243, 248, 249, 

%3: xara mpocwrov L | OMAIT] tys oTpatus avrov L | Bw — wr] 

om L 
12 soda] om 3 L| mw] om 3% 44, 106 | wid] momoae L | 

"72 — wr] om G&L | WR] om L: + mandaverat 3: toes ip 

S| promo WM) pera rwv evvovyoy Gk: cum eis £: om 44, 106: + ws 

8e yxovcev o BactAevs ore ykvpwoey Ovacti THY BovAny avrov L | pan] om 

L | IW] om & ‘ 
13 Pyare om &: + zac L | pan] ros diros avrov & @: + ulo 

Sl onmn vr) om &HI| ony — VT] om L | WD “S) xara 
ravra G&: qui ex J | AI] more 3: Aadrnoe & | pan] Aorw G@: + 

jon ;x} S| 95] semper ei aderant 3: et dixit rex iL: womoare ow 
& | 55] et illorum faciebat cuncta consilio 3: wep. &: omnibus L | 

“YP ] rovrov G: principibus % 
14 apm] pr primi et 3: pr ro %: «ot rpoondOev (Gov) & L | 5x] 

om 3| NIwrD] Charsena J: sadp-> S'U sapo S4: Apxecatos & (Xapoay 

93b: Mardochaeus %: om L | “nv] so N!'S N? Br C B' B’G: nu 

Ba: Sethar 3: 5da| 3: Sapoabasos G (Saperbeos A: Sapabaros 249: Acafa 
93b): Soratha (Soratheas) %: om L| NMQIN)] Admatha 3: Zari] S: 
MaAyjoceap &: Papafa 93b: Malesar (Malesath) %: om L | wysn] 
Tharsis 3: o1.#52 %: Pabataleus 1: om & L| O70] Mares 3: wor} 

% (wos 84): Has 1: om G&L| NOW] Marsana 3: la; S: om 
aL iz | 21274] Mamuchan 3: oaks %: Muchaeas i: om & L | 

my2w) om SGLL | Ww] tr with EoDwT S: o eyyus Ge: Kat ot opwvres L: 
qui proximi % | paws] pr xa L | AWA] 525 S: om LY | psd] 
post eum J: tw Baotta G&: + xa arnyyedAay avrw &: om % 

15 nd] om 3 L | ma— For] tr to vs 13 after mm L | "ryp4] om 

L@ | Wmwy nd] pn TOHAnKEVaL avTnv roc L | WIM] om & LL: 

+udsey 3: +dicta erunt L | pro mom ha] om L 

16 yo") yaa Q (cf vs 14): Mamuchan 3: qookts %: Movyazos 

G: Bovyoos L: Micheus (Mardochaeus) % | 75399] avrov L: + Sep-00 

S| Dw] + xa rovs nyovupevous tov Bactrews 44, 106: Kar wavras tous 

apxovras 64: xat mpos Tous apxovras 248, C, Ald: Aeyor L | 1725] om 64 | 

FIN) 4,25 8: yrwace A | Mw] om 44, 106 | 55) om L& | 55 dy 
Day] Kae tous yyousevous Ge: Tepowy kar Mydwv L: om 44, 106: et gentes 

% | WwX—MTA] om L EH | 754") om L # | wrnwny] om LE 
17 °3] p20 3: Kae yop &: ca L| Nv] +hek $| oda 4724] 4 

adixea avrys L: eo contumelia regis % | ow >> Sy] + Mia mon 3: 
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avros G: as mavras tous Aaovs L | etiam ab omnibus mulieribus x | 

mirand — 55] om & L | mya] yuso 4%: quod contemnat & | 
pros] virum suum | pan) regina &% | ww — "2pd] om % | 

FIND NOY] cat ws avrermev tw Bacrdee ws ovy avrewey rw Bacrre Apragepéy 
G: o7t yKvpwoe To mpootayya tov Baciwews L: neglexit enim et con- 
tempsit & 

18 om L. | FIT DY] exemplo hoc 3: seas 3: quomodo non & | 

rmvwaNn] parvipendentes omnes 3: er SB: ToApyoovow (Kat avrar) omovws 
atwaca Ck: negligent et contumeliam facient % | MMW] ae rvpavvdes at 
Aourat Twv apyovrwy G&: Loses & | “O"D] some codd incorrectly O75 | 

“T2] om © | “WR— mp0] om 3: ‘anoioweal ta Tw Bacire exevra. ve 

avrys &: aut quomodo non infamia tradetur adversus regem i | 555] 
imperia 3: ons eo 3: om & | an “—W] maritorum 3: rovs 

avipas avtwy Gr: viris suis L | "721 — 5zp'] om &: unde regis justa 
est indignatio 3: etiam his qui extra regnum sunt & 

19 pan) tibi 3: tw xvpww yuov L: tibi maxime rex & | AQ] + Kar 
apecroy Tw Ppovyuatt avrov L: -+-et optimum est sensui tuo % | RX — 

spd] mpootatatw Bacrixov &: jube L: om L | AND" — M2") ypadyrw 

€is Tagas Tas Xwpas Kat 7pos TavTa Ta eOvy Kat yvwoOyrw L | "M42] xara rovs 

vonous & | "70 OD] so N 55, 93b, 249 N&*: Mydov car Tepcwv & | 24 

““ay"] et de malitia Vasthi reginae quomodo abusa sit te% | xd “wR 
Ninn] pr Lo2e SB: pnde aeceAOarw ert Ge: yOernxva L: quoniam non introtit 

®% | mwas» 8: y Bacwsooa &: om % | *255— wy wn] so A, 93d 
under *, %: mpos avrov &: tov Aoyov rov Bactrews L | FD] et meliori L 

20 yw — ania) kat have Ow vmaKovovga Ts guvys tov Baoi\ews 

kat Tronoa ayabov racats Tats BactAeas L | Dane] nine BaG: Dons al: 

0 Aoyos A: verbo %: hoc 3 | pan — Sw") om 3 | Aw] © 8 | 553] om 

boa | tmdn]) om suffix | STB 7") quoniam verum est %: om 

GL | S54] + ovrws & | “Pp + xat 8ogav L | bh nvab)| tr w next GLY 

21 "aI +a S| 92) ev Kapda L | wr -+ suff. waco 3: om 

L | ar] eropus L “255] xafa edorAnoce G UL: tov royov L | 1202) 

Mamuchan 3; ~22% 3: Movxaws 6: Mardochaeus : rovrov L 

22 om L | now] +o Baorers AN**™, 930 und. *, % | ODO] om 

6 | pan Mi") provincias regni sui 3: ryv Bactteuv G: regno suo 

2% | ATW] so A: om 6 S: gens 3 | FaNDD] xara rv rAckw avrwv G: se- 

cundum interpretationes eorum &: audire et legere poterat 3: + xara 

To ypappa avrys 93b under * | 5x )—s1wdD] so 93b under *: om G #: 
diversis linguis et litteris 3 | pads —n-33) esse viros principes ac 
majores in domibus suis 3: wore evar poPov avros ev rats orks avtwv G: 
ut esset unusquisque in domum suam &% | "2°72 — Wad] so 93b under *: 

om 6: et fuit timor magnus in omni muliere &: et hoc per cunctos 

populos divulgari 5 | yrw>2] Medd conj. Buhl 
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CHAPTER II 

IL, 1 ANN — WWM] om L | AMR] cae pera G | WI] exoracer G | 
WITTWMR] so No, 936 under *: om 6 L | DT] «ae overs cuvnoby & 

(kav ovxers under + 93b) euvyoOn yap A: Kat ovTws exry Tov pvnpoveve L: 

to end of vs om @ | "Mw ) ef. 1:9: + ]dass 3: + pyqpoveroy & | MN] 

om 6: Nae $| mw] dadyoer 6: erooe AL | MN? — Py) Kae 
ws Karexpwev avtny G: Acovnpw tw Bacire L: oca avry xarexpiOn A | TNT] 

Nado & 

27728 *]tas S| apyerl mpos tov Baowea A: ejus © | prAw'] 

pre S: om GL & (93b has under *) | wpa] lntnOytw G: quaerantur 

L: Lgrqvomey L| maya 72725] om L &| mdina] so C: midina Ba 
G: addopa & 

3 “pe — naw] om¥L | qb] om 3 | peeps] om 38 | SryD512) 
om 3%: om 4 A| wap] emdacatwoay A | b> MN] om 63 | AND — 

pws] om L: et adducant eas ad civitatem Susan et tradant eas in 
domum feminarum 3: et perducantur in Susis Thebari in conspectu 

mulierum & | Sk — an] om S/N] 2ZeS S: Kae rapadoOyrwoay 
G: et tradentur &: xar doOytwcay rpoctatracbat vo xepa L | by] bp Or 

uss | Nivj] soS N’ BrC B'G Ba: nit N’B’ M Norzi: get 3: wo 3: 

om & (vs. 8 Ta): Twyaov L | bar] qui est propositus et 3: om SL | 

pw] + regiarum 5 | yn] N\be S: om L: + avraw 44, 71, 74, 76, 

106, 120, 236 | wrpyan] so Norzi, Mich. N? B? G: woe yan N' S Br 

C B' Ba: om L: + xat » Aourn exysedrea G: + et cetera ad usus necessaria 3 

430 — =n] om L | wy] + erorpws L | 7] + ut suggesserant 3 

5 WN) price GLH] DT] om Z| HWv.aN) Thebari & | “2572] 

so B’ everywhere exc 4:12, see Norzi: "5°79 Baer everywhere: 3410 

Ginsburg everywhere: MapSoxaos & L: “3 ae wp] cf. A: | wR] de 

stirpe 3: bow so S: ex pudgs G: trys pudys L | "3g7] Jemini 3: Ben- 
apev(mv) 6 LS 

6 omL | >b35 WN] ex captivitate & | 555 DY] de captivitate L: 

eo tempore 3: om & (936 has under *) | "WXR—WTNW*] om G & (93b 
has under *) | bY FNd39] om 3 | wR] om F | WwLIIDIDI] NaBovyodove- 
cop G & 

7 VOX — NOW] rovrw was Operrn G: exrpepov moras L: illi & | 

“NTN NW] so 93b under *: Kae ovoye. auvtn EoOynp G: ryv EoOnp L: tr to end 
of vs (Hester) &: quae altero nomine vocabatur Esther 3 | 479 N23] Ovya- 
Typ ApewadaB (Apvada8 & A) adeAdov rarpos avrov G: filia fratris ejus et 
nutrierat eam Mardochaeus sicuti adoptatam filiam 4%: filiae fratris 
sui J | °> — ON] om GL: © has | "WM] + ododpa RO2™ L: + nimis 
#3 | ARV M2101) so L N«* ™, 93d under *: om 6% | yI25—n2d] 
om L | "57773] so & ** ™, 93b under *: om @ | mad] as yuvaxa G (as 
Ovyarepa 93b) 
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8-4 — IM om L | ant) om & © (980 has under *): et juxta 

mandatum illius 3 | mysyi] \ascas S| MIA] + pulchrae 3 | FAT] 
om 3| 3° 5x) pr. et traderentur 3: ZN & | "a9t] Egeo 3: + Lsosnto 

%: Ta: & (Twyotov 930: Torn 249 Ayar C): Oggeo & | mp>m] + vs} 3 | 
MON] zo Kopacioy L | by — pan] so L, 98b under *: om @ &: inter 

ceteras puellas J | "37 3 SN] ef 3: zpos Tar G (Tan 249): em tov Tw- 
yatov 93D: Kat ede Bovyactos 0 evvovyos L (Iwyatos 93a): ab Oggeo & | "37] 
om | DWI Ww) ut servaretur in numero feminarum 3: o dvAac- 

GWV TO KOpPacLoy L 

9 norm — Yrya] om % | TAVITA] om 3 L | Woya] + rep wacas 
tas yuvaixas L | NWI] + EoOnp L& | WOM] + Kat eAcov L | s7295] + et 

praecepit eunucho ut 3 | F>pyvan] mundum muliebrem 3: oLbaD ye SS 

%: ro opnyya G: mpootarynoat avrys L: ad omnes nitores ejus % | AN 

mma] so B’ Ba: FN MN G: om L % | mx] Sse S| 7d nnd] 
kau eredwxey vrep L: om %& | DNV] om L | MIA] +a 4 | AYR) ras 
aBpas L| mnd2] om 3 6 L © | 45] om 3% | ID — Dw] om L | 
qn) ejusdem &% | Iw] et tam ipsam ornaret 3: wys0 S: Kau expn- 

gato avty & | TIW — PNM) om Z| 4p) -- DDI] atque excole- 

ret 3: xcadws ev tw yvvaikwn G (+ es ayafov 93b under *): aetatis ipsius 

in conventu mulierum & 

10 om L | 5] pre S: prxa Z| MCN] quae 3 | ay] ase S | 

sy] adbop» | Pan] + de hac re omnino & 

11 om L| 5524) om 4 @ (A 936 have) | ">77a] qui 3 | 5d] 3 
R2| ma) om S| pws] in qua electae virgines servabantur 3 | mx 
Didw] lope S: re cvpByoera 6 % | “MON) + et scire volens 3: ei % | 
21 — 12] om & &% | Fa] md some codd (R) 

12 om L | P°4925] ovros de qv G: wat orav y A: et quando esset it | 

PIWVI] om H: fasacss co few | FD] om 36H | ww] om 
3 G & (936 has under *) | => — Dw] omnibus quae ad cultum mulie- 

brem pertinebant 3: tempus puellae %: om & (93b has under *): xarpos 
kopacia A | "DY Dw) wndecimo L: em Jos | WIM] + vertebatur 3: 

JAsoas & | §Nd72" — pI] om 3 j OMIM] —askeas S: + aridopevar 

6: tut ungerentur 3 | [ww i — own] om @ | pwn] + alis 3: 

qos S| DWI) uterentur I 

13 om L | 7725] om 3 | HAI] codd "IA, AIT Q: om IS ¥ 
(980 has under *) | MX — Jd] om % | 5] MN] xe 6 | “aNN] + ad 
ornatum pertinens 3 | 45] + et ut eis placuerat compositae 3 | x25 
may] transibant 3 

14 35923 — N32] et cum introiret mulier ad domum regis i: 
trtovs16L/| Taw awn “paai] ad diem unum et recurrebat i: tr to 
vs 16 L | Maw] + atque inde deducebatur 3 | roa bk — pan) om L | 
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Dw37] om 5 | yw) MIw Sebhér : Fw conj Buhl: om 3 | Sx] by Var 

Or: pr quae 3| 5x — pwsds] om © | t dy] od 6 | Taw) some 

codd, S B': 73yw C Ba G: Susagazi 3: pear de S$: Ta G (Sacayal 

930) | {ia7] om 3 44, 106 | owad“BHI]+ regis 3 | aM Nd] pr xa 6 3: 
non habebat spado potestatem inducendi & | 3 — pan] om #% | "5 

DN] os de L | VEn— pan] katepavOavey o Bacirevs L: om & & (936 has 

under *) | pw2 Nps] om | @&: zacas ras rapfevovs L | + evoluto 

autem tempore per ordinem 3 

15 "MN PTA] edavy emdavecrarn L: + introeundi &% | m3 — end 

of vs om L | Sar] so fl: Abihail 3: Nimes} S4: Nias] SLM: 

\auo] SU: Abihel (Chihel) @: ApevadaB & (ABiyadr C) | 4] fratris 

3% | 3wx—na2d] om G & (930 has under *) | R125) @ ro aceddew 
A: pr ov euedAdev 44: introibat & | spar] + et factum est cum introiret 

ad regem & | "25] muliebrem cultum 3 | "> — mR] om G & | “NI 
wy G: wy avty N AN 55, 64, 71, 74, 76, 106, 108a, 243, 248, 249, C, Ald: 
ex waytwv wy avry 44: ex quibus &% | *344] om G Z% (93b has under *) | 
pan] om 3 $ @ & (930 has under *) | D-wIT Wy] om % 106: + haec 

et ad ornatum dedit erat enim formosa valde et incredibili pulcheri- 

tudine 3 | “NON "IM om F | WT] + et amabilis 3 

16 mpomi — yo7] tr aft 2:9 L | smox] om 936 3 | wieawny) 
om L & 44, 106 | mva 5x to end of vs] om L| 5x — nibda] om 
6% (93b has under *) | "= °wWIT] tw dwdexarw G WL (Sexarw 93b C) | 

WAN RT] om @ | nap] nao Ba: wpu] ote 3: Adap GL: Adep 248 
(so always): TnBn? R°*C: Byb 93d 

17 AIN— ANON) npcce avrw cdodpa L (tr aft 2:9) | smo] + 
24 &: avrys 44, 76, 106 | own boa] om GLY (936 has under *) | 
Jom] om % G % (930 has under *) | 955] om @ (93b has under *) | 
mbinan 550) super omnes mulieres 3: om L [own] AXSase S| 
aya To yuvatxeiov G: om % | wR] aurn & & | soon —onw] 
om @ L: & has, and 93b under * 

18 wey — Pay) om L | 754] om 3 | dy13] om G H (98d has 
under *) | 295] paso 2: Kou ros Svvapeow + em nuepas era Kar vpwoev 
G: + xa nyaye o Bacrers L | HWA] pro conjunctione et nuptiis 3: 
tous yapous © L: rov yanoy L | "mMoON] + emidaves L | mmm] Tos vio 
Tyv Baotrev avrov &: pr wacas L 44,71, 74, 76, 106, & 3 | aa es pan] 
om GLX 

19 om L | Vapi — m70] om © % (93b has under *): + et 
congregarentur 3: + <2] S| "ST 74] om 4 S| aw") here only in 
book written defectively, ffl: ceparevey G: sedebat %& | pan) om & 
(930 has under *) 
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20 om L | ay MN] om G (exc 93d *) | "D970] + doBeacba roy 
Oeov © (under + 93b): + et timeret Deum omni die 1 | AX] ut L | 
“anya] omnia % | "9 7772] lle 3: avrov G@: om Z| “NON] om G % | 
Toy] roe G: servaret %& | TANI] om S & (exc 930 *) | INN] + Kau 

Badnp ov petyAda£ev Ty aywyny avtns & (93b under =) 

21 om L | p'2"2 — an) om &: ews tys vuxtos Kar novyacey Map- 

Soxatos ev ty avy & (A:11f.): ews trys yuepas ns vrvwce MapSoyaros ev Ty 

avky tov Baovews L (A:11) | OR] pro S| OTA] om 4 S| FSP] 

pr xa: 6 $: om H: pera 6 (A:12) L (A:12) | jn33] Bagathan 3: 4 in be 
%: om & (A:12 TaBaba): Acraov L (A:12): TaBBabay 93b*: Barafay 249: 

BayaOwos Jos xi § 207 w var: Bayafay R°*™ ™P ; Bartageus (Bastageus) 

& | wan] et Thares 3: i2o $: om G (A: 12 kat @appa): cat @edevrov L 
(A:12): xat @apas 930 *: Kat @appay 249: «at @codecros Jos xi § 207 w var: 
Thedestes & | pan] + qui janitores erant et in primo palatii 5 | For] 

tyv avdnv & (A:18): atrium L: + ort rpony6y Mapdoyaos & (93b under +): 
+ yxovgey Te avtwy Tous Noyicpmous Kat Tas peptuvas avTwy efnpavyygeY Kat 
euabey & (A: 13): ale Kat nKovge Tous Noyous avTwy Kat Tas SuaBoras avrwv L 

(A:18) | mopar 1p2" Ba | mdwd) aroxrava 6 % | waTWMN] so 
Oc: ww Or: om 44,106 &: + rov avedew avrov L (A:13): + et 

occidereeum 3 _ 

22 om L | om — "57970] kor vredettey Tw Baca. wep. avrov & 

(A:13): ev 8 dpovncas 0 Map8oxat0s amrnyyere wept avrwy L (A:13) | 35] 
+ avrov 248 C: + Mardochaeus & | 33°) — "D7779] om & in A: 13, L in 

A:13 | Doar] om 6 % (exe 936 *) | aRny] om “WaNn 3 | AMON] evry 
G: y Baoiuooa A: illa 5 | qa] + Apragepén & ~*? ™ A, 930 + | OWA 

"3°717972] +a rys emtBovdns ©: et nomen Mardochaei 1: + qui ad se rem 
detulerat 3 

23 om L| wpan — rvon] om 44, 106 | wpa) +o Baorrers & | 

"257] rovs dvo evvovxas G | nxn] kat eupe Tous Aoyous Map8oxatov L 

(A:14): et invenit sic 1: om G: of set oporoyynoarytes & (A: 14), L (A: 14): 

+ Kat oporoynoavres ot evvovxo. L (A:14) | Sm] arnxOnoav & (A:14), L 

(A: 14) | y bp] om GZ | a5“) mandatum est historiis et traditum 

3: ache lo 3: xae rpocerafey o Bacwrevs xataxwpicas ets pynpoovvoey GB: xat 
eypawev o BactAevs es pvypoovvov & (A:14): Kar eypaev Acovnpos o Bactrevs 

L (A:14): et scriptum est memoriale % | "503 — pan] ev Ty Baowtkn 

BuBr0Onkn G: tovs Aoyous rovrovs G (A:15): eps Twy Aoywv rovrwy L (A:15): 
legis &: + umep trys evvouus MapSoxaov ev eyxwpiw G: + Kae ewerater (everet- 
dato L) o Bacwreus (+ zepe tov L) Mapdoxaw (Mapdoxaov L) Oeparreve 
(+ avrov L) ev ry avdn (+ Tov Bacirtews Kar racav Ovpav emipavws Typew L) 
kat eOwkey avTw Sovata (om L) wep rovrwy & (A:16) L (A:16) 
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CHAPTER III 

TIT, 1 “MN) pr Kas eyevero L & | 599 — SANT) cae nv Apay Apadabov 
Bovyatos evSoéos evwmiov tov Baciews & (A:17): Apay ApadaGov Maxedova 

Kara mpocwrov Tov BactAews L (A:17) | yaa-ns] so Ben Asher: vernal) 

Ben Naphtali (Ginsburg) | NMA] 40 4S: Apadafov & L: Avapaba- 
Sov A: Apabov 19: Apa8abow 93d: Apabasov 106: om & | “3IN] qui 
erat de stirpe Agag 3: Bovysaov © L: Maxedova L (A: 17): Twyooy 93a: 

Ovyoov C: om 44, 106 % | WANwWIM)] om J 4 [SIAN] + wore Kaparrec Bor 

Kat TpocKuvely avTw emt THY ynv wavTas L 

2 7d “ay] om 6 L & (exc 980 *) | "yw WN] om L | 457377] 
om 6 L & (exe °°, 930 *) | DMMwa))] om 6 L & (exe 930 *) | aNd] 
avrw 6 L (Apay AX) | 5) — end of vs] om 106| 5] eis 3: romou G: 
fiert &: avras rounoo 936: om L | *D 7574] + solus 3: om 4 L | p55] 
+ avro GLU: + em ryv ynv tavtas ravrwv ow mpockwowrey 93a | X54 
MmAnMw"] om G L ® (exc 93b*): + Kae adov o: wades Tov BactArews ore o 
MapSoxatos ov tpocKuve Tov Apay L 

3 bia ~1a3] om 6 H (exc 936 *) | wX] om $L | Tan ~ywa3] 
om L | *577705] cut 3: Mapdoxare 248: + Mapdoxyare & (exc 44, 106: 

93b +) + dicentes & | 97179] + praeter ceteros | MV MX] om L] 

pan 3] + xa ov mpocxuves tov Apav L: + et non adoras Aman et non 
respondit eis © 

4-77] om 6: om "Fp S| I — DSN] om L | ovax3) OVaNS 
Q Oc: edarow & | 75N] om SH | HI — “HTAW] om 44, 106 | "5"4] 
kat ovk vredesav 108a. | nin — "5'770] Mapdoxaor ros Tov BactAews Aoyors 

avritaccopevov G: quoniam Mardochaeus non obedit regi ut adoret te 

%: wep. avrov L: scire cupientes utrum perseveraret in sententia 3 | "5] 

car 6 L | "5 — “TYT] tr after vs 3 L: Kav eve Mapdoyaros Iovdatos expe 
71: eo quod sit Judaeus % | od] + 3 Mapéoxaios & (exc 106: 93b =) | 
“TH1"] + quod cum audisset 3 

5 "> — 5] om L | "57779] om x 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 236 | MMw] 
om @ i (exe 93b *) | Nia — pram] t+ oT by K 76, 117, 166, 188, 
218, 249 D © S: yyw chodpa GL: cOvpwOy rw MapSoyaw xac opyn 
e€exavOn ev avtw L: iratus est valde 3 

6a om & (exe 936 *) L | 3-2 Fa] 1Zpeas Lon lpegoo S: et 
pro nihilo duxit 3: et quaerebat % |] +a S| "\7722) et Z | 725] 
ut perderet eum &| 495] om 3 6 L| gwd) om 3(55 nyx— 
wIwNN] om L | 55] + nationem 3 | $53] om 55 ISH | OT OF] 
et Mardochaeum et genus ejus %: tov MapSoxavov kat wavta tov Aaov 
avrou L: om 3G 

7 wInla — wrwnyr] om L | wma — 7e72] om @ (exe ©") | 

PORT) + neomeniae & | wm] om & & | pn] tys Bacirteus G: reg- 
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nante % | +s — yan] kau erounoey Wydiopa Kat eBarev kAnpous G: decre- 

tum fecit et misit sortem %: xa eropev6y Apav pos tous Oeovs avrov L 

aft vs 10: missa est sors in urnam, quae Hebraice dicitur phur 3 | 5] 

is2 S: dovp 938b* | RIT] woanc S| yan "955] so 93b*: om G & | 

pra — wand) om L| wand] wih Var Oc: + gens Judaeorum 

deberet interfici et exivit mensis 3: + wore arodecat ev pia nuepa TO ‘yevos 
Map8oxatov Kou erecey 0 KAnpos ets THY TecoaperKaideKaTyY Tov pyvos G (93b 
om): + Tov emyvwvar nuepay Oavatov avtwy Kat Badde KAnpous ets THY TpLO- 

kaidexatnv Tov pyvos L aft vs 10: + perdere gens Mardochaei quae ceci- 
dit sors in quarta decima die mense L: + luypes 3| WP DW] om 
6 L @has) | ST] om L: wan] om 6 LL S | 4] + Nioay L (Nacav 

93a) aft vs 10 

8 4] om %: + wapalnrwoas o Apav Kat Kunfeas ev ravre Tw Ovpw avrov 

epvOpos eyevero extperwy avrov e& ofbadpwv avrov L | yar] om & (exc 44, 

71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236: 93b *) £L | winwm] ficto corde propter genus 
Judaeorum et dixit 1: xapda davdy kaka, rept Iopayd Acywv L: + Aeyov 
& (om 93b) | MN] om 36 ZL | HDI] om G (exc 93d *) L: incredi- 

bile | Ova Pa] om 3H L| meta] om 6H L | qd] bese» 
wipes! S: rors Bacrrevus L: + rAaos roreuov xat arebys L | BPP NT] + 

et caeremoniis 3} py don] om 3% L | orl gov Baortev L: tuis & | 

pwr] + et optime nosti 3: + qui cognoscuntur in omni pestilentia 

et praecepta tua spernunt %: + yvopiopeva ev race tos ebveru rovnpoe 

OVTES Kat TA TPOTTAYHATA TOU aberovar L | pan _— om] apos Kabatpe- 

ow tys Soéns cov L; in diem munitionis gloriae tuae L 

9 3590) + Kot ayabn 7 Kpiots ev Kapow, avrov L: + et optimum est 

sensui tuo & | ptan5 3nD"] SoAyrw por ro eOvos ets arwAeav L: detur 

mthi genus hoc in perditionem %& | pan] om p 3 3| on) om 

3% | dy — pad] om G (exc 930%, N°* ™) LZ | Sy] so Oc: dy var 

Or | ead] om 3 | pa’) tuae 3: tuo: om L 

10 aft 3:11 L | {npno] + quo utebatur 3: + avrov A| 3 Sy] 

om @ © | FIN] + as xepa(s) 6 L (exe N *) | 2 —otyen) om 

GLL: + cdpaywa xara twv yeypoppevov ata tov Iovdawy & 

11 par] om & | yarn] eum 3: avrw L: om $% | FOI] + quod 
tu polliceris 3 

12 SNIP" — 12] om L | Poa] + om beass S| MONT] + avros 
o pev Nicay (car) & &* ™ ™, 938b + | 42 OY] om G (exe N ** ™, 93b +): 

tov pyvos 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236: Lujpwo ao %: die Z| 3m5%] om 
"3: Aeywv ypade L: Kar eypapay G: et scripta sunt x | bas — “WN’?] om 

L | 555 om @ i (exe 93b*) | yor] + scribis & | 5x] + omnes 3 | spn’) 

om & (exe 930 *) | dy] + 55 3@ LL | 4] tas xwpas L: rodeas 
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93a | TTD] om G (exc N**) L (exe 98a): + azo Ivdicns ews TyS Avbto- 

TUS TOLS EKATOV eLKooL exTa Xwpas G HL (93D +) | bx — anbo] om L | Psy 

“s] om 3 | OP) Dy] Leses 3: tov Ovov xara THY avTwv Ae G: unt- 

uscujusque loci gentium secundum interpretationem eorum % | ro" 

— ws] om 6 % | www] so Oc: var Or WINTWNM | ANDI] om 

36: pr xa 93d % | DAM — 7747] om & (exe 930 *) | OAT OM 
Ba G: xa odpayfov L | pan *] ipsius 3: + ov yap eortw os arroorpepe 

thv oppayida L 

13 bw — OVE) Kae arecrary dia BiBrAuadopwy G (BiBAoypadwy 

248, 248, C, Ald): kat eomevoe kas edwxey es XeLpas TpEXovTw rrewy L (tr aft 

3:18b): et dimissae sunt litterae per librarios & | bp —_ par] om L 

44, 106: eas rnv ApratepEov Bacireoy © & | sard4 397) om & % L (exc 

930 *) | 5°05] pr) $3 | Sand)] om 3] 55 my] 70 yevos 6 % | “ID 
— pws] om & & (exc 93b *): azo apoenkov ews OndAvKov kar Siapralev ra 

vera L | oa — ad) om L| wy mwidwa] om 6 H (exe 930 *) | 
wy Dw] undecimo L: om 3 | NYT] om % | WIN] om 3 G ¥ (exc 93b *) | 

n>>w"] cooatnalo 3: Ko Ta vrapxovta avtwv & % | nad] Siapraca & L: 

+ wohed| fps ASDS 59] wapeDd soon pur %: + the following section 

(B:1-7) in @“ZL . 

ADDITION B 

Tis? 8€ émictoAts éotiv rd avtiypadoy tdéde> Bacwreds péyas 

’AptaképEns® trois ade ris “Ivdunts &wst rhs AlOsomias éxatov® 

elxoot® érta yopdv dpyovat' cal Tordpyais) broretaypevois* Trade! 
ypade.™ *rorAdOv érdpkas €Ovav* Kal waons émucparncas? oixov- 

pevns, €BovrAndny,” wn? ro Opdoa ths éEovolas erraipdpevos® errvet- 

xéatepov? b& Kal pera nridrntos® del» SueEdyou,! todsi trav vote 

Traywevav® axvupdrous! da mavtds Kkatactioa.™ Bious,® thy Te” 

Baotrelav huepov? Kai mopevTny4 péxypt™ mepatoy TrapeEdmevos® ava- 

vedoarbat tet tTHYvY ToPoupevyny’ Tois™ macw avOp@rors eipnynv* 

B: 1 a-bxat vreypawe ryv vroretaypevny ematoanv L: epistola autem scripta estduo decima 

similitudine cujus est ecemplum hoc iL: (at) To avttypaghov tys ematoAns Tode 44, 106 | ¢ Acounpos 

L: Artarxerxes 1 |drns 93a | euro 19, 108b: in | tmexpe 44, T1, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236 | B+ Kar 

L | betxooe cat L A 93b | lapyovor Li: apxovowy 19, 108b | ioatpamars L | kom L | -mquivere qui 

proprie sentiunt quae in nos salutem 1 

2 a-eom 93a | b+ rns L | ceBovdevOny 93d: scribo igitur LZ | dom 93b, 106 | eerappevos 108a: 

tr with fA 4|&mpaorytos Ne. 8: meorntos A | bom I 249 | idvetayery 98a; Stekayaywv 93b | i-k Tous 

umoteraypnevous 71, 76: om twv 74|1so BAN 93d: most codd Babaxvpavrovs: arapaxous L: 
execrabilis © | ™stratuni i | 0 Biov 71, 76, 248, C: vitae sed & | ode L | p npewov A N 52, 55, 64, 71, 

74, 76, 106, 120, 243, 248, 249, C, Ald | apertinens % | raxpt A L930: + rwv 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236 | 

Smapexouevos Li: mapetopevoy 44, 106, 120, 236: mapetouerwy 55|tom L | u-xrqy racw avOpwros 
mrodovpevny ecpnvnv L | v ropovmerny 44 | Wom L: mapa A | Xpraestans L 
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*arvOopevov® Sé pov TaY cupBovrAWY THs dv aYOcin TOdTO emt Tépas,” 

cwodppoctyy’ rap’ juiv® duevéycas® cal! év TH& edvola amrapadrAdxTas® 

kat BeBaia lore: drrodsediypéevoss xat* devtepov! Tav™ Bacidedv® 

yépas® aarevnveypévos? ‘Apuav ‘éréderEev® Hyiv,> év® macais® rails 

Kata THY otkoupevny durais avapeulyOar’ dvoperht Nadv® tiva,> 

trois! vopwous avTiOerov’ mpos wav &Ovos, Ta Te* TOV Baotdéwv! Tapa- 

méurrovras™ Sinvec@s mpootdypata> mpdos® TO wn KataTiecOarP 

thy bf’ huav4 KatevOuvoperny aueumrws™ cuvapyiav.s *Svernpdres* 

odv Tdde” 735° ZOv0s povwtarov4 ev’ avrimapaywynt mavTlé Sud mavTds 

avOpor@™ Keipevov,i Siayaynvi vowov® Eevifovcay! rapadrAdooov,™ 

Kat Svcvoodyv™ Trois HmeTrepois® rpdyuacww? Ta yeipioTad cuvTedouy™ 

kana Kars wrpost 76 wn THY Bactrclay evotabias® Tuyyaveay'? *aTpoc- 

TeTAaYAMED OvV® TOS THpaLvoudvous piv év© Tois yeypaupevos4 

td ‘Awav’ tod! reraypevov® éml* rev mpayudrwvi Kal Seuvrépou 

matposi juav,* mavras! ody yuvatki al Téxvots atrohécar™ oropp.tet® 

Tails? Tov éyOpav? pwayaipas4 dvev Tavs? olxTou® Kal pedods' rH 

Tecoaperxadendty To SwdexdrouY pnvos® ’Addp tod* everTa@Tos 

érous,Y 'érras* of wadat Kal? viv ducpeveis” év jucpa ma4 Bralws® 

8 arvvOavonevov L Ne.a A: mvvOavonevwv 19, 93a, 108: muvOonevov 71: mubopevwy 1084: 

mo0ovpevov Ald |b-+o many codd Li|cawdpocvvns oA: owhpocvvny N: owdporny 55 | duyuw 

A 93d: maperue 249 | eSvernvoxws L: Stampewovras 249: Stampewas 52, 55, 64, 243, 248, C: dtatpepas 

Ald | f-gom L | hamapaddactw LC: mapaddaktw 19, 108b | imoris 93a | i-Str N|Jom L| kro L: 

to S¢ 93a | ldeutepos 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120 | m-n ro BagtAccoy 71,76: Twyv Bacrrewy NM* A | m-osig- 

norum ad finem LL | °ynpas 19, 1086; mepas 93a | Paveveyxanevos L 

4 avredeckey L: amedeckey C | b+ maporxov Li 938b: + maporxos 19, 1080 | c-dom N* | eava- 

pemexas 19 | f-etr44|e-htrL |gom ZX | bh + legibus nostris non ambulantes &% | i+ wey L | Javri- 

tumov NWA 93b: avridtcovvTa L: avridtxovy 98a|kée L|lBaccdewy 236 | Maaparenrovra L: 

mapateutovtes N* | Ddtataynara Bab over eras, N A | ku regum autem praetermittentes super- 
vacue ad res 1 | o8mpos to pydemote Thy Bacidecay evotadecas tvyxavery Li: nam ante propter 

quod non componerent quod a nobis regitur sine querela & | Pearareverdar C | Iupwy 64 | 
Tapeunrov 52, 55: aucyws 108a: ameunrws Ald 

5 a-fdisparsum hoc genus singulare contra eos estote Z| bom L | ¢4tr L | e-mom 98a | 

g-i maytos Kemevov Twy avOpwrwv L| 6-80m iL | havOpwrwy N*; avov A: avwy 93b | Jdta Tay Li: ba 

tov 19 | kvouoy 19 | léergovea N*; pr eras 1 let A | Mrapaywyny L: mapaddacowy N*, 44, 106: 
mapaddAakty Re. a A 93d | Bdvovon Bb (dvavOy), A: Svavovvtos 44, 106 | Ovmerepors 98a | P rpocrayma- 

ov) Nea L 71, 76: +ae L 93b: mpaypa N* | daxecpeora 44, 71, 106: +7 C | rovvredew L: 

ovvredourtas 71, 74, 76|80m L N* | t-vapos to wyderote xatariecOar TH vp yuwv KatevOvvomern 

povapxia L | umost codd evaoraberas: evoraberav 236 | Vrvyxaveray 236 

6 eum L: om Ne-4 | bnobis L 52, 93b |c-dom L: ev rors ypappoorw 249: + veer 93d | e-s tr 
93a | fkom 71 | humo 52 | iover eras and mg B&b (raypatwv B* ph) | J-k patre vestro @ | 1-n odop- 

ptgous aroderat cuy yuvarts kar Texvors L, | DoAopicee NAN 44, 64, 71, 930, 106, 120, 236, Ald: odoppiger 

55: oAAopege 76: odoppige 108a, 249: oAoppigovs 248 C | °om 248 C | PeOvwy A | dpaxats A: + qui 

legibus non parent © | rom 249 | Souxrpov M*: orxov 93a | toidw R* (pidovs Nea) | w-yom 

71 | V-wyunvos tov dwdexatou ovtos o pny L | x-¥os eate Avatpos Li: + poveverv mavras tovs lovdarovs 

nat apragew Ta vyma L 

7 awa L | bcdvopevers nar vey L | 4-0 wraws 930 | €om Li: Stxawws 249 
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, > aj \ 

eist rév GSnv KatedOdvtes® eis Tov peTérerTa xpovov® evataby! Kat 
a ‘ ’ 

ardpayal mapéyoow* hpiv dia Tédovs TA mpaypara.} 

% f-eavvedOovres evs Tov Adqv L| hom L| ileverabycwmow cat wy dia Tedovs mapexwow nut 

mpaypara L | Jarapaxov R* (xa NRe.a) | Kwapexovow A 14 | lnpooraypata A: + qui autem cela- 

verit gentes Judaeorum, inhabitabilis, non solum inter homines, sed nec inter aves; et igni 

sancto comburetur, et substantia ejus in regnum conferetur. Vale L 

CHAPTER III 

14 om L 71 | 2757 yawns] summa epistolarum haec fuit 3: ra Se 

ayTiypada Tw emotodwy &: om & | qn) qn2> Ba G: ut scirent 3: 

e€erbero G: et imperatum est © | NI] om IS GL (exc 93b *) | $59] om 

45 G: omnibus % | ATA — OT] om % | FIV] om & (exc 93d*) | 
™55 — D™aDTI] om 3 | ~d3] pose S: xat mpocerayyn & | EMMY] soN'S 

Br CB!: o-tny BaG | mi] statutum © 

15 mn — pan] om L | oe" — iN") om & & (exc 930 *) | 

"272 EDI] eoevdero 8c ro zpaypa G LZ (ypappa 52, 64) | pa om 

@ & (exc 93b*) | IND NIH) om GE (exc 93d*) | ywawa] ywaws some 

codd and edd: +et convivium fecerunt omnes gentes & | 27] om 3 

@ & L (exc 93b*) | pam —_ minw>] om L: Aman autem cum introisset 

regiam cum amicis luxuriabatur & | moimwd)-+ tps! % | 32] 

tr aft 4:1 L: om & (cf. 4:3): et cunctis Judaeis qui in urbe erant flenti- 

bus 5 | www] so B?: yw Ba G: om 3 @ (exe 93b*): + em rou yeyevy- 

pevos L | : + Ht invocabant Judaet Deum patrum suorum, et dicebant: 

Domine Deus, tu solus Deus in coelo sursum, et non est alius Deus praeter 
te. Si enim fecissemus legem tuam et praecepta, habitassemus forsitan 

cum pace omne tempus vitae nostrae : nunc autem, quoniam non fecimus 

praecepta tua, supervenit in nos omnis tribulatio ista. Justus es, et 
tranquillus, et excelsus, et magnus, Domine, et omnes viae tuae judicia. 

Et nunc Deus non des filios tuos in captivitatem, neque uxores nostras 
in violationem, neque in perditionem: qui factus es nobis propitius ab 

Aagypto, et usque nunc, miserere principali tuae, parce, et non des 

haereditatem nostram in infaniam, ut hostes dominentur nostri. Et 

in Susis, in civitate proxima regi, propositum erat exemplum, et 

cognita erant scripta (followed by A: 3, qg. v.) & 

CHAPTER IV 

IV, 1 “>Ta4] et hic L| 55] om & %| Fwy “w) scripta quae 
erant in epistola %&: + 3:15, 4:3 in part g.v. L | Sp] qeprerdero L | 
“97970] om ISU: + APwv as Tov oixov avrov L | pw] + Kat KaTeracato 

6&3 (exc 71:93b +) | “EN1] + super caput ejus L: nar cpodubas L: om 

71 | Sv — TT] om L | NV) om Nz 5 | Tn] ia Tys wAaTeas ©: per 

totam plateam & | pyT")] + ev Svoos ry woe 93b + | prt] et vociferans 
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%: om 71 | 95973] om % 71 | 7a] om GH: ostendens amaritudinem 
amimi sui et hoc ejulatu 3: + ab aula virili usque ad portam muliebrem 

clamans: gens perit nihil mali faciens &: + a:peras eBvos pndev ndixnxos © 

2 NI] ef sedit H| sy] in D | 955] om S: atrio L| spw) rv 
avdny L: aulae &: tys roAews 93D: rs avdys A | pan] tyv e€o L: 

muliebris %: om 93b: + xa ecrn © L | TN) + cadly bwodse] S| *W] ry 

avtyy © L: wvdqy R°*™ 938b: om L | pan] om @ &: rys rodews 930: 

ra Baoireu L | pw] + Kat orodov & (93b +) 

3 tr to 4:1 L: tr to 3:15 end &% | FTW] worn L: om % | TTD] 
oppidis 3: om © & % (exe R°*™!, 930*) | ATO — ya] om L | 
Dip7a] ac locis 3 | 925] ra ypappora G: exemplum epistolae % (ro mpoo- 

Taypo No * m8) | pan] om & % (exe N°*™, 93b*) | Th] crudele 3: om 

SG | dan) pra @L: + et luctus 4h: tr aft WOM S | $173) + eyevero 
44: + eywero 74, 76, 106, 236: + xoe mixpov L | pty) +omnes & L | 

pis) — prand] om L® | oz) om G (exe 930 *) | *524] xpavyy & (dovd- 
pos 93b*) | ABO) + av cor A: + xaos 44, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236, C | x7] 
pro strato utentibus 3 | O35] cavros 

4 FPA — TOMO] Kae exarecey Evvovxov eva Kat amearetle mpos 

EoOnop L: et audivit Hester regina vocem Mardochaei fratris sui 

Hebraica voce lingua % | FAWN] TINIAN Q Oc: asso 3 | NMI] 
om $ | FPO™MO I] om 73 | TTI) — Wa] om L % | wa PDdaM]) quod 
audiens 3: axovoaca To yeyovos & | rowm — >] Kat evrev n Bact- 

uo mrepterecOe Tov caxxov L: et missit spadonem, qui praesto erat in 

conspectu ipsius, dicens,; vade, exit celerius hinc, et auferes vestimenta 

quae est indutus, et indue illum vestimenta alia % | O°752] om & (exe 
930 *) | "DT MN] eum 3 | oy] + Kar ecayayere avrov L: + et veni 
ad me, ut sciam quid vult frater meus, quoniam vocem fratris met 
audio, magnam vocem tribulationis et planctus, et plorationis, et 

angustiae, et necessitatis, et extit spado et dixit et & | dap nd] et 

noluit Mardochaeus deponere saccum et omnem humilationem suam & 

5 om L # | amb Wn var Oc: Athach 3: Za + sams &: 

Axpabaov @: Aypabeoy A: Eyxpadaov 44: Adax 93b (so always): Eyxpa- 

Oo1ov 106: AOax C (so always) | par] aft "WN J: avrys G: om 249 | 

“WN — BD] om 71 | tay] xb S| eM] + ut iret 5 | med] 
-+ ab eo 3: + avry G (9386 +): + avrov RN ** AN 71, 74, 76, 120, 236, 

249 | IT PTD] ro axpiBes @: + ro axpiBes * re Tovro 930: om 71 | dy; — 
rit] om 3 G (exc 93b*) | F777] om 3 

6 om @ & L (exc 930 *): & %* ™ has as Tyv wAaTEay THs Toews y ETTLV 

Kata mpogwmrov THs WANs THS ToAEws: A has em tyv ware pos tn (ry A* 

ra sup ras A*) Bacvurea | pan] palatii 5 

7 omL| 34 — Wp) om % | 55] om G (exe 8 &* ™, 930 *) | ANI — 
end of va] simul de decem millibus talentorum quae dedit Aman pretium 
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perditionis Judaeorum & (tr aft 4:8) | Foor] om G (exe & °*™, 93b *) | 

Sipwd] om G (exe 8 **, 930 *) | Dy] + dee S| 793] TH, 8: tay yolaw 
G | pur] om %: + prpwy radravrov 6 & | ow TT] ora Q Oc: 

pts var Oc 
8 ns — NON] om L 71: tr w rest of vs & | and) so Ben Asher: 

‘sm>D Ben Naphtali (Ginsburg): om % @ (exe & *°, 93b *) | DI] om 

SGU (exe N **, 930 *) | AWR— DIMA] om % | y3] om 44, 74, 76, 
106, 236 | DI"2wITS] om 38 | 43] missit Z | 49] confestim % | NW 
— NOX] om Z| *MoON] reginae 5 | pad] cae are GU: oA amev 

L: om 3 $| 1975] avrw G: ovres L: spadoni %: om 5 8 | mye] evre- 
daca G: epare L: vade dic & | NIDd — end of vs] surge, quid sedes et 
taces? quoniam venundata es, tu et domus tua et patris tui, et gens et 

omnis progenies: surge si poterimus pro gente nostra laborare et patt, 

ut Deus propitius fiat genti nostrae % | Xi2a5 — xd] py azocrpeys tov 

eoe\Oev mpos tov Bacrea L | snd] aceA\fovcav A | spo wp2d'] om 

371 | by + epov xa Li | OP] tov Acov 6 L: + kat rys warpidos NW “* ™ 

A, 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236, 249, 980 *: + 

pvnobeica® jwepav Tatrevaceds cou ws” érpadns® év4 yeipi pov, 

dud7e® “Apay 6 Sevtepevwvt re Bacirel éXdrnoevs Kal? judv eis Oa- 

vatov: émixddreca® tovi Kipiov) Kal* AdAnoov te! Bactrel™ creph 

HpoVv? Kabl° pooa nwas éx Oavadrov? © L 

Buvyngds ad W* (uvngbiga N c.9) | bwy Li: ov 9a | Cearpadys A: etpady 55 | d+ 7 L | eda 

cA: on L 93a | fSevrepewy N*| BAcAaAne bef tw L | h-Pom 71, 249 | hemexaderauery Li: + ovy 

L 44, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236 | iom 74, 76, 106, 120 | j@eov L. | kom L. | }-maft L | 00m some codd 

9 Factum est autem cum legisset Hester litteras fratris sut, scidit 

vestimentum suum et exclamavit voce amara et gravi, et ploravit plora- 

tione magna, et corpus ejus formidolosum factum est, et caro ipsius 

concidit valde & | nn N24] om L | 777) cf. 4:5: AxOpafatos & * A: 

AyxpaSaios 44 | 357 — 4:10 qn] om 930 | "moxd] so NX * A, 64, 243, 
249, C, Ald: avrn 6 L. | TNR — DI) ty odvvny rov IopayA L | MN] + 

mavras & (exc 44, 71, 74, 76, 106) | "547°79] rovrovs G 

10 “anni — 7nd] om L | wax] et misit % | MON] om J # | 
qn] spadonem suum &: mpos avrov 44, 106: et 3 | SN] zopevOyre 

G: om i | bx] Sy Seébhir ef. 4:5: xara L [717972] rade L: ravra 98a: 

eum @: + xox eaov (-+ avrw 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 236) or. G@: + dAeyovoa L: 

+ dicens &: + probs 3 

11 55 —mita] om L % | ny — 7777) om 6 8 (exe No" ™, 93b*) 
| Dy4] et cunctae 3: par] quae sub ditione sunt 3: Artaxerxes rex 

2%: ov L| poy te] so N'N? Br: Coy Ba G: ywooxes L: dixit % | 55] 
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mapa ravros L.| SWNT W'S] homo omnis gentis %: om L| bx?— 
ms") om L | map] so AD: ryv ecwrepay & | NTN — rear] 

absque ulla cunctatione statim interficiatur 3: ov eotw avrw cwrnpu 

GZ: Gavarov eoxos ecru L (aft ANH) | —5] om @ % L (exc &“*, 93) | 

pan *}om L | oa 3w] + avrov L | atm] + pro signo clementiae 5 | 

Fem] om L | 9125) om L | 4579") avrov L | prwidw) bz 8 | ov] 
+ igitur quomodo ad regem intrare potero 3: + et quomodo introtbo 
ad regem et exiit &% + xau rws everevoopat vey axAntos ovoa L: + xat 
aTteAOwv T1 

12 om L | yy] vaso 3: Kar arnyyerde G: + Aypabaros © (Apyxa- 

Oaos A: cf. 4:5): + spado & | *5t5795] illi &: + aavras & (93b +) | 
MN—"ANTN] om 3: ravra 71: verba ipsius + et iratus est Mar- 

dochaeus & 

13 VAN] Ko amecrare L | "57°79] om JL: + zpos Axpabaiov (AxOpa- 

Oorov NS) mopevOyte Kar G (93b +) (om apos Axpafaoy A 71: avrw 44, 106): 

+apos avrnv L: + spadoni intra & | asp] rursum 3: aroy GL: ou 

are L.| 8) avrn GL L| SNC] + dicens 3: om LU 44, 71, 74, 76, 
106, 236 | bx — end of vs] om L | y5795] salva fiar L: + tantum 5: 

+udal 3: + porn & @L | yan ma] pr r? S: wv tn Boolean © DL: 

+ ada] S| OOTP] + quoniam uxor regis sum & 

14 5] ws ore &: or: A, 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236: om % L | wn] 

om 6% L (exe R°*™, 93b*) | "WANN ] zapaxovoyns G: varepidys L: non 
praemiseris & | SMT NPI] tov vous cov + rov pn BonOyoat avros addr L | 

mn] Jducs S: om 3: Bonbea GL: BonOos L | Hox] xa oxern G: et 

defensor &: xat cwrnpw L | TV") pr ov« 106 | putt] peta G: 

avros L (ev avrois 93a) | “MN mip) per occasionem aliam 3: addobev 

@ i: o beos L.| ANTD] +-o whspod] S | mind] + ut in tali tempore 

parareris 3: + ut gentem tuam liberes. Et introtit spado, et renuntia- 

vit verba Mardochaei Hester reginae @: + xat awed Ouv avnyyede avtn 71 

15 “MANMI] Ka (eé)amecratey G L| ANON) 7 Bacruooa L | awd] 
rursum 3: rov yxovra mpos avtyy & (om zpos avrnv A): denuo cum misis- 
set qui ad eam venerat %: om L | "57" bx] a Mardochaeo + domine 

Frater, si tibi videtur introibo, licet moriar %: + haec verba 3: om L: 

+ dAeyovea & L 

16 7) om L i | op —otrny] mapayyerare Oepareav L: prae- 

dica igitur sanitatem % | 55] om 6 (exc 8° *, 93b* por avras | ONY] 

Dalo 3: om GLL | yworws] +122 S: om L& | Wa — A] Kae Sen- 

Onre Tov Oeov exrevus L: et annuntia jejunium; et dicito presbyteris ut 
faciant jejunium, lactantes autem separent nocte a matribus suis, 

boves et pecora non pascantur quibus diebus % | Wane] et orate 5 | 

Sy] om 4 57 codd R, N! ©! 3 | o3] D5) 72 codd R, @' JSGL: om 
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© | DUZN] roooper L | 7] om % & (exc N%*, 930*) | 7221] om 4) 4: Kat 

tore GH: xr L | WOR — MID] zapa rov vopoy : axAnros L: -+ non vocata 

3: om % | WONDI — NIIN’) av Kae amodecbar pe 1 (Sen) G: et Seoe xat 

amobauvev pe L: habens in manu animam meam + extit spado et dixit 

verba ejus &: tradensque me morti et periculo 3 

17 7237) om SDy" L | wy — end of vs] praedicavit sanitatem : 

sponsi autem de thalamis ewierunt, et sponsae de pascuis suis; presby- 

teri autem et anus exierunt ad deprecandum: boves et pecora prae- 

cepit, ut tribus diebus et tribus noctibus non pascerentur. Omnes 

autem acceperunt cinerem, et invocabant excelsum Dominum, ut pro- 

pitius illorum fieret humilitati. Mardochaeus vero conscidit vestimenta 

sua, et substravit cilicium, et cecidit super faciem suam in terram, et 
presbyteri populi a mane usque ad vesperam i: kat eroucey ovrus L | 
$55] om 5 R 486 3 S$ G (exec N°*™ ™* 93d) | “MON] + the following 
passage (C: 1-30) in @L& 

ADDITION C 

‘xat4 eejOn> Kupiov, wvnpovedov wavra” ra épya Kupiov,* *xat 

eirev® Kupie,” xipre® Bacired4 rrdvrwv® xpatav,t dr. év® eEovoia cou 

70) crap dori, kali ov éotiv* 6! dvtiboEav™ cou év™ To Odray ce 

caoa Tov? "lopanr: *Stt ov érroinoas Tov otpavdv Kal THY YyRV Kal 

Tav* Oavpalouevov év tH vm’ ovpavor,> *xal* Kupios” ef? wavror, 

Kat4 ovx dori Os avrita£eTal® cor TO Kupio:! 'ad*® ravra? ywooKes,” 

av oidas, Kupie,® btu! ove év UBper ovde® ev irrepnpavia® ovde ev 

girobokla éroinca todT0,' 76) pH) rpoocKuveiv Tov brepnpavov* ‘Apady.) 

6712 nbddxovv” gireiv® mérApata® codav avtov® mpost cwrnpiav® 

*Iopanr, 'aArd érroinca TovTO* iva un” OG dcEav avOpdrrov® brrepavw 

SdEns Oeod+2 Kal ov& mpockuynow ovdévat wrANv cod TodE Kupiov® 

C: 1 sdom7Ti Z| b+7ov L 44: pr Mapdoxatos Ne. a|c-davrov ra epya Li | davrov 44: tov 

Kuptov 93b Ne.s 

2 set dixerunt & | b-f Secrora mavtoxpatop L:: Deus Abraham et Deus Isaac et Deus Jacob, 

benedictus es 1 | ce A: om 71 | 4-£Bacrdevs mavroxpatwp C, Ald | e-fmavroxparwp (op) N Nes 

44, 52, 64, 71, 74, 76, 106, 108a, 120, 236, 243, 248, 249 | g-5eom @ | 8-+7H L | b-ieort ra wavra L | e-8b 

om 71 | brovro Ald | j-k om 93b | los L. | mavriragerar L | 2-3¢ om 93a, | 9+ occov L 

3 abom 106 |4+70L 

440m A: +ouvL | bcevprevers L | d-fom L | eavtitagcera: R* 

§ at+yap L | bravrwr 55, 93b | cyrypwoxers A: +xar To yevos IopandA L: + xat 249 | dom 44, 

74, 76, 106, 120, 236 | e-fxae oveore L | @xuptos Ald | f-lom & | 8-hom L|iom L|jrov L: om 174, 

76, 106, 120, 249 | kKamepitunrov L 

6 8-equoniam non mihi placet plantas pedum Aman adorare 1 | 4ere L | bevSoxouv 

NAL 44, 74, 106, 1085, 120, 236, 248, 249, C | cdranoor L: om 98a | dra meAuara rwv L: ro weApa 
twv 934 | f-Sevexev rov L 

Taom L: +non ita L| b-duydeva mpotatw tys dofys cov Seomota | CavOpwrw No.0 52: 

avOpwrwy M*|d+pov Nea A 93b W|efundeva mpooxvynow L|fovdeva A| Som C| bevpee 
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pov, kal ob mroujow avtal év imepnpavia.® Fxat viv, Kipre 6% beds 

6 Bactreds? 6 Oeds® ’"ABpadu, heicar® rod Naod! cov, Ott émuBré- 

movaws® juiv eis xatapOopay Kal éreOtunoav® amordca tiv é& 

apyys KAnpovopiay cou: °wH® virepidns THY mepida cov jv” ceavT@® 

édXuTpocw éx yst Aiyirrou- “éraxovcov ths Senoews pov" Kal 

indcOnte TO” KANpw® cov, Kalo otpdov® 7d TévO0s Huavt eis edw- 

xiav,® iva Covres tpv@per® cov' 7d dvopa,) Kupre,* nat pi apavlons 

otdpa! aivotytav™ co.2 “Kxal® was "lopahr éxéxpatav? é& iayvos 

abtav, Stt° Oavatos® airav év dpOarpois adtav.e “Kal ’Eobnp 7? 

Bacintioca” xarépuyer® éri% tov? Kipiov év ayaut Oavarou Katet- 

Anupey,s “xal® aperopwevyn? ra iwatia ths SdEns adris® évedtcato 

imdtiat atevoywpias® cai? révOous,® xal® avril ravi imepnpavor 

qovopatevs orodod Kal* xompi@v! érrAncer™ THY Keharyy:® Kal° Td 

capa? érareivocey opodpa,s xal™ ravta torov® Kéopov' dayaddud- 

patos avris™ érAnoe’ otpertov tpixyav adtis:* “xal® édeiro> 

Kupiovu Oeod* "Iopanr4 nal? eirev? Kipid® pov, oi Bacireds nyov,d 

av ef povos:© BonOnacy por ty povy! Kai™ pn™ évovan Bonbov «i? 

un o€,? *dre% Kivduves pou ev” yepi pov. “éyw jxovov® éx> yeverfs© 

C: adnOvov L|iom L: Deus © | javro Li 248 C: om 93a | kretpacuw L: + ovde ev prdodofia 

93b: + nec in intemperatione, Domine. Appare Domine, cognoscere Domine L 
8 «bom N L 44, 55, 106: o Baotdevs N: Baoctteyv Nea A | cdtadenevos mpos L|c-dom 52, 

64, 248, C, Ald: + et Deus Isaac et Deus Jacob 1 [e+ parce LZ | tdovdov 108a | gemiteOewvrar L | 

hem@vypovew L | iaroAer@ar A 108a, 248, C; adavicat cat efapar L 

9 4-10k om 71 | bryv 93d | com L | ars 74, 76 

10 ener L | b-crns xAnpovouras Li: ty KAnpovouca 98a | dom 52, 64, 243, Ald | earpeyar 44 | 

fypev 93b | Bevppoovyvny L: + nostram LD | huprvnowuev L.[ice L: aft iA N 55, 76, 930 | i-kom 

L | 1170 cropa A: To awa R*| Mvpvovyvtwy L | uae Li: gov 106: + xvpre some codd 

11 8eom L| cet omnis populus supervixit in fortitudine sua cum esset IL | b céexpa- 

fev 108a; expatay 249: expafev NR: exexpagev A et al | c-dom 55 |¢-+o0 A | c-eom 44, 106 
12 2-bom 44-106 | ¢gom @ | 4-e mpos 236 | faywrta 71, 74, 76, 93a, 106, 120, 236 | om 71 

13 80m 71 | baderdaro L: mepteAonern Orig. iii, 598| cad eavtys+Kat mav onueroy em- 

davevas avtns cat L: +et | dom L | eorevoxwpiay L: sordide & | &revOos L | t8 om DL | b-aaft 
wT |b-Jom 44, 106|iom L|i+ «ae 44|klom i |1lxompov L: xompwv 108a; compas 249 | meve- 

mAnoe codd | 2+ avTys RB AL | wom 236 | dom 106 | P+ avrns NAL | t-uxcae wav onuecov xoo- 

pov avTns Kat ayaddapatos Li: et abstulit omne aurum a se 1 | 80m 249 | troouov 249: om 52, 

64, 243, 248, C, Ald: + ov 71, 74, 76, 120: aft uAa| v-wreprvwy tprxwy emdnce Tarervwoews Li: et 

substravit sibi cilicium iL | verAnoev NW: ewAnpwoev AB 

14 8-det cedidit super terram cum ancillis suis, a mane usque ad vesperam 1 | b edenby 

rov L 71) dom L 71 | e-fAeyouea 71 | 8-k Deus Abraham et Deus Isaac et Deus Jacob, bene- 

dictus es I | &Kvptos 76 | bo Geos pov A 108a: 0 Geos 44, 71, 74, 106, 120, 236: om L|i-kom 71, 
108a | k++ Bondos L | lrarewn L | m7 93b | Dove Li | -PwAqv cov L: + Domine L 

15 8-22i0m 71| 15 om 108a | b+7 AL 
16 4nxovoa L | b-fxe rou mps pov A: marpixns pov BiBdov Li: tov mazpos pov 93b; in libris 

paternis meis Domine 1 | cyeveas 108a | deex Pudns N | &-23¢L has the following: quoniam 

Noe in aqua diluvii conservasti. Ego audivi in libris paternis meis Domine, quoniam tu 

Abrahae in trecentis et decem octo viris, novem reges tradidisti. Ego audiviin libris paternis 

meis Domine, quoniam tu Jonam de ventre ceti liberasti. Ego audivi in libris paternis meis 

10 
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pov év4 dury® warpias pou,t éte® ov,> Kupue,! éraBesi rov “Iopanr 

ex mdvrev Tav eOvav Kal Tods* matépas judv! ex MavT@V™ TOY Tpo- 

ysvov adt&v™ els’ Krnpovopiay ai@uov, cal éroincas avrois boaP 

€rdrnoas.4 “xal® vovb hudpropev® évaridyv? cov, Kal tapédaxas 

Huds’ eis yeipas Tov! éyOpav Huav-& *avd?* dv” édoEdcapev® Tos 

Oeods adrav. Sixavos el, Kipies* “xat vive ody ixavoOnoav év? m- 

Kpacp@ Sovreias® jay, GAAA4 ZOnkav® Tas xeipast abtav,® *éEapas 

épicpov otdpatds cov® nal» apavioas KrAnpovopiav cov, Kal éudpa- 

Ear’ otdpat aivotytav® cof cat oBéoar® dd€av oixov cov Kat Ovor- 

aornpidv"® gov, ™xat avotEar oréua*® éOvav” eis apetas patalwv’ Kal 

OavpacOivar Baciréa cdpxivor4 eis® aidva. ™un* rapades, Kupre,> 

TO oKHTTpdVe cov" Trois pe ovow, Kale uy KaTayehacdTwcay» evi 

TH TdT HuUdr,) AArA* otpérov tHv Bovrjy! adtav™ én’ adtovs:4 

tov 8& apEduevov ef’ Huds’ mapadiypaticov. ™ wyncOnt1,* Kupre,> 

yvoacOnte év Kaip@ Orpews Huav,’ Kai éue 4 Odpauvov,? Bacired! trav 

Oedv® cal maons apyfs émixpatadv:' *dds Adyou edpvOpwov® eis TO 

otdpua pov? év@miov tod A€ovTos,© Kal perdOes4 THY Kapdiay avdTove 

els pisos Tod TrodELOUVTOS Huas, Ets gUVTEAELAY avTOUe Kal’ TeV Guo- 

Domine, quoniam tu Ananiam, Azariam, Misahel, de camino ignis liberasti. Ego audivi in 

libris paternis meis Domine, quoniam tu Daniel de lacu leonum eruisti. Ego audivi in 

libris paternis meis Domine, quoniam tu Ezechiae regi Judaeorum, morte damnato, et orante 

pro vita, misertus es, et donasti ei vitae annos quindecim. Ego audivi in libris paternis 

meis Domine, quoniam tu Annae petenti in desiderio animae, filii generationem donasti. 

Ego audivi in libris paternis meis Domine, quoniam tu complacentes tibi liberas Domine 

usque in finem | b-jeAvtpwow L | iom 120 | kom 52 | !avrwy L.| mom L (exc 98a) | Ravrov 108a | 
© emBenevos avtots IopanA L| Pa L: ws 52[4-+avros R A 93d, 249: + avrots kar mapecxov ova 

ytngav L 

17 @bom L: ore A | byyapryxapevw A 93b: yuaproy 19, 108b | cevavriov L | enue 93d | fom 

44: rows exOpors nuwv 52, 64, 243, 248, C, Ald | fom 93a, 106 | om 249 

18 abe. L | cedoéagouer 93a | dom 44, 106, 120, 236 

19 20m 44, 106 | brw A | cdovAcas RN: Wuxys 93a | d-e add eweOynxav L (ereOnxas 19, 108b) | f+ 

avTwy em Tas xetpas Twv edwrwy Ne.amg and most cursives: + Twv evdwrwv N*: + avtwy eme rors 

evdwrors 44, 106: + avtwr emt tas xetpas Twy eOvev 52 

20 aavrwy L.| bom L| cevppaéy A | doropata N 249 | evuvovvtwy A 93b| toe L 93d, 44, 52, 

74, 76, 106, 120, 236, 248, C, Ald | 20m 106 | hO@vortacryprov Li | icot A 

21 @oropara L | bex@pwr Li | ¢rarepwv 19, 108b | doapxiwwr 98a | e+ Tov L 

22 a+éy Li bpr 493b|d+xe N| e-fuicover ce ex9pors Li: pucover 55: exOpors 98h: pio- 

over oe 108a | £-iom 106 | Zom 93d, 108a | hyeAagatwoav A 93b:; xapecnoav Liem L| kom L: 

kat T1|1Bovdes L| m-naro tov Aaov gov 71 | Mavrov R* | Davros N* | 0+ es cana L 

232-254 om 44, 106 | 2-25hom 71 | semeavybe guy L | b+ Kar L | d-e un Opavons yuas L | f-iom 

L: et nunc subveni orphanae mihi © (aft vs. 29) | fBactdrevs 249 | geOvwy 74, 76, 120, 236, 243, 

248, C | hapxny R* 
24 aft 29 © | a@ev puomevoy 93a; Kupre cuppvOnov 249 | b+ Kat xapitwoor Ta pywara pov L: + 

et gratiam da in conspectu meo © | ¢Bacrrews L | dueractpepor L | eavrwy R* | f+ mavrwr 74, 

76, 120, 236 
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voowvrav avT@:® *Huds*® S& pdcar év® yepl cov,4 Kal BonOnodv 
Lp t \ 7 lal 

pou? tht pdvy Kal wn eyoton® e py od, Kipie® mavrav' yvoow 

éxes,) 
Kolrnv® amepituntav® calf qavtds addoTpiov.2 “ad® oldas tHv? 

Kai oldas bre éulonca*® dd~av avduov,» Kal® BdeAvccopat 

avaykny pov,° br. BdeAvooouar TO onpelov THS Umepndavias pov 6 

€or érl THs? Keparrs wout év juépais® dmracias pou? Bdedvcao- 

pat! avTo @s paxos Katapnviav,) Kal* od popd avTo év jucpais! 

novxyias pov.™ *Kal® od epayev’ 4° SovAn4 cou® tparelavt 

‘Apav,® cal ovx édd£acai cuprdctov) Bacidéws,* ovde! értov olvoy™ 

2 eal ovx nuppavOn” 7° SovrAn cov4 ad’® jucpas! pera- 

Borris wov® pwéype® vov' Anyi él* cot.) Kipie™ 6 Beds “ABpadp.™ 

oTrovoayv 

6° Beds 6” iaytwv’ él mavtas, eicdxovooy povnv® amndricpevov? 

Kal? foocar has éx yeipos TaV Tovnpevomevoy,e cal» pical! wei éxk 

tov ddBou pov.! 

24 gavtwr 19, 93a 

25 8-dom © | Ppvoov 19|¢+7y L| 4+ 77 xparaca L | enue 98a | thom L | + Bonfor A 44, 

74, 76, 106, 120, 236, 249: + BonPecay N: + erepov Boyfov 248, C | h-+ ore ov Li | imavroxparop 108a, 

249 |i-jom ZX 

26 e-com DL: afte L | bavoyov L | 4-27iom A | eamepitunrtov L | t-¢om i | gadAoyevous L 

27 aft vs. 29 ©] a+Kupe L| bdquoniam ex quo vestimentum hoc 1 | b-com 44, 106 | 
dom A L|eom 52|f+ «at ov dopw avro e uy L| thom L|snuepa A Llipr cae L | jxara- 

Byviatwy N 74, 120, 236; xarayyveacov 44, 106: amoxadyuevns L|k-mom L|1]mdie bona © | 

Tymepa 249 : 

28 2-e Deus tu nosti quoniam non manducavi LL | bepayor 108a, 236 | c-dApar | e+ eme twv 

L | frpamegwv avrov L | gaya L: execrationum © | b-2om 44, 106 | i edogannv 120 | J-k BactAews 

ovutroata L | iodovprocror 120 | leat ove L | m-2 orovéys ovvov L 

29 s-gtu nosti quoniam a via conversationis meae non sum laetata iL | bevbpavéy NR 

A L 64, 74, 120, 236, 248, 249, C, Ald: nudpavénv 93a, 44,106: eppavov 108; evdpavoy 19 | c-dom 

44,106 |eep L Ald: ev 52|fnuepatcs L. | Som N* (Nes has) | b-iom L N WL: axpe vy 44, 71, 74, 

76, 106, 120: wexpe Tov vuy 52, 64, C, Ald: axpe rov vuv 249 | jee wy L| k-lom 44, 106 | 1+ Kvpre 74, 

76,120 | m-n deamora L:: Kupte Kupre ABpaay 236 | Domine L ‘ 

30 220m 44, 106 © | a-cxat vey Svvaros wy L | bom 52, C | ddwrys Nes A L 71, 74, 76, 120, 
248, C | CadnAmopevwy RN: ameAmopevwr 52, 64.19 | fom 44, 106 | + ed nuas L | b-lom DL | ieeAov 

L | i+ Kvpce L | k++ xerpos L | 1oov 44, 71, 106: + transfer luctum nostrum in laetitiam, dolores 

autem nostros in hilaritatem: surgentes autem supra partem tuam Deus palam facito, aperi 

Domine; cognoscere Domine L 

CHAPTER V, AND ADDITION D 

V:1 (=D:1) (4) om HP 5 S| “py owr] + ws eravoato mpocevxo- 

pevn (+ EoOnp Li) educate ra ari tys Ocpareuas 6 L % (93b +): + et 
lavavit corpus suum aqua et unaxit se unctione % | wadm 9] Kae epe- 
eBorero 6 L. & | “NON] + vestimentis 3: om G: + bwoad S$: 7a worw L: 
vestimento & | MIDS] tyv S0€qv avrys G: rys Sofys L: gloriae suae + et 
ornata est ornamentis 1%: + the following passage (D:2-6) in 6 LUX 

(936 under +) 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 
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28 Text-CriticaL APPARATUS TO THE Book or ESTHER 

*al® yevnbeioa émipavns,© érixarecapevn Tov" ravrev éromrTnye® 

Gedv’ Kal® cwrhpa,® mwapédaBev' tasi dv0 &Bpas,* *xai rH wey wd 

ernpetdeTo* ws Tpupepevowevn, ‘9 Se érépa emrnxorovOe xoupifovca* 

THY” évdvow’ avTis: "kal abtn épvOpidca*® axpn” KaAXrOUS avTis, 
* \ / = an IX hs G i xX f d e 8 X ry v ? lol kal TO mpdcwrrov alts tdapov’ ws mpoagires,* 4 Sé Kapdia adris 

arectevopern® ao! Tob PdBov.e *xat eiceXOovca mdcas* Tas Ovpas 

2 a-kom 93a | 8-cet facta est praecipual | beyernOn R*: yevouevy L | cwepupavns 44; eme- 

avers 19, 106: + Kat L 16 | drwy 52 | eyrwornv Li | t-S Kar owrnpa Oeov Li: om 71 | fom 243, 248, C | 

&-hom i | howrepa 52 | imapeAaBero NM: wapedAaBe we eavtys Li: prot 71|/Jom NA L|k+avrns 

44, 71, 74, 76, 120: avpas avrns 106 

3 aeneperdero Ba2b N 71, 76, 106, 108a: emepidero A 

4 ®emxovdicovca L: xougioa N* | b-c ro evdvpa L 

5 sepvdprovea N: +ev Nes L: +s R*] b+ rov 108a|com L: + avrms | 4+ oculé 
autem gratissimi 1: mpopires R* | Cameorevonevy 52, 98a! arogrevwuevy 106 | f-Zom L|e+et 
formidans a domino in terrore mortis, quoniam mors erat ante oculos ejus 

6 20m L: aragas 108a 

1 (=D:6) ‘Waym] xarecrn 6: cory L | Tam — qn *] om & | 
“zn — ns] om 6 L | M53] ewmov © L: xarevwmov 938b Ne? | 
m2] om 6 L | pam] et ille 3: xat avros G: et invenit Artarxerxem 
regem i: ov avtos 98b | snd] om mpd 319: gloriae suae & | 
mas —rrean] om 6 L# | msdan— maa] om %: + the following 
(D: 6-7) in @LHX 

6 ‘ bond a fe) kal macav® otori® ris4 émipavelas® abrod! évedeSvxer,2 dros . oa 5 a 
&ia xpvood' Kati AMwv* codvTeAdv, Kal™ qv” poBepos® odddpa.? 
7 } ” ans a > a L b , e2,d 2 a ne Kal apas* To mpocwmov avtod meTupwpevov? SdEn° ev axun Oupod 

6 b-hom 106 | bray A: +m Nea | a-g et ipse erat vestitus purpura Z| dom L | @em- 
gavias NA|fom L | gevducee B* (eveduxer B?): evdeduxee Noe.s A: evedudvoxer N: evededvaner 
55: evdeduen 93d | b-iom | hodws 19, 52, 93b | ixpvaos L: xpvow A: xpvarov 249 | J-let omni 
lapide pretioso L | k Ado L | | roAvreAets ew avtw L | ™-P et aurea virga in manu ejus Z| 20m 
L | © oBepws 52 

7 20m N*(Ne-amg has): npev A | a-cet respiciens oculis suis | b+ ev L: mwemAnpw- 
mevn N*: memvpwpnevos NR c.a| cdofer 19: + ws ravpos L + sicut taurus L |dom 44, 106 | e+ 
avrov L © 

2 (=D:7) 4) om 3S: om 6LL| mins] so Ben Asher 
(Ginsburg): mix Ben Naphtali B*: e@rejer © Ui: eveBrepey L (aft 
D:7°): om N*A [Sor] om 36L % | NON nN] om G: avrn L: eam 
# | moda — axa] om 6 LL | "¥m2] om 3: + et iratus est ei: et 
cogitabat perdere eam rea, et erat ambiguus clamans, et dixit: Quis 
ausus est introire in aulam non vocatus? %: + the following (D: 7) in 
GLU 
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kalf &recev® 4 Bacidoca cal peréBarev® 1d ypdpa' adriis év 

éxdvoe, Kal caterrécuyevi éml* tHv! keharjy™ rhs &Bpas ris mpo- 

Tropevoméevns™ 

VT t+ timens DL | SehoByOn L | hueteBadrero R| icwua N: mpogwmoy L | lewexvpev A Li: xare- 

Bdrewev 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120: xarexupev 52, 64, 108a, 243, C, Ald: emexaduev 93b | k-mom 55 | 

lmrys xepadns A | Dmpoomopevoperns NM: t+ avrn 44, 74, 106, 120: + avrys Ne.o A 71, 76, 93b: 

mopevouevys Ald 

2 (=D:7) ANWI— VIMY.) Kae pereBarev o Geos To rvevpa tov BacrArews 
eis mpautyta G: Kor pereBadrev o Oeos To wvevpa Tov BactAews Kat pereOnKe Tov 
Ovpov avrov as mpaoryta L: Deus autem iram convertit in miserationem 
et furorem ipsius in tranquillitatem %: + the following (D: 8-11) in 
GLL 

®xal ayoudoas® dverndncev> dd Tod Opdvov® avtod,* cal avéda- 
e >ox ee Xx > f > La¥ 3 4 h z f i Bev adripy émlf ras ayxddas adrove péypis® ob Katéory, Kau mape- 

Kanrei adtav® Adyos! elpnuKois™ °xal® elev adtn” Tic éeotiv, 

"Eo Onp;9 éya 6° adeAdds cou, Odpoet,f od pi amroOdvys: OTe Kowdy* 
eu To TpdcTaypa” nuav éariv:® “apdcedbe* 

8 80m 108a: +0 Bacrevs L | Dearerndncey L: emndnoev 93b | csedile %| dom A 248, C | 

eaveBadev A | t-Esub alis suis Z | b-iom L | imapexadeoev L | k avy 93d | -mom L 

9 a-bom 106 | bom L | ¢-4 Hester regina + soror mea Hester es et consors regni Z| ¢om 

16: eque L | f Oappec 74, 76 

10 8+ cor L | bapayua L | com L 

11 4xat ov mpos ce y ametAn, Sov To oxyTTpoy ev TH xecpt gov Li: non adversus te. Ecce 

sceptrum in manu mea est L 

2 (= D:12) ww) xa apas 6 L % | Ta] om 3 6 L & | oNd] 
contra eam 3: om 6 LY | api] om L | ta Ww] om EL: et ex- 

tendit in manu ipsius & | “MON a"pm] quae accedens 3: om 6 L &k | 

yin] osculata est 3: Lpulo 3: ereInxey 6 L: om %| DAT WD) 

em. Tov TpaxnAov avtys & L: om #: + bony, 4: + the following (D: 12-16) 
in6oLaz 

Veal jnomdcato avTnv® Kab elev Addnodv por, “xal elrev® 

atte Eidov ce, xupie,® as ayyerov Oeod, Kai érapdyOn? 4 Kapdia 

pou aro’ ddBovt ris SdEns cov.e “dru® Oavpaaros ei,” Kvpre,? Kal4 

7d mpédcwrdv cov? yapitwor? pertov.e Vév* 5 7@ dvaréyecOar 

abtiv® érecev ard éxdicews:® “xal*® 6 Baoirels érapdocero,» Kal 
n € Sf. ce ? nd tr e > Le 

maca 7 Oepatreia® avTov% mapexddea® avtyy 

12 anv EoOnp A 
13 evrov N* (-wev No.8) | bom N: + Hester Z|com L| deraxy L| e+ ov 52, 64, 108a, 

243, 248, 249, C, Ald |fom A L | &rov 6vpov oov L 

14 @bom L | ¢+ pov 249 | d+ em L | eauras | f xaperos 93d | -8 werpov tdpwros L 

15 a-c om L | baurn 93b: + cum rege 1 | c+ aurys RAN 44, 52, 55, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 243, 

248, 249, C, Ald: exSdvaews 93b 
16 bafteL | ccuria L|4+xar L | emapexadovy L: mapaxader Ald 

10 

11 

14 

15 

16 
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3 yd] om GLH (exe No*™ A 44, 71, 930, 106) | 7517] om 4% | 
MB rma] re eorw L 71: te Oekas G: quae est postulatio tua % | NON] 

succedanea et consors regni mei & | soba] om & L @ (exc &~3, 93d 

under *) | ‘nwpa PT] avayyeroy por L | wn] kaw cota ©: Kau roinow 

L: et faciam & 

4 MON] illa 3: regina L: + nuepa pov emonpos onepov eotw G: 

neepa ertanuos pot avproy L (% om) | DR — AD] postulatio mea rex W%: + 

obseoro 3 | pyr yan bar wis") a few codd | sbi] om 3: xas avros 
G: o Bacrers B*°™ A 108a, 52, 243, C, Ald, 64, 936: ov Lb | yam] + 

o giros cov L: + amicus tuus % | OY] om K 101, 158, 180, R 562, 593, 

667, 850, $: avpiov L: cras& | 45] ad me 3: om 6 L: apud me & 

5 VAN] + statim 3 | TVA] ops S.So S$: om Z| 7a MN] om 
% | "27 MN] ldele wl S| NTN] reginae % | Na — end of vs. 8] om 
x | yam pan] apporepo, 6 L | WWN—ANCN] om 3% | ANwy)] ara G | 
MON] ets regina 3: + damvov wodvredes L (93d under +): om 249 

6 om & | snoxd] et 3: om 44, 106 | Mmwn2] postquam biberat 
abundanter 3: om L | 7] om & L (exe &°*™s, 936 under *) | pV] + 
cory Baowicca EoOnp 6: + ear. cor Bacricoa EoOnp 52, 64, 74, 106, 120, 
243, 248, C, Ald: + Bactuooa L: + cor EoOnp 44 | qoxw] om & (exe 
Soom, 93b under *): to GeAnua cov L | qn — mbar] om @ (exe 
No?™, 936 under *) | ae yn] om L: om 43 | wpa PTO] arnoo 
L (cat rt 70 agiwya cov 93a) | WIM] Kar cova (cot) ova agtos @ L: ns te 
wat 3 

7 om % | “NON) om G (exe A 44, 930, 106) | “aRNnt] om JG L | 
“nwpai] + sunt istae 3: xa 70 agiwyua G (+ pou NAN L 71, 74, 76, 93, 
2438, 248, C, Ald): om 44, 106 F 

8 om © | "3799] ytés> &: gwmov G: evavriov AL Ls Sar] gov Bact- 
Ae L | DX—"nwpa] om G (exe R™°™f, 930 *) | dy] ASS 8 | Nd] 
N22) oS S| mywyd4] oS roszc S| NID") +0 Kvpuos pov 44, 71, 74, 76, 
106, 120, 236 | yam] + ere thy avpiov G: + em Tyv avpiov A 52, 64, 248, C, 
Ald: -++ cat ty avpiov L | “mai} om 4 S| TWIN] om 4 | "QID] ra avra 
6: kata ta avra Li: xara tavra 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236 | pan] om 
@ L: + kar erev 0 BactArevs Touncov Kata To OeXnpa cov L 

9 yan NVM) Kae amrnyyedkn two Apov L, 93b + Ian pr2] ards ei 

avra L 93b +: om GX (exe R& me, 93b under *) | maw) umepxapys ®: Kar 
cavpace L, 93b +: om %: + amo rov Bacthews & (exc 93b): + a coena 
L: + caro Bacrrevs avadvoas L, 93b ~ | AW] evdparvopevos G: novyacey L: 
om L | 25] om 6 % L (exc &“*, 93d under *) | MIND) — end of vs] et tre- 
centi viri cum eo, et omnes adoraverunt eum: Mardochaeus autem non 
adoravit ewm %: om L | "5°7"79] + sedentem 3: + woh» 3: + rov Iov- 
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daov & | "YWA] ev ry avdry G | yan — 10] om G (exc NX &* =", 935 
under *) | pan] palati 3 | 137273] de loco sessionis suae 3 | oy yan 

"57772) om & (exe N**™, 93b under *: A has Apav) 

10 pean] om 6 L® (exe R**™, 93b under *) | yor] om & (exc 

Soo™s, 93d under *) | Ira] + tristis L | row] om 6 &# L (exc R28, 

93b under *) | Na") + ad se J | AN] rovs didrous G (+ avrov LL): + 

Kat Tous vovs avrov L | wrt] Zares 3: ay %: Zwoapay 6 L: Swoapay A: 

Zoapacay (Tagacay, Tafayav) ‘JOS. xi, $245: Zosarra(Gozarra) &: Zwpav 93b 

11 om L| ya] om 3 G (exe N**) H | MAD MN] om G (exe 930) | 

722 AN] om G ¥ (exe N°*™8, 93b under *) | MRX{— end of vs] om d | 

bs MN] om S | 55] Sofay G: wavra 93b | Sd43] avrw repeOnxey G: om F | 

ON MN] om 3S | pw dy] om 6 | by] + by K 117, 252, R 379, 
Ge 3 | ap] wpos Ne Nro S | pan “Taps Kae yyeoba tys Bacr- 

Aeas & | spar] suos 3 

12 yan WAN] Kou exavyaro Aeywv L: et gloriabatur dicens & | yan] 

om 3 | FN] post haec 3: ws L: om 6% | "NCN] om GLE (No* A 930 

have) | D>] ree &: om $ | Y— Nw] om Z| OF] avy L | SN — 
PIMNWY] ev emonuw nyepa avrys L: om % | TMNWY WR] om JIG (exc NR“): 

aurys 74,76 | “MIN DN "D] Kae ewe povoy L | B55 — pan] regina autem 

nullius mentionem fecit, nisi mei: et ego sum necessarius tuus inter 

omnes amicos ejus, sedile autem meum supra omnes, et ab omnibus 

adoratur %| Or] om 6 L | yan oy =] om & L (exe &°*™, 93b 

under *) 

13 55] om @ L (& has) | mt—>] rovro 8 Avra pe povov L | 

“WR TD $52] orav © LL: ey wavrt xpovw oray N° *™, 93b under * | Aw] 

om G L & (exe N°, 93b under *) | "YwWI) av ryavry GL: om & | pan] 
om G (exc R**, 936 under *) #: + sdopo co SH] Uy 3: + Kou py tpook- 

ve pe L: + non adorantem me & 

14 wt] cf. 5:10: Gossara & (Pech.) | to om 55 @LYX (exe N°, 

93b under *): ceteri 3 | °ATN] o dro (+ avrov N**, 93b under *): om 

L: + ex yevous Iov8awy ext: ere ovyKexwpnxe oe 0 Bactrevs adavicat Tous 

Tovdasovs, kar eSwxay cou ot Oeor ets exdixnow avtwv nepav orcOprov L | WP] 

‘xoryto co © LL (om oa A 4, 71, 74, 76, 106, 236) | Fas] om GLX 

(exe N°?™) | TON) pedum LZ: + xa xacdw L | “pas — 7705] tr aft 

soy L | yon "728] om £: + avrw L | sn] ut appendatur 3: xa 

kpepacOntw & L: xa xpeuacoy L | "557973 MN] avrov L | y75y] em rov Evdov 

GL: in eo & | Ra — po] om % | D9] zpos L | Gnwan dx] om L | 

Maw] «ka evppavov & (om cu L)| 274] om L| 955] “3"y2 some 

codd 3 | Vart] et 3: + ag S| yn WI] Kae exouycev ovrws L 
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CHAPTER VI 

VI,1 qo MW MMT] o 8 Kupios areornoey Tov vrvov aro Tov Bact 

ews G: 0 de Svvaros amwecryoe Tov vrvoy Tov Bacirews Kat nv aypuTvev L: 
Judaeorum autem Deus et universae creaturae Dominus percussit 

regem vigilantia &%? (%° om 6:1) | WAN) Kat eurer Tw Sidacxarw avrov G: 
Kat exAnOnoav ot avayvwora Li: et dixit rex & | wear] + sibi 3: evo pepe 

G: acdepwy A: legite mihi: om L | "5D MN) ypaypara G: kau ro BiBrtov 

L: librum & | moat — pan] et oculi met somnum capiant et ex- 
tendit lector manum suam in bibliotheca L? | 925] om 6 L (exc R%?, 

93b under *) | o"2"s7] om L | D°N"P3 Vy avaywooxey G: avaywwokero 

L | pan 955] avrw @ L: avra evwrov tov BacwWews N°-*, 93b under * 

2 2IND RZ] ventum est ad illum locum ubi scriptum est 3: evpev 

de ra ypappata ta ypadevta G: kat yv vrobeors L: Judaeorum autem Deus 
gubernavit manum lectoris ad librum quem scripserat rex memo- 

riam facere Mardochaeo % | 37359] erounce evepyernua L: liberavit eum 
© | O77] de periculis 1: +70 Baca @ L | 5p] insidias 3: om L | 
nn33] ef, 2:21: Bagathan 3: d.> %: Hastageo (Bastageo) 1: om 

L G (exe R**"2,93b under *) | wap] ef Thares 3: 0520 %: et Thedesteo 
(Thedeste) 1: om @ L (exc N* ome 93b under *) | "31] om 3 L | pan] 
avrov A: om 3 L & 44, 106 | SOM “aw & To dvdaccev avrovs : om 
SLi | Tor] 92 S| “we—end of vs] om L | Twp WR] Kae Cyrycar 

6 | pa] om % G (exe 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236) witiwmy) + quod 
cum audisset 3: eum+et legit lector benefactum Mardochaei et com- 

memoratus & 

3 om L | aba] + ros Saxovors avrov 44, 71, 74, 76, 93b, 120, 236 | 
TW] dic nondum @ | m5435 “p"] om & | “s79705] huic homini & | 
mt by) om 6 (exe N*°, 936 under *): secundum quod fecit nobis & | 

TaN MY] +ei 3: +a 8 | aN — end of vs] om % | mawy]) om 6 

(exe 93b): pr ac 3 3 | “N] “ND Ba | wys] exomoas G | MOI] + xa 
exertnoe o Bacirers Tov vovv opodpa, Aeywv muoTOS avnp Mapdoxatos es mapa- 
pudrakny Tys Wuxys pov, d ore autos exounce pe Lyv axpt Tov vuv, kat Kabypar 
onpepov ext Tov Opovov pov, Kat ovk erounga avtw ovdev* ovK opbws erounoa. 
kau etrev 0 BactAevs Tos Tao avrov Tt rrotnoopev Tw Mapdoyaww Tw owrype 
Twv doywy; Kat voncavres or veavicxor StepOovovv avTw eveKerro yop poBos 
Apay ev tos orAayyxvos avTwv. Kat evevonoev o BactAevs. Kat eyeveto opOpos 
L: +e 8 ro mvvOaverOae Tov Boctrea wept tys evvous (+ Tov & 71, 74, 76, 
108) Mapdoxatov (zrept-Map8. om 930: tavra 44, 106) wov Apav (+ eondOev 
No", 930) ev ty avdy (es THv avdnv R°*™, 93b *) (+ oxov Tov Bactrews THV 
eurepav N° *™, 93b under *) 6: + vigilavit autem Aman in regia regis, 
et trecenti viri cum eo & 

4 “7aN] pr statim 3 | uma] cory e€o L | yar) — end of vs] aft 

6:5 Z| N32] yy L | ax — ae] om G: Apay de wpbpuxe L: ad 
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regem et cogitabat © | FIN] interius 5 | q70)] + et juberet 5 | 

bp — 45] om L | 35] om G (exe &**™,93b under *): + et non eum per- 
misit Dominus loqui & 

5 aN — EMA] om L | ~>yN] om FJ G (exe N°*™, 93b under *) | 
m7] om 3% | WEMA TWay] om % 

6 Yai7 Nia] om HG (exe N**"* 930) | Ya] om FL | 457 45) 
yard pan R 593: 0 Bacirevs rw Apav & XL | pan] om 3 | 779] Ws 

Ho S| mywyd] zoyow G: zounoope L: fiet & | WD] + 7o tov Bacirea 

tyre L: + qui regem honorificat & | "WX— Pa] om & | pan 7] 

eyo G | sada] + et reputans 3: deyov L: cum cogitatione sua & | gd] 

neminem & | var" —“pn] habet rex necessarium & 

vi yar] om 3 & & (exc N“* 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236, 930) | 

span Sx] domine rex %: om 3 L 44, 106 | wry] aS: honori- 

ficanti regem & | SOX — AP 2] om % 

8 ND") eveyxarwcay o1 raides Tov BaciArews & (eveyxatw A): AnPOyrw L: 

accipiatur & | 35512] Bvoouwny & | WWX'— 42700") om JLHZ| 42] om 

@ (exc N**™,93b under *) | o70r] + et corona aurea &% | O04) et 

impont super equum; et equo regalt vehatur %: kat urmos Bacisxos L | 

"WN? pn] om %: qui de sella regis est 3 | sb] om L & (exe 

N° °™, 93b under *) | WWRI— TWAT] om L G (exe R**™, 93b under *): 
indutus quae supra dixi &: et accipere regium diadema super caput 

suum J 

9 ypn2] kat AaBerw ravra L: om pn x | wan— 7) om &£ LG 

(exe N&*™, 93b under *) wad] om J | wx) primus 3: en G: as L: 

unus % | DvANTEN— Co] om % | wads — pa] om 3 | wwx— 
saps] om L 44, 106 | cre Sy are) et incedens 3 | aT] 
boass lcipulo 3: dua trys wharews G: in tota UL: kar repredASero L | 37] 

om 4 | NP] Knpvocerw G (knpvocerwoav N~ *) xypvocwy L: praedicet 

LL | s"925] Aeywv G: et dicat 5 | wend] wavtt avOpwrw G: omni + honori- 

ficanti regem %: rw Tov Baoieo tywwvts L | MWR — AP I] om L 

10 an) et 3: om 44, 71, 106 | "N[— OTH] om E (exc Norm int, 

93b under *) | MP— dic] om # | TICH MN] pr pore S| TWN) Karos 
G: bene © | Mwy] om 4 & | 7] sicut dixisti © | “Thy P] om £ | 

“VWI DWT] ro Geparevovre ev rn avdn G L: ov Sogae 106 | “YWA] ax ry 

Bovdn 249: ov amev A | 71271] palatii 3: om L G (exe A 106) | 927] + 
cov & LL | $50] om L G (exe 8“, 93b under *) | MAT WR] om L: 

+ ws 8 eyvw Apav ort ovx qv avros o Sofalopevos, aAA ort Mapdoxatos, cuve- 
tpiBn n Kapdia avrov opodpa, kar pereBare To mvevpa avtov ev exrvoe. L: + 
et doluit Aman in his verbis, et accepit Aman omnia haec et dedit 

Mardochaeo, et dixit et, Surge serve Dei, et esto honorificatus % 
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11 Dio] pr pore 3: + evrperomevos tov Mapdoxarov xa ort exewe Tn 

NEPA EKEKPLKEL avaTKOOTICaL avToV. Kat ee Tw Mapdoyaw Tleptedov tov 

gaxkov. Kat erapaxOn Mapdoxatos ws arobvyoKwy, Kat ameducato pet OSvVyS TOV 
caxxov L | "57°97 TN wi] kar evedvcato Ta ysatia Sogys-+ Kae edoxer 

MapSoxatos repas Oewperv, ka y Kapdia avrov mpos Tov Kuptoy. Kar eSicTaro ev 
adacu. Kat eorevoey Avay L | DD] aeprle +040 by K 118, 202; 

R 486: + equo praecedebat 3: + em tov irmov © &: + edurmoy L | 347 
IT] car e&nyayey Auav rov urmov ew + Kar tpoonyayey avrov e€w L: pr xat 

Suinrbev & LL | s955] Aeyov 6 LH: om J L | werd] avr. avOpurw © ih: 

Tw avdpe Tw Tov Bacirea tiwwyte L, 93b = | a! + et ibat Aman in 
infamiam sibi, et Mardochaeus honorificatus valde; et Deus confregit 

cor Aman & 

12 aw" — Par] aft bar L | an “yw Sx] €ls TOV OLKOY avTOU 

L: as ryv avdnv G (+ rov Bactrews N**™, 93b under *, L) | ban] palatit 

3 | WN MDM] cara xeharns G (karaxexadrvppevos (rv) kepadnv N° *, 98d *): 
et percusso corde %: om L 

13 "BOM misit et narravit & | Var om 5 © | ward] cf. 5:10: om 
L/ ‘Yarns $554] om SL: om 55 JG% | $57] om & (exc 930) | 5] om L: 

Apay & | 722M] + quos habebat in consilio 3: anasaui S: on diror GL 
(4 avrov &**,93b under *)| wath] om wat JL @ G (exe me em 935 

under *) | Sw] » yun & (+ avrov N°*™, 93b under *) | ON —"577] 

om L | "wx — end of vs] ad ore AaAets sept avTov Kaka, Tpoomopeveras got 
ra kaxa+ novxote L | WN) om GL | 5 45) Wl ads S: avrov apuvacbor 
6% | Sup 5152] om & | 5492] $9) N*a few codd: 202 $ | $95] om 
G L & + ore Geos Lewy per avrov 6 (93b +): + or o Oeos ev avros Li: + quia 
jam propheta est 1 

14 a>] eases S$: om 37 L G (exc R**™, 249, 93b under *) | "O™*O'] 
iad 3: mus L | ar] reginae %: om L G (exe N**™, 93b under *, 71, 
74, 76, 106, 120, 236, 249) | IY*375] wapyy L | seas] om SLUG (exe 
y°°™, 93b under *) | Vari] eum 3 L | WWR—ANON]) Kae ovrws AapwOn 
L | "MoN] regina 3: + y Bactuooa 71, 74, 76, 120, 236 

CHAPTER VII 

VII, 1 82" — minw] kor mropevbas averese ev wpa L | minw)] 
bdasad $: ad coenam% | Oy] 2,2 $|noN)] om IL UG (exe & 
e-eme, 936 under *) | 957)9] eo @: avrev L 

2 ON] pr factum est DL: snoxd] ew3: + reginam &: om A | 
DA — MNwA] ws 8 rponyev 4 rporons L | O53] om LG (exc & &*, 98b 
under *) | DY] om 44% | 977] on S | PINW 2] postquam incaluerat 
5: » for 2 %: in bona propinatione & | 4] om L & G (exe & “+, 930 
under *): + 7 eorw Kat @ (te cote coe Kat 71, 74, 76, 106, 120: 7 ecrat cor 
xo 44: 93b om) | AMONW] o xvdvvos L | “AON — 35] om $L% | dF) 
om 3 44, 106 | 73 nm] om & (exe & °*™6, 93b under *) | 794] om 
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ra 8 | Amwpa] relatio % | rysdan] + mei 336 LH | wend] + wad 
%: +o 6: + tibi: om L: + kor yywnacey EoOyp ev tw arayyedra, 

ort o avridixos ev ofOadpors avrys, Kat o Oeos edwxev avtn Gapoos ev Tw avrnv 
emixarecOar avroy L 

3 Wm] om L 44, 106 | “MoN] ila 5: om G (exe N **™E"?, 98D 

under *) | m>>an] om 3 L % G (exe & °*™™P, 93b under *) | Wan] 

om 3: + rw Baorre 71, 74, 76, 120 | ERS yn “ANZ doce. L: evpoy 

xapw evoriov & | pan PI tov kupiov pov 44, 74, 76, 120, 236 | OX — 24D] 

kat ayabn y Kpiors ev kapdia. avrov L: et si videtur animae tuae %: om G (exe 
& &*™8, 93b under *) | "5] om $L HG (exe NR“ *, 930 under *) | "WEY—end 
of vs] desiderium meum, neque aurum, neque argentum ego peto & | 
"wW53] om " G (exc & *°™5, 936 under *): 0 Aaos pov L | 7494] Kae o Noyos 
pov & (a few codd Aaos): Kat To eOvos L | “MwWpl]) tys yuxns wou L 

4 row) Wass 8: as arwrcov 6 LZ: om L | p71] Lopude 3: 

xa Siaprayyy & ©: om L A 44, 71, 106 | s2n5"] kat Sovrcav G&L: as Sov- 

wow L | sd] utinam 3: + Leda S: ques cae ta Texva nuwov G: Kat ro 

varu. avtov L: et filii nostri & | oy] om 5 S: as Staprayyv L: in 

captivitatem & | minawd4] om 5%: om #L | "7D703] + esset tolerabile 

malum et gemens 3: om LL G (exc & &*™, 93b under *) | *MwaAM] «ae 
mapykovoa &: Kat mapOevovs 52: xa wapyxas 64, Ald: kat raporxovoa 106: Kae 
mapynxovoas 108a, 243, 248, 249, C: Kar ovk nOedov arayyedat + wa pn AvINTw 
tov kupiov wou L: om ® | "> — pan] nune autem hostis noster est 

cujus crudelitas redundat in regem 3: ov yap agtos 0 SuaBoros THs avdns 
TOU Bactrews G: et non est dignum regiae regis dL: EYEVETO Yap METaTrETELY 

tov avOpwrov Tov Kakorounoavra nuos Li: basses jad) a te my 

& | pra) so B?; pra BaG 

5 ANT) Kae cOvoby L | WIIVWMN] om L HL G (exc & *2™, 98d 

under *) | "7aN""] om % G (exc & **™, 930 under *) | DSaM “NoNd] 
om 3 L G (exc & **™, 93b under *) | RYT TT "N] et cujus potentiae 3: 

om L & G (exc & **™, 936 under *) | P miwy] rarevwcn ro onpeov 

tys Bacireas pov wore wapedOev tov hoBov cov; + ws Se adev y Baciiooa 

ort Savoy epavy Tw Bacirer Kar pucomovnpe, errev My opyifov, Kupie* uxavov ‘yap 
ott eTuXov Tov tAacpov Gov: evwxov, Bacirev: avpioy Se TOLNTW KaTA TO pn 
gov. kat wnocey o BactAeus Tov amayyedat avTny avTw Tov vrepnpavevoapevov 

TOV TOLNTAL TOUTO, Kat [ETA OPKOV VITETXETO ToLnTaL avTn oO ay BovdAytas L 

6 WANT] Kat Japoycaca arev L | WE WN] o Wevdys ovroo. L | SN] 

+noster 3: regis &: 0 pidos cov L: om G (exc N° *™, 930 *) | yam] quod 

ille audiens 3: Aman autem audiens verba “x | ya = end of vs] om 

L | yar] ile 3 | myn}] so N'S N’ BrC B' B’G: nyap Ba: + illico 
3 | 559 — re byatpall vultum regis ac reginae ferre non sustinens 5: 

et cecidit vultus suus & 
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7 IMDM] exOvjos Se yevouevos L: om &G (exe N “*™, 93b under *) | 

mn snwn'2] de loco suo+ projiciens mappham i: de loco convivit 

5: xa rAnOas opyns L: + et intravit 3: 4+ -nassS %: + caw nv meperatov 

L: + et extit & | wan m3] hortum arboribus consitum 3: tov xymov 

G (+ rov cvppurov % “*™, 93b under *): hortum %: om L | W277 — end 
of vs] om L | ‘7a9] om % G (exc & **, 93b under * 249): mapexadrgc 52, 
64, 248, 248, C, Ald): wp] mapyrero G: xa yrero 52, 64, 243, 248, C, 

Ald: wapexade. 55, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236 | w=) Sy] om % G (exc R 4, 
98b under *, 249) | NON] om HG (exe N&*™, 93b under *) | FNdS ~5] 
om 6% | 357 dx] eavrov ev kaxos ovra @ & | pan MN] om 2 G 

(exc & *?, 93b under *) 

8 >a — 7] tr aft Fy L | a) qui cum 3| ma32] om 
L| onan] nemoribus consito + et intrasset 3: om L & G (exe R&*™, 

93b under *) | 3 — 14] ad locum suum %: om @ (exe R&*™, 93b 

under *) | yam) reperit Aman 3: + erapaxOy xu L | S50] + em rovs 

mosas EoOyp tys Baowsuoons L | “WR — my] aiwwy tyv Bactooay &: 

reginae et deprecabatur eam tenens %: ert avaxeevns L | SMON] + bode 
%| by] + videns autem eum in thoro Hesteris iratus est &: + xa 

wov L | pan] + ovy txavoy cou n apaptia tys Bacireus L: + non sufficit 
quoniam super me et regnum meum manus ausus fuit mittere % | By] 

pov L & & (per epov R°*™) | HII] ewmoy pov L: om & | 254 — 4pm] 
araxOytw Apav kat pn Cytw: Kat ovtws amrnyero L: om %: Apay de axovoas 
duetparn Tw tpoocwrw G (pr o dAoyos e&yAOev ex Tov cTouaros Tov Bacirews N 
came 936 under *) 

9 TDN] Yeas 4: Bovyafay 6: Bovyalav N °*: Bovrabay N: Bov- 

yoba &* 71: Bovyaday 64: TaBovOas 93a : Bovxabay 236: Ayafas L: ABov- 

xa8as (SaBovyasas) Jos xi, § 261, 266: Buzatas (Baguas) &: ApBwva 93b: 
XapBova C: cf. 1:10 | DrO™ OM] + qui stabant 3: + xrlo pads &: 

tev wadwy avtov Li: + ovtos de eyvwxe, Tovro To EvAov wy Tov aravpou ev TH 
ouxca Tou Auay: ore exadet avtov ext To Servov Twv Bacirewv' Kat Tepe TOvTOV 

mvfopevos eyvw Tap evos Twv Tabwy To KatacKevatopevov 52, 64, 243 (exc edwy, 
tov Seurvov), 248 (+ xat ere), C, Ald | pan "955] mpos tov Bacirea G: tov 

Baortews A: regis %: om L | O35] car G: Domine rex @: om 3 L | 3wr 

— ar] & aft Tax L| wx] om 8 6 | ya] om 3: + Yaad 8; 
+ wa kpeuaon L: + ut illum suspenderet & | -575795] tov Mapdoxaov L: 

+ vasss 3 | TWX — Yar] om # | wR] -2 Ss S| 31D] om 3G (exe 

27, 936 under *) | T7199] pr xae 6 3: om L 44, 106 | yan maa) ety 

avdy avrov L: om 44,106 | Fan] Tai S Br: évdoyv & (pr vynrov & *, 

93b) om AL: erectum & | TON] pedum L: + xerevoov ov, KUpLE, ET AUTW 

avrov KpenacOnvar L | \">y] + et waxor ejus et decem filii ejus & 

10 om L | ns — yan] kat expenacOn Apay G: et suspensi sunt 

sicut praeceperat rex & | *979795] + rw Aadynoaytt wept Tov Bacirews 249 
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CHAPTER VIII 

VII, dora — oe tan) om L| wiwnx) om 44, 71, 106 | 
s>a] om & (exc 93b under.*) | “yx — pan’) om % | oe aT] 
ov Q: om & (exc N &*™, 930 under *) | "*>7>°75 — por] Kat 

exarecev o Bacirevs Tov Mapdoxyaoy (tr aft 8? soa) L: Kae Mapdoyatos 

mposexAnOn vio Tov Bacidews & | “> — 95] om L | sNON AMM) cogno- 
verat rex &: + rw Bacrre 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 236 | rab) NWT PD] ore evo 

kewwTat avtn & (+ Mapdoxatos 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236): quod Mar- 
dochaeus erat de genere reginae &: quod esset patruus suus 3 

2snya0] +77 ben K 18, 95; R42, 405: + azo trys yepos avrov 

L | wx — yaa] om L | ayn] + rew ® | yaa) + Kou eoppayioby 
ev avtw o Bios avrov. Kat evrev 0 Bactdkeus Ty EoOnp Kar Mapdoxaiov eBovaAcv- 
CATO Kpemagat TOY TwoUYTA ME EK XELPOS TWY EVYOUXWY; OUK NOEL OTL TATpwoV 

avrov yevos eotw 7 Eobyp; L | “71705 Tn] om L | own — 2757) 

kat exapicato avtw L | yan] suam 3: + xat emev avtw Tt Gedas; Kar ToTw 
co. L 

3 om L106 | ncn] om # & (exc & *:*, 93b under *, 71, 74, 76, 120, 236) 

Dar] eum 3 | Jami] sso S: cou nfov 6: Jani —nawna] om 
x | pnnm] om & (exe & **™, 936 under *) | "35N7] om @ (exe 930 

under * | {M2wMd] + pessimas 3: om G (exc 93b under *) | SWM NWN 
y] de quo impetraverat Aman adversus genus &: + ovprace 93b + 

4 om L| ow] + manu 5 | pon] ille ex more 3| Snctxd] om 

344 | paw] ward Ba: o-atw Var Or (Ginsburg) N'S | atm] + 

quo signum clementiae monstrabatur 3: + n HV ev xept avrov 93b under 
+ | Dpmi] aS dszeoo 8] nox] lla 3: om 106 | 751377") eum 3 

5 “PRM Kat are(v) 6 LZ: + 3N0N K 1176: + Map8oxaos L: + 

regi &@ | ON — anD"] om L | an] co. &: kvpiww pov tw Bacire 44, 74, 

76, 106, 120, 236: domino meo % | ON —- 17955] tr aft 7077] S| ox] 
om ON & (exc 44, 106, 108a, 93b) | 9°25] om G: euwmov cov R **™ A 
44, 249, 108a, 936 under *: ev ofpbarpos cou N: in conspectu tuo @: in 
oculis ejus 3 | \wWI) — yA] om GU (exc NR **™ 249, 93d under *) | 
per] ea 3) IYI IN Tw] om 3S] amd] obsecro ut novis 

epistolis 3: obal 3: reudOntw G: mittantur a te litterae © | aw] 

arootpapyvat ©: arocrpepa. BA: orws aveAys L | Q™*BOM]) ryv emorodny 
L | naw] veteres 3: pro S$: ra arecradpeva ©: om L% | 9 — "34N5] 
om 3 L & G (exe & *°™, 93b under *): Law | Mw — end of vs] om 
L | 3axd] perire 3 | mx] + 55 many codd (KR) S80 C4 | oops) 
eos 3 | en no. $52] ev Tn Bacireua cov G: in regia tua in nomine 

tuo % 

6 om L 106 | Nem” “wWR] om G @ (exc 93d *): et interfectionem 
3 | wx] Nycn K 245 R196, Sébhir in some codd | FD>°Ni— "ND 7] 
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om 3 | *MN] cobqva G: liberari %| TANI sola ¥ | sn75970] de 
patria mea 

7 VON — TNT] om L | ww] so Oc (Ginsburg): wITTwny] 
Or N'S Br Bi: om 6 & | SMONd] illé H: om 44, 106 | FAN — TT] 
om & & (exc 93b under *): ry Baottioon A S | TIN — snoxd] Kal evExeL- 

pisey avtw o Baotdeus Ta Kara Thy Bacreoy L | FIT] om JH | M3] zavra 
Ta, vrapxovta &: omnes facultates i | snond] xa exapicapyy co. G: tibi 
%S | ingi—poe yt] om L | dn] jussi affigt 3: expeuaca G: suspendi 

%: Wyo] + cum omni domo sua % | wR dy] + ausus est 3 | now — 

pw ITS] cogitavit super me mala inferre regno meo % | D-H 3] 
ova Q: + re ere embnras G (93b under +) + xa avev Eobyp rw 

Bactre rn e&ys Aos por Kohacat Tous exOpous pov hovw. everuxe dey Bacrucca 

EoOnp kot Kata texvwy Apay tw Bacrre, orws amobaywou Kat avTou peta Tov 

matpos avTwy. Kot aev o Bacirevs TiverOw. Kor ewatage Tous exOpous ets 

tAnOos. ev de Yoveois avOwporoynoato o Bactrevs Ty Baciticon aroxtavOnvar 
avdpas, kat evrey Sov didwpye vou Tov Kpewacat. Kat eyevero ovrws L 

8-13 traft vs 14.L | OMNI] Kato Bactrevs evexeipice Tw Mapdoxaw L: 
om DMN # | ND] yada L: scribe %: om S| OTT Sy] om 
6LY | popya Bw) os doce yu G: oga Bovrerar L: quemadmodum 

tibi placet et Mardochaeo % | Dw — end of vs] om L | pn] pou 

G (exc 93b) | Vann] om 4 3} pn") meo + haec enim consuetudo 

erat 3: pou 6 #| 5] © 2/35) WN AND] ova ypaderar G: quae- 
cunque scribuntur & | amD3] mittebantur 3 | pan Dw] emragavros 

tov Bacitews & iL | pn] illius 3: pov & & | 7s) pr > S| pwr] 
avros avrarev G & 

9 NPN — “wR 59] om L | MyBO) 4+ et librariis 3 | span = 

wy] om & (exc & °*™, 93b under *): regis ©| SIT nyn) erat 

autem tempus 3| yw >wr] re pore 6 LW (rprw & ~*™, 98d) | WIT] 
om $6 & | WO] Siban 3: ypu %: Nia(v) 6 (Siovay & °*™, 93b): om 

iL | mow] e tetapty 249 | DWI] om Z| 42] rov avrov erovs : 

tov Sevrepou erous N *: rou avrov pyvos A N 76: ipsius mensis @: + Lapeo 

S| AMD] eodso S| Ty] eds S: erecradre de L | “OT7Q] om ¥ G (exe 
No"™) MapSoxaros Sia ypapparwy L: EoOnp 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236: 

om & | 58—endof vs] omL | 5x] S88 | dxq] om 1S | DMEM] 
principes 3: (lau sos %: ros oKovopos 6: actoribus & | wi] + qui 
praesidebant 3: rwv catparey & & | PATA] om GL | NWN] om 36 
(exe & &*™* 936) | win] + dy several codd K and R| rit") sa- 
trapis © | WPMD AI?) gentium imperantibus L% | MAND5) Kara ryv 
covtov Ack G: secundum tL | sswdos DP. Dy] nas yal bLotdo 3: 
gentem et gentem secundum uniuscujusque eorum linguam L: om @ 
(exe 93b under *) | beh — pow >>") et Judaeis prout legere poterant 
et audire 3: om & G (exe 93b under *) 
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10 25% — wVwmN] om L | sno") ambodlo 4%: eypady be G BL: 

kot eypagy A, 71, 74, 76, 236 | OWA] du & Z | weaywmer] so Oc: 

wk wyywns Or N'S Br B' | onn] sodwZlo S: Kor erdpayicby GL: Kae 

exdpayicaro L | par] tov Bacwvews L: avrov & & | mow — end of vs] 

om L | now] kat e€arecredrav G: (eEareorerey B°* A) | OPANDO] om % | 

33) da 6D | OLLI] BiBradopwv G: librarios currentes & | p7o102]} 

Jesan] paxoo S: om | "359 — ODA] qui per omnes provincias 

discurrentes veteres litteras novis nuntiis praevenirent 3: om & &: ros 

emBarais Tov apparwv ov peyiotaves wor Tov Papaxep 93b under * | 

pnw] om & 
11 7wN? — pan] om L: bast hs: 125. %: ws exeratey @ ib | 

pony) avros ©: 70 vos avrov L | WW?) om GLE | Wy Ty $52] 

ev rac (Ty) rode G: Kara xwpas exagtov avtwv L: om W: |Adazso acy 3 | 

Sapna] et in unum praeciperent congregari 3: xonobat TOLS VOpLOLS 

avruov & & | ecopraew tw Sew L | sa755 — end of vs] om % | Sy toy) 

DWP] BonOyou re avros G: Kar pevew L | sawrt> — end of vs] om 

L | sour —_ s2n5%] kat xpnoOar ws Bovrovrar & (+ agave kar povev- 

ey ws Bovdovrat kat amodavey 93b under *) | 34] om \ many codd 

K R, B? | sand%] om 3 | So me —iete] ros avridicos avrov © 

(+ racay Svvapuv Aaov Kat xwpas Tous OALBovras avrovs N © *™, 93b under *): 

omnes 3: wiSaS 3] OMN DM] Kos ros avrixerpevors avrwv & | 72) 

—nad] pre %: om & (exe & **™, 93b under *) | D"wI4] + et univer- 

sis domibus 5 | m2] + et constituta est 3 

12 pra — ww] om L | IMS Ova] om #: om 23 | mst] 
tn Bacren & | an] om 36H | WNW] om 3: + 7 de errrodn nv 

arcoreAev 0 Mapdoxatos yv exovoa tavta’ Away amecteiley vv ypappara 

€xovra ovras E6vos lovdawy amebes croviacate TaXews avarrepipat por eis arw- 
Dey. eyw Se o Mapdoxaios pnvuw vty Tov TavTa Eepyacapevov mpos Tas Sovewy 
mvAais Kexpepacbat Kat Tov o1koy avtov SiaKexetpitOa. ovros yap eBovrero amo- 
xrevar quos L | Twhwa) quarta L | wy Ow) om L | win] om 
336LH| 4] + the following passage (E: 1-24) in 6 L & (L inserts 
after 8:7): 

ADDITION E 

it 2 s a a 
Qv* éotw avtiypadhov ris émistods Ta vroyeypappevat 

\ n a a a m4 Bacireds wéyas "AptakdpEns® toist ad rss "Ivdiehs ews” thsi Ale 
y € ‘ a 

omrias éxatovi elxoot® érta catparreias! ywpav dpyovor™ Kai™ trois 

E:] #dact eypape thy vroteraypnevyv emtoroAnv Li: 1 54 emiaroAn rovavtn 44,106 | 20m N*| 

b+ 70 71, 74, 76, 120 | com N* | dumoteraypeva 16: yeypapnpeva 248, Ald: + «at 19|eAcounpos L | 

trovs 106 | om 108a | hom N: pexpe 249 | 10m 52 | it+natL | k+ «xo AL | loarparas R* OC, Ald: 

nat catparas (traft™) L: satrapis 1; + div R* | mapfover W | 2+ carparais Ne.amgA:omL 
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Ta *uéerepa ppovodar® yalpev.P *aoddol TH wreloTn TeV EvEprye- 

rovvTay xpnotéTnTL” muKvdrepov® Tip@pevord peiov’ éppdvycay,t 

*xal® od pdvov Tous UrroTeTayuevous Huiv SntodcL” KaKxorroleiv, TéV Teo 

xépov? od Suvaduevos pepe Kal rois éavTdv® evepyérais emuxerpotor! 

pnxavacba® ‘*xal® thy ebyapiotiav ov pdvov én TaY avOpwTey 

avravaipobvres,» adda Kal Toils TOY arrepaydbwv® Kdprois4 erap- 

Oévres,® root ra8 mdvta KatomrevovTos® del Oeov! picomdvnpovi itro- 

AapBdvovew* expevEecOar! Sixnv.™ *moddAduis 5€* Kai oddods> 

Tave én’ éovclas4 teraypevov® Tov miaTtevOevT@v! yepilew® pidov™ 

Tai apdypatai tapapv0ia* pwetdxyous! aipdrwv™ a0ewv™ Kxatacty- 

caca® mepieBareP cupdopais avnxéotos,4 “Te THs KaKkonOelas® 

apevdei> mapadoyiou@® Taparoycapevav’ tHVv® THY erLiKpaToUVT@OY 

axéparov ebyvapnoovyny! ‘aoxoreiv bé% éEeativ,> ove tocodTov4 &x« 

TeV TadaLtoTépwv’ asf TrapedoKapev® iotopi@v, doa éotiy' mapai 

mobas* ipas! éxfnrodvtas™ avooiws™ cuvretedeopéva” TH TaVP 

avd&.a4d Suvactevdvtwv™ AowpdryTt,® ‘kal? mpoodyey eis> Tae peTad 

tava, est Toe THy Bacidelav atapayov Tois® wacw avOpw@rros per’ 

eipyyns trapeEdueba,' *ypapevor® tais» wetaBorais,° ta dé bro tHY4 

hpi epyopueva Staxpivovtes® aelf wer’® errveieectépas® amavtjcews.} 

1 2-com XZ | oppovovew NR A | Phabete L 

2 ababunde humanitate eorum | c-dqui eos honorificant 1 |efmale sperantes | 

1 dporvnoartres L 

380m LZ | béntovaw A: atrovow N*| cde L 44, 71, 74, 76, 108, 120| dfinem © | eavrwy 

93a | temxerpovay NW A 93u: emexacpover 108a: audent L | Eunxavncacda 249: + xaxa LL 

4 atratra NA | Davaipovyres L:: avepouvtes Nc. 4 | Cumepayadwy 52: amecpwradwy 93a; avi- 

dorum @ | dxoArots 249: praesumptionibus iL | ewapedSovtes L: inflammati 1 |t-sro tov L | 

b-idvvacrevovtos Stxatoxpitov L | -m malignitatem concipentes, putant se evadere i | k-l expv- 

yeuv dcecAngores L | k-+ reves 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236: StadauBavovery 93b Me. bA | lepevderOar 

Nt: exhevEarGar 44, 52, 93b, 106: + ryv L 

5 a-com L | bom 52 | b-croAAogrwy 74, 76 | defovowy L | ereraynevoe L: +7a Li: + xar 44, 

71, 74, 76 | feumeorevoperwoy L | gaft ji L 44, 71, 76, 236 | bom 44, 71,76 |iom L | Impooraypara 52: 
ypapmara 249 | k mapauv0a 55: om L | lnairiovs abwwv aimarwy Li | lwerevous N*: wetayvovea A: 

peraitiovs 93b | Mera twv A | Daft 0 249 | Oxaragrycas NA: Katacrycavtes L | PwepreBadoy L | 

P-dcircumdederunt calamitatibus intolerabilibus L 
6 Sxaxorouas Li: adnferas A: Kaxomreras 93a: + Tporw Ne. amg 93b|b+5e R*| com 

ALD | drapadroyicapevos NA: mapadroyicanevoe L | om 93d | feyywnoovvyy A: suvyyvwpnoourvny 

74, 16: emcyvwou N* 

7 20m 108a | beory L. | dom L | efom L|emadawrepwv A| fom N*: wy N | £rapadedo- 

pevov query L: tapadedwxapey Ne. a | h-ixat ooov ro L | hoooy N | i+ Tous 44, 71, 106 | kmepos R*: 

moAdas 19, 108b | lumi N*: nuwv 44: om Li | Mexgyrovy R*: Oewpovyres Li: exgyrourres 93b | Datiws 

L|com L| Pom 93b|a0m L: afta Ne. a 93b; avagiws C, 248: afias N*: agvo A | rSvvacrev- 

opevuy 93b | SwrornTe Li: Avmotnte A: Atworynte 52, Ald: wuotoryre 93b | a-sdigna dominantium 

pestilentia 1 

8 80m L 236 | bova 52 | cro N* 71, 74, 16, 249 | d-ewer ewerra Li: per avra 93b | f-Exar Noa 

L: ro Neb: wore 52, 64, 243, 248, C, Ald | h-i wapexerv maar ros eOveot per ecpnvys Li 

@ Sov xpwuevoe Nes A Li 249 WL | bbe 52: re 243, 248, C, Ald | cdtaBorars L: varietatibus ® | 

dom 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120 | e-bpwer emerceras Sueayovres L. | fdee M*| Bucta WA | iayavaxrycews 

N*: om L | eicum clementissima occursione L 
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4 yap? ‘Apav? ‘Apuadadov4 Maxedav® tais adybelast adrdrpros® 

Tov Tov Llepodv aiparos® nati ord Sueotneasi ris nuetépas ypnorte- 

tytos, émi€evwbels*® juiv' “érvyev s® eyopev> mpos mav éOvos 
diravOpwrias® ert tocodToy Sate avayopeverOar® judv! marépa® 

Kal mpookuvovpevoy® trod mavrevi 76 Sevtepovi Tob BactdtKod* Opdvou! 

mpdce@tov™ duaterciv:™ “ovx evéynas* dé thy vrepnpaviay érery- 

Sevcev rhs apyns otephoar’ nuds4 Kal® Tod mvevpatos,? “rdv Te® 

Huerepov” cwripa® xal4 Sa ravrds® evepyérnv'! Mapdoyaiov Kal tiv 

dpeprrov’ TAs" Baotdelas' cowwvovi "EoOnp abv ravtl* ro! rovT@y™ 

Over ToAUTrACKOLS™ pEOdSwV° Traparoyicpois? airnoduevos4 Eis aTrwW- 

rAlav: “dia® yap Tov” tpdrrwv’ TovToVv GHOn® AaBavl juas® ép7- 

fous) rhvi rovi Tlepoay émixparnow* eis trols Maxeddvas! pwerafar.™ 

Sppets® 6&> Tods® bard Tod Tproaditypiov4 rapadedopevous eis’ adba- 

wo pov’ "Tovdatous® etpicxopev® ov! xaxovpyousi dvras,* duxaordtas! 

5é™ rroduTevopevous™ vdpous,° “dvras® 5€é> viods® Tod tricTov4 peyi- 

arov® Cavrost Beod® Tod» KatevOdvovtos: jyuivi TeX Kab tois rpoydvors 

yuaY! thv Bactrciav™ év™ tH Kadriotn Siabéce.° “Karas odv y} 7 i 0 
Toincere® wy Tporxypynaodpevo Trois’ bad ‘Apav’ ‘Apaddbov® datro- 

10 sbeméevwOes yap nuy L | cAupav 19: om 249 | dAuadov A: 0 padadov 93a: Apuabadov 236 

(always) | d-¢om 44, 71, 106 | ¢Bovyacos L | favouracs 19, 108d | Baft b 93b | hdpovnuaros L {tom 
19, 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236 | jdveorws L: begin. Aa N* (improb Aa NW?) ferens Z| k-lom L | 
k fevw0ers C 

11 abrys €& quwv L | dws N | ed grravOpwmas wore 44, 71, 76, 106, 120 | ChrdavOpwmay 236, 
C| dws A: re 52 | eavamopeverOar N*: avayopevOnva: L:: ayopeverOar C: om | Hetr L | bapoo- 
xuvoupevos A: mpogxuvercdat L |iomnibus subditis nobis 1: + xa 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236 | 
Jdevrepwy 108d | kBactAccwy Li: Bacrdewy 19, 108b | 1@povwy L | mom L | J-net secundum habens 
sedile 1 

12 seveyxwr L | bemerndevce NR: ewirndevoev A: emeredevae 52: everndevoe 93b: ausus est L: 
+ was L.| e-dom L: tr A | corepecar R* | duuas N*| &fom Tl |eom A | f+ peracrnca L 

13 ade L | b-fom 44, 106 | cowrnpay B*: om 71| dom L | emavrwy 52, 243, 248, 249, C, Ald: 
om 71|fom L | ginvocabilem @ j b-irovrov L: aft 152 | iBaciAews N* | dxowwvwr 52: cowwvyy 
93a: om 44 | E-ltrL | mejus Z | 2 woAvtpomors 98a: woAvTAoKwy 249 | 0 weOoderas Li: 8080r5 17, 19, 
108b, 249 | Pom L 71 © | aScaprycauevos Li: orqoamevos 93a 

14 *jom 98a | b-drovtwy twy tporwy L: tov tpomov rovrov 44, 106 |dom A | en6n N*: wndea 
A: npn 93b | fAaBew Nea A | Eras A | b+ efaddorpiworw L {mom 71 | ims L: +7e Re. A 93d: 
7m 249 |Jom A | kemuxparyoes 249: emxparetas L:: + ews L | 1Maxatdovas RN: Maxedwvas 93a | Maya- 
yew L: peraddagar 44, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236: perayayew 93d, 1084: weraragat C 

15 bom L|c+ow L|d+et impio 1 |etumw L|gJudaeorum L | hevptoxonevous N: 
qui inveniuntur © |i-jtr A|inn L: om N |i-ktr L|k+ adda 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236 | lavay- 
katorarous R* | mom 44, 71, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236 | 2-0 tr 93a | B roAtrevomevars 93a | 00m 44 

16 scurovs ovras 44, 106: filii 1 | 2-1780m 71 | ov 98a [b+ Kar L|cucos R*: aft 4d 249 | 
a-fnovov L | d-eom 44, 106 | dom vov A|efom LZ: tr 76 | pr tov 936 | fovros 93b | E+ «ae adnOt- 
vou L | hom 93d | ixarevOvvovras N*: xarevOvvavros L 74, 120, 236 |SInuas N*|k-lom L: et pos- 
teris 1 | kom 106 | mayrav R*: + wexpe rov vy L | 2-0 sicut volumus L 

17 Smomonre NR: moncate A L 52, 108: moujoerre 93a: movecre 243, 248, C, Ald: | > rpocexovres 
L: om 249 | ¢-frots mpoamegtadpevots vy vio Apev L.|dMav A: tov Auay N | e@Apadadov A 52: 
om L 4, 71, 106, Z 
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an lel 2 f 

otareior! ypappacwy,® * dia 74 adrov” rove Tada? éFepyacapevov® 
a lal Fae | f 1 ‘\ mpos tais Lovowv! muras eotavpHcOa® odtv™ 7Hi mavoKia, THY 

rn an a 4. f 

katatiav¥ tod Ta! mavta émixpatodvTos™ Oeod™ Sia Tdxous atro- 
in é . - 

Sdvros® avT@P xpiawy-4 “7d Se> avriypadov tis émiaToAHs TavTns© 
feed ‘ > i 

éxOévres? ev ravtl tém@ peTta® mappyaias, éavs rods *lovdalousi 
= : a an " ae eee) xpicOai trois éavTav¥ vouiuo,! Kal? cvverrayvev” adrtois® dirs 

Tors? év caip@ Ores émiPeuévous® avtoist audveovrar® tH® TpioKat- 
cing ‘ se ee 

dexatn' Todi Swdexatov*® unvos!’Adap rH™ avty judpa-* *rabTnv? 

yap> 6° mavrat duvactevwv Geds® dvt? dreOpias® Tod éxrexTod 
L h2 y > oni ’ , j v2 1 oe et a obvP By . 

yevous® érroincey avtois! edppocvuny. Kab vpels év tails 

eravipos vuave éoptais4 éricnuov jucpav® peta mdons evwyxias 

diyere, *Srras? cal» viv cal werat tadta® cwrnpial Huiv® Kal» roisi 

edvoodawyi Idpoais, rois® 5é jyiv ériBovrevovowy! pynudovveyv™ ris 

amoneias.® “raca® de> modus? 74 yapa® To civorove Arus® Kata 
A uy , j 8d \ \ x 6) k x2 >.) tadta wy: roinoni Sépate Kal trupl KatavarwOyoeTac* per’ dpyhs 

ov povoyv avOparros aBaTos, ddAG Kal Onplows Kat metevois eis™ Tov 
[A t Dn wy 0 re) 0 t p atravta xpdvov? éyOicTos® Katactadnoerat, 

17 famocradkion R* | Sypauzpact A 

18 8-gSteraga oravpwOyvat avrov ev Zovaors 71] 8+-Kac Li: rovro 108a, 249 | bom 108a | com 

N* A 249, 10861 | dra toravta L | eepyacapevov Li: ecpywevov 19, 108b | f Zvcors N | b-a om 71 | 

h-j arodebwxoros avtw L | iom N | jmapouxca 76 | k++ duany L|lom N* 52, 248 | mxaromrrevorros L | 
n-00om L | Camodovtos 55; arodovra 106: anodovres 243 | P-daet xpurov + exreOntw L 

19 a-bde7o L | dom L | dexreBevros R*: exreOevres A: exponensL | fom LD | &-IxpyoGar 

te tous lovdatovs Li: permitte omnes Judaeos uti | b-irors Iovdacors 74 | JxpyoacGar 52, 64, 243, 

248, C, Ald | kavrwy 249 | lvovors R A L 52, 64, 93d, 243, 248, 249, C, Ald 

20 8 et confortiari cum omnibus © | bemoxvew L | dom 44 | eemerenevovs 52|fom N* L | 

Buvvwvrac A*: ayzvvacbac N: ayvvovrat 19, 93a, 108b: + expiOy Se v0 Tw Kata THY BactAcav 

Tovéatwy ayew Li | b-itmy recoapecxatdexaryy L|jom 236|kom L 44, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236: + rov 

120 | 1+ 0s corey L | m-n Kae ry(v) wevrexatdexaty(v) eopracer Li: om 44, 106 

21 eeev avtats o mavroxpatwp Li | atavrn N* A: ravra 236 | bom N*|c+7a many codd: + 
em A | cdamayra Ald | thom L | 6 oAeOperas N: oArerpras 52 | odcOprav 71 | 1+ owrypray cae L: tes 
71, 74, 76, 936, 106, 120, 236, Ne. a mg | j cwhpoavvyy 19, 108 

22 om L | 4quis R*: vues Nea | bov A | enuwy 74, 76: om A| dom A | enepas R* 

23 =bom L|com Li 4d-epuer avra 52 | fowrnpray L: + many codd + eora: 74 | e-bwer L 
Nob: vay cae N * 74, 76, 106, 120: wey vuwy car A: yuty 52: + ev 108a liom L|Jjev mocoveor L: 
evvoovytwy Reb A: avover 52: guvovar 55: evvoover 1084: evvover Ald | k-ltwy Se emBovdevoar- 
twv Li: twv Se rovrois emtBovdevoavtwy A: tows Se Twy emBovAevery avrots ToApwrtwr 44, 71, 74, 106, 
120, 286: rors de rw emtBovaevery ToAuwot 76: Tous de nur emiBovrcvoaart 1084 | M wynpoouvas 1084 | 
n+ ronoere 108a 

24 an L | bden 44,106 | c+ nor LL] dy L: om 98a | exwpas R* | feom L249 | hywecs 93d | tov 
93a | Imonoo L | k++ Kae Rea] 1-+x«ac LC | m-nom A | m-oom L | cexeoros N*: eaxiatos Ne. a: 
axioros A 93b: + Te C | Pavta oradncerat R*: extradyoerar L 

CHAPTER VIII 

VIII, 13 om L & | jrons] Al —aps0 | AMD] om G (exe N*, 
93b under *) | ns] extiBecOwoav G: extiBerOw  exreOacw A | no] 
om 4 G (exe 93b under *) | 93°77] 77 Bacrraa G | FIO4] om SG (exe 
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93b under *) | "455] om 3: pase 3: opfaruodavus & | ovary 555] om 

36 | ryt] + wares 6 OTT] tT Q | atin) oven» 
Q | ord] om 3 | DpId) zorcunou 6 

14 ox — pan] om L| OS97) pre S: 0 pev ow urmas & | 

"359 — DANN] om 3 G w (exe W &*™, 93b under *): pr peaaulo 
%| OMNWmNT] om 8 | IW] om Z | Oday] eaar0 8: festinanter &L | 
pms] perferentes J: Asbompms S: emrerew G: kar SuwKopevor emre- 

ev & &°™8, 93 under * | 3Q7g] nuncia 3: ra Aeyoueva G: praecepta 
i | par] om 33 | mam — end of vs] om 44, 106, 107, 236 | na] 

+ regis 3: yjcasse 3: exemplum epistolae % | SF 2N3] rood}; S| 

mran] om 3 G (exc § “*, 93b under *): civitate regis iL: TEPLEXOV 
rade L (here L inserts 8: 8-13) 

15 we") + de palatio et 3 | pan 557] om 1 6 L (exc N°8™8, 

93b under *) | 33m mdon] om % L G (exc & &*™, 93b under *) | sm) 
yore %: et aereis 3; aepwyy & ©*, 9380 | NID — 5073] om L (exe 

98a) | M73] om 3S SU | Jani] et amictus 3 | ya] serico pallio 

3: et byssinum ¥& | yas7s1] om %: om ) 6L | yorw PT] Wovres Se 

oe Sovoos 6 LD | Fw] om LX G (exc & &*™): +onA 

16 FNN] om 44, 106, 107 | rIMaw) woros L | vow] kobov L: treo 

kup Gew 19: kup rw Gew 1080: om & & (exc N“*, 93b under *) | “pl 
om L &% & (exe & “*, 93b under *) 

17 d235—2 1p] om L | 5524'] om & (exe 108a): om ) 3 ner anys) | 
om %% G (exc 93b under *) | 55342] om G4 | “"y] om % | *95] om SLE 
(exe 93b under *) | DYpid — end of vs] om 71 | Dip — av] om 44, 
106, 107 | Dipia — 7>7aF7] om A N 52, 74, 76, 243 | DYpa] om 6 & | 
37] om 248, C, Ald | In7) 75177] om % G (exe 8 **™, 93b under *) | 
SMT] om 3 | yr573] + ov ay e€ereOn To exOeua & (exc R): + 70 exOepo, 248, 

C, Ald | rows) des 8 | oT — aIw) om % | OM] epulae 3: 
+e S| 390 DP] Ku evppocuvy &: kar ayaddaors 74, 76, 120, 236: om 249 | 
“NOT "7y7]) alterius gentis 3: trav bvev G: tov Tovdatwy L: + qeplere- 

povro kor © © (repereuvovro N** A® L 74, 76, 106, 107, 120) | orn] 
eorum religioni et caeremoniis jungerentur J: wenoZzhss %: om — end 
of vs L| 55) "5] 3a & (kar da &*): propter © | IMB] + grandis 3: 
timorem qui factus erat adversus inimicos &% | ond] cunctos 3: om 
i G (exc 93b under *) 

CHAPTER IX 
IX, 1 om LZ | R44) quem vocari ante jam diximus 3 | wn] om 3S 6/42 OY] om 8: tov pqvos 6 | WRX — MwITd] quando cunctis 

Judaeis interfectio parabatur 3 | “X] om 6 | 9°54] + bh) | 525] 
Ta ypaypata Ta ypadevra vio G: ra ypaupara 44, 106, 107 | nw nT) 
om & (exe R°*™, 93b under *) | Dra — aw) om 3| wr pra] et 
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3 | "wx — WR] om & (exe 93b under *) | Maw] inhiabant 3 | "3" 

oar OMAR SS % | oy] eorum 5 | odwd]) sanguini 3: 

om %| p72] om 3 3 | yen] versa vice 3: om ) 3| WT) 14-e08 

S | snow" — EFT RIW.) azrwrovro ot avrixepevoe Tots Tovdatos @: Judaet 

superiores esse coeperunt et se de adversariis vindicare 5 | sndw) 

apsdaly % 
2 om & | mp2 —pns7] om L & (exe 93b under *): pr) 3 3 | 

pet] om 3 | ba] et loca 3 | wnwnN] om 3 | ~wpr3] vpake 
%| pngyn + et persecutores suos 3 | O75] OID 110 codd KR, N’ 
Br B®: om @ (exc 93b under * R°*™): avros L | OIMD $a 75) poBov- 

pevos avtovs &: efoBovyto yap avTous L: p3mp] formido magnitudinis 

eorum 3 | p37 b> Sy] om 6 L 

3 55] nam et 3: yop G: et @: d& L| MITA) tev carparey 
6 @: om L | name] + omnisque dignitas quae singulis locis ac 3: om 

6 LL | Sed wr] woe o ypapparas © LZ: om 44, 71, 106 | wR 

p75] om 3: Bacio. 6 L: regis £: om 44, 71, 106 | po~ wr] poate 

S: erpov 6 LL | OAT) Deum © | 9757] Ss) S 

4 '—"parl om L @& G (exc N° 4™, 936 under *) | "D]+ cog- 

noverant 3 | "|797] quem J | meag] 2 3 | ar] + et plurimum 

posse 5 | pn ww] fama quoque nominis ejus crescebat 3: xpoo- 

exegev yap To mpooTaypa Tov Bacirews ovopacOnva. G: praeceptum enim 
erat timorem regis nominari 1: kar mpocerecey ev Yovoos ovopacOnvar 
Apav kot Tous avrixeimevovs L | WOW] vases 3 | MITT $52] quotidie 

J | Zand a) &%: ev racy (tn) Bacrtea & L: in omni civitate ejus 

&Z: + avrov 44, 74, 76, 106, 120, 236 | *5?— 59755] et per cunctorum ora 

volitabat 3: om L & G (exe 93b under *) 
5-19 om % | 5 om L G (exc 930 under *) | 553 om 3 | 35N] magna 

3 | 3-7] et occiderunt eos FS | aN)] om 3 | DZD] quod sibi para- 

verant facere 3 

6 om © | wo Ww2] om 7S: Kat ev avry & | kat ev Jovoos N* Ne ome tat 

AL | 742] om x* L 44, 1063 | oo] om 3 | Sani] om ISLE 
(exe N° 4, 93b under *) | MIN WAM] erraxociovs L 

7 om © 106: tr aft 9:10a 3 | NqI3w7s] so MM (with small mn): Bapoav 

cat Neoraw BN 52, 248, Ald: ®apoar(vecra(ey & A 55, 64, 243: dapoay 
L: Gapcavvectay 108a: Papoancryy 249: Dapcevdala 93b: Bapcavdaba C: 
Lopeas SA: Lopeae SEMU | yi2o5] Delphon 3: ads, St: aad, SUNY: 

Acroov &: adecdpov N*: xan tov adeAdoy avrov L: AeAdov 93d, 108a | 

NNDON] Esphatha 3: 2osu| 3: Gacya G: Saya N*: Saya A: Sapva L: 

Adapvap 93a. Bacra 74, 76?: Apipada 930: Bayya 249: Aodaba C 

8 om © 106 | NM7AD] ASy2 34: Bdge S44: Sapadaba G: Sapaada 

N: Bapdaha A: Tayadapdada L: @upSaba 71, 74, 120, 236: Povpafa 93d: 
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GapSaba 243, 249, Ald: Bopadaba C | ra] Lady %: Bapoa B: Baper 

x A: Bapea many codd: rovs erepovs 71: om L | NNT] 2? 34: le 

S'"U: SapBaxa G: SapBaxa some codd: Sappaya 76: Sappaxa 120: Sapa- 

Baxa 236: Apidaba 93b, C: om Li 

9 om ® 71, 106 | NMya7B) Nnws75 (both w and Mm small) G: 

Phermesta 3: 22\au;9] SA: Zamag SUMV, Moppacipa 6: Mappacin & 55, 

64, 243, 248, Ald: Mappacwva A: Mappacuy N: Sappoow 74: Xappacip 76: 

Mappacapa L: Saappac 120: Saappacep 236: Bappooba 93b : Pappacba 

Cl ONAN] we. 3: Apoaoy & (tr with next): Apocov R: Apioa 93b, C: 

om L | “1 ] ~32] 3: Povdatov G: Povdavoy A: Apovdatov N 55, 64, 74, 

76, 108a, 120, 236, 243, 248, Ald: Ap8a 93b, C: om L | xi] large 4, 

small 7; so fl: Jezatha 3: 201 %: ZaBovOaov G: ZaBovdebav N: ZaBov- 

yaba A: ZaBovdabav N 55, 64, 243, 248, Ald | Zadovdaday 52: ZaBovbabay 

108a: IZaGovd L: Balafa C: Ovafaba 93b 

10 om % | mwy] pr extra 3: pr xa L 44, 106, C| NNTAN 72] om 

35%: + Agagitae 3: + bead $:+(rov) Bovyaov © L: + kat Bovyaov 44, 

106: + Bovdeou R* | ANY] Tous exMpovs 249] OTT ITI] + quorum ista 
sunt nomina 3 | 1397] pr quos cum 3: om L G (exe N** A, 936 under *) | 

T2121 — DM] Kar Sinpracay G: xar Sinpwacay wavta ta avrwv Li: kat ov 
Sinpwacav C: Kat ev Tous oKOAOLS OVK amrexTEVaY Tas YELpas avTwy 93b under *: 
om 106 

11 om L #2 / SM D2] om 106 | HvaN] om 3 G (exc RN“, 93b 

under *) | pan 955] om 52, 93b 

12 om #| >a] qué 3 | “NeNd] om 3 | DbF] om L G (exe 
Sar 93b under *) | F727 ywrws] om L | Seay sy] aredeoay 

ot Tovdaoe ©: wws cor on evtavba (evravra y 19, 108d) L | 7aNX5] om L G 

(exe N & 2 ™g, 93b under *) | wan — var) om L | nei — var om & (exe 

came, 936 under *) | MINT ANWwWA) ev de ry weptywpw (ywpa A) G: 

KQL OL EV TH TEPLXWPw L | por] om3ISLG (exe 93b under *) | wy m2] 

quantam putas eos exercere caedem 3: rws over expnoavro (kexpnvrar N& * 

A) &: Kexpyvrar Li: + Kae evrev 0 BactAevs xpos EoOnp 44 | TD] om 4 54 
codd K R, 3 | [72 — end of vs] om L (cf. 8: 2 end) | Gmdxw]) agtous + 
ev 6: postulas+ ultra 3 | ANI] psbA 3: xa era: G6: om 3 | 7d] om 
3 | Ta’ — end of vs] om G (exe 936 under *) | Thy] om 3 S| wyn] 
ut fieri jubeam 3: sasdi % 

13 om % | DR— 34D) om SL: rw Baowe G: avrw 44: cay rw Baorrer 
avy 936 under * | D3 om SGL | ywrws WN] om SG (exc 93b under *): 

ous cay Oedwow L | mw] xenoba GS: avedav L | OV MID] Wsoos y+] | 

%: woavrws G: kor Supralev L | ne— yor] om L (cf. 8:7 end) | yen 53] 

om & (exc N° 4, 93b under *) 

14 om © 106 | "ON Kou ewerpepey G: kar ovvexwpyoe L: exeotpepev 

N*| span ~—- end of vs] om L | pan) om & (exc 93b under *) | nan] 
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at e€eOnxe(v) & | MI] rors Iovdaos G: + Ty recoapecxadexaty tov Adap cat 
amextewav avdpas Tpuxooous 236 | ywrws] Tns wokews G: om N* | ANY 

Nw] 7a copara G: om N * | on] xpepacat : -- yor 29 K 147, 180; 
R 448, 3, 249 

15 om L2 | OTT] TT Q| Ww] om 3G | yorwa *] om 
71 | oa D3] om G (exc 930 under *) | OPI — wr) tr aft mI vs 14, 
236 | wamd] Lu,wo as S: om G (exc N* RN“ 4, 93d under *) | "4NR] om S 
N* | ywyw2?] om G (exe N& 2 ™, 93d under *): + ox Iovdaton N° 2 BE, 93BB 

under = | F72D45— D7] Kat ovder (ovdev A) dinpacay G: Kar ovdev Sinpracey 

93b under +: + Kat ovx eLereway Tas yepas avTwv es Siapraynv 93b under * 

16 om %| *Nwi—oOTaNA)] om Li Nw] om "Nw 3 | WwN 
mi3°"7722] om 44, 106: o: ev Ty Bacrraa G: wav ev TH Baorraa 248 | MIT] 

moi Soa 15 codd K R, 3 | pal om &: Apragepgov 71, 74, 76, 236 | 
rp] om 3 | OP] Kar cavros eBonfovv | DWE SY] om G (exc RN“, 930 

under *) | 7455] Dopp conj G: DPT or Dp conj Buhl | 575775] 

aSjoo S: arwXecav yap G: xararwreoav L | ow.) —_ for 3S: avrwv 

6: Swarev R*: om L | sbi Dyaw MwA] prprous tevtaxicydovs G: 

pupiadas eta Kat exatoy avdpas L| JAD Y— OTM] xa ovdey Sinpracay 

(N°? ™s, 93d under * = #): om LA 

17-19 om L# | pyrya—3) om 71 | bY) om bY 36] Awdy) 
recoopes A| WINS) 3 for 5 S: om G6 | 37N)] + primus apud omnes 
interfectionis fuit 3: om N* | TY] owedzzlo S: om A | 4D] bepeo ao 

2: tov avrov pyvos & | WY] WI Q in some codd G, ISG | inyx] + 
esse solemnem ut in eo omni tempore deinceps vacarent epulis 3 

TIMW A] avaraveews peta xapas G: avaravoews 71 | FMW] om 71 

18 om K 7%, 107, 111, 3 L % 106 | ow TT] OTT Q: hi 3 | 
ww] +17 moda & (exe N*): + urbe caedem exercuerant 5 | rp] 

in caede versati sunt 3| 2 "wy mwdwal om G& (exc N° 4™s, 93b 
under *): + pyvos Aéap 93b under ~ | [YANN —end of vs] om 71 | 
127] om @ (exec N°*#™s, 93b under *): rou Adap 74, 76 | THD] Kae ov 
averavoavto B 55, 74, 76: averavoayvro B*°> A N 93b C: kau averavoayro 
other codd | 12°] om G | mor] ws) K 176, Q: et idcirco constituerunt 
3: nyov de @ | DY ANN] om G: + solemnem J | Mw] pera xapas 

19 om L& | 9D Dy] hi vero 3 | ooaN] OMEN Q: om3 | paw] 
sods S: om G (exe RN“ *, 93b under *) | MAMET ya] 15,2 Liao S: 
in oppidis non muratis ac villis 3: ev macy xwpa tn eo &| OY MN] 
> &: om 6 (exe 930 under *) | yams] om win 3G (exe 93b under *) | 
rimwai] om & (exe N%4, 93b under * | Mdwa4] mbwiss some codd 
N'| wp] + ov de Karorkoures ev Tats MyTpoToveow Kat Thy TevTeKaLOcKaTHY 
tov Adap (+ nyepay S A) evppoouryy (-ns & A) ayabnv ayovow efarocredXov- 
Tes pepidas Kat Tos tAyowov BN AN 52, 55, 64, 74, 76, 108a, 236, 248, C, 
Ald (with slight variations in the different codd) 
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20 oat mx] ovat b> ms K 244, R486, 3 | op Mow] 
et litteris comprehensa misit 3: es BiBdov xou arecrare(v) L G © | $5] 

om 36%L|d93] om 55 6 HL | 7a Me) ry Barren 6 Ld | 
WITWMN] om 3: Apragepfou G L: Bep£ov 19, 108d 

21 oop] om GL: pro festis I + solemni honore 3: + tas nuepas 

tavras ayabas G: + tas nuepas Tavtas es vpvous Kat evppocvvas ave oduvwy 

kot wevOous L | ODP mynd] om L | Ov NX] om LF G (exe 980 under *): 

2 | wind] om SLUG (exc X &*™8, 93b under *) | W7N] om 3 A L: 
rov Ayop & * | DY] om & ¥ L G (exe 93b under *) | "WY mwan) 

[mace $ | ag] omGLL: lo S| doa—pFrwijom @HL: as ys No 
&: revertente semper anno 3 

22 ova> — Maw} om L | ova5] pvaa K 158, R 378, WU: & 
yop tavrais Tas ypepats G: in diebus 5 | “IWN] om & (exe Re? A) | IM] 

erraverunt &% | D3] om G (exc N° *™, 93b under *): et servati sunt iL | 

WIT] om wan J: om 4) S: secundum mensem’% | wR] om 5 | qe] 

scriptus est 1: eypadyn & A | pd] om S: + os yv Adap & (930 under +, 

A om) | }1373— 2B om ¥ 93b | Sawvai—D Iw] om 106, 249 | oN) 
odov ayabas G: avras A: oAas ayafas 44, 106: o Aaos ayafas 76: odov es 

ayabas 68, 243, C, Ald | Fnw'd] yopor 6 % | FATVwi] om AMIw 106 | 
mow) mbwrt var: efarooreAdovras G: Kor amwecreare L: mittere & | 
mtd] dona et partes % | wy] sacerdotibus %: om L | spd] ros 
gras G: et amicis %: om L | MND] om L ® G (exc 93b under *) | 
p25] + et orphanis et viduis & 

23 dapi] api 29 codd KR, O'O?ISSXL | OMT] + 
sOoba SS %: +in solemnem ritum 35 | ns'— nw] om L & (exe 930 

under *): et posuerunt in commemoratione % | MX — end of vs 25 om 
L | :>7719] om % | pom dy) orm dy 19 codd K, 26 codd R: om K 236, 8 

24 om L& | 5] wus G: orws NA: wepe 44,106: Sav 3| RATIO] 

Apodafov G: Apayafow R*: Apafadov A: + o EBovyaos R°P™E: Zeson 
ote: qron S; om 44, 71, 106 | "35N7] bre %: (0) Maxeduv &: Twyatos 

930 om 44,71, 1080 | mT SD AT] om | say] + et adversarius 
3 | $5] om K 95, 170, R 266, 547, 3 | awh] ewodcues G: og erodener 44, 

106: zodeue 108@ | OUTST by] avrous G: avros 74, 76, 249, Ald: rovs 

Tovdatovs A 930: + malum 5 | p7axd] om 6 | bom] Sen N'C: xadws 

eBero G: Kat ws ebero N° * A 930 | SE — vs 25 TWN] om 106 | 1D] 
phur 3: \~2 3: Yndwpa G: om 71 | S35 NIA] quod nostra lingua 
vertitur in sortem 3: xar xAnpov G: kar «Bare(v) houp o eorw KAnpos N° 4, 
93b under * | g1md] om 3 | p7aNd4] om 3 G 

25 om L% | FRI31—7HOT om 71 | FINA] so Oc: FAIA (Raphe) 
Or (Ginsburg): e¢ postea ingressa est Esther 3: ohn Zea Us) bso 

3: Kar ws aconrOe & | ban) + obsecrans ut conatus ejus 3 | OY “ON 

"DOs litteris regis irriti fierent 3: \yau lom ;xl S: Aeywv Kpepacat Tov 
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Mapdoxoov & (93b under +) | 21D") wasn) %: eyevovro G: eyevero A | 

wnawrm)] om 3 6 | swR-- OTT) t aff WR S| aw WR] 
aut} 02 S: ova de exexeipyor exata (xpagar 71, exayayey 93d) | 

swe dy] ex avrov 6 | ANN Sor] wouwtasMo S: Kas expeuac6n avros & | 

yon Sy] om G (exe N°? AN, 930 under *) 

26 om % 71] dN Ova") om A| ONE] phurim 3: bias 8: 
Ppovpa. G: Bpovpys N°": PBovpdaca L Bovppoa 19, 1086, Bovpdia 93a): 

Bovpovpe, 93D: Spovpw 249: Povpiyz C: Bpovpeas (Ppovpaiovs) Jos xi, 

§ 295 | ow dy] id est 3: ca GL | MBH) sortiwm I: lugs S: rovs wAypous 
@ L: rovs xatpous N | > by] eo quod 3: ort: tous wecovras L: om % 106: 

+ phur id est sors in urnam missa fuerint 3: + ry (+ ia 249) diadrexrw 

avtwy Kadovvrat Ppovpat (Bovp 930: all under + 93b) 6 | by*— end of vs 

27] om L | d>y*] et 3: 8a G: Kor Sa 93b | 5D] om ¥ G | II] quae gesta 
sunt 3: om 108a | MAINM] epistolae + id est libri hujus volumine con- 
tinentur 3: TNS emtoTOANS Ci) | raya a rae \so $:— end of vs om 44, 106 | 

IN] sustinuerunt 3: rerovOaow & | DD Sy] Sta ravta (ravtyv: avtyv) G: 

om 3% | 1272] sop Nso S| OFPON YG] deinceps immutata sunt 3 

27 om Lx | 12"p] kat ceotnoedyv) &: extnoav N: ecryce pyvnpoovvoy 74, 
76, 236: om 3 | Yap —ay"] om 44, 71, 106 | 2ap'] apr Q, Kéthibh 
in many codd N}, €1@?3 $G | 55] om G (exe 93b under *) | OS27] 
sing. S| wd4] th) S| May] adAws xpnoovra & | nv> — end of vs] om 

G (exc 93b under *) | Os7aTD4] onls}> S| wi] om 3 

28 om 44,106 | DAT] as tas nuepas L: et diet & | —bar] om & | 

D212] pvypoovvoy G: pvywoovvac A: eas pyvnuoovvov L: mentionem fecit 
% | oows71— end of vs 320m L | OPI] om BH: ewredrovpevoy G: em- 
reAoupevar A | $52] om 55 6 H/T 1) om &: progeniam +& | 

TIMpw TN w.2] om J {Aspe 3: xa rarpoy 6 & | FIT] om ISG 

© | yh] om 33 GH | Ma] indicens % | OMS) rev Ppovpa G: rev 

Bpovpov N*: tov Ppovpar A: twv Povpovpep 93b: twv Ppovpw 249: vigilias 

%: phurim 3: jae S| TON] id est sortium 3: om % | aay" Nd] nec 
non observentur 3; axOncovra G: quas celebrarent & | D-TITT Tn] 

a Judaeis 3: as tov anavta xpovov & & | mo” nd p77] om 3 | oy] 

ab eorum progenie + quae his caeremoniis obligata est 3: ex rwv yevewv 

G: de progenie £ 

29 om L | ansm] so Ml (with large fm); some codd with ordinary 
n| Srmrax] ApwadaB G: Amrvadaov SN: om Z| TPT] om 71, 74, 76, 

106, 236, & | spn 59 MN] ro re orepewpa G: tore as pvynpoowvov 44, 106: 
l2ppe mends 4S: omni studio 3 | firmamentum ¥ | pp] ut sanciretur 
3 | oped? S: 0a exoncay G: fecit & | QD] dies solemnis 3: Las, 3: 
twv Ppovpa. © (Ppovpwv R*: Ppovpyn N~°: PBpovpaua A: Povpovpe. 93d): 
custodientium &% | TWH NANT] om 6 L: om Nw S: + in posterum 3 

30 om L# G | pd5wr4] plu 3 S| oO] om 3 | md] regis 3: + 
jase &| ras Dibw] ts 
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31 om L.% 106 | p°pd] some late editions D™p> | ppd — orsara] 

om 6 | pp] sortium 35 | sox] cum gaudio 3 | op] pl 3 3: Kas 

eornoay & (93b under +: om to ‘Va"p 71) DP dy] cavrois Kal cavrwv 

(cavrovs 74, 76, 236: 93b under +) | “tT] om & | Va"p “wWND)] om 

5%: Ka tore ornoavtes © (93b under +): om 74, 76, 236: kas rore exryoav 

249 | owE? by] xara rys vy(ieas (trav vyoreay C) (clavrwy & (93b under +): 

ro. rept TS Bovdys T1: ra wept TyS vy(euas 74, 76, 236 | DIT Spy] cae ryv 

Bovdny (elavrev G: Kar vyeus avTwy T1: xox tTns BovAys avrwv 74, 76, 236: om 

93b | 27] Woo 3: om 3G | NVA] waeoye %: om G | pnpeT"] 

+ et sortium dies 3; om © 

32 om L® 71, 106 | AND] Kar Aoyw: Aoyw N* A: qui vocatur J | 

ap— =>] Dp +'\s &: et omnia quae libri hujus 3: exrnoev (+ avra 

74, 716) es Tov awva & | "DOD ap50\] historia continentur 3: Kat eypapn 

as pvnpoowov &: + literal version of vs 30 MN to end of vs 32, 93b 

under * 

CHAPTER X 

X, 1 om& | Dw) eypayer de G: eypayer yap A: xau eypaypey L: fecit 5 | 

WWM] so Oc: WINWMN Q Oc: WINTWMN Kethibh Or N' SC: om 

@ L (exe R&*™ 4, 93 under *) | 0] tributarias J: rely R A 93b 

(under *): ra reAn L: om & | 59] omnem 3: + ad 3: em ryv Baoireay 

G (ryv BaotXeoy under ~ 93b): em ryv Bacirewy avrov 44: om L | ™Q4]+ 

cunctas 3: om ™N 6 L 

2 >93—annan] om % | tw bs] pl S$: om 6 L | spn) rw 
wx avrov & L | INNA] Kau (ryv) avdpayahay (+ avrov 44, 106) 6: om 

L| faba Mw] 12055 Auowle S: mdovrov re xa Sofav L & (93b 

under +): et annuntiata est gloria &% | "57"974] rys BaoiWaas avrov G: 

xat MapSoxa0s L: Mardochaei % | wx — pan] om & (exc 93b under *): 

edoface L: + in regno suo % | ON wor] om 3: xat L: In %: sdov (+ 

tavra* 93b) G: sicut % | DDIND] -asdo S: yeyparra: G: eypayey L | §BD] 
libris 3: ros B.Bwos L | DT I] om L LF G (exe 936 under *) | 
"955] regis Z: om 3 L 64, 71, 74, 76, 93a, 106, 236, 248, 248, 249, C, 
Ald | O54] + es pvypoovvov & L (93b under +): om & 

3 -"TyTT] om © L @ (exe N%*™, 930 under *) | Tw] + lon S: 

dcdexero G L: suscipiebat ¥ | pad] tov Baoler © U L | WUT] 

Apragepénv ©: Hepéqv L: + in die illa & | bya] + lon 3:+y GULL | 

omy] ev ry Bares © LU: Ns for 5 3) R57 —SNAN] om S| 
"Ue ] Kar SeSoacpevos G: Kar Pirouvpevos L: et magnificatus % | my 375 
vo Twv Iovdawy (Bacivewy 71) cae prrovpevos & (om xar ur. 44, 106, 249): 
vio mavtwv twv Tovdauwy L: a Judaeis et ex ducatu & | wt] (&)yyero 
@: xa yyaro L: praeerat & | 250] tov aywyny G: om L ¥ | ways — 
pbw] om & &: avrwv xat Sogav wepreriber L | 47] rw Over avrov G L Wh: 

+ the following passage (F: 1-11) in 6 L & (93b under ~): 
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ADDITION F 

‘Kat elev? Mapédoyaios Tapa rod° Geod4 éeyévero radra. 

*2uvncOnv® yap? rept tov évuTrviov4 ob eidov® wepl! tev Adywv Tov- 

Tove ovde® yap! rapHrOevi am’*® adrav! Adyos:™ ° piKpa® myn 

n> éyévero TroTaues, Kal Hv Pas Kal HrALos Kal Vdwp TorAv.c *EaOxjp 

éorw 6° qotamds, vy éyaunoev! 6 Bactrevs xal® érroincev® Bact- 

Aooav-i tof Seb Svo° Spaxovres, eyo eiust cab “Apav'® ®raa Ser 

vn, Ta ericvvax Orta” atrodéoat 764 dvowae Tavi "Jlovdaiwy-® °rd4 

bé €Ovos 76 eusv, odds eat» “Iapanr ot Boroavtes mpos tov Oeov 

kal cobértes.© Kalt gowoev Kvpios® tov adv avtod, Kal éppicatot 

Kupsos® juas® ék ravrev tev Kax@v TovTwv:! Kali érrotnoev* 6 Beds 

Ta onpeia cal! ra™ tépata™ Ta° pweydArAaP &4 ov yéyovey év™ Tois 

éOvecw. ‘Sia tovto> érroincev’ KdAnpous S00, évat To AaG® Tod! 

Geod! kal Eva Trac” Tots EOvew:! ®xala ArAPov» of S¥0 KAHpoL odToLe 

eis Opav4 cal? carport Kat eis® jycpav Kplcews' everiovi rod Oeod* 

kal! race Tois™ Ovecwv» °Kal éuricOn 6° beds Tod Aaod adrod,© kal 

edicaiwoey? thy KANpovowiay éavTod.© “Kal écovtas avTois® ai Hué- 

pat airas év> pric ’Addp,t ty Tecoapecnaidexdtn Kal? Tht crevte- 

Kaoexatn® tod avTod® pnvds,' perai cuvaywyhs*® nal yapas Kat! 

evppootyns évoriov™ Tod Geo” Kata yeveas eis? Tov aid@vat év TO 
Aa@ adTovs "Iopannr.t 

F:1 sere L. | b+ ad omnes it | cd xvprov 44, 71, 74, 76, 106 

2 Aeuvynooy L 68| bom N? A 44, 93d, 106: + Mardochaeus %|com L | 4+ sui iL | eecdev 

L|f¢om L: reps rov Aoyov rovrov 52 | h-Jxat ameredcoOy L | h-iov yap NW: ovdev A: ov re yap 249 | 
k-mom L | kom A | lavrov 44 | m+ cae ecrev L 

34+ 108a|>om 44, 52, 55, 71, 74, 106, 236, C|b-com L 2 | dy 44, 93b|eiom L & | 
feynuev 71: erouncev 106 | g-bom 106 

4 wbxar ot L | bom 106 | com A | dnuny R*: etuyy 93a | eApmav 19: Ava 98a 
5 a-bmorauos ra L:: lumina autem i | > om 98d | covvaxdevra L | d-eom Li: ro yevos 44, 106 

frous L | glovdacous L 

6 acmAros kar pws or eyevovto Tors lovdarors emupaveta Tov Oeov, Tovto To kpyza Li: sol et luna 
erant Judaet. hoc judicium % |>-+ 0 A 52, 64, 68, 248, C, Ald | 4-iom L | eom A | fepvaaro 
&A52|¢om Xe oA 44, 71, 74, 76, 93b, 106, 236 | hom N | jom L | k-+ «vpios N | -nom 106 | mom 
68 | -Ppravta L ©: + tavta N | 40m L | rom 93, 108a 

7 a-iom A 19,771, 236 | a-bxacL & | ¢+ xuptos 52 | d+ ev52 | d-geva tw Sew Tov Aaov | e-fom 

930 | f-¢om i | 6 dew 93b | bom L dL | h-i rors eOvece mace 249 | igenti L 
8 a-20m B* 71, 236 | brpoonAPov L: accesserunt @|cavroe N: om A | dwpas L | exara L: 

secundum i |txAnpov Bab & A, 93b, 108a|¢om L 44, 106 C Z| bhypepas L | ixvprevoews L | 
dk rov awveov L | lev L 1 52, 68, 243, 249, C, Ald: + ep Nc. 045, 55, T1, 74, 76, 106, 108a | mom A 

9 abom iL: o xupios A: Kuptos 249 | com 98a | dservavit | eavrov NAL and many codd: 
+ cat mas 0 Aaos aveBonce duvy peyadn Kat exmev EvAoynros et kupte o pynobets Tw Scadykwv Twv mpos 
Tous TaTepas Hwy auny LL 

10 ain H | bo wy 106: om 71 | dAdep 11: tev L | eiom %|egom N*A* 248, C |fom 
N | bom many codd | iom 44, 106 | i-k dies synagogae & | i+ rns 93a, 108b | 1 wer 52, 64, 68, 248, Ald | 
m-nom iL | 0 yeveay A: yeveoets19: progenie vestra & | p-rom 1 | dom 93a | 80m % | tom 52, 64, 
68, 248, C, Ald: + anny 98a 
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1"Erous terdptov Baotdevovros Itodeuatou nal Kdeomdrpas4 

eionveyxev AooiOeos,> 85° épn elvar iepeds nat Aevetrns,4 xal TIrone- 

patos 6° vids? adrod Thy mpoKxepevnv® émictorAny Tov Dpovpal,» iv 

épacavi elvar kal épunvevnévari Avoluayov® Troreualouv! tav™ év 

*Tepovoadnp.® 

11 om L (exe 19) | ®KAatorwatpas A | b Aworbeos B*: Awcedeos RM: Aoode 19 | com NR*: + 

nv ws 249 | dAevirys W A|eom A | efouros 55 | Empoetpnuevny 71, 106 | hdpovpaca R* A: Ppovpew 

No.4: Dpovpe 52: Povpys C: Ppovpar 19 |leppacav N: efOacav 71, 106 | Jnpunveveevar A, many 

codd | k Snaxov 44: Avowaxor 55: Avaoiaxov 93b: Avonnaxov 106: Avoywaxov C + ror 44, 71, 74, 

16, 106 | 1 HroAewarov 44, 106 | roy many codd: ov twv 93b | NIgpand 74: + Subscr EoOnp BN A: 

+ avreBAnOy mpos madawwtatov Avav avtrypadov SediopPwmevov xerpe Tov aytov paptupos TaudrAou* 

tpos Se Tw TeAeL TOV avVTOV TaAaiwTaTou AiBAtov omep apxnV MEV ELXEV ATO TS TPWTNS TwY BacLAcwY 

evs Se tyv EoOnp eAnyev' toravTy tis ev mAater wroxeipos VTOTHMLWoLs TOU aUTOU wLapTUpOS UTeEK- 

€tTO €xOVea oVTWS: METEAnLGON Kat SropOwOy mpos Ta efamAa Qpryevous ut avTov StopOwueva’ AvTwve- 

vos omodoyntys avTeBadré TlaudiAos StopOwoatd tevxos ev TH pudanyn Sta tTHv Tov OV TOAAH Kat 

Xap kat TAaTUGMO Kat et ye My Bapy evTE, TOVTW Tw avTLypapw TapamAnaLoY evpEeLy avTLypapoy ov 

pastor, Sredwvy Se to avTo maAawwtatov BiBALo mpos Tobe To TevXOS evs TA (COI Tiva) KUpLAa OVOMaTa 
No. a,c, b mg int 
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I did not at first intend to devote a separate article to this 

subject, as I did not wish to take the time and space which would 

be necessary. But in the process of editing and annotating the 

portions of the text which are to follow, it became evident that 

some extended justification of my critical procedure would be 

indispensable. The original plan of setting forth the most neces- 

sary facts in an introductory page or two, to be supplemented by 

subsequent footnotes, might have left room for the suspicion of 

arbitrary or hasty methods. Other considerations, moreover, 

seem to make it especially desirable that I should give here some 

clear account, however brief and imperfect, of those parts of the 

apparatus regarding which I feel able to speak with confidence. 

The chief of these considerations are the following: (1) No critical 
use has ever been made of the versions of these books, nor even 

of any one Greek version or recension.’ (2) No attempt has been 
made to determine or state the principles of such critical use. 

(3) The conclusions which I have already reached and stated’ in 
regard to some of the versions and recensions of the Ezra history 

are so revolutionary as to need all the added corroboration of this 

nature that can be given them. 

1I do not wish to seem to deal unfairly with those recent publications in which some 

attempt has been made to emend the massoretic text of the one or the other of these books: 

Kittel’s Books of Chronicles, 1895; Guthe-Batten’s Ezra and Nehemiah, 1901; these being the 

reconstructed Hebrew-Aramaic text of the Polychrome Bible; also Benzinger’s Bticher der 

Chronik, 1901; Kittel’s Bucher der Chronik, 1902; Siegfried’s Esra, Nehemia und Esther, 

1901; Bertholet’s Esra und Nehemia, 1902; and Marti’s edition of the Aramaic portions of 

Ezra in his Grammatik der biblisch-aramdischen Sprache, 189. But in the following pages 

sufficient evidence will be given to justify fully the assertion that no one of these attempts, 

so far as its treatment of text and versions is concerned, deserves to be called “critical.” 

In all of these cases the procedure is without any fixed principles, or any preliminary study 

of either text or versions with a view to ascertaining their character. Moreover, no one of 

these scholars shows any approach to thoroughness in his employment of the materials 

which he actually attempts to use. If in any instance the criticism of the text went so far 

as to include the careful taking of the testimony of even codex B (ordinarily called ‘the 

Septuagint”) throughout the whole extent of the book or passage treated, the evidence of 

this fact at least does not appear, while numerous indications seem to show the contrary. 

2 American Journal of Semitic Languages, Vol. XXIII; cited in the sequel as AJSL. 
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(4) Many other facts, hitherto unobserved, regarding manu- 

scripts and versions and their characteristics and mutual relations 

are so important as to deserve some treatment here, at least in 

outline. In particular, the proof of the very momentous fact that 

Theodotion was the author of our “canonical” Greek version of 

Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. ought at last to be rendered.’ 

I. NATURE OF THE TEXT-CRITICAL PROBLEM 

In our Hebrew-Aramaic tradition of the Chronicler’s history, 

we have a text which is neither one of the well-preserved of those 

which constitute the Old Testament, nor yet among the very 

worst. The many lists of names have been carelessly handled, 

and are in correspondingly bad condition. The narrative portions 

read smoothly on the whole—smoothly, that is, when their author- 

ship is taken into account—but nevertheless give plain evidence 

of being corrupt in many places. The trouble lies not merely in 

single words and phrases, but also in the apparent misplacement 

of a few long passages, one of which consists of several chapters. 

There is ground for the suspicion, moreover, that one or more 

passages of importance have been lost from our massoretic recen- 

sion. There is good evidence of a gap after Ezra 1:11; something 
is plainly missing between 6:5 and 6:6; while the presence of 

the Story of the Youths in I Esdras suggests its own important 

problems. 

When we come to the testimony of the Greek versions, we are 

confronted with two somewhat widely differing forms of the history. 

One of them agrees quite closely with MT, and has the same 

extent and arrangement; the other—obviously a mere fragment— 

begins near the end of Chronicles and extends not quite through 

the story of Ezra. During the part of the history covered by the 

two in common, the difference between them lies in (1) the words 

3 The following discussion of the critical apparatus is only fragmentary, leaving a good 

many highly important matters either half treated or not touched upon at all. It contains 

the things in which I have happened to be especially interested, being in the main based 

upon collations made and facts observed by me twelve years ago, in the course of my study 

of the literary and historical problems of Ezra-Neh.; and the conclusions are the same, 

with some slight modification, as those which I then reached. But though the discussion 

is incomplete, I believe that it will at least lay a sure foundation for further investigation. 
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and phrases of the narrative, the divergence here (i. e., in the 

Greek) being very great; (2) the position of extended passages; 

(3) material of very considerable amount found in the one 

recension but not in the other. We have in the Greek, more- 

over, clear testimony to two differing Semitic texts, the differ- 

ence being such as to suggest either a long history of trans- 
mission along independent lines, or else an unusual amount of 

freedom in the handling of the texts. Of course, both of these 
causes might have been operative. And finally, each one of 

the two main forms of the narrative, the ‘‘canonical”’ and the 

“apocryphal,” has come down to us in a double Greek tradi- 

tion, the one embodied in Lagarde’s edition,* and the other con- 

tained in the most of the existing manuscripts, including the 
codices (A, B, 8) used in Swete’s Old Testament in Greek. 

That is, for a portion of the Chronicler’s history amounting to 

about thirteen chapters, we have at every point to compare four 

Greek texts. 

Of other versions, aside from the Latin of Jerome, which 
was made from our Hebrew-Aramaic recension, we have to take 
into account three renderings of the I Esdras Greek, namely, 
the Syriac (the work of Paul of Tella), the Ethiopic, and the 
old Latin. The Syriac and Arabic versions of the canonical 
Chron.-Hzr.-Neh. have long been known to be late and well- 
nigh worthless—the Arabic absolutely so—and any attempt 
to make a critical use or “investigation” of them is a waste 
of time. 

It is evident from this statement of the case that the solution 
of the textual problem is to be gained chiefly from an examination 
of the Greek recensions. We need to know the relative age— 
and, if possible, the actual age—of the two (or more) Greek 
translations; the principles according to which they were made, 
and the extent to which they can be trusted; their mutual rela- 
tions; the character and quality of the Semitic text which lies 
behind the Greek I Esdras. And it is obviously very important 
(as it is everywhere else in the Old Testament) to inquire minutely 
into the history of the transmission of the text, finding out how 

4 Librorum Veteris Testamenti canonicorum pare prior graece, Gottingae, 1883. 
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and to what extent the original readings have been accidentally 

or deliberately changed, and distinguishing carefully the divergent 

lines of tradition which can be recognized. What is the real 

significance, for textual criticism, of the two recensions which are 

contained, respectively, in the editions of Swete and Lagarde? 
What manuscripts, or families of manuscripts, are especially note- 

worthy? We have one absolutely sure witness to the ‘‘Septuagint” 

text of Origen, in the Syro-Hexaplar version of I Esdras and a 
part of Nehemiah; which of our Greek MSS stand nearest to this 
version? Ina word: On what principles shall one proceed who 

wishes to study critically the Hebrew-Aramaic text of these books 

with the aid of this unusually complicated and unusually interest- 

ing apparatus? 

These are all questions which must be answered before any 

satisfactory criticism of the text of any part of Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. 

can be undertaken. Up to the present time, the most of these 

questions have not even been raised, and not one of them has been 

answered with any approach to correctness. An unscholarly use 

of “the LXX” has been, more than any other one thing, the bane 

of modern Old Testament study; and if there is any portion of 

the Old Testament in which the consequences have been especially 

mischievous, that portion is Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. Those who have 

attempted to emend the Semitic text of these books by the aid of 

the Greek have been wont to take at random any seemingly useful 

“reading” of the nearest available text of the canonical Greek, or 

of I Esdras, choosing in each case either codex B (one of the 

worst possible MSS, as it happens) or “ Lucian,” as the need of the 

occasion may decide, treating all alike, and usually without making 

any attempt to criticize the Greek itself, or to go behind the text- 

reading of the edition which happens to be used. Few of those 

who have dealt at length with Chron., Ezra-Neh., or I Esdras, 

have attempted to state what conclusions, if any, they have reached 

in regard to text and versions. A. Klostermann’s article “Ezra 

und Nehemia,” in Hauck’s Realencyclopddie*, has an account of 

the several versions of these two “books” which contains a good 

many acute observations as to details, but does not give much 

help in matters which are of primary importance. It is remark- 
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able, moreover, that in his whole discussion he should make no 

mention at all of the I Esdras version. Even a brief examination 

of this “apocryphon” might have shown him its fundamental 

significance. 
An introductory word in regard to the Hexapla. I have 

already (AJSL, pp. 65-68) touched upon the status of the Chron.- 

Ezr. books in Origen’s great work, and the apparent lack of Hexa- 

plaric material in the MSS which are now known. As for Origen’s 

fifth column, containing his “LXX” text, I shall show in the 

sequel that we have extremely good information in regard to it. 

Concerning the other Hexaplaric versions of these books next to 

nothing has hitherto been known. Field’s Hexapla has the 

appearance of containing some material here, but really gives 

hardly anything more than a collation of L with the received text. 

Whether the plus of L is Hexaplar, or not, there is nothing to 

show. Of specific ascriptions there are surprisingly few, and these 

are confined to the books of Chronicles. Supposed readings of 

Aquila are noted in I Chron. 15:27; 25:1, 3; 29:25. Marked 

with the = of Symmachus are readings found in I Chron. 5: 26; 
9:1; 11:5; 15:27; 21:10; 25:1, 3; IL Chron. 12:7; 19:11; 

23:13; 26:5; 30:5; 32:5; 33:3; 34:22. 
The absence of any readings from Theodotion, ordinarily a 

favorite among the secondary translators and a frequent source of 

variant Greek readings, is very noticeable. This fact, of itself, 

might well have suggested to students, long ago, the probability 

that Theodotion himself was the author of our standard version of 

Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. As I have previously remarked (AJSL, p. 71, 

note), no sure trace of the work of Aquila or Symmachus in the 
book of Ezra-Nehemiah has heretofore been found. I believe 

that the hand of each of these two translators can be recognized 

in one or two places, at least, and have no doubt that a careful 

search would reveal other instances. In all probability, the 

“Aquila” and ‘‘“Symmachus” columns of the Hexapla were both 

duly filled, in the canonical Chron.-Ezr.-Neh., the ‘‘Theodotion” 

column alone being vacant. In I Esdras, on the other hand, 

the “LXX” column alone was filled, all the others remaining 

unoccupied. 
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Il, THEODOTION THE AUTHOR OF OUR “CANONICAL” GREEK VER- 

SION OF CHRONICLES-EZRA-NEHEMIAH 

I have more than once stated my own conviction that the trans- 

lation of the Chronicler’s history which now stands in our Greek 

Bible was the work of Theodotion.? Others who have held and 

expressed this view are Grotius (1644), Whiston (1722), Pohl- 
mann (1859), and most recently, Sir Henry Howorth; see AJSL, 

p. 121. No one of these scholars, however, excepting the first 

named, has been able to bring forward any direct evidence tend- 

ing to establish the theory. The manner of the argument has 

been simply this: ‘Our Greek version of the Chronicler’s history 

bears the marks of a late origin, especially when compared with 

the version preserved in “First Esdras.” Theodotion’s version 

of Daniel supplanted the older translation, in the Greek Bible; it 

is therefore a plausible supposition that it was Theodotion who 

made the later translation of the Chronicler’s books.’ Grotius, 

in his annotations to the Old Testament, pointed out an interesting 

bit of evidence, though in such a way as to leave some doubt as 

to the conclusion to be drawn from it. In a note on II Chron. 

35:6, he says that our Greek version of Chronicles is that of 

Theodotion, while the two chapters (85 and 36) of II Chron. 

with which I Esdras begins are ‘‘from the Septuagint.” He 

also adds: ‘“Theodotionis autem interpretationem in Parali- 

pomenis et aliis quibusdam libris recepit Graeca Ecclesia.” He 

expresses himself cautiously in this passage, saying nothing either 

in regard to the remainder of I Esdras or to the canonical Ezr.- 

Neh., for the obvious reason that the bit of proof which he hap- 

pens to be using here, namely the rendering of the Hebrew word 

MOS, would be a conspicuous failure in Ezra 6:19 ff. (=I Esdr. 

7:10 ff.). “Theodotion,” he has just observed, very acutely, 
“semper vertit dacex, non ut alii interpretes mdoya.”* The pos- 

5 Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, London,1903, pp. 139 f.; AJSL, 

pp. 67 f. 

6 The assertion is a little too sweeping, for some of the “other translators ’’ rendered 

the Hebrew word in still other ways, though Grotius may not have been aware of the fact. 

And indeed, from the citations given in Field’s Hexapla it might seem that the translite- 

ration ¢acex, outside the books of Chronicles, is not the property of Theodotion. 

It is not only lacking in Field’s list (pp. xl f.) of the Theodotion transliterations, but is even 

attributed to Symmachus in the three passages where its occurrence is noted by him, 
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_sible value of this observation is apparent when we notice that the 
form ¢acex (or rather ¢acey) occurs eighteen times in the book 

of Chronicles, but nowhere else in our Greek Old Testament. As 

for the one passage in Ezr.-Neh. in which the passover is men- 

tioned, namely Ezr. 6:19-21, it is of course easy to suppose that 

the long familiar word wdoya was substituted at an early date; 

there were many such substitutions in the early history of the 

Greek Bible. 
The problem of identifying a given translation as the work of 

Theodotion is in some respects a peculiar one. Whoever makes 

the search for this translator’s own work, with the purpose of 

setting apart everything that could be called characteristic of 

him, will probably be surprised to find how little in extent the 

material really is. We have, it is true, ‘“‘Theodotion’s version” of 

the whole book of Daniel; but this is in reality merely a revision 

of the old Greek translation, whose renderings and construc- 

tions are generally retained, the alteration consisting mainly 

in such cutting, shaping, and supplementing as to make it fit 

closely the later traditional Hebrew text. In the case of the 

extensive fragments of Theodotion’s version of Jeremiah which 

have been preserved (see Swete, Introduction to the Old Testa- 

ment in Greek, pp. 44-46) it is not known whether the work is 

namely Ex. 12:11, 27; Num. 9:2. But whoever examines carefully the material collected 

in Field's footnotes in these three places will ascertain the following facts: (1) According to 

the Syr.-Hex. (by far the most trustworthy witness of those cited) the word MOD, in Ex. 

12:27, was rendered by ‘the LXX”’ zacxa; by Aquila vrépBacis; by Symmachus burs Tacxa 

(not ¢acex, as Field gives!), the difference from LXX being in the other words of the 

clause; and by Theodotion “like the LXX.’’ In 12:11 the renderings are the same, except 

that Symmachus is said to have had racxa (not “pacex’’!) breppaxnots, (2) Theodoret, whom 

we should suppose to have had good means of information, says that Theodotion’s rendering 

was gacex. (3) According to notes found in a few codices, in Ex. 12:11 and Num, 9:2, the 

transliteration ¢acex is attributed to Symmachus, or to ‘‘Aquila and Symmachus.” Such 

attributions as these last, coming from unknown hands, are notoriously untrustworthy. The 

ancient copyists, scribblers, and annotators were as careless as our modern ones, which is 

saying a great deal. False ascriptions abound, and each one is likely to be copied into 

several other MSS. Hence most of the evidence of ‘‘double versions’ of Aquila (Field, 

pp. xxiv ff.) or Symmachus (pp. xxxvi f.). With regard to the rendering of MO, the 

transliteration is exactly in the manner of Theodotion, and not at all in the manner of Sym- 

machus. Indeed, the use of this barbarism by the latter translator would be altogether in- 

explicable. The fact is probably this: Theodotion’s ¢acex was replaced at a very early date, 

in most MSS, by maoxa (cf. the many cases of this kind cited below), and in the Theod. text 

known to Origen the latter word only was found. The Theodotion version was very well known 

and much used; then, when the rejected word dacex survived ina few MSS, it is natural that 

it should have been attributed by some to the work of Symmachus, the least known and 

used of the later Hexaplaric versions. 
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merely a version, or an independent effort. At all events, there 

is here extremely little that could contribute to any basis of com- 

parison with such a book as the Chronicler’s history. The 

manner of the author, or reviser, in his attempt to hold fast to the 

Hebrew, is indeed apparent, and it is the same in all three of the 

versions named: Daniel, Jeremiah, and the Chronicler; but more 

definite evidence than this is required. The comparison of the 

diction of our Greek version of Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. with that of 

Theodotion’s part in Daniel reveals a few striking coincidences, 

which will be noticed below, as well as the obvious general 

resemblance. In addition to the material already mentioned, we 

have, for our knowledge of Theodotion’s work, only the scattered 

renderings of his in various parts of the Old Testament which have 
been preserved in Hexaplar codices. It might therefore seem to 

be a very difficult matter to collect material sufficiently extensive, 

and sufficiently characteristic, to serve as a sure basis for com- 

parison. If we were dealing with ordinary translators, this would 

be true, and a trustworthy conclusion might be despaired of; but 

fortunately this translator has one peculiarity so pronounced and 

so well understood that the proof can be rendered complete. 

As students of the Hexaplar versions long ago observed, 

Theodotion’s chief characteristic is his tendency to transliterate 

the difficult or doubtful words of his Hebrew text. See especially 

Field’s Hexapla, I, xxxix—xlii, and Swete’s Introduction, p. 46. 

Because of his extreme caution, he refuses to decide in cases of 

uncertainty, but simply writes out the troublesome Hebrew word 

in Greek letters. The extent to which he has done this is very 

remarkable. Field gives a list (pp. xl f.) of more than ninety 

words of this kind, collected from the material already known to 

us as Theodotion’s, including the most of the books of the Old Testa- 

ment. Doubtless this number could be considerably increased, 

even from the sources which we already have, if we were better 

able to criticize them; moreover, it may safely be taken for granted 

that the ancient collectors of Hexaplaric readings generally dis- 

regarded such of Theodotion’s transliterations as had resulted 

from an obviously corrupt and easily corrected text. 

Even in the MSS, indeed, the tendency to get rid of these 
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unnecessary barbarisms is quite marked; see below. Now, this 

very same striking peculiarity of transliteration is found in the 

Greek of Chron.-Ezr.-Neh., from the beginning to the end of the 

work, and with the examples pretty evenly distributed. The fact 

has not hitherto been observed, and the number and character of 

the instances will probably prove a surprise to Old Testament 

scholars. When the comparison is made with the similar instances 

collected by Field, it will at once be plain that we are dealing 

with thesametranslator. I subjoin a list of the transliterations 

of this kind which occur in Chron.-Ezr.-Neh., not claiming that it 

is complete. It will be seen that it includes examples of all the 

classes of instances found elsewhere in Theodotion. There are 

the unusual words, such as "BD Kcepovp, OMAN Pavvouvpep; 

words of ambiguous meaning in their context like "320 axyeyap, 

Minw'w cepcepwO; technical terms not capable of exact transla- 

tion, such as MIA>9 adrnuod, yna Badwv. Then there are the 

many cases where the text had become slightly corrupt. In a con- 

siderable number of the examples which follow, the difficulty with 

the word was due solely to the confusion of 1 and " by copyists; 

thus, ywAnAa for gene NG, pweOwecep for Own. In other 

cases, two of the letters of the Hebrew word had become accident- 

ally transposed; thus afednpem for DMI, weOayaBSem for 

DRINAN , awaceved for MINIM, yaSns for 3Z9.7 In the most 

of these cases of text-corruption, the true reading was not hard to 

find, and almost any translator would have made the emendation 

for himself. It is eminently characteristic of Theodotion and his 

method that he refused to take any such responsibility. Then, 

finally, there are the perfectly well-known words, such as au, yat, 

yav, pavaa, regarding whose exact meaning or use in certain pas- 

sages the translator may have been in doubt.’ Concerning the 

occasional procedure of Theodotion in such cases, see again Field 

7Of course, such instances as these and the preceding ones would generally not be 

recorded by the ancient collectors of Hexaplaric readings. The fact that they originated 

in mere blunders was apparent. 

8In the case of the transliteration dea, for MD, “governor,” it may be that Theodo- 

tion evaded the translation because he was not quite satisfied with any of the ordinary 

readings of the word: otpatyyés, éxapxos, dpxwv, hyeuwy; or because he did not wish to take 

the responsibility of choosing amongthem. It is perhaps worthy of remark, in this connec- 

tion, that in the Greek of Hag. 1:1, 14, the word MMP is not rendered at all. 
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and Swete, in the places named. One must agree with Field, 
that there are some instances in which it is impossible for us to 
find any sufficient excuse for the transliteration. 

i 

12. 

The following is the list:° 

aBBovs (see no. 37). 
aBedn zr. 2:58. For “lay, “servants.” In the phrase 

radu “ay, the name Solomon was not recognized: 
viol aBebdn Tera, hence the “IBY was cautiously trans- 
literated. It was certainly not thought of as forming 
part of a proper name. (L has v(ol rév dovAwv Lardo- 
pov: two alterations. ) 

. aBednpep adovereym I Chron. 4:22. MT Dp ny os, 
“the words are ancient.” 

aBepa Neh. 1:1. AN, “the palace.” So 7:2, Beipa. 
(L has Sapes in both places. ) 

ayyat II Chron. 26:9; in the L text only. For NIT, “the 
valley.” See also no. 29, and below, p. 74. 

ayouyeu II Chron. 9:10; in three cursives only; see below, 
P: 75. MT prasiox (but in I Kings 10:11. o°m2bx), 
“algum wood.” 

adwpneun Neh. 3:5. MT DTI, “their nobles.” (L: of 

toxupol avrav. ) 

aGepoaba = Eazr. 2:63; Neh. 7:65, 70. For NnwanT (title). 

. aBovxieu (See no. 3.) 

. athkap II Chron. 3:4. MT DOAN, ‘*porch.” 

. aw Neh. 2:14; 12:37; in the latter passage the MSS have 

aivetv, For 79, “spring.” (L has in both cases ris 

TYAS. ) ; 
arnuwoO IT Chron. 15:20. MT niapy. (L: epi tov xpv- 

fiwy, as in the Psalm-superscriptions. ) 

9The orthography varies considerably in the MSS, and I record usually only one form, 

without wasting time over the vain attempt to determine the original. Of course the varia- 

tions between ¢ and et, at and e, etc., have no significance whatever, and are rarely of any use 

even in determining groups of manuscripts. Scribes were free to exchange them at pleasure, 

and didso. As «cis used most commonly (though not consistently) for the long 7 sound in 

our best-known uncials, I have adopted it. The plural endings -ew. and -ew (the latter 

apparently later and due to the influence of spoken Aramaic) are also frequently exchanged 

in the MSS. 
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14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26, 
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apaceveO I Chron. 15:21. MT myvawm. (Li: aepl ris 
oyddns; cf. Ps. 6:1; 12:1.) 

apaa I Chron. 2:52. For SN (MT HNW, “the seer’). 
It seems impossible to determine whether Theodotion 

regarded this as a proper name, or not. The original 

rendering here seems to have been: “«al foav viol To 
Loar watpi Kapiabiapep apaa ecer Appanwd, “vpac- 

dew) Kapiabiacp, AcOarep, ArheOep, «.7.r. See nos. 

38 and 63. 
apind Chron. 11:22. MT 5x™N, which Theodotion cer- 

tainly did not regard as a proper name. (L inserts 

viods, from the Greek of II Sam. 23:20.) 

acagep I Chron. 26:15, 17. MT DSN, “stores.” 

appovow) II Chron. 26:21. MT (ketib) MiwEn, “‘sepa- 
rateness.” 

ayexap Neh. 3:22. For “35, “the circuit.” (L: rod 
mpwrortoxov, corrected from a reading "2211.) 

ayovy II Chron. 25:18 (twice). For Minn, “the thistle.” 
Bagdraap Ear. 4:8, 9,17. For pyy 5x2, “reporter of 

news.” 
Badov (A Badov,L Batov) HKzr. 7:22. For yrs, “baths” 

(the liquid measure). 
Baxyoupios Neh. 13:31. For OAD2, “firstfruits.” (L: 

TpwTOYyErn Mac.) 

Bapa I Chron. 16:39; 21:29; [1 Chron. 1:13. For 23, 

“high place.” 
Bepa (See no. 4.) 
Be- for ja, “son,” in compounds: I Chron. 11:34, Seve 

Acap, for DWM "2 (see below, p. 74); see also 

no. 33. 
ByO- for M2, “house,” in cases where it is evidently a 

separate word: Neh. 3:16, Bn@ ayaBapep obs m2; 

3:20 £., BnO evacov8 aN Ma (Eliashib named in 

this very verse as the high priest, and cf. vs. 1); 3:24, 

Bn@ alapa FY M2; 3:31, BO avvabwep TD 

mnin, cf. vs. 26! (In all of these cases, L trans- 

lates the word M73.) 
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ya8ns I Chron. 4:9. From a reading yo95, rendered as 

yaBns, where MT has 2832, “in pain.” (L: éy d&a- 
TOO EL. ) 

yafa Ezr. 5:17; 6:1; 7:20. For N13, “treasure.” 

yat Neh. 2:15, in the L text and the cursive 121; 38:18, in 

Lonly. For N°, “valley.” See also no. 5, and below, 
p. 74. : 

yav ofa II Chron. 36:8. For Ni? 73, “the garden of 

‘Uzza.” The passage containing these words is wanting 

in MT, and also in I Esdras, but certainly stood in the 

Hebrew text from which Theodotion translated; see 

further below. The phrase occurs also in II Kings 

21:18, 26, where it is rendered (in all the Greek texts) 

év To KHT@ OLa. 

yaoBapyves Ezr. 1:8. For “ati, “treasurer.” The ter- 

mination -yvos suggested by yafapnves (for N73), Dan. 
5:7, 11, 15, ete.? 

yeSdovp I Chron. 12:21. For 73, “troop.” (The same 
transliteration—origin unknown—in one of the texts of 

I Sam. 30:8. It may well be doubted whether the 
ascription, by the cursive 243, of the rendering ovotpép- 

patos to Theodotion, in I Sam. 30:8, is correct. Notice 

the similar mistake—this time concerning Aquila— 

recorded in Field’s Hexapla on II Sam. 3:22, in regard 

to this same word. May not the transliteration be Theo- 

dotion’s in all these places?) 

yn Bev evvow II Chron. 28:3; 33:6. For 059 72 N"4, “the 

valley of the son of Hinnom.” Cf. no. 25; also nos. 5 

and 29. (L has év ddpayy: Bevevvop.) 

yorad II Chron. 4:12, 183. MT mid3, ‘“bowl-capitals.” 

(L: ras Baoes.) ; 

yornra Neh. 2:13. MT rm" wa), (‘‘and I went out 

through the gate of the) valley by night.” (L has 

yodnda vuKros. ) 

Sa8ep II Chron. 3:16; 4:20; 5:7, 9. For 37, the 

“innermost sanctuary” of Solomon’s temple. This 

transliteration is used by others than Theodotion. 
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¢86a0 aBBouvs I Chron. 4:21. For yas n729, “manu- 

€oel 

facture of fine linen.” 

I Chron. 2:52. For "SM, “half.” Immediately below, 
in vs. 54, the word is translated; cf. no. 63. (The 

passage is lacking in the L text. which omits—because 
of homoeoteleuton—the last three words of vs. 52 and 

the first three words of vs. 53. In both A and B the 

passage is badly miswritten; see no. 14.) 
epovd ITChron. 15:27. For TEN. “ephod.” (L: & oroAg 

Bvocivy.) The transliteration occurs outside of Chron.- 

Ezr.-Neh. 

texyw I Chron. 28:11, 20, AIT, in ve. 21, TERS.” “its 

treasuries.” (L, in both verses: tov avo@nxay arzov.) 

In MT the word and its context are missing in vs. 20. 
though they must have stood there originally—a fact 

which seems to have been generally overlooked. Neither 

in his Polychrome Chronicles (1895) nor in his Bucher 
der Chronik (1902) does Kittel discover that our 
Hebrew text has accidentally lost a considerable passage 

(more than a dozen words) at this point. Benzinger 

(1901) does no better. This is a good illustration of 
the way in which “the Septuagint” is commonly used. 

The passage in the Greek, in tts original form, reads as 

follows: xal iSod To mapadderypa Tov vaod Kai Tov olKov 

avtov Kat Caxyw abtov Kal ta trep@a Kal tas aroOnK«as 

Tas éswtépas Kal Tov olKov TOU iAacpov, Kai TO Tapaderypa 
oixov Kupiov. The necessity of this to its context is 
apparent from vs. 21 compared with vss. 11-13. The 
omission in the Hebrew of MT was caused by homoeote- 
leuton, the passage being preceded by MT" Mt MTL 
and ending with MW" M2 M=n. The translator, 
then, actually wrote this word Saxye twice. 

41, Oavvovpe Neh. 3:11; 12:38. For prim, “furnaces.” 
Neh. 12:38 is wanting in the codices A B &, but is 
present in many cursives and in the L text, and was 
included in Theodotion’s translation. See further below. 

10It is possible that the original transliteration was yavGaxxw, and that the first syl- 
lable was corrupted to 74v (as in cod. B in vs. 11), which was subsequently dropped, 
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42, Oepade II Chron. 35:19. For D°5"Nn, “teraphim” —but 

the Hebrew original of this passage is now lost; see no. 

44, This transliteration is used by others than Theo- 

dotion. 

43, 0wda0a (most MSS, including all the uncials, dwraba ; an 

early blunder, A for A) Neh. 12:27, For nisin, 

“thanksgivings.” (L: (év) @yaAddoeu. ) 

44, xadnoap (? So cod. 121; the others have kapeoet") IT 

Chron. 35:19. For D°wIp, “temple-prostitutes.” The 
passage, which is a highly important one for the history 

of our Hebrew text, is found neither in MT nor in 

I Esdras. See below, p. 83. Observe that Theodotion 

has the transliteration xcadnoem in Judg. 5:21. 

45. xebdovpn I Chron. 28:17; Ezr. 1:10; 8:27. For "55, 

“cups.” 
46. xoOwvot Ezr. 2:69. For mind, “robes.” (Li: orodds lepa- 

tuxas.) See also no. 69. 
47, Xau(p)aave II Chron. 22:1. All our Greek texts are cor- 

rupt here. For 775, “for a raid.”” Some justifi- 
cation for Theodotion’s transliteration here may be found 

in the ambiguity of the expression, which I believe to have 

been mistranslated by every modern scholar as well as 

in the ancient versions. This strange word, \au()aave, 

immediately following of” Apafes, was of course supposed 

to be a proper name, and was accordingly made, by some 

copyist, to end with as. aAamaaves became arapaloves, 

a form attested by several MSS. A and B have [of 
"ApaBes of] adtpatoves.® (Li: «at Tov Apalowerp ev TH 

11The Greek letters 5 and p are frequently confused by scribes; some other examples 

will be given in the sequel. There is therefore room for doubt as to the original form of 

this transliteration. Kittel, Biblia Hebraica, on II Chron. 35:19, prints: “‘xapa(s)oem = 

DwiIp ” (sic); but in this he is certainly mistaken. 

12 Cf. rod . “for war,” ‘‘to give battle,” the use of the verb 3M, “to attack,” 

in Ps. 53:6; I Macc. 5:49f., etc., and of IIMA in II Chron. 18: 33=I Kings 22:34, etc. 

13 Hence in 14:14 (15) the gloss, tovs ’Auagovets (1), derived solely from the pas- 

sage 22:1, has come into the Greek text (all recensions), Benzinger, Commentary on 

Chron., would emend the Hebrew text of 14:13f. accordingly. But there is no excuse for 

“emending;” the context shows, as plainly as a context can show anything, that QD." is 

right asit stands. The connection between the two passages would be made by any reader ; 

the enemies of Israel in both cases are the Philistines and the neighboring Arabs. 
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mapeuBory, a characteristic specimen of the crimes com- 
mitted by this recension. ) 

pavaa II Chron. 7:7; Neh. 13:5, 9. For mI, “meal 

offering.” (L substitutes in each case the word ua ia.) 

Observe that in Dan. 2:46 Theodotion has substituted 

this transliteration for the older translation Oucéas. 

pacavar IT Chron.34:22. For W7w7A, “the second (district).” 
peOaxaBey (the correct reading in codd. 56, 121) I Chron. 

21:20. For D°Nann/a, “hiding themselves.” (L: ropev- 
ouevous, a reading which evidently originated in a cor- 

ruption of the xpu@ouevor which most MSS have here.) 

peOwecep Ezr. 2:62. For mown, “listed by geneal- 
ogy.” (Li: yeveadoyodvtes.) 

peteBaad (?) IChron. 18:8. For nmawya, “from Tibbat” 

(name of a city). It is evident from the way in which 

the following word is translated that Theodotion did not 

regard this as a proper name. L has é« tis taBaad, 

translating the preposition; and this translation (evi- 

dently secondary) has also found its way into the Egyp- 

tian text: A, é« THs wateBeO; B, ék THs peraBnyxas.” 
peyovo) II Chron. 4:14, twice. For mivina, “bases.” 

Observe that Theodotion gives us this same translitera- 

tion in Jer. 27:19 (Greek 34:15). 
vayadn I Chron. 11:32. For "5m, “wadys” (?). 
opar II Chron. 27:3; 33:14; Neh. 3:26, 27; 11:21. For 

Sp5(7), the “hill” in Jerusalem. 
caBaywd II Chron. 4:12; only in the cursives 56 and 121; 

see below, p. 75. For minaw, “nets.” 
cayod (? A caywv, B caywy. The reading of the cod. 

Basiliano-Vaticanus, N [XI in H. and P.] is given as 
aciBiBacayor (1); the first part of this being probably 

the proper name AceSea, from the beginning of vs. 19?) 

Ezr. 8:18. For >2w, “prudence.” (L has [avijp Jovveros.) 
cepoepw II Chron. 3:16. For minw7w, “chains.” (L: 

advadwrd. ) 

14It is a mistake to suppose that the x of this form is the transliteration of J. It is 

merely one of the customary blunders of codex B. sereBaad was miswritten weraBxo8 (x for 

a, several other examples are given in the sequel), and so on. 
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coou I Chron. 29:2. For OMw, name of a stone. (L: 
[Aous | dvuyos .) 

copap I Chron. 15:28. For “piw, “trumpet.” 

cop[e]pe I Chron. 2:55; in the L text only; see below. 

For D™5410, “scribes.” 

rexyey II Chron. 9:21; inthe L text only; see below. For 

ppm , “peacocks.” 
vpasgeoO I Chron. 2:53. For ninpwai, “and the families 

(of).” The same word is translated in vs. 55, just 
below—the context there being so plain as to leave even 

Theodotion no room for doubt! (The L text has acci- 

dentally lost the first words of vs. 53; see Nos. 14 and 38. 

Both A and B are corrupt here.) 
gacey II Chron. 30:1, and often. For MOD, ‘“passover.” 

The old Greek version of the Chronicler’s history had 

maoya; see II Chron. 35:1, 6-18, 16-18, in I Esdras 

(1:1, 6 ff, 16-19). The large number of occurrences of 

the word in these two chapters of the Theodotion version 

was what kept it from being changed, even in the L 

recension. See also above, p. 61, note. 

dea (?) Neh. oe 15, 18 in the Egyptian text only. 

For ms, “governor.” The word occurs four times in 

these three verses, and appears at first sight to have been 

transliterated three times and translated once. This 

would be a truly Theodotionic proceeding; still, it is 

perhaps more likely that the word was originally translit- 

erated in all four cases. At present, through accidental 

corruption and attempted correction, the forms originally 

written have been nearly obliterated; only close scrutiny 

can find the trace of them. The Egyptian text of the 

verses in question now reads: “Azo Tijs aia ns éve- 
TeihaTé jot eivat eis ApyovTa avTav (DMD)... . eyo Kal 

of adeApoi pov Biav aiTrav (nen ore) ovK ago Kat 

tas Bias (MINES) tas mpworas as me éwod esdpenan 2 én’ 

QUTOUS, K.T.A. wee BL... Kal ody TovTos aptous TAS 

Bias (IMB Md) ob« eLirnoa. The Greek yields in 
each of these clauses a passable sense, the word Sia 
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meaning “extortion” or “fruit of extortion.” But the 

latter phrase would be a singularly free rendering (!) even 
of FMEM ond, especially for Theodotion; and at the 

beginning of vs. 15 and the end of vs. 18 it is quite 
plain that @/a stands simply as the equivalent of 7]Mp.” 
Beyond question, Theodotion wrote ¢ea in these three 

cases (at least); by one of the most common of scribal 
errors this became Sea; the rest followed naturally. The 

original readings were presumably: in vs. 14, dprov tod 

gea, instead of Biav airav;” vs. 15, dew instead of Bias; 

vs. 18, dprov rod dea instead of dprov rhs Bias. (The L 

text has substituted translations in each of the three 

cases: apTov Ths Hyeuovias in vss. 14 and 18, and dpyovres 

in vs. 15.) 

66. yauavep Ezr. 8:27. The source of this is the word 

mont (MT. ome 4ND), “in drachmas,” which was 
divided 0°3725 ~75 and characteristically rendered eis 

Thy odov xapavey. (In cod. A this has been improved 

toe. 7. 6. Spaxpovev; while in the L text the correction 

has gone still farther, changing the last word to dpayjds.) 
67. yepouBeu II Chron. 3:8ff., and elsewhere. For D°2775, 

“cherubim.” This transliteration is not peculiar to 

Theodotion. 
68. xexxap (?) I Chron. 16:3; only in the L text, which reads 

xeAXap, presumably because of a common scribal error in 

the Greek. For "55, “‘loaf.”’ A and B have apro». 

Cf. No. 18, where the same word (meaning “circuit”), 

written with the article, is transliterated by ayexap. 

69. yoOwve) Neh. 7:70, 72. For mans, “robes.”’ Very likely 

the coOwvol (?) of Ezr. 2:69 (above, No. 46) originated 

in this same transliteration. (L, in all three cases, 

oToNas lepaTixas. ) eae 

70. xoOapeO (-w9?) II Chron. 4:12 (twice), 13. For NN, 

“capitals.”’ 

15So it is given, in fact, in both Schleusner and Tromm. Klostermann, among modern 

scholars, has recognized the fact of a transliteration. 

16 How easy the corruption of déprov to adrav would be may be seen from vs. 15, where 

codex A has avrois for dpros. 
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The regularity with which these words are distributed through 

the history is worthy of notice. Leaving out of account the repe- 

tition of such frequently used words as ¢acey and yepouPep, the 

number of occurrences in I Chron. is 28; in II Chron. 32; in 

Ezra 16; and in Neh. 30. 

To those who have examined Theodotion’s transliterations in 

connection with the other extant traces of his work, this list will 

be conclusive. The large number of these words, and their charac- 

teristics in detail, added tothe facts which have already been noticed, 

place the matter quite beyond the reach of doubt. It is to be 

remarked also that a few of the words in the list are already known 

from other sources to have been used by this translator; such are 
Kadnoep, pavaa, peyovod, pacex, and probably yeddoup. To make 

the demonstration still more complete, it is further to be observed 

that in the few points of contact between the Theodotion element 

in Daniel and our Greek translation of the Chronicler’s work there 

are some striking instances of identical usage. One of these is 

the case of the word pavaa, noticed above. Another is the use of 

Auf (a favorite word with Theodotion) as the rendering of 2°97 ; 

found only in II Chron. 32:30; 33:14; Dan. 8:5; in the last- 

named passage substituted for the amd d5ucpuev of the older version, 
which certainly needed no correction! Equally striking is the 

substitution of evddvas, as the rendering of pois, in Ezr. 6:10 

and Dan. 2:46; in both cases correcting the omévdar of the older 

translation. Notice also the peculiar rendering 47d mépous for 
nxpa, only in Dan. 1:2 and Neh. 7:70; the use of the verb ovveri- 

fev, and that of the noun éyxaima. Undoubtedly other examples 

of the kind can be found; I have made no thorough search. 

In the case of gentilic names, it is Theodotion’s custom to 

transliterate exactly, instead of using the Greek adjective endings. 

The latter, however, have been substituted later in a good many 

instances, sometimes in the Egyptian text and very often in L. 

Thus, in Neh. 2:19 the original rendering had 6 Apwve:, 6 Ap- 
Hover, and 6 ApaBe; where L offers 6 ‘Opwvitns, 6 ’"Appovirns, 

and o"Apay, An example of a passage in which nearly all the 

Greek texts have made the change is Ezr. 3:7, where for ‘“‘Sidon- 

ians and Tyrians” cod. 121 has Zap and Zwpim (probably 
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almost exactly what Theodotion wrote); B has =ySauev and 

Zope; all the other MSS have substituted the Greek adjective 

forms. Many other instances of the kind could be given. 

In some cases where Theodotion was in doubt whether the 
word before him was a gentilic name or not, he cautiously repro- 
duced the Hebrew article by the Greek 4. In such cases it was 

~ inevitable that those who cared for the Greek text should often 

have taken the further step of substituting the Greek article. 

For example, in Ezr. 2:57 Theodotion wrote viol Baa(e)paé (or 
Dayepal ?) aceBwoep (O'ANT), as is attested by the Egyptian 
Greek tradition. But in the L text we find viol Daxepad trav 

ZaBwoen. Of course accidental corruption of these unfamiliar 

forms took place from time to time. Thus,-in I Chron. 18:17 

tod XepnO was Theodotion’s rendering. I was miswritten for X, 

as occasionally elsewhere, and in a cursive manuscript 0 became 

@, as in a great many other places. Hence the tay iepéwy in both 

L and the ordinary Egyptian text (but not in A). 
It remains to be said in general, regarding Theodotion’s trans- 

literations (and especially those of ordinary nouns), that in all 
probability some of them, and perhaps a considerable number, 

have been lost. Of course, in a version which came into common 

use as a part of the Greek Bible, these uncouth words were very 

soon felt to be seriously disturbing, especially in the many cases 

where the Hebrew word and its meaning were perfectly well 

known. We should therefore suppose that the process of remoy- 

ing these peculiar creations of Theodotion would have begun 

almost immediately. We can see the process going on in the 

texts which are known to us. In the Lagarde recension, it is the 

rule (not systematically carried through, to be sure) that these 

transliterations are replaced by translations; and we can see the 

same tendency actively at work even in the most conservative 

group of manuscripts. Observe, for example, what has taken 

place in I Chron. 28:17, where the unusual word (")7152 occurs 
six times. The L recension (!) has preserved Theodotion’s xep- 
dovp() in three places; cod. A has it once; cod. B has dropped 

it altogether. Similarly, in Ezr. 7:22 Sa@wv “baths” (liquid 

measure ) has been replaced in B by a7ro@nxév, but not in A; in Ezr. 
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2:69 xofwvor (so B) becomes in A xu7@vas. Or to take the case 

of a still more common word: in I Chron. 11:34 Dun "J2 is 

rendered by Theodotion Sev(v)a acap; this becomes in ‘A and 4 

(but not in 8 B) viol a’. Many other examples might be given.” 

It is reasonable to suppose that this process had already begun 

before the period represented by the earliest manuscript testi- 

mony which we have. A few of the rejected words, after having 

been actually dropped from all the texts in common use, were 

preserved in stray cursives, or rescued again by the L recension 

(thanks to its conflating tendency). An excellent example is 
the rendering of the phrase N"37 "9W ‘valley gate” in Neh. 
2:15. Here the L text presents both «al qunv év ry wun Tis 

pdpayyos and xai SifdAOov dia THs wUANS yat, the position of the 

latter clause showing that in this recension it was inserted 

later. Something very similar has taken place in II Chron. 

26:9, where (in the L text) ayyar and ths ddpayyos form a 

doublet, though in this case it is the translation which seems 

to be secondary. No one but Theodotion would be likely to 

transliterate in such a case as this; and that it was actually he 

that did it appears to be rendered certain by Neh. 3:13, where L 

gives for the same phrase unly tv mvAnv yat. But in all three 

of these passages the word au has quite disappeared from the 

manuscripts of the standard text! A case in which the L text has 

retained a transliteration which has already been dropped by all 

the MSS of the “Egyptian” group, with the single exception of 

codex 121, is the word cwdepeiu,” I Chron. 2:55. In the ordinary 

text it has been rendered by ypaymaréwv. Another example is 

17In I Chron. 26:16 it seems to be the case that A has preserved the original rendering, 

7 Zepreyw, for DIDWD, while the improvement cis Sevrepov (from alate reading OD 73> ) 

has been adopted not only by the MSS of the L recension but also by the most of the ‘‘ Egyp- 

tian” MSS, including B. The supposition that A’s is the corrected text here would be far 

less plausible, judging from what has taken place elsewhere in the MSS of these books. 

L’s double rendering here contains an obvious correction according to MT, mpp> being 

translated by rots mpo@vpots. 

18 Hence, presumably, the presence of the word evade in I Chron. 9:18, only in L. 

Whence it comes I do not know, but it is probably a corrupt form of one of Theodotion’s 

transliterations. The eva is pretty certainly a reproduction of the mn which stands here 

in the Hebrew; the remainder may be due to dittography of some sort, involving the follow- 

ing év. No one of the commentators on Chronicles appears to have noticed it. 

19It appears in various forms: cw¢nperm in 93, 108, and 121; cworpeu, in 19; cwmrepem in 

the retransliteration from an Armenian codex given in H.& P. Lagarde edits cwdperu. 
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the word yeyxap, I Chron. 16:3. Other words of this nature 

which have narrowly missed oblivion are texyer, IT Chron. 9:21, 

preserved in L; ayouye, IT Chron. 9:10, found in one L MS, 

93, and (in the form yovyew) in the cursives 56 and 121; and 
caBayw8, II Chron. 4:12, preserved only by 56 and 121. These 

words are given by Field in his list (loc. cit., pp. xl f.) as of 

“anonymous” origin; but it must now be evident, I think, that 

they are survivals from Theodotion’s version. 
In other parts of the Old Testament, moreover, traces of Theo- 

dotion’s transliteration, hitherto unrecognized as his, are undoubt- 

edly to be found. His version must have been felt to be an 

indispensable one, meeting a greater variety of needs than any 

other, and its influence upon the standard Greek text was probably 

much greater than we ordinarily suppose. Its readings must 

have supplanted the other renderings in many places,” and as an 

inevitable result, the ascription of ‘“Theodotion” readings to 

“LXX,” and vice versa, was not infrequent. This happened even in 

the case of transliterations, passages containing them having been 

taken over into the current version at an early date, particularly 

in the books Sam.—Kings, in which the textual tradition made so 

many difficulties. One example of the kind has already been 

given; see above, on yeddovp. Precisely similar in their history, 

as I believe, are the four other renderings given by Field (loc. 

cit., p. xlii) as cases in which “LXX” transliterates while 

Theodotion translates. One of these, for example, is II Sam. 17:19 

mips, rendered ““LXX apadw6, Theod. raddOas.” Another is 

II Kings 16:17 m5, rendered “LXX peyovwO, Theod. dro. 

otnpiywata.” See the note on this latter word in the list above. 

From the evidence which we already have, it seems to me that we 

are fully justified in reversing these ascriptions, assuming that in 

these cases, at least, the later version had contaminated the earlier. 

The important question, whether in preparing his version of 

the Chronicler’s history Theodotion was revising an older trans- 

20To take a single example from the Prophets—the one which happens to occur to me 

at the moment: in Isa. 44:8 we can see the process at work; the phrase mydé mAavacde has 

been taken over from Theod. into the text of cod. B, but is not in the older text of this verse 
represented by codd. ANQ, etc. Fortunately the Hexaplar MSS here make the matter 

perfectly plain. 
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lation, or not, should probably be answered in the negative. We 

have as our guide his proceeding in the case of Daniel; and what 

he does there is to retain to a remarkable degree the wording of 

his predecessor, in spite of extensive alterations in the form of the 
text. A comparison of I Esdras with the corresponding part of 

Theodotion does not show any such close resemblance. The coin- 

cidences of rendering seem to be only such as would be expected 

in two translations of the same Hebrew text, while the differences 

are so many and so great as to argue strongly against any depend- 

ence upon, or even acquaintance with, the older version.” We 
know of no translation of Chr.-Ezr.-Neh. before the time of Theo- 

dotion, other than the one represented by our I Esdras, and it is 

not likely that there was another. Our last witness to the exist- 

ence of this version in its completeness comes from Josephus. 

After his day, so far as I am aware, we meet with it only in the 

“T Esdras” fragment. Soon after the beginning of the Christian 

era, in all probability, the old Greek version of the Chronicler’s 

history disappeared from the face of the earth, with the exception 

of the one fragment which happened to be rescued from a single 

codex (see AJSL, p. 141). This fragment may have escaped 

Theodotion’s notice altogether, or he may not have thought it of 

importance for his purpose. At all events, when he put forth his 

own translation, it had a clear field; and as a matter of course, it 

was soon adopted as a part of ‘‘the Septuagint” and its authorship 

was quite forgotten. If it is indeed an independent translation 

of these books, as I believe, it is doubly important as the one great 

example of the methods of this interpreter, this time not a mere 

reviser, but free to work in his own way. 

III) THE TWO MAIN TYPES OF THE TEXT 

1. First Esdras 

I have described briefly in one of the preceding essays (AJSL, 

pp. 186-41) the two differing “editions” of the Chronicler’s 

history which are known to us, giving some account of their origin. 

21 Why, to take a single instance, should Theodotion have rendered the word N™3N 

(MT NIVWN) in Ezr. 5:3 by the senseless xopyyiav, if he had known that it had already 
been rendered (I Esdr. 6:4) by the obviously suitable oréynv? 
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Since an interval of 300 years lay between them, and the later 

edition was, generally speaking, independent of the former one, 

the comparison of them is obviously a matter of great importance 

for purposes of textual criticism. But before they can be thus 

used in any satisfactory way, it is necessary to know to a consid- 

erable extent the history of their transmission; the state of preser- 

vation of the various texts; the age, the character, and the trust- 

worthiness of the translations; the relative excellence and mutual 

relations of manuscripts. The following observations will serve 
as a beginning. 

The old Greek translation of Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. was made not 

long before the middle of the second century B.c. The direct 

evidence of this is found in the quotation from the Greek historian 

Eupolemus, in a work composed about 150 B. 0. (see Schiirer, 

Geschichte’, III, 351 f.). The historian is telling of the building of 

Solomon’s temple, and quotes from the letter of Hiram, king of 

Tyre, in the form of it which is found only in II Chron., chap. 2. 

The text of the passage, corresponding to II Chron. 2:12 ff., is 

given in Swete’s Introduction, p. 370, and reads as follows: 
edroynTos 6 Oeds bs Tov ovpavoy Kal Thy yhy euTicev, Bs ethero avOpo- 

mov xpnotov é« xpnotod avdpds ... . Kal apxitéetovd co arr- 

éorarka avOpwrov Tupiov ex wntpos lovdaias éx rhs pudjs Adv. Here 

is, beyond all question, a somewhat free citation from a Greek 

version of Chronicles. There is every reason to believe, and no 

reason to doubt, that this translation was the same one of which a 

part has survived in the “I Esdras” fragment.” All the evidence 

which we have seems to show that the I Esdras translation was 

made as early as the second century B. c. Some of the indications 

of this nature have already been mentioned; others will appear in 

the sequel. 

The home of the translation may well have been Egypt. 

There is one interesting fact, at least, which seems to show that 

22Tt might seem useless to attempt to argue from the wording of so free a citation as 

this one evidently is. But the opening phrase, ‘“‘ Blessed be the God who made heaven and 

earth,” seems to have been transferred verbatim, and it is at least interesting to observe that 

we have here one of the characteristic marks of difference between the rendering of Theodo- 

tion and that of the old Greek version. Theodotion has the phrase before him in this passage 

and in Neh. 9:6, and both times renders by éwoinoev (Heb. ‘y). In I Esdr., the words are 

found only in 6:12, and the rendering there, as here, is by xrigew (a form of the Aramaic 

verb 33 being read). 
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the translator lived among people to whom the geography and 

history of Syria were somewhat unfamiliar. The technical term 

“37 72y (Aram. 772 Ay), “the district beyond (west of) the 
river (Euphrates),” is in every instance—14 times in all—ren- 

dered by KotAn Zupia xal Dowden, “Coele-Syria and Phoenicia,” 

a rendering which occurs nowhere else.” The term “beyond the 
river” was one which had long been familiar throughout Palestine 

and Syria, and Theodotion’s rendering, 7épav Tod wotapov, would 
have been understood anywhere between Judea and Persia. But 

in Egypt the phrase was not so well known. 

From the materials which we have, we are well able to judge 

as to the character of the translation. It is a faithful rendering, 

of the kind to which we are accustomed in the older parts of the 

Greek Old Testament. The translator has a wide knowledge of 

Greek, uses a large vocabulary, and very often chooses Greek 

idioms instead of simply copying the Semitic forms of speech. In 

rendering two verbs connected by “and,” for example, he frequently 

employs the participle for one of the two, where Theodotion and 

his kind would follow the original. On the other hand, he generally 

sticks desperately to a corrupt text, hesitating at no nonsense in 

“translating” it. His performances in really difficult places— 

and in many that are not difficult at all—are like those of a modern 

schoolboy, and we may expect to find at least a few stupid blun- 

ders (so they seem to us) on every page. This is fortunate, for 

it enables us, here as elsewhere, to see what Semitic words and 

phrases the Greek was trying to render. One who is thoroughly 

familiar with Hebrew and Aramaic and also with the habits of 

231t is important to observe that this is the old and official terminology used by the 

Greek historians and geograpbers from the fourth century onward. “*Coele-Syria and 

Phoenicia,”’ or even ‘‘ Coele-Syria” alone, included the whole Syrian province west 

of the Euphratus,i.v., exactly WIM WY, An Alexadrian translator of the 

second century B.C. would have been sure touse it; see II Macc. 3:5,8; 4:4 fora 

striking illustration; and cf. alsoI Macc. 10:69, and the numerous passages in Polybius 

cited by Holscher. ‘‘Palastina in der persischen und hellenistischen Zeit,’’ in Sieglin’s 

Quellen und Forschungen zur alten Geschichte und Geographie, Heft 5 (1903), pp. 7f. Notice 

also that ‘‘Coele-Syria and Phoenicia”’ is the term used in the petition of Onias to Ptolemy 

Philometor, Josephus, Antt., xiii, 3,1. This terminology went out of general use before the 

beginning of the Christian era. Strabo, xvi, 2,2, notes that according to a nomenclature 

which some (évvor 5é) had used, ‘‘ Coele-Syria” included the territory of the Jews, Edomites, 

and Philistines. His testimory shows that in the last century B. c. and thereafter ‘* Coele- 

Syria’? was ordinarily applied only to the district between Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon. 

Thus Holscher, p. 12. His conclusion is the same one which I had myself reached. 
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these translators will generally be able to see what text lay behind 

this version—after he has once determined the original form of 
the Greek. 

The Semitic text thus rendered seems to have been not partic- 

ularly good, but one which had suffered considerably from care- 
less copyists. In many cases, indeed, its readings are manifestly 

superior to those of our massoretic text, and there is no place in 

which its help can safely be dispensed with; but on the whole, 

the type of text which it represents is inferior to that represented 

by our canonical books. Aside from all the accidental corruption 

which it has suffered through careless transmission, it seems now 

and then to have been deliberately “revised,” as, for example, in 

the opening verses of the section dealing with the official corre- 

spondence in the time of Xerxes and Artaxerxes, I Esdr. 2:15. 

Wherever the probabilities are otherwise evenly balanced, in the 

conflict of I Esdras readings with those of our canonical recension, 

the latter has the presumption in its favor. Some instances of the 

occasional wide divergence of the I Esdras text from that which 

later became the standard will be given below. 

Several scholars have called attention to a certain resemblance 

between the Greek of I Esdras and that of the old (“LXX”) 
version of Daniel. See Swete’s Introduction, pp. 48 f., and 

Lupton’s preface to his First Esdras, in the Speaker's Commen- 

tary. Most noticeable is the occurrence of the same phrase, «al 

amnpeiaato aita év T@ eidmrim avrov, in both I Esdr. 2:9 

and Dan. 1:2, as has been observed. I add one or two other note- 

worthy examples.* The phrase “his house shall be made a rub- 

bish-heap (510), which occurs in Ezr. 6:11; Dan. 2:5; 8:29, 

is interpreted by the old version in all three places to mean “his 

house shall be confiscated.” In I Esdr. 6:31 the rendering 

is: kal ra brrdpyovta adtod elvat Baca, and in Dan. 2:5: «at 

avarnpOjoerar twav Ta UTdpxovta els TO Bactdudv. In Dan. 3:96 

he writes: 4 ofkéa abrod SnuevOjoerat, which means the same.” 

24T give only those which I happen to have noticed and remembered; I have made no 

search for them. 

25 So far as I know, the important testimony which these translations (or mistranslations) 

give to the existence of a Syro-Palestinian root Sp, corresponding to the Arabic S 5 ls 4 

“take, obtain,” has never been noticed. It is the same root whose verb (55, jussive) occurs 

in the last line of the Tabnit inscription, as I hope to show more fully elsewhere. 
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Again, in Dan. 3:2 we have in the old version (but not in Theo- 
dotion) the same list of officers, catpdzras, otparnyous, Tordpyas 

kal vmrdrous, which appears in the same order in I Esdr. 3:14; 
as also, lacking the last member, in 3:2. Since the Greek words 

are by no means the settled equivalents of the Aramaic terms, this 

coincidence can hardly be accidental. Notice also the use of the 

word pavd«ns, “golden chain,” in I Esdr. 3:6; Dan. 5:7, 29; 

the frequent occurrence of weyco aves, “magnates,” in both I Esdras 

and Daniel; the phrase émoince Soynv meyddnv, I Esdr. 3:1; 

Dan. 5:1 (not in Theodotion). In Swete’s list (Introduction, 
pp. 310 f.) of the unusual Greek words which are found in certain 

books of the Old Testament, the following also are mentioned as 

occurring in both I Esdras and the old translation of Daniel: 

avaTrAnpwots, Soypatifeav, peyaredTns, TeOapyeiv. 

These instances seem to render one of two conclusions certain: 

either the old Greek translation of the Chronicler’s history strongly 

influenced that of the book of Daniel; or else both were the work 

of one and the same translator.” The latter is the more probable 

supposition; notice, for instance, how the two passages Dan. 2:5; 

3:29, compared with I Esdr. 6:31, prove that the translator 

worked independently, and was not simply following an older 

version. 

It is not likely that this translation ever circulated widely. 

The Chronicler’s history in its original Semitic form seems to 

have been little known, and was certainly very little esteemed, in 

any part of the Jewish world for two or three centuries after the 

date of its composition.” From the time when the Story of the 
Youths was seen to be secondary, and the abridged recension made 

its appearance, the older, unabridged texts and versions lost ground; 

and finally, when the official text was created, this old Greek ver- 

sion, already near to extinction, passed out of sight. There is no 

26In that case, the translation of Daniel was probably made soon after the publication 

of the original, inasmuch as the Chronicler’s history was translated before the middle of the 

second century B.c. An early date for the old Greek Daniel is also rendered probable by the 

Greek version of I Mace. 1:54, in which dependence on the Greek translation of Daniel is 

certain, as well as the fact that the words quoted had long been familiar. 

27 Very likely its true character was well understood, at the first. Ifthat were the case, 

it would not be surprising that even its one valuable part, the story of Nehemiah, should 

have made little impression. 
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evidence that any secondary version was ever made from it, in its 
entire state, and we know it only from the fragment which survived 
under the name “First Esdras.” The history of the transmission 
of this fragment, in manuscripts and versions, is unlike that of any 
other part of the Greek Old Testament, though the old Greek 
Daniel offers a close parallel in many respects. It has, of course, 
been far less influenced, in its transmission, by the Hebrew-Aramaic 
text than its canonical fellows. Their presence beside it has gen- 
erally saved it from editorial “‘correction” since the establishment 
of a standard text, and it is not at all likely to have suffered from 

such correction before that time. Accordingly, the Hebrew- 
Aramaic that can be shown to lie behind our I Esdras may gen- 

erally be accepted as representing a text which existed before the 

middle of the second century B. c. On the other hand, there is 

evidence that the Greek text of this translation was somewhat 
carelessly handled during the first centuries of its existence, and 

it is easy to be too confident in arguing from the Greek to the 

Semitic. In dealing with the plus and minus of I Esdras, espe- 

cially, great caution is necessary.” Moreover, ever since ‘‘ First 

Esdras” and “Second Esdras” were first placed side by side in 

manuscripts of the Greek Bible, the danger of contamination, in 

either direction, has been present; it is remarkable, indeed, that 

the better types of text should show so little evidence of such cor- 

ruption. It is only in the L text (see below) that this is a serious 
matter; there, the contamination of I Esdras has gone so far as 

to render the text all but useless for critical purposes. 
The text of I Esdras, like that of Chronicles-Ezra-~-Nehemiah, 

is known to us in two principal recensions, which will be described 

below. The one of these may conveniently be called ‘‘Egyptian,” 

and the other ‘“‘Syro-Palestinian.” Of the secondary versions 
made from the I Esdras Greek, the Syriac, the Ethiopic, and the 

28 Not a few of the German scholars who have dealt with I Esdras have relied on the 

text of Fritzsche (Libri Vet. Test. apocryphi graece, 1871). But Fritzsche’s eclectic text is 

built on no sound principles, and his apparatus is untrustworthy at every point. Those 

very marks—including not only misspellings but also erratic readings—which give the 

surest critical guidance are habitually omitted by him; while many of the readings of 

codices A, B, &, and others, which he fails to record at all are beyond question the original 

ones. Those who read the Greek Apocrypha for pastime will find Fritzsche’s text compara- 

tively smooth and agreeable; but those who are engaged in exact studies can make no use 

of it. 
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Latin are the only ones requiring mention here. The Syriac, made 

by Paul of Tella, and the Ethiopic represent the Egyptian recen- 

sion, and are of considerable value; the Latin, derived from a 

Syrian text, has also some critical importance. These will receive 

further mention in the sequel. 

2. The Standard Text of the Second Century A. D. 

The text of Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah which was taken as the 

official one seems to have been carefully selected. It was one from 

which the Story of the Youths had been cut out, and in which the 

three wandering chapters of the Ezra narrative were allowed to 

remain in the book of Nehemiah (AJSL, pp. 135 ff.). It was 
presumably one which bore evidence of being more trustworthy in 

details than the most of its fellows. So far as we are able to judge, 

it was, indeed, comparatively ‘“‘sound,”’ especially in the book of 

Ezra-Nehemiah; though differing considerably from what the 

Chronicler originally wrote. The separation of Ezra-Nehemiah 

from Chronicles had either taken place already, or else was accom- 

plished at this time. When Theodotion made his translation, the 

division was already effected. 

As witnesses to the readings of this “standard’”’ recension we 

have: (1) the massoretic text; (2) the Greek of Theodotion; 
(3) the Latin of Jerome. We have the great good fortune to 
know the habits of each of these two translators, and can thus 

reason from version to original with an assurance which would not 

otherwise be possible. As Jerome made his translation near the 

end of the fourth century, its value for text-critical purposes is 

very small; it almost everywhere agrees verbatim with our mas- 

soretic text. Theodotion’s Greek, on the other hand, bears inter- 

esting witness to the fact that the massoretic text is by no means 

identical with the “standard” text of the second century A. D. 

The manner in which even an official recension can become cor- 

rupted, even within a short time, is well illustrated here. The 

text rendered by Theodotion has suffered many accidental changes, 

and a few which look like deliberate revision; so also has that of 

the massoretes. One example of the kind has already been pointed 

out (above, p. 67); in I Chron. 28:20, Theodotion’s Hebrew 
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contained a passage of considerable length which has been lost, 
by a mere copyist’s error, from our MT, 

Another instance, and one of especial interest, is the long pas- 
sage which in our Greek Bible is appended to II Chron. 35:19 
(see above, p. 68). Examination shows™ that this was taken 
bodily from II Kings 23:24-27; but no one seems to have observed 
that the borrowing did not take place in the Greek ver- 
sion, but in the Hebrew original. Theodotion had all this 

before him, in the text which he rendered; moreover, the word 

D°wIp, which he transliterated by cadnoap(?), is not attested in 

II Kings 23:24 by MT or any version, though it appears to be 

the older reading as contrasted with the O°S4pw which is given 

there. What adds materially to the interest of the case is the 

fact that the old Greek version bears witness to still another 
Hebrew text atthis point. The passage in I Esdras (1:21 ff.) 

reads as follows: ["xai @pOG0n Ta épya "lwceiou évamov Tod Kupiov 
avtod év xapdia mAnpea evoeBeias. “Kal Ta Kat’ adtov Sé davayé- 
ypamre. év Tois €umpoabey xpovos, Tepl . . . . TOY NuapTnKdTOY Kal 

noeBnxoTwv eis TOV KUpLoY Trapa Trav eOvos Kal Bactrelav, Kal édvmn- 

cav avtov év aicOjcea- Kal ot Adyor Tod Kupiov avéotnoay émt 

"Iopayr. “Kal peta racav tiv mpdéw tadvtyv “lwcelov| cuvéBy 

@apaw Baorréa «tr., the end of the bracketed section being the 

point at which agreement with the other texts begins. The first 

glance at this Greek version makes the whole matter plain. We 

have here what the Chronicler himself originally wrote, 
but in mutilated form, a passage of some length having been lost 

from the Hebrew by accident at the point where I have 

inserted the four periods. The Greek translator rendered as well as 

he could; but the passage was hopelessly spoiled, and indeed made 

even worse than useless, for as it now reads it seems to class Josiah 

among the most wicked of kings! Hence the bold measure of 

cutting out the entire passage from Hebrew texts. In the 

copy which lay before Theodotion this had been done, and the 

resulting gap had been filled from II Kings. In our massoretic 
text the excision has been made and the gap left unfilled; but 

29I am not sure to whom it shows anything. Our modern commentators, whether on 

Chronicles or Esdras, seem to have failed to notice the matter, 
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certain tell-tale words are added which not only testify eloquently 

to the fact of the lacuna, but even hint at the nature of the miss- 

ing passage. When our Hebrew text proceeds (vs. 30): “"T8 
“a1 mwa Poa 123 by Errat mk Ww PST Ww nxt 55, 
comparison with the two Greek versions shows beyond all ques- 

tion what was meant by the words: “After all this work which 

Josiah did in setting the temple in order.” The allusion is to 

some such passage as the one translated by Theodotion, which 

immediately preceded these words. And finally, it is to be 

observed that the “standard text” of the second century a. D. must 

either have been identical here with Theodotion’s, or else have 

resembled the fragmentary one preserved in I Esdras. The 

phenomena can be explained on either supposition, but the latter 

is evidently the more probable one. 

A third example of these more important variations in the tra- 

dition is found in II Chron. 36:8, another passage in which we 

are able to compare I Esdras. Here, after the statement that 

‘the rest of the acts of Jehoiakim are written in the book of Kings,’ 

Theodotion proceeds: [«al éxoiwyOn "Iwaxeip pera tav Tatépwv 

avrov,” Kal érady év yay ofa peta Tov Tatépwv avTod:] Kai éBa- 

aidevoev xTX. The bracketed passage is wanting in both MT 

and I Esdras, but was certainly in the Hebrew text of 

Chronicles which lay before Theodotion (see above, 

p. 66). Whatever we may think of its origin—and especially, 
of the statement regarding ‘‘the garden of Uzza”—the fact of its 

existence ought at least to be made known in our commentaries 

and “critical” editions of the Hebrew text. 

Another example, of a somewhat different character. In the 

list of returning exiles, found in I Esdr., chap. 5, Ezr., chap. 2, 

Neh., chap. 7, there is one point at which the accidental omission 

of two or more names is made especially easy by the proximity of 

similar or nearly identical forms: 25M AyaBSa and AIM Aya, 

apy and 2up(?). In I Esdr. 5:29 f. we have the passage in 
what seems to be its original form, with the names AyaS8a, AxouP, 

Ovra, Knra8, Aya8. In Ezr. 2:46 the names Ovta, Kntaf, are 

30This clause is found also in JI Kings 24:6; and it is customary in both Kings and 

Chronicles to use this formula in speaking of any king who dies a natural death while 

occupying the throne. 
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wanting in all the texts known, and therefore presumably were 
not found at this point in the official text of the second century 
A. D., their loss being due to the carelessness of a copyist. In Neh. 
7:48 the most of the Greek manuscripts, including codices A and 
XN, contain all the names; in MT, and also in a few Greek codices, 
including B, the last four names of those mentioned above 
have fallen out accidentally for the obvious reason just given. 
The names Oura and Knraf, therefore, which are now not repre- 

sented anywhere in the Hebrew Old Testament, were present in 
the Hebrew rendered by Theodotion. It cannot be held that they 

were inserted from I Esdras, in the Greek translation, because 
(1) such an insertion is altogether unlikely; (2) if made, it 
would certainly have been in Ezra, chap. 2, not in Neh., chap. 7; 

(3) the only form attested by any I Esdras text is Kyta8, while 

in the Theodotion texts we have everywhere Kntap. It is remark- 

able that our commentators and critics of the Hebrew text should 
not notice the testimony of the Greek in Neh. 7:48. All, appar- 

ently, omit even to look at the footnote in Swete; codex B is 
“the Septuagint.” 

These illustrations will suffice. The “official” text differed in 

some important particulars from that of our massoretes and also 
from the text of Theodotion, although both were derived from it. 

A satisfactory restoration of it is generally possible, however, by 

the use of these two, with occasional aid from other sources. Of 

course the numerous minor variations, due to the usual accidents 

of transmission and defects of translation, are taken for granted. 

Sometimes Theodotion, and sometimes MT, has preserved the 

better reading. The latter deserves the preference, on the whole. 

The restoration of Theodotion’s Hebrew-Aramaic text is in theory 

a comparatively easy matter, since we know how close a rendering 

he was wont to make, and since, because of the late date of his 

work and the nearness of our oldest manuscripts to his time, we 

can put unusual confidence in the traditional Greek. In fact, 

however, a good deal of close study is often needed in order to find 

out what “the traditional Greek” is. And when it has once been 
31It is quite characteristic of the L recension that it should expunge these two names 

both in I Esdras and in Nehemiah~—since nothing in the Hebrew corresponds to 

them! 
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found, the danger of blundering in constructing from it a new 

Semitic text is very great, even under these most favorable cireum- 

stances. 

IV. NOTES ON MANUSCRIPTS AND VERSIONS 

Fortunately, the history of the transmission of the three 

‘“‘books,’’? Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, is one and the same his- 

tory, generally speaking. They have stood side by side, from 

the first, sharing the same fate, whether in translation or in man- 

uscript tradition. Especially in the Greek codices which contain 

these books, it can be seen that they all, including I Esdras, 

have come down to us through the same lines of descent. That 

which is seen to be true of codex A, or of codex B, or of the 

grouping of certain cursives, in I Chronicles, for example, will be 

found to hold good for I Esdras or Nehemiah. That which can 

be proved regarding a translation, or a recension, in one part of 

the history will be true, speaking broadly, in every other part. 

1. The Superiority of the A Manuscripts to those of the B Group 

Theodotion’s translation of Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. was not made 

until (at least) the middle of the second century a.p. Our oldest 
Greek codices date from a time only two or three centuries later 

than this, and some one or more among them might easily have 

been copied from manuscripts belonging to the translator’s own 

time. Moreover, these books were already a part of “Sacred 

Scripture” at the time when the version was made, and the need 

of a careful tradition of the Greek text was already beginning to 

be keenly felt. We should therefore expect to find Theodotion’s 

Greek pretty well preserved, in general; and to be able to recog- 

nize in some manuscript, or group of manuscripts, a text closely 

approximating to that which came from the translator’s own 

hands. And in fact, both of these expectations are realized. 

Thanks to the multitude of proper names in every part of the 

Chronicler’s history, the grouping of manuscripts is relatively 

easy; and because of Theodotion’s many peculiar transliterations, 

which subsequent editors liked to get rid of, it is often possible 

to distinguish at a glance the original reading from the later one. 
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Among the Greek manuscripts, those which contain the L 

text form a very conspicuous group by themselves. These are 

the cursives 19, 98, 108, with the occasional addition of others.” 

This peculiar recension will be described below, and may be 
passed over here. 

All the other manuscripts may be divided roughly into two 

main groups. The one of these has for its constant members the 
uncials B, 8, and N,” the cursive 55 (almost an exact duplicate 

of B), and is supported by the Syro-Hexaplar and Ethiopic ver- 

sions. The other group is led by the uncial A, and may be said 

to include all of the remaining cursives, though it must not be 

inferred from this that the group is homogeneous.” The charac- 
teristic of the manuscripts and versions of the B group is the 

remarkable fidelity with which they reproduce the archetype from 

which they all were derived. They carry us back—and evidently 

not very far back—to a single codex, whose multitudinous 

errors, including even the most glaring blunders of copyists, are 

everywhere faithfully repeated. Among these half-dozen wit- 

nesses, the best text is given by codex N, so far as it is preserved; 

that of codex B is the worst. As for the MSS of the “A group,” 

they present no such uniform type, but differ among themselves 

after the usual manner of O. T. Greek MSS, though in relatively 

slight degree. That is, we find in them just the variety which 

we should expect to find in a group of codices derived from 

Theodotion’s translation. The best text in this group is that of 

codex A. 
The current (and, so far as I know, unchallenged) opinion as 

to the best Greek text of the books Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehe- 

miah is that expressed by Kittel, Bucher der Chronik, p. 24, 

middle: “B hat nun trotz vieler Schreibfehler doch im ganzen 

den besseren Text, auch bei den Namen, wahrend A sich fast 

durchweg Angleichung an den MT zu Schulden kommen lasst.” 

321 use, of course, the notation of Holmes and Parsons, wherever the contrary is not 

expressly stated. 

33The codex Basiliano-Vaticanus, numbered XI by Holmes and Parsons. It is hardly 

correct to speak of this manuscript as a ‘‘constant” member of the group, to be sure, for 

in Chronicles and I Esdras it seems to occupy a peculiar position; see below. 

34Certain subdivisions of this main group are obvious enough, but I pass them over 

here as unimportant for my purposes. 
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But this view is altogether mistaken. Codex A, in these books, 

has not been conformed to MT; and as for the misguided worship 

of codex B, it has nowhere so little justification as here. B gen- 

erally yields an inferior text in the Old Testament, and in this 

case it is at its very worst. 

First, as to codex A. It makes the impression of being sur- 

prisingly “correct,” as contrasted with B. It reads smoothly, as 

a rule, stands generally pretty close to our massoretic Hebrew, 

and (what is especially noticeable) does not give in its proper 

names the monstrosities which are the rule in the other uncials, 

but rather presents what appears to be a mere transliteration of 

the MT forms. But this does not show, by any means, that A’s 

is a corrected text. We are not dealing here with the Penta- 

teuch, or the books of Samuel, or with a translation made in the 

third century B.c. Theodotion had before him a Hebrew text 

which very closely resembled our MT; he rendered it 

exactly, and transliterated very carefully; and we happen to 

have in codex A a pretty old and unusually trustworthy copy of the 

original version. Thatisall. The theory that A has been exten- 

sively corrected can be shown on every page and in every chapter 

to be untenable. The codex contains a great many ancient errors 

of which the correction is perfectly obvious, but the erroneous 

readings have in almost all cases been allowed to stand. Take, 

for example, the numerous transliterations described above (p. 

63), where Theodotion dealt timidly with corrupted words which 

were easily emendable, and which appear in their correct 

form in MT. Any “edited” text would correct these forms— 

as they are corrected in L, for example. But in A they remain 

unchanged. A good illustration, again, from I Esdras is the 

ancient corruption of the name “Megiddo,” in 1:27, where the 

original Greek reading Mayeddo(v) was very early altered, 
through accidents of a familiar type, to Meyaedéws and Meraed- 

dovs. Everyone knew what the correct reading was, and in L 

(but not in A) it was of course substituted. Moreover, in the 

part of I Esdras which was least of all subject to correction or 

alteration, the Story of the Youths, the text of A shows the same 

superiority to that of Bas elsewhere. <A typical example is fur- 
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nished by the proper name “[doupaiou, ‘Edomites,” in 4:45, 50. 
In both places A gives it correctly, while B has in the first 
instance "Iovdaiol, and in the second Xadédaiou.™ 

In Ezr. 8:10 it is obvious that cod. A and a small group of 
allied MSS have preserved an ancient reading which stood in 
the text of Theodotion, but is wanting in MT, L, and the B 
groupalike. MT reads nvai>w "227; the B and L groups have ad 
vidv Zaretpov8, or its equivalent. But A and its fellows have azo 
vidv Bala], Zedeuov, which is certainly correct. The name 
was dropped from the L recension and from the MSS of the B 
group because (on comparison with MT) the Baw was taken 
for an unnecessary doublet of vidv. 

It must always be remembered that A stands in no sense 

alone. Its text is usually that of the great majority of our MSS. 

But what is much more important still is the fact, which is 

quite obvious in every part of Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. and I Esdras, 

that the cause of the considerable variation in the Greek texts is 

not correction, but corruption; and that the corrupt forms of 

proper names, which are especially characteristic of the B group 

of MSS, were derived directly from the very same (and far 

more correct) forms which appear in A and its nearest 

associates. In other words: we have in our MSS the offspring 

of only one Greek version of the three canonical books, namely 

that of Theodotion; at a short distance from the original, but 

already considerably disfigured by accidents of transmission, 

stands A; farther on in the same direction, and with the 

disfigurement very much increased, follow the MSS of the B 

group. 
The great inferiority of codex B, together with the fact that it 

represents in general a mere corruption of the A text, may be illus- 

trated here by a few typical examples; others will be given 

below. 
II Chron. 34:22, A @axovad, B Ka@ovad. A’s reading agrees 

neither with MT nor with II Kings 22:14, but undoubtedly 
represents Theodotion’s rendering of MTIPN, as also appears from 

a comparison of the geré with the kettb in our MT. 

38 This is a mere correction for ‘Iovéaio.; cf, codex 55 and the Ethiopic version. 
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II Chron. 36:8, the transliteration yavofa, mentioned above. 

A and most MSS have yavofav (the v from the following letter y, in 

an uncial text), B yavolan, with the familiar corruption of N to H. 

I Chron. 5:6, 26, for 10255 mbin, A has both times @ayAaé- 
parvacap; B, in vs. 6 @aryaS8avacap, and in vs. 26 Oayvadapacap, 

This is a fair sample of the difference between A and B through- 

out the four Chron.-Ezr. books. 

I Chron. 1:54 (and Gen. 36:43) for the name DY A has Hpap, 
B Zagoeav! The scribal blunders, mostly made in copying a cur- 

sive text, are only those which the B scribes are constantly making. 

The original transliteration was atpau. The Z came from the 

final N of the preceding word; ep = ¢, as very often; the confusion 

of a with » can be found on almost every page of B; » becomes 
ww, vt, etc. very frequently. 

I Chron. 2:47, for the name yo, A has Typcop, B Zwyap. 

Neither agrees with MT, and the B reading is a corruption 

from that of A, as usual. 

I Chron. 4:5, for “ATWNR, A Acxouvp, B Zapa (A for X, see 

below on Neh. 3:2). 

I Chron. 4:21, the translit. ¢€85a9 a8Bous, given correctly in A 

and in other codices. B has edpaf a8ax. This does not mean 

at all that B has been corrected according to a reading M7? ; 

on the contrary, the confusion of the letters 6 and p is a rather 

common thing in B or its nearest ancestors. Another example 

of the kind is Ezr. 8:27 xagpovén@ (the transliteration, according 

to B), where A and most of the others have cagoupy or its equiva- 

lent. In both of these cases, and in others of the same nature, 

the testimony of the other MSS of the B group shows that we have 
to do merely with corruption in the Greek text. 

Neh. 3:2, B reads Za8aovp for MT “5t. This certainly seems 

at first sight to point to a variant Hebrew reading, but it does 

not in fact. The other MSS of the B group (&, V) show that the 

reading of their archetype was Zaxyoup. The two scribal blun- 

ders, B for K and A for X, have each many examples in codex B. 

II Chron. 27:3; 33:14. Theodotion’s transliteration ofa was 

corrupted by one of the very first copyists into ofda (so A and 

the best of the others); B has in both cases dda, “arms.” 
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Such examples as these could be given by the hundred. And 
they are simply typical of what is the case in every part of the 
four books now under discussion.” Attention should be called, 
too, to the large number of omissions in codex B, due simply 
to incredible carelessness. A good example is the very first verse 
of Ezra, in which three words absolutely necessary to the sense 
are dropped out. Phrases and whole sentences are lost with sur- 
prising frequency; see, for example, in Ezr.-Neh. alone, Ezr. 1:3; 
2:10, 39; 3:3; 6:5; 8:5; Neh. 3:4; 7:26 f., 48. 

This will suffice to show the character of the manuscript. In 
Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. and I Esdras, the best uncial, by far, is A; 
and the worst, by far, is B. It would be hard to find, among the 

more pretentious MSS of the Greek Old Testament, any other 
such miserable specimen of textual tradition as that which codex 

B offers in these particular books. On the other hand, it repre- 

sents a text which has suffered comparatively little editorial 

correction. Of course, all of our MSS have been more or less 

“improved” by the rectification of obvious errors and the substi- 

tution of translations for the more disturbing transliterations. 
Examples of such correction in both A and B have already been 

given; it has taken place less often in B than in A. 

2, Hexaplar MSS of Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. 

As has already been said (AJSL, p. 67), Hexaplar Greek texts 

of these Old Testament books, Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. and I Esdras, 

have heretofore been quite unknown. We have the Syro- 

Hexaplar version of I Esdras, however; and in the first of these 

36 If there is any kind of blunder, or confusion of Greek letters, which the transcriber of 

B (and perhaps also, of its nearest ancestor) did not make repeatedly, I do not know what 

itis. It is to be hoped that the time may soon come when the authors and editors of works 

dealing with the Old Testament will cease to load their pages with the textual absurdities 

of this codex. At present, the custom is all but universal. It might be added, in general, 

that the recording of obvious blunders in spelling, and of the orthographic habits of unknown 

scribes (similar habits and peculiarities being already well known) is not a matter of the 

least scientific interest. The editors of the Encyclopaedia Biblica, for instance, have made 

their work the repository of thousands of absolutely worthless ‘‘variants;’’ as though it were 

useful to note the occurrence of both Aédw and Aédewv, or as though there could be any text- 

critical or other value even in the fact that while one codex reads BexriAe@ another reads 
Baixrecdavd (the pronunciation being exactly the same in the two cases); to say nothing of 

recording such rubbish as B’s X@a08, from EAAaé (all ordinary blunders, even the X; cf. the 

reading of & in Neh, 7:40, etc.) in I Chron. 11:30, or its Bayadund; for BedSaywy, in Josh. 15:41, 

or roAduwv, for méAewv, in I Chron. 18:8, or hundreds of others even worse than these! 
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essays I have published for the first time the extant fragments of 

the same version of Nehemiah.” We therefore have direct access 

to the “Septuagint” column of Origen’s Hexapla, not only in 

I Esdras but also in Nehemiah. Through the general neglect 

and misunderstanding of I Esdras it has happened that no one 

has ascertained what Greek MSS are most nearly related to the 

Syriac, though this can be done with the greatest ease and cer- 

tainty, thanks to the abundance of proper names. Nestle’s aston- 

ishing assertion that the Syriac I Esdras was derived ‘‘from the 

Lucian text” (!) has already been noticed. Comparison shows, 

on the contrary, that the Hexaplar Syriac of both I Esdras and 

Neh. clings closely at every point to the peculiar text 

of the B group, which has just been described. That is, the 

MSS of the B group are Hexaplar MSS. This conclusion is 

confirmed by the much misunderstood note appended to the 

book of Nehemiah in codex &, written apparently by the 

original hand.” The note states that the codex had been care- 

fully collated with one of the oldest and most correct of all existing 

Hexaplar MSS. But there is in the MS itself no evidence of 

any considerable diorthosis to which this note could refer. The 

corrections in the original hand are few and unimportant. The 

37I might have added there, in giving the evidence that this is really the Syro-Hexaplar 

version, that its transcriber himself explains exactly what is meant by the recurring phrase, 

“according to the tradition of the Seventy.” Ina note at the end of the extracts from the 

book of Daniel (MS Brit. Mus. Add. 12,168, fol. 161b) he says that the version from which 

all these excerpts are made is that of Paul of Tella. 

38 Thus Swete, in his edition; and the probability seems to me to be strongly supported 

by the attendant facts. Of course, the task of distinguishing the work of the successive 

hands in codex N is one of notorious difficulty — often quite hopeless. The matter is further 

complicated by the considerable additions to the text which have been made by the ‘‘second” 

corrector (N ¢. 4), of the seventh century, whose work has been quite generally supposed to 

be that which is referred to in the note; see Tischendorf’s Vetus Testamentum Graece (1887), 

Vol. I, Prolegomena, p. 63; Nestle, Hinftthrung in das griechische NT.2, p. 51; and compare 

also the note appended (this time by N¢- 4?) to the book of Esther incodex &. But the addi- 

tions of this corrector are of a quite different type. They include: (1) the plus of the Hebrew 

(on which see below) ; also (2) corrections from the A text, such as those in Neh. 2:16; 7:70, 

and elsewhere; (3) extensive insertions, mostly worthless doublet readings, from the L 

recension, such as those in Neh. 1:9, 11; 2:5, 6, 8, etc.; and (4) corrections from still other 

sources, such as the name of the month in Neh. 1:1, and the word evvotyos in 1:11. It would 

be plain, even without direct proof, that this variegated material was not derived from 

Origen’s ‘‘LXX” column; and the witness of the Syro-Hex. version in 2: 5-8 shows conclusively 

that it was not. This version of Paul of Tella, it is to be remembered, included everything 

—even the asterisked matter — which stood in the fifth column of the Hexapla. The note at 

the end of Neh. in & then, if it tells the truth, has nothing to do with the work of the cor- 

rector N°. 4, 
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necessary conclusion is, that at least in the book of Ezr.-Neh. 
codex § is, and from the first was known to be, a Hexaplar codex; 
and that care was taken to make it as faithful a replica of Origen’s 
text as possible.” 

We can say then with certainty that in both “First Esdras” 
and “Second Esdras” (Kzra-Nehemiah) the manuscripts &,“ B, 

55 represent more or less faithful transcripts of the fifth column 

of the Hexapla, and that codex N“ is Hexaplar at least in Ezr.- 

Neh. It is important to notice, further, that the asterisked 

passages (Origen’s insertions from the plus of the Hebrew) are 
omitted. This fact appears plainly from a comparison of the 

Greek with the surviving fragments of the Syro-Hexaplar Nehe- 

miah, which contain the plus. The B MSS coincide exactly 

with the Syriac except in this one particular.” 
In regard to the B group in Chronicles it is necessary to 

speak with more caution; but it is hardly to be doubted that here 

also these same MSS contain the Hexaplar text. The codices X&, 

B, and 55, at all events, have the very same character here, and 

bear the same relation to one another and to the A group, as in 

the Ezra-Nehemiah books. I have not satisfied myself, thus far, 

that the same is true of codex N; for this, in the majority of the 

39 One must of course bear in mind the fact of the remarkable displacement of a portion 

of codex N, and of the MS from which it was copied (the origin of the circum- 

stance having been, probably, the accidental transposition of a single quire), in these very 

books; and also the possibility that the above-mentioned note was simply transcribed from 

an older codex. But no one of all these uncertainties can affect the conclusion that N is 

here a Hexaplar MS. That fact is absolutely certain. 

40In codex &, which is incomplete, I Esdras is now lacking, to be sure. The fact that 

in certain other books of the Old Testament codex B contains, or has affinities with, a Hexa- 

plar text is well known; see Swete’s Introd., pp. 487 f.; Cornill, Hinleitung!, p. 335. 

41 According to Swete’s Introduction, pp. 182, 202, this codex does not contain 

I Esdras. What the ground of this statement is, I do not know, and nothing in the literature 

to which I have access has yielded any explanation. According to Holmes and Parsons, 

nearly the whole of the last chapter of the book is missing in the codex (XI), but their 

apparatus includes readings from every other part. 

The relation of the text of N to that of the Hexapla is not a simple one. In Ezr.-Neh. 

it is plainly based on Origen’s; in I Esdras and Chron., on the other hand, it differs so widely 

as to make one of two suppositions necessary: either it represents an intermediate 

stage between the older and more correct text of A and the type selected by Origen; or else, 

itis eclectic. It usually contains old and relatively correct readings, but is plainly related 

everywhere to the Origen text in a way that is not true of cod. A and its nearest relatives. 

I have not made any thorough examination, and so cannot speak with confidence. 

42In codex &, the “second” corrector (Nc. 4), of the seventh century, has introduced 

these passages, as well as considerable other material of varied character. See the descrip- 

tion of his work in a preceding note. 
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points at which I have tested it, has seemed to abandon its com- 

panions of the B group and to conform to the text of A and its 

fellows; see above. The investigation is rendered more difficult 

by the fact that S is wanting in nearly the whole of Chronicles, 
while the help of the Syriac and Ethiopic versions is no longer 

to be had, and the text of B is so corrupt as to render it unfit to 

be a basis of comparison. 
The following passages will serve to show both the relatively 

poor quality of the Hexaplar text in these books (Chronicles, 

Ezra, Nehemiah, I Esdras) and also the relative amount of cor- 

ruption in the several MSS which compose the Hexaplar group. 

It is often possible to recognize successive stages of degeneration, 

and in such cases it is almost invariably codex B which occupies 

the last stage. 

Ezr. 10:23, where A and nearly all of the MSS of its “‘group” 

have the correct reading: 

A, Kowtas cai Bebeva kal Iovdas 
S, Kodrav x. Daaa x. ledop 

N, Konser x. Badasa x. Nadop 

B, Konev x. Badaa x. Iodop 

Neh. 1:1, A, Xacenrov; & and N, Zeyenr; B, Dexyevrov. 

I Chron. 11:12, A (correctly), Aywys; 8, Axover; B, Apyove. 

I Chron. 11:33 f., Theodotion’s original transliteration must 

have been: 
EnxiaBa 6 SaaraBon, Seve Acap 6 Tou 

A, EnrtaBa 6 TaraBou, vioi*® Acay 6 Tour 

N, EapaBa 6 Taper, Bevveas 6 Dopoyervovviy" 

B, YapaBa 6 Oper, Bevvacas 6 Doporoyevvovverv 

The variations of 8 and B from the original text are due here, as 

in the other cases, merely to copyist’s blunders in the Greek. 

I Chron. 12:27, A and N, Iwadae; 8, Twadae; B, Twadas. 

I Chron. 15:9, A, Edina; &, Evnd; B, Evnp.* 

Neh. 7:70, 72, A, yo0wvw8; & and B, in both places, weyworad. 

43Such harmless correction of Thedotion’s unnecessary transliteration occurs spora- 

dically in all ofthe MSS. Thus inI Chron, 2:53 B has wéAecs Iaecp, while A retains Kaptadiaccp, 

44 Presumably ev from , as occasionally elsewhere. 

45 How it is possible for a scholar who has both commented on the books of Chronicles 

and edited their Hebrew text to say (as quoted above): ‘‘Bhat....im ganzen den besseren 
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T Esdr. 5:66, A, AcBacapeO, the original (corrupt) reading 
of the I Esdr. fragment; B, N, Ac@axada0; and this still more 
corrupt form stood in the Hewapla, as is shown by the Syriac and 
Ethiopic versions. 

I Esdr. 8:7, A, Efpas; B, Ayrapas(!); so also the Syr.-Hex. and 
the Eth. (with a slight variation). Cf. the form found in B in 9:46. 

I Esdr. 8:31. For Paa@uwa8 (or II’), given in all the MSS 

which are not Hexaplar, B, Syriac, and Ethiopic have MaaOpoaf. 
I Esdr. 8:33. The Hebrew (Ezr. 8:7) has: [*yw" Od*y “222. 

This was correctly rendered in the I Esdras text, as A and its 
associates show: é« T@v vidv Endap, lecolas. In the text of Ori- 

gen’s LXX column, the first letter of each of the two proper names 

was missing; B has é« tay viev Aap, ’Eovas, and with this the 

Ethiopic agrees, though combining the two proper names into one; 
Syriac has ums, Lio wy, ie. the same text, but reading MAA 
in place of AAM. 

These examples, which are truly representative, could be vastly 

multiplied. And they all tell the same story. It is an interesting 

question, but one which we hardly have the means of answering, 

how Origen happened to choose this inferior text for his ‘‘Sep- 
tuagint.” Possibly some old and venerated codex led him astray ; 

or it may be that he made the same mistake which modern scholars 

have made. Not knowing that Theodotion was the author of this 

version—and we may be sure (see AJSL, p. 68) that he did not 

know it—he may have looked with suspicion on the Greek text 

that agreed closely with MT, and have preferred the one that 

showed somewhat more divergence. Even the latter stood nearer 

to the Hebrew (leaving proper names out of account) than was the 

case with the Greek versions of most of the Old Testament books. 

3. The Versions Made from Origen’s “Septuagint” 

The main facts regarding the Syriac translation, made by Paul 

of Tella, I have already set forth (AJSZ, pp. 65 ff.). It is most 

unfortunate that just this portion of the Maes codex, which 

Text, auch bei den Namen,” when it is everywhere aa clear as daylight that the difference 

between the readings of A and B, in Swete’s apparatus, is a difference due simply to 

inner-Greek corruption, and that A has, or approximates to, the very forms 

from which those of B were corrupted, passes my comprehension. 
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contained Chronicles, First Esdras, Ezra, and Nehemiah, should 

have perished utterly, leaving no trace behind. In other manu- 

scripts I Esdras has been preserved entire; and a single MS— 

published in AJSL, pp. 71-74—gives us a few extracts from 

Nehemiah. 

We know that this version was made from the fifth column of 

the Hexapla, and that it was very exact. In the attempt to deter- 

mine its relation to the existing Hexaplar MSS of the Chron.-Ezra 

books we are at a great disadvantage, because of the scantiness of 

the material. Codex & lacks I Esdras; and N, as has already 

been observed, either occupies an intermediate position or else 

yields an eclectic text, and cannot be trusted as a witness to 

Origen’s readings. Throughout I Esdras the Syriac stands 

pretty close to codex B, but represents in general a text some- 

what less disfigured by the blunders of scribes. The same is true 

in the Nehemiah extracts. Here, where we are at last able to 

compare N, the portion of the text is too small in extent to give 

a satisfactory basis of comparison. The Syriac agrees very notice- 

ably with B in reproducing the clerical blunder Xedxeva (Laan) 

in 1:1, and in retaining éxterivaypévor (Igsase) instead of ékretay- 

Hever, in 4:16(10); in the former case against all other witnesses, 

and in the latter against all but the faithful codex 55. On the 

other hand, the Syriac agrees with N against B in the passages 

8:2, Kat ws; 8:9, of ouveriSovtes; ibid., nxoveev; 8:10, wepidas. I 

have not made any careful comparison, however. 

The Greek of Origen’s fifth column contained his selected text 

expanded by the insertion of translations of the plus of MT, these 

additions being marked in each case by an asterisk and a meto- 

belus. The early Greek transcripts of this column, made by those 

who wished the “true Septuagint text,” omitted the asterisked 

portions, as we have seen. Paul of Tella translated the whole 

column, retaining the signs.” Subsequent copyists of his ver- 

sion generally retained the whole text, but omitted the signs. This 

is true of the Nehemiah extracts in our single surviving manu- 

script; the plus of the Hebrew is there, but not distinguished in 

any way. See for illustration 2:1, 8; 8:18. 

46 The text of I Esdras of course did not contain any of these asterisked passages. 
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Of an Hthiopic version of Origen’s “LXX,” only I Esdras 
has thus far been published. It has not heretofore been recog- 
nized as Hexaplar in its origin. Whether a similar version of 

any other of the Chron.-Ezra books was made, is not known. The 

text was edited, from five manuscripts, by Dillmann in his Vet. 
Test. Aethopici Tom. V, Libri Apocryphi, Berlin, 1894. He 
himself remarks concerning this version (p. 219) that it was made 

at an early date, from a Greek text which it renders very faithfully, 
and that it has been well preserved. 

Examination of this version shows that it is a valuable witness 

to the Hexaplar text. It must have been made with unusual care, 

from a comparatively trustworthy codex. The Greek which can 

be restored from it coincides throughout with that obtained from 

the Syr.-Hex., B, 55, and (frequently) N, in sharp distinction 
from the other and more common type of text represented by A 

and the army of cursives. Some striking examples of this coin- 

cidence have already been given, and a great many more could be 

added if it were necessary. Ethiopic versions of Old Testament 

books are usually of very little consequence, and it is therefore 

most refreshing to find one that is really useful. 

It is interesting to see what indisputable evidence is furnished 

of the corrupt state of the manuscript which Origen selected. 

Thus, in 5:18, where the old “Egyptian” reading was Basdacuo, 

the stupid doublet BasOacpor Caupod is faithfully reproduced by 

the Ethiopic and B (Syriac is wanting here); and in 8:29, where 

the ordinary text had ®iveas, Tepowv- azo, the monstrous reading 

®opos, Tapocotowos (think of pinning our faith to such tran- 

scribers as these!) is attested by B, Syriac, and Ethiopic alike. 

Another good illustration is found in 9:25. Here, instead of @upw- 
pov, “doorkeepers,” Origen’s text had @vyarepor, ‘‘daughters”’(!), 

and this nonsense is transmitted, as usual, by B, Ethiopic, and 

Paul of Tellé. That we are ultimately dealing in these cases 

merely with a single very corrupt manuscript is proved conclu- 

sively —as also in a hundred similar cases—by the fact that both 

the Syrian text (preserved in L) and the ordinary Egyptian text 

(given by the great majority of the MSS) testify only to the 

correct reading. 
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The Ethiopic will generally be found, then, to agree with codex 

B. In many passages it differs, however, its distance from B being, 
on the whole, about the same as that of the Syriac, with which, 

in turn, it frequently fails to coincide. 

4. The Two Main Branches of the Greek Tradition 

In the case of the Chron.-Ezr. books, the fact of a double tradi- 

tion of the Greek text can be especially well observed. The one 

branch may be called the Syrian, inasmuch as it forms the basis 

of the Lucianic recension; the other I have termed Egyptian, 

and this designation, though probably not exact, is at least con- 

venient. 

In the I Esdras fragment, and especially in the Story of the 

Youths, where there is no complication from successive transla- 

tions, conformation to a Semitic text, and the like, the phenomenon 

of the two slightly differing types of text is seen in its simplest 

form. A typical case is that of the proper name in 4:29, which 

I have elsewhere discussed (AJSL, p. 183). Here, the form 
Bafaxov is attested by a formidable array of witnesses, including 

Josephus; while the more familiar form, Bapraxov, goes back to a 

period considerably earlier than Origen, as is shown by the fact 

that it is attested by all our Greek MSS, excepting the few which 

constitute the L group. Throughout the whole of I Esdras, some- 

thing similar to this can be observed. There are plainly two distinct 

traditions of the Greek text, differing from each other slightly, on 

the whole, including both the spelling of the proper names and 

the wording of the narrative. The variation is not at all such as 

to suggest two translations, but consists rather in those occa- 

sional differences which inevitably arise in the course of time, 
through the ordinary accidents of transmission, when documents 

are handed down through separate lines or families of manuscripts. 

The one “family” includes the text adopted by Origen, and also 

nearly all of the extant MSS; and we may therefore regard 

Alexandria as its proper home, even though it was in current use 

far beyond the borders of Egypt. Of the text belonging to the 

other line of transmission we know that it formed the basis of the 

one which came to be regarded as authoritative in Syria, at least in 
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and after the fourth century a. p. (Swete, Introduction, pp. 80- 

86). It is thus presumably the text which had been handed 

down in Syria and Palestine from an early date. Its influence 

also extended far to the north and west. The MSS containing it 

are few (those of the L recension), but it is also embodied in the 

old Latin version of I Esdras. This same type of text—plainly 

belonging to the same tradition as that of I Esdras—is found in 

other parts of the Old Testament, as is well known. A. Mez, in a 

pamphlet” published in 1895, showed that the Greek text followed 

by Josephus in his Antiquities, for the part of the Old Testament 

which includes Joshua, Judges, and the two books of Samuel, was 

usually the same which underlies the L recension. I had already, 

in my own investigation of the text of I Esdras, conducted in that 

same year, made a similar comparison for this book, and reached 

a result somewhat resembling that of Mez. In this case, how- 

ever, Josephus’ text does not correspond to the nucleus of L; nor, 

on the other hand, does it agree throughout with any form of the 

“Kgyptian” tradition; it seems rather to occupy an intermediate 

position, giving now the reading of the one, now of the other. 

The cases in which Josephus coincides with L, against the ordi- 

nary I Esdras text, while not many in number, are worthy of 

notice. Examples are: I Esdr. 1:9, cf. Jos. x, 71, the numbers 

of the sheep and bullocks. I Esdr. 4:29, cf. Jos. xi, 54, the 

name of the father of Apama, already mentioned as an example. 

Ezra. 4:10 (the passage now missing in our I Esdr. 2:16 [13]), 
cf. Jos. xi, 19, the name of the king, Salmanassar. Inasmuch as 

all the Greek texts of I Esdras came from a single MS, the 

beginning of the two diverging lines of tradition, Egyptian and 

Syrian, lies not very far back, presumably a good while after the 

time of Josephus. It follows that the coincidence of his text with 

either one of the two (in cases where we cannot suspect correction 

or contamination) gives us the original reading of the I Esdras 

fragment. 

From what has been said thus far, it might be supposed that 

the L text embodies merely the Syro-Palestinian tradition of the 

41 Die Bibel des Josephus untersucht fir Bucher, v.-vii. der Archdol., Basel. See also 

Swete’s Introduction, p. 379. 
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I Esdras Greek in the same way that the MSS of the A and B 

groups embody the Egyptian tradition, This is by no means true, 

as will be shown below. The L text is everywhere contaminated, 

conflated, and arbitrarily altered, even in the Story of the Three 

Youths; and this unfortunate redaction—the only form in which 

we know the text— was undertaken at a late date. 

In the canonical Chron.-Ezr.-Neh., again, we can observe the 

same phenomenon of a Syrian text differing slightly (in its primi- 

tive form) but unmistakably from the Egyptian text. The differ- 

entiation did not begin in this case until after the middle of the 

second century A.D., since it is in Theodotion’s version that it 

takes place. We should therefore expect the variation to be rela- 

tively small, and this it is in fact; but the distinction between 

“Syrian” text and “Egyptian” text is a real and important one, 

nevertheless. No better illustration is needed than that which 

has already been given, above, in recording occasional instances in 

which the Syrian tradition preserves Theodotion’s characteristic 

transliteration—directly against the whole tendency of 

the L recension—while the Egyptian emends by translating. 

It often happens, of course, that the L MSS contain a synonym 

of the word which is found in all the other codices. This is in 

many cases not the mere result of a somewhat free transmission, 

however, but rather of a deliberate revision; see below. There 

are not a few instances, finally, of addition, subtraction, or altera- 

tion in the Egyptian text, where L has preserved the original 

form. A good example is furnished by I Chron. 26:16—18, where 

in the whole array of MSS of the A and B groups vs. 18 contains 

a secondary rendering which was evidently unknown in Syria, as 

it is wanting in L. Such revision as this is rare in the Egyptian 

text, however, while in L it is the rule. An example of a later 

Egyptian alteration, whose influence has not proceeded quite so 

far, is II Chron. 33:14, where MT reads: D°397 "ywa winds 

48 Based on a slightly different Hebrew text? The tpeis suggests moby + moby ; the 

word ssonia) is apparently in another place; =asy4 is not translated in either version. 

This added rendering makes it still more certain, by the way, that in the first clause of vs. 

17 the original reading was on , and not obs (the (| came from the lastletter of the 

preceding word). Our modern translators, editors, and commentators appear not to have 

noticed this. 
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B95 AI. Theodotion rendered this: [Mera taira gxoSdun- 
ce... . | Kal exropevopevov thy Tidy THY ivOuKHY KUKACOEV 

(reading 2°2D ) eis 76 ogad. In this text, through the blunders of 
a copyist or two and the influence of the Greek in 27:3, the word 
ixOucnv was lost and es 7d ofad became eis aitd oddra (B, al. 
érda). A revising hand added, presumably in the margin of a 

MS, a new rendering of the passage: cata THv elooddy THY dia THs 

TUANS THS ixOuehs Kal reprect’eawoev (—=MT) 76 ddvtov.” This 

then found its way as a doublet reading into the text of an 

important group of codices, including A, and into the margin of 

B. A single one of these changes, that of OPAA into O®AA, 

antedates the branching-off of the Syrian tradition; in other 

respects L has here kept the original reading. 

In general, the best MSS of the Egyptian family present a 

homogeneous text which has been very little revised. By compar- 

ing them among themselves, with the help of the massoretic 

Hebrew, we can usually find our way back to the very words of 

Theodotion. The aid of L can never be dispensed with, however, 

and in a good many cases it is our sole Greek witness to the true 

reading. It is sometimes the case, to be sure, that even with the 

testimony of both recensions before us we are at a loss to find the 

original. With L alone, on the other hand, we should be very 

badly off. Unless it is constantly controlled by the Egyptian 

text it is very difficult to put it toany critical use. Along both of 

these main lines of tradition there has been a good deal of 

accidental corruption of the text, the greater part of which is 

easy to trace. The only type of text in which this corruption has 

gone very far is, as has been shown, Origen’s own “Septuagint.” 
The relation of the A group to the B group is in all other respects 

a close one; see, for an illustration, Neh. 12:37b-38, where a 

long passage is wanting in ABN, though present in many cursives 

as wellasin the Ltext. It formed a part of the Theodotion version, 

as the Oavvovpem shows (cf. 3:11). That is, the codex which 

was the ancestor of both A and the MS which Origen took as the 

basis of his text had accidentally lost this passage. Among the 

cursives of the Egyptian family which deserve close attention, 

49 On the possibility that this was the translation of Symmachus, see below. 
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cod. 56 and (especially) the Aldine MS 121” are conspicuous for 
the extent to which they have preserved the original readings of 

the Theodotion version. 

5. The Syrian Tradition, the Lucian Recension, and our L Text 

How wide an influence the Syro-Palestinian text exerted 
during its early history, while it represented merely a divergent 

form of the Greek tradition, we do not know. We do not even 

know whether it was ever a relatively correct text.” We know 

simply that it preserved a good many old readings which were lost 

or changed in the more widely current version. It presumably 

deteriorated gradually, like its fellows, until the time when it was 

made the basis of that thoroughgoing recension which has survived 

to the present day. 

Near the end of the third century a.p., Lucian of Antioch 

undertook a revision of the Greek Old Testament. The few facts 

which are known in regard to this Syrian editor have often been 

rehearsed; and the reasons why our L text is commonly supposed 

(and doubtless rightly) to be identical with Lucian’s recension 

are also familiar.” Even the bare comparison of the citations from 

Theodoret, given in Holmes and Parsons, would lead one to the 

conclusion that Lis an Antiochian text; while the fact that it rep- 

resents not a growth but an arbitrary revision is patent enough. 

Occasionally in descriptions, and commonly in actual use, our 

L text is treated as though it were identical, or nearly identical, 

with the text of the Syro-Palestinian tradition. Thus Swete 

(Introduction, p. 379), in dealing with the Old Testament text 

used by Josephus, speaks of a probability that in certain of the 

historical books “the Greek Bible of Palestine during the second 

half of the first century presented a text not very remote from that 

of the recension which emanated from Antioch early in the 

fourth.” But this is by no means the true state of the case. The 

version as reconstructed by Lucian bears about the same relation 

to the one on which it was based as a thoroughly remodeled, 

50 This codex sometimes shows a close affinity with the L MSS, it is to be observed. 

51 The old Latin translation of I Esdras gives us some information on this point, to be 

sure; see below. 

52 See Swete, Introduction, pp. 80-86. 
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renewed, and enlarged house bears to its smaller original. In 
every part of the structure, a great many of the old beams, boards, 

stones, and other materials have been replaced by new ones, new 

fabric has everywhere been superadded to the old, and the fashion 

of the whole has been changed. The following classes of altera- 

tions characterize the Lucian recension: 

1. The text has been extensively conformed to the massoretic 

Hebrew. (a) The plus of MT is freely inserted; not consistently 

—nothing is done consistently in the L recension—but as a rule. 

Thus I Chron. 26:16, 17; Ezr. 9:18; 10:3; Neh. 2:1, 8; 8:9; 

11:23; these being merely single examples of what takes place in 

every chapter. (b) The Greek text is very frequently corrected 

according to the Hebrew. The original reading of the Greek is 

changed from singular to plural, or vice versa, in order to conform 

to MT. Words which appear to be out of agreement with the 

Hebrew are often dropped, and their places are taken by transla- 

tions of MT. So, for instance, in Ezr. 9:3, 5. 

2. The Greek has been very much contaminated from other 

Greek texts. These include: (a) The parallel or duplicate 

accounts. Thus, a great many of the original readings of the L 

I Esdras have been discarded, their places being filled by the 

readings of the canonical version. In like manner, the readings 

of the parallel passages in the other historical books are adopted 

whenever they happen to be preferred. That is, for example, the 

reader of the L version of Chronicles must everywhere be prepared 

to find that the word or phrase with which he is dealing has simply 

been transplanted thither from Genesis, or Samuel, or Kings. (b) 

Readings found in any part of the Old Testament may be substi- 

tuted for those of Theodotion in the interest of the harmonistic 

tendency. (c) Harmonizing alterations on the basis of the 

immediate context, usually very mischievous, are frequently made. 

Thus in I Esdr. 5:5 instead of 6 trod ZopoBaBer L offers 6 cat 

ZopoBaBenr. 

3. One constant feature of the L recension is its conflation 

from various sources. NSide by side with Theodotion’s rendering, 

in these books, we very often have that of some other translator, 

or an extract from a parallel passage. Some of these secondary 
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renderings are derived from the other Hexaplar versions; some 

are doubtless the work of Lucian himself; still others are of 

unknown origin. For characteristic examples see I Chron. 22:3; 

Ezr. 9:18; Neh. 4:10 (2), 27 (17); 6:10. Often a correction 
stands beside the word it was intended to correct, as in I Chron. 

4:22. Occasionally a long passage is repeated in varying form, 

as in J Esdr. 1:9b-18, where the I Esdras and Chronicles 

accounts are put side by side. Not infrequently the translation 

of our MT is accompanied by the rendering of a manifest corrup- 

tion of it, as in Neh. 2:6, 8. 

It would be interesting to search for traces of the work of 

Aquila and Symmachus among these double renderings, whether 

they are found in L or in other recensions or manuscripts of these 

books. Sometimes, though probably not often, the identification 

would be possible. In Neh. 5:13 (L), Obras exrwdfar 6 Oeds 

ovv wavrTa dvdpa os ov aTnoe adv Tov Adyov ToUTOY K.T.r., where 

the oly ++ * * ody, representing MN*''' MN, is not in the 

ordinary Greek, it seems certain that we have an extract from the 

translation of Aquila. In 13:25 (L) the verb éuaddpwoa (other- 
wise unknown) looks like an imitation of the Hebrew U72N 

(not rendered here by Theodotion) on the basis of the verb 

padifev, “make bald.’ If this is really its origin, it is presum- 

ably a coinage of Aquila, whose fondness for such new creations 

is well known.” 

The hand of Symmachus is pretty certainly to be seen in 

the double rendering of 72°772 in the Hexaplar text (N, B, 

but not the Syr.-Hex.) of Neh. 1:3, €v tH yopa ev rH wore. 

We know that Symmachus would have been likely to substitute 
mods for the older rendering yopa, for he makes this very same 

correction in I Kings 20:14 and Dan. 8:2. The secondary trans- 

lation in II Chron. 33:14 (the passage already discussed above), 

where 53M is rendered by 7d &Svrov—the doublet this time also 

occurring not in L but in certain Egyptian MSS—suggests 

Symmachus, though I do not know that it is possible to say more 

530n the basis of this verb-form in Neh. 13:25, Klostermann (Realencycl., loc. cit.) 

would emend the impossible ‘ émadAdunv” in Ezr.9:3, 5 to éuadapHuyv! On the contrary, the 

Hebrew word which corresponds there is "353%, ‘‘my outer garment,” and we must read 

in both verses rd mdAALév pov, 
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than this. In I Sam. 5:9 Symmachus renders H°DE) by «purrd, 

and he is the only one of the translators to interpret the root >=» 

in this way. In Neh. 3:15, where MT has mbw, and the ordi- 
nary Egyptian text reads rév xwdiwv," codex & has, instead, Oe 

Tod Lukwap. This certainly appears to be an ascription to Theo- 

dotion, as Klostermann has observed. Whether it is a correct 

ascription or not is another question, but the possibility can 

hardly be denied. In that case we should have to suppose that 

a rendering corresponding to our MT has supplanted the original- 

one here. 

4. Alterations merely in the interest of literary quality and 

completeness, or to suit the editor’s dogmatic or other preferences, 

are everywhere abundant. These include: (a) The removal 

(usual, but not invariable) of Theodotion’s transliterations, which 

are accordingly replaced by translations. For examples, see the 

list above. (b) The free revision of difficult phrases, often to 
the extent of changing their meaning and completely obscuring 

their relation to the original Semitic. A characteristic example 

is I Esdr. 4:39, where instead of the exactly rendered, but dis- 
turbing, Aramaic idiom, 7a Sicata roved ad mdvtev Tov adixor, 

“she executes judgment on all the wicked,” the L text has d/«aca 

To, Kal aro Tavrav Tov adixov améyetat. So in 5:6 L alters 

Tod mpatou unvds (for TH TpeTy ToD wyvds) into TO TpdT@ pnvi. 

Or in 2:17 (14) where the ordinary text has vady troBdddovta 
—in MT  O"m N°WN—L has “improved” the reading to vaov 

timrepBdddovta Oewedodow. Or in II Chron. 2:12 (18), tov waidd 

pov substituted for tov matépa pov. (c) Supplementary and 

interpretative additions, composed freely ad hoc. These are also 

very numerous, and every one of them is a trap for the unwary 

text-critic who wishes to advance science by giving new Hebrew 

readings from “Lucian.” For example, in II Chron. 18:19 the 

narrative runs as follows: ‘Yahwé said to his heavenly retainers, 

Who will mislead Ahab? One proposed one thing, and another 

another. At this point L adds: «al elev, Obras ov duvijce;” 

54 This word is a veritable translation of row (cf. the Aramaic snbw , “hide’’), and 

is by no means to be altered into PodASwv, as Klostermann proposes on the basis of the ren- 

dering in 4:17 (11). 

55 Lagarde edits — wrongly, as I believe —xai elmev ovtws Ov Suvycet, 
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“But Yahwé said, You will not succeed in this way.” Compare 
vs. 21. In Neh. 4:80 (vs. 18 in the L Greek) just after the word 
prs, L has cai dprica adtods Kipiov Aéyov, a purely arbitrary 

insertion in the Greek. There are many such examples, besides 

a good many cases in which the addition of a word or two has 

been made with interpretative intent. Thus, the words ‘to Jeru- 

salem,” Neh. 8:1; ‘of Benjamin,” 11:8; the name “Ezra” in 

8:18; see also I Esdr. 4:13, 48, 61; 5:5; Neh. 12:1, ete. Such 

interjected vocatives as “O king!” I Esdr. 4:48; “‘O Lord!” 

4:60, are of course to be expected. And finally, a characteristic 

example is afforded by the close of I Esdras. In the original 

fragment, the end was reached in the middle of a sentence; 

but in the L text this inelegant conclusion is improved by 

the addition of a verse (Neh. 8:13) from the canonical version. 

(d) The substitution of synonyms. This well-known and com- 

paratively harmless peculiarity of the L recension needs no 

illustration. 

So much for the deliberate alterations undertaken by the 

Lucianic revision. As for the accidental corruption which the 

Syro-Palestinian Greek text had already undergone in the process 

of its transmission, before suffering this very extensive editorial 

transformation, it is sufficient to say that it does not appear to 

have been different, in kind or degree, from that which befell the 

standard Egyptian text. In general, the amount of this accidental 

corruption is much underestimated by those who have made use of 

Lagarde’s edition.” Klostermann (loc. cit., p. 508) even finds in 
some of it the evidence of differing dialects: “‘Wenigstens ist 

es kein Zufall, wenn die dentale Tenuis durch Sibilans ersetzt 

wird, wie atita (NUON), arnp, Tedwov, bei Luc, durch afta, 

atnp, ceApov.” But this isa mistake. These are scribal blunders 

56It is true, in general, of the modern use of the Greek Bible for text-critical purposes 

that recourse is had far too often to the hypothesis of divergent Hebrew texts, while there 

is far too little appreciation of the extent to which the Greek texts themselves have been 

corrupted in transmission. Itis generally taken for granted, moreover (see, e. g., Benzinger’s 

remark on the Greek MSS of Kings, in the introduction to his Comm.) that the text which 

diverges most from MT is the oldest and most important, But this is a criterion which 

has no value unless it is supplemented by exact information as to the quality of individual 

MSS and the nature of translations and recensions. Codex B and the L text, for instance, 

usually show the greatest divergence from MT, and in both cases the divergence means, as 

arule, merely perversion of the older readings, which (more nearly agreeing with MT) are 

found in other MSS. 
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is 

of a very common order, which abound also in the MSS of the 
ordinary text, and especially (of course) in B and its fellows. 

These facts make it plain that the Greek published by Lagarde 

is not at all ‘the old Greek Bible of Palestine,” and often bears 

little resemblance to it. It is in part a mixed text which is the 

result of an eclectic process, and in part a text arbitrarily con- 

structed de novo; besides all the accidental deterioration which it 

has suffered. The fact cannot be emphasized too strongly that 

L in Chron.-Ezr.-Neh., when it differs from the ordinary Greek, 

usually does not represent another Hebrew text. It is mainly, of 

course, a translation of the Hebrew which lay before Theodotion. 

But this Heb. text almost everywhere agreed with our MT; more- 

over, the translation is very well preserved in the Egyptian MSS, 

and it is only rarely that L can improve upon their readings. It 

would presumably almost never be the case that a correct reading 

preserved only in L would happen also to represent a divergence in 

Theodotion’s Hebrew. The doublet readings in L, whether Hexa- 

plaric or not, are, as a rule, derived either from our MT or from a 

manifestly corrupt form of it. Really helpful corrections of MT 

are extremely rare. One is to be found in Neh. 11:17, rod aivou 

for TANF ; undoubtedly derived from another Hebrew text, since 

Jerome’s Latin makes the same correction. But in the most of 

the cases where L presents variant readings which sound plau- 

sible, we are not by any means at liberty to suppose that 

these were derived from a Hebrew text; on the contrary, 

they are pretty certain to be arbitrary improvements, of one kind 

or another, in the Greek itself. It follows, that emendation of 

MT on the basis of L alone is almost never permissible in these 

books; never, in fact, except for the strongest reasons. 

All this is obvious enough; and yet our Old Testament scholars, 

in using the L text of Chron.-Ezr.-Neh., treat it habitually as 

though it represented a Hebrew text of its own. Thus Kittel,” 

57 Kittel, in his Biblia Hebraica, recently published, constantly includes in his notes at 

the foot of the page Hebrew readings given onthe sole authority of L. If 

these “variant readings” are to haye any significance at allin his apparatus, they must 

be supposed actually to have stood in a Hebrew text and to have been rendered by this 
Greek. Butof the great majority of them this isnot true. They are mere excrescences on the 

Greek, due either to the irresponsible reviser or else to obvious errors of Greek transcribers. 

Nothing corresponding to them ever stood in any Hebrew text of the Chronicler’s work. I 
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in his several works on Chron.; Benzinger,” in his commentary 
on Chronicles; Bertholet, Comm. on Ezr.-Neh., and others. Sieg- 

fried, Comm. on Ezr.-Neh., does not pay much attention to the 

examination of the text. 

Allied to the Lagarde text, but plainly not belonging to it, is 

the old Latin translation of I Esdras. This was made from the 

Syro-Palestinian Greek some time before the Lucianic revi- 

sion; presumably in the second century A. D., since it is cited by 

Cyprian. In this version we really have a representative of the 

old Syro- Palestinian text, and the aid which it gives is important. 

The many additions, corrections, and conflations introduced by 

Lucian do not appear in it.” Its text has come down to us in 

several slightly differing forms, which need to be re-examined. 

The L Greek text, then, is an instrument only to be used with 

the utmost caution. It is true that even in Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. it 

contains a good deal of valuable material, not found elsewhere; 

but this is much less in amount, and far more difficult to secure, 

than is commonly supposed. The quest of it is not quite the 

search for two grains of wheat in two bushels of chaff, for in this 

case the material in which it is imbedded has also a certain value 

of its own—but only when its origin and true character are under- 

have observed one case, Neh, 11:8, in which MT can be emended in accordance with a read- 

ing peculiar to L; but even here it may be that the oi adeAgoi ad7od came from a happy con- 

jecture and not from any real Hebrew reading. For examples of this mistaken use, see his 

notes onI Chron. 4:41 (wherethe Greek must originally have been tas myyas as ebpov éxet,, and 

its Heb. = exactly our MT ), 5:20 (of course either ¢fo7[On]oav or éBon[97OnJoav), 9:37; 12:24; 

13:1 (two places); 16:30 (the second half-verse transferred bodily from the Greek of Ps. 

96:10!) ; 21:20 (see below); 24:24 (contamination from 23:20); II Chron. 7:20; 9: 29(1); 

18:2, 29 (both of these conformed to the parallels in Kings) ; 22:6; 25:1; 27:4; 38:2; Ezra 

4:23; 10:3, 24; Neh. 9:6, 32 (1); 13:1, 9. 

In general, the apparatus of this Biblia Hebraica in Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. consists largely of 

information which is quite worthless for its intended purpose. The ‘‘LXX” notes have 

rarely any significance for the Hebrew text. In the L version of I Chron. 9:31, for 

instance, we have a bit of corrupt Greek side by side with its correct original. Why 

include such stuff here? Or why print in II Chron. 2:13 ‘* LXX-+ «ai doaivew,’’ when it is 

obvious at the first glance that the verb had its origin in a blundering dittography of the 

first letters of the following Hebrew word? Plain blunders of Greek copyists are also 

recorded, as in IChron. 7:8 (twice). The apparatus of a Hebrew Bible (and a reprint of MT 

at that!) is not the place to study the performances of third-rate Greek scribes, interesting 

as the study might be under other circumstances. 

58 See, for example, his comments on I Chron. 2:18 f.; 3:22: 11:1, 8 (wepteBiwoa ro; cf. 

Ex. 22:18), 11 (contamination from II Sam. 23:8), 22; 15:13(!); II Chron, 2:12; 35:3. 

59 Such as those in 1:9-12; 2:17 (18) ; 4:13, 39, 43, 48, 60,61; 5:5—to give only the examples 

which have already been mentioned. The incomplete sentence at the end of the I Esdras 

fragment is filled out in the Latin, but not in the same way as in the Lucian 

Greek. 
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stood. The folly of ‘‘criticizing” our MT by the use of a Greek 

text which has itself not been criticized at all is nowhere 

more striking than in the present-day use of Lagarde’s edition. 

The rule usually adopted appears to be: Take any Greek reading 

which seems useful, no matter whence it comes. Thus it happens 

that words due simply to copyists’ blunders in the Greek, others 

which plainly resulted from a corrupt form of our MT, and read- 

ings which a closer scrutiny would have shown to be merely later 

doublet renderings of the same text, are all laid under contribution, 

and new and strange Hebrew phrases, said to correspond to them, 

are forthwith constructed.” Since the conglomerate L text offers 

so much that is not found elsewhere, it is naturally a mine for 

those who are not over particular. Klostermann, in the introduc- 

tion to his commentary on the books of Samuel, quoted in Driver, 

Hebrew Text of the Books of Samuel, p. lii, has expressed him- 

self as follows: ‘Let him who would advance science . 

accustom himself above all things to the use of . . . . Lagarde’s 

edition of the recension of Lucian.” Theoretically, this has some 

justification—though it would be better to advise students to 

begin by learning to make a scientific use of the ordinary Greek 

text; in practice, there has thus far been little use made of the L 

60To give a few characteristic examples: In I Chron, 21:20 the Chronicler wrote 

DBD "N3AMM A, as is attested both by MT and by Theodotion’s transliteration (see above). The 

Hebrew word presents no difficulty whatever in its context. Theodotion’s transliteration 

was replaced (as usual) in some MSS by the translation «pvBduevor. In L this was cor- 

rupted (possibly under the influence of the Greek of II Sam. 24: 20, dtaropevonévouvs,= O99, 

though the word there stands in an altogether different clause, and refers to other persons) 

to ropevouevor. On the basis of this reading Klostermann emends to p»bans 

(1 not an equivalent of ropevéuevot, nor graphically similar to MT, nor at all suited to this 

context), which is approved by Kittel, Polychrome Bible and Comm. In Kittel’s Biblia 

Hebraica There isa note: ‘Read with L and II Sam. "439," a specimen of textual 

criticism which could hardly be surpassed. ‘ 

One of the first emendations made by Guthe, in his Polychrome Ezra and Nehemiah, is 

an insertion in the text of Ezr. 1:3, on the sole basis of a reading in the Lucian I Esdras. 

But no one who is well acquainted with the L recension could doubt for a moment that its 

6s mpodupeitat TOU mopevdjvat (2:3) is a free editorial insertion in the Greek, 

In Neh. 4:17, where the Hebrew reads BAM snow W-N (DMM a corruption of 

4195, cf. II Chron. 23:10), the L Greek has a characteristic double translation kai 

avipa dv améoteAAov emi TO Vbwp, avinp Kai OmAv avTov eis TOUSwp. Guthe actually turns this two- 

fold nonsense into Hebrew, inserting also an “WN and the two prepositions 3Y and 3N, 

and substitutes it for MT! Kittel also prints this newly made Hebrew in his critical appa- 

ratus, and Bertholet (Comm.) mentions it with respect. 

These are merely typical instances, of three different kinds, one from each of the three 

books. The list could be extended to include nearly all of the modern “critical” use of L 

in Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. 
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text in any part of the Old Testament which has tended notice- 

ably to advance science. Not one in twenty of all the “emendations” 

of the Hebrew text hitherto made on the basis of Lucian readings 

will survive any critical examination. And the opportunities of 
doing harm through uncritical methods are much more numerous 

here than elsewhere. I would suggest instead this maxim: Let 

him who would advance science keep away as far as possible from 

critical operations with the Lucian recension until he has learned 

what it is and how to use it. 

There is one purpose, however, for which the attention of 

scholars really needs to be directed to the L text at once, and that 

is, for the study of the Greek itself. There is doubtless much to 

be learned from it as to the history of both Hebrew original and 

the Greek versions, especially the Hexaplar, as well as in regard 

to the primitive readings of the Syro-Palestinian recension. And 

one of the first important undertakings of the criticism of the 

Greek Old Testament should be the reconstruction, so far as it is 

possible, of Theodotion’s translation of Chron.-Ezr.-Neh. 

Vv. THE CRITICAL PROCESS IN RESTORING THE SEMITIC TEXT 

In investigating the Hebrew-Aramaic text of these books, in 

the part of the history covered by I Esdras, the process (after 

making sure of the traditional reading) must always be the 

following. 

1. Ascertain the Egyptian Greek text of the canonical recen- 

sion. Swete’s edition usually (though not always) suffices for this 

purpose; and when it is used, the reading of codex A must always 

be given the presumption of superiority over that of codices B 

and &. 

2. Compare the Syrian text (Lagarde’s edition) of the same 

book, bearing in mind its treacherous character. By the com- 

parison we can reach approximately the original reading of 

Theodotion’s version. 

3. By comparing (a) the reading thus gained with (b) the 
Latin version of Jerome, and then with (c) the massoretic text, 

we can approximate to—and in most cases reach with certainty — 
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the Heb.-Aram. text which was selected, edited,” and made norma- 

tive by the Jewish scholars at the beginning of the second 

century A. D. 

4. Ascertain the reading of the Egyptian Greek text of I 

Esdras, using for this purpose (a) the text of A and the allied 

cursives, with which must be compared the witnesses to the 

Hexaplar Greek, including (b) codex B, (c) the Syriac of Paul 
of Tella, and (d) the Ethiopic version. 

5. Compare the Syro-Palestinian I Esdras, using (a) Lagarde’s 

Greek (with the greatest caution, since this particular recension 
has not only suffered the usual ‘‘Lucianic” alterations, but has 

also been very extensively contaminated from the canonical Ezra), 

(b) the old Latin version, and (c) the text preserved by Josephus 
in his Antiquities. By thus comparing the Syrian with the 

Egyptian readings of I Esdras it is usually possible to gain the 

true text of the old Greek translation of Chron.-Ezr.-Neh., 

which was probably made shortly before the middle of the second 

century B. 0. 

6. Regain the Heb.-Aram. text from which this translation was 

made; and attempt, through comparison of this with the text of 

the second century A. D., to restore the words originally written 

by the Chronicler, or found by him in the sources which he used. 

In reasoning from the old Greek version to the Semitic text which 

lay behind it, one must bear in mind that this translation, while 

truly a ‘‘close” one, is considerably more free than the later 

renderings; also, that the Greek text has been much longer 

exposed to accidental corruption than that of Theodotion’s version. 

Many readings which seem to point to variation in the Semitic 

original are really due to changes which have taken place in the 

Greek itself. And finally, in comparing the two parent Semitic 

texts with each other, some account must be taken of their relative 

correctness, so far as any general estimate is possible. 

61See AJSL, p. 139, also above, p. 83. 
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In the following nn. I have not attempted to give all the di- 

vergences exhibited by the Ancient Versions; as a rule, I have 

recorded only variations which throw some light on the Heb. 

text.* The ancient versions of E are so free and inaccurate (cf. 

e.g. nn. on 8, 13. 14; 4, 1.11. 14; 5, 13; 6,1; 7, 3. 4) that it 

would be a waste of time to discuss all discrepancies. It does 

not help us very much for the understanding of the Heb. text if 

we are informed half a dozen times (4,7; 8,1. 7. 13; 9, 15. 18) 

that the K*thiv is OTs", but that the Q*ré prefers the con- 

tracted form pT; or that @Y adds after SW: pera Tods 

Adyous TovTous=SDNT OMIT ANN (as in 2, 1) but that it 
omits ws AlQvorias = Wid Wi, while it adds in 3,12: asd "Ivdu- 

Khs €ws THs AiOvorias, tais éxartov eixoor érta yopais; that it reads 

Tots pido Kal Tois Aowtrots COveow Kal Trois Tlepoav cai Myjdwv évdd- 

fos for DMANTET "79 OW Sn way ww 95D; that it renders 
snow MNS “Pp? MN: Kal rHv SdEav ris edppootvns Tov wAovTOU 

aitod, &. &e. 

W’s+ and J’st theory that & is more original than {fl seems to 

me untenable (cf. e. g. nn. on 6, 1; 7,4; 8, 8). The fact that 

the text of © does not read like a translation from the Heb. (cf. 

however reowy mreop, 6, 13)|| is easily explained by the popularity 

of E. As soon as a foreign book becomes popular, the transla- 

tions become more idiomatic and free.§ Ifa French play is to be 

a success in America or England, it is impossible to present a 

*Tt might be well to add that I completed the restoration of the Heb. text of E on Oct. 

16, 1905, and that I revised it twice, on Aug. 6, 1906, and July 11, 1907. The Critical Notes 

were begun on Jan. 24, 1906, and finished on the following day; they were rewritten from 

June 9 to July 13 and on Aug, 4 and 5, 1906. Finally I recast them again from June 4 to July 

12, 1907, 

tHugo Willrich, Judaica (Gottingen, 1900) p. 15; cf. also p. 27, 1. 20, Contrast 

Pur. 28, 15. 

tG. Jahn, Das Buch Ester (Leyden, 1901) p. vi. 

|| Cf. my remarks in Daniel 16, 23. 

§ Note the adaptations of the proper names in 3, discussed in nn, on 1, 10, 14 and 9,7. 
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literal translation. It is necessary to introduce additions as well 

as omissions. I see nothing in © that is incompatible with the 

view that © is based on fil or, to be more accurate, on a recension 

of the Heb. text from which {fl is derived (cf. e. g. nn. on 1, 10. 

14; 7,4; 9,9). W deems it not impossible that E was intended 

for Alexandria, and therefore written in Greek; afterwards, he 

thinks, it may have been translated into Heb. for the use of the 

Palestinian Jews. But E was written by a Persian Jew about 

130 8.c. The Alexandrian festal legend for the Feast of Purim 

is the so-called Third Book of the Maccabees, and the Book of 

Judith is a Palestinian Purim legend; see Haupt, Purim 

(Leipzig, 1906) p. 7, Il. 30-38. I cite this book as Pur. The 
first number after Pur. refers to the page; the second, to the 

line. Cant. denotes Haupt, The Book of Canticles (Chicago, 

1902) reprinted from AJSL 18, 193-245; 19, 1-32. In the 

same way Eccl. is used for Haupt, Ecclesiastes (Baltimore, 

1905) and Nah. for Haupt, The Book of Nahum (Baltimore, 
1907) reprinted from JBL 26, 1-53. 

The unabbreviated names of Biblical Books printed in Italics 

(e. g. Kings, Psalms, &c) denote the critical notes on the Heb. 

text in SBOT, 7. e. my edition of The Sacred Books of the Old 

Testament; the first number after the name of the Book refers to 

the page in SBOT, the second indicates the line. Thus Genesis 
50, 9 refers to p. 50, 1. 9 of the critical edition of the Book of 

Genesis in SBOT; but Gen. 50, 9 means chapter 50, verse 9 of 

the Book of Genesis. In the references to SBOT the (unabbre- 

viated) names of the Books are printed in Italics; in the refer- 

ences to the received text of the Heb. Bible the names of the 

books are abbreviated, but not italicized, and the numbers of the 

chapters are printed in heavy-faced figures (1, 2, 3, &). 

T use G for GY, 7. e. EcOnp 6 in L’s edition (= Ain Fritzsche’s 

edition) and 6" for Eo@np a (=B in Fritzsche’s edition). T 
denotes the first Targum in L’s edition; @’="Iw Di"M (the 

numbers after ©’ refer to the pages and lines of L’s edition). 
The apocryphal additions to E in @ are cited according to the 

ec. and vv. of the Vulgate (3) e. g. 11,2=6" 1,1. This cor- 

responds to the numeration in the Authorized Version (AV). 
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In addition to these symbols note the following abbreviations: 

AG’=Delitzsch, Assyr. Grammatik (Berlin, 1906)— AJP = Ameri- 
can Journal of Philology—AJSL= American Journal of Semitic 
Languages.— AoF = Winckler, Altorientalische Forschungen.— AOG 
=Winckler, Der alte Orient und die Geschichtsforschung (Berlin, 
1906)=MVAG 11, 1—ASKT=Haupt, Akkadische und sumerische 

Keilschrifttesxte (Leipzig, 1881)— AT = Altes Testament.— AV = Author- 
ized Version.— AV™= Authorized Version, margin.— B = Bertheau, Die 
Biicher Esra, Nechemia und Ester, second edition (Leipzig, 1887) by 
Victor Ryssel—BA= Beittrdge zur Assyriologie von Delitzsch und 
Haupt. BAL= Haupt, Beitrage zur assyrischen Lautlehre = Nach- 
richten von der Kgl. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, 

April 25, 1883— BDB=Francis Brown (assisted by S. R. Driver 
and C. A. Briggs) A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the OT (Boston, 
1906)—_BL=Haupt, Biblische Liebeslieder (Leipzig, 1907).—BT= 
L. Goldschmidt, Der babylonische Talmud——C=Paulus Cassel, 

Das Buch Esther (Berlin, 1878).*—c.=chapter; cc.= chapters.— Cant. 
=Haupt, The Book of Canticles (Chicago, 1902) reprinted from AJSL 
18, 193-245; 19, 1-32—_Ch=Cheyne.—CV (i. e. Congress- Vortrag) = 
Haupt, Die akkadische Sprache (Berlin, 1883) DB = Dictionary of 
the Bible— E = Esther.— EB = Encyclopedia Biblica, edited by 
Cheyne and Black.— Eccl_=Haupt, The Book of Ecclesiastes 
(Baltimore, 1905) reprinted from AJP, No. 102.—@= Greek Bible 
(LXX).— 64 = Alexandrinus.— 6" = Lucianic recension edited by L 
(Gottingen, 1883).— 6 = Sinaiticus— 6 = Vaticanus.— GB" = Gese- 
nius’ Hebr. Handwérterbuch, edited by Buhl, fourteenth edition 
(Leipzig, 1905)— GK” = Gesenius’ Hebr. Grammatik, edited by K 
(Leipzig, 1902)— English translation of GK® by Collins and Cowley 
(Oxford, 1898).— H = Haman.—_ HW = De litzsch, Assyr. Handwéorter- 
buch (Leipzig, 1896) IN = Ed. Meyer, Die Israeliten und ihre Nach- 
barstimme (Halle, 1906)—J=G. Jahn, Das Buch Ester (Leyden, 
1901).—3 (i. e. Jerome) = Vulgate—_JAOS = Journal of the American 
Oriental Society—JBL=Journal of Biblical Literature— JHUC= 
Johns Hopkins University Circulars (Baltimore).— K = Kautzsch 
(especially his Textbibel)—1 K, 2 K=The first (second) Book of the 
Kings.— KAT*= Eb. Schrader, Die Keilinschriften und das AT, 
third edition, edited by Zimmern und Winckler (Berlin, 1903).— 
KB=Eb. Schrader, Keilinschrifiliche Bibliothek _LL = Lagarde — 
1.= line; 1l.=lines— LB = Luther’s Bible— LOT =S. R. Driver’s 
Introduction to the Literature of the OT.—M = Mordecai—1 M, 2M = 

*It might be well to add that the references to C were inserted after I had completed 

the revision of my manuscript, in July, 1907. Some etymologies proposed by C are impos- 

sible, but several of his remarks are superior to the observations found in the leading com- 

mentaries. 
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The first (second) Book of the Maccabees.— ffl = Masoretic Text -MDOG 
= Mitteilungen der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft (Berlin).— MSS =- 
Manuscripts.— MVAG = Mitteilungen der vorderasiatischen Gesell- 
schaft (Berlin). N = Néldeke.— n.= note; nn.= notes.— Nah. = 
Haupt, The Book of Nahum (1907)=JBL 26, 1-53—NT=New 
Testament—O=Oort, Emendationes (see Proverbs 69, 4)—OLZ= 
Orientalistische Litteratur-Zeitung, edited by Peiser.— OT = Old 
Testament.— p.= page; pp. = pages.— Pur.= Haupt, Purim (Leipzig, 
1906) =BA 6, part 2—R=Ryssel (especially his edition of B and his 
critical nn. in the Beilagen to K’s Die Heilige Schrift des AT)—S= 

Siegfried, Hsra, Nehemia und Esther (Gottingen, 1901).—1 58,2 S= 
The first (second) Book of Samuel.—%= Syriac Version (Peshita).—%* 
= Ambrosianus.—_SBOT = Haupt, The Sacred Books of the OT—SD 
=Haupt, Uber einen Dialekt der sumerischen Sprache = Nachrichten 

von der Kgl. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Géttingen, Nov. 3, 
1880.—SFG = Haupt, Die sumerischen Familiengesetze (Leipzig, 1879). 
SG?=Noéldeke, Syrische Grammatik, second edition (Leipzig, 1898). 
€=Targum.— @="y pisnn.— TBAI= Cheyne, Traditions and 

Beliefs of Ancient Israel (London, 1907).—THCO (7, e. Transactions of 
the Hamburg Congress of Orientalists) = Verhandlungen des xiii. Inter- 
nationalen Orientalisten-Congresses zu Hamburg, 1902 (Leyden, 1904).— 
v.= verse; vv.=verses.— VG = Brockelmann, Grundriss der verglei- 

chenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen (Berlin, 1907)—W = 
Willrich, Judaica (Gottingen, 1900)— Wd= Wildeboer’s commen- 
tary on E in Die fiinf Megillot (1898)=part xvii of K. Marti’s Kurzer 
Hand-Commentar zum AT.—WdG=A Grammar of the Arabic Lan- 

guage, by W. Wright, third edition revised by M. J.de Goeje (Cam- 

bridge, 1896).— Wn = Winckler (especially his paper on E in AoF 8, 
1-64, Leipzig, 1901, whole number xvi).— ZA = Zeitschrift fiir Assyri- 
ologie.— ZAT = Zeitschrift fiir die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft.— 

ZDMG = Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft.— 
ZK = Zeitschrift fir Keilschriftforschung. 

A scholar who considers the Moabite stone to be metrical may 

discuss the poetic form of E;* but so far as I can see, it is written 

in prose, just as Ruth and Jonah are (apart from the Maccabean 

psalm inserted in c. 2; see AJSL 23, 256). 

For “nON=I[star, a feminine form of ASur, Benignus, so 

that E= Benigna (cf. Lat. Bona Dea) see my paper The Name 

{+ Cf. the remarks of Cornill and Ed. Meyer cited in AJSL 28, 221; also Budde, 

Geschichte der althebr. Litteratur (Leipzig, 1906) p. 33. 
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Istar in JAOS 28, 112-119; and for the Herodotean prototype of 
E and Sheherazade (Pavdup/y, Her. 8, 68) see Pur. 8, 21 (ef. 40, 
20). @ (241, 16) says of E: NTI DDD OWA ANON Taw “pre 
NTNONW Oy. 

SS 

(1) St TWIN is a corruption of W3"WMN (Ow) = Old Pers. 

Khéayaréa. It is not necessary to suppose that wTUnE (U¥) lit!) 

became wIhwnE (Kings 126, 47; 270, 22) and that ‘the 4 ad “| were 

afterwards ‘transposed, while the * was corrupted to 4. The name 
wry does not appear as wi. 

“For the transposition of the vowels cf. DETIIN (3, 12) for 

DETTONN = Old Pers. khsatrapavan, also 77 for 773 (see n.on 

709, 2,5) and won for wera; T2UT NS» Assyr. Araxsamna; 

see Pur. 23, 15;* cf. L, Purim, p. 52, below. - 
The first } of Win{wWMN is a corruption of ", the second 4 is due to 

dittography of the "; cf. the ig ine Sa \ in Dw. and “™7n, 
Ruth 2, 8; 3,14; also jana, Nah. 2, 1 (see Nah. 29, below) and 

arp =o (9, 19). The letters ‘ and ° as well as 4) and % are 

often confounded, dittographed and haplographed (Pur. 51, 22). For 
, and * cf. E 8,13; Ruth 2,1, and Kings 259, 29. $% toads correctly 
~tj;-aau}, just as we find in an Aramaic inscription: WAN WM, corre- 

sponding to the Babyl. Xi8i’arSu (-i, -a) or AxSiiarSu (# = .). 

For confusion of \ and " (4) cf. my remarks on O°3 WON BD OO 

instead of 125% DIO and TTR t for AN (Ex. 15, 2) in'ATSL 
20, 158, below (see also 23, 225, below). The suffix in 25" ONO is 

due to dittography of the initial = of the following 7a". In the 
gloss 2 K 16, 10 we find pwan for pwns; in Job 41, 21 (a variant 

to v. 20) Mminm stands for Mmm =Assyr. tartaxu, shaft, arrow (KB 
6, 328). In E 1, 16; 2, 21; 3, 12; 8, 10 we find w™{wmy; in 10, 1: 
wrwMmEy. The form pw1wne (Gey ptrcel) is more correct than WWM, 

although the first 4 is a corruption of °. In  wowmpy the omission of 

the » (for ") before " is due to haplography; similarly "4 has been 

omitted before 4 in 4pm (for Hn) E 7, 8, and G% (Sapudras, Lodots) 

* Cf. also Lobel = Assyr. abaibu (Nah. 31) and modern Arab. qaba-jfar for French 

abat-jour (VG 1, 121, below). 

+For T= "IN to praise cf. Eth. FAL: (AG2, § 146). 
fIN 23 Ed. Meyer still renders: Ross und Reiter; he also maintains the pre-Exilic 

date of Moses’ Song of Triumph. He agrees with me, however, in stating (p. 49, below) 

that there is some historical nucleus in the story of the catastrophe of the Egyptians; cf. 

my remarks in AJSL 20, 149. 153, 154, 158. 
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read M79 instead of MIT, Joel 1,17; BD must be derived from 

“15 = "TTD; see n. on 9, 26. 
In 27 out of the 29 cases in which the name W°"WMN occurs in E it 

is due to scribal expansion; cf. especially 1, 15. 16; it is original only in 

the opening clause ‘8 "73°2 "F7™ (1, 1) and in the phrase ‘x mba 
(3, 6;—9, 80 is a gloss). Wherever we find 797 pan or dw pan 

(GK, § 131, g) either the name or the title is due to scribal expansion. 
The proper Eng. phrase is King David, the proper Heb. expression is 
span 7. The king David is neither good Eng. nor good Heb. The 
proper names (David, Solomon, Rehoboam, Jehoram, Jehoash, Rezin, 
Josiah) must be omitted e. g.in 1 K 1, 32. 37; 5, 27; 8, 5; 9, 11; 12, 6. 

18; 2K 3,6; 14, 11; 16, 6.11.17; 22, 24; 23, 29,* while the omission of 
the title king is required e. g. in 1 K 1, 53; 2, 29; 10, 16. 21. 23; 2 K 16, 

11.16; 25, 8. Even in cases where pon is affixed to the proper name, 
the title may often be omitted; cf. e.g.2 K 9,15 and Stade’s nn. (in 
Kings) on the passages cited above. 

It is often stated that the name of God is never mentioned in E (cf. 
n. on 4, 14) while the King of Persia is referred to 187 times, and his 
kingdom 26} times; cf.e.g. W 27 and Hastings’ DB 1, 733, footnote. 
S (187, n. 1) remarks that the King is mentioned 190 times. I find that 
the name W7"WMN occurs 29 times, while he is simply referred to as 

the King 193 times. This would be 222 times, not 187. In several 
passages, however, the title pan does not refer to Xerxes in particu- 

lar, but means royal in general. 

G has for WA"WMN the name of his son "Apraéépéys (cf. Hzra 32, 5). 

This discrepancy is not striking if the name WA"DWMN is a later addition 
in all the passages except 1, 1 and 3, 6 (see above). 6 ’Acovipos is a 

later correction, just as G" Ovacrw for GY Aory. & reads, at the begin- 
ning of the parenthesis, —wpsaul> a-> on. According to AoF 3, 5 

wewnr is Cambyses, and the conspiracy in 2, 21 was aimed at 
Cyrus (cf. below, ad 2,21) but King wa"wrmy in E represents Alexan- 

der Balas (see Pur. 29, 8; 35, 42) i.e. the poor and wise youth alluded 
to in Eccl. 4, 18 (for poor=humble, of mean birth, of low origin, see 

AJSL 23, 226, n. 13). 
The parentheses are a characteristic feature of E (cf. Pur. 9,6). We 

find a great many explanatory parentheses in Herodotus; cf. e. g. 
Holder’s edition where the parentheses are enclosed in () while glosses 
are enclosed in []. As E was written about 8.c. 180, the Sadducean 
author may have read Herodotus’ work, just as the Sadducean author 
of Ecclesiastes may have been acquainted with the works of Epicurus 

*This must not be interpreted to mean that all proper names, or titles, that might be 

dispensed with should be canceled, even if they are omitted in some of the Ancient Versions. 

{ This is correct only if we include mobna in 1,19; 4,14; 5,1, where it refers to E. 
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and other Greek philosophers (Eccl. 6, n.7). I have indicated the 
parentheses by () e.g. vv. 13. 14; 2, 5, 12; 5, 7. Transpositions are 
indicated by {{ and [] e.g. v. 6, not by (). 

For 9355 we would expect At or AT (ef. "MON for “MON; 

myst for INT, &c) corresponding to Syr. ofta, Arab. O42 Hind. 

T has Rw, but S woods beopdo gor so. In J. 14 of the inscrip- 

tion of Darius at Naqs-i-Rustam the name appears as Indfi. The 
accent of 44;4 should be on the ultima, not on the penult (A507, Boi 

TI, not 17). B thought that the pointing 9355 might have been 

influenced by W734 wh, but these two words are not the only segho- 

late (see Proverbs 67, 19) forms "5; of. am, aM &e. Theoin Ih 

instead of 7 or e may be explained in the same way as in Nd = Assyr. 
Ni’, Thebes; see Nah. 30 and cf. my Assyr, H-vowel, p. 22. It is 

possible that the Heb. o was pronounced 4, just as the Assyr. u seems to 
have been sounded as tu; see Ezekiel 64, 43. 

(2) The prefixed BOM O52 is due to scribal expansion. 

According to AOG 21 4mi5d7a Nod by 7am maw>d means, not 
when the King sat on his royal throne, but when he acceded to the 

throne. The beginning of the following verse, however, shows that the 
great banquet was given, not at the accession of the King, but in the 
third year of his reign. W (16, above; cf. 21, below) referred © éOpovic6y 

(several MSS have éveOpovic6y) to the solemn enthronization of the King, 
which may have been celebrated three years after the accession of the 
King (cf. Jacob, ZAT 10, 281). The German Emperor William I. suc- 
ceeded his elder brother Frederick William IV. on Jan. 2, 1861, but his 
coronation was celebrated at Konigsberg on Oct. 18, 1861. © éOpovic6n 
(which is a free translation of sminda Nod >> mnw>) may refer to the 

enthronization (cf. év avrats traits #uépus) but this is not the original 
meaning of fl. Cf. also E 5, 1 and Herod. 7, 102; Plut. Themist. c. 13. 

Heb. "2 (3 24,42, © xn12) is a Babyl. loanword = birtu, 

citadel (HW 1852). fA FT Wan ‘yor denotes the Acropolis of Susa; 

so, correctly S. Cf. my remarks on the Acropolis of Nineveh (Nah. 44). 
The royal palace was situated in the Acropolis (C 13, below) not in the 
city. The city was separated from the Acropolis by the Choaspes; see 
n.on 4,17. %, incorrectly, év Soicos ty wdc. Contrast yw IT 

T1512} (at the end of c. 3) and “YF AIM (6,11). See also n. on 9, 6. 
(3) Before 5° we must insert “ww; so R (in K) and S. 
For ovan an=Assyr. parsimtti (HW 546) = DPT cf. AJP 

17, 490. 
(4) The statement (AoF 3, 31, n.1) that the original meaning of this 

passage was undoubtedly that the King gave a banquet after having 
displayed his power is untenable; "MN"72 cannot mean after having 
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shown. Neither GY kai pera tatra pera 7d Seifar adrois nor G" eis ro emt 

SaxGijvar (J ut ostenderet) are correct. The emendation DMR is 
gratuitous. 

The 180 days may be an exaggeration, just as the 10,000 talents 
(3, 9) or the 50 cubits (5, 14) or the 75,000 said to have been slain by the 
Jews (9, 16) but the author undoubtedly intended to convey the idea 
that the banquet lasted 180 days, ¢.e. half a year. 

fA Oras oD" is a corrective gloss (or variant; cf. Adap Nicav in 
& 3, 7 and Kings 218, 48; 291, 4; Nah. 40, 5; also n.on NNIIN4, v. 10, 

and n. on 8, 6) to the following Dy AND DDDwW; it is omitted in 

6", The glossator may have considered the 180 days an exaggeration; 
cf. second n. on 6, 8. 

(5) Kethiv meds, Qeré mindaai. The form is based on the 
analogy of the verbs 745, the X is silent; cf. TINO (Is. 9, 4) 7. e. 

td = "No = NO = Eth. %A3: 54n; see Isaiah 88, 39; Kings 274, 19; 

280, 48. 
Sl jOp 4 Sead means both high and low, not old and young; 

the latter phrase is expressed by PT 4 3 (3, 13). B interprets 

yop soy >ytad correctly in the present verse; but in v. 20 he takes 

it to mean old and young. 

Instead of rw it is better to point TAmMwa; cf. y 60, 5 and 

Kings 173, 8. The "= in this case indicates an accented short e; see 
below, n. on v. 22; contrast THCO 209. 

In ‘Jo WO"D Maa WMA (S bess, Lotus DY Zipo) EM 
pan is according to Wn a gloss to wna md; but this is impossible. 

GY ey airy olxov Tot Baciéws omits MDA; SG has Goov év rH airy rod 

BacirAéws. The feast was not given in the park: this would have ruined 
the park; it was given in the forecourt of the royal park. This fore- 
court (D in the groundplan of the Acropolis of Susa in Billerbeck’s 
Susa, p. 182) had a mosaic pavement. A mosaic pavement in the park 
(B) would be very strange. Nor is E’s banquet (c. 7) given in the Mp5 
Ss the King goes from E’s banquet to the park (7, 7) and returns 

from the park to the place of the banquet (7, 8). According to Ch (EB 
4500) wa. is a corruption of "3N2: if was an orchard of pistachio 

nut-trees that was meant! It might just as well be explained as a slight 
modification of Sxigmsn! But ms is a Babyl. loanword (KAT®, 649) 

derived from bitanu, palace. Cf. tarbagu Sa bitani in Behrens, 
Briefe kultischen Inhalts (Leipzig, 1906) p. 89, n. 3. The idea (AoF 
3, 2) that wa is an ideogram with phonetic complement (n + n"3 = 

appadan or maethana)* is impossible; see Pur.48,10. The punctu- 

*Of. N, Aufsdtze zur persischen Geschichte (Leipzig, 1887) p. 152 and my ASKT 165, 

below. 
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ation m3 is just as wrong as the vocalization of DBD (v. 6) and 

TIAN (8, 6). Cf. also yx? for ox? (4, 3). 

(6) fA “4m is an explanatory gloss to the following Pers. loanword 

ODD = kdpracos. A second explanatory gloss to OB"5 is Wi which 

must exchange places (cf. n. on 8, 11) with mbon). The transposition 

of ya and mdsn is probably due to 8, 15 where we find VaI78) "5.3 

cf. the remarks on mp ora (Nah. 3, 17) in Nah, 33. For VOI08 

noon ef. my remarks in THCO 220. Both terms are Babyl. loanwords 

(KAT?, 649, n. 2). The prefixed gloss “{m explains the color of the 

ob "5, while the affixed gloss ya describes the fine quality of the 

velarium (@° oxy) rerapévyn, cf. 3 et pendebant .... tentoria, T 

or yom » & We). Cf. carbasus Lucr. 6, 109. 

For CB 7D with 4 (as in xdpracos) we must point OB" = Pers. 

whys , Syr. jms;,s ; ef. conclusion of n. on v. 5, also Daniel 21, 19. 

Before OS" we must insert the preposition MMM; this was prob- 
ably displaced by the gloss "4m; cf. n. on NNSIN4 (instead of wan) in 

v. 10 and n. on 3, 11; also Nah. 25 (ad 1,11). There is a certain graphic 
similarity between “4M and mmm; not only 1 and ™ are confounded 
(see above, ad v. 1) but also 4 and nm: in >a (Ezr. 4, 13. 20; 7, 24) 

e.g. the feminine M of the Babyl. term biltu (from $a) has been cor- 

rupted to 1; the original form may have been mda; cf. Eth. rr: 

bénat (JAOS 13, lii, below; JBL 19, 77, below). On the other hand 
we find Fm for 9 in "IMM ="IMw; see Hzra 63, 2; cf. Oordvys (INOW) 
Sachau, Drei aram. Papyrusurkunden aus Elephantine (Berlin, 1907) 

pp. 26. 33; for {NOI =4{NOr ef. MANA =H704 Ha and Kings 118, 1. 
Contrast L, Pur. 52, below; also BuoOdvys (Arrian 3, 19, 4). 

It is impossible to regard vv. 6. 7, with B and Wb, as exclamations; 
nor can we, with AV, supply at the beginning of v. 6: where were (in 
K’s AT dort gab es; S da war). 

SH TIAN does not mean held, fastened (G" rerapevas émi cxowios, 5 

sustentata funibus, $ Yous —uthso) but bound, bordered, edged; 

Ger. eingefasst; so B and K; contrast Keil, Schultz, Wh, S (befestigt). 

fa %5945, does not mean rings (S hoy, 5 circuli) or xtBou (6) but 

poles; see my translation of Cant. 5,14 in AJSL 18, 199; cf. THCO 

234 and BL 10. 
Before M%7Q we must insert the preposition 3. It is not necessary 

to say MIMD" >y, as in 7, 8; cf. AJSL 22, 201, 1. 11. 
The terms MAND 3A wis WMD seem to denote four varieties of 

marble: ww (=wr 1 Chr. 29, 2) is white marble (cf. we= yA, 

byssus, i. e. white lawn; see the third paragraph of the nn. on the 
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present verse) = Assyr. 8a88u (7. e. S48u; ef. lassu = ladu = Quad 
laisa; see Proverbs 51, 9—M YOI, © cyapaydirys may be smarag- 
dine marble, i. e. probably verd-antique.— fA "7, © mwivwos (cf. Arab. 
© durr, pearls) may be lumachelle or shell-marble (Ger. Muschel- 

marmor) which the ancient Persians may have obtained from the neigh- 
borhood of Astrakhan; the Astrakhan lumachelle is dark brown with 

orange shells. Muschelkalk (shell-limestone) is called in Assyrian pilu 
or ptiilu=zépos; see AJSL 23, 259, below; Nah. 16, n. 15.—Heb. 

mamd may be identical with Assyr. sixru (HW 495°) which is probably 
another name for Subfi (HW 637°)= Saw (Ex. 28, 19; 39, 12) rendered 

in G3: dydrys; so it may mean onyx marble which the Romans called 
alabastrites. Onyx is but a variety of agate. Delitzsch’s conjecture 
(Proleg. 85) that Subi=‘au) denotes the diamond, is improbable — 

The meaning of ww is reasonably certain; the explanation of the three 

other terms is more or less conjectural. 

(7) fa pan > (cf. 2,18 and 1 K 10, 18) is correctly paraphrased 

in 3: ut magnificentia regia dignum erat; cf. Kings 186, 45. 
(8) For mqD see below, ad v. 18. 
SA TIN 7S (© ov NT m5) does not mean no one urged (3 nec erat 

qui nolentes cogeret ad bibendum, 3 EN) Dudso, AV none did compel) 

but no one restricted ; so, correctly, Schultz. Cf. the Ithpeel ONAN 

in the Talmudic passages Ned. 27°; Keth. 16°, cited in Jastrow’s 

dictionary; alsoin Dalman’s Wéorterbuch OINMY is explained to mean 

gehindert werden. The stem DOIN means to constrain; this may mean 

either to urge to action or to restrain from action. The stem CIN may 

be connected with Assyr. urasu, overseer (HW 186°). For the change 
of rand n cf. Rus, to lend = Assyr. rast; au = 08; of. WEIS) 

(2, 6)="Z"79125 and ZDMG 61, 195. But Heb. 37a does not cor- 

respond to Assyr. magaru; this verb (HW 392) means originally to 
Fall down, to submit (Ger. sich unterwerfen) = "370 w 89, 45. 

For the dag Xeyopevov Sy son of. by Dp in 9, 21. 27 and in the 

gloss 9, 31. 

The distributive repetition wow we (GK”, § 123, c) is very com- 
mon in H, just as the parentheses referred to above, in nn. on v. 1; the 

infinitive absolute instead of the finite verb, discussed below, in n. on 
mimi (2, 18) and the use of Aramaic words, mentioned below, ad 4, 4; 

4, 4; 9, 21. 23; cf. also the Aramaic forms and constructions discussed 
in nn. on 2, 9.18. For the phrase WN WN cf. TIT Tra, 1, 

22; 3, 12. 14; 4, 3; 8, 9. 13;— py Dy, 1, 22; 3,12; 8,9;—o™ OY, 
2, 1; 3, 4;—F4 wy), 2, 12;-—"y4 wy, 8, 9. 17.— rw ri; 

9, 21. 27;—ef. especially 9, 28: FTA AM|wa Maw wah ww bea 
TS WY TT. 
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According to the Talmud (Meg. 12°; BT 3, 579) every guest received 
the wine of his native district (cf. © 224, 23; contrast 237, 5) just as at 
certain modern entertainments the guests are sometimes asked to order 
their favorite brand and vintage of champagne ("Ty5R “a “ON 

na pa pw MN INN dow Wad). 
(9) §# “Mw may be identical with the name of the Elamite deity 

MaSti; see Pur. 10, 29. For 1=Assyr. m see n. on 79°O (8, 9). Cf. 

also the name “"JnwW4; seen. onv.6. W@? 238,12 Vashti says: I am the 

daughter of Evil-Merodach, grand-daughter of King Nebuchadnezzar 

of Babylon. According to Ch (EB 5247) "mp4 is a corruption of MADR, 

Assur being often used as a synonym for Jerahmeel! Cf. Ch’s expla- 
nations of "577979 (2, 5) and wy (5, 10). 

#8 P73 is haplography for M"2a (© NMADI Maa). Of. Panna, 
for 717] Maa, 4,13,and contrast MDD Maa, 5,1; qdan naa, 
9,4; Imran, 1, 22; see Kings 301, 45. 

HA Mwy is pluperfect, as in 2, 1; see Kings 247, 16; cf. below, 

ap, v. 14; 7, 2,5; MPA, 2,10; ym, 4, 1, &e. 

FA WPwmN qd “we is a scribal expansion; WIYYWMN is a 

tertiary addition; cf. above, ad v. 1. 

(10) The names of the seven chamberlains of the king are just as 
doubtful as the names of the seven councilors (v. 14) and the names of 
the ten sons of H (9,7). The name 242" is mentioned again in 7,9 

as TID1D7N, with final | instead of & (cf. Ruth 1, 20 &c). The name 

NNMAD seems to be miswritten for NINID (6, 2)= 33 (2, 21). Cf. 

the omission of the n in @ A pxecatos = S8 gpw7) and xjoW%4=972 

(v. 14). The name of the fellow-conspirator of NIMNI2 in 2, 21; 6, 2: 

7M was displaced (cf. ZDMG 61, 286, 1.18; Nah. 25, 1. 26; BL 62, n. 50) 

in the present passage by NM3DNi, which is merely a gloss (or variant; 
ef. last n. on v. 4) to NM39 with prefixed 4 explicative (cf. Pur. 15, 31) 

just as NO seems to be a variant of the preceding O79 (v.14). But 

the name wn is preserved in G3. 

6 gives the following seven names: Apay, Malav, @appa, Bwpaln, 
Zaborba, ABaroLa, @apaBa. The first name, Apav, is a corruption (or 
adaptation) of Sm yaa (© adds to y2120; v. 16: "9 yan ah 

NOW SINT a) — Malay = Balay=$ NMTA.—Oappa=Capea (cf. 
Odppos = Odpoos, and the proper names @apoéas &c) = fl Wm. In G the 
names (5M wa are omitted in 2,21; 6,2; but in the apocryphal 

addition prefixed to the Book (v. 11=3 12, 1) we find TaBa6a kai @appa. 
GS Bayabay xai @apas in 2,21 is a subsequent addition. TaaGa is a trans- 
position of Bayafa (J Bagatha)=fl NII; cf. S NMIAN (see below) 

=f NNII, and 3 NANT = AM RNAI, also J NNW EW => ANIM WE 
for NNODw"D (MM RXmWwr) in 9, 7. G1, 11 has for G TaBala xal 
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@appa the names Acraos (var, Acrayos) Kat @edevros, Josephus (Ant. 11, 
6, 4) Bayabwos xai Ocoderrns (= WIN, with J for =). The Vetus Latina 

has in 2,21: Bartageus et Thedestes. According to W 19 the original 
name was @edSoros. But even if @edevros and @codearns were corruptions 
of @cédoros, this name would be a Greek adaptation like ¢povpa for 
®OYPAI = ®OYPAT; see n. on 9, 23.— 6 ABarafa seems to be a corrup- 

tion of #1 NNIIN (ABarafa = NINDN = NOTIN = NRMAIN) just as HH 
NNAD appears in G as ZyBababa (7.e. NNNDT=NNNDI=NNNID) and 
in GY as Bupaly (= Bwyaln= Bwyaby; cf. Zwcapa = WF = WI, 5, 10).— 

& ZabodOa (for Zabopba)= fl “Nt .—G" @apafa (G OaBal) = Hl CD75 

(@apaBa = Bapefa= O72 = OD "A=o9D75; cf. 4 below). 

fl IDM does not appear in G’, but G4 has instead of G" @appa 

(for @apoa) = WAN the name OapeBwa which is a corruption of NIVWAAN. 

In 7, 9 @ has for #1 FAWN the name Bovyafay which seems to corre- 

spond to ff NmIjD (for NINA; see above). G" Ayabas (var. TaBovbas 

= 6" Bovyabay, cf. GY TaBaba=3 Bagatha, 12, 1,=f NMID; also 6 

*Axpabatos = ‘Afaxaios = a, 4,9, and TaBovla =TalovBa = TAN, 

Kings 176, 33) may have been influenced by the Greek names ’AyaGas, 
“Ayabos, &c. According to Jewish tradition Harbonah was a good man; 
he is blessed with M and E after the reading of the Megillah at the 
Feast of Purim. The transposition in $ NIWQM" may represent a simi- 

lar adaptation; NIIAM" suggested the verbs siete sand, to have pity 
ree e oo F 

and compassion; cf. Yeupsoo Lous, compassionate and merciful; 
et oo F 

Leuudc [1Saud, tender-hearted and benign. For 2=)=5 cf. AJSL 

23, 235, n. 46; also n.on 9,9. The name NI{2"5M suggested destruc- 

tion; cf. heen and Howdy = ee (SG? § 128, B). Cf. the remarks 

On povxaios and Bovydios in the nn. on v. 14. 

% reads wom, to the eunuchs, instead of fil yaa (for 

7=° cf. the remarks on WAY = WI WMN) adding after MM NAAN 

the name wan which corresponds to the third name in G’, @appa. The 

names in %, after the prefixed xvavad, are: NSD NM Rn 

wl ANT wan NXMIIN. Apart from the preservation of wan, which 

is omitted in ffl, and the interpretation of fil waa as xa, 

to the eunuchs, the names in % are practically identical with those in il. 
The differences consist in transpositions and other slight graphic varia- 
tions (3 for 5 &c). For NmiaiN % has NMIIIN. For the transpo- 

sition NAM=NAWIBAN cf. 6 “Apxecaios = HA Nw, v. 14; TaBala 

= Bayada = RNID; TaBovbas = Bovyabay = waa ; also G4 Avap for 

Apay (3, 1). 

3 Mauman, Bazatha, Harbona, Bagatha, Abgatha, Zethar, Char- 

chas follows fil; so, too, @. 
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The derivation of O""0 from Assyr. 8a resi (ZDMG 53, 116) seems 

to me impossible; for o= Assyr. W cf. "MON = Istar; see Kings 

270, 26. 
(12) Heb. yw, to refuse (cf. Syr. ws Lbs ji, it is not tedious to 

me, I do not mind, Eth. aP}}: manndna, to reject; Arab. X50 

muma’ana, deliberation) may be a secondary Piel derived from the 
interrogative pronoun ya; what? (ef. Assyr. mini, how? and mint, 

what?) i.e. a compound of the interrogative pronoun 39, who? what? 
and the interrogative particle }: nu (cf. n. on 7, 5). Heb. wean 

meant originally she said, What! Cf. AJSL 22, 259 and WdG 1, 
§ 67, d, also O75 (Num. 13, 30) from oF. 

$M "Mw is scribal expansion; cf. the remarks on ‘4 pan in 

nn.onv.1. G has Aorw 4 Bacidkwooa for "Mw =>; in v.11 6’ 

has simply r#v Baotdcoay for ss>e5 "ow MN. 

(13) #X “25 means here procedure; cf. v.17 and "25% “24 

(3, 4) also MVE "737 (9, 31) and HBT "37 (9, 32). 
In PT NT E NOT NM UN, 3 Lv twote1, 6 yduov Kal plow, 

5 leges ac jura majorum, AV law and judgment, LB Recht und Handel) 
the term rhe is not added as an explanation of m3 (S). The meanings 

of the two terms are entirely different: M7 denotes especially a personal 
or executive act, while ""—% denotes a legislative act; M7 is a royal 

decree (med "a7, v. 19; cf. mt 1, 8; 2, 12; 4, 16 and the last 

paragraph of nn. on 1, 14) or edict, and ""§% means consuetudinary law 

including the ecclesiastical (ceremonial, ritual) law; in Arabic the term 
gRe din is therefore used for religion. The term °M corresponds 

to the decisions of the Roman emperors, which were called decrees (Lat. 
decreta) and formed part of the imperial constitutions (Lat. constitu- 
tiones principum). Cf. v.19: “Wa. O8D "MI anD* mod 7DT NY. 
Heb. m7 is a Pers. loanword (cf. Hzra 63, 18) and means lit. what is 
given (Lat. datum). Heb. 77, on the other hand, is a Babyl. loanword 

.(KAT*, 650 below) which may ultimately be, not Semitic, but Sumerian 
(SD 527, 1). Babyl. dinu corresponds to Sumer. di=din, just as 
qant, reed is derived from Sum. gi=gin (CV 9). For the vanishing 
of final consonants in Sumerian see SFG 49; ASKT 136,1.7; CV 8; and 
for the preservation of silent final consonants in loanwords cf. Pur. 16, 

82 (also 4124 = 133). 
(14) For fat =p we must point apm, he caused to come 

near, i.e. he summoned (cf. Josh. 7,16; 1 S 10,20; Jer. 30, 21) or he 

had summoned (cf. the n. on mw, v. 9). S’s conjecture ap 

(1 K 5,7) is not good. ©” kat rpocqAGev aird (G mpooqAOov) does not 

presuppose a different consonantal text; the Hiphil A\PM may be 
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intransitive; cf. Ex. 14, 10 and Kings 174, 27; nor need we read the 

plural, a pr (see Kings 170, n. *)or asp. T ae ape: yap, & 

The names of the seven councilors are just as doubtful as the names 

of the seven chamberlains in v. 10; anw might be identical with the 

first part of the name *37}2 “Mw, but the initial w may be a corruption 

of 72; see Ezra 34, 5.— For ww cf. 1 Chr. 7, 10 where this name is 

followed by “w°TMN which has been combined with the cuneiform 

AxSeri given in the cuneiform account of the fourth campaign of Sar- 
danapalus (KB 2, 177, 1. 126) as the name of the King of Man (or Van; 

cf. n. on "Mw, v. 9) between Lake Van and Lake Urumiah; ¢f. 

Ninth Annual Report of the Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, 1884) 
p. 28. According to TBAI 166 "mw and wrw'sn are corruptions of 

“MwN, while "mw"my is a slightly modified form of "*TwN!— fA 
O77 may be a shorter form of the following name NiO" (cf. n. on 

“ais 25a, Nah. 35) just as NM32 (= WMI = NMI) is a shorter form 
of the following NNIDN (v. 10). The name ya" appears also in vv. 

16 and 21, 

For the seven names of fl (J Charsena, Sethar, Admatha, Tharsis, 

Mares, Marsana, Mamuchan) 6 has but three, viz. "Apxecatos, Yapoa- 

Oaios (G4 SapecGeos) and MaAyceap. In vv. 16. 21 @ has 6 Movyaios for 

(Ya'a; this may be a Greek adaptation, just as ¢povpai, vigils for 

pe (see nn. on 9, 23) and Bovydios, braggart for Twyaios = "ANA = 

“3AN (see n.on 3,1). For the article cf. the remarks on 6 Mapdoxatos = 

“o7797 (2, 5) and GK", §125, d. Movxaios, it may be supposed, was 

regarded as a dialectic by-form of poryixds, adulterous; ef. AXolian 

Moica = Moica, Moiwaios = Movoaios. This councilor may have been 

called 6 povyaios, because he advises the King to divorce the Queen; cf. 

Matt. 5, 32 and the remarks on NAMM for M NADA in un. on v. 10. 

6 has Povyaios for 6 povxaios; cf. nn. on Seta (2, 3) and "35Nm (3, 1).— 

G *Apxecatos corresponds to fl NiwaD; cf. the transposition of the 9 in 

S x 1277 = Al NoDAM and the omission of the ) in OWS =N90), 

NMID=NINID. The form of the name in © may have been influenced 

by Greek names like "Apxeoos, “Apxéoas &c; cf. the remarks on @* Ayaas 

(7, 9) in nn. on NIA, v. 10—The third name in 6, MadAnceap, evi- 

dently corresponds to ffl R309 (0772) with J for r, and r for n; cf. my 

remarks on Adpicoa = R68-ini (Heb. 707) in ZDMG 61, 284 and Nah. 

45, below.— Consequently the three names in © correspond to N5w"5, 

NIC2, and y>720 in SM. G omits WWM RADIN 7nw after 

NowsD, and O77 before NIOTN. G may have regarded NNN ANW 
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wW'wWAN as appositive to NIWAD (= WWM NDI Www ?)* and ov 
as undeleted corrigendum (cf. "243 255, Nah. 35) for NO". For 
various spellings of the same name ef. Kings 275, 29. In 6" four of the 
names of the ten sons of H have dropped out. It is possible, however, 
that the additional names of ffl in the present passage are due to scribal 
expansion. Cf. also @ (238, 24). 

 & reads Pw. LM wWwsAn OWA NIWA) ANWR) wm. 
Here the names  w"w"N and O72 are transposed, wW'wAN appearing 

after OVO" (= Hl On) instead of preceding it. Apart from the trans- 

positions and other slight graphic variations, the names in % are again 
(cf. v. 10) practically identical with those in f@. The corruption 
Nw. (for NIw.D) is obvious; 44 has "7wW"n. The prothetic of 

“Mw is not found in %; for Myag"N 3 has mMma5N; for Ova: OD. 

See also Marquard, Fundamente, pp. 68-73, cited EB 1402, n. 2. 
(15) The prep m0 at the end of v. 14 must be inserted after M75 

at the beginning of v. 15; maD (© NMS) belongs to the preceding 

clause (contrast n. on 2,6). We must read: non. WoO DI 

nip, who held the first rank in the kingdom according to a (royal) 
decree (patent). Cf. n. on a m7 (v. 13) and pan » ay 2 "5 

(3,2). The prefixed M15 before the question myw»d Fg would be 
very strange. There is no M45 before nywp> mm in 6, 6; nor do 63 

express it in the present passage. % |AaSsaN ad posses flo Ls oft] 

is merely a free rendering of s=>on mip =. Contrast Ed. 

Meyer, Geschichte des Alterthums, 3, 34. 
(16) K*thiv yaaa; Qrré 10; as in wv. 14. 21. 6” 6 povyatios, 

G" Bovydios, 3 ass, I Mamuchan. G* Mapovyatos is a subsequent 
correction for povyaios. 

(17) fl "24 means procedure, behavior, attitude; cf. v. 13. The 
following 55727 is not genitivus objectivus (GK, § 128, h; cf. n. on 4, 
11). G" 7a fypata tis Baciricons, kal as dvrdre Te Baordre is a doublet; 
cf. the rendering of O°¥" (3, 13) in @. For the explicative kai see 
Pur. 16, 15.4 3 sermo, © Nn>ddo NT DINE (cf. v. 19: T OSnD 

nmind mays = sat mid 72°). 
For fl dy read 5x; ef. 4, 5: “oTwa by EM (for dy) and 

contrast 7,7: "75x (for 59) also 9,10: OTT dN (for dy). See 
Nah. 20, ad v. 9. 

The suffix in O77N2 does not refer exclusively to the women; both 

men and women will say: The King commanded Queen Vashti to 

* Assyr. SapAtu (HW 68428) = MDW or axtot for axta (HW 2738,1, 2) do not prove 

interchange of P| and %; cf. u. on ODD. Nah. 35. In Sup = his, don = 

Ann, WoO=n9N; UNw=NnnNw, Vwp= nwp » DAR =MAxX, &e the H is due to 
partial assimilation; see AJSL 28, 248, below. 

{See also Moses Schorr, Altbabyl. Rechtsurkunden (Vienna, 1907) p. 171, below. 
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appear before him, and she did not come. But even if O77aN2 referred 

exclusively to the women, it would not be necessary to substitute 

VARA 5 see Kings 83, 35. 

(18) For 93) (© mod) we must read "734, whenever; cf. v. 22 

qme2 for 7159) and 3,4 (K*thiv D7ON3, Q*ré OWNS) also Nah. 

47 (45 for "T2) and 3 “pra for fl Now, v.14. The 4 prefixed to 

Dxp is the Waw apodosis (GK, § 148, d) cf. 1773, 3,4; TM, 4,11; 

TMI, 5,3.6; INI and WIN, 5,6; 7,2; 9,12; Row, 5,9; "OTD, 
6, 14; TENN, 9, 1; also the gloss in Eccl. 5, 6: nvaon s7a"5 

pba, in many a dream there are vanities. The phrase wr a 

ayp means: Whenever there is contempt (disrespect, disobedience, on 

the part of the women) there is wrath (on the part of the princes). Heb. 
"Ta, whenever (Job 39, 25) means lit. in the sufficiency, abundance, 

frequency; for "7 cf. Proverbs 61,6. The Versions did not understand 

the phrase: © TI PI TM MovwD NID Dw 7a, & ado 
IRyoie [4opamo, J unde regis justa est indignatio. B’s sie werden 

reden, und zwar nach Gentige Verachtung und Zorn is impossible. 
AV, Thus (shall there arise) too much contempt and wrath. Similarly 
Wd (following R in K) und nach Geniige Verachtung und Verdruss 
(wird es geben) and S und es wird dem entsprechend Geringschdtzung 
und Arger (geben) but in his nn. S states correctly that the yr will 

be on the part of the ladies, and the txpP on the part of their husbands. 

(19) For the phrases 242 pan Sy DN (cf. 3,9) and "797 30°75 

pan see Kings 187, 17. 
The omission of 455359 after "Mp is intentional; 6’, however, has 

§ Baciduooa instead of "Mw; % lads udeo. Contrast n.on sda 
instead of "MON in 4, 4. 

fA Fd (S a2zpouN) means simply to another woman; cf. bal 

1S 28,17 (475 is gloss) and Neh. 2, 1 (see Kings 74, 7). 
$l D0 TIM does not mean who is more beautiful than she 

(this would be AND NDI; cf. v. 11; 2,2.3.7) but who is better than 

she, who is superior to her. ©" yuvaixi xpefrrov abris, B dAdXy kpeirrove 
oven airs, J altera quae melior est illa, AV unto another that is better 

than she. The new queen is to be just as beautiful as Vashti, but of 
a sweeter disposition, not so ill-tempered. The idea of the author was 
no doubt that Vashti’s refusal to obey the King’s command was simply 
due to her bad humor (so, correctly, 8, ad v. 12) although N (EB 1403) 
says, It has been well remarked by A. H. Niemeyer that the most re- 
spectable character in the Book is Vashti who declines to exhibit her 
charms before the crowd of revelers. According to @? (224, 27; 237, 30) the 
King commanded the Queen to appear naked (~mDd°~a4Y) before his guests. 
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(20) The clause N° FA “D (omitted in 6"; S unlos, Spr) is 
concessive: although it is great, however great it be; cf. Proverbs 39, 
35; OLZ 10, 65, n. 3; Nah. 39 (ad Jer. 50,11). S renders correctly: so 
gross es ist; but the explanation given in his nn. is not satisfactory (cf. 
n. on 4, 7). 

According to B the phrase up 74 Sytaiad means here, not noble 
and mean (so, correctly, Schultz and S; ¢f. pwr and p’ayn, v.16) 

as in v.5, but old and young. © dé rrwxod ews tAovoiov, B dxs wrwydv 
éws zAovoiwv. 

(22) Heb. "BD (7. ¢. séfr; see Nah. 29, below) is an Assyr. loan- 

word and means originally message = Assyr. 8ipru; see Kings 198, 47. 
Assyr. Saparu, to send is a Saphel of "5; see Nah. 24, below; cf. n. 
on Spw (3, 9). 

The last clause of ¢. 1, Tay ym22 "2772", which is omitted in 6’, 

is a late gloss; in Meg. 12> (BT 3, 581) the phrase {n° “7w is dis- 
cussed, but there is no reference to Way ymw2> "2771. The meaning 

is: he is to talk plainly to her, as we say to talk plain English or United 
States, Ger. mit dem werde ich einmal Deutsch reden, French je vais 
lui parler francais or je vous le dis en bon frangais; cf. my remarks on 

wyel, JBL 19, 66. The modern Yiddish phrase is mimme léshen 

reden, to talk in the mother tongue (mémme=mamma, mother, and 

l6éshen= ww , tongue). An Alexandrian Jew in such a case talked to 

his wife, not in Hebrew, but in the language of his people, ¢. e. in plain 
Greek, just as a Jewish rabbi in Berlin would talk to his wife in such a 
case, not in Hebrew, but in German; cf. the last n.on 8, 9. But rq 
matpiw pwvy (2 Mace. 7, 8. 21. 27) does not mean in der Landessprache 
(so Kamphausen in K) but in the paternal (or ancestral) language, 
i.e. in Hebrew (or Aramaic). The language of the country would be 
H emtxwpios povy. Lat. patrius sermo is in Greek: 4 i8ta yA@rra. 

3 et hoc per cunctos populos divulgart (AV that it should be pub- 
lished according to the language of every people) is a guess. fil 

“ap y1w22 "2770" could not have this meaning, even if we pointed 

"2770 instead of "A779. The emendation ‘yay mw bp "27721 (pro- 

posed by Hitzig and accepted by Rawlinson, Reuss, Orelli, O, 
B, R, K; but not by Wd and 8) is impossible (cf. n. on 5,11). In the 

first place, we should expect be mw bs (cf. 3, 8; 5,12) and even if we 

read 35 pw 55 "ata, it could mean only and talk what is proper 

for him, implying a restriction; —3]0 jou means it is meet and right. 

To talk as he pleases would be "(295 727704 (cf. 1, 8; 9, 5) or MAND 

NWEI or AS VED. For pws read prwdas of. “1a for "5, v.18. 
B asd aS y| Sev follows fl. T interprets: dda “Tad 
pray Ddraas) N33 pwrds; © May pwd PI Down. 
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a 

(1) A "mw MN ADT, he remembered Vashti means he could not 

forget her; he thought of her with affection and was inclined to reinstate 

her. The insertion of the negative in & ov« ér éuvjoby is just as gratui- 

tous as in Eccl. 11,9 or in 3 [Mean ;am> aside flo at the end of c. 2; 
of. the remarks on YY 7awi ya" nd in Nah. 26. 

(3) SA Fy 55 my is correct; contrast S and GK”, § 117, d; ef. 

the three Pharisaic glosses in Eccl. 3, 15: FIM wpa” oss; 

7,7: soma ad-my TaN; 3, 11: pada qd OasT-MN DA; see 
Nah. 32. For mx cf. Proverbs 51,17. According to B. Luther (in 
IN 79. 119) “> na ns (Ex. 2, 1) means, not a daughter of Levi, a 
Levitess, but the daughter of Levi, so that Moses would be a grandson 

of Jacob. 
For N37 (in the scribal expansion derived from v. 8)* read "37; as 

in v. 8. 3 EHgeus, % Ae 5 6’ Ta, as though the initial | were the 

article, while 6" substitutes in the present gloss: Twyaios, and in the 
original passage (v. 8): Bovydios. For these two names in 6" see below, 
ad 3,1; cf. the remarks on Bovydios = povyaios = wv in nn. on 1, 14. 

(5) For the introductory clause cf. the beginning of the Book of Job. 
HA 5 is pluperfect; cf. n. on WMwy (1, 9). We must translate: Now 

there had been (for a long time) a Jewish man in the Acropolis of Susa. 
The name “579% is derived from the name of the chief god of 

Babylon, Marduk (Pur. 10, 26)=§8 772 instead of 772 (with 5; 

cf. yian0). Cf. the remarks on the transposition of vowels in nn. on 

WITWwnmN (1,1). The form “2772, given in Baer’s ffl, is better than 

the usual punctuation “277 (S ase) but the original pronunciation 

must have been “277% (si :07*) = 6 MapSoxaios, IJ Mardocheus ; see 

Ezra 58,41. T combines the name with N"D9 NWO, pure myrrh. G, 
as a rule, prefixes the article, 6 Map8oxaios; ef. 6 Movyatos = ve". (1,14) 

and 6 ‘Aypafaios = wan (4, 9) also 6 Apay in GY" (5,9) where G omits 

the article, and 6 Tvefi = "73 (see Kings 192, 23). The Herodotean pro- 
totype of M is Otanes; the Maccabean prototype is Jonathan (see 
Pur. 8, 22; 6, 36) but the name M is Babylonian. The author of E 
would not have given his Jewish hero and heroine (for H=Istar see 
above, p. 119) names connected with heathen deities, unless M (6 Mapéo- 
xaios) and E had been the familiar names of some favorite characters in 
the popular festal legends and dramatic plays (Pur. 38, 31) for the 

* Cf. the scribal expansions (derived from 8, 13) at the end of 8,11 and 8, 3 (derived 

from 9, 25) also the glosses at the end of 9, 2 and 3 (derived from the end of c. 8) and the 

two scribal expansions (derived from 9, 22 and 10) in 9,16. See further nn. on DY M74 

and SOM “7 (6, 2) and second n. on 6, 8. 
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(Babyl. and) Persian New Year’s festival (Pur. 11, 31). According to 
Ch (EB 3198) M derived his name, not from Marduk (so, too, C 50, be- 
low) but from Jerahmeel: Abihail is most probably a popular corruption 
of Jerahmeel, Kish =Cushi, and the true name of M may have been 
Carmeli; cf. the Jerahmeelitish explanations of the names Vashti (1, 9) 
and Shethar, Tarshish (1, 14) and contrast IN 400, 1. 

(6) Al “WN "3-72" wN refers to "D777; the Prop 510 should 

be after wp; contrast last n.on 1,14. The genealogy, 73 “N° 

wp 72 “yaw, is parenthetical. Jair (about 600 B.c.) is M’s father; 

Shimei (about 1000 8. co.) and Saul’s father, Kish (about 1050) are two 
of his famous ancestors; cf. the complete genealogies of M in © 7,6; © 

2,5. C52 deems it impossible that Kish in the present passage repre- 
sents the father of Saul. @ inserts between Shimei and Kish the name 
of Shimei’s father, Gera. Shimei is named, because he considered him- 
self at least as good as David; just as M, the descendant of the first 
king of Israel, considered himself at least as good as the barbarian H 
(see ad 3,4). M is introduced as a descendant of Saul, not as a son of 
David, because under the reign of the Maccabean princes descendants of 
David were not persone grate (see Pur. 23,31). For "= "N12, the 
Heb. form of the Jewish name Meier, Meyer, &c, see BA 1,170, below. 

For “NITSAAI we had better read “572529 = = 6 NaBovxodovocop = 

Babyl. Naba-kudurri- -ucgur. For the correct pronunciation of mis- 
pointed cuneiform names see Kings 270, 16. The best form is the 
K°thiv in Jer. 49, 28: "{“xEN77D522. The o of the final syllable seems 

to be preserved also in “{XITDIDI (Ezr. 2,1) unless the 4 is merely 

due to dittography of the 9; cf. the remarks on ;WA"VWMMN (1, 1) for 

WVU. The §& (which was assimilated to the preceding consonant; 

cf. "pon = = xitt=xit’, SFG 11, below; VG 127, 8) is found also in 

the spelling Set ; ; the ™ instead of 5 (cf. nn. on Dk; 1, 8, 

= Assyr. urasu) in "¥N"IDI22. The 7 instead of r is due to dissimi- 

lation (contrast Aram. 79m for yn). We have no right to restore 

throughout "ZN8°57D12) (with - and §) just as it would be pedantic 

to substitute in the text of an English author sycomore for sycamore, or 

Nazirite for Nazarite. The omission of the & and the substitution of 

5 for " no doubt represent the actual pronunciation. The 3 is certainly 
not due to graphic corruption, while the alleged preservation of the o in 
the final syllable ":z (Zzra 26, 51) may be due to dittography of the 9. 

(7) fl FO, Myrtle (cf. Muppivn, Muprds, &c) corresponds to the 
Babyl. xadasSatu, bride; for T= , and O=cuneiform w see 

Pur. 39, 20.* This name is not given in 6"; J Hdissa; % ww. The 

* According to TBAI 166, u. 3, FO IM is doubtless derived from AMW(IN]. Cf. Ch’s 

explanation of "MD" (1, 9). 
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stems of Assyr. xadaS8Satu (with ©) and Syr. |2ope (SPIT, SG?, 

§ 26, B, with .) are not identical; but Aram. NON, myrtle may be a 

contraction of xadaSSatu (see Pur. 39, 23) and [O77 may be con- 

nected also with Adaca (= mon, Nova) i.e. the name of the place 

where Nicanor, the prototype of H (Nah. 26,1; 30, 4) was defeated on 
the 13 of Adar, 161 3.c. (Pur. 9, 26). Alasa, the name of the place 

where Judas Maccabeeus was slain, may be an intentional alteration of 
Adasa; see Pur. 38, 39. 

HM i453 ma, the daughter of his uncle (the brother of his father) 
means, of course, his cousin (cf. the extract from Maqrizi in L, Purim, 

p. 13) not his niece. Wd (169, below) calls E M’s cousin, but in the 
introduction to c. 2 he refers to her as M’s niece; so, too, p. 18], 1. 10; 

on p. 186 (bis) he calls M E’s uncle. The same mistake is made by N 
(EB 1400-7) and S (149, 1. 8 from the bottom). Cf. also W 17.18; C 49, 
10; 57,17; 78,15. In C 53,8 EH’s father, Abihail, is said to be a cousin 

of M. B (400) has correctly cousin, not niece. 6” inserts between Ovya- 
Typ and ddeAdod rarpods avrov the name Apewada8; see nn. on v. 15. 

# “NM Mp” refers to the figure; FANN MID, to the face; ARN 
cannot be derived from ;4N., it is a secondary modification of “im, 

turn in the sense of form, shape; cf.n.on "pyam (Cant. 7,2) AJSL 
18, 217. The a in “XPM is on a par with the Pathah furtive. Cf. also 
Kings 167, 37. 

Instead of md est 5 FImp) GY (éraidevoey aitiyv éavTd) eis 

yuvaixa seems to have read aon). According to Rabbi Meir (Meg. 13+, 

quoted C 62, below; J 46, below) we should read nn) instead of nad; 

of. BT 3, 584 (mrad xd mad “pm bx wa "a Dw NIN). 
The word m°3, house is used in the Talmud for wife. The original 

form of M"2, house was ba’t, see AJSL 22, 258, below; for bat=bint, 

daughter see Pur. 50, 25. 3, correctly, Mardocheus sibi eam adoptavit 

in filiam; % |Z, ussite nom, T wad o> “oT FAO). 
(9) sl Spa (© ormigh; of. sep taudhha) does not mean he 

hastened (3 accelerare, 3 onze) but he took a special interest; cf. 

French s’empresser (S, betrieb eifrig). The cosmetic treatment could 
not be hastened; a period of twelve months was prescribed by a royal 
decree (v. 12) and E had to await her turn (v. 15). Nor did Hegai 
hasten to send E her meals; she was not starving. But he took a special 
interest in E and gave special orders concerning her cosmetic treatment 
and her meals; cosmetic treatment without proper diet does not help 
very much. Hegai also devoted special attention to the selection of E’s 
seven maids. His experienced eye saw that E was likely to become 
queen (contrast C 58, 12). 
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For the position after the object of the infinitive m5 mnd (which 

is more Aram. than Heb.) see K’s Aram. Gr. §§ 75. 84; GK", § 142, f, 

n. 2. Cf. Dan. 2, 46: md MD02> TaN Pr AM ;—2, 10: 
rmnm> dor gob nya“ Nnwar by win ee NDS —6, 24: 
NBA V2 Mpowm> wax Oey. The clause 4b mv md And, 
which appears in {fl after nya may. is more appropriate after 

mniva ; Se pan mand md nnd is probably a misplaced correc- 

tion of IS mmd 1°; ef. Pur. 47, 41. 
(10) #1 SPAM is pluperfect; cf.n.on FMmwy (1, 9). The objec- 

tion raised by several commentators, that the Persian officers could not 
fail to discover E’s Jewish extraction, is not valid. The officials in 
charge of a royal harem pay very little attention to the race and faith of 
an odalisque; any girl "NWO ND ANK ns is eligible* E was 
not asked any questions; but, at the advice of M, she did not talk of her 
Jewish extraction, because this might have spoiled her chances of becom- 
ing Queen. 3 quae nolutt indicare et populum et patriam suam is mis- 
leading. See also nn. on 8, 4. 

(11) AA “mM "25 means opposite (or in front of) the forecourt, % 

Jer 23) op, T RWI MID “A NNN Dap. M did not enter the 
forecourt of the harem; cf. 4, 2.6. Wd raises the question how it was 
possible that a man could talk to a girl from the royal harem, and how 

her Jewish extraction could be kept secret under those circumstances. 
Similarly N (EB 1401) says that M was able to communicate freely with 
his niece (contrast n.on 47°} M2, v.7) in the harem. S states: tiber 
die Schwierigkeit, wie M (S, throughout, Mordehai, as though it were 

“mq! cf. n.on 4,7) ohne Eunucht zu sein im Frauenvorhofe sich 

blicken lassen durfte und E dort sprechen konnte, geht der spdt-jiid. 

Erzéhler leicht hinweg. The narrator, it may be supposed, knew more 
about Oriental manners and customs than did S; the author did not 
overlook this difficulty, but S overlooked {it "955. M did not talk to E; 

in c. 4 E sends Hatach to M, and M sends his answers through this 
eunuch. If M walked in the place before the forecourt of the royal 
harem, he could easily get some news concerning the inmates of the 
harem from the eunuchs. By some diplomatic questions he could even 
obtain some special information concerning E without revealing the fact 
that she was his cousin and foster-daughter. He could simply ask, How 
is that beautiful girl in whom Hegai takes so great an interest? See 
also n. on 6, 10. 

*Of.e.g. F. Marion Crawford’s love story of Old Constantinople: Arethusa, a Prin- 

cess in Slavery, and n, 42 to my lecture on Ecclesiastes in the Oriental Studies (Boston, 1894). 

See also C 68, 3. 

+M may have been a eunuch just as Nehemiah; see Hzra 67, 10 and Pur, 52, 15, also BL 

118,1.9. Cf. the conclusion of n. on 4, 8. 
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(12) For the striking similarity of the first clause of this verse (cf. 
also v. 15) and the statement in Herod. 3, 79 see Pur. 9, 2. Cf. also 
n, on 4, 18. 

The “am Tow had an antiseptic effect, and purified the skin; the 

paws perfumed the body; the O-pyvan (i.e. lotions, rubbing, mas- 

sage, &c) made the skin white and soft, and improved the figure. 

(13) St maa means and then (@ xat rére, T ANI yor yw) 

anw va DP “=n yaw) not in this condition (% sac) although 

Wd thinks that it may have this meaning 5 pa (4, 16) on the other 

hand, means and in this condition, not a then. We find 22> and 

thus also in Eccl. 8,10; cf. AJSL 22, 255, below; contrast GK’, §119, ii; 
GB", 174>. 316°; BDB 486>, 3. When one of the new inmates of the 

harem was sent to the King, she could get anything she required for this 
purpose, e. g. dresses, jewelry, &c. These things were, of course, not pro- 

vided while she passed from the harem to the palace of the King (as S 
supposes) but before she left the harem; and when she came back from 
the King, she was probably obliged to return the jewelry &c to Shaashgaz 
or Hegai. 

(14) fl "JW cannot mean a second time (B). It does not stand for 
mow (cf. n. in Baer’s edition, p. 72, below). Nor need we, with S, 
emend: MyM (= & rov devrepov) or mw. SA "3, a second (not 

the second) is a gloss (omitted in $) just as Mw in v.19, and oa DA 
“wr in 7, 2, or TWN in 9, 29; cf. the maw in Josh. 5,2. The 

odalisques who had spent a night with the King were not transferred to 
another harem, as the glossator supposed; they returned to the same 
house, but they were henceforth under the care of another chamberlain 
(@’, however, has Tau ="37, not TiwyHwW). They were probably treated 

with special consideration, inasmuch as any one of them might become 
the mother of a royal prince. 

The name uve (3 Susagazus, $ paeas) should be pronounced 

Sa‘-8é-gaz, not Sha‘ashgaz; just as \Tay" represents ia‘-mé-da, 

not ia‘amdt. In the same way TIuyw, linsel should be pronounced 

Sa‘-té-n6z,* not Sa-‘at-nez (AJSL 22, 258). 

6’ has Ta: (not 7iwWIw) also in the present verse; G4 Te for Te, see 
Pur, 42,18; cf. daoya for dacra (9, 7). For Tae ="34 see nn. on v. 3. 
The gloss "31 presupposes the reading JIwWIW. 

(15) #€ mad 4b mpd “wx “SII TH Seay ma is a subse- 
quent addition (derived from v. 7 and from the gloss 9, 29) which severs 

* According to TBAI 566 TJQNW should obviously be M™YIY, a Shinarite woman. 

On the preceding page Ch states that we must substitute for Thou shalt not seethe a kid in 

his mother’s milk (Ex. 23,19) Thou shalt not clothe thyself with the garment of a Jerahmee- 
lite woman. Cf. Acts 26, 24. 
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the connection between “NON 3M Yaa and -pan Se end. Ie 
the author had intended to give the name of E’s father, he would have 

mentioned it inv. 7. @” calls E again (ef. nn. on 7) Ovydrnp Apevasa 
aSekpod matpos Mapdoxaiov. G& ApewadaB = a77°"y; of. Cant. 6, 12 

where 6Y has ero pe dppara ApewadaB for "a mia57 “now , 

For “mw we must read “Maw, ye have placed me; Sheree oh 

means kinsmen of a noble man; see AJSL 18, 214; BL 26, {. Both 

Smear and Apewoda8 = 3°93" are fictitious names emphasizing 

the fact that E’s father was a distinguished man, an pol up! 3 of. 

the names yore and yop in the Book of Ruth. 

The fact that E did not ask for anything, but took only what Hegai 
suggested, does not show her wisdom and her modesty (B) but her 
superior beauty. S thinks this incident illustrates E’s modesty; he adds, 
however, zugleich machte ihre Schonheit allen weiteren Schmuck viber- 

jlissig (similarly Wd). 

Sel pan oD ~seems to be scribal expansion, derived from v. 14. 

For MNwW) see Kings 119, 24; cf. VG 49, B. 

(16) For mau (Babyl. Tebétu, stem yay)* see my Assyr. E-vowel 

(Baltimore, 1887) p. 11; cf. ZDMG 61, 284, below. For the tenth month, 
Tebeth, GY has the twelfth month, Adar. In G§ dwiexdrw has subse- 
quently been corrected to Sexdrw, and Adap to TnBy6. % substitutes ele 

vp4| for Mao (2 is = January, | le = December) just as uses 

gts for 770 (8, 9). 
For @ inisdad yaw miwn & has nZesdse\ 453} Mas. 
(18) For the scribal expansion “MTN MMW MN & reads paso 

odo) Ledsdo. 

HM AMIN, G ddeows (G" ddeoas) means neither rest (% bast, 3 
requies) nor a day of rest, holiday (B, 8S) nor exemption from military 
service (cf. nnbdwn, discharge from the ranks, furlough, Eccl. 8, 8, and 

Her. 3, 67) nor remission of taxes (@ NIMS piaw; so W 16, below; cf. 

24 and C 73, 6) but release of prisoners (Matt. 27,15). Demetrius I 
(162-150 8.c.) promised to release all Jewish captives in his kingdom 
(1 M 10, 33). If @ ddeoirs meant remission of taxes, it would be an 
Alexandrian adaptation, just as © eOpovic6n (1,2). Remission of taxes at 
festive occasions was customary under the reign of the Ptolemies, but 
not in the Persian empire or in the Seleucidan kingdom. The promises 
of Demetrius I (1 M 10, 25-45) were extravagant, and Jonathan and his 
people gave no credit unto them. "Aveows (pdpwv) would be more appro- 
priate than ddecis. Oriental kings are, as a rule, loath to relinquish any 

* Cf, febétu, signet = Heb. PYM; seee.g. Moses Schorr, Altbabyl. Rechtsurkun- 

den (Vienna, 1907) p. 117. 
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taxes; nor would an Oriental monarch ever give 10,000 talents to his 
grand vizier (see ad 3,11). Release of prisoners, even a general pardon, 
or amnesty, is less costly.* Sil mm is inf. abs. instead of the finite 

verb (GK, §113, z) as in 2, 3; 6, 9: yinns 3, 13: miduig; 8, 8: 

Dinnn ; 3 9,1: 7D i; 9, 16: SF Mn To; 9, 18: min and 

mors ef. Nah. 25, below; 27, below, and contrast n. on JEx4 (9, 6). 

The infinitives minan, mbar (4, 14) and pwpa (5, 3; 7, 3) are 
Aramaic rather than Hebrew. Cf. however Arab. 8ot)) irada, xl} 
iqama, &c. 

Instead of the singular nx (Wd, S: Getreidespende; cf. Jer. 

40, 5) we must point MNwi, portions (cf. THD, 9, 19. 22) 7.e. dishes 

from the royal table or messes (see Pur. 47,11). The nouns nyw, 

Miwa, Nw have often been mispointed in ffl; see Nah. 42. Jac 

dona largitus est juxta magnificentiam principalem; % \Donato 2as0. 

B says, MNW means according to Am. 5, 11; Jer. 40, 5 gift of grain 

or food. The rendering gift of food (4 trav ofrwv Gepareia, Xen. Cyrop. 
8, 2,7; cf. ibid. 3 and Anab. 1, 9, 25) is correct, but not gift of grain 

(ovrodocia). In Jer. 40,5 myiw is preceded by the gloss FMN, por- 
tion, ration. ace = 

A glossator who misunderstood mw to mean tribute (cf. 2 Chr. 

24, 6. 9)+ added the gloss which we find in ffl at the beginning of c. 10, 
where it is connected neither with what precedes nor with what follows, 
just as we find at the end of the Book of Canticles two disconnected mis- 
placed glosses, viz. 12, 13 (belonging to 2,14) and 12, 14 (which belongs 
to 2,17). See remarks on misplaced incorrect glosses in ZDMG 61, 297, 
1. 20; Nah. 48 (vv. 11. 6) and 41; also 30 (v. 4) and 25 (v.11). Cf. nn. 
on 3,7; 9, 16. 

According to AoF 3, 26 the King levied the tax after he had repealed 
the decree to exterminate the Jews, because he wanted the money which 
H had promised to pay for the privilege of exterminating the Jews. 

AoF 3, 27 the statement T> MNwa jO Mw mem ANT 
S>] is said to be meaningless; it is suggested that we should read 

instead of mt) the singular 3-1), referring to the capital, 7. e. 

Seleucia; Mw (or Nw) is supposed to be merely a variant of O19, 
meaning impost; v.18 is taken to be the introduction to 10, 1, which 
should therefore be transferred to c. 10, the elevation of E to the queen- 
ship being the final climax.— This is all gratuitous. 

*Even in 1 M 10, 34; 18, 34 a¢eors does not mean remission of taxes (atéAea). Cf.13,39: 
adieuev S€ uly ayvojpaTa Kai Ta GuapTHMata Ews THS THmEpov nucpas and 10, 33 where adinue is 

used of the release of prisoners; cf. however vv. 29-31. 

+The terms mse, mid, M4 =Assyr. mandattu (for mandantu, from 

nadanu, to give= ria} , SFG 43, 2) are euphemisms; cf. AJSL 28, 231, u. 27; Pur. 47, 31. 
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(19) VV. 19 f. is not an érdvodos or retrogressio, as Grotius says, but 
a gloss added by some one who deemed it necessary to explain the 

clause 757077 “YW Iw “DTN. SY omits mw MDAna yapma\, 
also the final clause of the preceding verse, pon 7) mw im"; 

for pan “ywa rawr "DTW G has 6 8 Mapdoxaios ebepdsrevey ev TH 

aivAy, Which means, according to W 18, below, he had a high position at 
the royal court (cf. 11, 8; 12,5) but Ocpamrevev may mean also to pay a 
visit (cf. Oeparevew tas Ovpas twds) &c. It is not necessary to suppose 
that M had an official position at the royal court (cf. C 75, 8; contrast 
135, below). He may have been a ~snbw or tpareLirns, 1. e. he may 

have had a money-changer’s table at the ‘King’s Gate, i. e. apparently 
(according to 4, 2.6) the gateway* leading from the City to the Acro- 
polis; cf. last n. one. 3. The King’s Gate of Susa, it may be supposed, 
corresponded in some respects to the Propylea of Athens. But accord- 
ing to @ (259, 27) the gate was between the royal palace and the harem 

(N35 MA WL NWI ea PSyT NIN). The translation of 
aA WVwA BWI TTT “ST Ab 7D Mw (6, 10) in 6 Kai oLn- 
cov MapSoxaiw TG “lovdaiw 7G xabyuevw ev ro mvAGv is more correct than 
the rendering in &" otrws zotnoov 7H M. 7G'1. TH Oeparrevovre ev TH addy. 

fA m-yw is a tertiary gloss; cf. un. on "31, v. 14, and 3, 7. 

(20) This verse contains two tertiary glosses to "MON “WONT 

“2770 Dw. ay) at the end of v. 22 (ef. n. on 3, 7). 

(21) # Fon “WD (G" of dpxrcwparodiraxes, J janitores, S 
1852 up) seems to be misplaced; it should be inserted in v. 22 (see 

below). According to 1,10 (where wm has been displaced by the gloss 
NNN) Bigthan and Teresh were not om "=", but belonged to 

the 7a "2B MR ONIWwAN rove myaw. There is a differ- 
ence between chamberlains and members of the body-guard. 

Heb. 50 is a loanword = Babyl. sippu; for 50 instead of sipp 

cf. the remarks on 2, daughter = bint in nn. on v. 7. 

According to AoF 3, 5 the discovery of the conspiracy is out of 
place in this connection; it should have been given in the beginning, as 
in 6. This theory, however, is gratuitous. Cf. the last but one para- 
graph of nn. on WWM (1, 1). 

(22) # ~>T2 wa qd ANON WRN) Ada MOND Ta 
cannot be the original reading, although the Ancient Versions have 
practically the same text: ©” kai édyAwy Mapdoxaiw 6 Adyos, Kal éonpwavey 
EoOnp, cat airy évepdvoew th Bacire ra THs émBovdAjs. If we substitute 

for #4 “D772 Hwa 7525 ANON WRN 72527 MONS the name 
yar , everything becomes perfectly natural and consistent; see Pur. 

* Cf. the cut on p 178 of the translation of Ezekiel in SBOT. 
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37, 20. We may add to yao the statement "3577 NAAT se from 

3, 1 (see below) and om) "77 (see Pur. 38,5). How the received 

text originated I cannot tell. We have a similar confusion of names* in 

7,9 where 6 have Bovyafav (= jn 5 G Bovlabav = ynra) instead of 

sam, and we find a similar transposition in 1 K 10, 1 where the 
clause FP ow belongs to v. 25 of c. 9; see Kings 114, 36; cf. also 

the remarks on misplaced glosses in Nah. cited above, in nn. on v. 18 
and the remarks on transpositions, Nah. 37. 

(23) S# som) means they were impaled (see Pur. 6, 22) or crucified 

(B) not they were hanged (Reuss, Wd,S). Cf. Herod. 3, 159; also Josh. 

8, 29; 10, 26. The King says in 7,9: ">> abn, i. e. impale him 

upon it. Nor does Spit mean to hang (see Numbers 59, 51). © 

Nop OD PITMAN Wa Sor, S bate] Sa eassz asoyjfe. It is 
true that 2597] means, as a rule, to be crucified + (especially in the NT; 

teu} =[o4)) but Assyr. zuqqupu means to impale; cf. KAT?, 378. 

616. Gibbeting of the offender, or part of the offender, after death is in 

Assyrian ina gasisi alalu, to tie to a stake (AJSL 1, 230; HW 70». 
207°. 2612, below). Greek cravpés means not only cross, but denotes also 
the upright stake to which the delinquent was bound, when no tree was 
at hand, or on which he was impaled (see Pur. 6, 23). 

In the clause pan ~p> Ovo “nT DOD and" & inserts the 

negative: [aXto sopo |dscas |pamo code fle; cf.n.onv.1. The nega- 

tive is, of course, impossible (cf. 6, 2) but % Jo shows that the translator 

realized the difficulties in the received text. 

Het pan "pd does not mean in the presence of the King, but to 

be presented (or submitted) to the King; at the disposal of the King 

(cf. Gen. 24, 51) or for the King, so that they might be "255 D°N7p) 
yan (6, 1). The King had given orders to record all important events 

so that he might have an accurate account of all that had happened 
whenever he called for it. If extracts from newspapers are collected 
pan 9955, the King does not superintend the clipping; nor does he 

read all the clippings. Similarly we find in the gloss 3,7: 5.94 

yan syps..... "5, i.e. the lot was cast for H; he had given orders 

that the lot be cast so that he might learn the result, but it is not 
necessary to suppose that H was present while the lot was cast; contrast 
Pur. 15,5. Cf. also BL 117, below, and Mal. 3, 16; Is. 65, 6. 

* Cf. also the confusion of names discussed in AJSL 23, 227, 1.6 and the confusion be- 

tween H and M (see Pur. 3, 26) in S, referred to in n.on 7,8. See also Daniel 29,15; ZDMG 

61, 294, 1.12; and Weissbach’s article Euphrates in Pauly-Wissowa’s encyclops- 

dia, § 4 (according to Hesychius the Jews called the Euphrates EddexeA), 

+Cf. also L, Purim, p. 9, below (uo). 
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We must add at the end of c. 2 the statement "> yt yd am 

yar TAM "D777; see Pur. 37, 20-43. It is not necessary to say 

“at AS TAM (cf. 3, 4; 4,4; GK”, § 117, f). Nor need we substitute 

“WPT MX Nw (2 K 17, 4). 

a 

(1) For the omission of “3587 NAT 2 after yan in the present 

passage see ad 2,22. G’ has simply Ayay for "J3NT NNT y3 yon 

omy wy in v. 10; so, too, 6. H represents the name of the prin- 
cipal deity of the Elamites (contrast n. on "39570, 2, 5) Humba, 
Humman, Amman, &c (see Pur. 10, 24). The double m of this 
ancient Elamite (or Susian) name is preserved in certain MSS of 6 
(Appar). Also the name of H’s father (NNTAM, © ’Apddab0s, I Ama- 

dathus) is not Persian, but connected with the name of the chief deity 
of the Elamites. The iuitial | of RMN is certainly not the article 

(LB Medatha) cf. GY Ta for "39 (see ad 2,3). The u-vowel of Hum- 
man appears in Strabo’s ’Quavés xal "Avddaros (Pur. 26,10). Rawlin- 
son combined H with ’OQudvys. &* Apav in Tob. 14, 10 is a subsequent 
corruption or adaptation (Pur. 51, 5). GY” has there Adap, 6° Nada. 
Nadab is given also in the Vetus Latina, while the Syriac Version has 
‘Akab; cf. EB 5112 and the various readings in Tob. 11, 18. 

H is neither Persian nor Hebrew (Pur. 12,16). In the apocryphal 
letter of the King (16, 10) Apav ’Apadd0ov Maxnduv (G" 6 Bovydios) is called 

dAXNTpLos Tov TGV Tlepodv aipatos (G' dpovyyaros) and in M’s prayer (13, 

12) H is called izepydavos (cf. AJSL 23, 235, 1. 6) but in the correspond- 
ing verse of G (5, 15 in L’s edition) dwepirpynros. He may have been an 
officer of the (colored) Susian body-guard of the Persian kings (Pur. 
38, 5). 

#8 “3ONTT (S LEQ, 5 de stinpe or de progenie Agag, © 338 M972; 
cf. below) is a subsequent adaptation of the original "3N39, the Gagean 

or northern barbarian; see Ezekiel 99,32. Cf. the remarks on 6 Mov- 

xaios = y120 (1,14). In Num. 24, 7 (a Messianic passage added during 

the Greek period) all the Greek Versions have Twy=5N3 instead of 
538. In 6” the correct rendering of "3N5, T'wyatos, which we find in 

some MSS (Pur. 42, 14) of G has been replaced by Povydios, which is 
not a gentilicium (Bovyaios) but the Homeric term of reproach Bovydios 
braggart, lit. boasting like a bull; see Pur. 13. H’s contemporary pro- 
totype (Pur. 12, 3. 9) Nicanor (see Nah. 26) was a braggart; cf.1 M 7, 
34. 47 and the Talmudic passage Taanith 18> (Pur. 5, 27) also the remark 
On trepypavos in the preceding paragraph of the present n. In 5, 12 @* 
has instead of @ xat eirey Apav, Od KéxAnkevy 4 Bacidtooa KTA:— Kal éxav- 
Xa70 réywv ds oddéva KeKAnxey y Baciduooa KTH. 
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Nicanor is a common Macedonian name. In 9, 24; 16, 10 &” substi- 
tutes 6 Maxedév for “ASNT = "ANIM. Ml "SANT means the Agagite, 

i. e. the descendant of Agag, the king of the Amalekites (@ "2 yan 

poay “2 338 mya “1 NNT) who was spared by Saul, but 
hewn in pieces before Juva at Gilgal by Samuel (1 S 15, 33) whereas M 
is introduced as a descendant of the first king of Israel (see ad 2, 6). 
Josephus, therefore, calls H an Amalekite; cf. L, Purim 50 and IN 389. 

The reading "558 instead of "385 must have been established in the 

first cent. B. c. 

For Twyatos = "3N5 and Twy = 543 (for 383) Ez. 38,2 cf. 210 = a0 

(for taiab) good; mix = als, (= aiat) sign; “aint = Assyr. ati, iati, 

Aram. "M (see Proverbs 51, 7) me; post-Biblical 44) = IN) = TND, 

Assyr. nadu (AJSL 20, 170) skin-bottle; “S7="N5, Adpa; win 
(Deut. 32, 32)= WN" =14s8, poison; Did =oD (Arab. yw) cup; Nd 

=D, not; MNT=MNT, Eth. ub: zatt; DIN, balances; “OKT 
= =*oNn2 , fetter; by'= S410 = SNtg = Assyr. malu=ma’alu (stem 

Jf; ; see Pur. 17, 1) front; NE = 48, Aram. ww, flocks; wx 3 = 

ras, ra’8, head; VINO, tL. vio for WN, ND; Nw, Eth. YA: 

S8an, Assyr. Sénu, shoe; see ad 1, 5. 

For Wn’s untenable combination of “33N (="3N3) with Assyr. 

agagu and Arab. c= hajjaj, tyrant see Pur. 42, 21. 

From the Greek point of view the Macedonians were northern bar- 
barians, and the Jews regarded the Samaritans as northern barbarians. 
This explains why H is called both a Macedonian and a Gagean; it 
also throws some light on the epithet of John Hyrcanus (cf. W 36, below). 
This Maccabean prince conquered the Samaritans and destroyed the 
temple on Mt. Gerizim in 128 8.c. Hyreanus may mean Conqueror of 
the Hyrcanians, i. e. Samaritans; ef. Scipio Africanus, &c.* The 
Samaritans, it may be supposed, were called Hyrcanians owing to the 
admixture of foreign colonists from the North (ef. yw in y 120, 5).t 

In the Talmud the Samaritans are called Cutheans (O°M"D) 7. e. inhabi- 

tants of Cutha, NE of Babylon. H corresponds, in some respects, to 
Sanballat, Tobiah, and Geshem; see Pur. 52, 16. 

(2) For the meaning of yD cf. JAOS 22, 73. 

*The founder of the dynasty of Reuss, Henry I, was called Ruzze, Reusse, or Ruthene 

owing to his exploits against the Poles or Western Russians about 1247; cf. Resch, Uber 

den Ursprung des dynastlischen Namens Reuss (Gera, 1874). The Gymnasium illustre at 

Gera is known as Rutheneum. Cf. the title of the Czar: Selbstherrscher aller Reussen, 

French autocrate de toutes les Russies (i. v. Great Russia, Little Russia, White Russia, &c). 

+Similarly the Greeks used Hyperboreans as a general name for the inhabitants of 

northern countries, and the Hungarians are often called Huns; contrast THCO 162, 
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fH 45 means concerning him; TS "by. H received this high 
rank MID; see ad 1, 15. 

(4) The Kethiv pyaxa © pnms>73) is better than the Q°ré 
DVRS - The Q*ré would mean as soon as they said (cf. we 2, 1; 

MNv>, 5, 2.9) but OA2ND means in (spite of) their saying; cf. O85 

MNT, &. For 2=5 cf. n.on “794, 1, 16. 

SA -TTT SIT VORN pot Ar] "> is an erroneous explanatory gloss 

to "3797 "927 which does not mean the words of Mordecai (as in 4, 9) 
but the attitude of Mordecai; cf. n. on sSoan 724, 1,17. For 

incorrect glosses cf. Nah. 41, 1. 3; 48,1.7; ZDMG 61, 297, n. 115. A 
“2772 "727 Ways is equivalent to whether M would persist in his 

attitude (J utrum perseveraret in sententia; LB ob solches Thun Mar- 
dachais bestehen wiirde). M’s Jewish extraction was probably unmis- 
takable so that it was unnecessary for him to tell any one that he was a 
Jew. He was known as pan “~wwa apr oT oD TI (of. 6, 

10 and n. on 2, 19).* EE, on the other hand, may have been an Oriental 
beauty without any pronounced Jewish features so that she was able to 
conceal her extraction (cf. n. on 2, 10). The fact that M was a Jew 
would be no satisfactory explanation for his refusal to prostrate himself 
before H. The ancient Israelites did not object to the rpooxivyors; cf. 
e.g. 28 14, 4; 18, 28; 1 K 1,16. The reason for M’s refusal to bow 

before H was different (see Pur. 37, 40; cf. n.on 7,6). Similarly M’s 
ancestor, Shimei, of the family of Saul, refused to bow before David, and 
threw stones at him, although the King was surrounded by his body- 
guard; and the King did not punish him, just as H disdains to punish 
M, fearing, perhaps, that M’s services in connection with the discovery 
of the conspiracy against the King would become known, if he tried to 
punish M (see Pur. 12, 40). If H succeeded in obtaining permission for 
a general massacre of all the Jews (cf. AJSL 23, 225, n. 4) the killing of 
M would attract no attention (cf. also C 93, 21). Certain Russian officials 
would adopt the same course in the 20 century; see Pur. 35, 9; 43, 18. 
27. 32. 46; 44, 1. 

(6) The clauses "57772 DY MN iD THT "D, after 2d, and 
“57770 OY, at the end of this verse, are glosses to OD“ S59 ox; 

cf. second n. on v. 4. Both glosses are omitted in 6” which reads for v. 
6 of fl simply: Kai éBovrevoaro ddavica: rdvtas Tovs bd THY “Apraséptov 

Baoweiay “lovdaious = MIDI WR OTT bo ns Tawnd wpa 
warwnme. It is certainly unnecessary to read "59°72 =] instead of 

‘| OD. 
*A4 Schnorrer is said to have introduced himsclf to a distinguished Jewish banker of 

Berlin, stating, Mein Name ist Hirsch, whereupon the banker replied, Das seh’ ich. See the 

cut representing Jewish captives in Assyria on p. 206 of Wellhausen’s translation of 

the Psalms in the Polychrome Bible. 
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(7) V. 7 is a misplaced * later addition (to wand sw mwibwa 
“38 (IN QW Twy ow in v. 18) introducing a subsequent popular 
etymology of O™"5, which is just as fanciful as the Biblical explana- 

tions of 595, 75, MCB, WN, &c or the interpretation of NID NI 

Worwh Spm in Dan. 5, 26-28; see Pur. 2, 37; 15,21; 18,17; SFG 26, 
below; BAL 99, n.1. Also the second passage in E (9, 25) where "5 
is explained to mean lot is a subsequent addition. 

The emendation of Grotius and Fritzsche, «Ajpur instead of ipav 

in the apocryphal addition 16, 22, is very doubtful; it is not probable 
that the characteristic xAjpwv should have been corrupted to ipér (cf. the 
remarks on the emendations dpyjs for atAjs in 7,4; BPI for mip in 
9,16; a5" for wD in nn. on 8, 10; also AJSL 22, 197, 1. 15 and Nah. 

26, below). @ éy rats éruvipou ipav éoprais is generally interpreted to 
mean among the feasts named after yourselves (i.e. according to C. J. 

Ball,t among your own Persian festivals or as if the word Purim 
were connected with the word Persians) but érdvupo éoprad may refer to 
the days on which the dpywy éxévepos was appointed (cf. éuavrés éra- 
pos &c). This institution existed among the Assyrians and Babylo- 
nians. The cuneiform term for eponymy is limu; see HW 879°; cf. 
the Lists of Eponyms in KB 1, 204-214; also AoF 8, 10. 12; KAT®, 
331 (1. 9) and 518; OLZ 10, 332; see also Delitzsch, Mehr Licht 
(Leipzig, 1907) p. 9. 

According to a tradition recorded by Berfini Purim may be the day 

on which the offices were assigned (SLe¥l 3 Win eo esatl 

and Purim (ost is said to mean allotting (X4sdLw) or distribu- 

tion by lot; see ZDMG 61, 275. Assyr. karaéru 8a piri (Pur. 20, 

below) seems to mean fo set up the urn (xadicxos) holding the lots to be 
drawn for the various offices, and this cuneiform pitru (HW 169": biru) 
urn (xaAms) may be connected with Heb. a, pot, lit. boiler (a form 

Jples of pre yd) and "“"ND, glowing hotness (see Nah. 48; cf. 

the remarks on Bl, ye, Sya3y, AJSL 23, 245. 244) also with 

M5, wine-press, originally vat; cf. the cut in the translation of Joshua 

(SBOT) p. 68 and my translation of Is. 63, 1-6 in JHUC, No. 163, p. 492. 
According to J. D. Michaelis Nicanor’s Day might have been called 
pom", because the Syrian army was crushed at Adasa as grapes are 

pressed in a wine-vat; see Pur. 51, 38. 

*Cf. the last but one paragraph of nn. on 2,18 and the misplaced glosses in 2, 19. 20, 

also the gloss Dit{2°&Q M15 in 9, 16. 

+See the Variorum Apocrypha, London (Eyre & Spottiswoode). 

{The original form of this word is not DY 1D, but MVD for WD = Ved. parti, 

portion; see n. on 9, 26. 
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For 1B, wine-vat cf. also Hag. 2, 15. 16 where we must read:— 

Moya min ory = peas Nye ny 15 
Von's a |e yaRo'y Jax ow 

min ae Dew MI-ON NIA 16 
Dip ann a momen fiend #3 

apt ON 16 (8) TA 15 (a) 

For "9, how? cf. "Ma TN %) (Ruth 3, 16) and Assyr. mi-nu, 

how? (see n. on wa, 1, 12). For Na, in the second couplet, read 

No (cf. Hag. 1,9). The omission of = in the second hemistich of 
v. 16 is due to the omission of 3 in the last hemistich; contrast 

uy7a9 m7 (1, 9) where the prefixed 4 is emphatic; cf. n. on wis 

(7, 8). The omission of the prefixed 19 before 77H is due to haplo- 
graphy; for the enjambement* in the last line cf. AJSL 23, 240 and the 
second line of Nah. 2, 11 (Nah. 50). 

The plural of 715 may have been ED (Pur. 20, 24; 51, 26) and 

Sac 2 ha Sep in the present verse is rendered in 3: missa est 

sors in urnam quae Hebraice dicitur phur. The translation of 
Soran ST hp SBP in G 9, 24, Wero wijdiopa Kal KAjpov, means he 
cast a ballot, that is a lot, xaé in this connection is explicative and cor- 

rective (cf. n.on 1,17). For 6’s translation of Sessa aot bes 
in the present passage see below, n. on Sp. 

There is no Persian word for lot from which “45 = 5575 could be 

derived; Pers. sg9, sl, 8 ls, 2 do not mean lot (see Pur. 45, 42 ye Or Oe 
nor could they appear in Heb. as "MQ. The Iranian word for lot is 

thing pisk. There may have been a word "9" (connected with "75, 

pot and J, vat) =Assyr. ptru, wn; but if DN was combined 

with "9, urn it was merely a subsequent popular etymology which 
may have been suggested to a glossator by the use of nya » part, por- 

tion in the sense of lot, destiny} as well as by the oracular practices 
observed on New Year’s eve (Pur. 17, 38; 18, 27; 21, 33; cf. also C 101, 8) 
and the allotting of offices at the beginning of the year (AoF 3, 10). 

Lostage (Days of the Lots) is the Ger. term for days on which it is 
possible to forecast the future (Pur. 18, 28). At the Chinese New Year's 

*Contrast Budde’s Geschichte der althebr. Litteratur (Leipzig, 1906) p. 26, 1. 8. 

y According to Glaser (OLZ 9, 320) Heb. "J (see Kings 163, n. *) may mean part, por- 

tion, lot, oracle (cf. Pur. 45, 3). As to SADR, Glaser thinks, it is not a loin-cloth= 

Kb. fota or hin maqtab (see the translation of the Psalms in SBOT, p, 224, 

fig. s) but a band or scarf like the stole worn by Roman Catholic priests, or the pall of the 

Pope, archbishops, &c, and the ron of the Jews. Cf. the Byzantine apodpdprov, 
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festival the priest produces a box with small ivory chips variously 
inscribed. If the lot marked wisdom comes out, it means more wisdom 
for the man for whom the lot is drawn, Similar oracular practices may 
have prevailed at the celebration of the Persian New Year (Naur6z) in 
the times of the Maccabees. Cf. the statement of Bertini, quoted in 
ZDMG 61, 277, on the same day (Nauréz= Purim) the happy lots are 

distributed among the people of the earth (esfolerdt peas XAdy 

Ue, 9I Aol). The casting of the lots for the two goats on the Day of 

Atonement* may be a purified form of some Babyl. oracular practice at 
the beginning at the second half of the year (Pur. 3, 39; 4, 2. 20. 26. 33; 
33, 14; 49, 26). 

E is a festal legend for Nicanor’s Day, just as the Book of Nahum is 
a festal liturgy for the celebration of that great victory gained by Judas 
Maccabeeus over Nicanor on the 13 of Adar, 161 8.o. (OLZ 10, 64; 

ZDMG 61, 275). This commemoration of Nicanor’s Day was combined 
with the observation of the Persian New Year’s festival (celebrated at 
the time of the vernal equinox) which is no doubt based on the Babyl. 
New Year’s festival (Pur. 3, 3; 4,39; 11,27; 19,10). In the Talmud the 

cuneiform name of the New Year’s Festival, akitu, aqitu}+ appears as 
NMIPN (which is an adaptation of NMP) while Naur6z is corrupted 

to piv (for PATNA, TIT). See ZDMG 61, 276. 

The original meaning of OD (=Nauré6z=Akitu) is not lots, 
but portions, Heb. M1379; see n. on Y, 26. 

In casting lots in order to determine what day would be most 
unlucky for the Jews and therefore most auspicious for the general 
massacre planned by H (cf. L, Purim, p. 8, 1. 13) they did not try every 
single day of the year until they finally hit on the 13 day of the 12 
month. They might have put 12 lots, marked from 1 to 12, into the urn 
(Assyr. piru) and 30 lots marked from 1 to 80; then it was only neces- 
sary to draw two lots. But the phrase wand wom ord os shows 

that this simple procedure was not used at that time. They tried first 
the first day, then the second, and so forth; when the lot decided in 

favor of the 13 day, they tried to determine the month. In this way it 
was necessary to cast the lot 25 times before they hit on the 13 day of 
the 12 month. Cf. my remarks on Urim and Thummim in JBL 19, 

*For the reason why the Day of Atonement was observed during the Babylonian Cap- 

tivity on the 1st of Tishri, while the New Year was to be celebrated on the 10th of Tishri, see 

conclusion of n. on 9, 31. 

tin the new texts found during the German excavations at Kal’at Shergat (ASSur) 

Assyr. akitu appears as a synonym of kirétu=f"5 (2K 6, 23) and Ss 5 qiran (see 

Kings 208,15; MDOG, No. 33, p. 34; cf. the photograph of the bit akiti, ibid. p. 30). This 

shows that the etymology of akitu, given in Pur. 31, 3,is correct. Akitu appears in the 

Talmud as NMP, while xp appears in Assyrian as ND; cf. VG 122, also the 

remarks on ~p =karu (BL 132) and NODYW=tupsarru in Nah, 34, and AJSL Q3, 246. 
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73, n. 61 and Numbers 57, 41. Adar means Avyaios in Assyrian; the 
13% of Adar was a dies ater xar’ éoyyv (Pur. 32, 33). 

fa 5-2 is impersonal; so Keil, Schultz, R in K,8; LB ward 
das Loos geworfen vor H; cf. the translation in 3, quoted above, missa est 
sors, and the translation of Leviticus (SBOT) p. 62, 1. 54; see also Kings 
289, 19 and nn. on yon wy) (5, 14) and ams" &c (8, 10). It is not 

necessary to read, with O, ssp; contrast 6, 9 where O reads ws} 

instead of Sw=ndrh. According to B, Spr refers to H, and the 

explanation of "49 is not merely ton NV, as in 9, 24, but ST 

yn p> Sa. fal yan "955, however, must be connected with 

“hp SET :— yar “pb (Gs NW) “AD DEM. Even if we read 
yarn instead of yan "95, as Wd suggests, the phrase Ses gw 

yard would be very strange. For var "955 see n. on pon "95 

(2, 23). According to @ the lots were cast by the scribe Shimshai (cf. 
Ezra 4, 8. 17. 23 and C 103). @ also states (ad 6, 1) that the King com- 
manded the scribe Shimshai to bring the Book of Records. % has 

oa po |g wore Ips wi]; TN OP NAW NIT AND SENS 
(Syr. Iy2 is apparently a transposition of yjdos; see Pur. 45,11). For 
the translation of this clause in 6" and @‘ see Pur.16,1. G* has kat 

BoAXrAE KAjpous cis THY TpioKadexdryv TOD pyvds Adap Nicay xrA. Here 
Nioav represents a variant (cf. last n. on 1, 4) to Adap (it may be derived 
from fe yor at the beginning of this verse). 

After Al wird we must, with B, R in K, Wd, following © xai @Ga- 
dev KAjpous Hucpav && Hyepas Kal pjva ex pyvos (ore droddoa Td yevos Map- 
Soxaiov) kal érecev 6 KAipos eis THY Teccaperkadendryy Tod pyvds Os éoTw 

Adap, insert “ws wow dy dam dp" wand. The Heb. scribe 
skipped this clause owing to the repetition of the word wamd. Keil, 
Rawlinson, Schultz regard this plus of © as an interpolation from 
vy. 13; nor has S inserted it in his translation. The clause date daodécu 
7d yéevos MapSoxatov (which I have enclosed in parentheses) seems to be a 
subsequent addition in 6, which we need not insert in the Heb. text. O, 

however, prefixes INN DVD "DTA MA MN TAN to Sym bE 
wind “ey mow or dy. 

In the same way, the fourteenth day, given in 6’, may be a subse- 

quent correction for the thirteenth day (so 6"; see above). In 8,12; 9,1 
6 has the thirteenth just as fl. In the apocryphal additions © has the 
fourteenth day in 18,6; but the thirteenth in 16, 20 (Pur. 15,11). Cf. 
also n. on 9, 17. 

(8) For “puj> we must point 53u7; see Numbers 57, 36; cf. ZA 
14, 347. a) i ae 

For 5721 “WE (© wap WAI, & pao 5-o%) & has sim- 
ply Seorappéov, but it would be a mistake to suppose that one of these 
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participles in {iff was due to scribal expansion. © repeatedly substitutes 

one verb for two or three verbs of fl; cf. n. on v. 13. 

For py S92 mw oon cf. the comparatio decurtata (GK", 

133, e). 
: (9) The conjecture (AoF 3, 26) that paaxd is a gloss, and that we 

should read Sspwd (as in 4, 7) instead of SpwR, is not good; Amp" 

bspwd soe) =>> popd>x nawy4 is not Heb. What Wn has in mind 

would be:-—fo5 "a5 nvwy pw pw and*. But the sug- 
gestion that FoF inv. 11 is a gloss is correct; see below and cf. above, 

ad 2, 18. The interpretation (W 17) that H offers the King 10,000 
talents to make up the financial loss involved in the extermination of the 
people (loss of taxes) is unwarranted; cf. below, ad 7, 4. 

Heb. spw to pay, properly to weigh, may be a Baby]. loanword; cf. 
KAT®, 649. The stem is a Saphel of Spi cf.n.on "5D (1, 22). The 

initial w is therefore a yw; (SFG 20,3; ZDMG 34, 861; BAL 100; con- 
trast AG’, §63)= 4, (yw. For the 2 in \»2 and the & in hw ef. 
pons =) = Assyr. pasStiru= Sum. banSur (BA 1, 161) and je2l, 

or = Assyr. ASStir; pee =Istar, &c; see my paper on the name 

Istar in JAOS 28, 118, below. 

fl TONdg “wy (cf. 9, 3) means here officials, especially revenue 

officers (cf. the remarks on JUcY!, ZDMG 61, 275). Also in 1 K 11, 
28; 2 K 12, 12 (contrast Kings 240, 20) as well as in Neh. 13, 10; Ezz. 8, 

9 &e FoNd Mwy means business man (cf. p 107, 23) especially finan- 

cier, taax-gatherer, collector, &c. Cf. also1S 8,16; Dan. 8, 27; 1 Chr. 
29, 6. 

(10) For E-TyT We T has "WTI Np, 5 bejosy boopsss, 
The addition OWT WY UAT NOTA 72) which is omitted in 

6", seems to be a scribal expansion; see n. on v. 1. 

(11) In ‘939 OXF 7 PND TOIM the two words Fo57 and ny 
should exchange places (cf. n. on 1, 6) and Fos should be relegated 

to the margin (Pur. 6, 33) as the question of a reader who was anxious 
to know what became of the enormous amount of money (10,000 talents, 
i.e. about $18,000,000). Cf. for this gloss Kings 137, 35; Isaiah 19, B; 
81,18; Eccl. 20, x; 21, €; 25, «x; BL 3, y. The King takes it for granted 
that H will pay the money into the royal treasury; he therefore deems 
it unnecessary to refer to it, saying simply: ae yn oy. It is 

extremely unlikely that an Oriental monarch should be so generous as to 
turn over eighteen million dollars to his prime minister; cf. n. on 2, 18. 

(12) For the Pers. loanword D'S"IWMN, satraps (© orparnyoi, % 

Yauss, © Md-E DON = orparnAdrys) see n.on WWM (1, 1) also n. 

on DANN (8, 10). 
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Heb. mimp is a Babyl. loanword. The singular nn must be 

pronounced péxxéh (GK”, § 27, q) not péxah (AOG 25). The doub- 

ling of the ™, however, is secondary, just as in DMN, brothers ; TTS , 

one; “MS, after, &c. In Assyr. paxatu, pixatu (HW 519°) ‘the 

guttural i is not doubled. 

fH Dy ““w refers to the native chiefs; % KORORS poss, © YQ" 

N29") NOD. 

(13) Heb. Dyn, $ Had, E pra, 6G PBrapdpo) means 
originally runners, then especially foot-soldiers; see Kings 232, 34. 
Here it is used for couriers (dyyapo., cf. Her. 8, 98) who were (according 
to 8,10) mounted. G" cis yelpas rpexovrwv imméwy (var. fr7wv) is a doublet; 
cf. G Asap Nucav in 8,7 and n.on 1,17. In Assyrian, rakbu (= 254) 
is used for envoy, and allaku xantu for courier (HW 619”. 281”). The 

stem xamatu, to burn is identical with the stem xamatu, to hasten; 

the original meaning is to flash; cf. ZDMG 61, 297, n. 115 and modern 

Arab. € = ; oa also Nah. 41 (puridu, courier = O23). 

fA Gand) 3905 Tow (so, too, 7, 4; 8, 11) is not pleonastic; 
s~gwid, to exterminate is the general term (cf. v. 6 and 4,18). This 
extermination could be effected either by a general massacre (s5ya5) or 

by forcing the surviving Jews to flee from the country like wild beasts; 
cf. Arab. dol = s>s and my remarks on the last line of y 1 in AJSL 

19, 141, below. See also n.on “TaN (9, 6) and C 121, below. At the 

time of the Syrian persecutions under Antiochus Epiphanes and his suc- 
cessors the orthodox Jews were either massacred (1 M 1, 57. 63; 2, 38; 
ef. Pur. 35, 6 and n. on praxd , 4, 7) or forced to flee (1 M 2, 28. 29. 48; 

ef. Pur. 34, 39). @ has simply ddavica: for 7and) sand our, just 

as Snmw wdi 5D Nd "STA (v. 2) is rendered 6 8& MapSoyaios of 
mpocexiver adrg, or as we find for 7579) “TH! (v. 8) simply dceorappevor. 

For the accumulation of synonyms, which is by no means indicative of 
a late date, cf. ZDMG 61, 295, n. 97. 

Heb. 55w, to plunder (cf. 8,11) is a Babyl. loanword. The noun 

b5w (S comeataal ; cf. AJSL 3, 107) means here household effects, personal 
property, just as Ger. Plunder means household effects, trumpery, 

baggage, while the verb pliindern means to pillage. In certain parts of 
the United States the term plunder does not mean pillage, spoil, booty, 
but household or personal effects, baggage, luggage. Ger. pliindern is 

a privative denominative like our to skin &c (AJSL 22, 251; Nah. 32). 
Assyr. 8alalu (HW 662°) means to carry off; so 55 denotes mov- 
ables; French meubles; cf. the Ger. privative denominative vermdbeln. 
See also Pur. 34, 18. 

*% has Land also for ONO in 6, 14, 
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The conjecture (AoF 3, 26) that this verse is evidently a subsequent 

(post-Seleucidan) addition is gratuitous. 

(14) The clause FTA Fa S92 NT MID is in apposition 
to Smom. We may supply the relative pronoun wN before wn, 

but not "> (S). Nor is Wd right in stating that qn introduces 

the contents of the edict. % renders freely: wons2}] Lode» A ehp20 

Lyasan, oases pase ps ,doo pis pbo NEC 

fl “455 is not the first word of the proclamation (B) but verbal 
predicate to yawns (Keil). f# 53, however, does not mean open, 

unsealed, but to be revealed; cf. 4, 8: 3 “DWN AIT SNS wns 

yworws. The objection that H’s edict for the extermination of the Jews 

would have been useless, if published eleven months in advance, since 
the Jews would have had ample time to emigrate, is not valid (cf. C 124). 

If a general massacre of the Jews in a Russian city were announced a 
year in advance, the Jews could not all get away; and even if they were 
able to take most of their personal property, they could not dispose of 
their real estate. Cf. Pur. 48, 7. 22. 27. 39. 43. 

The idea (AoF 8, 26) that the last clause of this verse, D°INY nvr 

mn py, isa subsequent addition, and that the first part of v. 14 is 

the immediate sequel of v. 12, is impossible. 
(15) The conception (AoF 3, 26) that the couriers are sent out twice, 

is erroneous; vv. 12-14 describe the drafting of the edict, and v. 15 

relates the execution of the order. 

SRL yow IT (ft yout NOP, 5 sow jis) means here the 

City of Susa in distinction from the Acropolis (A724). The King and 
H feasted in the Acropolis; cf. n.on 1,2. The people in the Acropolis 
were not perplexed, but the people in the City were ina quandary. Jet 
cunctis Judeis, qui in urbe erant, flentibus seems to have regarded the 
initial 5 of F[>429 as a dittogram of the final 5 of yor ; cf. C 128, 

=| 

(1) $8 4" is pluperfect; see n.on [Mwy (1,9). M had learned 
of the edict as soon as it was decided upon. Just as he managed to 
obtain information concerning E (2, 11) so his friends at the Court 
apprised him of H’s scheme. 

Heb. pw is a Babyl. loanword; cf. KAT’, 650. It denotes a coarse 
loin-cloth; see Kings 163, n.*; 210, 7, and cf. Glaser in OLZ 9, 320. 

Instead of “2N1 po wb" G has kat éved¥oato odkxov Kat Katerdcatro 

oroddy, $ [Sahoo “\astzle jaw ~oodlo, © Sy pwr ewiad wads 
so by yal op) “wi P02, J indutus est sacco, spargens cine- 

rem capiti; but we should not be justified in inserting pr" (Job 2, 12) 
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or 9X (cf. v. 8). If we see e.g. that $ renders 5x wad ie) 
pw wiads pan “yw, at the end of the following verse, jon Duo 

body 505 [Zbo bow woh) W3}) Lote), we cannot attach much 
importance to the insertion of \S1222]. The verb wad, to put on is 
not used only of dresses; "DN wad is just as possible as “yn wa 

ran (Job 7, 5) or F7adD1 mwa wad (y 35, 26). Cf. also 2S 18, 19: 
morn dy “EN Wan Mpmi. For the symbolical meaning of the rend- 

ing of garments and the sprinkling of ashes &c see Pur. 25. 

fa syw dx eid means to come to the gate, i.e. to approach the 
gate; to enter the gate would be "ywa wad, see AJSL 21, 134, below; 
3 aulam regis intrare is inaccurate. 

(3) The clause poa"d 939 TEN4 pw (AV, many lay in sackcloth 

and ashes) means Most of them had a sack-cloth (or coarse loin-cloth) 

and overspread (Ger. aufgeschmierte) ashes (i.e. spread over the body). 
Heb. mand would mean Many had (© FN Nawp? pw win 

PIO NP TW “by own, © PNNIOD NIIw72 NOU N"po") but 

man means Most of them had; cf. woAAoé and of woddol (GK, § 133, g). 

C’s rendering (even) the great ones is impossible. The pt4 S115 San 

“IDOM* “D2 were universal among the Jews, and most of them even 

put on the loin-cloth and sprinkled ashes on their head. Instead of 

»X" we must point JX" (as participial attribute to "DX) = yx 

(GK”, $53, s). For $8" 93" instead of yx" cf. conclusion of n. on 

1,5. The 5 in prn%d is not the 5 discussed GK”, § 121, f (cf. n. on 
5, 12) but the 5 explained in WdG 2,149, D; nor is yx verbal predi- 
cate to both pw and “5X, but attribute to "px. B and Wd (follow- 
ing 3 sacco et cinere multis pro strato utentibus) think that they spread 
a garment of hair-cloth, sprinkled with ashes, on the ground and sat 
down on this garment; so too, S: Sack und Asche hatte die Menge (der 
Juden) untergebreitet; cf. GY cdkxxov kal orodov éorpwoay éavrois. But 

this spreading of the sack-cloth on the ground would be at variance with 
the disregard for personal comfort, which is characteristic of mourning. 
The sack-cloth was not spread on the ground, but put on as a loin-cloth, 
and the ashes were not sprinkled on the loin-cloth, but over the body. 
6" has for Rv "EN pw wad) in v. 1: «al mepieBadXeTO TAKKOV Kat 

orodwbeis eprOev; cf. also GY" 14, 2: oodod Kal xorpidy (G" xémpov) éxdy- 

cev THY Kehadyv aitis. The mourners originally tore off their garments 
and put on a loin-cloth. This explains why persons in mourning were 
not allowed to approach the King’s Gate. Afterwards they simply tore 

*Heb. 33 = silent weeping, IDO = loud wailing; ™DO% is more demonstrative 

than "35 or O41 or dap; and “DN po more demonstrative than DO). 
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their garments at the breast for a hand’s breadth and put on the loin- 
cloth under their ordinary garments (Kings 210, 7). 

(4) The Kethiv myNian (Qeré mn iaM) is based on the analogy of 

the verbs "5 and x; cf. mam 5 MN, and miao which is 

based on the analogy of the verbs 45 (see n. in the paper on the name 
Istar in JAOS 28, 118). 

fl Wo MD>on Smémnni (AV then was the queen exceedingly 
grieved) means the Queen was very much shocked. The use of >>>” 
instead of “MON is intentional, just as the omission of ssa in 1,19 

is designed. M was stripped of all clothing save the coarse loin-cloth.* 
This was distasteful to the Queen (cf. 2 S 6, 20). She therefore tried to 

induce M to put on the garments she sent him. 6” has érapdy6y for 
Srinom; in 7,6 & érapdxOy is used for MPNI, and at the end of c. 3 

Gi" has érapdocero for F[DI22. 3 renders consternata est. The stem 

Snbnnm is derived from 54, just as pwpnwn (for pwpwnin) is 
derived from pw; see Nah. 41. 

The verb Sap (8 “av flo, T Ssap di) is Aramaic; of. the 
glosses in 9, 23.27 and n. on 5x4 (7,4). Assyr. qablu, midst (BL 97) 

= Arab. qalb, heart (AJSL 1, 227); cf. last n. on 7, 9. 

(5) For atom) (3 .4n with 7 misread ) has *Axpafaios. This is a 

transposition of *AGaxatos, the p emphasizing the guttural (velar) character 

of the x ; see BA 1, 257, 1.18. For 6 ’Axpabaios (v. 9) of. n. on 6 Movxaios 

(1, 14) and for the transposition cf. the remarks on Aya6as = TaBovbas = 
Bovyafav in nn.on 1,10. *Axpafatos may be influenced by Greek names 
like ’Ayarns, ’Axpddys, &e. 

AL TAY is causative (J quem rex ministrum ei dederat, AV whom 

he had appointed to attend + upon her) just as apr in 2,14; it could 

also be intransitive ($ atogo solo). Cf. AJSL 22, 204, 1.5; Psalms 
88, 50. 

For 59 read 5x, as in v.10 ($ ZS). Cf. 195 SD (v. 7) for "T95 bx 

and nn.on 1,17. The phrase 5y 44%, which means to enjoin upon, is 

correct in vv. 8.17 and in 2, 10; 58 q4x~% means to order to, to order to 

goto. This is a constructio pregnans (GK", § 119, ee) like 5x... . op 

yrrara 33 (7, 7). 
(7) The translation (AoF 8, 26) M told him everything, and the 

amount of money which H had commanded to pay to the Jewst{ in 
order to annihilate them; he gave him also the tenor of the edict which 

he had issued in Susa in order to exterminate them, is impossible. 

* Cf. the fifth footnote to nn. on 8, 7. TCf.n. on WAIP (5,1). 

tGerman(?) welchen H befohlen hatte zu bezahlen den Juden sie zu vernichten. Wn 

means, I suppose, welchen H den Juden zu bezahlen befohlen hatte, i. v. which H had com- 
manded the Jews to pay. 
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Heb. pw'Ty7"2 Sapwd cannot mean to pay to the Jews;* 3 is the 3 

pretti (see Kings 224, 5) 3 pro Judeorum nece. In his nn. S explains 
the 2 as 3 pretit (so, too, Wd; cf. n. on 7, 4) stating that Dey ra 
means properly als Preis fur die Juden, but in his translation he renders 
in Betreff der Juden. There are several discrepancies between the 
translation and the nn. in S’s commentary, which would, perhaps, have 
been eliminated, if S had been able to revise his work; cf. nn. on 1, 20; 
5, 1.8; 6,6; 7,8; 8, 11; 9, 2. 16. 26; also S’s transliteration Mordehai 
(as though it were "77"79) and Pur. 29, 26. 

For the K*thiv p-Ty792 the Q°*ré substitutes the contracted form 

pps; of. 8, 1.7.13; 9, 15. 18. 
HA ‘otaxd means here fo ruin them; this includes killing and pro- 

scription, banishment, expulsion with confiscation of property (cf. n. on 

3, 13). 
(8) The Athnah in 95 137954 is correct; 5 shad must not be 

connected with the following aby ng (against B). The inf. 

30754 is coordinated to the preceding mess : Hatach is to show E 

the document and to tell her about it, explain it to her (AV to show it 
unto E and declare it unto her). Hatach told the Queen the substance 
of the edict, although he presented a copy of the decree. Even if E 
could read the copy, she was probably satisfied with the verbal report. 
An official who submits a letter to his superior will often give the sub- 
stance of it, so that the letter is not read, although it is produced. The 
clause ">> maz represents the final request: M requests Hatach 

to urge E, in view of all the evidence submitted, to go to the King. 
The eunuch Hatach may have been a Jew; cf. C 145 and the second 

footnote to n. on 2, 10. 
(11) For the etymology of mag"25 cf. AJSL 22, 258, below. 
For in mm, there is but one decree for him, cf. Dan. 2,9: NIM 

yon xy. The suffix in im represents the genitivus objectivus (so 

S): his decree=the decree against him; contrast n. on 1,17. The 

loanword m4 is feminine; cf. 3, 8.15 (Aw Ont, TIM MIM) and 

SG’, p. 57, below. 

The 5 in mand (© mad 7 NT NT NIM) may be the 
Lamed inscriptionis, as in Is. 8, 1 (GK, § 119, u). This is a variety of 
the emphatic 5 (cf. n. on wiot>, 7,8) just as Assyr. ma before the 
oratio directa is a variety of the emphatic ma (see Proverbs 68,7). &* 
renders M°27> INT MMN freely: otk éorw aitd curnpia, I absque ulla 

cunctatione statim interficiatur ; LB der soll stracks Gebot sterben. 

Baer reads Y°A7"U, with Raphéh; but waqw = Assyr. Sabbitu, 

so the r is merely resolution of the doubling (VG, § 90) as in Assyr. 

*Norcan DTW... sipw> "ON moan he commanded the Jews to pay. 
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kurs& (cf. Aram. x°O7D, Arab. sys )=kussti (Heb. Nod) throne 

(Sumer. guza) or pwant = pwat (Assyr. Dimasqu). Consequently 

the 3 should have a Dagesh lene; the Raphéh may be disregarded, just 

as in 95 for > (Ruth 2, 14). For Masoretic endorsements of manifest 
textual errors see Kings 288, 19; 298,12. Cf. also j7a8 (8, 6) instead 

of VIAN - 
AV these thirty days =p" pwby st (note Gen. 31, 38: AV this 

twenty years=W Dp wy M1) isa Hebraism. It means lit. This is 

thirty days, i.e. for the past thirty days; cf. French il y a and GB", 
174”, b; BDB 261°, i. 

(12) For 774") read 4374 (scil. Hatach) following Buhl in Kittel’s 

Biblia Hebraica, or 43>) (GK”, § 121, a). 

(18) For this third message of M to his foster-daughter in the royal 
harem cf. Otanes’ third message to his daughter Phedymia (Herod. 3, 
69: rpirnv dé dyyeAinv éoréure). See Pur. 8, 34; cf. also C 64. 145. 149 
and n. on 2, 12. 

Pal an mea is haplography for span m3 (see nn. on 1, 9). 

It cannot be appositive to “qm, als dem Kénighause angehérig (S). 

For ya, alone of, singled out in OMT Son cf. Ruth 1, 5: 

re: orga TERT ANE. 
(14) fl “5 does not mean vielmehr (S) but for; "5 must be con- 

nected, not with the following conditional (or concessive) clause intro- 
duced by DON, but with axn TaN mai mS. The author might 

have said:— PAN TD) AX (ANTI nya "wn wan ON) 75 
Sm Dp OD Tay Sei mh WANN; but the received 
text is no doubt original. 

For nn read mins also py mind (Gen. 3, 8) must be pointed 

pvr mand 5 see Nah. 33, ad 17°. 

The scriptio plena Ay" may be due to dittography of the 4; see 
Nah. 19 (ad vy. 6) and the remarks on WWM for WWM (1, 1). 

fl Top" means wird erstehen (Keil, K) not wird bestehen (B). The 

meaning is not, the deliverance is established and certain, but it will 

arise, turn up. © FAN ANN PO “NTS Dp? Xian Nn, 
S Ppa] boop ee bjod lon Lisiase [dues , GY drdobev Bonbe Kai 

oxern éorat Tois “lovdaios, B ddd’ 6 Oeds eorat adtois BonOds Kal owrnpia, I 
per aliam occasionem liberabuntur Judet. 

$l “MX Dip7aia does not refer to help from abroad (1 M 8, 17; 12, 1) 
as S supposes. Even in the 20 century it is hardly possible for the 
Jews in Russia to get any help from abroad, e. g. the United States or 
England. From another place or from some other quarter is a veiled 

allusion to God. The avoidance of the name of God is certainly not 
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accidental (N) but intentional (Wd). According to N (EB 1403) it is 
due to the coarse and worldly spirit of the author; but the avoidance of 
the name of God is no evidence of coarseness or worldliness: a man may 
be absolutely irreligious, yet use the name of God in an oath &c. The 
phrase “MN Dipaa so7" sox is a reverential allusion to interven- 

tion on the part of the Supreme Being, just as some one may say in 
Washington, The Secretary of State is in favor of it, but Somebody Else 
may object, alluding to the President.* In post-Biblical Hebrew, Dipan 

is used of God (cf. JBL 24,17) and o7p5y is substituted for ody, 
just as we prefer to say By Jove, or dear me, or Good gracious, Good by, 
&c in order to avoid the name of God. Ger. achherrje is a corruption of 
Ach Herr Jesus, just as Hullee gee is a corruption of Holy Jesus. 

fA MDA MAN MNTD nyd ON PT "a means, Who knows 
whether thou hast not attained royalty for a time like this, i.e. Perhaps 

thou hast been made Queen just for such a contingency; cf. Gen. 45, 7; 
50, 20. & Kal ris oidev ei eis Tov Kotpov ToDTov éBactdeveas; SO, too, 6; J et 
quis novit utrum idcirco ad regnum veneris, ut in tali tempore para- 

reris? % |Zoaste\ ubspodjo wdazpod] [is] Ladipeo | Spe altso, 

@oAN NIT NTA nT Nmwd TS v7 7 NDT RW wo) 

nme jor wo. Instead of the rhetorical question Who 

knows? Ethiopic uses a negative expression for perhaps, viz. AIA. : 
énda‘i, lit. not my knowing, haud scio, YT" "DI°R\; see Dillmann’s 

grammar (1899) p. 343; English translation by J. A. Crichton (London, 
1907) p. 887. For similarly clipped forms cf. my remarks on the causa- 
tive prefix in nn. on 3,9 and in the paper on the name Istar (JAOS 28, 
114) also Nah. 24, below: VG § 44, d; and the remarks on “MQ (5,8). 

fl DN yy A means perhaps, just as Lat. haud scio an; contrast 

haud scio an non=perhaps not. As soon as the negative is inserted 
(after art) in AV Who knoweth whether thou art come to the kingdom 
for such a time as this, the meaning is clear. LB, correctly, Wer weiss, 
ob du nicht um dieser Zeit willen zum Kénigreich gekommen bist; C 

und wer weiss, ob du nicht (grade) fir diese Zeit zum Kénigreich 
gelangt bist. Similarly AV renders Jon. 3,9: Who can tell if God will 
turn and repent instead of Who can tell whether God will not turn and 
repent. If we substitute but for D8, we need not insert the negative. 

*In the German Reichstag Gen. Von Deimling, the commander of the colonial 

troops in German Southwestern Africa, said on May 26, 1906: Dariwber haben Sie hier nicht 

zu bestimmen, sondern ein Anderer (i. e. the Emperor). In his novel Tristram of Blent 

(vol. 1, p. 255 of the Tauchnitz edition) Anthony Hope says: And if by a miracle he 

[the prime minister] said yes, for all I know somebody else might say no. This dark refer- 

ence to the Highest Quarters caused Southend to nod thoughtfully.—Ibid. p. 270 we find: 

There was now not only the very grave question whether Robert Disney [the prime minister] 

—to say nothing of Somebody Else — would entertain the idea; and on p. 117 of vol. 2: The 

last words had, presumably, reference to the same quarter that Lady Evenswood had once 

described by the words “‘Somebody Else.” 
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If the negative were inserted in Hebrew, 3) mpd Nd ON, the 
phrase would mean: Perhaps thou hast not been made Queen just for 
a contingency like the present. This statement would be possible only 
if E had not become Queen. If the King had given orders to kill the 
Queen, the father of one of the maidens who were not made Queen, 
might have said to his daughter: — mitda> mean Nd ox ptr oe 

met mp5. The negative in our Who knows whether thou hast not 

been made Queen just for such an emergency is on a par with our not in 
phrases like Won’t you come? which is quite different from Will you 
(really) not come? The particles edo or D2 (B) could not be used 

in this connection. B’s interpretation (which has been adopted by 
Reuss) Who knows (what may happen) when thou hast come to the 
royal throne at that time or when thou hast appeared before the King’s 

majesty at that time (Ger. Und wer weiss wenn du um diese Zeit hinge- 
kommen sein wirst zum kéniglichen Thron) is impossible. This would 

be: ST mya aT OR WIAD TT a Ty a. The words 
ST 72 could not be omitted, and N*M Ayn would be appropriate 

only if a time had been specified; e. g. if E had been urged to go to the 
King at a certain time, then some friend, wishing to dissuade her, might 
say, If I were you, I would not go; who knows what will happen when 

thou goest to the King at that time. It is true that this phrase might 
also anticipate a favorable outcome; Naomi might have added to her 

instructions in Ruth 3,3: ny wt SN ANID AV a sty 
RN VIN, but without >>" 7 the statement would be meaningless. 

(16) SH “+9 means for me (3 pro me; see conclusion of n. on 7535) 

of. vay dy (v.8) and YwE2 dy (7, 7) also pwE9 dp (8, 11). 
For op" 375° see Kings 104, 32. 

In DOSEN "MAW “NX Ds the conjunction ) means with; in Arabic, 
y in such cases is construed with the accusative (WdG 2, 325, D; JAOS 

22, 108, n. 5). Of. Wart Jou Nias (5, 4). 
phd = , thus means, not for the same period, i. e. for three days (B) 

but in the same (strict) manner, viz. day and night. Fasting was 

observed, as a rule, from sunrise to sunset, food and drink being taken 

each day after sundown, just as in the Mohammedan fast of Ramadan 

(yL4-y). 

For =) , and so (so, correctly, AV; but @” kai rére, 3 et tunc, 3 

cra, © - "nai; cf. Syr. <= = <5) see n. on 2,13 (the 3 is not 

the 3 essentic, as B and Wd suppose; cf. n. on 7, 3). This statement 
expresses E’s confidence in God’s help. After having fasted for three 
days, both day and night, she could not be very attractive to the King, 
unless God wrought a miracle as in the case of Daniel and his friends 
(Dan. 1,15). The fasting in the present case is not a sign of mourning, 
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but humiliation before Java in order to secure His help; cf. 2S 12, 22; 
1 K 21, 27; Jon. 3, 5. Post-Biblical MyM, humbling, means fast; 

ef. "WDD Dy and nn. on the translation of Leviticus (SBOT) p. 82, 
1.40. 3 has for “9 So (so, too, 4) orate pro me, and @ adds to 

"Noy Tawi:—Naby “ya op x. 
It is not necessary to suppose that the verb 238 in the phrase 

“MIAN "MIAN WNDdD (cf. Gen. 43, 14 and GK”, § 106, n) means to be 

banished (see n. on DIAN, 3,13). E risks her life, just as Sheherazade 
and the Herodotean prototype of both, Bodupin (Pur. 8, 38). 3 tradens- 
que me morti et periculo. 

(17) #1 “a9 does not mean he transgressed the Law by ordering a 
fast for the 13 and 14‘ of Nisan (so J. D. Michaelis) but he went 
over (so C 162) to the City to call the Jews of Susa together and to urge 
them to fast for three days in order to crave Juvu’s blessing on E and 
her hazardous undertaking in behalf of her brethren. The City, in 
which M’s brethren lived, was separated from the Acropolis (cf. n. on 
1, 2) by the Choaspes, Assyr. Uknti (JHUC, No. 114, p. 111; cf. JAOS 
18, 145, n. 1). 

nm 
(1) It is perhaps not necessary to insert (with B, R, Wd) wind before 

my (AV, put on her royal apparel) as in 6, 8; 8,15. &” wepieBadero 

tiv ddéav airs, but G wr. 7a iudria tis ddéys, J induta est regalibus vesti- 

mentis, $ |Zandste» Jaco daod, T emiodia wind mwadi. The 
abstract mindig may mean regalia. Milton uses royalty for emblems 
of royalty (Assyr. simat Sarrfiti). LB zog sich kéniglich an; so, too, 
C 163. S translates: da zog E das Kénigs‘gewand’ an; but in his 
nn. he states that moda wr is abridged for nba wind wb; 

cf. nn. on v. 8 and 4, 7. 
fA TAPM does not mean she stepped in, entered (S) or she stood 

(so AV =3 stetit) but she waited; cf. 6,5; 7,7 and our stay = Lat. stare, 

Arab. abl (Kings 174, 27; cf. n.on Ay, 4,5). To stay means to 

come to a stand, stop, wait, remain. Shakespeare says: a servant 

that stays upon me; ef. -PIp> Tay (4,5) also Way in Eccl. 1, 4; 

Ex. 9,28 (Fay> Pech ND DIMNN AMwN) and Josh. 3, 16 (79 
par; cf. Ger. stauen). 

$l Cr MND M55 does not refer to E (as S states) but to the royal 
throne; pan ma m5 refers to E, but not ream mnmp m5. The 

throne was opposite the entrance, so that the King, seated on his throne, 
could see who was waiting in the forecourt. 

(2) # mvwMDy is a circumstantial accusative; see Kings 186, 37; 298, 3; 
and below, vv. 9. 14: mw; v. 18: awh; 6, 12: wen “em bax. 
Cf. also Gen. 27, 6: PON TH? DR ATA Pax MX “Naw TIT; 
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Is. 6,1: NW OF NOD by awe SIN MN INT: Is. 6, 8: SOW) 
“ok “8 Dip mx. 

The rendering of yyM in 3 osculata est is unwarranted; % Zyl ‘ 

tnt. 

(3) The 779 in ynwpa 15 is indefinite (GK, § 187, c) = what(ever) 

thy request, even (if it should be) half the kingdom, it shall be granted 

to thee. Sil ynwpa Td means, not w2Zak> unbis, but wludshe2, Sopso 

or qaho2) Les. The Yin iN] (G" xai éoras cox) is the Wanw apodosis , 
ef. n. on “D4 (1,17). S supplies before this }:—(was du auch ver- 
langst). ©" inserts in the present verse before xai roujow cor:— dvdyyadov 
pou; and in v. 6, before éws Huicous THs Baoidelas pov: —alryoa (cf. Mark 
6, 22: alrnody pe 6 ed OéAys, xal Sdow cor). FJ etiam si dimidiam partem 

regni petieris, dabitur tibi; T »mndia mIda>S NYA MIN ON DON 
> MINN; S wad wo0edd udeadtey oss ksops disregards the 

Waw apodosis; so, too, LB auch die Hdlfte des Kénigthums soll dir 
gegeben werden and AV it shall be even given thee to the half of the 
kingdom. 

(4) SH 5 is preferable to © W125; contrast o> (v. 8). For yam 

see n. on "M3" (4, 16). 

(5) The view (AoF 3, 36) that 5, 5-8 is merely an erroneous repetition 
of 7, 1 is gratuitous. 

(6) #8 FON noust be read qnow ; see last n. on 2, 15. 

(7) The } at the end of this verse corresponds to our—. There 
should be a dash, not a colon in K’s Textbibel; also the Athnah in 
“rwpa (v. 8) is equivalent to a dash. E starts to tell the King what 

A 

her petition and request is. She begins: My petition and request — 
then she hesitates and decides to wait another day; she therefore invites 
the King to dine with her a second time when she will answer his ques- 
tion (so, correctly, B and Wd). The idea, that it would be better to 
wait another day, comes to her while she adds the humble qualification: 
if the King is kindly disposed toward me, and if it seem proper to the 
King to grant my petition and to accede to my request. 

(8) The last clause of v. 8, span "255 MTWPNR AWD, shows that 

the explanation given above is the correct interpretation of vv. 7.8. If 
this last clause were omitted, we might interpret: My request is (= all I 
ask is simply) that the King dine with me again. S supplies in his 
translation after my request: — besteht darin, following 3 petitio mea et 

preces sunt istae (just as LB and AV supply is at the end of v. 7) but in 
the nn. he gives the correct explanation; cf, n. on 4, 7. 

Hl “m2 (S -mS) is generally read mohhar and supposed to be a 
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contraction of “IN | * the part. Pual of "mM; but the initial 9 is a 

somnaut of Oy, day, just as the final O in piv, the day before 

yesterday, lit. the third day; cf, the remarks on 47.4%A.: in nn. on 4,14. 
The adverb "M74 is shortened from "MX DY, TF sma or yar, 

for NOMS oy, pT on; cf. Heb. wns ov (Prov. 31, 25; 1 30, 8). 

For the long @ cf. kD =5Zf+5. The original meaning is posterior 
day, subsequent day, following day; contrast First’s dictionary 
(edited by R) 1, 724%. The form nama (constr. nama) must be a com- 

pound of DAN + py; the fem. form MINN may ‘be a contraction of 

NTN 5 of. Djpwl, at last and Dasops, at first (SG2, § 155) also mob 
(= rp pdraiat, ZDMG 61, 194, n. 2) Gen. 49, 22; see Genesis 111, BB 
and GK”, § 80, g. 

(9) In vt §d4 Op nd9 the two verbal forms are participles in the 

accusative (Op = Losls) not perfect forms. It is not necessary to say 

7 op SS NYT; see Kings 136, 38 and cf. n. on MWY (v. 2). 

G Kal py mpookxuvel pe, but S mis S422] flo sao flo (in 4, 4 S has 

as4j22] = smdrinnm). Nor does yt ND) mean er machte nicht Platz 
(S). 3 sed nec motum quidem de loco sessionis suae; LB noch sich 

vor thm bewegte; AV nor moved for him. In 6* we find the correction: 
kal ovx é€avéorn ovde érpdpnoe ax’ avrov. 

(10) For wt (3 51, 3 Zares) 6" read Zwodpa (Vet. Lat. Zosarra) 
and @: Swodpa, i.e. WW; for the w cf. 6 Bopagn = Sar (1,10). The 

form Zwodpa is probably influenced by the Greek name Zoo épiov. Josephus 
reads Zapaca (with variants). Jensen conjectured that wy was a cor- 

ruption of wy = Qiri(ri)sa, the name of an Elamite goddess; cf. 
"mw. (1,9) and for ;=7: Hzekiel 114, 31 and G Afarafa = NNIAN, 

& ZnBababa = NN5D; see nn.on 1,10. For Babyl. 5 =P see VG § 45, t 

(cf. tbid. b, 8). Jensen is now inclined to identify wt with the Baby]. 
goddess of wine, Siresu (see Genesis 81,34; Pur. 30, 34; 31, 25) just as 
he accepts Graetz’s (or rather J. D. Michaelis’) combination of 
pow» and WD (see Pur. 50, 2; cf. n. on 3, 7) but his former explana- 

tion is preferable. According to ©, wat was "ay MND UNM A 

gw; for nm =" Mw ¢f. on. on WN (1,6). Ch thinks (EB 5411) 
that wey is a mutilated form of NP 7; cf. Ch’s explanation of "Mw 

(1, 9). 
(11) Hitzig’s conjecture ("99 25, die Fiille seines Ansehns (cf. 

KAS») =his great distinction (endorsed by B) is just as gratuitous (con- 

trast O™w7H for pwr, Nah. 2, 4) as his emendation ral) b5 val 

Way (1, 22). 5 filiorumque turbam, % woes) Totro = = fA ID 34 (cf. 9,10). 

*In BDB 563> mlaye) is-connected with Assyr. maxru, front; but front means past, 

and back = future; cf. SFG 15, u. 3. 
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fA 55 before pan 3535 we is impossible; all that wherewith 

he had advanced him (B: alles das womit ihn der Kénig gross gemacht) 

would require the insertion of {3 after saa; of. pan i wrd "WRK 

(see Kings 169, 33) 6, 8; also OD ITD WN DD in 9, 22. Cases 

like Wop TS 55 mx (4,7; 6,13) are quite different; cf. also 10, 2. 
8’s explanation, all with regard to which the King had advanced him 
(LB Alles wie ihn der Kénig so gross gemacht hatte; AV all the things 
wherein the King had promoted him) is not natural; cf. the remarks on 
the common mistranslation of the phrase inow ..e WN, Nah. 24, 

below, and n. on 425 xd “wR (7, 5). We must insert 55 before 

ow, following 3,1 and © my yoda perm can “oA om 
Noda “ay “aan bs “by HPapTt; 3 super omnes principes 
et servos suos. In &% (fast pos Ns \bo Listed SA atasclo) bs 

appears before "429, where it is less appropriate. 

(12) at md RIP (S aS bi ys; of. SG, § 279, A) means in- 
vited by her (so Wd) not to her (LB, AV, 8)=@ pnd Va NIN; cf. 

mind ms pon (Ruth 3, 10) and n. on 4, 3. 
(13) AL Ww my 590 means as long as (LB, AV, 8, K) not when- 

ever (B). 6" grav, but J quamdiu. fl My is construct state before the 
relative clause; cf. "DN Dip (4, 2; 8, 17) and Kings 285, 5. 

(14) SA yon wre does not refer to H, but is impersonal; cf. the re- 

marks on 5*974 in nn. on 8,7 and n. on 6,9. G kai frouudcOn 7d Evdov, 
5 et jussit excelsam parari crucem (LB und liess einen Baum zurichten, 

AV, caused the gallows to be made) are free renderings. It is not 
necessary to read the passive Wy). G6” has in 8, 7: xal airdv éxpcuaca 

ént Gidov for 9 by SM ANN. 

4 

(1) For 75m nzw 177) (© RddaT NNW ND, 3 adie 2-2 
badtoy) BY has 6 8 Kujpuos (G" Suvards) dréoryce tov trvov dard (omission of 

dé in G" is a secondary correction) rod Bacthéws, but ffl is no doubt 
more original. The omission of the name of God in the present passage 
is not designed, as Wd supposes; contrast n. on “MN DipAA (4, 14). 
The personification of sleep (AV™ the King’s sleep fled) is quite natural. 
Den Kénig floh der Schlaf (but not des Kénig’s Schlaf floh) is idiomatic 
German; ef. our phrase the color fled from her cheeks. In Gen. 31, 40 
LB has for "3°379 "NW TAM (J fugiebatque somnus ab oculis meis, 

AV my sleep departed from mine eyes): und kam kein Schlaf in meine 
Augen; but in the present passage LB has the prosaic translation konnte 
der Konig nicht schlafen; so, too, AV; 3 noctem illam duait rex 
insomnem. 
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G reads xal dev ro SidackdAw aitod ciopépew «rr, but Ml is more 
original. © 76 ddacKxddrw airoi (cf, Pur. 7, 21) is just as secondary as the 
clause dre beds Lav per’ airot at the end of v. 13, or xad&s éAdAyoas in v. 10, 
or xaAdécare airéy instead of Winn (S Nou, T S494, I ingrediatur) at 
the end of v. 5. 

A OMIT I (T Naw 15%) is a gloss (so, too, J) derived from 
2,23 and 10,2; cf.n. on 8, 14 and the remarks on the gloss 915, Nah. 31. 

(2) Similarly Fon "97000 is a scribal expansion based on the received 

text of 2,21. C/. the scribal expansions in Q, 3. 8. 
(3) In SD mick rly 2 the two nouns are genitives depend- 

ing on 772 (3 quid, pro hac fide, honoris ac praemti M consecutus est). 

In the same way we find in the cuneiform account of the Deluge, 1. 174: 
a’f-ma figi napisti, what soul has escaped? cf. Arab. he 

4iiu réjulin, what man? (WdG 2, 220). Consequently we must read 
the ideograms at the end of ll. 82. 83, and 68 of the Flood tablet as geni- 
tives (not accusatives, HW 556; nor nominatives, KB 6, 234) viz. mima 
isti egén8i xuragi, i.e. I loaded her (the ship) with all the silver I 
had, I loaded her with all the gold I had; lit. (with) whatever I had I 
loaded her of gold; egénsi=agénsi from cénu= px . Heb. vo 

(Gen. 45, 17) is an Aramaism; cf. vans in Gen. 40 (see Nah. 25, 2). 

The passages in Gen. 40. 45 belong to the Ephraimitic Document. AG’, 
303 translates egénSi: JI filled it; for the epenthesis of the é@ in egénsi 
see my Assyr. H-vowel, p. 28; cf. AG*, 266. 94. In the same way we 
must read in 1. 68 of the Flood tablet: III Sar gabe n4s sussulsa 
ig4bilQ Samni, i.e. three odpo of (sesame-) oil (see Pur. 30, 39) carry 
her stevedores (lit. xavynddpa, basket-bearers; cf. also Delitzsch, Mehr 
Licht, p. 39). 

(4) For szm> xo read “vind No; the omission of the & is due 

to haplography; see Ezra 30, 27; Kings 245, 35; ZDMG 61, 289, 40. 
(5) For tay (© DNP, % xbe) waiting (not standing, AV stand- 

eth) see n. on 5, I. 
© For nyo m0 ef. n. on 1, 15. 
fA "27a ANT Ap" nw does not mean to confer more honor 

than on me (B mehr Bhore als mir; also Wd mehr als, AV more than to 
myself) but to confer honor except on me (G™ ei pH eve, I nullum 
alium nisi; LB wem anders denn mir, K ausser) S translates ausser 
mir, but in his nn. he says, "D7 “AM means mehr als ich; cf. n. on 

4,7. #1 "Dan ny (© yA MM, S wee. So pods) means beyond 

me, beside me, in addition to me. Nor does 774 “MN mean more than 

in Ecclesiastes, as Wd states. In Eccl. 2,15 “mM> means exceedingly, 
extremely, very; in 7,11 it means exceeding; superior, better; in 7,16: 

exceeding, over, too; in 12,9: beyond, in addition to; in 12,12: besides 
(see Eccl.). 
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(7) The prefixed nominative absolute, at the end of this verse, TWN WN 

“pa yen pian, does not reflect the verblendete Uberstirzung of 

H, as Wd supposes; this construction is by no means abrupt (B) in 
Semitic; cf. GK”, § 143, c, footnote; WdG 2, 256; SG’, §317; Dillmann, 
Ethiop. gr, p. 446 (Eng. translation, p. 505). 

(8) For the phrase bia 12 wad Wwe (© mma wd 4 
nmindad dp “Nora Noda, but S taXs 42d) see n. on 55 
(5, 11). 

The last clause of this verse, (wa misda ons ri “WN, isa 
tertiary scribal expansion, derived (cf. n. on 8, 14) from the secondary 
addition in 8,15 (Md"3 BOT Noy) and “wr is a quaternary gloss. 

If we omit "WR, the suffix in {DN refers to the man who is to be 

honored (just as the Maccabean prototype of M, Jonathan, was honored 
by King Alexander Balas; see 1 M 10, 20. 61; Pur. 6, 35; cf. also third 
n. on 9, 16) but WWRID MDd AMD WMI AWN can mean only on 
whose head (referring to the horse) a golden crown has been placed (so 

@, B, K, Wd, S). In © Fowa NMDA ND ATM "Th the 
suffix refers to the horse, the clause being coordinated to the preceding 

relative clause (NMIDDIAD S39 Waa) Noda “by 3D OT (NON). 
3, LB, and AV, however, do not refer the suffix to the horse: 3 et (homo 
debet) accipere regium diadema super caput suum, LB (den Mann.... 
soll man herbringen) dass man die kénigliche Krone auf sein Haupt 

setze, AV and the crown royal which is set upon his (scil. the King’s) 
head (this would require transposition of WF Sex :— mpd. ont 

TWN72 1M) WR). Ml AWN was inserted by a reader to whom the 

m12> “M> on the head of M seemed too gross an exaggeration; cf. n. 

on the gloss pa" pa" (1,4). If the final clause, a= Pye sm> wn 

‘WRI, were original, we should expect a reference to miss) an in 

v. 10, after DOM NAS winds nN mp; also in v. 11. It is possible 

that this gloss wRra mpd “nD wn stood originally after swadin 

pS yan pan “WN WRI AN. At VES is, of course, perfect 

Nif‘al, not impf. Qal (Maurer) for oP (see Judges 57,42). Nor is it 

necessary to read 437") or yn" (B) for wn, especially if this gloss 

stood originally after "(34 wad. In 6’ this clause is omitted; in 

@° a hand of the 7™ cent. has added in the margin (after the clause 

“pan so) 255 TN D101) the correction kai SoPyrw Siddyyua Bacrre‘as 

éml Thy Kepadny adrod. 

(9) It is better to read, with O, for swab (a yaad") and 4Sk™p) 

(= po>p™) the singular, wad, N7pi; in the same way {725571 

( "ANI" should be pointed WDD; ef. the singular forms 

in v. 11 and & crodtcdrw.... dvaBiBacdtw.... knpvocérw (G* crodicd- 
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Twoay .... Kypvocérwoay are secondary). The incorrect plural forms 
swab &c are due to the preceding DQM HN. The author no doubt 

believed that M did not merely superintend these functions, but that he 
performed them himself; cf. especially @ (260, 23). The statement at 
the end of c. 5, yon wy (cf. also yan Moy WR and yon “WN in 

7, 9. 10) is somewhat different. 

Mwy a (C NMAPI MANNS) is the forum of the city (Keil) 
not the place before the royal palace (Schultz, B, Wd). M was led on 
horseback through the City, not through the Acropolis; cf. last n.on ec. 3. 
This forum may have been before the Acropolis which contained the 
royal palace, but not immediately before the royal palace. 

(10) For pan “yw. awrn (3 qui sedet ante fores palatit) see 
n. on 2, 19. 

The question raised by J. D. Michaelis, Had the King forgotten 
that all the Jews were doomed to destruction? is easily answered. The 
King might have honored M, even if all the Jews were to be massacred 
in a few months; a soldier (or sailor) may be decorated before he is put 
to death. But the King had probably decided to discard H and his 
sanguinary policy, as soon as he learned from the official records that M 
had saved his life, not H. The order to honor M, which he gives to H, 
is the first instalment of the punishment he intends to mete out to H 
(cf. n. on 7,7). Nor is it reasonable to ask, How did the King know 
that M was a Jew at the King’s Gate? This was probably stated in the 
records; if not, the attendants of the King could easily supply this infor- 
mation, just as Harbonah told the King that H had put up a stake for 
M. Ifthe King asked, Who is this M? some one was no doubt present 
who could answer: He is a Jew (who has a stand) at the King’s Gate. 
But M may have been a familiar figure in Susa, so that he was known to 
the King. Cf. nn. on 2, 10.11; 3, 14.* 

(12) 6 kara xepodjs for WRI MEN (TC Aw Oy FuyN, 8 
eas) usucto, J operto capite) is corrected in G to xaraxexarAvppevos 
kedadnv. J’s conjecture, that the original text was not WN™ or Wi, 
but min, is destitute of all probability. 

(13) The Dagesh forte conjunctivum (GK?, §20, k) Ss" ax is 
due to the enclitic character of 5; cf. the Dagesh in NITTVAIPN &e 

for NATTTAPN (Cant. 73, ad Cant. 3,2; Proverbs 67, 41) also Arab. 

pls lo SS & fi-k@lli-ma ‘amin; bo Jus qalilamma; lo LY 
la’i4mma, with great difficulty; Laas litle bo YL) Lb 

*I believe, of course, that E is entirely fictitious (see Pur. 21, 35). I merely try to 

defend the author of E against unwarranted criticisms of modern expositors (cf. e.g. nn. on 

2,10; 3,14; 7,7; 8, 11.13; 9,3) just as my paper on Jonah’s Whale (cf. AJSL 28, 255) in 

the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, vol. 46, pp. 151-164 (1907) is not a 

vindication of the historical character of this Sadducean apologue (about 1008.0.) but a 

refutation of some unfounded objections raised by modern students of the Bible. 
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fa’4mma ’n-nésu-m4* has4 Quraisan (WdG 2, 224, D; 276, B; 
343, B) &c. The Dagesh orthophonicum (GK, §13,c) in Y5-s25n (cf. 
7,3: "ANVADN) is different. For enclitic words in Heb. see Nah. 19; 

cf. VG 70, below; 94,1.4. Contrast ZAT 3, 17-31. 
We need not suppose that H’s wife and his friends were familiar 

with the Scriptural passages concerning the Amalekites (Ex. 17,16; 1S 
15, 2-7; Gen. 32, 26, &c). A person who lived in Susa might have seen 
with his own eyes that it was hard to accomplish anything against a 
Jew. Cf. the parallels between E and the Book of Nehemiah referred 
to at the end of nn. on 3, 1. 

(14) For the Waw apodosis in “35 "O""O1 WAP DO ™2T OTW cf. 

Job 1, 16.17.18 (82 AM ATW AT MY) and n.on "975 (1,17). 

1 

(2) For the gloss "}wF7 DVD D3 (G" 17 devrépa qucpg, T NAVI FAS 
xp" IN) see n. on 2, 14. 

(3) The preposition in "Mdxwa (so, too, $) and “nwpaa is not 

the 3 essentie (see Numbers 57, 46) as Wd supposes; nor have we the 
5 essentic: in 2 (4, 16). fil sndxiwo means simply at my request 

(so AV) just as "272 (1, 12) means at the command. This is a variety 
of the 2 instrumenti; 3 in this connection means through the force of ; 

ef. our in or by virtue of and by order &c. GY Sobjrw } Yryy To airnpati 
pou; 3, freely, dona mihi animam pro qua rogo. 

(4) BA 54 (so, too, ¥) is Aramaic; cf. the last but one paragraph of 
nn.on1,8. — 

The clause pan pra mw “ZiT PNR 7D means: It is not worth 

while to annoy the King on account of the enemy (so, too, Reuss).— 
The sense is correctly given by B (431, 13): der Feind ist nicht werth, 
dass ich seinetwegen den Konig verletze oder betriibe, except that ver- 

letze or betrtibe is not the proper word; it should be beldstige, behellige 
(see below). The literal translation would be: The enemy is not equiva- 
lent to the annoyance of the King. The 3 in pra is the 3 pretii: 

the enemy is no equivalent at the cost of the annoyance of the King; cf. 

Josh. 6, 26: PNT A PPL. MTom Maa, he shall lay the 
foundation her eof at the cost of (AV in) his first- born, and at the cost 
of (AV in) his youngest son shall he set up the gates of it; i.e. The 
laying of the foundation shall cost him his first-born, the setting up of 

*Ma in such cases must be connected with the preceding word, not with the following 

tile . Also in eas lo RSs kam héiiatun xabitatun ma hija, avery 

dangerous snake and similar cases (WdG 2, 276, D) ma emphasizes the preceding word; 

the original meaning is: A snake—dangerous indeed she (or he). For the emphatic -ma 

in Assyrian see also Moses Schorr, Altbabyl. Rechtsurkunden (Vienna, 1907) p. 60. 
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the gates shall cost him his youngest son (see the translation of this 
passage in the Polychrome Bible and cf. above, n. on 4,7). To annoy 
the King would be too high a price for the punishment of this enemy; 
the enemy is so utterly worthless that it would be a pity to give the King 
the slightest annoyance on his account. This statement implies the 
greatest respect and consideration for the King, and the utmost con- 
tempt and hatred for H. @ renders correctly: 77225 Sya n> DN 

gob x02 “w Nda7. The noun 39Q means not only zeal, 
but also annoyance ; 44 means to be provoked (cf. Ger. sich ereifern 

and Heb. MNIp Deut. 29,19; Ezek. 5,13; y 79, 5). 

The dmaé XNeyouevov pra does not mean damage, but annoyance. It 

corresponds to Arab. (3}5 ndziqa, to be easily angered and easily 

pacified (edt jis Lids yelb). The noun B35 naz&qa means 

a swell of sudden anger, a fit of disappointment or anger, a huff. Also 

Assyr. nazaqu (impf. izziq) means to disturb, trouble, harass. 
Barth’s combination of pt) with yas ndqqaga, to injure is wrong 
(cf. BA 3, 81). 

Dan. 6, 3, pT) xi nd xdd504, does not mean that the King 

should have no damage, but that the King should not be annoyed, 

troubled (with the administrative details of the government). @ renders 
correctly: dzws 6 Baowreds py evoyAnta, J et rex non sustineret molestiam, 
LB und der Konig der Mihe tiberhoben wire. Behrmann’s render- 
ing, ne quis rex detrimenti capiat, which is endorsed by Marti, is 

incorrect. % translates: mas ond  badsado, that they (the sa- 

traps) should not annoy the King; seal (""J7) means not only to do 
harm, but also to annoy, molest, irritate. 

In Ezr. 4,13 prisin p55) means: she (Jerusalem) will give the 

great King (cf. ZDMG 61, 289, 17; Nah. 30, below) trouble. Jerusalem 
cannot injure the great King, but the city may give him trouble. The 

clause prin p5579 OMe|N certainly does not mean: thou shalt 

endamage the revenue of the Kings (AV). * has here kai rotro Bacwréis 
kaxorrotel, 3 et usque ad reges haec noxa perveniet, S |) asso un slo 
92, LB und ihr Vornehmen wird den Kénigen Schaden bringen; but 
6 reads 1 Esdr. 4,13: xai zpos tovros Bacretow dyAnoovow (cf. end of 

next paragraph). 
In Ezra 4, 15 ww rip npr means, not hurtful (AV) but 

troublesome for the great King (6 péyas BaotAevs) and the provinces (the 

satraps) and von npt » at the end of v. 22: to the trouble (or 

annoyance) S the great King (not to the hurt of the kings; so AY). 
SM ONDN in Ezra 4, 13 is certainly not a noun meaning revenue, but an 
adverb with the meaning eventually, finally, ultimately. © has in Ezra 
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4,15: xaxorootca Bacwrels xa xdpas (so, too, 6 1 Esdr. 4,15; but Ezra 

4,15: Bacirctor cal rédeow évoxdotoa; So, too, 6 1 Esdr. 2, 19) and at 

the end of v. 22: es xaxorotyow Bacirctow; but G" has here eis 76 py 
évoxrctoba. Baowreis, and in 1 Esdr. 4, 22: rod éxAdioba: Bacrrcis, cf. GY 

1 Esdr. 2, 24 eis 76 Bacrrcis évoyAjoa (see below). 

In the present passage 6” renders a J pra mw “ET PN 7D — 
ov yap ag.os 6 SidBodos THs aiAijs TOD Baciéws. J restores the Heb. text on 

the basis of this corrupt translation as follows: Siw yw PRD 
span sxma. This may be archaic Hebrew, but even Saul would not 

have understood it without the help of the witch of En-dor (cf. n. on 
8,1). @ aidjjs is also supposed to be a corruption of épyis, but it is 
difficult to see how épyjs should have been corrupted to aidAjjs; cf. the 

remarks on the emendation xAjpwv for ivév in nn. on 3,7. C 197 thinks 
that atAjs represents a Grecized form of nw, injustice. The original 

reading may have been the abbreviated genitive of éxAnous, trouble, 
annoyance (cf. éydov mapéxeiv, to give trouble, &c). G" cal AOedov arayyed- 

Aat iva wi) AvIATw Tov Kipidv pou gives the sense of the passage correctly, 
but freely. J nunc autem hostis noster est cujus crudelitas redundat in 
regem (i. e. whose extreme cruelty will reflect on the King) is a mere 
guess. LB so wiirde der Feind dem Kénige doch nicht schaden is 
entirely wrong; nor is the rendering in K’s Textbibel any better: da 
aber der Konig geschidigt werden soll, so verdient der Widersacher 

nicht geschont zu werden. In 3 basses 50d) boo, sso tLe m Wi the 

participle {La seems to be a corruption, not of a, as B-R suggest, but 

of fo; Shas fo= pw in 3, 8, but low in 5,13. T xp772 o> DN 

nodes RPUNRI RAN pro. All these various renderings pre- 

suppose no different text. @ Np TN seems to be a transposition of 

RPDS 5 ef. conclusion of n. on DIAMNWMN (8, 10). 

SA pan pra mw “XT PR 7D is correct and means: for the 

enemy is not worthy of pening the King, i.e. the enemy is so con- 

temptible that it is not worth while to trouble the King on his account. 

All the emendations proposed are unnecessary. Oecettli’s conjecture, 

pan pra mo ms 7S "5, salvation (from this destiny) is not 

worth the damage of ‘the King (endorsed by Wd) is gratuitous and 

illogical. Nor can we accept O’s emendation mw msn for mo aa caw 

(S: solches Bedrdngniss ware nicht hinreichend den Ké6nig zu betri- 
ben). GB", s. v. Fw renders: Der Feind verdient nicht, dass der 

Konig verletzt wird; this should be dass der Kénig (seinetwegen) 
behelligt wird. 

The rendering of AV, although the enemy could not countervail the 

King’s damage, has recently been defended by W who says (W 18) that 
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the meaning of our passage is, H would not be able to reimburse the 
King for the damage (loss of taxes &c) he would suffer, if he permitted 
H to exterminate the Jews. W 24 calls attention to the fact that there 
were a great many Jewish publicans in Egypt, and that the King 
(Kuergetes IT) would have suffered great loss, if the Jewish farmers of 
the revenues had been exterminated together with their coreligionists. 
But if the property of the Jews had been confiscated, the King would 
have received, not only all the taxes collected by the Jewish publicans 
(including their commission) but also their accumulated wealth; see also 
Pur. 28, 15. 

(5) #4 “WAN 2° (so, too, Z) is superfluous. G’ has simply elrev 8 
6 Bacire’s Tis obros xrX. 
HS TTR TT NW 2 means Who is it, and where is he? 

(ef. mI wo OD1 HT M10 at the end of 4,5). It is perfectly natural to 
say TIT NW 7% in the first clause, and S74 PT °N in the second: in 

the first clause, 7 emphasizes the interrogative pronoun; in the 
second, N47 is the subject and quite appropriate according to GK”, 
§ 136, b; 7 "& means here where? not which (Eccl. 11, 6). The 
demonstrative 7 emphasizes the interrogative "x in the second clause 

(contrast GB", 24, below) just as N47 emphasizes “7g in the first clause 
(see Nah. 47, ad v. 12). For "~, where? cf. Is. 50, 1; 66, 1; Job 28, 
12. 20; 38, 19>. Heb. 8 where? Ruth 2, 19 (=Assyr. anu, Arab. 

up! aina; see Kings 203, 9) is merely "&{ with the interrogative particle 

%: which we have also in mannu, who? (see n. on 1,12). G omit 
QUT TT, in GS a corrector has added xai zoids éorw odros, S LW also 

ej ol, TOT ANN PT OND PTR 7a. 

fA yad sz “wR means whose heart has filled him (so AV®) but 
not welchen sein Herz erfillt hat (Wd) nor der sein Herz damit erfililt 

hat (S) nor dessen Herz thn erfilit hat (B). Cf. the remarks on the 
common mistranslation of {n>w.... DON in non. on 5,11. We must 

(with J) read sad xd wR, who has filled his heart, i. e. who has 

the audacity, 6" érédpnoe, 3 audeat, 8 mas yas22, T PpSbay 7 
p25; cf. the Pharisaic gloss Eccl. 8,11 and Acts 5,3 where Peter 

says to Ananias: 6:4 ri érAjpwoe 6 catavas THY Kapdiay cov, Pevoacbai ce TS 
mvetpa 76 &yov. A man must fill his heart (i.e. his mind) with barefaced 
audacity in order to undertake such a venture; he must gather up 
courage in his heart. 

(6) TIT P55 Yan JANI AWS WN does not mean The adversary 

and enemy is this wicked H,s0 AV; LB der Feind und Widersacher 

ist dieser bése Haman (similarly S and K). This would require the 

article, TIM 357 yan NW DUNT AST was cf. GK”, § 126, k; 
§116,q. &" dOpwros éxOpds Apav 6 rovypds obros, omitting \ AZ; in 6 

a corrector has prefixed émiBovAos kai to éxOpdés. 3 hostis est inimicus 
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noster pessimus iste est Aman, inserting noster ; S tao,ssso |yo\ tet 

baad Ln on con, © PIT wD Pa NII Sy Np NS. 
B’s ein Drangsal tibender und feindseliger Mann ist dieser bése H da 
is very awkward. The first clause, A“N 3% WN, represents the 

answer to the King’s question [7 NW7772, and the second clause, 
nmin 24 ya, answers the question N47 FTT™N (cf. n. on v. 5). The 

King asks, Who is it? and where is he? E replies: A man, an adver- 
sary and an enemy: H, the evil one, there! In L’s edition (but not in 
Swete) we find the correct punctuation: dyOpwmos éxOpdés: Apav 6 rovnpés 
ovros. C xx translates: Ein Widersacher und Feind ist es; H ist 

dieser Bosewicht, but C 198 explains: Jener Ubelthater und Feind ist 
H, dieser Bésewicht. 

E had invited H to the banquet in order to be able to give the King 
this answer. If she had accused H in his absence, the grand vizier 
would have had a better chance to defend himself (cf. C 168). Here he 
was confronted with the Queen, and he collapsed, not because he had 
tried to exterminate all the Jews, but because he knew the King was 

aware of the fact that M, not H, had saved the King’s life, and that H’s 
hatred against M and the Jews was chiefly due to his apprehension lest 
the trick to which he owed his sudden elevation might become known to 
the King (cf. n. on 3, 4). The situation was all the more desperate after 
the Queen had told the King that she was a Jewess and the foster- 
daughter of M who had saved the life of the King. 

fA Mpa means he was surprised, taken by surprise, overtaken (Ger. 
tiberrumpelt) not he was afraid (so AV). Arab. wre means to happen 
unexpectedly, to come or fall upon a person suddenly and unexpectedly 

(xas? 19} axes). The noun kis» denotes a surprising event, a sudden 
attack. ©@%" érapdy6n, which is used in 4, 4 for Srdrnn ; 3 obstuputt. 

S S122]; so, too, in 4,4 for bndmnm. T oonwr. 
(7) For the pregnant construction, wean m3 Oe... pp pam, 

cf. the last paragraph of nn. on 4,4. W’s conception of this passage is 
entirely wrong. It is perfectly natural that the King leaves the room 
and goes to the garden. In the first place, he was very much incensed 
and did not like to give vent to his anger in the presence of the Queen; 
many a man who is enraged will get up and leave the room rather than 
speak out in the presence of his wife. Moreover, the King wanted to 
have time to think the situation over. H was grand vizier and had 
no doubt a number of powerful adherents; so he could not be disposed 
of without due consideration. B states that the King went to the park 
um in der freien Luft die erste Hitze des Zorns verrauchen zu lassen 

und zu tiberlegen, welche Strafe tiber H zu verhdngen sei. The King’s 
suspicion had been aroused as soon as he learned from the official records 
that M, not H, had discovered the conspiracy (cf. n. on 6, 10). The 
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statement that the King left the room and went to the garden, is not 
a grober und geradezu unerklarlicher Compositionsfehler (W 18; con- 
trast C 181, below). In a dramatic performance (see Pur. 38, 31; 12, 1) 
the audience would wait in breathless expectation for the reappearance 
of the King. When the King returned, he knew, of course, that H had 
no idea of assaulting the Queen; his remark, Is he going to assault the 
Queen while Iam at home? is a cruel jest (C 200 calls it todtende Ironie). 
It showed how the King was disposed toward H (C 200 says: In diesen 
furchtbar ironischen Worten lag H’s Todesurtheil). 

For wan MD3 see nn. on 1, 5. 

For 79, remained (not stood up, AV; 3 surrewit; % sas) see n, 

on 5, 1. 

For 95x read soy; see n.on 1,17. % |dasl umoSt ad Dory 

beds oo,* T gOS mda Nnwa shy MEpMoN oN. 
(8) The pointing 555 implies that H threw himself at the feet of E 

(cf. 8, 3) when the King returned. The translation had thrown himself 
(AV was fallen, S war niedergefallen, K war niedergesunken, 3 reperit 
Aman super lectulum corruisse) would require the pointing S50; for 

the pluperfect cf. n. on 1, 9. The participle is more dramatic. ” Also 
3w is participle, not perfect. 

After Summ by we may supply (but not insert) Fa abe al pind 

or pad pwd; of. waa prmm (2 K 4, 27) and expdérnoay abrod 
tovs 7rddas (Matt. 28, 9) also "2 ‘pws (y 2, 12) kiss the ground = Assyr. 
qéqqara n&ssiqt (AJSL 19, 134; ZDMG 58, 630, n. 36). See e. g. 
KB 1, 28, 28; 32, 87: Sepé’a igbatfi-ma arimsuntti, they clasped 
my feet, and I pardoned them; KB 2,178, 19: unasSiq Sepé’a rému 
arsisti-ma, he kissed my feet, and I granted him mercy. If E was 

recumbent on a dining couch, H had to bow down WHOM by, if he 

wanted to clasp, or kiss, the feet of the Queen. A man may kiss the hem 
of the garment of a lady to show his humble devotion to her; but her 
husband may misinterpret it. S’s rendering vor dem Diwan is inac- 
curate. If H had fallen down before the couch, the King could not 
have made his cruel jest. Heb. Sy cannot mean before; it might mean 

close to, hard by; cf. GB" 534°, 3,c. This Sy is different from ow by 

(cf. our phrase to sit over a meal) & (Kings 134, 27). If a man sits 
very close to a lady in a crowded car, he sits almost upon her. % has in 
8, 3 unad i “Ss Sale for 7597 p> Semi. For mu = lectulus 
convivalis (Talmud. 207A) see BL 68. 

*Syr. D5 is a transposed doublet (cf. Pras = mba) of Was =dan=dad; ‘see 

last n. on c. 7; cf. AJSL 28, 245 (2 = ey’) and 247 (ey = pr) also Arab. ty> = 

AVG; (33 esl fof Sod! py>): Cf. last n. on 4, 4. 
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For man “ay pos ms wiasd ps see conclusion of first 

n.on v.7; D3 corresponds to the Ger. etwa gar (so, correctly, 8) cf. etiam 

(Cic. Tusc. 2, 7, 17) and Nn Job 40, 8; Gen. 18, 18. 23; Am. 2, 11. 

FH wa is not inf. with the prefixed preposition 5, but impf. with 

prefixed emphatic 5; see Proverbs 52,11; AJSL 22, 201, 1. 18; contrast 
GK”, § 114,i, note 1; see also my paper on the scriptio plena of emphatic 
la- (5) in OLZ 10, 305, and the remarks on Hag. 1, 9 in nn. on 8,-7. 

W 18 remarks, the King does not say the Queen, which would be 
more correct and more impressive, he says: soll denn dem Weibe in 
meinem Hause Gewalt angethan werden? It is true that 6” have ri 
yevatxa, but fl has ra=byatm| MN; so, too, T%3. On the other hand, 6” 

has 4 Baciuocoa in 1,19 where the omission of this title in Ml is inten- 
tional. 

$l “277 refers, of course, to the cruel jest of the King (see con- 

clusion of first n. on v. 7) not to a special command to execute H, as B 
supposes; the order to put the grand vizier to death is given at the 
end of v. 9 in the words "59 won ‘ 

For 49m (3 statim operuerunt faciem ejus) read, with Condamin 

(Revue biblique, 7, 2, 258-261, cited by S) and Perles (Analekten, 
p. 82) TEM, as in y 34, 6, following ©” drpary té rpoodry. The 

omission of the 9 is due to haplography; for 4}="3= 4 ef. NM7B (9, 8) 

=NN7"H and end of second paragraph of nn. on WITWMN “d, 1) also 

n.on 799) for (979) in Nah. 33. % woud] woo uncslo, but T ON4 

NOT WSN yan. S da stand H schmachbedeckt follows @; 

but in his nn. he says: Owing to the reference to 6, 12, the reading of 
the received text is preferable: there M (sic/) was a WR “EM; now 
H’s head is covered. S adds: Cf. for the game of dice, that took place 
between H and M, 3,7; 9, 24-26.—If S had been able to carry his own 

notes through the press, he would probably have suppressed these 
remarks; cf. n. on 4, 7. 

(9) For 727M see nn. on 1,10. According to 6’ the eunuch who 

suggested the impalement of Haman was not 727M, but Bovyabay= 

wn52 who had been impaled according to 2, 23; see n. on Q, 22. 

SA FIT O35 does not mean Huc accedit quod (S). It implies an 
ellipsis, just as the DJ in "5 D3 (Ruth 2, 21) I might also state that, or 

TN in “OX "5 oN (Gen. 3, 1) which corresponds to our by the way or 

& propos; ef. also ReaM Nd oN in 5,12. Harbonah thinks H is a 

mi 72; he ought to be impaled, and we have not only a malefactor 

worthy of impalement, behold! there is also (5) the pole which H set 
up for M.* If we render this 93 by Why, we have again an ellipsis: 

Why, there is the pole means originally: Why don’t you impale him? 
There is the stake &c. 

* H’s pole is a May-pole; see Pur, 11, 23; BL 102. 
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Hb by aw AT WR (cf. 1 8 25, 30; Jer. 32, 42) could 
mean only who made kind remarks about the King, (AV who has spoken 
good for the King, LB der Gutes fiir den Konig geredet hat) but not 

who did the King a good turn or who rendered the King a great service 

(S der doch fiir des Kénigs Heil gesorgt hatte). We must point 925 

4b and insert 55 before this. 6” has simply Mapdoxaiv 7d kedioain 

wept rod Bacwdéus, in G a corrector has added éyad. Also 6" reads rév 
MapSoxaiov tov Aadjoovra dyaHd wept Tov Baoréws, J qui locutus est pro 

rege, S lasso Ss fépeow jel SS, T NDA PID Nav dda; 
noo Sy NMaw dT; of. also G 259, 18; 260 7: NMaD WR 
N25 5p. 

The stem 5935 means to complete, to mature, to wean, to do; it may 

mean to do good or to do evil (cf. 1 S 24, 18) but, as a rule, it means, in 
Hebrew, to do good; cf. yay 18,6; 116,7; 119,17. Arab. Rus ja- 
mila means a good deed, a favor, benefit. In Assyrian, on the other 
hand, ttru gimilli, to return a deed (HW 198”) means, as a rule, to 
return an evil deed, to retaliate. Our verb to retaliate means now 

especially to retaliate injuries, but formerly one could say also to re- 
taliate favors; to retaliate a visit meant to return a call, to repay a 

visit. Similarly to requite may mean to recompense, to reward or to 

retaliate, to punish; ef. SJAMON ND (=15 Aw av or awR av 
sworn op 13123) verily I will punish him (or them) in Am. 1. 2 (see 

OLZ 10, 306). 

The stem 5195 is a secondary modification of 5445 (Arab. had) with 

partial assimilation of the initial 5 to the sonant nasal (cf. Nah. 31, 

below) and 733 is also allied to "a5;* cf. y 57, 3 (“9 “Wah dNd) 
and Nah. 26, below; 45, below.t The original root is D5 (Nah. 35, 
below). Cf. also Assyr. kamalu, to be revengeful, to resent, be indig- 
nant; kimiltu, resentment, anger = ap) (HW 335%). Just as to 
retaliate was formerly used in the sense of to repay or return a favor 

&c, so the verb to resent could formerly be used in a good sense = to 
receive with satisfaction. 

nm 

(1) J thinks that o> NIT TS must be a secondary correction for 

55 mibya5 “5, E told the King that she had been M’s wife. Very 

naive! Contrast 2, 3 (M>%m2) and last paragraph of nn. on 2,7; cf. 
also J’s restoration of pan pra sw NT TS “5 in nn.on 7, 4. 

G" Oru evwxe(wras airy does not presuppose a different text; it is merely 
an explanation of mt NVI 77, just as J quod esset patruus suus. 

*For the transposed doublet 3 in Syriac see footnote to n. on y. 7. 

{Just as we find both 493 and byabt in Assyrian, so we have also both piru and 

pilu, elephant; cf. qirbu and qablu=qalbu (see last n. on 4,4). 
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The meaning of the Septuagintal phrase is that E had been taken into 
M’s house and adopted by him; oixefos means a member of the family ; 
instead of airy we must read aire. T = 24 ya and S$ aS jon Ls 

follow ffl; len is due to a misunderstanding, but it does not seriously 
affect the sense. 

(3) M OTT Sy AWM WN INAWwMA NN) isa tertiary explan- 
atory at to the preceding "33N7 van 13" NN; it is derived from 

penn by awn wx an ‘naw a1" in the secondary addi- 
tion 9, 25; cf. nn.on v.5. For the prefixed Waw explicative see the 
remarks on NMIAN (1, 10) and n. on 1,17; cf. also n. on 8,6. For 

scribal expansions derived from parallel passages see n. on v. 14. 

(5) 6” omits P72 INK TDW Ga ww> aI Ww. This is 
corrected in the margin of G. 3% ae "S73 "NX TDi, % transpos- 

ing clauses 2and 3. The fourth clause, \""y2 "ON [W2IW, does not 

imply that E takes a personal interest in the matter (as S supposes) but 
it is a coquettish climax, equivalent to our if you really care for me a 
little. 

The clause "J4N7 NOTAN 3 yan MDW (S soo? [Acautso 
Lx) is a scribal expansion interrupting the connection between MN 

p™Sc and AND WR (which may be impersonal; cf. n. on v.10). It 

is derived from the end of v. 3. 
(6) The first clause of this verse seems to be a gloss (or variant; ef. 

last n. on 1, 4) to the second; "T"°N" S558 sDoDN means How could 

I see (G" ras yap Suvycopas idetv) not How could I have seen (B, Wd) lit. 
How shall I be able and (how shall I) see. For the perf. "myn" after 
the preceding impf. $55 see GK”, § 112, p. 

The idea (AoF 3, 3, below) that the final in y7aN is due to Per- 

sian influence is just as fanciful as the explanation of "2 5 see conclu- 

sion of nn.on 1,5. The constr. of J7AR should be JRE, not FIRS 5 

similarly the constr. of wow should be ow not Wow: cf. nn. on 

mea (1,5) and wat (4, 11). 
(7) The clause A°T77°2 17 now swe 52 isa gloss, just as 3" 

gaan by oti by awn wwe AVN naw (9, 25) is not 
original. The King did not give the order: sbp wn (7, 9) because 

H had planned to exterminate all the Jews in the Persian empire; this 
plan had been sanctioned by the King. H was impaled because he had 
deceived the King (cf. second n. on 6,10). The alleged assault on the 

Queen was merely a pretext (cf. n.on 7,7). The gloss mow wr dy 
ona WW is derived from 9, 25 just as the scribal expansions in vv. 
3 and 5. 

(8) fot by (so, too, $) means, of course, concerning the 
Jews (T RTT 7732) not to the Jews (B). LB and AV for the Jews. 
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S in Betreff der Juden. Wd says, OUT by may mean in Betreff 

der Juden or an die Juden; he thinks this equivocal phrase is inten- 
tional inasmuch as the letters were sent both to the satraps concerning 
the Jews and to the Jews themselves. But this view is erroneous; cf. 

third paragraph of nn. on v. 9. 

6” has for pan ows and pan MIDI :— ex Tod dvopards pov 

and r¢ daxrvAtw pov, but ffl is no doubt more original. J, of course, pre- 
fers 6. 

* omits the first imperative "2m and the 4 before mm, and 

reads ans. instead of AMD “5D (cf. n. on "D4, 1, 16) so that 7s 

Sood appears, not as predicate to 3mD, but as a relative clause 

(y2a te) coordinated to the preceding relative clauses. Schultz mis- 

interpreted 4™p7q> 7s in the same way: the new letters sent by M are 

to be just as irrevocable as the letters sent by H. 

Sal pinm is not possible in a coordinated relative clause (J). Read 

=igiae as in 3,12. If pYmm> were correct, we might feel tempted to 

read it DAMN as a pass. part. = Arab. Jari . I pointed out in BA 

1, 180 that Joxio for Jyxas was originally a Nif‘al form, the initial 

m being due to the analogy of the participles of the other derived con- 
jugations. 

(9) V. 9 containing 43 words (192 letters) is the longest verse in the 
p-ain>, longer even than its anti-Jewish pendant in 3, 12. 

Phas ee) = Babyl. Simanu (stem rs): For |= m see Pur. 23, 19; 

82,24; cf.n.on 1,9. Simanu, appointed time, season has passed into 
Heb. as "aT with partial assimilation of the initial 6 to the sonant 

nasal (AJ SL 22, 202, n. 9) as in DPT, fetters for mp2, O pI (Nah. 

81, below). In Syriac the v=m is expressed by 3: >} (modern Syriac 

zona). For the third month, i.e. Sivan (J Siban) GY has the first 
month, i.e. Nisan. In the margin of @* this has been corrected in 
accordance with fil. % has 4} (which is connected with |p}, boar; 
see KAT", 398, n. 5) for ker just as $ uses wp] oto for Naw (2, 16) 

and |ijm> for “ipy won Dr ms (9, 21). Jensen combines rly 

with the cuneiform name of a star (Procyon?) xabagiradnu (HW 268°), 
The intervocalic b became v (ZA 19, 235; contrast AG?, § 57, a) and this 
may have been elided; cf. also Heb. “wy for m6gar=magar=mage¢ar 

=mangar (stem “¥3) and THON (2 K 4, 2)= "pon, mar = 
TNAw?, NNN = nnn; see Kings 241, 24. 

For oot bs pat mb, 6 éypddy Trois “Iovdaios) read, 

following 4%, “7 $y, as in the preceding verse; cf. nn.on 7,7 Gael for 

s-5y) and 1,17. This “77 5y must be connected with the preceding 
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clause "5759 ST WN doo, not with 3m5"). On the other hand, 

the 58 before OE" TWMN (see n. on 3, 12) depends, not on FW, but 

on AMD". 8, correctly, bejas NS woyiato ods) sopto No acidco. 

The instructions were, of course, sent to the Persian officials, not to the 

Jews. The 4 before OME "TMNT ON must be omitted; it was added 

after 5» had been miswritten 5. The prefixed 4 is omitted in %; on 

the other hand % has in 9, 2 Lasso) {Atupso smdaace omens instead 

of “ban meta dea pAmya; of. also nn. on 9, 10. 29. 
The proclamation was to be made known to all the peoples (b55 “55 

vay) in the Persian empire; in this way the Jews learned of it, so that 

they could organize armed resistance to defend their lives and protect 
their property. M learned what had happened, when H’s decree was 
published in Susa (4, 1) although H had, of course, sent no special mes- 

sage to M. Contrast o-tT ST b> Og obo mow in 9, 20. 
The gloss pw55) Dans Ov Nh, at the end of the present 

verse, is due to the misreading O°" «DN instead of “4 by. The 

Jews have always adopted the language of the country in which they 
settled; the Persian Jews understood Persian, just as the Alexandrian 

Jews spoke Greek; it was not necessary to write to them in Heb. or 
Aramaic; cf. n. on last clause of c. 1. 

(10) The verbal forms 3m5%, DNnM, mow) are impersonal; cf. 

remarks on QMD “WN (v.5) and SF (3,7). & eypady, eoppayicbn, 

and éfaréoreAav; but it is not necessary to read AMD, although 3 

renders o>\5ZJo; nor need we read (with J) \ndv. 
For D%27, couriers see n. on 3, 18. 

Sl pcoioD is an explanatory gloss to the following wy "254. 

Another glossator has added the Pers. term O°3"MDMNM, and 3 

prS7a7 is a tertiary explanation of this antiquarian gloss; cf. v. 14 

where 0°57" 2 is omitted. @ has for "S55 D{CC2 Ow Ts 

Ds 2 DIMM WT simply &a BiBrudépwv (J per vere- 
darios) and at the beginning of v. 14 &’ substitutes for "255 O-g74 

DeNwmA wo the term of immeis (J veredarii celeres) but a correc- 

tor has added in @: xai émPdror rv mopiwy of peyrraves. % omits the 
gloss D°O10N, and substitutes for the antiquarian gloss, giving the 
Pers. name of the royal horses, a Pers. word for the couriers : — i,m 

bass3 ulo Lass 4055 fooan| paso Had po i244]. For the Waw 

explicative in ga5o cf. n. on 1, 17. LB reitende Boten auf jungen 

Maulthieren, AV posts on horseback, and riders on mules, camels and 

young dromedaries. According to Ed. Meyer, Geschichte des Alter- 
thums, 3, 67 both DUAMNWMN and ODD" "3D refer to the couriers, 

not to their horses; but this is erroneous. J considers D"O102 pz" a 

ridiculous combination; but modern couriers often travel on horseback 
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(or in automobiles) although courier means originally runner. We also 
have now mounted infantry. 

ffl WI" means racers; this might mean race-horses or swift drom- 
edaries; but Herod. 5, 14; 8, 98 favor the meaning race-horse; see 

Kings 80, 45.  xat rots dppact = 3975) instead of wd) (1 K 5, 8) is 
not good; no scribe would have corrupted 355 into wo; cf. remarks 
on the emendation xAypov for ivev in nn. on 3,7. Heb. wins, property 
means originally mount=animal for riding; cf. Assyr. ruktisu (see 
Ezra 57, 38) whereas Syr. sto means originally property and then 

especially animal for riding. In Mic. 1,13 y5"5 mas {24 OOM is 
corrupt; it cannot mean bind the chariot to the swift beast; but the 

meaning of the passage may be: Abandon the chariot for the racer, i.e. 
try to get away as quickly as possible, not in a chariot, but on the back 
of a swift horse. 4 Om" may be a corruption of "yp , although 

the reading of fil is confirmed by 6 Wédos = DN = joe (not = yor, 

as Marti supposes). % basi, jAaspio 24,.9; cf. Gen. 46, 29: p20 

abasyo waves = INII2 FOYT TON. Heb. wr to cast down may 

mean to cast off; ef. 7>>wh 2 K 7, 15; Eccl. 3, 6, and © ApWOIM 
(Ex. 23, 11). 

fA OC VMAMWMNM is derived from Old Pers. khsatra, dominium; so 

it means dominicus. Instead of DAnUnNT we must point DNUINT 

(cf. n. on 3, 12). This was the name of the horses kept for the "personal 
use of the King (cf. 6, 8: an s->9 S5O7 TWN DID). The horses 

(saddle horses and teams) kept by a landed proprietor for his personal 
use are often called in Germany Herrschaftspferde (i.e. seigneurial or 
manorial horses) in distinction from the Wirthschaftspferde, i.e. the 

farm-horses, work-horses, &c. B (436, 3) correctly states: Wir mtissen 
wohl an herrschaftliche Pferde denken, welche in kéniglichen Gestiiten 

gross gezogen wurden; cf. the Ger. Trakehner. T “> OAD, T “>on 

(naked) seems to be a corruption of NbaAwAN, courier, and T NOADAN 
is a transposition (cf. footnote to n. on 7,7) of Sida = Syr. i;pSaz = 
tabellarius. Cf. conclusion of seventh n. on 7, 4 (NP"TAS = Np") 

and Kings 84, 3; see also last n. on 4, 4. 
For moan "92, which would mean sons of the herdsmen (cf. Syr. 

pass ‘ herdsman) we must read non "92,+ sons of the herds or 

studs, i.e. bred in the royal studs for the special use of the King. In 

Syriac , jasc} means a herd, especially of horses; in the Talmud, yan 

seems to denote a cross between a jackass and a mare, i.e.a mule; instead 

fIn the same way DW 7D, horses must be pointed Dw, not pwsp ; the latter 

oor 

form (Syr. ba 2) means horsemen. The objections raised by Arnold (JBL 24, 45) are 

not valid. Itis true that we use horse for horsemen. 
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of ya it would be better to read ya (= r&amak). Nor does Arab. 

5Key rémaka denote a blood- horse, bred in a stud; in fact, it means an 

inferior mare. But such changes of meaning are not uncommon; the 

word mare means in German (Mdhre) a mean or poor horse, a jade; 
oes? hajin means in classical Arabic of low origin, a mean or poor 

horse, but in modern Arabic it is used for fast dromedary. The etymo- 
logical equivalent of knave in German, Knappe, means squire of a knight, 
while in modern English, knave is used for rogue. J’s objections against 
the interpretation sons of the studs are gratuitous. Cf. Fleischer 
in Levy’s Talmudic dictionary, 4, 487°. The stem Ta may be 

Semitic; it may be a transposition of O55; cf. Arab. mys karim, 

noble and our well-bred. The primitive meaning is dug = tilled, culti- 

vated, cultured; see AJSL 23, 247; cf. conclusion of preceding note. 

(11) The clause DTIT"D 7D 7M] WR means, of course, that 
(AV, incorrectly wherein; so, too, C 217) H; S wodurch) the King had 
given (permission) to the Jews (cf. "M3", 9, 18, and Kings, 113, 7) not 

which he had given to the Jews, referring to the horses. S’s statement 
that the King presented those horses to the Jews is unwarranted. 

pial dap does not mean fo assemble, but to organize themselves, 

to take concerted action. 6” interprets this to mean xpyobai Trois vouos 
aitév; cf. 1 M 6, 59: orjowpey aitois rot wopeverOar Tois vomipors avrar, 
10, 37: Kai ropevécbwoay Trois vopos adrav. At any rate, the idea is not 
that they should assemble on the day of the massacre planned by H, but 
that they should assemble in advance to organize armed resistance for 
the 13 of Adar. If they had assembled on that day, they would have 
been unable to protect their property. Cf.n. on 9, 2. 

The phrase Dw} by sap (3 omens soosass) means to defend 

their lives, lit. to stand up for their lives (see Pur. 34,1). To make a 
stand means to take a position of defense and resistance. The heading 

of c. 8 in AV correctly states: Ahasuerus granteth to the Jews to defend 

themselves. This is much more appropriate than the summary given in 
LB: Die Juden haben Erlaubniss sich an thren Feinden zu rdchen. 
The idea of the King is not, that the Jews may attack any one who is 
supposed to be unfriendly disposed toward the Jews; they only receive 
permission to resist any attack. The repetition of the terms used in the 
edict of H, taxd) 39775" saw, implies that the Jews shall be 
permitted to resort to retaliatory measures: if any one attempts sso 

DM TaNd) sbi, then IMS WAN UT Wow. If the 
Russian Jews had been permitted to organize themselves for self- 
defense, the majority of the pogroms (see Pur. 35, 11) would never 
have happened; cf. n. on 9,5. It is true that G has instead of M954 

5) pws op :— Bonbijoal re atrois Kal xpyoOar trois avTidixos airy Kal 
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Tos dvTiKepevots aitav ds BovAovrat, but this is not the original Heb. text; 
it seems to be derived from OIVZ75 DANIO Wy" (at the end of 9, 
5) which is omitted in G’. Even Bon6ijoai re airois is not an accurate 
rendering of wD) Sy avd. The Heb. phrase corresponds to Ger. 

Nothwehr (i. e. self-defense)* while the Greek phrase corresponds to the 
Ger. Selbsthilfe. Selbsthilfe (taking the law into one’s own hands) may 
be more aggressive than self-defense. 

fl Sm is a gloss; S: (alle) Bewaffnete (des Volks und der Satra- 
pien). Cf. also third n. on 9, 16. 

For BAS OM read Om DME: cf. Num. 10,9: ES AWM 
poms. A participle may take a verbal suffix (cf. "py &c, GK”, § 116, f) 

but the substantive “3% cannot be construed with M&. &% has for AX 

BOs DMEM Art oy Sr by @ Node) Nay mdm b> om 
yan Ppt) simply eas was, wisas. LB die sie dngstigten 
is misleading; AV, correctly, that would assault them. 

8’s suggestion, that we should supply ona pan ys after 

DMS oN is gratuitous; at any rate this addition would be just 

as superfluous as the second Pw» after o> amr in 2,18. It 

is probably due to his misunderstanding of the clause bon sa) “WN 

p75 at the beginning of this verse. 

S’s note, Die Lesart (OMN DYN instead of OMS Own) ist 
zweifelhaft, da man nicht erwarten wird, dass diese Bedrdnger von 

Weibern und Kindern werden angegriffen werden, is due to some 

uncorrected misunderstanding, just as the remarks referred to in n. on 
4,7. ft pypn 3°) is a scribal expansion derived from 3, 13 (see Pur. 

34, 5) but S’s remark, von Weibern und Kindern hatte man schwerlich 

Gefahr fiir sein Leben zu beftirchten is unwarranted: a heathen woman 

might assault a Jewish woman, a heathen boy might attack a Jewish 
boy; some heathen children might kill an old Jew &c. 

fa had pbdswo own 2) is a gloss derived from 3, 13 (cf. n. on 

ppm, v.14). The phrase WPT Ww is omitted by the glosssator 

in the present passage. 6” omits pT sy) "9372 even in 3,13. On the 

other hand, @ adds réva in 7,4. In c. 3 these additions are appro- 
priate, because all the Jews were to be exterminated, and H had prom- 
ised to pay 10,000 talents into the royal treasury. Therefore all the 
Jews had to be killed, both young and old, women and children; and 
their property had to be confiscated, otherwise H would not have been 
able to pay the 10,000 talents. Here, however, the Jews received per- 

mission only to organize themselves and to defend their lives (op Ta7> 

pw) by slaying, if necessary, all the people of the provinces who 

*In Moses Schulbaum's Deutsch-Hebr. Wérterbuch (Lemberg, 1881) by mtn 

‘'PB3 is given as the Heb. equivalent of Nothwehr. 
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assaulted them (OMX OAM). They had permission only t* mw) 

BMS “wpa (9, 2) i.e. to lay hands on those who attempted to do 
them harm; they were allowed forcibly to resist a forcible attack upon 
their persons or property. &’ duvvwvra (16, 20) does not mean they may 
be avenged on them (so AV) but they may repel them. Wd’s conception 
that the enemies of the Jews were to be massacred. without being able to 
offer any resistance (die Feinde der Juden sollen wehrlos von diesen 
umgebracht werden) is unwarranted. B-R 360 (1. 13) correctly states, 
the Jews were granted permission, alle welche .... sie bedrdngen, zu 
tédten, Similarly S says, Den Juden wird durch ein Decret das Recht 
gegeben, fiir den 13. Adar Schutzmassregeln gegen thre Feinde zu 

treffen; but he makes the gratuitous addition und dieselben mit Weib 

und Kind auszurotten. Even the received text speaks only of the slay- 
ing of their assailants. 

Driver (LOT, 486) says: If all these measures were taken in self- 
defense, they need no justification; but the terms of the narrative itself 

make it extremely difficult to think that this was the case. This state- 
ment, however, is incorrect, just as the statement that it seems impossible 
to acquit M of permitting an unprovoked massacre. Nor, continues 
Driver, can the request in 9, 13 be excused. But the gibbeting of H’s 
ten sons and the second massacre in Susa may have been necessary in 
order to prevent further anti-Jewish outbreaks. The personal safety of 
the Queen and the Grand Vizier made it necessary in Susa to teach the 
enemies of the Jews a lesson. 

(18) The phrase DAMIR OPI (S$ wataspsso co sped, 
(ag yyw “sya yepnnd) ee not mean to take vengeance (cf. also 

Pur. 34, 7) but to inflict just punishment (AV to avenge themselves on 
their enemies). The verb Op) is used in the Maccabean psalm Nah. 1, 2 

of God; see Nah. 53, i; 62, vii (also vi). Cf. mvaps dX (y 94, 1) and 
Ts. 1, 24: "24ND TWAIN “TN DMR “it (for M=p see Kings 
187, 21). Injuries inflicted by the assailants of the Jews are to be 
avenged, but there is to be no revengeful spirit, no indulgence in resent- 
ful and malicious feelings, no unrestrained revenge. This may be too 
ideal a picture, but this explanation is no doubt in harmony with the 
view of the narrator; ef. oP ne ondy xd aT (9,10). J’s emen- 

dation ‘S TN — instead of DF T2 ND ppamd is gratuitous. 

(14) J thinks that D°=4m'7 is a gloss to Doo; but it is merely 

a scribal expansion derived from 3, 13; so, too, the following "2723 

span (cf. footnote to n. on 2,8). The combination DST ooh 

would be an anticlimax, just as FMW sbopy at the end of v.15. If 

it were original (S has simply Auton;ms) we would expect D757 
pa; the passive participle D°54{N7 means pushed, urged, driven, 

while O°5>72%) means eager: in 3, 18 the couriers carried out the com- 
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mand of H, because they were compelled to obey his orders, even if they 
were distasteful to them; here the couriers are not Q"5°%7, but porn ; 

i. e. they take a personal interest in the matter; cf. n. on 2,9. For 

pra read po. 
Also the clause 3" ywrws PM. MAT (GY cern 8 7d zpdo- 

taypa. kat éy Sovcors) is a scribal expansion derived from 3, 15 (contrast 

B). & takes “35 MD as a relative clause, coordinating MI) to 

pan "DIA: —1épe> —toss poed}) Lpoosso [aydes. Similarly 

S renders: und das Dekret war gegeben in der Kénigsburg zu Susa, i. e. 
and the decree (which the couriers were ordered to transmit to the 
satraps) had been given in the royal castle of Susa (K: the couriers 
left... . as soon as the decree had been given in the castle of Susa; 
this would be ‘35 wna ; of. nu. on 8, 4). 

(15) For “4m ndb5n (which is omitted in 6’; but @ faxwOiyv depi- 
vnv) read nd>omi “AM, just as we have yas vy after pM; cf. 

n. on 1, 6. 

fa sbs75 257 nor (omitted in G) is a gloss; cf. n. on 7,8. 6" 

orépavoy éxwv ypvaodv, % lon fudsaco, TNA NAN nxd5°554. 

fA VO789 yr yn is rendered in @ xai &ddnya Bicotwov 

moppupovv (G" repurdpprupov). J amictus serico pallio atque purpureo; % 

psa ileo 1 yoa> ype. 

fA (omitted in 6) means she roared, shouted; see Nah. 39, 

1. 5. B kreischte (shrieked, screamed with delight). The people of 
Susa, at least the majority of them, exulted over the downfall of H and 
the elevation of M; their boisterous mirth was not due to the edict pub- 
lished in favor of the Jews, as B would have it. J thinks we ought to 
substitute Sota) AN for araws mbox. But pdppy is correct; 
simainy bin, however, is an anticlimax, just as DSINM oO onaa 

(v.14). The second verb is an explanatory gloss. 

The term (J™N, light is especially appropriate inasmuch as M and 
E were originally gods of light; see Pur. 9, 36; 10, 32; 11, 20; 22, 6; 26, 
34; cf. MDOG, No. 33, p. 35, below; also ZDMG 61, 287, 21. 

(17) &” prefixes to iovddiLov = DTN the verb zeprereuovro xal. Gt 

substitutes wepereuvovro for DIN (f yan). % has simply 

qweaozhso. C’s emendation DMM. is unnecessary. It is possible 

that ON means Judaizing in the sense of sympathizing with the 

Jews, favorably disposed toward the Jews; cf. Hellenizers &c; Arab. 

ys taqaiiasa means to side with Qais (WdG 1, 37). Contrast 

ory ppt (9, 27). 
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= 

(1) GY has here rpicxadexdry = DY “MDD sows, ; so, too, in 8, 12; 

contrast last n.on 3,7. In & a corrector has substituted reooaperxa:- 

dexary. 

For Fa wiw> OAT “DR Maw TwR Hv. & has simply 
omens ssas, depending (contrast SG’, § 249, D) on the preceding 

opasdses = NWT. Both clauses, OTT "I Maw WR OPI 
pra wibw> and oR wwa Man pet WHdw" wN seem to be 
scribal expansions. 

The pronoun X17 does not refer to OY", as B and Wd state; an 

NYT means it was changed (Keil) =3 |2peas Asdwode]. AV it was 
turned to the contrary. : 

(2) Ht ISF1p2 (so, too, 9, 16) is pluperfect; cf. nn. on Mwy (1, 9) 
and snp (8, 11). The apodosis does not begin with "dp (AV, K) 
but with Ts (LB) cf. n. on “55 (1, 17). 

For ony" "wpa % has ond aiS wpOSS, The meaning of the 

Heb. phrase is undoubtedly who tried to do them bodily harm &c, not 
who were unfriendly disposed; cf. Num. 35, 23 (Gb) ayy xd gyn 

(N97 wprya Ndi) and 1S 24, 10 (25, 26). 
The ee os25 Tay xd werd does not mean no one stood up 

against them. The enemies of the Jews attacked them, but could not 
prevail against them. There is a difference between 2» Nd wR 

pops and ome Dp xd win, although Wellhausen reads 

“Td = = “2p in y 55,19. AV, correctly, no one could withstand them; 

so, too, S (Niemand konnte vor ihnen bestehen) but in the introductory 
remarks prefixed to his nn. on c. 9 he makes the unwarranted statement: 
Die Judenfeinde werden am dreizehnien des Monats Adar ausgerottet. 

Vom Schrecken gelahmt wagen sie keinen Widerstand, sondern lassen 

sich im ganzen Reiche ruhig hinmetzeln (cf. n. on 4, 7). The same 
mistake is found in 3 (nullusque ausus est resistere). Cf. n. on TAIT 

(5, 1) and Nah. 58, iv: 250 Tay" Vests who can endure His 

fury. Heb. tx, to abide may mean endure, remain firm, and DP, 

to stand may have the same meaning (cf. to stand fire &c). Nor is it 
necessary to read OFIDA (f JITENI) as in Josh. 10, 8; 21, 42; 23,9. 

Wd’s statement, Hs wird nicht gesagt, dass die Heiden anfingen; schon 
die, welche das Ungliick der Juden suchten, wurden umgebracht. Jeder 

also, der im Rufe eines Judenfeindes stand, ward getédtet, is gratuitous. 

The clause at the end of this verse, Dvaym 55 by DIN SEs "5 
is an illogical scribal expansion derived from the end of c. 8; cf. n. on 8, 
14; see also passages like Deut. 2, 25; 11,25; Josh. 2,9, &c. The reason 

why no one could withstand them was not, that all the gentiles were 
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frightened, but that the Jews were fully prepared for the attack and had 
organized a vigorous resistance and defense. 

(3) For m>N50 “wy see n. on 8, 9. 
$l ONwI7A does not mean extolled (3 extollebant, 3 po. , 6" 

érivoy, @ Oma wa, LB erhoben) but they supported (AV helped). 

Also the clause at the end of v. 3, opt >y “STN IND dHD "5, isa 
scribal expansion. It is expressed in 6", but 6” omits v. 4. % has 

qo7 instead of “D7"7a. The reason why the satraps &c favored the 

Jews is given in v. 4. 
(4) In the same way the clause at the end of v. 4, "97°97 WNT "5 

Se >in, is due to scribal expansion; Syta4 is inf. absol. (cf. n. on 

mim 2, 18). 

(5) SH y7as) 3°y7) is a scribal expansion, due to JEN... . 3°57 

in the following verse (cf. n. on 8, 14). 

The term pw" (S omlas, yl, © vans) at the end of v. 5 

implies that the authorities did not interfere (cf. v. 3). If the authorities 
had allowed the Jews to organize armed resistance, the numerous 
massacres in Russia during the past few years would have been nipped 
in the bud (cf. n. on OWED SY Tad, 8,11). But, as a rule, the assail- 
ants of the Russian Jews were supported by the governors, military 
commanders, officers of the police, &c (see Pur. 35, 21; 48, 15. 22. 32. 38. 
44, 46. 48; 44, 2), fl Dowd does not mean to their hearts’ content 

(French & ceur joie; this would be p2d MANNS or DWH] MAN So). 

It implies simply that the Persian Jews had free hands in dealing with 
their assailants owing to the non-interference on the part of the authori- 
ties. Syr. wlssd ys] means in my opinion, in my judgment. The 
Persian governors &c received no instructions to suppress all anti-Jewish 
demonstrations (the royal edict issued by H could not be repealed; cf. 
8, 8°) but they did not support the assailants of the Jews, and allowed 
the Jews to defend themselves. In this way the permission granted by 
H’s edict was not worth more than the pound of flesh which Portia* 
allowed Shylock to cut from the body of Antonio. 

(6) The addition of 7772 (% 12,42) is due to scribal expansion; 
the fight between the Jews and their assailants did not take place in the 
Acropolis, but in the City of Susa (cf. nn. on 1,2; 4,17). In vv. 12-15 
we find simply ywrw, not 773M yw. The scribes did not know 

the exact meaning of 7727; they regarded it as a kind of epitheton 
ornans; cf. Assyr. Uruk supfiru (JAOS 22, 8,n.7). No importance 
can be attached to 6 éy Jovcos 7H 7éde, for GY has the same rendering 

*Cf. the interesting appendix to part iii (Vienna, 1907) of D. H. Maller, Die Mehri- 

und Soqgotri-Sprache, pp. 159-165, entitled Die Wanderung der Portia-Sage; cf. ibid. pp. 23- 

33: Die Portia von Gischin, and pp. 13-87: Die Portia von Zafar ; see also ZDMG 61, 495. 
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in 1,2. For the occasional effacement by the scribes of characteristic 
diversities see Nah. 18 (ad v. 4) and OLZ 10, 307, below. 

The addition of 4) implies that 500 were dead or missing; cf. n. 

on Jayd5 s4—5 20rd (3, 18). In the present passage % has sim- 

ply odto = 4554, but in v.12: opoolo Lxjas apo. In both passages 
STN seems to be due to scribal expansion, just as 77AN) sy) after 

a5n mba (v.5). The glossator, of course, did not intend ZN) as 

inf. absol. (cf. n. on FMM, 2, 18) but as perfect (for WAN). Cf. un. 
on dap (v. 27). . 

(7) The names of the ten sons of H are just as doubtful as the names 

of the seven eunuchs (1, 10) or the names of the seven (?) councilors 
(1, 14). Tw follows fl; also the names in 3 are almost identical with 
those given in fl; in %, and especially in @, the divergences (which are 
to some extent due to popular adaptation) are greater, as is evident from 
the following table: 

SAT (eM G ) 5 

1 ROTO Papcav kai Necraww|®apoayv (kai tov) |2o;e28)Pharsandatha 

2° ‘winds Aelbuy derdért astss|Delphon 
3 NNBONPacya” Papvo. Zasn||Bsphatha 

4 NIMNBIbapadubae TayapapSabat |iS32|Phoratha 
5 choN Bapoa! LeS| Adalia 
6 ROTAN SapBaya hj Aridatha 

7 RMU Mappacwse Maptacaea Zostus|Phermestha 
8 : “O™N ‘Povdaiov ewe) Arisa 

9 “PNP Apoaiov wb9l| Aridai 
10 xo) Za BovGaiov® Iéafovd 20] Jezatha 

(a) Corrected in GS to Gapcarvvertaw, GA Sapcavéctay.—(b) GA Paya (L Saca).—(c) GS 

Papaaba, GA Bapsaba,—(d) GSA Baped (Li Bapea).— (e) GS ZaBoviebav, GA ZaBovyaba,—(f) GL 

cai Tov adeAdpoy avrod is, of course, a corruption of AcAdwr.—(g) Taya may be due to dittogra- 
phy of ya in the preceding name in GY, facya; GL reads Papva, but this may be a corrup- 

tion of dacya,—(h) $A 2p? 5 

G Sapoaveoras may be more original than fl Now; the 4 in 
fl may be miswritten for DO. % |Zopsee is a transposition of |2opeae 

(so $‘) which may be a corruption for jAm1s;2 (5 transposed, © mis- 
written for a, « miswritten for 1; see SG’, §2,C). The form (2o;,so» 

is no doubt influenced by the Syr. word |Zo;,so«, beauty; corruptions 
of names are often not merely graphic but also due to popular etymology 
and adaptation; cf. ZDMG 61, 195, 9; 276, 8. 22. 28. Syr. {2cjous 
means foolishness. 
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@ @apoay xal tov ddeApov airod is a corruption of Papoay .. ray Kat 
Adduv. In % as) the ~ is miswriting for . The ¢ in Aadduv 
may be due to the influence of AeAdol, deddis, SeAdag. Addis and 
AeAdiwv are Greek proper names. 

Pacya may be transposed from Acday, and this may be a corruption 
of Acdar (with T for T; cf. last n. on 2, 14) = NNEON- % Zaau| is pho- 

netic spelling (see Kings 279, 52) for NNER - 

(8) ®apadafa may be more original than nm; the 4 may stand 
for 4, and 4 for 7; cf. note on 4pm (7,8) for "BM. The reading 

NNT D is favored also by G (Taya)Papsaba and 3 Yiz2 (44 Q;2) 

for 2,2. The l instead of din 34 ~4;5 may be due to dissimilation; 

see ZDMG 61, 194, 13; 195, 4 (cf. also bieds = Badakhshan; see 

JHUC, No. 114, p. 111»). The insertion of the M in 3 ~Sj;2 may be 
influenced by the Greek words in Syriac which begin with 4,8; cf. 
Brockelmann’s Lex, Syr. 286. G* apaada is miswriting for Bapdaba 
(with A for A) cf. dovpat for dovpd& (see n. on v. 26). 

HA wStN is supported by S jabs: The initial & of SR may 
be due to dittography of the final & of the preceding Rm (for 
NMIMD) just as the prefixed Taya in G* Tayadapdaba may be due to 
dittography (or rather tritography) of the second syllable of the pre- 
ceding Pacya; see above, n.g. The prefixed MN before each of the 

ten names may be secondary. *4 BapeA may be a corruption of ApeA= 
S=n = 59y; the initial B may be due to the preceding name, 64 Bapdaba 

= 8 Papadaba. 
& |;-2 corresponds to 3°" of fl NOATAN; SZ 2-49 has preserved 

the m. The transposition may be due to the fact that |,.2 is more 

common in Syriac than |,+3. Owing to the vocalic character of the r 
there is not much difference in Syriac between initial 4% and “yy; cf. 
SG?, § 52 (also § 32) and for the dropping of the final m see §26,C. 6 
ZapBaxa may be a corruption of Apéaba, the initial Sa is perhaps due to 
dittography of the second syllable of the preceding Bapoa. Apaxa (for 
Apéaba) may be influenced by the Persian names “ApSdxns, "ApBdp.os, 
*ApBidvns, &e. 

(9) 3 2ome2 may bea corruption of Las;2 (with = for ;, m for », 

and a for «) influenced, perhaps, by james, persuasion, supplication. 
S% Zosempe stands for 2atoze, Matz; the » is due to corrupt ditto- 
graphy of the following %. © Mappaciwa = Bappaota = Pappucra; for m 
=b=p see AJSL 23, 235, n. 46; cf.n.on 4 RAM = M NADA (1, 10) 

and IWAN MMs (Am. 4, 3) for AAI IMD Cf. 
y 32, 4 and BL 45, n. 1; also above, n. on 2, 7). 

% wtie9 is miswritten for «m.5, and fal "0" may be miswritten for 
"519 =‘Poudaios. Cf. ‘Pwrdpas. 
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% us| stands for 3]. G& ’Apoaios seems to correspond to No. 8: 
“O™"N ; it may be originally a variant of ‘Povdaios ="O""N which may 
be a corruption of "54" (see above). 

% 20] seems to be shortened from BafovOaios, in GY transposed: Za- 

BovOatos. fl NM may be a corruption of NMA, Vazutha (with ° 

for ) and transposition) cf. YM (1, 1) for WATWMN. GS abovd 
may be a corruption of IfaBov8 = ZaBovd = Balovd = NAT = NNT. Ch 
(EB 5245) thinks that Nm is a corruption of "ME". It seems to me 

more probable that all the names of H’s sons are corruptions of Jerah- 
meel. Cf. footnote to n. on 2, 14. 

All these explanations are, of course, entirely conjectural (see Pur. 
27, 40, which might have been cited also in ZDMG 61, 195, 14) but it is 
important to show that all those divergences (apparently irreconcilable) 
may be derived from the same text. B’s statement, that some of the 
names in 6 are entirely different, is an exaggeration; Wd even says that 
{all] the names of the sons of H appear in @ in an entirely different form. 

The Persian etymologies given by Benfey and Benary (quoted in 
B) are no doubt unsatisfactory (for Scheftelowitz see my remarks in 
AJP 27, 164; cf. J’s preface) but J’s Heb. etymologies are worse. J 
combines Bapoa = wo5N with the name of the King of Sodom, sw "3 

(Gen. 14, 2) and ‘Povdaios is supposed to be FJ" NB; for "Apcatos J 
compares mo ; Bdoya, J thinks, may be a corruption of "MTB; and 

xnciwp (for Al NmIDwWAD) is supposed to be OMY wy, eques 
gloriae. 

(10) It is hardly necessary to add that the xat before rots S€ka viots 
Apoy in G* is secondary, just as the 4 before DWE "TwmN dy in 8, 9. 

Four of the ten names have dropped out in 6" (just as four of the names of 
the seven councilors are not represented in © ; see nn. on 1, 14). There- 
fore the remaining six names were no longer felt to be identical with the 
ten sons of H. 

Instead of NnAM ia % has baad 

(11) Gen. 6, 13 affords no parallel to pan "995 xo which is 
equivalent to SUS Lt set, whereas 5 ND in ND Two SD YP 

3995 is synonymous with agds Wr and "95 "IND = Assyr. nasanni 

libbi (HW 484). It corresponds to the Assyr. ana Sakan abtbi 
bla libbasun in 1. 14 of the cuneiform account of the Deluge; see 
my remarks ad loc. in KAT? (cf. HW 281).* The phrase 955 No in 
Gen. 6, 13 means it is put before my mind (for consideration) or suggests 
itself to me; "95 NI “wa dS VP cannot mean According to me the 

end of all flesh is come, i. e. the extermination of mankind is at hand 

according to my opinion. Ezek, 7, 6 does not prove that "355 does not 

*For Jensen’s translation die Sturmfluth zu machen “brachte hervor” ihr Herz die 
grossen Gotter (KB 6, 231) see my remarks in JAOS 22, 9. 
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depend on 82. Nor is it possible to derive P from Ip, to loathe 

(AoF 3, 396: taedet me generis humani). This idea is expressed in 
vv.6.7. Cf. also Am. 8,2: "ay dy YPr 82. 

(13) $ omits 29H 757 by ON. 
For the justification of E’s request to gibbet the ten sons of H see 

last n. on 8, 11. 
(16) Sa soap is pluperfect (as in v. 2) and means they had organ- 

ized themselves; contrast 7D" in v.15. A new m>mqp was necessary 

as soon as the Jews learned that the edict was to be in force for one 
more day. 

B proposes to read Dp) instead of Mp (G dveravcavro, S amadZz}) 

and R (in K) proposes to read ppm (8, 13) or DIp2; also GB", 44» 
states that we must read an inf. of Dp; sce, however, AJSL 21, 141, 
n, 21 and the remarks on the emendation «Ajqpwv for ipéy in nn. on 3, 7. 
fl OMI’ Mi is a misplaced gloss (cf. n. on 3, 7) with Waw expli- 
cative (cf. n. on 1,17) to My in v. 17; it is probably derived from v. 22 
(cf. n. on 8, 14). 

Instead of 75,000 (so, too, T43) G has 15,000 (wupiovs wevraxiryrALovs) 
ff. is more original; 6 represents a subsequent mitigation. S’s state- 
ment that © as well as 43 have 15,000 instead of 75,000 is incorrect; cf. 
n.on 4,7. We need not suppose that 75,000 represents the aggregate 
number of the enemies of the Jews (the soldiers of Antiochus Epiphanes 
and his successors) who were slain by the Jews in the Maccabean battles, 
although this may have been the opinion of the glossator who added the 
gloss Sm in 8,11. We read in 1 M 11, 47 that 3,000 Jews, which Jona- 

than (the Maccabean prototype of Mordecai; see second n. on 6, 8) had 
sent to Antioch, at the request of King Demetrius II, about the end of 
B. 0, 145, slew 100,000 men there in one day. The whole city was at the 
mercy of the Jews (xurexpdryoav of “Iovdaio: Tis woAews ws HBovdAovTo, cf. 
onz> oy wr, v. 5). This, it may be supposed, is the his- 
torical prototype of the slaughter of the assailants of the Jews in the 
Persian empire under the reign of Xerxes. 

(17) S’s rendering, Am dreizehnten Tage des Monats Adar da fanden 
sie Ruhe, und den vierzehnten machten sie zu einem Tage des Festmahls 

und der Freude, is impossible. K connects wand “wy mwbdw ora 
“TN (at the beginning of v. 17) with p>yaw) Mwan oPRIwa aT 
TDN in the preceding verse, the intervening clause NX snow ed 7325 

D7 being regarded as a parenthesis. In GY this clause is transposed: 
drdderav yap att&v puplovs mevraxicyiAlous TH TpioKaidexdry Tod Adap, al 
ovdev Sijpracav. For & tpicxadexdry (= fil) G has recoapecxadendry (cf. 
last n. on 3,7). The clause D7" AN smbw ed stan, which severs 
the connection between FOX Dovaw WAN ow. sy and 
“sx wind mwidw ova, seems to be a scribal expansion, derived 
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from the end of v. 10 (cf. footnote to n.on 2,3). The prep 5d should 
be after "N. 

(18) V. 18 is omitted in 3. 

(19) Kethiv OPE, Qer6 DET (as though the 4} were due to 

dittography of the 4; cf. n. on WWM, 1, 1) owing to the following 
mio; but Talmudic 77" means inhabitant of an unwalled place, 

and MAM “2 Dawe is merely an explanatory gloss to OSM. 
In pre-Maccabean times Jerusalem was the only fortress; all the other 
towns were MT"; cf. W 96, below. According to B and S the K°thiv 

is incorrect. J renders freely: Hi vero Judei qui in oppidis non mu- 

ratis ac villis morabantur, % has |Z3pove Lujan 4Sds lips Lijos, 
just as GY renders of "Iovdaio. of Sueomappevor év don xdpa TH uo. T 

NPLS pa yan NITES PRAT, Y VIM. TTR TT 

RMP "PT “pa Pane 4. At the end of the verse G adds: of dé xa- 

TouxovvTes €v Tals pntpordAcow Kal THY € Kal ¢ Tod Adap edhpocivyy ayabnv 

dyovow ébarrorrédXovres pepidas Kal Trois tAnoiov. This addition was originally 
omitted in 6’. 

For mn (= nXwi; see n. on 2, 18) cf. MI (2, 9). Meg. 74 

we read that Rabbi Jehudah sent Rabbi Osha‘yah a leg of veal and a 

pitcher of wine (KOON STPWIN "3 > Tw Rew TT 
NWTF NI RNIN NIV). Trenders: PNT PITWA (Bdpov). 5 
partes epularum et ciborum. 

(20) Wd thinks it not impossible that vv. 20-28 and 29-32, which B 
considers to be a subsequent addition, were taken from an older source, 
and that E was composed for the purpose of explaining these two docu- 
ments, just as some critics believe that the object of the Book of Jonah 
is to explain the psalm in c. 2; contrast AJSL 23, 256. B (376, below) 
stated: Die Hinschaltung 9, 20-32 wird aus einem anderen Purim- 

Buche in unser Purim-Buch hineingestellé sein. But it is a mistake to 

suppose that the entire section 9, 20-32 is derived from a different source. 
The first three verses (20-22) are genuine, also the first part of 26 and 
vv. 27 and 28°; but vv. 23-25, the second part of vy. 26, v. 28>, and 29-32 

represent secondary additions. They were not taken from an older 
source, but added by a later glossator (cf. Pur. 44, 31). 

M, the prime minister, had received reports from all the governors of 
the provinces, stating what had happened on the 13 of Adar, how many 
assailants of the Jews had been slain, and how the Jews had celebrated 
the following day. M sent this information to all his coreligionists in 
the Persian empire, urging them to commemorate this notable event for 
all time to come. 

(21) $8 ppd (f wanpd) is Aramaic (cf. last but one n. on 1, 8). 
Ruth 4, 7, where we find pp), is a gloss. The phrase p>" >» ppd 
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means to enjoin upon them. % has asss eso. % reads also 

OTS Liga. adcoco at the beginning of v. 23. 

For "wy TAN DY MS TN wInd Tw AVIAN DY MS DD 
a Shas 52> |-maso jpmsoiio pos, just as S uses gps for ro in 

8,9. For |tm> cf. NOST ov (Prov. 7, 20). 

(22) The 5 in mrad (© NAY Fata; cf. n.on “7134, 1, 17) is not 
the Kaph similitudinis, but the Kaph veritatis (GK, § 119, x). 

(23) The section vv. 23-25 is a gloss; see n. on v. 20. The immediate 

sequel of v. 22 is v.26:— op Foxm pn INP i> by, therefore 

(i. e. on account of the PANS MFA WA DN wx MD Mbwa) 
they called these days Purim (i. e. portions, from ""{5 = “T= Vedic 

pirti, portion). It was of course unnecessary in this connection to add 
after Si ow 5» the explanation: (Inn NW. The statement Sp 

Seas NT Mp in v. 24 and 3,7 is quite different: it involves a new 

etymology of "4, and therefore it was necessary to add the explanation. 
The Persian term O° is equivalent to Heb. m2%0, portions or 

presents of food (cf. Neh. 8, 10. 12) exchanged at the Purim festival. 

The singular of O° was not BH, but "p=, the Middle 
Iranian form (*purdé) of Vedic parti (syn. daksina) portion, espe- 

cially the portion given by the offerer to the sacrificer; cf. 7279 Ex. 29, 

26; Lev. 7, 33; 8,29. The omission of the 4 (which is preserved in 6% 

govpd:) is due to haplography; cf. n. on WITWMHN (1,1). GS dpovpae 
(i. e. watches, vigils) is a popular adaptation of govpa: (with A for A) 
=d¢ouvpk. This popular etymology may have been suggested by the 

vigils (cf. DAW, Ex. 12, 42) or watch-meetings which have been held 

on New Year’s eve from times immemorial. The Purim festival is a 

Jewish adaptation of the Persian spring festival Nauréz, and this is 
derived from the Babylonian New Year’s festival (about the time of the 
vernal equinox) so that D™4=M 2 corresponds to Lat. strenae, 

French étrennes. The observance of the Persian New Year’s festival 

was combined with the commemoration of Nicanor’s Day; see Pur. 3, 6; 
4, 41; 9, 26; 10, 39; 14, 40; 17, 7. 23; 46, 24. 29. 32;* 50, 37; 51, 10; 52, 
4; ZDMG 61, 275, 17; 277, 1. 

For dap read, with 3a, apr ; 80, too, Oort; cf. the Q°ré in v. 27 
and Kings 127, 46; 269,6. The verb Sap is Aramaic (cf. last n. on 4, 7) 
but it is not a denominative verb derived from map (B, W). 

The clause Mwy sSm77 “wR MN refers to the celebrations of the 

victory over their assailants, and pope CST IND TWwR ON alludes 

to the two days of feasting on the 14 and 15 of Adar. The Jews in 
Susa had celebrated the 154 day; the provincial Jews, the 14. M 
recommended the perpetual] general observance of both days. 

¥*In J], 22 read Franz for Harder. 
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(24) For 2pson 55 (8, 1) $ has here , pion 55. 

S thinks that Otay after TT by awn (of. Nah. 1, 11) is 

an erroneous repetition of D72Nd) at the end of the verse; but DTaN5 

1° is correct, and O75) is an explanatory gloss to the preceding 

pian. & has simply a Doped) Ix? uwilo. 

For San i TD ‘Br, GY ero Wydiopa Kai KAjpov, See nN. on 

3,7. TRI NT WR NOW yay, T i anda NA NOW yay 
R27). 

fal pai is a paronomasia (so Schultz; cf. C 233). The assonance 

with the name H might be imitated by translating to harm them or to 

mayhem them. For pan we must point Dn; all the forms of D274 

in OT are forms of Dy: ; see Nah. 44. On the other hand, all the forms 

of the stem of nin, execrations must be derived from > (ZDMG 

37,535) = yet; of. Aram. PE = lis) * also Heb. "7p = xt i'r 

and AJSL 28, 245, 1.13; for vj instead of w ef. Cant. 59 (ad v. 11) and 
Kings 141, 26. 

(25) fl FINWa35 does not mean when it came, scil. yon mawnn (so 

B, Wd, 8) but when she came, scil. E (so €@’S3, LB, AV, K). The 
author of the original book would not have written N33, but Nao4 

Ind “NON. 
SA “DOT OY (omitted in T) cannot mean (he commanded) by letters 

(so AV). According to GB", 542° the phrase means (he spoke) in con- 
nection with a letter, i.e. by means of a letter (Arab. x20 s . S 

(da verktindigte er) mit dem Schreiben which is explained to mean zu- 
gleich mit dem Erlass des Schreibens (contrast AMD OI, Ezr. 1, 1; 

ef, Kings 179, 2). Norcan "ZO DY WON mean he gave a written order 

(B, Wd, K). §# “DOM Op is a tertiary gloss referring to the letter which 
the King had authorized H to send to all the governors &c (3, 12; 8, 5). 
The first glossator simply stated: The King said, The mischief which H 
planned against the Jews, shall recoil on his own head; so H and his ten 

sons were impaled. A subsequent glossator deemed it necessary to empha- 
size the fact that the King had made this statement although he had 
authorized H to exterminate all the Jews in his empire; he therefore 
added "20M OY, i.e. in spite of the letter (scil. which the King had 

authorized H to send to the governors &c). For py, in spite of cf. 

* Arab. AAS = tess » flat cake of bread baked on a griddle, or in the ashes of a fire 

(not in the oven) is an Aram. loanword with é (owing to the preceding » for é= Us: cf. 

K26, (ZAT 25, 359) and AD, pl. OAL 1 K 19,6; Is. 6,6) = post-Bibl. O XD (Men. 

638), For wl, rufat and 3) rufat cf. os) ruffa and 4) ruff, chopped straw, 

chaff. 
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pim7oy (Neh. 5,18) and WdG 2, 164, below. The statement of the 

glossator, Sm) wen by oa Sy awn wx Fe nsw aw" 
yer Sy 9 Me-NN, is at variance with the original narrative; the 

glossator might have said: "s77a Sy aWM WN TN naw 2w" 
VOUT D9 INN SM WR DY “TTT; of. n. on 8, 7. 

(26) For the first part of v. 26 see n. on v. 23. The author of the 
original Book may have known that "48 (or rather ""75="7"5D) was a 

Pers. word for 7379. &% reads $eS LiSas ia Deco al Yeo LUndpro 

bugs som; here bus may be a corruption (or adaptation) of lps. Instead 

of Lises it would be better to point ha: T has wend Pp 42 y53; 

NOW] OW OP NH PONT T? Dw Sy NN PONT NNT Mp 
PIN? Y9NT NPI ANN. In ©? RD is derived from NNTB, wrath, 

i.e. punishment, trial (cf. AJSL 23, 227, 1.11; ZDMG 61, 286, 30) from 

"15, to boil (see Nah. 43). The rendering Unheil (given in Dalman’s 

Wéorterbuch) is unwarranted. @? may have combined O°") with 7]7™"p, 

winepress = Blutbad (massacre, carnage). See Pur. 51, 38 and third 
paragraph of nn. on 3, 7. 

The second part of v. 26 is a gloss explaining the i) by at the 

beginning of the verse, with special reference to ja*p at the beginning 
of v. 27. The 7) Sp to be explained is repeated at the beginning of the 

explanation; see Ezekiel 41, 16.22.27 and the translation of Ezek. 

(SBOT) p. 1, below; p. 94, below; cf. also gloss + in my restoration of y 
68 (AJSL 23, 239 and 224)). Two explanations of > by are given; the 

first is: (N71 MNT MTN "IT 5D by; the second: FWA) AD by 
pr>y part. The second is a tertiary gloss explaining the preceding 

gloss: D5 S9=MNTT MvaN "a7 Dp by, and omtdy yan m= 
SRT Ta). The phrase ANI MINT 27 5D by was sufficiently explicit; 
therefore this tertiary gloss substitutes simply 35 by; but (wD 

might be misunderstood, and was therefore explained by J°3 24 

po->y, in order to make it clear that IN" 1D did not mean what they 
had seen, but what they had experienced; cf. the explanation of NN™5 

in @?, quoted above, 7 DINT NMP. S’s rendering, Deswegen, nach 

allen den Worten des Briefs, so wohl in Betreff dessen, was sie selbst 

dieserhalb erlebten, als dessen was sie betraf, setzten die Juden fest, is 

monstrous (cf. n. on 4, 7). Also AV and K connect the verb at the 
beginning of v. 27 with the preceding clause. 

(27) For yap read Vapi. This is the sequel of the clause at the 

beginning of v. 26, "M57 Ow SY OD TNT DMD WAP 7D dy, the 
verb Yap being coordinated to RAP. 

The following Sap’ (Q*r6é sap) is a gloss to the preceding aap; 

it was added owing to the api at the beginning of the gloss vv. 23-25. 
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& has simply asa. for both Sapr WO"p ; cf. n. on v. 21, also footnote to 

n. on 2, 3. 

fA ODF refers to the proselytes (contrast O“WN"2 in 8, 17). 

For pom>y we must not read px (contrast last n. on 4,5). In 

poms» O37 this preposition means in addition to; see Kings 125, 7. 

HA HAW Nd4 (cf. 1, 19) is misplaced; it should be transposed to the 
end of this verse, after [wl Tw b52, and instead of "423" > we 

must read 74239" N54, referring to sb oa "dy MN; cf. the gloss 

in v.28. The letters } and " are easily confounded; cf. n. on 9M (7, 8). 

For transposition of 4 see also Nah. 41 (arn for sb, &e). 

AL OAT! DAMDD, according to their writing and according to 

their time (but 3 nis}o ashe; yl) means according to the 

written traditions concerning these days (festal regulations, festal 
legends, &c; see Pur. 11, 35; 9,22) and according to their dates, viz. 

the 14 and 15 of Adar; i.e. the last full moon of the 7[3w, the tropical 

year (AJSL 22, 256). For the reason why the two spring festivals, 
Purim and Passover, are not celebrated at the vernal equinox, on the 
first day of the first month, but on the 14 and 15t days of the 12% 
and the 1st months, respectively, see conclusion of n. on v. 31. For the 
two days of the festival cf. “wm WIM pra (1S 20, 34). B’s view 
that pum refers to M’s letter (vv. 20. 23) is erroneous. For yar cf. 

n. on 71D (8, 9). 

(28) The second part of this verse is an explanatory gloss, not only to 
the first part of v. 28, but also to the end of v. 27. % has .o,osi for 
‘25°, and ;24) for moe 4 

(29) Verses 29-32 represent a subsequent addition. 
For 5773 m2, which seems to be a tertiary addition, see n. on 2,15. 

The prefixed } in "5°79 is a secondary addition (cf. n. on v. 10). 

The original text of this gloss was no doubt: MX ma>an “nox ans 

DMEM MAN MN Dp “TTT "TI Oph by, Queen E described all 
the power of the Jew M in order to enjoin this Purim message (which 

M had sent to the Jews; see vv. 20-22) 7.e. E sent a letter to all the Jews 

setting forth M’s capacity for action and performance (especially éca 
éroincey, What he had accomplished for his coreligionists and what he 
might accomplish for them in the future) and urging them to observe 
the feast of Purim as prescribed by M. V. 32 (AMON “"V7OND4) speaks 

only of E, not of M. 6” reads in the present verse: kat ¢ypapev EoOyp 
q Bacittooa Ovydtnp ApvadaB Kai MapSoxaios 6 “lovdaios doa éroincov. The 
original reading may have been kai éypayev EoOnp 4 Bacidooa Ovyarip 
ApuvadsaB doa éroincey (so G*) Mapdoxaios 6 “Iovéaios. 

Sil mpm 55 mN cannot mean with all strength, with all energy; 

AV with all authority; K unter Hinsetzung ihres ganzen Ansehens; 
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3 omni studio. This expression would be still more peculiar than the 
phrase "DOM DY “Wan (v. 25). With all energy or most emphatically 
might be expressed by ppm $55 or mpin $5, but not pin So mr. 

I love thee with all my strength (cf. Mark 12, 30) would be 553 20k 

“INO (cf. Deut. 6,5). The prefixed MN must be the nota accusativi; 

so €@? (NEpIN 59m). For mk=m" see Nah. 25. % has |2pape words 

for ppm 55 mN. 
fA r-ywM is a tertiary gloss; cf. n. on 2,14. Also MNT is a sub- 

sequent addition. 
(80) V. 30 is omitted in 6. 
HA md ws (% c3,#0) is impersonal (cf. n. on 8, 10). But the original 

text may have been Mbwmh; the masculine form may have been sub- 
stituted after “TWh “D1 (v. 29) had been transposed. In Cant. 2,7, 
on the other hand, the feminine form has been substituted for the mas- 
culine form (M2NNM MAN is a later addition) because yarn 7y may 

have reminded some readers of Job 40, 17: TANS 1337 yam, where 

237 =cauda Hor. Sat.1, 2, 45; 2,7,49. The original meaning of yen 

= as is intendere. Cf, the explanation of the scriptio plena 72"p" 
(Cant. 5, 2) BL 33. 

For mcd read mba. ; cf. n.on M723 (1,9) and GK”, § 118, g; 

SS nZoastoss. 

fA nose odw 959 (S, transposed, aSaro |5p09 1%) does not 
mean words of peace and truth (so AV; S Worte des Friedens und der 
Wahrheit; 3 ut haberent pacem et susciperent veritatem; T? shy 

RowIpT xobdws) but words of greeting and faithfulness (cf. Psalms 

80, 27). LB mit freundlichen und treuen Worten, K mit freund- 
schaftlichen und wohlgemeinten Worten. The Queen, of course, did not 
send a warlike message or a statement that was not true; but she sent 
her coreligionists friendly greetings, emphasizing the fact that she would 
remain a faithful Jewess and never abandon the religion of her fathers. 

(31) SH soa snow after “TP "OTN is a tertiary gloss. 

The oo>9 in oopby Dap “WWD does not refer to DFT, as Wd 

supposes, but to the Jews; ¢f. oF >y mpd in v. 21. 
fA ONPIT NWSI 727, at the end of this verse, means the 

procedures (cf. n. on 1, 18) or institutions of the great fast (plur. intens.) 
and their crying (or invocation), ST PMP, @ pow (> 

armurnt. This refers to 4,1.3.16. M had cried with a loud and 

bitter ery (A TT Mp2t pr) and the Jews had fasted, wept, 
and lamented ("5077 "52° 1%) when the edict of H became known. 

Afterwards E asked M to fast with all the Jews of Susa for her sake, 
three days and three nights, before she went to the King, and E herself 
with her maids fasted in the same way. 
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The statement in the present passage,.... DEST 2° TS mpd, 

DNpI NWT "aT... . Wap WD would seem to imply that 
the Jews had adopted the fasting (and crying) before they adopted the 
feasting. They may have observed the Babyl. New Year’s festival at 
first as a fast-day, but the less orthodox Jews (the Sadduceans) may 
have gradually adopted the celebration of the (Babyl. and) Persian New 
Year’s festival (just as many modern Jews celebrate Christmas). This 
was afterwards sanctioned by the ecclesiastical authorities, but the date 
was changed: the feast was celebrated, not at the beginning of the first 
month, but at the middle of the preceding month, just as the ancient 
Heb. spring festival, the Passover, was not celebrated at the beginning 

(new moon) of the first month (about the time of the vernal equinox) 

but at the middle (full moon) of the first month, in order to avoid a 
coincidence of the Jewish Passover and the Babylonian New Year’s 
festival. 

During the Babyl. Captivity Ezekiel (about 570 B. c.) recommended 
to observe the Day of Atonement on the 1** of Tishri, while the New 
Year was to be celebrated on the 10 of Tishri, in order to avoid a 
coincidence of the Jewish New Year with the Babyl. festival at the 
beginning of the second half of the year. Under Persian dominion, 
about 500 B.c. (when the Priestly Code was compiled in Babylonia) the 
two festivals in the seventh month, as prescribed by Hzekiel, exchanged 
places so that the Day of Atonement was observed on the 10™ of Tishri, 
because the Persians celebrated the payodoma on that day. Cf. n. on 
v. 27 and Pur. 4, 20-37; 20, 3; 33, 14. 

(82) Wd’s view that "502 refers either to the book from which the 

author took the two letters (cf. n. on v. 20) or to our Book of HE, is 
gratuitous. Heb. "502 does not necessarily mean in the book (AV) 
it may also mean in a book (so K, 8S) see Kings 191, 37. 

» 

(1) For the misplaced gloss in v. 1 see fourth paragraph of nn. on 2,18. 
(2) In v. 2% we must transpose « and ®: the opening clause, 554 

anwas) pM mw, should follow the second clause, n>73 nw) 

D707 1555 “WN “D777; even the first clause (ANAT WPM Mwy dSh 
refers to M, not to the King. 

The clause pan 5555 “wWN is a scribal expansion derived from 

5, 11; it cannot mean whereunto the King advanced him (so AV; K zu 
der ihn der K6nig erhob) nor does it mean whom the King advanced 

(so S; S fats asic, T yd aN, T adda ppm con 4) 
or whereby the King had advanced him (B; 3 qua exaltavit Mar- 

docheum). Cf. footnote to n. on 2, 3. 
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(3) For ov ty> d97199 it would be better to read Out DY. 
% Lujan NS Lod. The 5 instead of 3 seems to be due to the 5 in 
qpia> — wi and to the following clause, my 345 xz (TN 
“MNT PMNS » omitted in %) which, of course, does not mean 

acceptable to most of his brethren (contrast n. on 4, 3) but acceptable to 
the multitude of his brethren, i.e. to his numerous coreligionists (so 
B, S). In the large number of his coreligionists there was not one who 
disliked him. Cf, 92 34, the large number of his sons (5, 11). 

The phrase Say5 20 wr means: he tried to promote the interests 

of the Jews, while *y=t 555 ptdSw “a4 implies that he was not 
haughty and distant, but affable and kind to the meanest among his 
brethren, in spite of his exalted position. For pw 25 S refers to 

ag 9, 10; y 85,9. Cf. y 122: 7a DIdw NTMI and Twpax 
yo a0. 

[The Hebrew text follows.] 
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Dao OT OS m2 wR DvD Twi Iw 922 13 WWI 9, 2 
miwsd aio ord daw mawb pava OM JEN wx WITT 
mama mpd wee ma mbwah maw nwa "a" ONIN 
Temp’) fer ow dy mene moe ova np yo by es DPN 27,26 
py mem {ponds obi bo be oper Soh obs DN 
ifvas xbo} maw mw doa pears) pans> FONT Dv MN 
maw mngwa sym sy boa peep pst] ONT DT! 2s 

yyy PD pa) ara 

Do Nib finwas) fepm pws day swe mb35 eB i} 10,2 
noma "tote ma ceded ova it nb by mnind 3 
ao wT eo 2b ae pea ba ead Hwa “TTT 

piyat Sob mibw sath says 

tombs sa an Tex me nerd ibn two me DTT Dap 9, 23 (6) 
psaxd peti by sen poten Soka RMN ja pan > 
aw yas oan web mR ied Gam RIT) ND SEM mS 
322 MA bm 1x1 by etn by awn qweER mAyAN InzawM 

:yon by 

“Sap 27 (7) SN TO NIM man mat bs by | 7D by 26 (a) 

para soo kM Tn Tima mam NS PRM DA MAN 28 (~) 

ms pops fern csrva’} apm bo mx {} eemobam anmox ansm 29 (¢) 
pwn saw bso ost bo be ompo moon some mux 
meop> cma mde sat won mba amt mNa a1 
TORT ITT Ta Deby Dp WwRD OMneT. ASNT OMEN 
AMOR Waa soMpym nmvaium mat pyar Syi owe: Sy wasp 2 

S3DOA ANDN TAM pw MI Dp 

D'PONN 3 (6) Tora TA NON 10,2 (@) 

DPS MIM Ma MoD Sy 26 (58) “DOM DF 9, MD (yy) DTN 9, 24 (68) 

MSM AMON 31 Om) MOM MRM 5) SMAN MD 29 (ee) 
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TTT UT oywwa SON Oe Wwe TaN np 

{OR MND won 

PNM NI NNOSW"D NN 
NMWA"D MN 9 qinds ms 

“STON ON INMEON MI 
“TAN MN RNTYD MN4 
PNA Oh NON ANI 

qmow 8D AED AT ps A NNN yA yan a nowy 
ion nN 

“aN”. Sqoan “Bd “pwws Oa 7b Na Nn ova 
kN TAN wan OTT Apwwa = aban “inoxd qin 
ma Tes a an mwa “Nw. yan wa ws om 

rom Ty nwpa may NN NRw 
“WN OMT M2 O53 MP Dw 2 Sy ON AMON “axnh 
vyort Sy some ya a maw ms |r nD mws pwwa 
yan “3a naw Mei pw nT yy ~ Mw pa van 

yon 
wind Ww PIN OY. OF pws WR owt DAP 
POP MN Ww ND TAD we MN Wow pws wT TN 
{} OWED Sy Stas mp2 pan mwa wR TT Rw 
wand wey swidw ova | [] FOR avawi Mean ees aim 
Poimawi omwa py ons Tw 2 Tw maw. fin PETE 
sw? FINI 12 Ww Mwibwa wp. ywws ww oT 
D9 pamawi nwa ey ons ws 12 wy Mdana min ca 
TIS WIND Ww AVI PY Os Dey soe oT p 

pd wes mi mwah se oe pnw amow 
pont 55 Sk OBO Mow FONT PM mx ‘272 ans 
poy op oiopinim matpr bon mom bon tox 
min oP MN IN wINd Ww Aa OY AN oe ned 

PAN 1 & SANT () TIAN 6 (9) PION IAT 9, 5 
DP ms indy xd mra21 16 @) TaN) WH) my 20) 
DVTONN 32 MEM A sw) pa min 16 

9,6 

12,11 

21 
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SID WI TAT ws MTT Tw MNT) DET TWNNT 
ruwds DA DA momd> mea ame Aa aE Bw 

Dxs Ta) opo now oon nyawa ons pis pwa an 
sooty boa sw oe po yn) wR Cw "aa 
pye 5 me tad sd awd pws 59 Tavs) linpind 
aban mia doa Ine pra ivoans pws A Tow 
Smo Pwne FOo8 WINN) Wwe Dw wine Tw Nwhws 
pein nvmbs pyar bob bs Gaaan mya 2a m7 yn3i79) 

toma va ppd am eed ony 
bran “pba es wan pre Srya% Ise wl ash on 
yoNw TST PA ya PTI endsens’ ye masa wins] 
mova Sea aps few maw eR men oe fern 
maw ya wnt as aT ws pp Tey Sea) eta 
Dena yO “aya math ae om nwa oye pw 

rosy OTT IME 5B “9 
MUN (2 DY ws mwibwa CAR wIN kw) ws wy ows 
pes aps te pian sms nh aM 7 aT 2 
nd weed OM -wpama TP mdw> yam mya 52a ov. 
“1 MINE) OME mwa ow oo) eome> tas 

maa oa 53°) ET ny ooRw7a Tob WwN Modan 4 
Das bos aero tran Sea bn aw aban 

DOO} («) WIT OMS 8,7) pws) pams> oot bx 8, 9 (6) 

Tad odden own ay () Son 11 @) TTEIAMOMN (A) 

DUAINUNNN 1 (0) were — 12 (4) 

mvan pow. pom) ram joan a4 Dp (n) 

maw (7) ro An Dy 1 (e) 

ona wie oon aks mae Tw O29, 8 («) 

DIVO 2”)  pppsea mance sobws ws (8) 

pr>y "2 T7A IMD SD? Dd 3 Ce) pvarn bs by pomp ben 2 (8) 

DIT PA TVA WNT 4 

DUTT 9, 8 (aa) DTT 2.8, 9 Cs) 

a 
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SR ST TON TN a dm Anordy Pom sor 
S97 Yar MNT wR ANON “ANN $79 Mw 1d “x’dya 
nana op am srabem yan wba mya pa min 
nnona WE 5Y wld Way ya yan naa oR PT Onwan 
av pam yan mya pen pS” minds o> AN 2 ADban 
MON WN Mo Sy bed yam PA nwa ma bx yeah ng 
“at omvaa “ay aban ne wid OI PAN TaN poy 

Yan yor “ey Joan pa Ne 
SOR YIT T DS oT BS BPO OT Pa INN NAAN aN 
yan reaa ‘way ban by aw Tat Say wx “27705 yar Tw? 
bo oman ms bn prby cndn qbam caen max oven mba 

tmsbw an mam cotd pon dws ys 
eng yan mea ms Modan moxd “an yn NINN ora 
TAD ON a AMON FATS “> an web NA “ST DMT 
mir) “2Ta> Pom yaa as ws Inpae MS re AO 

yyan mea oy “oT MN ANON 
nnn) Jam) 7999 ES SBM 1h 7S “aN ANON FoOuN 
DEN NS ANOND PT ww } Fea ya My ns avd 1b 
aie Pan by OX WANNA 3m “E> Taym) Amo’ opm an 
ya TON TI ST HD aT wy PBS 7M omNYA ON 
“ON OTT MS Taxd SMD WR YO™MEOT MN awnd ana 

yomabya YTSNS “MNT DAN MSN SD San mia S22 
yan mes a NT satan sb nord «qb aN 
Dv oy vamp omy sys by om Mw) ANOND “AN? 
“wx and °> Pun ryava vanm Pan pws ova saws 

pwnd ps yan nya. p’nnn pan ows ans 
(ro WIN NIN) wesw won kT Ne. an ED INP 
da7 pn by ota pay wr d99 anos 1 owes modes 

DT NON 8, 8 (@) aN we Y UMN 7,71 (8) 
NNTAN 7a pan Mawr 8) Dn by on wx nsw my 3 (A) 
ARI SAT ON AVON WI IM SS TN 6 (8) 
19 () pein Th bw swe 7 © wyrone 7 @) 

a 
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sya ap by omad mba apy ws) ma po aes 

ngma sa an TaN 1a vay ps2 ND Twa aT PD 4 
mx mind qoab saxd mens Pan ma "en SN NS P27) 
man roe or aya rae 10> PST WR YT Oy aT 

ya PT TR AEN. Tas yan 
(ban wR wR Mwss A aT WANN Pa 4 
any “pr niws> oan yer wad 1ada yar wae Mpa yan 
WS TPT VEN aT TWN wR PIT ON Pa D2 
Hf} Joon rby a9 ws dion “Pa a wad Wwe mpd wid 
ey aman an “be wes Ty oem win finn 
mirma pion Sy IT {pea VEN pT wR WNT MN 

PpTa YEN Foam wx wRd Mw a TIES “NPI TIT 
MWND CIO MN wid MX Np Wa yan Pan Tax 

ben bs ban “wa awe “AT coma yo Fi meas 
wal COT ND WAT MR Ya Ap Pay Wwe oa 725 
weed mw SD MID Py Per aims aN “aT MER 

pea YEN a wR 
“em Dax ina Sk 52 yar yan ww Sk cot aw" 
STAN ITP Wwe SD MR PAO DD) wR wad BON NT 
beob mb TwR “ST EMA a DN IMwR wan Pas 45 
"ove Vay Ema Ta PT raed Dipn Sys] 721 Sahn ND Bd 
minwy wR mwa SN pan ne Na bay wes ban 

2 pnoN 
ban ae isda nox By minw> yam pan xan 
an > aM) Maan Mok yWoNw 47a PT nwaa «nod 
WORM) Maan AMON PM swsM MDa cen wy ynwpa 
swe] “> JAIN Aw PNA oy ON Pan PIA | oMAw ON 
a> Taw way IN Sa "2 nwpal “ah “noNwa 
tw ET PR MS wan ws) Minewhr metayd wb Tad 

pan pra 
“DM DV D3 7,2 @) par 13 (2) WONT mi’ n> FEIT 8 (e) Tam 6,7 (8) 

“DN 6, 8 (an) 

11 

12 

13 

14 

7,2.8 
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ma “EM2 Tam misc nox wadmh ww ms 
wminba NOD DY awh PAM Jan mea na nae san 
MMoR MN PA MR AM ima mine m2) mised maa 
MR MOND Pa ww Yeva WT Nw) Na nts pb 
POI WNT VAN NON SPM TPS WN ST ew 
"Sy yNwpa Ma) aban sno 7 a en A> aR 
Nis? 390 Pa Oy ON MeN TERM Py yA Maan 
Soon Wa $0 CMs WR owen ON BN pam an 
bx yam) Joa RAM AMON "AT mx nws> ya ON TTA 

PAMON Nw? TwX Aw 
a1 yO IM NONw a pA wea mod 750 Tax 
“MOND WANN NCR PMI pom oman rN Dy yMwpa 
ao en oy BN oan “va 7 CMNeO BN) oPwp= 
SR ya a wa Cmwpa MR Mw) cMoRw mx nnd 

ar ats ws Ma ond Hw Tw Anwan 
“OTT. ON Ya MN 2D Deh Maw NN prs ya Rw 
Han cota Sy enbas ma st ND) Op Ri Tan ww. 
PNW WIT MNT TAO MR NB Mw Ina ON RII PpENN™ 
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CRITICAL NOTES ON OLD TESTAMENT PASSAGES 

Junius A. BEWER 

1. OxpapraH, Vs. 16. 

The most natural and reasonable interpretation of the drink- 
ing on Mount Zion is the one that refers it to the drinking of the 

cup of Yahweh’s fury (cf. Jer., chap. 25; 49:12). Since this is 
now the prevalent interpretation we need not again adduce the 

arguments for it. There is only one point in connection with it 

that is strange, namely, that the nations are doomed to drink 

continually (172m), for it is manifestly impossible for them to go 

on drinking after they have become ‘as though they had not 

been.” The force of this observation has long been felt, and two 

ways out of the difficulty have been suggested: 

1) The reading of many Hebrew manuscripts, which have 

2°20 in place of 12M, was accepted by many scholars, from De 

Rossi on, as the original. But the arguments brought forward 

against it were so conclusive that the latest commentators, 

Nowack and Marti, do not even think the variant reading impor- 

tant enough to mention it. 
2) The reading of the Greek version (A 8°* Q), olvov .... 

miovrat, Hexaplar Syriac |;o», has been regarded by many as 

representing the original. O%voy, which stands in the place of 

7am, is supposed to be the translation of an original V2M (cf. 

Deut. 82:14) or of ‘am which occurs in New Hebrew in this 
meaning. Which of these two synonyms should be substituted 

for Tar is still the question. This suggestion has the advan- 

tage of easily explaining the reading 772m, and has again been 

taken up by Marti, and by Nowack in Kittel’s Biblia Hebraica. 

But it does not explain how the other reading 2°20 for 72M 

originated, and, moreover, it is not really in harmony with the 

1Nowack in his Handkommentar zum Alten Testament, ‘‘Die Kleinen Propheten” 
(11897, 21905). Marti in his Kurzer Hand-Commentar, ‘‘ Dodekapropheton” (1903). In his 

edition of the text of Obadiah in Kittel’s Biblia Hebraica (1906) Nowack had, of course, 

to mention the variant reading in the textual notes. 

207 
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interpretation that the drinking refers to the drinking of the cup 

of fury of Yahweh, for if "7M or 72M originally stood here, the 

other interpretation, which refers it to reveling and banquet- 

ing in connection with the celebration of the victory over the 

holy city Jerusalem, seems to be more natural, but against this 

the whole context protests. It is not the drinking of wine but of 

fury that must be referred to. In none of the passages where 

the drinking of the cup of judgment is spoken of do we find this 
expressed merely by ‘‘they shall drink wine,” not to lay stress on 

the fact that "72M is never used in such connections. It would 

be much more reasonable to regard "2M as a corruption of 

“ran, “they shall drink my fury,” for such a phrase would 

indeed express the idea that must be in the original text; cf. Job 

21:20, HMw “IW mana. I do not know whether this has ever 
been miecied It would at least be plausible, and would fit in 

admirably with the context. But it is not easy to explain how 

“nan was misread as 2°20, though it is not difficult to see how 

Tan might have arisen from a badly written "Mam. The read- 

ing 2°20 is, however, attested by too many manuscripts to be left 

altogether out of account. We must therefore seek for a different 

explanation. 

There are three readings: (1) MT TM; (2) many Hebrew 
manuscripts, 1°20; (3) GAN Syr. Hex. oivov. The key to the 
solution of the difficulty lies in the recognition of the fact that 

oivoy represents not aM (Deut. 32:14) but 82D, which is trans- 
lated by ofvos in Isa. 1:22. It so happens that “Yam occurs only 

once, in Deut. 32:14, where the Greek has olvos—the only other 

occurrence, Isa. 27:2, is due to a corruption—and that Neale) also 

occurs only once, in Isa. 1:22, the other two occurrences, Hos. 

4:18, Nah. 1:10, being due to textual error. (See on both nouns 

Brown-Driver-Briggs, Hebrew Lexicon.) Phus, there is just as 

much reason for regarding N3D as underlying oivoy as for think- 

ing that "Van was the Hebrew original of G6 48 Syr. Hex. The 
correctness of the restoration of N2D will at once appear. 

This NID sides with the reading of the Hebrew MSS, 230. 

It is easy to see how the one could be mistaken for the other. 

But it would be a mistake, now that we have discovered how the 
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reading 2°20 originated, to think that we have also discovered 
the original "Hebrew text, and that it is necessary merely to sub- 

stitute RID for 12M; for the objection urged above against the 
reading “an or wan holds also against 82D, which is merely a 

synonym of “Yan, and, moreover, it would not explain how a) 

could have stser: And ‘IAM also is too well attested to be 

simply set aside. 
Both words 73M and NID must have originally stood in the 

text —T’ANN2I0. Now in the passages which deal with the 

drinking of the cup of Yahweh’s fury a usual phrase is, 7°72 nw 

mim; ef. Isa. 51:17, ivan Oia "nN TP Wa MN WwW; the 
cup is in Yahweh’s hand, ‘Jer. 25:15, 17, “hi. - . DiDe nN MP; 

Hab. 2:16. In the last three consonants of san we must 

originally have had 7% or "73. When this is recognized it will at 

once be seen that in N20 we have originally 05, and that the & 

belongs with the M of 7°AM as the sign of the accusative, thus: 

31 MN 2D 
a MN 0D 
"72 OS"MN 

This is exactly what we need in our text, which now reads: 

For as ye have drunk 
Upon my holy mountain, 

So shall all the nations drink 
The cup at my hand; 

And they shall drink and swallow down, 
And be as though they had not been. 

It will be noted that in the parallel passage, Jer. 49:12, we have 

the phrase dv nmimw>, which is a weighty argument in favor 
of our restoration. As is well known, this verse in Obadiah 

belongs to the later portions. The phrase ‘to drink the cup of 

fury at the hand of Yahweh,” is so well known that it is not 

necessary to add an explanation regarding the contents of the 

cup, though this was done when the phrase was first used, Jer., 

chap. 25, Isa., chap. 51. But in Hab. 2:16 we have it called 

simply 7 "72" oiD; in Jer. 49:12 still more simply, 0150, 

the well-known cup of fury. And we should perhaps have expected 

DIDT-MN with the article in Obadiah also, were it not for the fact 
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that in another passage against Edom, Lam. 4:21, we have sim- 

ply OD without any qualifying element, and yet every one recog- 

nizes that it can be nothing else but the cup of Yahweh’s fury, 

“pn “DUN dip" an ep" Di. In our passage we have the 

qualifying “ha, which places it beyond doubt that the cup of 

wrath of Yahweh is intended. We may add that the verse is also 

metrically better when restored as above. 

The following conjecture may serve to explain how it came 
about that the one set of texts has one part and the other set 

another part of the reading. An early copyist accidentally 

omitted OS"MN, and wrote it between DIM and "7% for lack of 

space in the following manner: 

D 
N 5 

 ~a no oo Tan oan 
5 x 
re) 

The " at the end was probably not written. Then one scribe, 

regarding N, 3, 0 as not belonging to the text, copied merely 

swan D3; another scribe thinking that 8, 3, 0 were put in 

as a correction, and therefore the better text, copied merely 

x50 ON. But he took 5 for 3, which was one of the easiest 

things to do, and read the whole as N20 O31, which seemed to 

him to fit in admirably with MMW, but which another read as 

a,a5 pM. It is interesting to notice that he read the conso- 
nants in the other direction, not DOAN but RIO, which indicates 

Ny 
that a word written = might be read either N20 or DOAN, since 

there was apparently no rule for writing up or down in such cases. 

Possibly this may explain a number of textual mistakes where 

the various consonants have been transposed. 

The confusion arose before the LXX translation was made, at a 

time when the square alphabet was used, or a form of the alpha- 

bet approximating it very closely. The passage belongs to a 
Maccabean writer, as I shall try to make probable in another 

place. 
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2. Jupaxs 2:1a, 5b 

DSSEmON SESE] TN 
Sy 

mir. ows 
These verses follow the story of the invasion of Canaan by the 

various tribes as summarized in the first chapter, and are usually 

interpreted as follows: “Israel being now firmly established in 

Canaan, the religious center is transferred from the plains of 

Jericho, where they first gained a foothold in Western Palestine, 
to a sanctuary in the heart of the land. This change is signal- 

ized by the removal of the Angel of Yahweh, his presence 

manifested in oracle and theophany, from Gilgal to the new holy 

place, which, upon his appearance there, is consecrated by sacri- 

fice (vs. 5b). The transfer of the religious center to Bethel 
marks the end of the period of invasion, as the preceding 

period of migration ended with the encampment at Gilgal 

(Jos. 5: 10-12).’”” 
It is assumed here that vs. 1a and vs. 5b go together, and are 

not from the redactor who wrote vss. 1b-5a, but part of an old 

source;’ and further that O°DSM cannot be original in vs. 1, for 

“we expect... . the older name of the place and a name of 
greater note.’’* 

These assumptions appear to be altogether correct. But it is 

now further declared that the source from which these verses are 

taken must be J, from which we have also chap. 1, and that the 

original name of Bochim was in all probability Bethel, which is 

gathered from the conflate reading of 6, él) rév KXavOpava ral 
érl BatOnXr Kal éml Tov olxov Iopajr. Both of these points seem 

to the present writer very unlikely. According to chap. 1, which 

is from J, the various tribes have gone up into the hill-country 

and have separated. They are now regarded as being in their 

own territories, where they have settled down after a more or less 

successful fight. This is clearly the representation of the first 

2G. F. Moore, International Critical Commentary, ‘* Judges” (1895), pp. 56 f. 

3 Moore, ibid., p. 57: ‘‘What stands between (vss. 1b-5a) is in substance and form strik 

ingly different from chap. 1, and bears the stamp of the school of Hebrew historiography 

which, for lack of a more suitable general name, we call Deuteronomic.” 

4 Moore, p. 58. 
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chapter. But if this is so, then it is strange that the Angel of 

Yahweh is, in chap. 2:1, still at Gilgal, i.e., in the old camp 

where the tribes were together before they separated. We should 

have expected that he would go up with them into the various 

parts of Canaan, but instead of this we find him still in the 

plains of Jericho. Why should this be so? Did this writer think 

that the Israelites could fight their battles without the help of 

Yahweh, whose representative or manifestation the Angel is? 

Certainly not, for both in 1:19 and in 1:22 he says distinctly, 

“Yahweh was with Judah,” and ‘‘Yahweh was with them,” i.e., 

the house of Joseph. A writer who had this conception that 

Yahweh Himself was going with the invading armies can hardly 

have thought that the Angel of Yahweh remained behind at 

Gilgal, for how could the people tell that Yahweh was with them, 

if they saw that the Angel of Yahweh stayed at Gilgal? Budde 

says: “The Angel of Yahweh did not follow the march of Judah 

but that of the house of Joseph (vs. 22). That would be the 

meaning. And this would have a good reason, since Judah 

regained in the far South its contact with Yahweh Himself in 

His seat.””* 

Now, as a matter of fact, the Angel of Yahweh always went 

before Israel and did not stay behind. Ex. 23:20, 23; 32:34; 

83:2, are explicit on this point. It is promised there that the 

Angel should lead Israel into Canaan and help them gain pos- 

session of the land, and not that he should stay at a given place 

where the religious center, i.e., the camp, would be, and let the 

armies march away from him. He is to be the victorious leader 

of Israel’s invading army. If then we find him in 2:1 still at 

Gilgal, it means either that he has not yet gone up into the hill 

country, or that he has returned to the camp at Gilgal after his 

expedition. Neither conception is in harmony with the repre- 

sentation of chap. 1. And 2:1la cannot come from the same 

writer as chap. 1. The writer of chap. 1 does not speak of the 

Angel of Yahweh at all; he speaks of Yahweh Himself. This is 

in line with the results of the investigations of the sources of 

the Hexateuch, for chap. 1 is admittedly from J. But in the 

5 Das Buch der Richter (1897), p. 18. Similarly Nowack. 
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Hexateuch it is not J who has the conception of the Angel of 
Yahweh, but E and R”®. Chap. 2:la is therefore not from J 

but from EH. 

If this is recognized the main difficulty is removed, for it is 

seen at once that this verse is really entirely in line with the rep- 

resentation of E. For E regards the camp at Gilgal as fixed, and 

lets Joshua return to the camp at Gilgal with his army after the 
great decisive battles (cf. Josh. 10:15, 43), and of course the 

Angel of Yahweh who, according to E in Exodus, is to go before 

Israel, is with the army. So also here. The army is in camp at 

Gilgal after having won the victories over the Canaanites, and now 

the Angel of Yahweh leads them on into the hill country. The 

camp, which is the religious center, is removed from Gilgal to a 

place in the interior of the country. 

Unfortunately the name of the place whither he leads them is 

uncertain, for the reading D°D357 is, as is generally acknowledged, 

corrupt. The conflate reading of © gives no satisfaction either. 

But we shall find a fruitful suggestion in the fact that the verse 

belongs to E. The religious center is transferred, according to 

E, from Gilgal to Shechem. According to E in Josh., chap. 24, 

with which Judg., chap. 2 is connected, Joshua has the Israelites 

gathered at Shechem, and it is on Mount Ebal, near Shechem, 

that they sacrifice, according to Josh. 8:30, 31 (E). According 
to Judg. 2:6 (E,=Josh. 24:28) also, the Israelites are at Shechem. 
And so it seems to the present writer exceedingly probable that 

the original reading in 2:5 was Dw in place of Dar, a read- 

ing which graphically also corresponds better to the Massoretic 

text than DXMr"2 of G. The reading of © appears to be nothing 

more than a conjecture, which may have been due to the fact that 

there was an ’Allon Bacuth near Bethel (Gen. 35:8).° But that 
Bethel was the religious center after Gilgal we are told nowhere 

else. That Shechem was so is in harmony with the narrative of 

E in the book of Joshua.’ 

6 Or it may have been due to chap. 1:22, where the house of Joseph goes to Bethel from 

Gilgal. 

7The corruption of pow into H°D3M not only preceded the Greek translation but is 

older than the interpolated verses 1b-5a, which explain the name. This must also be 

assumed on the other theory; and it argues strongly against the originality of Ores in 
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Moreover, on this hypothesis the relation of 2:1a, 5b to the 

following description from E of the death of Joshua, vss. 6 ff., 

becomes clear. Chap. 2:1a, 5b, are not the conclusion of chap. 

1, but form, with vss. 6 ff., a parallel to Josh. 24. Chap. 1 is a 

summary of the conquest of Canaan from the document J, and 

was prefixed to the book of Judges when it was made a book by 

itself; chap. 2 has nothing to do with this, but is from E—of 

course, only the verses that have been discussed are meant; for 

our purpose it is not necessary to go into an analysis of the whole 

of chap. 2. Verses la, 5b, take up the narrative of the settle- 

ment in Canaan according to EH, not of the conquest. The army 

has gone back to its camp at Gilgal, and from there they move 

their camp to Shechem (vs. la). At Shechem a sacrifice is 
offered, and Shechem becomes the new religious center (vs. 5b). 

Then Joshua sends the various tribes into the territories which 

had been assigned them by lot (vs. 6). Verse 6 also assumes 

that all the tribes are still together; but they are not sent away, 

as in chap. 1:1 ff., to conquer the land—that had been done 

before—but simply to take possession of their allotted sections. 

Then follows the death and burial of Joshua, and the redactional 

summary of Israel’s faithfulness during Joshua’s lifetime and its 

unfaithfulness after his death. This is succeeded by the summary 

of the period of the Judges. 

3. Isatan 42:5-9 

The long, formal, introduction shows that vss. 5-9 do not 
belong to the Servant of Yahweh poem, 42:1-4. The passage 

must be taken with 41:21—29, of which it is the logical continua- 

vs.1. For when vss. 1b-5a were added, the reading in la must already have been D535. 

Bethel is therefore nothing else but an old explanatory gloss and does not represent the 

original text. 

It is also to be noted that @ read not simply émi rov KAavOpova cai emi Barojd but added cai 

éni rov olxov ‘IopayA, Moore thinks that this is merely due to dittography of Sera » while 

Budde and Nowack regard it as a correction of a more original D9 MB, and adopt the 

latter as an original element of the text, which according to them was: ‘‘And the Angel of 

Jahve led ‘ the house of Joseph’ from Gilgal to ‘ Bethel.’” That beaw M3 corresponds 

here to 907" 17 is clear, for the Judaeans do not go to Bethel. But itis not an original 

part of the text, but another marginal note, which explained that the Angel of Yahweh 

went with the Joseph tribes, according to chap. 1:22; xai éwi Tov olkov IopayA is thus a gloss 

upon a gloss. Note also the peculiar grammatical construction in the Greek, which gives 

no sense and shows its secondary character. At best it might be supposed that MP. be 

bez stood originally after "ON, ‘and he said to the house of Israel.” 
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tion. Verses 5f. are addressed not to the Servant of Yahweh 

but to Cyrus; they expand the thought of 41:25; verses 7-9 

expand 41:26-29. In this way everything has its true, natural 

force. 

The terms employed in the address correspond precisely to 

those used in chap. 45 with reference to Cyrus: 

ATS PIM = a2 Mp wy 45:1 

PIS APNNIP = PIS2 Wane 45:18 
Compare also F"NN IP with THN Wp 48:15. 

Yahweh declares the purpose which he has in view with Cyrus. 

Cyrus is to set the captives free. The introduction, vs. 5, sums 

up the claims that have been made for Yahweh in the previous 

chapters, and forms an admirable backing for the work of Cyrus. 

The Almighty God, the creator of the world and of men, stands 

behind him in his undertaking. Omnipotence guarantees its 

complete success. The emphasis on “I, Yahweh,” is at once 

clear when we remember the debate of chap. 41. Yahweh has 

called him, and no one else; for it is he who directs the affairs 

of the world. Yahweh watches over him and protects him ("¥3); 

“unharmed” he goes from battle to battle (41:3), his life is 
charmed because it is in Yahweh’s keeping. All this is plain, 

and stands out very clearly when applied to Cyrus. But now we 

come to the difficult DY mad. Before we determine its mean- 

ing we should observe that the following phrase Ova “AND is not 

an original element of the text. The reasons for this assertion 

are, first, that it is missing in ©, and therefore rightly omitted 

in Swete’s edition; one cannot explain its omission, but very well 

its addition; second, it is missing in 49:8, where our passage is 
evidently quoted,’ and where there would be no reason for its 

omission, on the contrary every reason for its addition if it had 

already been in the text of 42:6; for it would be strange indeed 

if it had been there and yet had been omitted, when in the fol- 

lowing verse he speaks to those who are in darkness. It was 

thus not yet in the Hebrew text of the LXX, and it was not yet in 

the Hebrew text of the interpolator of 49:8ba. It was intro- 

8 Duhm, Marti. 
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duced into our passage by one who regarded the verses as 

addressed to the Servant of Yahweh, and in fact, he took the 

phrase from one of the Servant of Yahweh songs, 49:6. 

With the recognition of this interpolation, one of the diffi- 

culties in determining the meaning of DY mad is eliminated. 

It is clear from vs. 7, which defines Yahweh’s purpose, that py 

must refer to Yahweh’s people Israel. Moreover, it seems to the 

present writer that Duhm is quite right when he declares that 

the phrase has not been correctly preserved, and also that Duhm’s 

proposal to read OY mp72> for oy rad should be adopted. 

The change is exceedingly slight, merely 5 for °. It is exactly 

what we expect in connection with the following.’ Verse 7 

follows quite naturally. It expresses the manner in which Cyrus 

shall be a blessing to the people: He shall ‘‘open blind eyes, 

bring out captives from the prison, and those who sit in darkness 

from the house of restraint.” Cyrus shall be the agent of 

Yahweh in the restoration of his exiled people. The phrases do 

not fit the Servant of Yahweh, but are altogether appropriate in 

connection with Cyrus. And exactly in line with this is the 

conclusion in vss. 8 f., which looks back to the great argument of 

chap. 41: I, Yahweh, that is my name; I, not the idols, have 

done this. To Yahweh all the glory is due. He had prophesied 

things in the past; these prophecies had come true. Now he 

foretells something new that will also certainly come to pass, the 

release and restoration of Israel. 

Taken thus the whole passage can, and must, be regarded as 

genuine, and is not to be given up as secondary with Duhm, 

Cheyne, and Marti. 

4, JEREMIAH 2: 34 

The second half of this verse is difficult. The latest com- 

mentator of Jeremiah, Cornill, does not translate it. If one 

looks over the many suggestions that have been made, it may 

be said that today there are two that commend themselves to 

many scholars. The one translates, ‘Not in the uct of breaking 

9The phrase DY ond was already read by the LXX and by the interpolator of 49: 8, 

so the corruption must be very old. It, also, is due to the fact that these verses were taken 
as referring to the Servant of Yahweh. 
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in didst thou find them,’ i.e., those whom thou hast slain were 

not detected in crime. Thus Brown-Driver-Briggs, Hebrew 
Lexicon, s.v. NFM ; so already the Syriac version, the Targum, 

Hitzig, Graf, et al. The passage is then compared with Exod. 

22:1, according to which such killing would be justified. This 

is not without difficulty, for if the murdered people are innocent, 

it is rather strange that we should be assured that they were 

not killed in the act of breaking in. But especially difficult, on 

this interpretation, is the following clause; TDN7 Be oP "D could 
then only mean “but on account of all these,” j.e. the afore- 

mentioned evil practices of nature-worship. And one might think 

of prophets and true Yahweh worshipers who were killed by them 

because of their protest against the wickedness of the people. 

The other interpretation is that of Duhm, which Cornill 

regards as the most acceptable so far proposed. Duhm takes 

mamma concretely as “burglars,” instead of abstractly as ‘‘ bur- 

glary,” and translates, “Not with burglars have I found it, but 

upon all these ;” with “these” he points at certain well-known 

people. The “it” refers to "2%, which must be read for D3 in 

the first half of the verse. In this Duhm rightly follows 6 and 

Giesebrecht. The reference of the whole clause would be to the 

human sacrifices which were offered in connection with the 

nature-worship which the people practiced so zealously. The 

difficulty with this view is that a burglar is not a type for a 

murderer; for one does not as a rule find blood on burglars, and 

this would be required here: Not with burglars—where of course 

everybody expects to find blood—have I found it, but upon all 

these! Moreover, the difference in the prepositions, 2 with 

momma and >» with TIDR7DD, is inexplicable. So already Cornill. 

Nevertheless Duhm is in the main on the right track. That the 

reference cannot be to judicial murders is quite clear from the 

following, where the people are confident that Yahweh’s wrath 

shall turn away from them, because they believe themselves 

guiltless (vs. 35). It must be connected with the religious 
practices. 

The solution of the difficulties in this verse is in a slight emen- 

dation of the text. We should probably read O™Moaa for 
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moanmaa.” The translation would be: ‘Not in hidden places 
have I found it (the blood), but upon all these.” The antithesis 

is simple and natural. The murders have not been committed in 

secret, but openly; and the people declare in addition that they 

have brought no guilt on themselves thereby. Openly they carry 

the very traces of their crimes, of the sacrifices of children and 
slaves; they are not ashamed of them or afraid because of them; 

they think, on the contrary, that they have deserved mercy and for- 

giveness on account of them. Compare Mic., chap. 6. The people 

have the brazen forehead of a harlot, and refuse to be ashamed 

(3:3). A reading of the second and third chapters will show 
that this is entirely in line with the argument of the prophet. 

The change is simple and slight and the meaning that we get is 

exactly what is needed in this verse. It is significant that both 

Luther and A.V. instinctively felt this. Luther translated ‘‘und 

ist nicht heimlich, sondern offenbar an denselbigen Orten” and 

A.V. (also R.V. margin), “I have not found it by secret search 
but upon all these.’’” 

5. Psatm 82:2 

Professor Briggs, in his commentary on the Psalms, has 

proved conclusively that the clause "2" ina 71 introduces 

“a disturbing thought.” As long as the poet refrained from con- 

fessing his sins he was in misfortune and sickness as the result of 

his sin. The sickness had been sent by God as a means of dis- 

cipline; it should bring the sufferer to a confession of his sins. 

But he was obstinate, and as a result the hand of God rested very 

heavily upon him until it finally brought him to penitence and 

confession. When he had confessed he experienced at once 

God’s forgiving grace. Of this he tells us in his psalm. It is 

evident that ‘‘the poet does not regard deceit, but the obstinate 

refusal to confess his sin, as the obstacle to the forgiveness of sins 

and the removal of misfortune’? (Duhm). But may it not be pos- 

sible that the poet wrote “7 and not "2", “and in whose 

10 One is tempted to suggest ninoa2. but the feminine rae does not occur in bibli- 

cal or later Hebrew. This would require the change of but one letter. 

11A,V. seems to have arrived at this meaning by connecting ‘‘ digging” with ‘‘ search- 

ing,” digging for something hidden. The synonym “DM has both meanings, ‘dig’? and 

“search for.” 
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spirit there is no rebellion”? This would be exactly in line with 

what he says in the psalm. 
There is, however, another argument against the genuineness 

of the clause, the argument from meter. ‘This clause adds a 
defective line to a strophe complete without it” (Briggs). This 

is held also by Bickell and Duhm. If this argument prevails, it 

will still be interesting and important to explain how this addition 

was made. For Professor Briggs himself has pointed out its 

striking character: “This renunciation of deceit of spirit is a very 

high ethical ideal, not appearing elsewhere in the Old Testa- 

ment.” In view of this, and of the above-mentioned argument, 

it seems likely that the explanation of the origin of the reading 

m0" lies along the line before followed; viz., that the clause 

originally read, in harmony with the context, ~~, which was 

mistaken for 2". 

6. Kina JAREB IN Hossa 5:13, 10:6 

Of the many explanations collected most fully by President 

Harper (Amos and Hosea, pp. 277f.), the one that has com- 

mended itself as the best is the one which regards 27° pa as 

originally being 27 ~Dd’2 “the great king” =Assyr. Sarru rabd, 

“the old nominal ending being retained because the whole expres- 

sion was thought of as a proper name” (p. 273).” It is the king 
of Assyria according to this proposal who is meant by Hosea, 

And he is called by one of his titles of honor. 

Now it is significant, that this title of honor is given nowhere 

else in the Old Testament to the king of Assyria by Israelites. 

In II Kings 18:19, 28=Is. 36:4, 13 the Assyrian king is called 

501307 pan by an Assyrian officer. This 51737 pan is the 

exact Hebrew translation of Sarru rabai. If these points are 

kept in mind, it will be seen that the term 2° "2572 was not 

current among the people in Hosea’s time as a "designation for 

the king of Assyria. Did Hosea, then, coin the phrase himself? 

That would imply that the man who protested with all his might 

12The reading of G "Iapeiu is due to corruption; probably the 3 of the old Hebrew 

script was mistaken for Q. It has no claim to originality and should not be used to 

restore the reading imal "2510, which has no exact parallel in Assyrian, on which the 

whole explanation of the reading ab 959 and D3 959 depends. 
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against political alliances with Assyria and Egypt, who opposed 

most earnestly foreign and especially Assyrian influence, should 

have come under the influence of Assyrian speech to such an 

extent that he applies a name of honor to the very king with 

whom he wants Israel to have nothing to do. What possible 

reason could he have had, he of all men, to call the king of 

Assyria by his proud title? Only on one supposition could it be 

made probable that Hosea used this official name: if he referred 

to it sarcastically in addressing the princes and nobles, using a 

phrase which he might have heard at court. But there is no 

trace of sarcasm in 5:13 and 10:6 in the use of the phrase. In 

view of the difficulties which beset even this brilliant sugges- 

tion I venture to submit a new proposal. In brief it is this: 

King Jareb is no one else but King Jeroboam, 1% is a simple 

abbreviation of Oya7". It is under King Jeroboam that Hosea 

prophesies (Hos. 1:1), and he is mentioned by name in the 

superscription of Hosea’s book. That such abbreviations of 

names were not uncommon is well known; compare, e. g., Ahaz, 

whose full name was Jehoahaz, the Assyrians called him Jauwhazt; 

or Coniah, Jechonia, Jehojachin; or, DYApP" I Chron. 24:23, 

where the Vatican text has Toxo, or Shalman for Shalmaneser 

(Hos. 10:14). 
The passages read, then, as follows: 

5:13 And Ephraim saw his sickness 
And Israel™ his sore 

And Ephraim went to Asshur 
And King Jeroboam sent (messengers) to him. 

=a” pa is subject of the last clause. For dX read ON. The 
parallelism of the lines is perfect. 

10:6a Yea, it itself shall be brought to Asshur 
As a tribute of King Jeroboam. 

aoe spud rim is not a tribute for King Jareb, but a tribute 

of King Jareb. I prefer to retain the Hebrew text rather than 
change it to 7p nm, because it isindetermined. The different 

use of 5 in the first half of the line does not speak against taking 

13 This explanation strengthens the argument against the originality of Judah in the 

verse. 
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it as above.—It is probably due to the 5 in 10:6 and to the 

omission of the suffix with 5X in 5:18 that scholars have always 

thought a foreign king, Assyrian, Egyptian, or Arabian, was 

referred to in these passages. 

The historical situation under Jeroboam II has led historians 

to conclude that Assyria must have been responsible to a large 

extent for Israel’s victories over Syria. ‘‘Jeroboam’s own rela- 

tions to Assyria,” says George Adam Smith," ‘‘have not been 
recorded either by the Bible or by the Assyrian monuments. It 

is hard to think that he paid no tribute to the ‘King of Kings.’” 

Now, Hos. 5:13; 10:6 explicitly refer to the tribute of Jeroboam. 

Hos. 5:13 shows that in a time of great distress, when the nation 
had received a sore ‘“‘wound,” King Jeroboam turned to Assyria 

for help and “healing.” It is highly probable that the Syrian 

danger is referred to here. Hosea is opposed to these political 

schemes. There is only one who can help Israel: Yahweh, and 

Him they have forsaken! Out of His hands no one, not even 

Assyria, can save them. Hos. 10:6 is not a reference to the past, 

but an announcement of future happenings. The political situa- 

tion has not been remedied by seeking Assyrian help, as Hosea 

had said. Political alliances drain the strength of the nation 

(7:8). Hosea foresees the time when King Jeroboam will have 

to send not only the contents of the treasury of the temple at 

Bethel, but the golden calf as part of the tribute to Assyria. 

There is a grim sarcasm in the passage, though not in the phrase 

a ere the golden bull, whom Hosea ridicules, will be sent 

as a present to Assyria. He cannot help, he is worth only the 

price of his gold. And then, the folly of it! It will be all of no 

avail, for the one who will destroy Israel is Yahweh; cf. 10:2 and 

10:6, 8. None can avert the awful catastrophe. 

In neither of these passages is Assyria the instrument of 

Yahweh, or is exile in Assyria contemplated by Hosea. 

7. Composition oF Hossa, CHap. 2 

In an article on ‘‘The Story of Hosea’s Marriage” in AJSL, 

January, 1906, pp. 120-30, I tried to prove in regard to chap. 2 

14° The Book of the Twelve Prophets,” Expositor’s Bible, 1898, Vol. I, p. 46. 
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that certain elements which have been regarded as secondary 

are in reality a part of Hosea’s own story, telling of his determi- 
nation to do with his adulterous wife as was customary with adul- 

teresses. The following are the verses according to the numbers 

of the verses in the Hebrew text, which differ from those of the 

English Versions: 

I, 2:4a8 She is not my wife, 
And I am not her husband, 

2:6 And her children I will not pity, 
Because they are children of harlotry, 

2:7a@ For their mother has played the harlot, 
She that conceived them has done shamefully. 

2:12 And now will I uncover her shame 
Before the eyes of her lovers, 
And no man shall save her out of my hand. 

There is, however, another part of Hosea’s own story contained in 

vss. 4, 5 as Seesemann” and Meinhold” had already pointed out, 
but I had not seen their writings at the time. Meinhold thinks 

that vs. 3 belonged originally to the Hosea-story and restores it 

as follows, TAM] 5 "MADA ~Ay-ND) ONT 72D “WAR “then 
said I [i-e. , Hosea ] to my sons Jezreel and Lo- ‘Ammi and to my 
daughter Tie: Ruhamah.” This is a very ingenious and plausible 

suggestion. Perhaps we might restore a little more in harmony 

with the Massoretic Text as follows, ~"2-ND} Sapam} “7ak) 

mam ND oning24 “then said I to Jezreel and Lo-‘Ammi and to 

their sister Lo-Ruhamah.” One cannot, of course, be dogmatic 

about such a conjectural reconstruction. But the reconstructed 

verse forms an admirable introduction to the following, and one 

has but to read the verses in the light of the suggestion that they 

belong to the Hosea-story to feel how evident this is. 

II. 2:3 Then said I to Jezreel and Lo-'Ammi 
and to their sister Lo-Ruhamah, 

2:4* Contend with your mother, contend, 
that she put away her whoredoms from her face, 

and her adulteries from between her breasts, 
2:5a Lest I strip her naked, 

and set her as in the day of her birth. 

15 Israel und Judah bei Amos und Hosea nebst einem Exkurs tiber Hos. 1-8, 1898, pp. 32-44. 

16 Studien zur israelitischen Religionsgeschichte, 1903, pp. 64-73. 
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This part belongs to an earlier stage of the story of Hosea than 1. 

Hosea tries to make his wife leave off from her adulterous 

practices. But in vain! Then comes the stern resolve of 1. 
Upon this follows chap. 3. I thought that this was all that we 
had of Hosea’s story, and so I wrote ‘‘The story breaks off here, 

We are not told what Hosea did. But there can be no doubt 

that he obeyed the divine command.”” But there is still another 
part, which Seesemann has correctly recognized: vss. 8, 9. It is 
again striking and interesting that these verses have been 

regarded as not original.” They are as follows: 

III. 2:8 Therefore, behold I will hedge up 
her way" with thorns, 

And I will build her a wall 
that she may not find her paths. 

2:9 And when she follows her lovers 
she shall not overtake them; 

and when she seeks them she shall not find them. 
Then shall she say, I will go and return 

to my first husband, 
for it was better with me then than now. 

Hosea shows us here how he fulfilled Yahweh’s command of 

chap. 3. He will make it impossible for his wife to have further 

intercourse with her lovers. He seems to have put her away 

from his home. He does not supply her with means of living 

and makes it impossible for her to gain a living by harlotry. A 

period of suffering results which is intended as moral discipline 

for her, the result of which is to be her willing return to her 

husband. 

With this Hosea-story there is now woven together the Israel- 
story, which tells of Israel and her husband Yahweh. It is 

interesting to see how closely connected the verses belonging to 

the Israel-story are, now that they are disentangled from the 

Hosea-story. The beginning is fragmentary. 

17 Loe, cit., p. 125. 

18 Compare Harper, Amos and Hosea, p. 236. 

19 Massoretic text has ‘‘thy’’ way, Greek airs. 
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2:55 .... 
And I will make her as the wilderness, 

and set her like a dry land, 
and slay her with thirst; 

2:7b For she said, I will go 
after my lovers, 

Who give me my bread and my water, 
my wool and my flax, 
my oil and my drink. 

2:10 And she did not know 
that it was I who gave her 

The corn and the new wine and the oil 
and multiplied her silver and gold 

[which they used for Baal]. 
2:11 Therefore I will take back again 

my corn in its time, 
and my wine in its season, 

And will pluck away my wool and my flax 
given to cover her nakedness. 

2:13 And I will also cause to cease all her mirth, 
her feasts, her new moons and her sabbaths 

and all her festal assemblies. 

The remaining verses of the chapter are all from the Israel-story. 

The one verse, which does not belong here is vs. 20, for it breaks 

the close connection between vss. 18,19, and 21. In vs. 19 we must 

read BO, out of thy mouth, instead of rb 5 and in vs. 22 

instead of TIT" MN read "M&, which was regarded as an abbre- 

viated “ MN= TW MN. Both changes are obvious. On the 
genuineness of the disputed verses see AJSL, January, 1906, 

pp. 128 f. 

There are thus these two stories, the Hosea-story and the 

Israel-story, woven together in chap. 2 almost as much as in 

Hosea’s own life. It is not simply a literary interest, but a pro- 

found human interest in the life and suffering of this great 

prophet of love that makes the separation of these two stories so 

important. 
8. Isatan 14:28 

The arguments for placing the prophecy concerning Philistia, 

Isaiah 14:29-32, in the year when Sargon died, 705 B.0., appear 
to me conclusive. They need not be repeated here, for they are 
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well known. This date involves the admission that the super- 
scription in vs. 28 is redactional and that its authority has to be 

given up, for it states that the oracle dates from the year in 

which King Ahaz died. But Winckler in his Alttestamentliche 

Untersuchungen, pp. 135 ff., maintains that the introductory for- 

mula must be ancient and not the work of a redactor. And the 

genuine formulas in 6:1 and 20:1 so altogether similar to this 
one, attest the ancient character of 14:28. Winckler dates the 

oracle from the year 720 B. 0. The difficulties connected with this 

date are formidable; compare Whitehouse, “Isaiah” in The New 

Century Bible, ad loc., and also Marti, Das Buch Jesaia, ad loc. 

The element of truth in Winckler’s position is his insistence 

on the genuineness of vs. 28. But it is most improbable that 

King Ahaz was mentioned originally in the formula. The whole 

oracle shows that the king who had died and over whose death 

Philistia was exulting was King Sargon, and the new king, who 

would be a more terrible oppressor, was his successor Sennache- 

rib. Whether the introductory sentence contained originally the 

name of Sargon, which later by some accident dropped out, we 

cannot tell, but it is evident from the oracle itself that we must 

explain ‘in the year of the King’s death” as referring to Sargon’s 

death in 705 B. 0. 

But how could anyone read Ahaz into the text? The reason 

is very simple: he misread the original text of Isaiah which must 

have have been 7 NWAN TION pan Mva-nwa “in the 
year of the King’s (Sargon’s) death I saw this oracle.” For the 
construction compare Isa. 6:1: TN IN W9 pan mianiwa, 

and for the combination of #1" with Nw compare Hab. 1:1: 

Tin Wwe Nw; Isa. 13:1: IM WR OIA Nwa. The term 
nw’ for oracle was a popular term in the time of Jeremiah and 

there is no reason why the term NW and the phrase NWA NIN 

should not have been used by Isaiah. 

The restoration of the original text is extremely simple, 

involves a minimum of change, is in accord with the prevailing 

idea concerning the date, and regards an introduction as original, 

which the interesting genuine formulas of dating in Isaiah 

vouch for. 
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Of course, if the name Sargon was originally in the text, fol- 

lowing pon, which, however, I do not know, the misreading 

could take place only after it had been omitted for some reason 
or other. The misreading was a very natural mistake and 

involved that the 7 at the end of 7N was regarded as an abbre- 

viation of 1. The whole process can easily be seen by pla- 

cing the two texts together: 

TT NWO Ime Tan nva-hiw. 
Tit NWA YT IM an nvacnws 
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THE ORIGIN OF SOME CUNEIFORM SIGNS 

GrorcE A. Barton 

Professor Friedrich Delitzsch, to whose industry and scholar- 

ship Assyriology owes so much, was the first to attempt a sys- 

tematic explanation of the origin of all the cuneiform signs. Up 

to the publication of his Hntstehung des dltesten Schriftsystems, 

oder der Ursprung der Keilschriftzeichen, Leipzig, 1897, it had 

been taken for granted that the cuneiform signs originated in 

hieroglyphic pictures, although for a large part of them no one 

had been able to suggest a hieroglyphic form. In reality the 

origin of about two hundred of them remained unexplained. 

Delitzsch, in the work mentioned, proposed a new theory of the 

origin of many of these. While admitting that certain signs 

originated in pictures, and that others were formed by combi- 

nations of pictures, or by doubling and tripling original pictures, 

he set forth the fact that the Babylonian scribes themselves 

recognized certain signs as gunus of simpler signs, i.e., as 

Delitzsch holds, they were made from the simpler signs by add- 

ing three or more wedges, sometimes in one position, sometimes 

in another. In meaning these gunued signs expressed, in 

Delitzsch’s opinion, a “heightening” or “‘potentializing” of the 

meaning of the simple signs. From this Delitzsch went a step 

farther, and inferred that besides this potentializing motif the 

Babylonian scribes employed many other motifs, each one of 

which expressed some abstract idea, and that our present syllabary 

is largely composed of signs artificially formed by combinations 

of these motifs. 

This theory of Delitzsch, although Hommel protested against 

it at the Oriental Congress in Paris in 1897, has been pretty 

generally regarded with favor by Assyriologists. Among Amer- 

ican scholars Professor Kent’ has approved and amplified it, and 

Professor Prince’ accepts its explanations for most of the signs. 

1The American Journal of Semitic Languages, XIII, 200 ff. 

2 Materials for a Sumerian Lexicon, passim. 
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The authority of Delitzsch’s great name and the fact that the 

theory gave us a semblance of knowledge where before we had 

only ignorance, led the present writer at first to regard the work 

of Delitzsch with favor.* As my Semitic Seminary was devoted in 

the year 1901-2 to Old Babylonian inscriptions, I was led to study 

the whole subject anew, and became convinced that Delitzsch’s 
theory is too abstract‘ to fit the primitive conditions in which the 

cuneiform signs originated. The discovery was then made that 

in early times the picture of an object was often made in different 

ways according to the pleasure of the writer, that in later times 

there was a struggle for survival between these variant forms, and 

that what the later scribes regarded as gunus of a simple sign 

is in most cases simply the survival of a variant picture‘ of that 

simple sign. Miss Ellen Seton Ogden, who was a member of 

the Semitic Seminary in that year, deserves in part the credit of 

making this discovery with me, and is now at work upon a disser- 

tation in which she will prove that any account of the origin of 

cuneiform writing based upon the gunu theory of the Baby- 

lonian scribes is necessarily as little like the real origin of them 

as a history of Israel based upon the P document would be like 

the real history of that people. Any sound method of investi- 

gation must first take into account the earliest known forms; 

secondly, it must take into account all the simple ideographic 

meanings, not simply a few of the most common, as Delitzsch 

has done; and thirdly, it must follow the psychological principle 

that the picture originally represented some objective thing, and 

be able to show how the various meanings came, by psychological 

processes, to be attached to the picture in question. In applying 

these principles one will naturally be compelled to make allow- 

ances in many cases for a mixture of the meanings of two signs. 

Such mixture has arisen, first, from a similarity of the forms of 
two signs, and, secondly, from similarity in the sounds of the 

names of the objects which the primitive signs represented. These 

would seem to be the sound principles on which to investigate 

this subject, though in so complicated a problem these will not 

always enable us to arrive at certain results. 

3See the writer’s Semitic Origins, 161. 4Cf. JAOS, XXIII, 28, n. 17. 
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The writer hopes to publish within a few months an investiga- 
tion of the whole cuneiform syllabary based upon these principles. 
In the present article he takes the opportunity of presenting in 

advance a few of the results in a form different from that which 

in the larger work the complicated nature of the material will 
render necessary. 

Egyptologists are accustomed to arrange the Egyptian hiero- 

glyphs under such .headings as “figures of men,” “figures of 

women,” “members of the human body,” ‘“‘quadrupeds,” “‘parts of 

quadrupeds,”’ ‘‘implements,”° etc. We can now begin to do the 

same for Babylonia, though our lists under each heading are as 

yet much briefer than the Egyptian lists. In the following pages 

but a few of the writer’s results are presented, and those presented 
are selected almost at random. An effort has been made to illus- 

trate the possibility of introducing into the cuneiform syllabary the 

same classification which Egyptologists use in arranging the hiero- 

glyphs. Thus in the following table under A are grouped human 

forms; under B, parts of the human body; under C, animal forms; 

under D, parts of animals; E, birds; F, fishes; G, trees and plants; 

H, water and canals; I, houses and their parts; J, implements and 

vessels; K, articles of apparel; L, fire. Had space permitted, the 

examples under several of these heads might have been made more 

numerous, and several additional classes might have been added. 

In the first part of the table a tolerably complete genealogy of the 

later forms is in each case given, but from class G, No. 2, onward, 

only a few of the forms of each sign are presented. This compres- 

sion for the sake of economizing space does not seriously affect 

the illustrative examples. No effort has been made to follow the 

archaic revival of old forms which may be seen in many of the 

records of Assyrian Neo-Babylonian kings. That is sufficiently 

done in Amiaud and Méchineau’s Tableau Comparé. The prin- 

ciples on which this work is done must in the present article be 

presented by illustration rather than by full demonstration. 

The sign in A, 1 has long been correctly recognized as the 

picture of a man.’ A, 2, Delitzsch regards as the picture of a 

5 See the tables in the Egyptian grammars of Brugsch and Erman. Hommel followed 

this method in the paper read at the Paris Congress of Orientalists, but I was unable to 

procure a copy of his article until after this essay had been sent to press. 

6So, Houghton, TSBA, VI, 462, and Delitzsch, Ursprung der Keilschriftzeichen, 23, 
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man, plus the motif for ‘great,’’ but Rylands made a suggestion, 

which is quoted and approved by Houghton,’ that it is the picture 
of a man surmounted by a crown or umbrella. This suggestion 
is, I believe, on the right track. Primitive Babylonian sheiks 

or kings, like many others, wore a magnificent headdress, out of 

which the crowns of later time were developed, and this motif 

for ‘great’ is nothing but a rude representation of this primitive 

headdress.? In considering A, 3, the ideographic meanings do 

not aid us, as the one meaning given (Kakasiga, S$», IV, 27) 

has not yet been successfully translated; but the form suggests 

that the original was the picture of a man standing with one arm 

bent and the hand resting on the hip. A, 4 of the table is a 

difficult sign, as among its ideographic meanings there are none 

which designate objective concrete things. The meanings are: 

‘seize,’ ‘go out,’ ‘be high,’ ‘be full,’ ‘flaming’ or ‘brilliant,’ ‘lift 

up, ‘lifting up’ (of the hands in prayer), ‘pardon,’ ‘be high,’ ‘be 
heavy,’ ‘to honor.’ The earliest form of the sign which we have 

is considerably removed from a pictograph, but is still sufficiently 

close to suggest that its original was the picture of a king wearing 

his primitive headdress, standing with one hand resting on his hip 

and the other outstretched. 

B, 1 represented the legs of a man (cf. the Egyptian /\, Erman, 

Aeg. Grammatik, 2d ed., p. 208, No. 96). These strong legs 

were apparently in accordance with Semitic ideas used to denote 

strength. (Cf. “He delighteth not in the strength of the horse, 

he taketh no pleasure in the legs of a man,” Ps. 147:10.) By 

natural psychological processes it then came to signify ‘deeds,’ 

‘fight,’ ‘wrath,’ ‘anger,’ and ‘rise against.’ B, 2, as Delitzsch has 

recognized,” represents the buttocks, and so naturally came to 

stand for ‘later,’ ‘after,’ ‘future.’ B, 3, 4, and 5 form an interest- 

ing series. B, 3 is a head; B, 4 the same with two lines which 

represent the lips, while the analogy of the development of these 

two, as shown by a comparison of their genealogies, makes it clear 

that B, 5 represented a head to the face of which a beard was 

attached. This apparently suggested a full-grown man, hence 

we have the meanings ‘strength,’ ‘be strong,’ ‘protection.’ These 

1UKZ, pp. 103 ff. 8 TSBA, VI, 462 n. 1. °9Cf. below, K, 2, 10 Nachwort, p. 45, n. 1. 
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naturally suggest the opposite, ‘fear,’ which became also one of 

the meanings. It would also stand for an old man, hence it signi- 

fies ‘be old,’ ‘rest.’ It also represents two deities, Salulu and 

Salmu. Was it because these gods were pictured with beards? 

Delitzsch" makes much of the fact that the Assyrian scribes (5°, 

TI, 42) call this sign a gunu of B, 1. That was natural in later 

times when the old pictorial form was lost, but research now makes 

it clear that originally the sign was born not because an abstract 

potentializing motif was attached toa picture of a head, but because 
it pictured a head with a beard. B, 6 was evidently originally a 

rude outline of a head and neck. Its position is the reverse of B, 

3. Perhaps this was to emphasize the idea of the neck. This 

picture expresses directly the meanings ‘neck,’ ‘head,’ and ‘man.’ 
Through the meaning ‘head’ the meanings ‘front,’ ‘totality,’ etc., 

might attach themselves to the sign. Through the meaning ‘ man,’ 

that of ‘brother,’ ‘side,’ etc., came to be expressed by it. Through 

‘front,’ it might come to signify ‘fight,’ though this meaning may 

have been suggested by the severed head. How it came to mean 

‘house,’ ‘door,’ ‘beam,’ ‘peg,’ and ‘land,’ it is difficult to tell, 

unless there was a mixture with pictures of houses (I, 3, 4, or 5). 

B, 7, explained by Delitzsch” as gunu, is probably, as comparison 
with B, 6 shows, a neck and head surmounted by some sort of 

headdress or burden. Its one meaning is ‘tribute.’ Whether it 

pictured tribute brought on the head, as portrayed on the black 

obelisk of Shalmaneser, or whether the severed head itself, often 

bound with a costly turban, was tribute or booty, it is difficult to 

say. Perhaps this and the preceding sign were pictured reversed 

to indicate that the head was severed from the body, in which 

case the head itself would be the ‘tribute.’ B. 8 is evidently the 

left shoulder, arm, and hand. Its one ideographic meaning is 

‘left.’ B, 9, 10, 12, and 13 have long been recognized as of phal- 

lic origin,” but B, 11 has not before been satisfactorily explained. 
Delitzsch (op. cit., 177 ff.), explains it as compounded of a motif 

for direction plus a motif which he cannot explain. The earliest 

11 UKZ, 63, That the scribes sometimes grouped as gunus signs which had not even a 

common origin may be seen by comparing Sc, 19 with Thureau-Dangin’s Recherches, Nos. 447 

and 91. 

12 UKZ, 123. 13Oppert, Exp. en Mésopotamie, II, 111, 115; Delitzsch, UKZ, 93, 28 ff, 
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form of the sign bears a striking resemblance to a clay phallus 
found at Ashur and pictured in the Mittheilungen der deutsch. 
Orients-Geselischaft, No. 22 (June, 1904), p. 26, and I have no 

doubt represented an ithyphallus. Such a picture would naturally 
express ‘unto,’ ‘in,’ ‘in the midst of,’ ‘out from,’ ‘with,’ ‘desire,’ 

etc. B, 14 has also long been recognized“ as a foot, though 
until a few years since no such perfect picture had been found as 

that in an inscription published by Scheil (Délégation en Perse, 

II, 130). 
Class C represents animals. No. 1 was probably the picture 

of a donkey, as in proto-Elamitic, or a donkey’s head and neck, 

as apparently in the Hoffman tablet. Delitzsch’s explanation (op. 

cit., 149), seems unnatural in comparison. The meanings ‘ass’ 

and ‘horse’ confirm this origin. OC, 2 was evidently the picture 
of a pig. This the one ideographic meaning, ‘swine,’ confirms. 

In Class D, No. 1 is the picture of the tuft of the tail of some 

animal, as a cow or lion. Our form comes from the time of 

Sargon, however, and what the first perpendicular sign represents 

it is impossible to tell. As an ideogram it means ‘tail,’ ‘part of 

an animal or human body,’ and possibly ‘fly’—meanings easily 

suggested by the picture. D, 2 represents a dressed animal hung 

up by the hind legs and cut open in front, such as may be seen 

both in the East and West where meat is dressed upon farms. 

It means ‘flesh.’ D, 3, 4, and 5 represent teats. Possibly D 5 

is that of a human breast. This origin most satisfactorily accounts 

for all their meanings. This origin proposed for D 8 and 5 is not 

new,” but so far as I know D 4 has not been so explained; but the 

forms and the meanings (‘fat,’ ‘oil,’ ‘bright,’ ‘full,’ ‘satisfied,’ etc. ) 

combine to prove this. D, 6 and 7 are pictures of the head of an 

ox, differing only in that one represents the eyes and the other 
does not. 

Class E contains pictures of birds. Nos. 1 and 2 are too clear 

14 See Oppert, EM, II, 108, and Delitzsch, UKZ, 16, 28. 

16 Cf. Ball, PSBA, XIII, 491, who mentions this explanation for D, 3 only to reject it. 

Ball’s objection that it did not also mean ‘milk’ loses its force when we know that variant 

pictures of the same thing had that meaning. Cf. also for D, 5 Prince, Sumeriun Lew., 111, 

who gets at the meaning, ‘teat,’ in a roundabout and artificial way after the manner of 

Delitzsch. It is far more probable that it was the simple picture of a ‘ teat.’ 
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to need comment.” No. 3 is a bird and an egg. This had appar- 

ently never been suspected until the researches of Thureau- 

Dangin brought to light the pictorial form. This form satisfac- 
torily accounts for the ideographic meanings, ‘to bear,’ ‘a son 
which is borne,’ ‘some sexual organ’ (possibly ‘clitoris’), ‘kin’ 
or ‘family,’ ‘womb’ or ‘inclosure.’ By a natural psychological 
process, ‘impetuous,’ ‘strong,’ and ‘to fear’ became attached to it 

also. HE, 4, which means ‘raven’ and ‘bird,’ is shown by analogy 

with the developed forms of E, 1, as well as by the meanings, to 

have been originally the picture of a bird also. E, 5 has long 

been a puzzle. Its meanings: ‘young offspring,’ ‘young ox,’ (or 

‘child’), ‘cattle,’ ‘kid,’ ‘gazelle,’ are all derivable from a single 

idea. Delitzsch (op. cit., 160) holds that it is compounded of 

bE, ‘gazelle,’ plus <, ‘crowd.’ When, however, we compare this 

sign with the egg in E, 3, and with the way in which the bird 

forms (E, 1, 2, and 3) developed in Babylonian writing, it becomes 

clear that this sign was the picture of a young bird in process of 

being hatched from an egg. This view, when natural psycho- 

logical association is taken into consideration, would account for 

all the meanings. It stood for young bird and then was used to 

signify other young animals. 

Class F includes pictures of fishes. F, 1 is evidently the 

diagram of a fish.” This would account for the meanings: ‘fish,’ 
‘to peel’ (on account of preparing a fish for eating), ‘the god Ea,’ 

because he was represented in the form of a fish; then from the 
greatness of Ea it came to stand for ‘prince,’ ‘great,’ and ‘very 

much.’ F, 2 and 3 have long been recognized as fishes,” though 

Delitzsch (op. cit., 63 ff.) follows the Babylonian scribes in regard- 

ing No. 3 as a gunu of No. 2. The meanings ‘monster,’ ‘broad,’ 

‘fat,’ are equally explained on the supposition that the picture 

represented a larger fish with a dorsal fin. 

16 On E, 1 see Hommel, Sum. Lex., No. 67; Hilprecht, OBI, Pt. II, 35,n. 4; Ball, PSBA, 

XIIT, 378 and XX, 16ff.; also Barton, JAOS, XXII, 121. On E, 2 cf. Oppert, EM, ITI, 108, and 

Houghton, TSB4A, VI, 464. 

17 Sayce, quoted by Houghton, TSB.4, VI, 470, explained it as a scepter which a prince 

carried; Jensen, Kosmologie, 343, regards it as originally a weapon; while Delitzsch, UKZ, 

161ff., compounds it of spe}, ‘man,’ plus the gunu signs. 

18 See Barton, Semitic Origins, pp. 91 and 196. 

19 See Oppert, EM, II, p. 108, and Delitzsch, UKZ, 70 ff. 
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In Class G we have placed trees and plants. G, 1 (unless the 

sign has been written the other end up from the usual method) 

is a potted plant. If reversed, it may be the picture of a pine 

or cypress. Its chief meanings are ‘garden’ and ‘cypress’ or 

‘pine.’ G, 2 represents two plants growing in a pot. Its two 

clear meanings are ‘plant’ and ‘garment.’ The latter meaning 

was probably attached to the sign through the use of flax as 

material for clothing. G, 3 Delitzsch has rightly said” is a plant 
or tree growing in (or by) water. G, 4 and 6 are reeds;” G, 5 two 
trees growing. All the meanings of these signs have grown out 

of ideas suggested by these pictures. G, 7, as has long been 

recognized, represents two heads of grain.” G, 8, representing a 

palm tree, in early times was expressed through variant pictures. 

The picture which survived, as Professor Hommel suggested to 

me in a private letter after reading Semitic Origins, pp. 105 ff., 

was the picture of a palm tree growing in the midst of irrigating 

ditches, the tops of which were blowing in the wind as shown in 

the following sketch:” 

f 
a4 

Under H are grouped water and canals. 4H, 1, the wavy lines 

for water, resembles both the early Chinese™ (2®) and the 
Egyptian” (==) characters. A common psychological impulse 
underlies the mode of expression in these widely different centers 

of evolution. H, 2 represents the little irrigating ditches by which 

gardens are irrigated. One sees them everywhere in the East.” 
H, 3 is not so certain. Hommel has suggested (see Delitzsch, 

Nachwort, p. 19) that it is the picture of a leathern bottle, and 

so suggested ‘desert.’ It seems to me more probable that it is a 

rude outline of the lower Mesopotamian valley with its two great 

rivers and (in early times) occasional sections of irrigated and so 

20 Op. cit., p. 131 ff, 

21No.6is not a gunu of No. 4, but a picture of a larger variety of reed, as the earliest 

form makes evident. 

22Cf. Houghton, TSB.A, VI, 475; Ball, PSBA, XX,19; and Delitzsch, UKZ,125 ff. Ball 

and Delitzsch are not so specific as Houghton. 

23 For previous explanations, see Ball, PSBA, XVI, 193, and Delitzsch, op. cit., 144 ff. 

24 See Chalfant, Early Chinese Writing (Pittsburg, 1906), Pl. VI, No. 84. 

26 Cf. Erman, op. cit., p. 217, No. 55. 26 So Delitzsch, op. cit., p. 159. 
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fertile land. That would account for the meanings ‘plain,’ ‘lands,’ 
etc. By an extension of the latter meaning it came to signify 
‘desert,’ ‘elevated country,’ and then ‘back.’ 

Class I includes houses and their parts. I, 1 is probably 

lattice-work to suggest a reed house. I, 3, 4, and 5 are perhaps 
reed houses built on stilts. One of them represents the river in 
overflow, as the fish in the lower story shows. Possibly Nos. 3 
and 4 were intended to represent the common reed hut of the 

country with a band about it to hold it together.” I, 2 is clearly 
a picture of an oriental door.” One sees them in many places 

closely resembling this, with a door socket at the bottom, the 
revolving post standing in it, and the door considerably raised 

above the threshold. 
Class J includes implements. Nos. 1, 2, and 3 are clearly 

arrows. Hilprecht (OBJ, Pt. II, p. 35) is much more nearly 

right than Delitzsch as to the origin of J,2. J, 4,5, 6, and 7 are 

different forms of nets. J, 4 was shaped somewhat like a modern 

insect net and is represented as held by the two hands. This view 

is confirmed by the meanings. The concrete meanings are a ‘net’ 

and ‘pit’(?). These are just the objective meanings from which 
the others can be psychologically derived or suggested, e.g., ‘throw 

down,’ ‘remove,’ ‘to storm,’ ‘to take,’ ‘to spoil,’ etc. By variation 

and extension of these the sign was used to express ‘to bring,’ ‘to 

think,’ ‘to protect,’ ‘to love,’ and the ‘goddess Ishtar.’ The last 

meaning was probably attached to it because the goddess ensnared 

men; then ‘to love’ was associated with it because of the goddess. 

J, 5 and 7 Delitasch correctly recognized as nets,” though as the 
oldest form of J, 6 had not come to light when Delitzsch wrote 

he went astray in explaining that sign.” It is in reality a net 
reversed, and as J, 5 naturally expresses ‘overthrow,’ ‘curse,’ 

‘cord,’ ‘rope,’ ‘sinew,’ so No, 6, ‘a snare rendered impotent,’ sug- 

gested by the fact that it was a snare, ‘fear,’ ‘be afraid;’ then, 

27 See Peters, Nippur, II, 74 ff.; Hilprecht, Explorations in Bible Lands, 160; Clay, Light 

on the Old Testament from Babel, p. 282. 

28 Oppert, EM, II, 108, was on the right track, calling it a column and lintel. Lehmann, 

Litteratur Centralblatt, January 8, 1898, suggested the right explanation. 

29 UKZ, 165 ff. 

30 Ibid., 97 ff. He explains it as composed of two gunu motifs. 
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from its position ‘to wash’ and ‘anoint,’ washing and anointing 
having such a prominent part to play in removing spells; then, 

as a special extension of this line of meanings it denoted a class of 

priests who attended to such matters. 

The group J, 8-J, 14 consists of pictures derived from various 

forms of pottery.” J, 8 is a clay bowl for measuring, having a 
round bottom such that it could be easily held in the hand.” J, 9 

is probably a jar with a pointed bottom, such as one often sees in 

the East, though the meanings in this case are too uncertain to 

help in identifying the picture. J, 10 is shown by analogy with 

the other signs derived from pictures of jars to be derived from the 

representation of such an object.” Here as in other cases the jar 

is made to stand for some special thing that a jar could contain. 

Possibly they had a special type of jar for honey. At all events 

this ideogram was ultimately limited, as appears from our present 

information, to ‘honey’ and ‘good.’ J, 11 is a common drinking- 

jug, similar to those one sees often in the Hast, set on a rude 

stool, such as may be found today.” It signified ‘a vessel,’ then, 
‘abundance,’ then, possibly because of its pressure on the base, it 

expressed ‘oppression,’ and ‘distress.’ J, 12 and 13 are variant 

pictures of the same kind of drinking-jar as that pictured in No. 
11, though without the stool or base. The only real difference is 

that one has a line of ornamentation on the side and the other 

does not. In usage the ornamented one was used to suggest 

‘strong drink,’ then, by a natural process of association, ‘speak,’ 

and ‘approach,’ while the plain one signified simply ‘vessel’ or 

‘pot.’ J, 14 was a jar of a different form. The one or two lines 

of ornamentation on it were transformed by the later scribes into 

the sign for water. This fact indicates that we should be cautious 

in assuming, except in the presence of very early epigraphic evi- 

dence, that a sign is composed by putting together two others.” 

31 See de Morgan’s pottery series of proto-Elamite signs, in Recueil de travaux, XXVII, 

237 fF, 

32 First identified by Barton, JAOS, XXIII, 24. 

33In JAOS, XXIII, 24 I made a tentative guess at the original of this—a bee entering 
a hive— which I now abandon. 

34 One ought, perhaps, to compare such bases for holding jars as are pictured in Ben- 

zinger’s Heb. Archaeologie, pp. 252 ff. 

35 Delitzsch, UKZ, 168 ff., makes this inference. 
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J, 15 is the picture of a covered and probably a steaming pot.” It 
therefore represented ‘rejoicing,’ ‘exulting,’ ‘bursting forth,’ and 
probably on account of its heat, the opposite idea of ‘be afraid’ 
(galadu). 

Under K, I have classed signs which I regard as originally 

representations of articles of clothing, although I am aware that 

my opinion in the case of one of them rests on uncertain evidence. 
K, 1 I regard as a picture of some article of clothing of a priest, 

and K, 2 the headdress of a sheik or king. It is true that the 
oldest forms of K, 1 known to us do not resemble anything closely 

enough to be certainly identified. It seems clear, however, that 

two different pictures have been blended in the sign.” In order 
to form an opinion as to the origin, we must call in the assistance 
of the meanings. They are ‘a cistern’(?) or ‘precious stone’ 
(alallu), ‘road’ or ‘progress’ (alaktu), ‘to make sweet,’ ‘man’ 
or ‘lord,’ ‘wool,’ an ‘offering,’ ‘gift’ or ‘almoner,’ ‘a seal,’ ‘to 

count,’ ‘number,’ ‘a kind of tree,’ ‘god Marduk,’ ‘to cut off,’ ‘an 

officer,’ ‘a jar,’ ‘a signet,’ and ‘a priest.’ Such a list appears at 

first to be a hopeless mixture. As Thureau-Dangin has noted, 

however, the meanings, ‘water-holder’ and ‘jar’” have been at- 
tached to this sign through a mixture with J, 14. Of the other 

meanings, ‘wool’ is an objective and primitive one, and I suspect 

that the picture represented some priestly breastplate or headdress, 

made of that material, that the sign came to stand accordingly for 

‘priest,’ and that the other meanings were gradually associated 

with the sign in consequence of the duties of a priest. Of course, 

however, the discovery of an earlier text may show that this view 

is mistaken.” 
K, 2 has already been treated above under A, 2. I believe it 

was the headdress of a sheik or a king, and for that reason came 

to be the symbol for ‘great.’ Its occurrence in one text separated 

from the head of the king,” when one considers the freedom of 

36 Cf. Barton, JAOS, XXII, 127, u. 2. 

37JT cannot agree with Thureau-Dangin, Supplément, No. 419, that the two forms were 

originally the same. 

38 Delitzsch, UKZ, 168 ff., regards it as a system of canals. 

39 Thureau-Dangin, Supplément, No. 99. 
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treatment which the ancient scribes allowed themselves, does not 

disprove that view. 
L, 1 is a primitive bowl into which two tinder sticks are inserted 

to ignite them by friction.” It stood accordingly for ‘fire,’ ‘smith,’ 

etc. L, 2, meaning ‘brightness,’ ‘new,’ ‘shining,’ was a represen- 

tation of a torch. ‘Pour out’ is a meaning attached to it by psy- 

chological association. 

NOTE 

The abbreviations in the following table will nearly all be readily 
recognized by Assyriologists. The following, perhaps, need explanation: 

Déc. = de Sarzec’s Découvertes en Chaldée. 
Délégation or Dél.=J. de Morgan’s Délégation en Perse. 
HLC = Barton’s Haverford Library Collection of Cuneiform Tablets, 

Philadelphia, 1905. 
Manistusu = the inscription of that monarch published in Délégation, 

Vol. II. 
Ranke = Babylonian Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania, _ 

Series A: Cuneiform Texts, Vol. VI. 
Rec. = Thureau-Dangin, Recherches sur Vorigine de Vécriture cunéi- 

forme. 

RTC = Thureau-Dangin’s Recueil de tablettes chaldéennes, Paris, 1903, 

Sup. = Supplément to Thureau-Dangin’s Recherches, 
Tablet yw = an unpublished archaic tablet. 
UKZ = Delitzsch’s Enstehung des dltesten Schriftsystems oder Ursprung 

der Keilschrifizeichen, Leipzig, 1897. 

40Delitzsch, op. cit., 178 and Prince, Sumerian Lexicon, p. 58, have thus correctly 
explained it. 
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aon Ur-Nina, Déc. P]. 2™*, No.2. 
Tp Eannadu, Déc. Pl. 3, A, III, 4. 

LS4g>_~— Lugalzaggisi, OBI, No. 87, I, 7. 
<7 Manistusu, Face A, XII, 6 and 14. 

BSR Gudea Statue, B, VILL, 3. 
Ist = Ur. HLC, Pl. 2, No. 379, I, 1. 

Bammurabi, Laws, X, 3. 

eas Hammurabi, Letters, No. 17, 7. 
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE TEXT OF THE BOOK 

OF ZEPHANIAH 

CHARLES Prospero FaGNnant 

§1. THE SUPERSCRIPTION, 1:1 

Seppe moc morose mcm mics 
So AN. We oa pm aevarya 

mm 

§2. THREATS OF JUDGMENT, 1:2—2:15 

A. THE DAY OF YAHWEH WHICH CONFRONTS ISRAEL, 1:2-18 
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1fAT DON ; as above, Gesenius-Kautzsch, 72aa; 113w, u. 3. 

2 AT mibwoam: as above, Wellhausen. 

3 fAT PN; as above, G&S. 
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE TEXT OF THE BOOK 

OF ZEPHANIAH 

§1. THE SUPERSCRIPTION, 1:1 
The word of Yahweh which came to Zephaniah the son of Cushi, 

the son of Gedaliah, the son of Amariah, the son of Hezekiah, in 

the days of Josiah, the son of Amon, king of Judah. 

§2. THREATS OF JUDGMENT, 1:2—2:15 

4, THE DAY OF YAHWEH WHICH CONFRONTS ISRAEL, 1: 2-18 

I 1 Hush before* Yahweh, for nigh is the day of Yahweh, 

For Yahweh hath prepared a sacrifice, he has sanctified 
his guests. 

*the Lord 

1 =©62:~«dT will completely take away everything from off the 

face of the ground,* 

3 I will take away man and beast,+ the birds of heaven 

and the fish of the sea.} 

* oracle of Yahweh 

TI will take away 

ftand the stumbling-blocks with the wicked, and I will cut off 

mankind from the face of the ground. 

III 4 And I will stretch out my hand against Judah, and 

against * the inhabitants of Jerusalem, 

And I will cut off+ Baal to the last remnant, and the 

(very) name oft the priests, 

*all 

tfrom this sanctuary 

tthe idolatrous priests with 
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VI 

VII 

VIIL 

4 AT nba 3 as above, G& 22, 36, 51. 95. 185. 238; SH, Wellhausen, Nowack, Marti. 

5 AT 2 3 as above, &, G. A. Smith, Oort, Marti. 6 SAT pada i 

7 gt atm I5NST ; as above, Marti (possibly). 

8 HAE IWDMN ; as above, Nowack (probably). 

9 SAT ni 3; as above, &. 10 HAT DoD ; as above, Amos 6:1. 
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tvs And those who worship on the house-tops the host of 

heaven, 

And those who worship* Yahweh, and (also) swear 
by Milcom; 

*who swear 

6 And those that turn back from after Yahweh, and those who have 

not sought Yahweh and have not inquired after him. 

vy 8a *And I will punish the princes and the house of the king, 

99 Who fill the house of their lord with violence and deceit. 

* And it shall come to pass in the day of Yahweh’s sacrifice. 

vr 9a And I will punish all who leap upon the threshold,* 

sb And all who wear foreign apparel; 

*in that day 

vir 10 *Hark! a cry from the Fish Gate, and a wailing from 
the New Quarter, 

1 And a great clamor from the hills, and a wailing from 

Makhtesh. + 
* And it shall come to pass in that day, oracle of Yahweh 

} For all the traffickers are destroyed, all those laden with money 

are cut off, 

vir i2 *And I will search Jerusalem with a lamp, and I will 

punish those who are at ease, 

Who are thickened upon their lees, who are saying to 

themselves, 

* And it shall come to pass at that time 
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ANT] DORN | Np WRI NIA ora [2] 

PANT awe bs MS mw Abram md. 5+ 

11 ff PIT; as above, Marti (perhaps). 

12 fAT “PW ; as above, Wellhausen, Nowack, Marti. 

13 fAT Sp 3 as above, Marti, Nowack (perhaps). 

14 $AT “VQ; as above, Nowack, Marti. 15 Transpose 15c; so Marti. 

16 Not in $C. Ve TT May. MT INN Ip. 
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Ix “Yahweh is no help, neither is he a hindrance.” 

132 Their riches will become a prey and their houses a 

desolation. 

18 And they shall build houses and not inhabit (them), 

And plant vineyards and not drink the wine thereof. 

x 1 Near is my great day, near and hastening exceedingly; 

Near is my bitter day, the mighty man there will cry 

aloud. 

xt wu <A day of wrath is that day, a day of trouble and of 

distress, 

A day of darkness and murk, a day of clouds and thick 

darkness, 

XII 15c,16 A day of destruction and desolation, a day of trumpets 

and battle cries, 

Against the fortified cities, and against the lofty battle- 

ments. 

xu =x And I will bring anguish upon men, and they will walk 

as the blind,* 

And their blood will be poured out as dust, and their 

bowels (?) as dung. 
*because against Yahweh they have sinned 

xiv 1s Neither their silver nor their gold will be able to deliver 

them, 

For in the day of my wrath and in the fire of my jealousy 

the whole earth will be devoured.* 

*for a complete destruction will he make of all the inhabitants of 

the earth. 
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B. THE JUDGMENTS AGAINST THE NATIONS, 2:1-15 
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19 PAT 4p) wwoipmn ; as above, Graetz, Cheyne, Budde, Nowack, Driver. 

20 HAT pn nw ; as above, &, 

21 HAT “ay 3 as above, &, Graetz, Wellhausen, Oort, Nowack, Marti, Driver. 

22 HAT ralla} ; corrected by 1)" at the end of 2a. 

23 HAT NID ; as above suggested by A. B. Ehrlich. 

24 HAD pnw>sp yA po precedes "J{MTANM1; as above, Nowack, Marti. 

% PAT anys as above, Marti. 26 HAT ms ; as above, Driver. 

27 HAT pmby 3 as above, Wellhausen, G. A. Smith, Oort, ‘Sonat Marti, Driver. 

% MT TID. 29 Qer6 pm. 
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B. THE JUDGMENTS AGAINST THE NATIONS, 2: 1-15 

I 1 Be ashamed before one another, yea be ashamed, O na- 

tion unabashed, 

2a Before ye become as flying chaff.* 

*day 

2b, ¢ Before the day of the anger of Yahweh come upon you, 

Before the day of the anger of Yahweh come upon you. 

3 Seek ye Yahweh, all ye nations of the earth, ye who execute his 

purpose, seek righteousness, seek meekness, perhaps ye may be 

hidden in the day of the wrath of Yahweh. 

II 4 For Gaza shall be forsaken, and Ashkelon a desolation, 

Ashdod shall be driven forth at noonday, and Eqron 

shall be rooted up. 

III sa Woe to the inhabitants of the sea-coasts, the people of 

the Cherethites,* 

sd,e I will destroy thee (so as to be) without an inhabitant, 
tland of the Philistines. 

5b *the word of Yahweh against you 

+ Canaan 

Iv 6 Thou wilt become *the dwelling} of shepherds, and 

folds for flocks, 

7» By the sea they will feed, in the houses} in the evening 

they will lie down 

*the sea-coast 

Pees 

tAshkelon 

Ja And the sea-coast shall be for the remnant of the house of Judah 

Ic For Yahweh their God will visit them, and restore their prosperity. 
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JUDGMENT UPON MOAB AND AMMON, 2:8-11 
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30 #1 Od495 ; as above, G, Nowack, Marti. 
31 #T FADO; as above, A. B. Ehrlich. 32555, 

33 fAT ray ial ; as above, Graetz. 

34 PAT ohn ; as above, Marti. 35 SAT Sea) 3 as above, Marti. 

36 TAN; as above, Marti. 37 HAT pe ; as above, Marti. 

38 HAT >"p ; as above, Wellhausen, G. A. Smith, Nowack, Driver. 

39 HAT ah ; as above, &, Wellhausen, G. A. Smith, Oort, Nowack, Marti, Driver. 

VI 

VII 
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JUDGMENT UPON MOAB AND AMMON, 2:8-11 

I 8 Ihave heard the reproach of Moab and the revilings of the sons 
of Ammon 

With which they reproach my people, and magnify themselves 

against my border. 

II 9 Therefore, as I live, oracle of Yahweh of Hosts, God of Israel, 

Surely Moab shall become like Sodom, and the sons of Ammon 

like Gomorrah; 

III A possession (7) of nettles and a place sown with salt, yea, a deso- 

lation forever ; 
The remnant of my people shall plunder them, and the remainder 

of my nation shall inherit them. 

10 This shall they have for their pride, because they have reproached 

and magnified themselves against the people of Yahweh of Hosts. 

11 Yahweh will be terrible unto them for he will scatter all the gods 
of the earth and all the lands of the nations shall worship him 

each from his sanctuary. 

vy 12 Ye Ethiopians also shall be slain by my sword; 

And I will turn my hand toward the north and destroy 

Assyria; 

vI And I will make Nineveh a desolation, parched as the 

wilderness, 

1 And all gregarious animals will lie down in her midst 

in flocks. 

VII Both the pelican and the porcupine shall lodge in the 

capitals thereof, 

Owls shall hoot in the windows, ravens on the thresh- 

 olds.* 

*For he hath laid bare the cedar-work (7). 
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§3. ADDITIONS BY OTHER HANDS 

A, ARRAIGNMENT OF JERUSALEM, 3:1-7 
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90 TNT. 400 From 2:12. 424E YT ; as above, Marti. 
41 PAT “ind 3 as above, Marti. 43 PAT boy 3 as above, Marti. 
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15 This the joyous city, that dwelt securely, 
That said to herself I am, and there is none beside. 

How has she become a desolation, a lair for beasts; 

Everyone that passes by her hisses, and wags his hand, 

§3. ADDITIONS BY OTHER HANDS 

A, ARRAIGNMENT OF JERUSALEM, 3:1-7 

Woe to the rebellious and polluted one, the oppressing 
city ; 

She has not obeyed the voice, she has not received 

instruction ; 

In Yahweh she has not trusted, to her God she has not 

drawn near. 

Her princes in her midst are roaring lions; 

Her judges evening wolves,* 4 her prophets boastful 

persons,+ 
Her priests profane that which is holy, do violence to 

the Torah. 

*they have left nothing till morning 

{treacherous men 

Yahweh is righteous in the midst of her, he does naught 

wrong ; 
Morning by morning he sets his decree, 

Light fails not, an oversight is unknown.* 

*shame, 

I have cut off nations, their battlements are desolated; 

I have made their streets waste, so that none passeth by; 

Their cities are destroyed, so that there is* no inhabitant. 

*so that there is no man, 
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B. THE DELIVERANCE OF JERUSALEM IN THE DAY OF THE JUDGMENT 
OF THE NATIONS, 3: 8-13 
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44 AT wT 3 as above, Oort, Nowack, Marti. 

45 HAT pM 3 as above, Oort, Nowack, Marti. 

4 SAT ry ; as above, &8, G. A. Smith, Oort, Nowack, Marti, Driver. 

47 fAT DM; as above, é, Marti. 

48 HAT sy ; as above, &S%, Wellhausen, Nowack, Marti. 

49 AT "yap? ; as above, &%, Wellhausen, Nowack, Marti. 
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I thought surely she will fear me, she will accept 

instruction, 

And nothing shall fade from her eyes that I have 

commanded her, 

But they diligently corrupted all their doings. 

THE DELIVERANCE OF JERUSALEM IN THE DAY OF THE JUDGMENT 

8 

ll 

OF THE NATIONS, 3: 8-13 

Therefore wait thou for me, oracle of Yahweh, until the 

day of my rising up as witness; 

For my decree is to gather nations, to assemble king- 

doms, 

To pour out upon them my wrath, all the fierceness of 

my anger, 

For by the fire of my jealousy shall all the earth be 

devoured. 

9 For then will I bestow on the peoples pure lips, 

That all of them may call upon my name to serve me with one 

consent; 

From beyond the rivers of Cush* they will bring me offerings. 

hoary 

In that day thou shalt not be put to shame because of 

all thy doings; * 

For then will I take away from thy midst thy proudly 

exulting ones, 

And thou shalt no more be haughty in my holy mountain, 

zza And I will leave in thy midst as a people the humbled 

and poor. 

* wherein thou hast transgressed against me 
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52 AT yop 3 as above, Wellhausen, Nowack, Oort, Marti. 

53 PAT ANN ; as above, &ST, Wellhausen, Marti. 

54 HAT ANN ; as above, MSS &%, Wellhausen, G. A. Smith, Oort, Nowack, Marti. 
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iI 12,13 And the remnant of Israel will take refuge in the name 

of Yahweh; 

They will not do iniquity nor speak lies; 

And there shall not be found in their mouth a tongue 

of deceit; 

Yea they shall feed and lie down, and none shall make 

them afraid. 

c. THE GLORY OF REDEEMED JERUSALEM, 3: 14-19 

1 wu Sing O daughter of Zion, shout O Israel; 
Rejoice and be glad with all thy heart, O daughter of 

Jerusalem. 

iz 1 Yahweh hath taken away thine adversaries, hath re- 

moved thine enemies; 

Yahweh is King* in the midst of thee, thou shalt not 
see evil any more. 

* of Israel 

16 In that day it shall be said to Jerusalem, Fear not Zion, let not 

thy hands be weak. 

mr 17 Yahweh thy God is in the midst of thee, a victorious 
hero; 

He rejoices over thee with gladness,* he exults+ with 

singing. 

*he is silent in his love 

tover thee 
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55 AT APA 13; as above, &%, Oort, Nowack. 

56 PAT pa) 3 as above, &, Oort, Nowack. 

57 AT mxiva 3 as above, &, Nowack. 

58 HAT my ; as above, Oort. 

59 So Graetz, Nowack, Marti. 

00 HAE “TN. 

61 Probably for OMIAW WWI, Wellhausen, Marti. 

e2 §4E WYAD. 

63 HAT HS MW ; as above, &%, Wellhausen, G. A. Smith, Nowack, Marti. 
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Iv 18. Woe! whosoever lifts up a reproach against thee ;* 

19 Lo I will make [a destruction] of all afflicting thee;+ 

*as in a day of festival I will gather from thee 

jyat that time 

Vv And I will save that which is lame, and gather the 

dispersed ; 

And I will make them a praise and a name among all 

the peoples of the earth.* 

* when I restore their prosperity 

20 In that time I will bring you* for I will make you a name anda 

praise among all the peoples of the earth, when I restore your 

prosperity before your eyes, saith Yahweh. 

*and in [that] time I will gather you 
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The better knowledge that we now have of the remarkable 

collection made by King ASurbanapal (668-626 B. c.) in his royal 
palace at Nineveh, thanks largely to Bezold’s monumental work,’ 

has brought out the significant fact that a considerable proportion 

of the specifically Babylonian section’ consists of texts that formed 
part of the equipment of the temple schools of Babylonia and 

more particularly of the school attached to Marduk’s temple in 

Babylon.’ This applies not merely to the distinctively school 

texts, such as sign lists, syllabaries, word lists, grammatical and 

lexicographical exercises,‘ but also to the literary productions and 

practice tablets based on such productions;’ to the ritual texts 

which served as a means of instructing the young aspirants to the 

priesthood in the complicated ritual® for the various occasions 

when the services of the priests were required, and to the collec- 

tions of omens of all kinds—constituting one of the largest sec- 

tions in the royal library. Such texts, while they may also be 

regarded as guides and reference works for full-fledged priests in 

the interpretation of omens observed, appear to have been prepared 

primarily for the purposes of the temple schools.’ The same is true 

of the mathematical and metrological tablets, and it is probably 

1 Catalogue of the Cuneiform Tablets in the Kouyunjik Collection of the British Museum 

(5 vols., London, 1889-99) . 

2On the Assyrian section of the library which is more extensive than generally supposed, 

see the writer’s paper ‘‘Did the Babylonian Temples have Libraries?’’ JAOS, XXVII, 

pp. 175 ff. 

3 Jastrow, ibid., p. 178. 4Bezold, loc. cit., Index, pp. 2093-98. 

5 See the examples of such commentaries and practice tablets in King, Seven Tablets of 

Creation, Vol. I, pp. 157-81; Jastrow, ‘‘A Babylonian Parallel to Job,” JSBL, XXV, p. 144; 

Bezold, loc. cit., Index, pp. 2099-2100; and Weber, Literatur der Babylonier und Assyrier, 

pp. 294-96. 

6Specimens in Zimmern’s Beitrdge zur Kenntnis der babylonischen Religion, Vol. II, 

“Ritualtafeln far den Wahrsager, Beschworer und Sanger.” The Samai-Adad series of 

ritualistic texts of which Zimmern, loc. czt., pp. 190-219, gives some specimens belong 

to the same general category. See Bezold, loc. cit., Index, p. 2153. 

70On these omen-texts and collections registered by Bezold in his Index under ‘‘Fore- 

casts,” pp. 2011-30, and ‘‘Omens,’’ pp. 2139-49, see Jastrow, Religion Babyloniens und 

Assyriens, Vol. II, pp. 203-13, and the literature there referred to. 
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an accident that among the fragments of the Nineveh collection 

this section is not more largely represented.’ One is inclined to 
place in the category of school texts also the bilingual literary 

texts in ASurbanapal’s library, such as the numerous prayers and 

myths, hymns and incantations, including both those in which the 

Sumerian represents the original, and those in which the Sumerian 

is a translation from the Semitic original. In the former case, 

8E. g., IV R. 37, and Bezold, loc. cit., Index, p. 2111. Specimens of Babylonian originals 

of mathematical calculations also in CT, IX, 8-13 and 14-15. See Weber, loc. cit., p. 299. See, 

however, Pinches, JR.AS, 1907, p. 707, from which it would appear that the British Museum 

has among its unpublished treasures more tablets of this class. At Sippar, Scheil found 

quite a number of such metrological and mathematical tablets (Une saison de fouilles & 

Sippar, Cairo, 1903) which are treated by him in chap. iii of his work under the proper des- 

ignation of ‘ L’Ecole & Sippar” (pp. 30-54), At Nippur, Peters and Haynes found exactly 

the same kind of mathematical and metrological tablets, only in larger numbers, so that our 

knowledge of this subdivision of the Babylonian school texts is considerably increased 

through the recent publication of forty-six tablets and fragments by Hilprecht. The title 

of the publication, however, Mathematical, Metrological and Chronological Tablets from 

the Temple Library of Nippur (Philadelphia, 1906) is a misnomer. A glance at the texts 

in this volume suffices to show that all except the last —a chronological list that may have 

formed part of a private archive or of a temple business archive—are school texts pure and 

simple. Three of them, for example, contain on the one side syllabaries (Nos. 23, 24, 37) and 

on the other multiplication tables and measures of capacity — the certain ear-marks of school 

exercises. Again, on one (No. 20) the exercise is written in one column by the teacher and 

in a second repeated by the pupil. Mixed and repeated exercises appear on some (e. g., Nos. 

20, 21, rev.), while practice strokes are to be seen on others (e. g., Nos. 10, 32, 40). Hilprecht 

is obliged to admit (p. x) that these are ‘‘textbooks,” but converts them into ‘‘temple 

library’’ texts by the assertion that they were “afterwards deposited in the Temple 

Library’’! When ‘‘afterwards’? Apart from the fact that there is not a particle of 

evidence for this gratuitous supposition, it assumes the existence of a sufficient number 

of distinctively ‘‘literary’’ texts to warrant us in speaking of a “‘temple library.” Since, 

however, the evidence for this assumption hitherto presented turns out to be elusive — being 

based on tablets that were not excavated at Nippur, and such objects as were not found on 

the site of the supposed ‘‘ temple library’ —an earnest protest must be entered against the 

unwarranted use of the words ‘‘temple library’ in the title of the volume in question which 

is calculated only to make scholars more determined in their uncompromising attitude 

toward methods that involve, as has recently been said, ‘‘a disregard of the simplest ethical 

standards.” Before scholars can be convinced that the temple at Nippur harbored a great 

library collection comparable to that which Agurbanapal gathered in his palace—not in a 

temple— unimpeachable evidence must be furnished for the existence of a sufficient number 

of hymns, pra;ers, incantations, omens, and myths, as well as medical and astronomical texts 

—and such as are not school texts—to justify the use of so well-defined a term as “library.” 

If, however, after waiting patiently for more than seven years nothing but school texts and 

administrative archives, valuable though these are, are laid before us, the question must 

perforce be raised whether the temple at Nippur ever possessed extensive literary treasures. 

As a working hypothesis we are forced to assume that the temple archives in Babylonia were 

limited as a rule to collections of business records and to school texts of a miscellaneous 

character, among which we should of course expect to find the ritual texts used in connec- 

tion with the cult—not, however, a large collection gathered as was Agurbanapal’s 

library from a variety of sources. See—in addition to the writer’s paper ‘Did the Babylo- 

nian Temple have Libraries?””—Bezold’s remarks in the Literarisches Centralbl., 1907, 

p. 483, for additional reasons against regarding the tablets found by Peters and Haynes at 
Nippur as a ‘‘ temple library” and also Ungnad's strictures on the term ‘Temple Library ” 
in the Zeits. d. Deutsch. morg. Gesell., Vol. 61, pp. 705-06. 
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the Semitic translation is added to initiate the pupil into an under- 

standing of the older sacred tongue; in the latter, the Semitic 
original is added to insure the correct understanding of the 

Sumerian translation. The medical texts of which specimens 
have recently been published by Kichler® may also have been 

prepared for purposes of instruction in prescribing the remedies 

to be applied in connection with the incantation rites for releasing 

sufferers from the grasp of the demons who were regarded as the 

ultimate source of physical suffering, though, at the same time, 

these texts no doubt served, like the collections of omens, as guides 

for those who, as priests in active service, were called upon to 

administer to the sick. Further investigation of this class of 

texts will probably show that we must distinguish between medi- 

cal handbooks and medical school texts based on these handbooks, 

just as in the case of omens, we have, as will be shown presently, 

“official” as well as “‘school” editions of the collections of omens 

compiled by bart-priests. 

The school texts in the royal library at Nineveh, reverting to 

originals that once formed part of the equipment of the schools 

attached to the temples in the south,” thus assume large dimen- 

sions. They throw an interesting light on the pedagogical meth- 

ods pursued in Babylonia, which no doubt were closely followed 

in Assyria, and we must be prepared to find all manner of helps 

that were devised to facilitate the understanding of the various 

branches of the religious literature of Babylonia—and that litera- 

ture is largely, if not almost exclusively, religious—by means 

of which the temple pupils were enabled to penetrate into the 

intricacies of the cult, and into the very essence of the lore which 

was an outcome of the religious beliefs and tendencies prevailing 

in the Euphrates valley. Already, we may distinguish a consid- 

erable variety of such helps among the textbook division of 

Asurbanapal’s library. The grammatical and phrase exercises 

appear to have been prepared chiefly for training pupils in draw- 

9 Beitrdge zur Kenntnis der assyrisch-babylonischen Medizin, Leipzig, 1904. 

10 A proof of the continued existence of these schools at Borsippa, Babylon, and Sippar 

to very late days is furnished by syllabaries and lexicographical lists dated in the reigns of 

Persian kings (e. g., CT, XII, 3, 7, 9,17, 37) and by such a collection as Reisner’s Sumerisch- 

babylonische Hymnen aus griechischer Zeit. See Jastrow’s Did the Babylonian Temples 

have Libraries? p. 167. 
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ing up business and legal documents." The list of gods and stars 

were drawn, presumably, as helps for the study of astronomy in 

connection with omen-texts; the elaborate lists of names of 

plants’ may have been prepared in connection with the study of 

incantations and medical remedies, and so forth, for other branches 

of study. For the elucidation of literary texts, we have, besides 

the bilinguals,” commentaries arranged on the principle of pick- 

ing out difficult terms and phrases and explaining them by such 

as were in more common use.“ In the case of the commentaries 

to the story of creation, King has found no less than three differ- 

ent kinds.” Again, at times glosses were merely introduced into 

the texts themselves.” All this warrants the conclusion that the 

helps varied according to the class of texts selected for study. 

Correspondingly, for each class certain kinds of helps were 

developed that were best adapted for the character of the class 

and for the purpose or purposes aimed at. 

The interpretation of omens constituting one of the most 

important functions of the priests, it is not surprising that a 

variety of devices were developed, which were calculated to illus- 

trate both the method followed in the interpretation of omens and 

the two fundamental theses underlying the science of divination, 

namely (1) that occurrences on earth were paralleled by accom- 

panying phenomena in the heavens, leading to omens based on 

the observation of the sun, moon, planets, and stars, and (2) that 

through the liver of the sacrificial animal—usually a sheep—as 

the seat of the soul—and therefore as the divine organ—coming 

events could be divined, leading to an elaborate system of hepa- 
toscopy.” 

11S$ee Weber, loc. cit., pp. 291, 292. 

12 E. g., II R. 49 and 54-59; III R. 67-69; and Bezold, Catalogue, Index, pp. 2094-95. 

12a CT, XIV, 18-49. 
13 Weber, loc. czt., p. 292,n, 1, properly calls attention to “bilinguals” arranged in 

parallel columns as II R. 17, 18 as certainly prepared for school purposes, and I believe 

this to be the case also with the other class of bilinguals arranged in interlinear form. 

14V R. 47 to the text IV R. 60*. 15 King, loc. cit., and Weber, loc. cit., p. 296. 

16 So, e. g., in omen collections CT, XX, 14, 25, 27, 48. For the latter see Jastrow, 

‘*Notes on Omen Texts,’’ AJSL, XXIII, pp. 109 #f. 

17For details the reader is referred to the writer’s Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens 

(referred to in this article as Jastrow, Religion), chap. xx (Lieferungen 10, 11, and 12), I 

exclude the large class of ‘‘signs and portents”’ (birth-portents, dreams, all kinds of unusual 

occurrences, accidents, and so forth) which should be differentiated from ‘‘omens” proper. 
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Confining ourselves to the second class of omens, attention has 

already been drawn" to glosses in the text which show distinctly 
that they were drawn up primarily for instruction and elucidation 

in the temple schools. A second device was the use of illus- 

trations of parts of the liver introduced in the texts, or of phe- 

nomena on the liver.” Of these quite a number are known and of 

special significance is the clay model of a sheep’s liver (C7, VI, 

1) showing the chief parts of the liver and covered with omens 

designed to illustrate the system followed in the interpretation. 

A third species of helps is represented by an interesting text that 

might be designated as an “Introduction to the study of the prin- 

ciples of Hepatoscopy,” since its main purpose is to illustrate the 

connection between the signs observed on the liver of a sacrificial 

animal and the interpretation assigned to it. 

The general character of this text as a help in the elucidation 

of the methods followed in the interpretation of omens was recog- 

nized many years ago by Delitzsch,” though it was not possible for 
him, because of the imperfect state of our knowledge of this 

branch of the Babylonian-Assyrian literature, to determine at the 

time what is now clear, that the omens referred to are specifically 

such as are derived from the inspection of the liver of the sacri- 

ficial animal. Moreover, Delitzsch had at his disposal merely a 

fragment of the text” and he was naturally misled into regarding 

Cols. I and II as containing synonyms. It was equally natural 

that he was followed in this view by Muss-Arnolt who in his 

invaluable Assyrian Dictionary (1905) enters the words of these 

two columns, as Delitzsch did in his Assyrisches Handwérterbuch 

(1896), as synonyms.” A duplicate fragment of the text was pub- 
18 See above, p. 284, n. 16. 

19Thus CT, XX, 28 obv. and rev. we have illustrations (1) of the hepatic duct (Giz = 

niptf) with its subsidary branches and (2) of ‘‘splits”’ within the hepatic duct. Again 

Boissier, Choix de Textes relatifs & la Divination Assyro-babylonienne, Vol. I, pp. 139-43; also 

pp. 118 and 153 furnish the various forms assumed by a certain species of markings on the 

liver known as zib6, “clubs,” on which see Jastrow, ‘‘Noteson Omen Texts” (AJSL, XXIII, 

pp. 103 ff.). In the same way a tablet published by Boissier, Documents Assyriens relatifs 

aux Présages, pp. 36-40 (with ; late), contains illustrations of the processus pyramidalis, etc. 

See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 218, n. 3. 

20 Assyrisches Worterbuch (1890), p. 481 (n. 8). 21K, 4416 published II R. 43, No. 1. 

22. g., Muss-Arnolt, p. 46a (aliktum), 122a (uSSurtum), 3674 (kabartu) corre- 

sponding to Delitzsch, pp. 69a, 312b, and 315a, and so throughout the text. Meissner in his 

Supplement zu den assyrischen Worterbtichern does the same, e. g.,54b (lard), 47 (ku-ul- 

tum), where instead of II R he has accidentally written V. R, etc., etc. 
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lished in 1894 by Boissier” but it was not until 1904 that by a 
combination of six fragments representing at least three independ- 

ent copies, a more complete edition of this important text was 

issued through which it was possible to determine definitely its 

more precise character.” 
Unfortunately, the text is still far from complete. It consisted 

originally of six columns, three on the obverse, and three on the 

reverse; those on the obverse consisting of some forty lines each 

and those on the reverse of thirty-two lines each, so that in its 

complete form the tablet covered at least two hundred and twenty 

lines, and probably close to two hundred and fifty lines. According 

to the colophon attached to one of the fragments,” the tablet is 

the first of a series known as Summa multabiltum.” We are 
fortunate in possessing a list of the opening lines of the seventeen 

tablets of which the series consisted and which show that the en- 

tire series was devoted to hepatoscopy. Parts of the second, third, 

fourth, twelfth, and thirteenth tablets of this series have also been 

published by Mr. R. C. Thompson,” and from these it follows that 

23K, 2235 in Documents Assyriens, pp. 80-82. 

24CT, XX, 39-42 (KK. 2235, 4416, and 4585; Rm. 2, 466 and Bu. 89-4-26, 168). Bezold’s 
supposition (Catalogue, p. 427) that K. 2263 may form part of the tablet in question to which 

K. 2235 belongs can now be corrected, since it turns out that the tablet belongs to another 

series. A fragment of a neo-Babylonian duplicate (K. 4432) is also included in CT. 

25 Bu. 89-4-26, 168. 

26 The line probably to be completed according to K. 3837 (Boissier, Documents Assyriens, 

p. 45,1) of which KK. 2434, 7628, and 8289 are duplicates (cf. also K. 4013) and KK. 1999 (Bois- 

sier, Documents Assyriens, p. 37) and 2089 ( Boissier, Choix de Textes. p. 118) as follows: Summa 

multabiltum usurati zibé uSibi ana pani-ka,i.e., ‘when the designs of the clubs 

and the edges(?) are brought to thee.’ From other sources we know that the markings on the 

liver were drawn on a tablet and brought to the barf or ‘diviner’ for interpretation. In 

order to account for the discrepancy between the name of the series and the fact that the 

first line of the first tablet does not, as is customary, begin with these words (cf. CT, XX, 1, 

15) we must assume that the list of seventeen tablets indicated on K. 1852 (CT, XX, 1, 15-32) 

represents not the text itself, but the commentary to it drawn up for school purposes, or, as 

we might also put it, the ‘school edition” of the text, which, in accordance with the purpose 

served by it, does not follow the plan of the text and presumably does not furnish the whole 

of it. The existence of two distinct editions of the series is also shown by the other frag- 

ments belonging to the series. See the following note. 

27KK, 3945 and 3951 (CT, XX, 43-48) forming Tablets 2 and 8 of the series. The colophon 

at the bottom of the of Pl. 48 states that this is the end of the third tablet of the series mult a- 

biltum and furnishes the opening line of the fourth tablet in agreement with CT, XX, 1,18. 

The third tablet is therefore included and it is clear from a comparison of Pl. 45, 21 and 46, 

rev. 5 with CT, XX, 1,17 that the school edition of the second tablet ends with Pl. 45, 20. Ac- 

cording to Bezold (Catalogue, p. 579) K. 3951 is a duplicate of K. 3945 and K. 3986 belongs to 

K. 3945. Portions of the second and third tablets are also represented by KK. 10681, 10960; 

11713, and 12315, and 82, 3-23, 5215 which together with K. 6297 have been ‘‘joined”’ to K. 3945 

(Bezold, loc, cit.; Vol. IV, p. viii). K. 10805 (CT, XX, 50) appears to furnish the colophon also 
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the series covered a wide range, extending, indeed, to every part 

of the liver which had a significance in divination, and furnishing 

the interpretation for an almost endless number of variations 

observed in the character of the different parts and of their rela- 

tion to one another, as well as of the markings and other signs 
noted on the liver surface.” 

Confining ourselves to the school edition of the first tablet of 

the series, mention should be made of an attempted translation of 

the text by Dr. Stephen H. Langdon” which, however, because of 

the author’s failure to recognize the fundamental principle under- 

lying divination through the sacrificial animal, namely, that the 

one organ on which the attention of the diviner was concentrated 

was the liver, was not successful. Since the correct interpretation 

and understanding of the text rest upon this thesis, Langdon’s 

rendering is erroneous throughout and it is needless, therefore, to 

stop at every point and to indicate wherein the translation here 

given differs from that of Langdon. Credit is due to Langdon, 

however, for having correctly determined that Cols. I and IT of the 

text are not synonymous.” He has also seen that the words in 

Col. I furnish what he calls the ‘salient feature’’ of the ‘‘condi- 

for the third tablet of the series and would thus represent another copy. The tenth tablet 
is represented by K. 3983 published in CT, XX, 49, the opening line of which is to be completed 

according to CT, XX, 1, 25 and it is to be noted that K.5151 (CT, XX, 7) also represents the 

beginning of this tablet. While both copies are unfortunately badly preserved, it seems 

quite clear that the two texts are not duplicates and the question again arises whether the 

one (K. 5151) may not represent a portion of the ‘official’ edition and the other belong to 

the “school’’ edition. The thirteenth tablet is represented by 83, 1-18, 411 published CT, 

XX, 50, but the fact that the colophon and the opening line of the thirteenth tablet (CT, XX, 

1, 28) appear within this text (obv. 7, 8) shows that here also two tablets (the twelfth and 

thirteenth) have been combined. That this text merely represents an extract from these two 

tablets may perhaps be concluded from the statement in connection with the colophon that 

fifty-three “signs” are noted. At all events an indication of this kind, taken together with 

the unusual circumstance of a colophon within a text and as a heading to what follows, 

may be regarded as satisfactory evidence that ASurbanapal’s scribes have, in this instance 

certainly, copied a school text and perhaps merely a school exercise based on the twelfth 

and thirteenth tablets of the multabiltum series. Portions of the seventh tablet of the 
series, finally, are represented by the unpublished fragment K. 6292, according to the indica” 

tions in Bezold’s Catalogue, p. 777, and by D.T. 49 (with the colophon of the eighth tablet) 

published by Boissier, Documents, pp. 248-50, and the same author’s Choix de Textes, pp. 65-70 

with attempted translation. Langdon (JAOS, XXVII, p. 88) apparently does not know of 

Boissier’s two editions of this text. 
28For details and the general character of Babylonian hepatoscopy the reader is 

referred to the exposition of the subject in the writer’s Religion, chap. xx, and to an article 

by the writer ‘‘The Liver in Babylonian Divination” to be published in Vol. XXVIII of 

JAOS. 
29‘An Assyrian Grammatical Treatise on an Omen Tablet,” JAOS, XXVII, pp. 88-103. 

30 Loe. cit., p. 88. 
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tional clause” in Col. III, and the words in Col. IT the ‘‘salient fea- 

ture” of the “result clause.” The text, however, does not embody, 

as he supposes, a series of ‘‘rules” for the interpretatiou of omens 

nor does the third column furnish the ‘‘whole rule” from which the 

scribe, as Langdon supposes, has made an extract or an abbreviated 

copy. The purpose of the tablet is, as already intimated, to illus- 

trate the principles and the method followed in the interpretation 

of omens derived from an inspection of the liver of the sacrificial 

animal. To this end, the text is divided into three parallel 

columns. The third column furnishes the sign noted on the liver 

and the interpretation given toit. In the first column the ‘“catch- 

word” of the sign is entered, which forms the basis of the inter- 

pretation, while in the second, the ‘‘catch-word” or ‘‘catch-words”’ 

of the interpretation are added to zllustrate the connection between 

the sign and the meaning given to it. The real difficulty in the 

text to be overcome is the determination of the terms introduced, 

which according to the thesis here maintained, all describe parts 

of the liver or phenomena to be observed on the liver. While 

some of the terms are still obscure, I believe that I am justified in 

thinking that most of them have been correctly determined by my 

investigations. The final test rests naturally in the ability to give 

a satisfactory meaning to both the signs observed and to the 

interpretation based on the signs. 

In order to assist the reader in following the rendition of 

the text, a diagram of a sheep’s liver is added to this article 

on which the chief parts are indicated by letters and elucidated 

by the addition (a) of the Latin names, and (b) of the equivalent 

terms used in the Babylonian omen texts (cf. p. 326). It is impos- 

sible in this article to enter into a discussion of all details and for 

our purposes it suffices to recall the general theory on which Baby- 

lonian hepatoscopy is based, namely, that the liver was regarded 

as the center of life and the seat of the soul, and that therefore, 

in the case of the sacrificial animal, the liver was the organ 

through which the will and intention of the gods as the givers 

and source of all life could be ascertained. The two deities more 

specifically associated with divination in general are Sama’ and 

Adad, who are known as bélé biri, “lords of inspection,” and 
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who in the omen tablets in ASurbanapal’s library are invariably 
mentioned instead of Nebo and Tasmit of the other classes of the 
collection.” The striking character of the organ in question, so 

much more complicated than, e. g., the heart and lungs, was no 

doubt a factor in the association of the liver with the seat of life. 

On opening an animal the liver is seen as the most prominent 
organ. To its peculiar appearance is added the fact that it is filled 
with blood—naturally associated even by primitive man with life.” 

The phenomena that it presents through the gall-bladder termi- 

nating in a long duct (ductus cysticus) which again passes into a 
duct running across the liver (ductus hepaticus) that sends its 

branches into the various lobes of the liver (lobus dexter, lobus 

sinister, lobus quadratus, and lobus caudatus) are rendered still 

more striking by the large portal or hepatic vein (vena portae) 

which, like the hepatic duct, sends its offshoots, as subsidiary veins 

throughout the entire liver. To the layman, the markings of vari- 

ous kinds appearing as lines, indentures, and curves on the liver 

surface, due largely to the traces of the subsidiary hepatic and 

vein ducts, furnish another feature that arrests attention, and since 

no two livers are exactly alike in respect of these markings—as 

little as the marking on two leaves of a tree—it will be seen that 

a wide field over which fanciful imagination may roam at will is 

thus opened up. Lastly, there is besides the large vein (vena 

cava or vena cava caudalis), the transverse fissure or liver gate 

(porta hepatis) separating the upper lobe (lobus caudatus) from 

the three lower lobes. At one end of the pyramidal lobe is a 

finger-shaped appendix, known as the processus pyramidalis 

constantly varying in form, and presenting all manner of curious 

features. This lobe plays so significant a rdle in Greek and 

Roman hepatoscopy—based on the older Etruscan rites”—that 

it was called by the Greeks 6 AoBes, i. e., the lobe par excellence, 

and by the Romans caput jecoris, “head of the liver.” At the 

31 Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 226, n. 1. 

32 About one-sixth of the blood of the animal is in the liver. 
33See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, pp. 210 ff., and 320, n. 3, and Thulin, Die etruskische 

Disciplin, Vol. II (die Haruspicin), (Gdteborg, 1906), pp. 3-10 and 50-54. 

34Thulin, loc. cit., p. 30ff. The Septuagint correctly renders the Hebrew expression 

“25m Sy MAM (Ex. 29:13; Lev. 3:4; 8:16, etc.) for the lobus pyramidalis by 6 AoBés; 
see Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 231, and the reference there to Moore’s important article in 

the Noldeke Festschrift, pp. 761 ff. 
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other end of the ‘pyramidal lobe, there is a second appendix known 

as the processus papillaris, which varying in size and at times 

extremely small, also plays a part in hepatoscopy though a much 

less prominent one than the processus pyramidalis.” 

To all these parts and phenomena of the liver the attention of 

the bart priests was directed; and by the application chiefly of 

two principles, one based on the association of ideas, the other on 

the association of words, an elaborate and complicated system of 

interpretation was developed, the influence of which may be gauged 

when it is considered that the system furnished a guide to the rulers 

and individuals of Babylonia and Assyria from before the days of 

Sargon (ca. 3000 B. 0.) to the days of Nabonidus—the last king of 

the neo-Babylonian empire (555-539 B.c.).* No expedition was 
undertaken, no battle was risked, no building begun and no 

important official act entered upon without calling in the aid of 

the bara priests to examine the sacrificial animal—generally a 

sheep and frequently more than one—and on the basis of a report 

on the condition of the liver to render a decision that was 

regarded as indicative of the divine will or intent. 

The task thus cut out both for the full-fledged priest on whom 

the obligation rested to interpret the omens derived from the 

inspection of the liver, as well as for those who were being trained 

for the service, was clearly defined. The position and character of 

all the various parts of the liver had to be carefully noted, all 

peculiarities recorded and the form of the markings, their number, 

and outlines closely observed. It would appear that all these 

phenomena were written down on memoranda tablets; and in an 

actual record of a liver inspection from the days of Nabonidus, 

taken on an occasion when the king wished to restore the statue 

of Sin and other gods to the rebuilt temple of the moon-god at 

Harran, no less than seventeen signs are set down and the meaning 

of each defined.” It was for the purpose of securing a correct 

interpretation of the signs observed that the collections of omens, 

35 For further details regarding the anatomy of the liver, see Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, 

pp. 220, 221. 
36 For examples of omen-texts from the days of Sargon to Nabonidus see Jastrow, Reli- 

gion, Vol. IT, pp. 224-820. 

37 Messerschmidt, Inschrift der Stele Nabu’naids (Berlin, 1896), Col. XI. See Jastrow, 

Religion, Vol. II, pp. 266-71. 
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based no doubt in part on past experience and in part on the 

application of the principles developed by the priests in the 

unfolding of their system, were made, and which, deposited in the 

temple archives or more probably in the schools attached to the 

temples could be consulted as guides and reference works. The 

occasions on which recourse was had to divination through the 

liver being primarily of an official and public character, the inter- 

pretations generally bear on affairs of state and on public events — 

war, conquest, crops, the army, the rulers, and the royal house- 

hold. It is only occasionally that matters of concern to the 

ordinary individual are introduced. It was, however, a compara- 

tively simple matter to extend the application to more personal 

affairs. The main object was to determine whether a particular 

sign was favorable or unfavorable. If the former, the interpreta- 

tion was not limited to the particular case set down, but could be 
applied to any other situation that arose.” Hence in the omens 
introduced into the inscriptions of Nabonidus as well as in the 

earlier documents and in official reports of various periods, the 

interpretations attached to the omens, copied evidently from some 

collection serving as a guide, do not necessarily bear upon the ques- 

tion to be answered through the liver inspection.” The interpre- 

tation is added, primarily, as an indication whether the sign is 

favorable or unfavorable. In other words, the interpretation serves 

merely as an example illustrative of the favorable or unfavorable 

character of the sign in question. With this determined, the 

answer to the inquiry depended either upon the summary of all 

the signs noted or upon the application of the illustrative inter- 

pretation of the specific case under consideration. These same 

collections of omens with the interpretations also served as the 

basis of instruction in the temple schools, but in addition, as 

already suggested, special school editions of the collections in 

whole or in part were prepared, adapted for illustrating the 
method to be followed in the system of interpretation and con- 

taining all manner of explanations to facilitate the task of instruct- 

ing the pupils in the science of hepatoscopy. 

38 Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, pp. 246, 247 for details and illustrations. 

39 Ibid., p. 258. 
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Our text furnishes a particularly valuable example of the peda- 

gogical plan adopted, and, both for this reason and because of its 

intrinsic value, justifies detailed treatment. As already pointed 

out, it consists of three columns on each side, the third containing 

the omen noted with the interpretation, while the first and second 

are added in order to illustrate the connection between the sign 

and the interpretation. The proper method of treating the text 

is, therefore, first to set down the entry in the third column, and 

then to take up the remaining two. 

The first line of the third column reads: 

Summa na” erik#-ma nipta® [ikru]*® rubt ina barrani illi- 
ku* ikasad.® 

“Tf the biliary duct is long and the hepatic duct is short, the ruler 
in the expedition which he undertakes will conquer.” 

To this omen the first and second columns read: 

a-rik-tum ka-sit-tum 
“length” “conquest” 

which means that the ‘length’ of the biliary duct forms the 

basis for the interpretation of the sign as ‘conquest.’ No special 

reference is made to the ‘shortness’ of the hepatic duct, the favor- 

able character of this sign being either assumed as known or 

regarded as of secondary consideration. From other sources we 

know that a long cystic duct was a favorable sign, e. g., V R. 63, 

IT, 10 and 23, where it is interpreted as pointing to the ‘long 

life’ of the ruler. 

40For nA=biliary duct (ductus cysticus), see Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 234, n. 13. 

The phonetic reading is unknown. 

41Written GiIp-pA. Cf. Brannow, Nos. 7511 and 7562. 

42Grr to be read niptft,—the sign for the hepatic duct (ductus hepaticus). See 

Jastrow, ibid. and p, 242, n.1. 

43 Read GuD-DA to be interpreted as ikru, for which compare CT, XX, 1, 28 where GIp- 

DA and GUDDA occur in contrast, while the phonetic reading ik-ru for the latter is shown 

by CT, XX, 31, 13, 14 where erppa and ik-ru are contrasted. See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, 

p. 253, u.6, and Langdon, J4OS, XXVIII, p. 147, n. 2. 

44 Written pu with the phonetic complement ku. 

45KuR(ad) to be read thereforeikaSad. Cf. Briinnow, No. 7393. 

46 Other examples, Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 252, n. 3. 
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The second line reads: 

Summa irru sabiraiti” al-ku-[u] kasittum.® 

“Tf the ‘network’ is continuous— conquest.” 

To this omen—briefly expressed—the first and second columns read: 

a-lik-tum ka-sit-tum 
“course” “conquest” 

i.e., the ‘continuous’ course of the network of markings on the 
liver is the basis of the interpretation as ‘conquest.’ The term 

translated ‘network’ refers to the grouping of markings more 

specifically on the left lobe of the liver, where the traces of the 

subsidiary hepatic and vein ducts produce a varying number of 

little curves and lines, forming all manner of patterns.” The 

peculiar nature of the sign here noted seems to be that the mark- 

ings either form a continuous series, suggestive, therefore, of an 

unbroken course of victory, or that they all run in one direction, 

pointing to the continuous onward march of the king’s army. The 

third line, presenting both in the sign noted and in the interpre- 

tation a more complicated character, reads: 

summa martu™ istu imitti ana Suméli daksat®™-ma di-ki- 
[is]-sa® ussur® bél limutti*-ka 5a idku® kat-ka ikasad.® 

“Tf the gall-bladder is pierced from the right to left and its ‘split’ 
is loose, thy hand will overcome thy enemy who advances (againt thee).” 

47$a-niamn. For the reading and interpretation see Jastrow, II, p. 256, n. 4. 

41a Cf. la al-kam ‘not continuous,’ i. e., broken up and divided (Knudtzon, Assyrische 

Gebete, No. 107, rev. 16), and §albu ‘torn,’ i. e., ‘broken up’ (Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, 

p. 293, 0. 5), the contrast to alku. 

48Kur(tum)=kasittum. For many examples of omens thus briefly indicated see 

Jastrow, loc. cit., pp. 258, 259. 

49 See Boissier, Choix de Textes relatifs & la Divination, pp. 89 and 93 and CT, XX, 46, 54-56; 

48, 30, etc., where the network is put down as consisting of from six to seventeen distinct bits, 

50St=martu ‘gall-bladder.’ Cf. Brannow, No. 4196 and Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, 

p. 229, n. 3. 

51The phonetic reading for 1T-KU (Sat) is furnished by the parallel line K. 134, 1 

(Boissier, Choiz de Textes, p. 78). See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. Il, p. 336, n. 11 for a fuller 

discussion of the term and of other passages in which it occurs. 

62Di-ki-sa in text, but probably an error for di-ki-is-sa as throughout K. 134. See 

Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 336, u. 1. 

53Bar (ur)=uss8ur (Brannow, No. 1814). For the meaning ‘loose’ or ‘detached’ cf, 

Haupt, ASKT, 85, 40 where uSSuru is used of a woman whose womb has prolapsed, i.e., 

become detached. See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 305,n.6. Note the synonyms in the 

lexicographical list II R. 39, No. 1, obv. 45 pa pita “open mouth’ and pi ussuru 

‘loosened mouth’ for both of which phrases the signs are KA-BAR(BA), 

54Cf. Brainnow, No. 10958. 
55 Z1(k u)=idku (Bréinnow, No. 2308) (with overlapping vowel) from dikai—the common 

verb to indicate the advance of an army. See Muss-Arnolt, Assyrian Dictionary, pp. 2450 f. 

56 Kug(ad)=ikaéad as in the first line. 
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Cols. I and II read: 

us-Sur-tum ka-sit-tum 

“looseness” “conquest” 

i.e., the fact that the pierced gall-bladder is detached or ‘loose’ 

points in this case again to ‘conquest.’ The ‘split’ runs to the 

left, and the ‘looseness’ is therefore a bad sign for the enemy’s host.” 

L. 4 reads: 

summa ina kap-pi® kabitti® Sa imitti padanu® ina kap-pi 
kabitti 8a Suméli naptartu®? Su-Sur® pti® nipti ina eli 
Sibi®(?) illik, nakru-ka itti ili® ka-mi u sub-bur. 

57 See above p. 291. 
58We have here in the word kappu ‘wing’ the very appropriate term for a liver 

‘lobe,’ and it is interesting to note that the right and left lobe (lobus dexter, lobus 

sinister) were distinguished precisely as in modern anatomical nomenclature. A special 

designation is also found for the lobus caudatus namely UR-MURUB= kabittu kablitu 

(or perhaps kabal kabitti) ‘the middle liver ’— which is likewise appropriate since the 
lobus caudatus lies approximately in the middle of the liver; see Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, 

p. 231. Whether the right lobe was still further divided into two sections, as in modern 

nomenclature, by the groove in which the gall-bladder rests into (a) lobus quadratus to the 

left and (b) lobus dexter to the right I have not yet been able to determine, though the 

groove itself was distinguished. See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 325, u. 5. 

‘9 For uR (=kabittu), the most common sign of the liver, see Jastrow, Religion, 

Vol. II, p. 213, n. 2; for other names and signs, see the writer’s article, ‘Signs and Names 

of the Liver in Babylonia” (ZA, XX, pp. 105-29). It is possible that in omen texts haS@ as 

in the omen report (Jastrow, II, p. 276, u. 7) was the designation of the liver and not 

kabittu, 

60GIr = padanu (Brainnow, No. 9191) ‘road,’ the designation of a certain kind of 

markings on the liver. The term padanu (see the phonetic writing pa-da-na-am, CT, 

IV, 34, obv. 2) indicates that it had the form of a continuous line; see Jastrow, Religion, 

Vol. II, p. 237 (note) and p. 275, n. 2. 

61GAB, the common meaning of which is patfru ‘open’ (Brinnow, No. 4488), and 

which is of very frequent occurrence in omen texts as a verb, e.g., GAB(at)=patrat (CT, 

XX, 1, 6, and 14, 6, or without a phonetic complement, ll. 8, 27 of Pl. 1; Pl. 7 (K. 5151), 

4-11; 15, 2-39; 26 rev. and 28 rev., with plural sign, Pl. 14, 13, but also as a noun, Pl. 48, 19. 

In our passage the noun is evidently intended, hence the suggested reading. Under ‘splits’ 

the fissures frequently to be observed on the surface of the liver or on such parts as the gall- 

bladder, the cystic duct, and the hepatic duct, etc., are meant. In the Sargon omens (IV R. 

34, No. 1) as many as seven such fissures in the gall-bladder are instanced; cf. Jastrow, 

Religion, Vol. II, p. 238. The phonetic reading Su-Sur suggests that the combination 

GAB-US, which is also of frequent occurrence, e. g., CT, XX, 1, 17, with the phonetic comple- 

ment tum (also Boissier, Choix de Textes, pp. 57,59) and with the plural sign (CT, XX, 45, 21) 

is to be explained as GAB=‘split’ and us (Brannow, No. 5033)=‘straight’ while the 

phonetic ending tum suggests the reading naptartum. Gas-US8 would therefore be a 

fuller form for the noun to indicate, as in our text, ‘a straight fissure;’ see further, Jas- 

trow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 337, n. 9. 

62TII, I, from aSaru ‘to be straight;’ cf.8u-Sur in the interpretation of an omen in 

an inscription of Nabonidus (Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 253, n. 2). 

63 Written KA. The ‘mouth’ of the hepatic duct is the one end of this part. 

64 Tu appears to be one of the designations for the ‘edge of the liver.’ For the reading 

S]ibi offered tentatively see Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 240 (note), and p. 325,n.5. I take 

it that the sign is intended to represent the case in which the hepatic duct is unusually long 

so that it appears to fall over the liver edge. 

6 For itti iliin the sense of ‘with the help of a god’ see V R. 63, II, 11 (Jastrow, 

Religion, Vol. II, p. 253). 
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“Tf on the right lobe of the liver there is a ‘road,’ on the left lobe a 
straight fissure (and) the mouth of the hepatic extends over the edge(?), 
thy enemy with the help of a god will be captured and surrounded.” 

To this omen, the adjoining two columns read: 
Su-Sur-tum sa-kap nakri 
“straightness ” “overthrow of the enemy” 

i.e. the ‘straightness’ of the fissure and of the ‘road’ (the 

straightness of which is implied in the term used) forms the 

basis for the interpretation that the ruler will proceed directly 

against the enemy and subjugate him. The secondary sign of 

the extent of the hepatic duct is not specifically referred to, its 

favorable character, being again assumed as known or not calling 

for any special comment. 

L. 5: 

summa xKaAk-TI° 8a imitti isténit” at-rat ummani Sum 
damikti® ileki.® 

“Tf of the xax-tT1, the one to the right is abnormal, my army will 
acquire a good name.” 

To this sign, the two columns read: 

a-tar-tum za-kar 8u-mu” 

“ excessive” “fame” 

i.e, the abnormally large character of the KAK-TI suggests by a 

natural association of ideas great renown. 

L. 6: 

Summa ré8 na zu-kur™ mu-saa”? rubi® umm4éni sum damikti 
ileki. 

“Tf the top of the biliary duct is elevated, supremacy of the ruler, my 

army will acquire renown.” 

66 Perhaps to be read sikkatu ‘plug’—a term of frequent occurrence (e. g., Boissier, 

Choix de Textes, p. 103; CT, XX, 14, 17, etc.), the meaning of which I have not been able as 

yet to determine. For a further discussion, see Jastrow, Religion, Vol. IT, p. 293, u. 7. 

67 GIs (it) =isténit, though from the list V RB. 12, No. 3, 32 it might appear that the 

combination can also stand for the masculine. In our case the feminine of the following 

verb speaks in favor of the feminine noun. 

68 San-31G (Brannow, No. 10955)—the contrast to 8AL-HUL (1.3). For the reading and 

other passages see Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 336, n. 11. 

69T1 (ki) =ileki (Brainnow, No. 1700). 
70Cf, the proper name En-lil-za-kar-Su-mi (V R. 44, ITI, 41). 

Variant: zuk-kur II, 1, from zakaru ‘to be high.’ Seo Jastrow, Religion, Vol. 
II, p. 327, n. 9. 

72MU-SAG, i. &., MU=ni8 (CT, XII, 8, 8a) and sag =r 681, literally therefore, ‘raising of 

head,’ for which see Hunger, Becherwahrsagung, Text A,69. A parallel expression is dis- 

cussed, Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 355, n, 12. 

73 Non=ruba. 
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Cols. I and II read: 

zuk-kur-tum za-kar Su-mu 
“elevation” “renown” 

The ‘elevated’ biliary duct points to the heightening of the fame 

of the ruler and of his army. Note the play between zukkur 

and zakar Sumi. 

L. 7: 

Summu elanu™ danni® Siru kima sikkati® izziz” zibu™ 

Sarri kénu® ummap Sarri mabira”™ la ibasi.™ 

“If above the portal vein, the flesh stands out like a plug, the king’s 
‘club’ (or weapon) will endure, the army of the king will be without a 

rival.” 

The first two columns read: 

sik-ka-tum li-ki-e li-ti 
“plug” “acquiring glory” 

i.e., the fact that the flesh at the point indicated stands out like 

a plug, barring, as it were, the progress of the enemy, is the basis 

for the interpretation that the arms and army of the king will 

stand firm against all attacks. 

L. 8: 

Summa Sapal® marti ka-bar maru® eli abi-8u ikabit.™ 

“Tf the base of the gall-bladder is swollen, the son will be mightier 

than his father.” 

14 Similarly we read, CT, XX, 37, 9, ‘if the liver gate above the hepatic duct (ana el&ni 

nip ti) is depressed,’ etc. 

75DAN probably to be read dannu ‘strong’ and the designation for the vena portae or 

great vein of the liver lying at the side of the hepatic duct. See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, 

p. 240, n. 2. 

76 (Gi3) KAK =sikkatu (Briinnow, No. 5267) —a reading that is confirmed by the word 

sik-ka-tum in the first column. 

77GuB (iz) =izziz; cf. Briunow, No. 4893. 

Tia For the reading zibu of the sign (gi8)kU in the omen texts instead of kakku and 

the meaning ‘club’ assigned to zibu see below, p. 312, u. 161. 

78 GI-NA. 

79GaB(ri)=mahiru (Brinnow, No. 4502), or to be read phonetically gab-ri. 

80TuK (Si) =ibaSi (cf. Brinnow, No. 11237). 

81S$1G¢ (Briinnow, No. 11873) contrasted in 79, 7-8, 129, ll, 4-5 (Boissier, Choix de Textes, 

p. 43) to saG = kakkadu ‘head’ of the gall-bladder. It is therefore a synonym of the usual 

sun =i8du (Brinnow, No. 4811) used in the omen texts for the ‘base,’ or what we should 

call the upper portion of any of the parts of the liver, only that as ll. 1-3 of the text just 

quoted show, it represents the extreme end of the gall-bladder, whereas suB can be used 

with the plural sign in the general sense of ‘lower parts.’ Although I have adopted the 

reading Saplu it is possible that the sign is to be read iSdu just like sug. 

82 TUR-NITAH. 

83 Duaup (it) =ikabit (Brinnow, No. 9228). Cf. CT, XX, 31, 19-20 i-kab-bu-ut. 
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To which line the adjoining columns read: 

ka-bar-tum e-mu-ku 
“swelling” “power” 

i.e., the ‘swelling’ of the lower part of the gall-bladder points to 

‘power,’ while the fact that the swelling is ‘below’ indicates that 
the one who is ‘lower’— therefore a son in contrast to a father— 

will be the mightier. The parts of the liver are always reckoned 
from below. Thus of the three divisions into which any part is 

divided (see Jastrow, IT, p. 254, n. 3) the ‘head’ is the lowest and the 

‘base’ is at what we would call the upper end. The gall-bladder 
is generally thicker at the ‘head’ and grows thinner as we reach 

the ‘base’ or ‘lower’ part. If, therefore, a liver shows the reverse 

order, it is an indication that the natural order will be reversed — 

the son will be stronger than his father. 

L. 9: 

Summa kirbannu™ imitti pfii-su ki-ma kur-sin-ni® rapis® 
zibu garri kénu umman Sarri i-dan-nin-ma mabira la ibaSi. 

“Tf the mouth of the inner surface to the right is broad like an ankle- 
bone, the ‘club’ (or weapon) of the king will be firm, the king’s host 
will be strong and without a rival.” 

To this sign Cols. I and II read: 

ra-pa-as-tum me-til-lu-tum®™ 
“breadth” “sovereignty” 

The association of ideas between ‘breadth’ and ‘extension’ of 

rulership is obvious. The double interpretation—not infrequent 

in omen texts*—represents an alternative as in ll. 6—7, so that 

the sign in question may be interpreted with reference to the ruler 

or to his army according to the occasion of the inquiry. 

%LaGc=kirbannu (Brainnow, No. 5951). This reading is suggested by the phonetic 

reading ki-ri-ba-an-na ‘the inner part’ (CT, XX, 15, 27 and Pl. 48,17). Another LaG 

with the plural sign added occurs in connection with the hepatic duct (CT, XX, 45, 26), the 

portal vein (1. 31), the gall-bladder (1. 36) and the ‘net-work’ (Pl. 46, 57) and is to be read 

minatu (Brainnow, No. 5973). The part in question is larger (rabi) than ‘its interior 

surface.’ See Jastrow, II, p. 298, u. 12 for a full discussion of both terms. 

8 Cf, CT, XX, 25, 18; 27,5; 29, 6. 

86 Dama (i8)=irapis (Briinnow, No. 545). See Boissier, Documents Assyriens, p. 223, 

22-27, etc. 

87 See Muss-Arnolt, Assyrian Dictionary, p. 623, 

88See examples in Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 253, u. 4. 
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L. 10: 

Summa mas® ma-la ubani im-ta-si® ardu ma-la béli-5u 
i-ma-as-si u-lu amtu béli-Sa i-ram-Si-ma ma-la bélti-Sa 

i-ma-as-si. 

“Tf the papillary appendix in comparison with the pyramidal appen- 
dix is large, the servant in comparison with his master will be large, or 
in the case of a maid, her master will love her, and in comparison with 

her mistress she will be large.” 

The first two columns read: 

ra-bu-u ma-su-u 
“large” “broad” 

The papillary appendix figured on the picture of a liver, CT, 

VI, 1, it will be observed, is quite small in comparison with 

the finger-shaped pyramidal appendix. At times, indeed, the 

form is so tiny as to be scarcely visible, and not infrequently on 

sheep’s livers that I have seen it appeared to be entirely wanting. 

The circumstance of its being ‘large’ is therefore unusual, and it 

is consequently taken as a sign that the one who is small will 

become great. The contrast between the ‘servant’ and the ‘mas- 

ter,’ or the maid and her mistress represents the contrast between 

89The sign MAS (Brinnow, No. 2024) designates the processus papillaris—the smaller 

appendix attached to the caudate lobe. See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 255, u. 4, where 

the reading BIR (corrected p, 267, n. 3) is an error for MAS (see Streck, Oriental. Litteraturzeit., 

Vol. X, Sp. 72). Niru which at one time I took to be the phonetic reading turns out to 

be the reading for ME-NI ‘the common bile duct’ (ductus choledochus). See Jastrow, II, 

p. 326, n. 5. 

90For masf in the sense of ‘large,’ ‘broad,’ ‘compressed,’ and the like (Muss-Arnolt, 

Assyr. Dict., p. 570b) not to be confused with another masa (or amasu [?]) (Muss-Arnolt, 

pp. 59 and 570) which on the contrary means ‘narrow,’ ‘small,’ etc. 

1The juxtaposition of rabdQ with masq is at first sight somewhat puzzling because 

of the apparently double meaning attached to masf@ as either ‘small’ or ‘large’ (see pre- 

ceding note). That a contrast is intended between the appearance of the usually very small 

processus papillaris and the ordinarily much larger processus pyramidalis is of course 

obvious, the former being represented as more fully developed than usual in comparison 

with the latter; and since the verb mas‘ is used to express this idea, it follows that 

this verb must also be intended in the second column, and not masa ‘small.’ The two 
terms rabf and masa are therefore meant to explain this condition, prognosticating the 
‘fulness’ of the servant and maid as against the master and mistress. The word rab fi in 

the first column is introduced as a syaonym of masa in order to show the justification of 

interpreting the omen as pointing to breadth or enlargement. The pupil is in this way 

taught that the fact that the ordinarily small papillary appendix is ‘large’ is the basis for 

the interpretation that servant and maid— instead of the master and mistress—are to be 

‘large,’ or in other words the topsy-turvy character of the two appendices points to a rever- 

sion of the natural order—the small will be large and the large will become small. For 

the preposition mala or mal used to express a4 comparison see Muss-Arnolt, Assyr. 

Dict., p. 540d. 
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the two appendices, and the unusual condition of the larger appen- 

dix being compressed is looked upon as a confirmation of the 
interpretation that the inferior shall assert himself (or herself) 

against the superior. 

L. 12: 

Summa Suméli marti sa-mid Sépu-ka sa-ad nakri.™ 

“Tf the left side of the gall-bladder is firm, through thee, destruc- 
tion of the enemy.” 

The two explanatory columns read: 

sa-mit-tum isdan™ kinati™ 
“firmness” “secure bases” 

i. e., the ‘firmness’ of the left side of the gall-bladder points to 
‘security’ and the fact that it is the left side of the gall-bladder 

which is ‘firm’ is a bad omen for the enemy, who is always repre- 

sented by the left side in contrast to the ruler or to the ruler’s 

army, symbolized by the right side as the lucky or favored side. 

L. 18: 

Summa kabittu imittu ub-bu-uk® isd-a-an kinati.® 

“Tf the liver to the right is seeure—secure bases.” 

92A complete parallel to this line is found in one of the omens attached to an inscrip- 

tion of Nabonidus (V R. 63, II, 28) which may be taken as a proof that the interpretations of 

the omens in a report such as the priests of the king furnished, are taken from collections 

like ours, compiled as reference works and as guides. See for the line Jastrow, Religion, 

Vol. II, p. 261,n.5. On sa-ad from sAdu ‘destroy’ see Muss-Arnolt, Assyr. Dict., p. 147a. 

98 Written sun =i8-du (Brainnow, No. 4811) with the complement a-an to indicate 

the plural or possibly the dual (see Ungnad, Assyr. Gram., § 22) and Lajciak, Plural- und 

Dualendungen an semitische Nomen (Leipzig, 1903], pp. 48-55). The use of i8-du ‘support,’ 

‘foundation’ is introduced in view of 8épu ‘foot’ in the interpretation, and if iSdan 

be taken as a dual, the reference would be to the legs as ‘ supports,’ just as in the Targum to 

I Kings 10:19 the same word NMYTWN ‘supports’ is the rendering for ni 

94GI-NA with the plural sign. 

95II,1 from ab&ku which is another Assyrian verb that like masf (see above, p. 298, 

n. 90) has two meanings the one contrary to the other (1) ‘endure,’ ‘ cling to,’ etc. (cf. Arabic 

BA a) and (2) ‘throw off,’ ‘overthrow,’ etc. The context —by the association with isdan 

2 
kinati—shows clearly that the former sense is here meant, whereas in other passages it is 

found in the sense of ‘remove, misplaced’: ub-bu-kat (CT, XX, 32, 77,78) Su-ta-bak- 

ka (Clay, Cassite Archives, XIV, No. 4, 6, etc.), See Jastrow, II, p. 280, n. 8. Bezold, 

Catalogue, p. 1774 (81, 2-4, 227) Summa kabittu imittu e-bi-ik furnishes a parallel 

to our passage. Delitzsch (H WB, p. 115a) is hardly justified in assuming a stem PDR , but 

at the most “TDN by the side of JAN—though the two are probably identical as Muss- 

Arnolt, Assyr. Dict., p. 6a, regards them, 

96 Written as in the second column of the preceding line. 
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The first two columns read: 

e-pi-ik-tum igd-a-an kinati 
“security” “secure bases” 

The association of ideas is obvious and the circumstance that 

it is the right side of the liver which exhibits compactness adds to 

the favorable character of the sign. 

L. 14: 

Summa maS[e-]ba-at” ebair mati isir.® 

“Tf the papillary appendix is inclosed, the produce of the land will 
thrive.” 

The explanatory columns read: 

e-bi-tum Subtu” ne-eh-tum 

“inclosure” “peaceful dwelling” 

The interpretation of good crops as ‘security’ is an interesting 

association of ideas. In times of disturbance, the even course of 

things is interfered with and vice-versa, bad crops lead to internal 

disorders. 

L. 15 reads: 

summa martu panatu-sa™ ana imitti Saknt ta-a-a-rat ili 
ana améli Sarru mat-su i-ram-ma. 

“If the edges of the gall-bladder lie toward the right, reconciliation 
of god with man, the king will be gracious to his land.” 

97 The restoration is indicated by the word in the first column. The underlying stem is 

the same from which we obtain uppu ‘inclosure’ (see Muss-Arnolt, Assyr. Dict., p. 785) 

and the same verb (II, 1) is found as ub-bu-u IV R. 26, No. 2,4 i-mat zu-ka-ki-pu 
a-me-lam la ub-bu-u ‘the spittle of a scorpion does not inclose a man;’ cf. Meissner, 

Supplement, p. 13b, and also see Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 305, n. 7. 

98S1-pi(ir) =isir from isaru (Brfiunow, No. 3461). The phrase occurs frequently in 

astrological omens, e. g., Craig, Astrological-Astronomical Texts, p. 57, obv. 4; 60 (K. 3002), 

11-16; 10 (la iSir); 68, obv. 9, etc., etc. 

99 Ki-Ku = Subtu (Brinnow, No. 9824). The phrase is of frequent occurrence in histori- 

cal texts (see the passages in Muss-Arnolt, Assyr. Dict., pp. 662b ff.) as well as in omen texts, 

v. &., CT, XX, 4 (K. 6689), 11; 34,6 Subtu ne-eh-tiisab, etc. Cf. Jastrow, II, p. 260, u. 7. 

100T@1(mES)—the points or edges of the gall-bladder, perhaps to be read amerfiti 

See below, p. 301, n. 1014. 

101 Literally ‘will love.’ The two interpretations are to be regarded as alternatives 

according to prevailing conditions or to the nature of the inquiry. 
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Unfortunately the first column to this line is injured." The 
second column reads: 

ta-a-a-ra-tum “reconciliation” 

We are therefore left in doubt as to the exact feature of the sign 

noted which suggests the return of god to man, and the love of 

the king for his land, which is likewise viewed as a reconciliation 

on his part. A fuller form of such an interpretation is found in 
the omens attached to a text of Nabonidus.” A parallel to the 
sign noted is found in this inscription (Col. XI, 23) where it is 

interpreted as pikittu ‘appointment,’ i. e., pointing to a favorable 

answer to the inquiry whether such and such a one is to be 
intrusted with some official service.’ 

L. 16: 

Summa kakkad na ka-bi-is ummani-ka ina res 6kli-8u 
namra™ ikkal.® 

“Tf the head of the biliary duct is depressed, thy army will, out of 
the best of his (sc. the enemy’s) land, acquire glory.” 

The two explanatory columns read: 

[ki-ib]su™™ a-kal nam-ra™ 
“depression” “acquiring glory” 

101a Perhaps to be restored a[me-ru-ti] in the sense of ‘edges,’ corresponding to 

IGI(MES) in Col. III (Brainnow, Nos. 9267 and 9325). See Meissner, Supplement, p. 10a and 

IV R.2 I*, Col. III, 1-2. IGr-Gas-A(MES)=a-me-ru-ti. 

102 Inschrift der Stele Nabu’naids (ed. Messerschmidt), Col. XI, 14-21. ‘‘ Those who hated 

will love (ir-ta-a-mu same verb as in our passage). In a land of hostility there will be 

reconciliation (su-lum-ma-a), Sin, and Samaé will walk at my army’s side and overthrow 

the enemy, the angered gods will be at peace (Salmu) with man.’”’ Cf. Jastrow, Religion, 

Vol. II, p. 268. 

103 On the custom of consulting omens through a liver inspection in the case of appoint- 

ments to office, see Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 268, n. 10 and the references there given. 

14Ha-LA=zittu or namru. See Jastrow, ‘Notes on Omen Texts” (ASJL, XXIII, 

pp. 100 ff.) where this passage and parallels are fully treated. 

10 Ku=akalu (Brtinnow, No. 882). On ak&alu as a synonym of kag4du and the 

phrase here used see Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 254, u. 8, as well as the article quoted in 

the preceding note. 

106 The correct restoration suggested by Hunger, Becherwahrsagung bei den Babyloniern, 

p. 37. 

107T wo words suggest the reading namru for HA-LA in the third column and ikkal 

for Ku. Instead of namra, however, zittam as a synonym is possible. See for the inter- 

pretation of this line with a full discussion of numerous parallel passages, Jastrow ‘‘ Notes 
on Omen Texts,’’ AJSL, XXIII, pp. 97-103. 
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The fact that the biliary duct is deeply set points to the firm foot- 

ing that the king’s army will secure in the enemy’s territory. 

L. 17: 

Summa na kima azkari! ana Saplanu' mat nakri gal-ta” 

ilami.™ 

“Tf the biliary duct is like a crescent at the lower end, the enemy’s 
land will be surrounded with hostility.” 

The two explanatory columns read: 

Sap-lis ka-na-su'” kasittil® kata 
“bent below” “conquest” 

i.e., the circumstance that the ‘lower’ part of the biliary duct is 

curved so as to resemble a crescent, points to the ‘humiliation’ 

of the enemy’s land or, in other words, to its conquest. It will be 

observed that the sign involves a twofold association of ideas— 

the ‘curving’ and the fact that the curving is ‘below’—both 

suggesting a lowering and a bending to superior power. 

L. 18: 

Summa mv res kabitti™ Sa imitti ul-lu-us’ ul-lu-us lib-bi 
ummani.” 

108Up-sAKAR=azkaru ‘new-moon’ and then the crescent of the moon as so fre- 

quently depicted on seal cylinders (Muss-Arnolt, Assyr. Dict., p. 26a). The biliary duct 

appears as crescent-shaped, w. g., on the clay model of a liver (CT, VI, 1). 

109 Ky-TaA(nu)=Saplanu (Brinnow, No. 9673)—the contrast to elanuinl.7. The 

direction of the parts of the liver being, as already indicated (see above p. 297), from below 

upward or from right to left, the ‘lower end’ of the biliary duct refers to what we would 

call the ‘upper’ or ‘left’ end. 

110Cf. Boisser, Documents Assyriens, p. 226, 11; CT, XX, 12 (K. 9213), 7, etc. 

111 NI-GIN(mi)=ilami (cf. Brinnow, No. 10334). 

112The contrast e-l1i8 ka-na-Su with theexplanation u-Sur-tum ‘defeat’ is found 

in the lexicographical list Rm. 131, 7 (Meissner, Supplement Texts, p. 20), which appears to be 

likewise devoted to an explanation of terms occurring in divination texts, arranged on the 

same principle as ours. See below p. 310, n. 147. 

113 Kur(tiJ=kaditti. 

114 Mu-sAG-uR frequently used in association with U-saG-uR, e. g., CT, XX, 1, obv. 4-5, 

Boissier, Documents Assyriens, p. 38, col. I, rev. 14, etc. Inasmuch as in Roman hepatoscopy 

the ‘head of the liver’ caput jecoris (see above p. 289) is the designation of the processus 

pyramidalis, I am inclined to take sAG-uR=reS kabitti ‘head of the Liver’ as the 

point of this appendix. Therefore MU-SAG-UR =the ‘upper’ surface of the point and 

U-SAG-UR the ‘under’ surface. See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 229,n.1. U-saG-uR is to 

be read kubSu (Brinnow, No. 5864), the reading of MuU-sAG is still unknown. The element 

vr is often omitted in the case of both of these designations, e. g., CT, XX, 14, 12; 15, 28, etc. 

115TI, 1 of alasu, the context suggests ‘enlarge’ as the fundamental meaning of 
alasu. 

116For other examples of this phrase, see CT, XX, 31, 13, 14; Boissier, Documents 

Assyriens, p. 8, rev. 12 and 14, etc., and in the complete parallel to our line in the Inschrift 

der Stele Nabu’naids (Messerschmidt), Col. XI, 38. See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 271. 
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“Tf the upper part of the liver to the right is enlarged, rejoicing of 

heart of my army.” 

To this line, the adjoining two columns read: 

ul-su ul-su-um-ma 
“enlargement” “rejoicing” 

Here we have, as in the following line, the direct play upon words 

as the basis for the association of ideas, the ‘enlargment’ of 

the point of the processus pyramidalis suggesting the ‘enlarge- 

ment’ of the spirits of the army. 

Li. 108 

Summa gi-bis imitti marti uktabir™ gi-bis ummani ana 
mat nakri. 

“Tf the bag of the gall-bladder to the right is swollen, (advance of) 
my forces to the enemy’s country.” 

The two explanatory columns read: 

gi-ib-Su gi-ib-Sum-ma 
“swelling” “amassing” 

As in the previous line, the word to the right indicates the verbal 

noun, and to the left the substantive form proper— distinguished 

by the emphatic ending m. 

L. 20: 

Summa ina imitti marti zibu'™ Sakin'’’-ma saplis immar™ 
zibu ma-ag-sa-ru zibu Samas.™ 

“If to the right of the gall-bladder there is a ‘club’ seen below, the 
club (or weapon) will be powerful—it is the club of Samai.”™™ 

117Hvu-st=uktabir. See Jastrow, II, p. 269, n. 3. 

118 (G18) KU to be read as above p. 296, n. 778, pointed out to be zi-bu, when used to des- 

ignate some phenomenon on the liver, is of very frequent— indeed constant — occurrence in 

divination texts. It isthe name given to certain markings on the liver that were fantas- 

tically viewed as ‘weapons’ and associated with the weapons of various gods, according to 

their varying forms. These markings are particularly prominent in the case of livers of 

sheep raised in marshy districts and are in part at least pathological in character. See 

Thulin, Die etruskische Disciplin, Vol. II, pp. 38,39. For a full discussion of these markings 

see Jastrow, “Notes on Omen Texts” (II. ‘The Weapon of the Gods”), AJSL, XXIII, 

pp. 103-5. 

119GaR to be read Akin, the phonetic complement in being frequently added, wv.¢g., 

CT, XX, 31,1, 5, 7, 9, 11, etc., or for the plural nu as above, p. 300, 1. 15. 

120T@i to be read im-mar as passages with the phonetic complement mar added show, 

v.g., CT, XX, 32, 77; Boissier, Documents Assyrvens, pp. 52, 17; 69, 12. 

121An explanatory note added to specify the particular kind of marking meant. See 

Jastrow, AJSL, XXIII, 113. 
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The two explanatory columns read: 

mag-Sa-ru da-na-nu 
“power” = “strong” 

The underlying stem gaSaru signifying ‘to be strong,’ the 

meaning of the noun form cannot be doubtful; its explanation as 

dananu ‘strong’ is a further aid to the determination of its 

meaning. In this case, there is a deviation from the principles to 

be observed in the relationship of the two explanatory columns to 

each other, inasmuch as dananu does not actually occur in the 

interpretation, but is added as an explanation of magsaru. For 

this reason, as well as because of other considerations set forth 

elsewhere, I take magSaru as the actual designation of the club 

(or weapon) of the sun-god with which the particular form of 

‘club’ observed is compared. The interpretation, concisely put, 

is intended to suggest that since the ‘club’ is a magSaru, the 

sign points to the ‘strength’ of the weapons of the ruler. 

L. 21: 

Summa is-ri™ imitti inammir™ ul-lu-ug lib-bi ummani. 

“If the border to the right is resplendent, rejoicing of the heart of 
my army.” 

The two explanatory columns read: 

nu-um-ru bu-ud lib-bi 

“prilliancy” “joy of the heart” 

i.e., the ‘brilliancy’ of the border of the liver suggests the ‘joy’ 

of the army. The word in the first column thus offers a con- 

firmation of the reading inammir, while the second column 

furnishes a synonym to ullug libbi. 

L. 22: 

Summa kabittu imitti atar’™ dannu™ ul-lu-ug lib-bi um- 
mani. 

122Tg-ri is clearly the designation of the border (or circumference) of the liver. 

123 Written LAH (ir) =inammir (ef. Braénnow, No, 8145). On the color of the liver 

see below p. 306. 

124 DrRIG = ataru (Briinnow, No. 3729). 

125 Written GAR-KALAG according to Brainnow (No. 12088), like KALAG (Briinnow, 

No. 6194) alone. The reading of the first column atar nam-ru suggests that GAR-KALAG 

may be read namru. On the basis of this passage alone, however, it is hazardous to 

assume this value, since the first column frequently suggests a synonym in preference to the 

word used in the omen. At all events the meaning is perfectly clear and the difference 

between dannu and namru is not of any moment in this instance. 
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“Tf the liver to the right is very firm, rejoicing of the heart of my 

army.” 

The explanatory columns read: 

atar nam-ru bu-ud lib-bi 

“very shining” “joy of heart” 

The interesting text from this point on is unfortunately defective, 
and while some of the lines can be partially restored, we are 
unable to carry on the analysis for the rest of the text in the 

same complete manner as we have done hitherto. However, even 

in its defective condition, the text furnishes some further eluci- 

dations of the principles of Babylonian hepatoscopy and of the 

application of these principles to specific signs observed on the 

liver. It is worth while, therefore, to attempt an interpretation. 

L. 24 reads: 

Summa Kak-v1! Sa imitti u[Suméli balka(?)] si-lim-tum.” 

“Tf the xax-t1 to the right and [left are destroyed], annihilation.” 

The two explanatory columns read: 

ummanate ma’dtti™ zu-ku-ru-ti aSaridi™ 
“numerous hosts” “supremacy of my general” 

The connection between the first column and the sign observed is 

obscure, and must remain so till the reading and exact meaning of 

Kak (ti) can be determined. 
L. 25 reads: 

Summa ina kakkad marti di-bu nadi-ma..... [hud lib-bi 
zanan Samé]. 

“Tf at the head of the gall-bladder there is a hole and 
[joy of heart, plentiful rain].” 

The explanatory columns enabling us to restore the end of the 

line from the faint traces read: 

126 See above p. 295, u. 66. 

127 Read HA-A (with plural sign) =halk4, like CT, XX, 45, 18. Cf. also Jastrow, 

Religion, Vol. IT, p. 293, n. 7. 

128 Of frequent occurrence in omen texts, e.g., CT, XX, 2, rev. 6; 6, 9-11; 7, 19-21; Boissier, 

Documents Assyriens, p. 47, 15; 12, 16, etc. See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 299, n. 14. 

129ERim with plural sign (Brinnow, No. 8170) followed by zun with plural sign (Bran- 

now, No. 8623). Read, therefore, ummanate ma’dati. 

130 SAG-KALAG with MU as suffix of first person = aSaridi (Brannow, No. 3619). 
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di-bu lib-bu bu-ud lib-bi zanan™ Samé 
“hole inside” “joy of heart, plentiful rain” 

L, 25: 

Summa kabittu imitti i-ha8-[8i-su'’ ul-lu-ugs lib-bi um- 

mani]. 

“Tf the liver to the right [is resplendent, rejoicing of the heart of my 

army].” 

The explanatory columns read: 

bi-is-Sa-tum ul-lu-us lib-bi 
“resplendency” “rejoicing of the heart” 

The association of ideas is the same as in Il. 21-22, and also 

in the following line, where the ‘brilliant,’ ‘shining’ color of the 

part of the liver singled out suggests enlargement and success. 

The color of the liver, as is well known, varies considerably 

according to pathological conditions in the sacrificial animal, 

and it is interesting to note that in Greek and Roman hepatos- 

copy likewise the color of the liver enters into the interpretation 

of the signs observed. Aeschylus,” for example, in describing the 

benefits conferred on mankind by Prometheus includes therein 

his teaching mankind to derive omens from the inspection of the 

entrails," specifying the doctrine as follows: 

“The smoothness of the entrails, having what color would be pleas- 
ing to the deities, the well-formed and variegated character of the gall- 
bladder and lobe.” 

131S0R (an) =zan4n; cf. Boissier, Documents Assyriens, p.59, 7, where we find the 

phonetic writing za-na-an §8am6. Thecombination SUR AN-E frequently occurs in the 

astrological texts, v. g., Craig, Astrological-Astronomical Texts, Pl. 27 (81, 2-4, 206), rev. 21. 

Virolleaud’s reading (L’ Astrologie Chaldéene, fase. 8, p.11, 10) izannun Samé6 is to be 

corrected accordingly. 

132 From b a 4&8u for which the ideogram is HI-LI (V R. 39, 89) and which is therefore 

a synonym of kuzbu, ulsu, Sullulu (from alalu)—all having the meaning of 

‘splendor,’ ‘enlargement,’ ‘joy,’ and the like. See Brf&innow, Nos, 8244-48. 

133 Prometheus, ll. 495-97. See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 350. 

134 SrAdyxva ‘entrails’ which by the side of iepa ‘sacred parts’ or iepeta ‘victims’ is the 

term used by Greek writers and never rap, just as the Latin writers speak of the exta and 

not of jecur when they refer to hepatoscopy in general. Such a usage no doubt points to 

the inclusion of other organs — as lungs, heart, and entrails — in divination rites, and yet it 

is noteworthy that when in Greek or Latin writers specific details of the inspection of an 

animal for divination purposes are given, the organ in all except a very few cases specified 

is the liver, and all specific signs observed are such as are found on the liver, showing, 

therefore, that here, too, it is the liver which is par excellence the organ of revelation. See 

the passages in Blecher, De Extispicio, pp. 3-32. Indeed, according to Thulin, Die etruskische 

Disciplin, Vol. II, pp. 44, 45, other organs outside of the liver are rarely referred to and appear 

to have been consulted only when showing abnormal phenomena, whereas in ordinary cases 

the examination was limited to the liver. See also Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 216. 
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L. 26: 

Summa martu nam-ba-[ta-at kima(?)... ul-lu-ug lib-bi 

ummani]. 

“Tf the gall-bladder shines like(?) .. . . rejoicing of the heart of 

my army.” 

The adjoining two columns reading 
nam-ba-tu ul-lu-us lib-bi 
“brilliant” “joy of heart” 

require no further comment. 

L. 27: 

summa martu Siru [lib rubfi libbu dubudsu ika- 

Sad (2). 
“If the flesh of the gall-bladder [is fatty, the ruler through his 

strength will conquer (?)].” 

Cols. I and II to this line read: 

li-bu-u dub-du 

“fat” “abundance” 

The fatty gall-bladder or its fatty appearance is interpreted as 

pointing to prosperity and abundance. 

L. 28: 
Summa ina imitti panti™ sul-[ul-lu ebfir mati mabira nap- 

8a ibassi].1% 

«4 “Tf to the right the liver surface is [resplendent—the produce of the 
land will be high-priced].” 

135 Read sAL-LU which according to Craig, Assyr. Relig. Texts, Vol. II, Pl. II, obv. 13 is to 

be read li-bu-u ‘fat’—precisely as the explanatory column has it. See Meissner, Supple- 

ment, p.105; and Zimmern, Beitrdge, p. 172 (No. 57, 0.6). The word occurs frequently in 

incantation and ritual texts. 

136 The word dubdu ‘abundance’ in Col. II of this line suggests the restoration of this 

line according to CT, XX, 50,17, and Boissier, Documents Assyriens, p.95, 10. Practically 

the same phrase is found also CT, XX, 2, rev. 8: 49, rev. 32 (also to be restored Pl. 6 

[Rm 86] 6) Boissier, Documents Assyriens, p. 8, rev. 13. See also the omen in the Inscription 

of Nabonidus, V R. 63, Col. II, 18 and the comment in Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 257, u. 2, 

and p. 327,n.5. The restoration would appear in the text as 

NUN 8A SI-SI-KI-(Su) KUR (ad) 

137BA=pantf, the name of the liver surface on which the gall-bladder, the biliary, 

and hepatic ducts are found, and all the other parts and chief phenomena of the liver, but 

which, according to modern anatomical nomenclature is the hind or inferior surface, 

whereas the Babylonians, because this surface was first seen upon opening a sheep, called 

it the ‘“‘upper’’ surface or “face” of the liver, and the other side the ‘“‘back.’’ The word 

pantat from being the chief side of the liver came to be used in a general way for the liver, 

See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 227, n. 2, and the writer’s article, *‘ Signs and Names of the 

Liver in Babylonia,” ZA, XX, pp. 112-27, 

138 The restoration suggested by the reading in Col. II and the passages III R. 54, No. 3, 

1-8, though of course a variant phrase like 1.3 mahira ina-pu-u§ (cf. III R.60, 73) is also 

possible. See a similar passage in our text Pl. 41, Col. V, 15,na-pa-aS mabiri, 
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Cols. I and ITI read: 

sul-ul-lu™® mabiru’™ nap-su 
“resplendent” “high price” 

The sign again refers to the high coloring of the liver or, more 

precisely, of the surface of the liver, which is explained as point- 

ing to commercial prosperity. High prices in ancient Babylonia 

appear to have been indicative of “‘good times”—a financial boom. 

L. 29: 

Summa kabal nipti anafelanu lari” ibasi rub ina 
barrani illikuikasad].™ ; 

“Tf in the middle of the hepatic duct above there is a branch, the 
ruler on his expedition wil] conquer].” 

Cols. I and IT read: 

la-ru-u ki-sit-tum 
“branch ” “conquest ” 

The association of ideas appears to rest on the fact that the 

subsidiary duct branches out from the middle of the hepatic duct 

on the ‘upper’ side—‘middle’ and ‘upper’ prognosticating a 

favorable issue. 

138aThe ideogram of this word being, according to Brinnow, No. 8248, HI-LI (see above 

p. 308. n. 132), there can be no doubt as to its general meaning, as ‘shining’ and the like. 

Examples of verbal forms of alalu in the same sense CT, XX, 5, 18, 22-25 (i-tal-la-lu-Si 

i-tal-lu-ka, etc.), Knudtzon, Assyrische Gebete, No. 8, rev. 11. 

139 K1-LAM, the common ideogram for mabiru (Brfainnow, No. 9803) so constantly 

occurring in business documents. 

For nap§u and forms of the verb in combination with mabiru see Muss-Arnolt, 

Assyr. Dict., p. 710b. In omen texts we find as interpretations also (a2) mabiru igabir, 

Craig, Astrol.-Astron, Texts, P). 2, 25, 27, 40, etc., and (b) mahira matu inapu§8, Craig, 

Pl, 21, 16; LIT R. 60, 73. 

140In view of passages like CT, XX, 11 (K. 6393) 7; 11 (K. 6724) 18-19; 18 (K. 12471) 3; 

24 (K. 3676), obv. 4-5; 25,5-6: 28, 2, 6, there can be no doubt of the restoration of anaAN-TA- 

(nu){=elanu-] Pa Tux (Si). 

What a PA looks like is shown by the diagram OT, XX, 28, which, besides furnishing a 

proof that Grr is the hepatic duct, makes it clear that PA is a subsidiary hepatic duct. The 

diagram illustrates a variety of such subsidiary ducts branching out to the right, in the 

middle and at the base of the hepatic duct, both above (elanu) and below (Saplanu). 

One of the common equivalents of PAis hattu ‘scepter.’ From this tosome such meaning as 

‘branch’ is only a short step, while the reading lara in the first column may reasonably 

be taken to be the phonetic value of PA when applied to subsidiary duct. See Jastrow, II, 

p. 297, u.1. The word in question is found here for the first time, and it is therefore idle to 

speculate as to its fundamental meaning. We may provisionally enter it as ‘branch ’—to 

fit the context. The omen texts furnish quite a number of words not found elsewhere, as 

e.g.,Zzibu ‘club,’ dibu ‘hole,’ kaskasu ‘fluke, nipta hepatic duct, nir u common bile 

duct, etc., so that it is not surprising to come across another. 

141 Restored according to CT, XX, 39,1. See above p. 292, n. 45. 
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L. 30: 

Summa mas kima [ku-ul-ti.... ul-lu-ug lib-bi ummani]. 

“Tf the papillary appendix is like[akultu.... rejoicing of the 

heart of my army].” 

Cols. I and IT: 

ku-ul-tul? ul-lu-us lib-bi umm4ni 
“rejoicing of heart in my army.” 

For the next eleven lines the third column is lacking altogether 

and there is not much to be made of Cols. I and II, which are 

likewise badly broken. 
L. 31, Cols. I and IT: 

li-[me]-tum™ asibiite-Su ippatarfi (?) 6- 

“surrounding ” tir™ ili 
“its inhabitants will be freed 

through the protection of a god” 

For ll. 832-35 only the second column remains: 

[li-me (?)]-tum bar-ri-e™ bit améli 

“superabundance of the house 

of man” 
la ka-sit-tum 

“no conquest ” 
la ka-sit-tum 

“no conquest ” 
sa-kip-tum lumun libbi™ 

“ overthrow, misfortune” 

142 Without the third column, it is impossible to determine the meaning of this word 
which I have not met with as yet elsewhere in the omentexts. Langdon, JAOS, XXVII, p. 97, 

n. 3, thinks it may be some object of wood. This is possible, though his supposition that 

the comparisons in these texts are usually with such objects is erroneous, cf. Boissier, Choix 

de Textes, pp. 79, 85, 103, ete. The comparison is very frequently with small animals or with 

parts of animals or with fruits, or, in fact, with almost anything. 

143Limetum points to a verb ilami in the first part of the line devoted to the 

description of the sign. The catch-words of the interpretation begin with the following 

Ku-A with plural sign, perhaps to be read aSibitte. Note that the duplicate Rm 2, 466 has 

GAB-MES=patrat. 

144 Kar (ir) pointing to the reading 6tir ili; cf. Brinnow, No.7739. The verbetéru 

occurs not infrequently in omen texts, e. g., CT, XX, 14, 8-27, 9, wheree téru with ek6mu, 

8atikandkab&su all are entered as synonyms and as possible readings for KAR. 

145Cf, i-bir-ri as the interpretation of an omen, Boissier, Documents Assyriens, 88, 17 

and 94, rev.6; alsoub-bir (1.4), ub-bir-8u (1.5). 

146 $a-HUL=lumun libbi. The two expressions sakiptum and lumun libbi are 

of course introduced as alternatives. Langdon (JAOS, XXVII, p. 97), who misses the 

point here as in other instances, attempts to combine them. 
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Cols. I and II of ll. 36 and 37 are too fragmentary to be con- 
sidered. 

L, 38: 
a-[ru-ur-tum (?)] 

“curse” 
L. 39: 

[si-(?)-si-il-tum]™ a-ru-ur-tum 
“ curse” 

L. 40: 
8a-[lab-]tum'® maés-la-’a-tum! 

“tear” “capture” 

With the help of various passages in omen texts,’ the third 
column can be restored with great probability as follows: 

Summa [irru sabirfiti imitti 5al-bu mas-la-’a-ti ummani]. 

“Tf the network is torn apart, capture of my army.” 

147 Restored from Rm 131,5 (published by Meissner, Supplement, p. 20 of Texts). This 

fragment is part of a text much like ours, so that here, too, we must beware of taking the 

words of the two columns as synonyms, as has hitherto been done. They represent the 

catch-word of the sign noted and of the interpretation of liver omens respectively, belong- 

ing to a lost third column. Whether the entire text was a duplicate is doubtful, even 

though several lines (36-42=Rm 131, 2-9) agree. There is no agreement between this frag- 

ment and any of the lines preserved on the reverse of our text. Ihope to treat this fragment 

more fully on some other occasion. No doubt further investigation will show that there are 

other lexicographical texts, hitherto regarded as furnishing synonymous expressions, which 

belong to the same category. Note that in Rm 131,5 the first sign si is missing, but the 

restoration suggested by Delitzsch, H WB, p. 506b seems plausible. I suspect that si (%)- 

sil-tum represents a term with which a comparison was instituted in the first part of the 

corresponding line of Col. III, devoted to the description of the signs noted. 

148 To be restored according to Rm 131, 6. That the second sign (Briinnow, No. 7766) is 

to be read lab and not par as Meissner, Supplement, p. 97b, proposed (who was followed 

by Muss-Arnolt, Assyr. Dict., p. 10936), or bir as Boissier, Choix de Textes, p. 89, assumed, 

may be concluded from the omen report K. 1523 (S. A. Smith, Keilschrifttexte Asurbanapals, 

Vol. III, Pl. 26), Summa irru sabirfiti sal-hu maS-la-’a-ti rubi niditium- 

mani, i.e., ‘if the network is torn, capture of the chief (or king), overthrow of my army.” 

The word in the first column having reference to the sign observed, the association is no 

doubt in our text also between some form of the verb §alabu and anoun Salabtum. 

That the sign is an unfavorable one is distinctly stated in the summary of the signs K. 1523, 

15,16; cf. Jastrow, II, p. 293, u. 6. 

149 Occurring a number of times as the interpretation of an omen, e. g., CT, XX, 31, 31, 32 

(mas-la-’a-tiummani and ma§S-la-’a-tiumm4n nakri); 16, (K. 6848), 4,5, where 

no doubt umm&n and umm4n nakri are also to be supplied besides K. 1523, just 

referred to. These passages show conclusively that the word has some such sense as ‘cap- 

ture’ and since we have a word Sallu ‘captive’ (Muss-Arnolt, loc. cit., p. 10356), well 

vouched for, we need not hesitate to assign the force of ‘capture’ to masla’tum. The 

association of Salabu with masla’tum embodies, therefore, a play upon words as well 

as upon ideas. ~ 

150 See the previous note and compare also K. 4045, 10 (Boissier, loc. cit.), Summa irru 

sahirati imitti pars u Sal-bu, ‘if the network to the right is divided and torn.’ 

LI. 42-44 began with SA-NIGIN so that it is permissible from this circumstance also to restore 

the game signs in ll. 40, 41 and perhaps also in |. 39. The verb, it is to be noted, occurs in the 

case of other parts of the liver as, e. g., with the porta hepatis, CT, XX, 31, 31,32 (Sal-hat), 

In the case of the ‘network’ the sign indicates that the group of lines and curves are broken 

up instead of being continuous (alk as in 1. 2), see above p. 293, n. 474. 
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L. 41, Cols. I and II: 

e-[lis]™ ka-na-su u-sur-tum’™ 

“bent above” “defeat” 

L. 42, Cols. I and IT: 

[li-me-]tum™ u-sur-tum 
“surrounding” “defeat” 

L. 48, Cols. I and IT: 

{si-bi-ir-tu]™ (Sané temi]™® 
“surrounding” “loss of reason” 

The reverse of the tablet which we have now reached com- 

prising Cols. IV to VI is also in a most lamentable condition, 

without a single line complete for all three columns. 

For ll. 1-10 the third column is missing entirely and for the 

first line also Cols. V and VI™ of the explanatory columns. LI. 

2-10 read so far as preserved as follows: 

2. tal-lu 

3. nim-ru 
“shining” 

4, ia-ar-tum™® zanan[samé]™ 
“flow” (2) “rain from heaven” 

151 According to Rm 131,7. Contrast to Saplis kana§u (above Col. I, 1. 18). 

152 Cf. Boissier, Documents Assyriens, p. 51,15; matu u-Sur-ti ram&ni-Sa igabat 

as a distinctly unfavorable omen as shown by 1. 13 where for a similar omen we find matu 

budsabbu immar “the land will see famine.” USurtu is therefore to be derived from 

aSaru ‘to humble,’ ‘lower,’ and the like. 

153 Rm 131, 8. 

154 Rm 131, 9, which adds as a synonym li-me-tum—an indication that in the third 

column an ideograph was used — probably Briinnow, No. 10328— which could be read either 

as lama (No. 10334) or sabaru (No. 10339) as, v. g., Boissier, Choix de Textes, p. 92, 13. 

185 Rm 131, 9 reads San-e vUs-[US]=te-e-mi as Boissier, Documents Assyriens, 

p. 47, 2, compared with the parallel passages CT, XX, 10, 4 and 12, 14 [K. 9213] (Sa-ni 

te-me) 27, 11. The third column is perhaps to be restored on the basis of Boissier, Choir 

de Textes, p. 92, 13, in combination with CT, XX, 10, 4 as follows: 

Summa irru sabiradti isténit(?) issahirf nu-kur mil-ki 8ané6 te-e- 

miina barrani illik tak-pu-da, 

i.e., ‘if the network is altogether (7?) surrounded, perverted judgment, (and) loss of reason 

in the expedition that thou plannest’’— but this cannot of course be regarded as certain. 

See Jastrow, II, pp. 295 f., u. 6. 

156 How far Rm 131 ran parallel with our text it is impossible to say, but presumably 

not very far since there is no correspondence between Rm 131 and any portions of Cols. V 

and VI of the reverse of K, 2235 etc. 

1857 Note that on the reverse it is Col. IV that furnishes the omens, Col. VI the catch- 
word of omen and Col. V the catch-word of the interpretation. 

358 Cf. CT, XX, 15 (K. 6848), 6 [m6] a-ar-ti from 4ru (Muss-Arnolt, Assyr. Dict., p. 3b, 
and see Jastrow, II, p. 339, u. 5. 

159 Cf. above, p. 306, n. 181. 
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5. e-rim-ma-tum'™® 
“chain” (2) 

6. (gis)KU zi-[bu]™™ 
“weapon” “club” 

7. ekimtum’™ ekimtu’™ [ummani] 
“misplacement” “taking away [of my army]” 

8. kamtum"™ ekimtum™ da-sa[-tum ]'® 
“inclosure misplaced” “distress” 

9. kamtum salmat'™ u kansat' erfi’® nakru usési-5u 
“inelosure black and bent” “the enemy will drive out the 

strong one” 

160 See the passages in Muss-Arnolt, Assyr. Dict., p. 102b. Presumably in the third 

column the comparison was made between a part or some sign on the liver and a ‘chain.’ 

161 (GiS ) KU, as already indicated above p. 303, n. 118, is the most common sign for a mark- 

ing on the liver which, however, is not to beread kakku, but zibu as Boissier recognized. 

See the author’s full note on the subject (Jastrow, II, p. 235, 4.6) The zifbu] in Col. V 

is not to be taken as the equivalent of (giS) KU as Boissier, Choix de Textes, p. 14, pro- 

posed, but as the catch-word of the interpretation, based on the fact that (gi3) kU= 

zibu‘club.’ The omen, no doubt, read to the effect that if at such a part of the liver there 

was a zibu, through the ‘club,’ i. e.. in war, the king or his army or the enemy— as the 

case may be—would triumph. This play between a marking designated as a kind of weapon, 

and the ‘ weapons’ of kings and soldiers as the symbol of warfare, is constant in omen texts, 

e. g., CT, XX, 3, 11; 10, 2-3; etc., etc. The occurrence of zi-bu in the column furnishing 

the catch-word of the interpretation points to the reading zibu and not kakku in the 

interpretation of the omens as well as in the designation of markings. I therefore adopt 

this reading for (gi8) KU everywhere in the omen texts. 

162Kar(tum)=ekimtum; cf. Brannow, No. 1740. 

163 KaR(tu)=ekimtu. Thestem ek6mu ‘remove,’ ‘misplace’ is of very frequent 

occurrence in the omen texts and is generally expressed by the same sign as here, namely, 

KAR. The reading is established by the phonetic element im which is often added, e. g., 

CT, XX, 15, 30; 30, 13, etc., etc., while the noun is indicated by the addition of tum (CT, 

XX, 29, rev. 11), tu (CT, XX, 13, rev. 14; 33, 111, 112: 26, obv. 17), ti (CT, XX,1, 27). Note 
also the gloss e-ke-mu to KAR (CT, XX, 14, 8 and 27,9). Inthe third column no doubt the 

interpretation was ekimtu umman nakri ‘capture of the enemy’s army”? as CT, XX, 

29, rev. 9, and 33, 112; also to be supplied 13 rev. 13 or ummA&ni ‘my army’ as CT, XX, 

33, 111; 26, obv. 17. The verb ek6ému is used of various parts of the liver (a) of the biliary 

duct (NA), e. g., CT, XX, 1, 26; (0) of the hepatic duct (GIR), v. g., Pl. 18 (Sm. 1520), rev. 12; 

21 (83, 1-18, 433), 11-12; (c) of the KA-DUG(GA) e. g., ibid., 1. 18; (d) of the hepatic vein 

(DAN), ibid., 1.14; (e) of the ductus choledochus (MB-NI) ibid., 1. 16, etc., etc. 

164K amtu which cccurs in this and the following lines must be the designation of a 

species of markings on the liver, not unlikea dihu ‘hole.’ See Jastrow, II, p. 312, u. 9. 

I take it from the stem kam @ ‘inclose.’ 

165 KAR (tum ) as in the preceding line. 

166 So also restored by Langdon, JAOS, XXVII, p. 99. 

167 Mt (at) which occurs also CT, XX, 27, 13 and 33, 99-101 and 103, 104 in connection 

with the hepatic duct is to be read salmat ‘dark.’ Note that CT, XX, obv. 29, 14 we find 

pisu ‘white’ said of the hepatic duct, and arku ‘green’ said of a hole in the ‘network’ in- 

closure (Boissier, Choia de Textes, p. 87,1 (K. 8272 and also K. 3827). See Jastrow II, p. 341, 0.7. 

168 Gam (at) for which the reading kanSat is suggested by the occurrence of kan&su 

in our text (CT, XX, 39, 17 and 40, 41) as well as the phonetic complement i§ to GAM (CT, 

XX, 26, 4 and 82, 58). See Brinnow, No. 7322 and see also CT, XX, 18 (K. 1520), 5 where we 

must no doubt read GAM(at) asin our passage. For other occurrences of GAM see Jastrow 
II, p. 334, n. 2, 

169A T-HAL contrasted (Boissier, Documents Assyriens, p. 8, 2-3) to enSt ‘ weak,’ and 
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10, kamtum bur-ru-ur-tum!” kisitti kati™ 

“inclosure hollowed out” “conquest” 

L. 11: 

kam-tum eli kamti kamA&te u-a kamate-8unu ikka- 
mti(?)!? 

“inclosure” over “inclosure” “with inclosures of woe are their 

inclosures inclosed” 

From here on the fourth column is partially preserved, and with 

the help of the fifth and sixth columns, and of parallel passages, 

the lines can to a certain extent be completed: 

L. 12, Col. IV, reads: 

Summa ina imitti [niptQ bu-bu-’u-tum nadat dimtu ana 

mat Sarri érub].!* 

“Tf on the right side of [the hepatic duct there flows serum, sorrow 

will enter the land of the ruler].” 

To this line Cols. V and IV read: 

bu-bu-’u-tum!™ di-im-tum 

“serum” “tear” 

The association of ideas rests on the play between bubfitum as 
a ‘flowing’ of some kind and tears, while the other meaning of 
bubaitu ‘hunger’ and distress in general no doubt also enters 

as a factor. 

therefore to be read er fi according to Brfinnow, No. 4168; it is found combined with the 

same verb as here in Boissier, Documents Assyriens, p. 6,13; 98, 19 (with phonetic comple- 

ment si); 219, 14, etc. 

170 Cf. ha-ri-ir CT, XX, 50, 5, 6 of the processus pyramidalis. 

111Corresponding, no doubt, to kat-su ikaSad in the interpretation as, e.g., CT, 

XX, 47, 55. 

172 LAL-MES u-a LAL-ME3-8u-nU LAL-MES. An exceedingly difficult line for which 

see CT, XX, 21 (83, 1-18, 433), 7, and Boissier, Choir de Textes, p. 124. Only so much may be 

regarded as certain, that LAL, occurring three times, rests on the play between kamtum 

and the meaning kamf ‘inclose’ vouched for for the sign in question. Cf. Brannow, 

No. 10094. Cf. $. A. Smith, Miscellaneous Assyrian Texts, p. 22 (K. 258), 4. Lau(mu)= 

ikkamu and l. 2ina ka-ma-a-ti. In place of u-a the parallel CT, XX, 21 has the 

sign Brfinnow, No. 10251— the usual one for u-a ‘alas,’ ‘woe,’ etc. 

173 Completed according to CT, XX, 33,101. Cf. also ll. 102-5. Traces of aIz=niptt 

‘hepatic duct’ are visible. 

144 For bubu’tu as the liquid—gall and other juices — in the gall-bladder and in the 
various ducts, see Jastrow, II, p. 334, n. 4. 
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L. 13, Col. IV, may be restored as follows: 

Summa ina kakkad na di-[bu Sakin zunnu izanun samft 

ina re’ arhi Sa-pi-ik].” 

“Tf at the head of the biliary duct [there is a hole, the heavens will 

cause rain to come down in abundance at the beginning of the month].” 

Cols. V and VI to this line read: 

di-bu’”® zu-un-nu!” 
“hole Led “rain” 

L. 14, Col. IV: 

Summa ina imitti panti’ sul{-lu’” Sakin aSSat améli 

a-ka-a ul-lad]. 

“Tf on the right side of the liver surface there is a ‘street’(?), the wife 

of a man will give birth to a cripple.” 

Cols. V and VI: 

sul-lu a-ku-u’i-al-lad 
“street” “cripple will be born” 

L. 15, Col. IV: 

Summa ina imitti panti sul-[lu dag-su™ Sakin na-pa-as 
mahbiri ibasi}. 

“Tf on the right side of the liver surface [there is a pierced ‘street’ (?) 
prices will be high].” 

115For the restoration see the duplicate K. 4432, 3 in combination with Thompson, 

Reports of the Magicians and Astrologers, No. 139,rev. 8, and Craig, Astrological-Astronomical 

Texts, Pl. 68 (Rm. 104), obv. 12, etc. 

176 A most common designation for a species of markings on the liver, for which the 

usual ideograph is BuRU (Brinnow, No. 8632). For the proof that it is a hole see Jastrow, 

Religion, Vol. II, p. 237. 

111 The neo-Babylonian duplicate K. 4432 reads: 

zu-un-[nu iz-za-nun] gamfiina reg arbi Sa[-pi-ik] 

“rain will be abundant, the heavens at the beginning of the month will pour down.” 

178 BA =pantt ‘liver surface.’ See above p. 307, n. 137. 

179 Boissier, Choix de Textes, p. 118, discusses this term, but his conclusions are not 

satisfactory. The sullu of which K. 2090 furnishes a design is clearly again a species of 

markings on the liver, and in view of the fact that we have GiIzn=padanu ‘road’ as the 

name of one kind of markings, I would suggest identifying the designation with the well- 

known sulla ‘street.’ See Muss-Arnolt, Assyr. Dict., p. 760a. 

180 Restored according to K. 258 (S. A. Smith, Miscellaneous Assyrian Texts, p. 22), 

oby. 26; cf. Delitzsch, H WB, p. 52b, whose suggestion of ak ‘cripple’ I follow, though of 

course it is possible that some other bodily defect is intended. 

181 Cf. above p, 293, u. 51. 
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Cols. V and VI: 

sul-lu dak-su na-pa-as mabiri!®? 
“pierced street” “high price” 

L. 16, Col. IV: 

Summa ina isid séri ub4ani [... la itanpub Adad irabis 
u-lu assat améli zikara ul-lad]. 

“Tf at the base of the back of the processus pyramidalis ...... 

does not shine forth, Adad will cause an overflow, or the wife of a man 
will give birth to a male.” 

Cols. V and VI read: 

la itanpub** ri-ih-su™™ assat améli zikara ul-lad 

“not shining forth” “overflow” (or) “the wife of a man gives birth 
to a male.” 

L. 17, Col. IV, can be partially restored as follows: 

Summa irru sabirtti e-[bi-ma™ di-ik-S8u™™ kima zibi tuS8- 

tap-pal zibé ummani isakanf]. 

“Tf the network is inclosed and a point [like a club is set deep, the 
clubs of my army will prevail].” 

182 See above p. 308, n. 189. The neo-Babylonian duplicate has on the contrary RU(at) 

=nadat mabiri ‘low price.’ 

183 For the restoration see CT, XX, 3, 3 and 13; 32, 57; 33, 85, 97-98, RA(is) which a 

passage like ours— explained in Col. VI as ri-ib -su—shows is to be read irahbig. Cf. 

Brinnow, No.6361. The phrase Adad irabis is also frequent in astrological-astronomical 

omens and reports, 6. g., Craig, Astrological-Astr ical Texts, p. 63, 24-29, 57, 12; 60 (K. 

3551), 5; 44, obv. 10, 23, etc.; Thompson, Reports of Astrologers, etc., Nos. 24,1 (RA[ig]) and 

215 rev. 2 (i-ra-bi-ig) ete., etc. 

183a KAR-KAR = i-tan-pu-hbu (Brannow, No. 3188). Cf. CT, XX, 1,1. 

184In the text this word appears in Col. VI, but it clearly is the catch-word of the 

interpretation Adad irabhis and therefore belongs to Col. V, alongside with aSSat 

amé6li zikara ullad, which must be taken as referring to an alternative interpretation 

like CT, XX, 39, 10 (see above p. 298). In the neo-Babylonian duplicate the correct position 

of the word is clearly indicated by the omission of the dividing-line between the two 

columns. This duplicate also adds pi-Su mast ‘with a large mouth.’ See III R. 

65, 27, rev., where among birth portents we note a child born with a KA sI, i.v., KA=pa 

‘mouth,’ and sI= magfi ‘large’ (see above p. 298, n. 90), according to Brinnow, No. 3395, 

corresponding, therefore, to si¢=masf (Hriinnow, No. 11872) in our text, though in 

both cases a form of the verb en§u ‘weak’ is also possible (Brinnow, Nos. 3884 and 11870), 

and perhaps in view of II R. 27, 52c-d sia =en-Su $a uz-ni, i.e., ‘weak, said of the ear’ 

in the sense of ‘defective’ is to be preferred. 

185 For e-bi, compare the frequent occurrence in the omens attached to the prayers or 

rather the oracles published by Knudtzon (Assyrische Gebete an den Sonnengott), Nos. 1, 

rev. 14 and 16; 2, rev. 10; 29, rev. 16 and 19; 32, rev.5:33, rev. 10, etc. It is no doubt the same 

verb as underlies [e-] ba-at (CT, XX, 39, 14). See also above p. 300, u. 97, and Jastrow, II 

p. 305, u. 7. 

186 Di-ik-Su suggested by the word in Col. VI, for which see above p. 293, n.52. It is, 

of course, possible and even probable that instead of the noun a verbal form of the under- 
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Cols. V and VI: 

di-ik-su zi-bu 

“split” “clu 

L. 18: 

Summa ina Sapal marti Sa imitti zi-[ik-tum™ nadat bar- 
tum ina 6kalli ibasi)]. 

“Tf at the lower part of the gall-bladder on the right there is a sharp 
point(?) .. . revolt of my army.” 

Cols. V and VI: 

zi-ik-tum bar-tum"® 
“spur” (2) “revolt” 

L. 19, Col. IV: 

Summa martu 8i-ik-[si malat’ a-su-u ana marsi kat-su la 
ub-bal]. 

“Tf the gall-bladder [is full of impurity, the physician shall not apply 
his hand to the sick person].” 

Cols. V and VI: 

Si-ik-si mur-su 

“impurity” “sickness” 

The association of ideas is clearly based on the sickly looking gall- 

bladder, and the passage incidentally helps us to specify the sense 

of the stem Sakagsu which thus turns out to be a close parallel to 

the Hebrew pw ‘abomination.’ 

lying stem was used. Boissier, Choix de Textes, p. 715, by taking dikSu and zibu errone- 

ously as synonyms, though elsewhere (pp. 124, 125) he suspects that the two first columns on 

obverse and reverse of our text cannot embody synonyms in all cases, misses the point 

entirely. 

For the conjectural restoration at the end of the line see Boissier, Documents Assyriens, 

p. 45, 6 and 8, and CT, XX, 2, rev. 4-5and7,15, The term zibu ‘club’ (see above p. 303, n. 118) 

shows at all events that (giS) KU=kakku or zibu occurred in the interpretation, while 

the use of zi-bu in Col. V adds further proof that (gi§S) KU, when occurring in omen texts, 

whether as designation of a species of markings in the description of the omen or in the 

interpretation, is to be read zibu and not kakku. See above p. 812, n. 161. 

187 The sign zi still to be seen, so that the restoration, in view of the word in Col. VI 

can hardly be doubtful. 

188 For bar-tum ‘revolt’ see Jastrow, II, p. 339, n. 4. 

189 Cf. III R. 65, No. 1, rev. 11, where among birth omens the case is mentioned of a new- 

born infant Si-ik-sima-li. 

190 Restored according to CT, XX, 10, 6, and Boissier, Documents Assyriens, p. 47, 5-6. 

See Jastrow, IT, p. 296. As an alternative one might suggest marsu Suatu imat ‘that 

sick man will die,’ like Boissier, Choix de Textes, p. 67, 28. 
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L. 20: 

Summa martu mu-un-[ta-ti-ra-at(?) Adad irabig]. 

“If the gall-bladder appears moist (?).... Adad will cause an 

overflow.” 

Cols. V and VI: 

me-it-ru’™ ri-ib-su 

“moist” “overflow” 

L. 21: 

3umma irru sabirfiti e’érit™[ma kima um-sa-ti™.... 

ekimtu ummani].“ 

“Jf the network consists of ten (parts) [and is pointed (?) like a 

thorn (?) . . . . capture of my army].” 

Cols. V and VI: 

um-sa-tum ekimtum™ 
“thorn (?)” “capture” 

There lurks in the association evidently a play of some kind upon 

umsgatu which is vouched for in the sense of ‘distress, need,’ 

and as the name of a sickness (Meissner, Supplement, p. 10a), but 

which is likewise the name of a plant (V R. 27, No. 7, 61). 
Since it is a synonym of rubatum and elpitum (see Jastrow, 
Religion, Vol. II, p. 30, n. 4), it perhaps designates a thorn. 

L. 22: 

Summa pan™ kima [kak-ku-tum’ .... 

“Tf the portal vein is likea kakkutu.” 

191 Suggested again by the occurrence of rihsu as the catch-word of the interpreta- 

tion as above, p. 315. 

192Cf. Muss-Arnolt. Assyr. Dict., p.5385a. Col. IV probably contained the participle, I, 2, 

of mat&ru, nam ly mu-un-ta-ti-ra-at (or muntatrat) formumtatirat. 

193 The ‘network’ consists of a varying number of curves and lines from five to as many 

as seventeen being mentioned in the texts. Cf. Boissier, Choix de Textes, p. 93, where ll. 

16-17, ‘ten’ parts as in our passage are indicated. The usual number seems to be fourteen, 

See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 256, n. 4. 

194 For the restoration see Boissier, Choix de Textes, p. 91, 6 (K. 3805) where the ‘ net- 

work’ is compared to various objects. 

195 See above p. 312, n. 163. If the omen is favorable, the interpretation would corre- 

spondingly be ekimtu umman nakri. 

196 KaR(tum) ekimtum like above, p. 312. 

197For DAN=dannu ‘hepatic vein’ see above p. 296, n. 75. 

197a Comparisons of parts of the liver with all kinds of objects, instruments, vessels, 

animals, etc., are very frequent in omen texts. See, e.g., Boissier, Choix de Textes, pp. 79 

(gall-bladder), 91 (network), 103 (KAK-TI), 104 (DAN), 139, 8-9; 141, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, ete., 

(zibu); CT, XX, 3, 23, 25; 7, 2-5; 10, 15 (hepatic duct), ete. 
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Cols. V and VI: 
kak-ku-tum pis-la-a-tum™ 

The next three lines are taken up with various forms of the mark- 

ings on the liver known as dibé ‘holes.’™ 

L, 23: 
summa saplanu ma-[si(?)-ma”™ 8a imitti(?) dibu nadi 

Adad irabis]. 

“Tf the lower part (of the portal vein (?)) [is large (?) and to the 
right (?) there is a hole, Adad will cause an overflow].” 

Cols. V and VI: 
di-bhu ri-ib-su 

“hole” “overflow” 

L. 24: 

Summa Saplis marti Sa imitti di-[bu salmu nadi Adad 
zunna danna irahbis]. 

“If below the gall-bladder to the right [there is a dark hole, Adad 
will send a mighty downpour].” 

Cols. V and VI: 

di-bu salmu™ ri-ih-su dan-nu 

“dark hole” “mighty overflow” 

L. 25: 

Summa ina libbi niri®* di[-hu libbu dibu nadi zunné ina 

Samé ibast}.? 

“Tf within the common bile duct [there is a hole within a hole, there 
will be rain from heaven].” 

198 Boissier, Choix de Textes, p. 95, 19, 20 (also to be restored CT, XX, 29, obv. 16), we have 

a verbal form it-ta-nap-§al from paéalu for which, since it is used in juxtaposition 

with ik-bi-is ‘depressed,’ Boissier suggests ‘misplaced.’ I am rather inclined to take it 

in the sense of ‘deeply set.’ For our word, however, this passage is of no avail. Ina 

lamentation song (Haupt, Akkadisch-Sumerische Keilschrifttexte, No. 19, obv. 10) we have 

an expression aptaSilki ‘I touch thee’ (Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 81, u. 3). Is pis- 

latum perhaps to be connected with this sense? Or has the first sign (Brftinnow, No. 6926) also 

the value ma8& and are we to read ma§la’tu ‘capture’ as above? Until we can determine 

the meaning of kak-ku-tum it is idle to speculate any farther. Is this perhaps also the 

designation of some prickly or bristling plant suggested by the ‘bristling’ appearance of 

the portal vein? 

199 See above, p. 314, u. 176. 

200 Traces of si are to be seen. Cf. im-ta-gi above, p. 298, n. 90. 

201Dibu mi, See above, p. 312, n. 167, and for further uses of Mr= salmu cf, Boissier, 

Choix de Textes, p. 70, 1-2 (with the kigad kabitti ‘neck of the liver’), 72, 12-18 di-hu 

nadi-ma galmu with the amartu kabitti ‘edge of the liver’ ) 67, 34, M1(at)=sal- 

mat in connection with the head of the gall-bladder; 87, 2, di-hu salmu nadi (with 

the ‘ network’), etc., etc. 

20la For ME-NI=niru ductus choledochus, see Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 354, n. 2. 

202 For the restoration see the following note. 
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Cols. V and VI: 

di-bu libbu di-hi zunné ibash? 

“hole within a hole” “rainstorms will take place” 

The last six lines of the tablet are taken up with the various forms 

of the markings on the liver that are fantastically compared with 

weapons and therefore called zibé ‘clubs.’ That these markings 

follow the three lines devoted to dibé ‘holes’ is an indication of 

a certain order observed in the arrangement of the tablet itself, 

since ‘clubs’ and ‘holes’ represent the two main divisions of the 

markings on the liver and therefore occur far more frequently 

than others like padanu ‘road’™ sullu ‘street’ (?) diksu 
‘point,’ and the like. The lines in our text in connection with 

parallel passages from collections of omens furnish the definite 
proof as set forth in detail elsewhere in a special article by the 

writer,"” that these ‘clubs’ according to their shape were com- 
pared with the weapons of the gods, frequently mentioned in 

religious texts and pictured as symbols of the gods on the 

kudurru monuments or boundary stones.” 
Referring the reader for further details to the article in ques- 

tion, we may content ourselves with an enumeration of the 

weapons with brief explanatory remarks, all the more so since 

with one exception the important fourth column for these lines 
which should furnish the sign noted, and the interpretation, is 
wanting. 

L. 26, Col. IV, can be restored as follows: 

Summa ina bi-rit ni-ri u [nipti® xax-su-u zibu iSitu Sa 
En-tm sgakin, En-uin idita-3u  ka-lig§ iSakan u-lu Adad]j 
mata i-ra-[bi-is].” 

203 Written A-AN-MES GAL-MES. Cf. Craig, Astrological-Astronomical Texts, p. 60, 
oby. 18. zunné (or m6) ina Same ibash. 

204 See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 237, and 275, u. 1. 

205 See above. p. 314, n. 179. 206 Above p. 315. 

207 * Notes on Omen Texts ” (II. “‘ The Weapons of the Gods ”), AJSL, XXIII, pp. 103-15. 
208 See on these symbols the Introduction to Dr. W. J. Hinkes’ work A New Boundary 

Stone of Nebuchadrezzar I from Nippur (Philadelphia, 1905), chap. i. 
: 209 Read GIR=niptf, which is not the reading of Na as I erroneously held at the 

time of writing ‘‘ Notes on Omen Texts,” loc. cit., p. 112; see Jastrow, II, p. 279,n.2. The 
traces of GIz are quite clear. 

210 Correct the restoration given in “‘ Notes on Omen Texts” accordingly. On the basis 
of CT, XX, 3, 13, where we read: Summa aig Sinfé-ma ina bi-ri-Su-nu KAK-SU-U 
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“Tf between the common bile duct and the hepatic duct [there is a 
Kax-su-v, the club of destruction of Enlil, Enlil will bring about 
destruction everywhere, or Adad will cause an overflow in the land].” 

To this line Cols. V and VI read: 

KAK-SU-U zibu isitu™ sa En-lil 

“KaAK-sU-U” “elub of destruction of Enlil” 

From a text published by Boissier (Choix de Textes)*” where we 
read Summa KAK-SU-U zibu iSitu 8a En-lil, it follows that 

KAK-SU-U is actually the designation of one of the weapons of 

Enlil, or at all events is associated with one of his weapons, just 

as elsewhere we learn of a zibu noted on the liver which is 

designated as the weapon of I8tar (zibu IStar), and the 

specific name of which is given in a gloss as di-e-pi.” In the 

passage in question KAK-SuU-U™ is used without any further speci- 

fication, precisely as elsewhere imu Saku ‘mighty storm’ is used 

Sakin Nergal ikkal, Adad ira-his-ma En-lil am&ta-Su ka-lid iSakan, “If 

the hepatic duct is doubled and between the two there is a KAK-8SU-U, Nergal will destroy, 

Adad will overflow, and Enlil’s command will cause destruction everywhere,” it is evident 

that the words to be seen in Col. IV, mata i-ra[hi-is], refer to Adad. We must therefore 

assume here, as in other cases, an alternative interpretation (cf. CT, XX, 33, 97-98) or as in 

the line just quoted a double interpretation, referring to both Adad and Enlil, and it is 

possible that Nergal also was introduced. In justification of placing the words zibu 

isitu Sa Enlil immediately after KAK-su-u and taking them as the description and 

name of the marking known as KAK-SU-U, we may point to the fragment published by 

Boissier, Choix de Textes, p. 118, referred to in the following note. Enlil also occurs with 

Nergal in Boissier, Choix de Textes, p. 141, 11-12. In all these cases Enlil of Nippur is 

meant, as is indicated by the writing En-lil which, as Clay has conclusively shown in his 

article (‘‘ Ellil, the God of Nippur,” in AJSL, XXIII, pp. 269 ff), always designates this deity 

whose name down to the latest period was pronounced Ellil (from En-lil). In Boissier, 

Choix de Textes, p. 141,12, we find him, however, designated as EN-E-KuR-RA, i.e., ‘lord of 

Ekurra;’ which may, of course, be due to a late copyist. In CT, XX, 12 (K. 9213), 4-5, we 

find (ilu) Bel (Brfiinnow, No. 1497) which can, of course, stand for Marduk. 

211 Cf, Brinnow, No. 11209, occurring also C7, XX,7, 19-20 iSitu ana ummani imkut 

and igitu ana umm4n nakri imkut as wellasl. 21, iSitu u sab-maS-tum (see 
Jastrow, Religion, II, p. 346, n. 10) ‘destruction and uprising;’ cf. CT, XX, 33, 97,98. Adad 

ina m&at[rubi] irabis u-lu igitu ina m&t rubi iba&’i and Adad ina mat 
nakri irabis u-lu isitu ina m&t nakri ibaSi—an alternative interpretation 
(a) either ‘ Adad will cause an overflow in the ruler’s (or enemy’s) land or (b) destruction in 

the ruler’s (or enemy’s) land will take place,’ and where we may assume on the basis of 

CT, XX, 3, 13, that iSitu refers to the act of Enlil, just as iluina mat rubi (orina 

mat nakri ikkal) (CT, XX, 33, 99-100) refers, as in CT, XX, 3, 13, to Nergal. 

212 Choix de Textes, p. 118 (K. 2089), 2. Cf. Boissier, Documents Assyriens, p. 46, rev. 4. 

213 V R. 63, II, 29-30. See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 261, n.10, and ‘‘Notes on Omen 

Texts” (AJSL, XXIII, p.105). A fuller name of the weapon da-’i-pu za-ai-ri ‘over- 

thrower of enemies’ occurs as the weapon of Marduk in the Creation Epic (Tablet IV, 30, 

ed. King). A zibu associated with Istar is also mentioned, OT, XX, 48, 39. 

214 CT, XX, 44, 51, KAK-SU-U appears qualified as ekimtum ‘misplaced’ (see above, 

p. 312), but occurring in a line which is chiefly devoted to different kinds of markings (see 

above, p. 319). 
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to describe a zibu, which, as we know from another passage, 

consists of a twofold zibu.”* Unfortunately, we do not know 
the phonetic reading for KaxK-su-u nor of any of the four 
designations of zibé that follow, namely (Col. VI): 

L. 28. PAL-su-v. 

L. 29. p1i-p1-su-v. 

L. 30. (gi8)xu pEs(tus). 
L. 31. ur-p1-su-v. 

In the case of all these four designations the adjoining column 

(Col. V) has 
zibu isitu 

“club of destruction” 

while Col. IV begins in all four lines with the sign Sa, which is 

followed after a break—that appears, however, to have been left 

blank—at the end of the line by the names of gods, of which 

only the last one is preserved, namely, Samaé. 

I am inclined to conjecture that the 8a is an indication that 

the signs noted for these four lines, as also for the fifth and last 

one of the tablet, are the same as for 1. 26, except that the char- 

acter of the marking varies according to the indications given 

215 Inschrift der Stele Nabu’naids (ed. Messerschmidt), Col. XI, 11-13, See Jastrow, 

‘“Notes on Omen Texts,”’ pp. 106-8, where other occurrences of QHmu §aku are given. 

216Other occurrences of this sign GUGU(?)=iSitu in omen texts are as follows: CT, 

XX, 7,21, piriStu igitu u sab-ma&s-tum ‘omen of destruction and uprising’ to be taken 

as an abbreviated interpretation for some such phrase as is found CT, XX, 3,13, Nergal 

ikkal, etce., or, as we have assumed for our passage, Enlil igitu kali’ iSakan, etc. 

Similarly CT, XX, 7, 19-20, iSitu ana umm4&niimkut and iSitu ana umm4&n nakri 

the interpretation is given in an abbreviated form, the term iSitu being regarded as suffi- 

cient to suggest the kind of ‘destruction’ that is meant; and the same is the case CT, XX, 33, 

97-98, as well as CT, XX, 6 (Sm. 1412), 9-11, which are to be restored according to Pl. 7, 19-21. 

A further abbreviation occurs Sm. 674 (Bezold, Catalogue, p. 1425), where we find (1, 4) 

simply isitu u sabmaStum. In the text Rm 2, 106 (Bezold, Catalogue, p. 1645) we 

encounter a zibu iSitu as a part of the sign noted and which is therefore to be assumed 

as aterm used in place of one of the six fuller designations in our text (CT, XX, 42, 26-82), 

though it is curious that no further specification of any deity is added. Since, however, in 

the preceding line the ‘weapon of Sama’’ known as at-mu-u ki-e-nu ‘just decree’ is 

mentioned, we assume that zibu iSitu, which thus turns out to be a very general term 

for a god’s weapon, refers here to this same god, SamaS. Note that zibu iSitu is to be 

supplied also for the four following lines in Rm 2, 106, the purpose being to specify the 

different places near the hepatic duct where the zibu, associated with the weapon of 

Sama, appears, and according to which the interpretation varies. The omen collections 

are full of such abbreviations, just as are other religious texts prepared for school purpuses. 

See, e. g., Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, pp. 17, 26, 27, 30-33, etc. ISitu also occurs as part of 

the interpretation of an omen, e. g., Boissier, Documents Assyriens, p. 226, 15, and the verb 

(plural) CT, XV, 50,1. See Langdon, JAOS, 28, 147, who has, however, not recognized the 

plural sign in the passage which he there discusses. 
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in Col. VI. Col. IV for Il. 28-32 if written out would there- 

fore read: 

28. Summa ina birit niri u nipti pat-Su-0 zibu isitu 6a 
(ilu) .... Sakin, ete. 

“Tf between the common bile duct and the hepatic duct there is 
a PaL-su-u, the club of destruction of the god ........” 

29. Summa ina birit niri u nipti pi-pi-su-vu zibu iSitu 8a 
(ilu) .... Sakin, ete. 

“Tf between the common bile duct and the hepatic duct there is a 
pi-p1-su-v, the club of destruction of the god .... ” 

30. [Summa ina birit niri u nipti zibu Salaltus(?)*" zibu 
isitu 5a Ira(?)?" Sakin Ira ri-su-ut ummani illik]. 

“If between the common bile duct and the hepatic duct there is a 
‘triple’ zibu, the club of destruction of Ira(?), Ira(?) to the help of my 
army will go.” 

31. Summa ina birit niri u nipti zibu our-pi-su-v zibu isitu 
sa Samas”™ sakin, ete. 

“Tf between the common bile duct and the hepatic duct there is 
a uT-pI-su-u, the club of destruction of Samas..... .” 

The name of the weapon in the last line (1. 32) written caB- 

LAg(HA)is to be read sabmaStu ‘uprising.”” The first part of 
Col. IV is therefore to be read: 

Summa ina birit niri u nipti sabmastum zibu isitu 3a Ea 

sakin, etc. 

“Tf between the common bile duct and the hepatic duct there is an 
‘uprising’ zibu, ‘the club of destruction of Ea... . .’” 

217 Written PES (Brinnow, No. 11878) the sign for three, and which, therefore, in view of 

the phonetic complement tus (Briinnow, No. 10515), I propose to read Salaltu§8 literally 

‘three of it’ in the sense of ‘triple.’ What a ‘triple’ zibu looks like may be seen in the 

illustration attached to the school text in Boissier, Choix de Textes, p. 143. In view of CT 

XX, 48, 40, it is perhaps to be associated with Sin. 

218 The traces point to the sign, Brinnow, No. 958, the usual one for the god of pesti- 

lence, Ira, who is a form of Nergal, or rather is one of his manifestations. The god is also 

mentioned in the omen text —also a school text— published by Boissier, Chota de Textes, 

p. 141, 2, which passage, together with C7, XX, 28, obv. 4, suggests the conjectural restora- 

tion for the end of the line, though of course other phrases are possible, as, e.g., ri-gu-u-a 

‘my help’ (Boissier, loc. cit., p. 148, 8), or ri-gu-8u ippalkits8u ‘his helpers will desert 

him,’ CT, XX, 13, obv. 11-12, etc. 

219Note atm kénu as the name of the weapon of Sama’ in Rm 2, 106 (see above, 

p. 321, n. 216). A zibu associated with Samai is also mentioned, CT, XX, 48, 36. 

220 Compare Sm 674 (Bezold, Catalogue, p, 1425) cucu(?)U GAB-LAH (hu) with CT, XX, 

7, 21, @UGU U sab-mas-tum from which we obtain the equation GAB-LAH (ba or hu)= 

sahmastum ‘uprising.’ GAB-LAH as the interpretation of signs noted on the liver is 

found outside of the passages above referred to under iSitu (above, p. 321, n. 216), CT, XX, 

31, 35, 36. GaB-LAH (=sahmaStu) umméni ‘uprising of my army’ and GAB-LAH um- 

mén nakri ‘uprising of the enemy’s army’ (also to be supplied, CT, XX, 4 (K. 6689), 7, 8, 

and Boissier, Documents Assyriens, p. 220, 2, 3). See also Boissier, Documents Assyriens, 

p. 226, 16, 17, etc., etc. 
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In each of these lines we are furthermore justified in assuming 
at the end of the fourth column, an indication of what the gods 
referred to—Ira, Sama%, and Ea, and the two whose names are 

not preserved™'—would do. All this, however, it must be borne 
in mind, is not set forth but only tacitly assumed. The chief 

purpose of the last five lines is to furnish the designations of 

various forms of ‘clubs’ observed on the liver and to specify the 

gods with whose weapons these markings are associated. Cols. 

V and VI, accordingly, in the case of these five lines, deviate in a 

measure from the general principle of this school text in supply- 

ing us with names of ‘clubs’ and the associations which they 

suggest, but not actually with catch-words of the sign and of the 

interpretation respectively, except in so far as the ‘clubs’ deter- 

mine such interpretation. The same is the case with 1. 26 where 

although the sign noted, as well as the interpretation, is written 

out in full, Col. VI repeats the designation of the ‘club,’ while the 

adjoining fifth column gives the name of the god with whose weapon 

the form of the marking is-associated. Considering for a moment 

the five unidentified names of ‘clubs,’ it will be observed that four 

of them end in su-v, which appears likewise as the name of a 

stone” occurring in religious texts” and elsewhere. One of the 

common equivalents of su being erébu ‘increase’ (Brinnow, 

No. 166), it is reasonable to conclude that this element in the 

name specifies an ‘excess’ or large amount of some quality, some- 

what like the Atar in such combinations as Atar-hasis or 

Hasis-atra, ‘exceedingly wise.’ Proceeding on this hypothesis, 

KAK-SU-U might mean ‘excessive in deed,’™ PAL-SU-U ‘excessive 

in hostility,’ p1-p1-su-U ‘excessive in conquest,’ and vuT-pI- 

221 We should expect [Star and Sin to be mentioned since both of these together with 

Samaé occur in the text CT, XX, 48, 36-39, several times referred to (above p. 320, n. 213). For 

IStar’s weapons see also above, p. 320, n. 213, and Sin is found (in combination with Almu 

Allamu), CT, XX, 23, obv. 11. If the ‘club’ uT-pI-su-v should turn out to be the same as 

atmf k6énu, we might restore the line according to Rm 106. See Jastrow, ‘‘Notes on 

Omen Texts” (AJSL, XXIII, p. 102). 

222 Of. Brannow, No. 216, and Muss-Arnolt, Assyr. Dict., p. 744. 

223 KE. g., in the Ninib myth (Jastrow, Religion, Vol. I, p. 464). 

224The most common equivalent of KAK=epé68§u ‘do’ and its derivatives, ‘strength, 

‘elevation,’ etc. (Brinnow, No. 5254). 

22 Pan=nakA&aru ‘hostile’ and the like (Brfinnow, No. 272), 

226 Di-pi=ka&S&du ‘conquer’ (Briinnow, No. 9563). 
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su-U ‘storm excessive in perfection’”’—names that would all be 
appropriate as designations for the weapons of deities, and on a 

par with sabmaStum ‘uprising’ and di-e-pu ‘overthrow,’ imu 

8aku ‘mighty storm,’ etc. The first line of the second tablet of 

the series preserved in the colophon continues the enumeration of 

various kinds of zibé, but the line also shows that in the second 

tablet a different plan was followed. We no longer have a setting 

forth of the principles underlying the system of hepatoscopy, but 

a continuous enumeration of signs noted with the interpretation 

directly attached. The colophon line reads as follows: 

Summa zibu Su-Su-ru $a imitti marti, zibu Sul-mu[sa su- 
méli marti zibu Sarri(?).... Sa-]ni8” zibu salilu. 

“Tf an ‘overthrow’ zibu is to the right of the gall-bladder and a 
‘perfection’ zibu to the left of the gall-bladder, the club of the ruler 
will overthrow (?) (or) the club will be a protection.” 

Among the omens connected with the campaigns of Sargon,” we 

find an almost parallel sign noted, a 8uSuru club to the right of 

the gall-bladder and a suhuru ‘inclosure’ club to the left, and 

the interpretation involved is favorable, precisely as it is in our line. 

The colophon which has already been discussed™ offers nothing 

further of moment, except that as in the case of colophons attached 

to omen series and to rituals in which the consultation of the 

omen gods par eacellence, Sama’ and Adad, the bélé biri® 

‘lords of inspection’ is involved, these two gods, instead of Nebo 

and TaSmit are invoked as the ones who inspired ASurbanapal 

227 Dr = §ulmu (Brinnow, No. 9538), suggested also by CT, XX, 42, 33, where mention is 

made of a zibu DI(mu)=Sulmu._ But for this, seeing that DI-su-v is the name of the 

weapon of Samai the ‘judge’ among the gods, one might have thought of pDI=dinu ‘judg- 

ment’ (Brinnow, No. 9526). For the remaining name the “triple” zibu see above, p. 322, 

n. 217, and compare the ‘“double”’ zibu in the omens attached to the Stele der Inschrift 

Nabu’naids (ed. Messerschmidt), Col. XI, 11, probably intended as a description of Ninib’s 

weapon. See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 268, o. 4, and for the names of various other 

weapons associated with Ninib which bear much the same character as the interpretations 

here proposed, see Jastrow, Religion, Vol. I, p. 461. 

228 Literally ‘*secondly ” used interchangeably with u-lu to indicate an alternative 

interpretation. See, v. g., CT, XX, 50, rev. 3, and the passages in Jastrow, II, p. 253, u. 4, 

and p. 261, n.9. 

229TV R.2 34, rev. 3-4. Cf. Jastrow, II, p. 241, and the explanatory notes to the passage. 

230 See above, p. 286. Note that the opening line of the second tablet does not agree with 

CT, XX, 16, pointing therefore to two ‘‘ recensions” of the multabiltum series. 

231 See Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 249, u. 5. 
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with wisdom to collect the literary productions of the past in his 
palace.” 

The investigation of this important school text has, I trust, 

shed some further light on the interesting methods followed 
by Babylonian pedagogues in initiating their pupils into the 

mysteries of hepatoscopy. Were it fully preserved it would 

probably have solved most, if not all, of the difficulties that still 

remain to be cleared up in the study of these texts. Let us hope 

that some fortunate chance hus in store for us the finding of the 

original from which the scribes of ASurbanapal prepared their 

copies, or if not the original, which, as in the case of all the omen 

texts of the royal library, probably dates back to the days of Ham- 

murabi,”” a later copy prepared for the temple school at Babylon, 

or for one of the other schools attached to the temples in the south. 

232 For other passages see Jastrow, Religion, Vol. II, p. 226, n. 1. 

233 Indicated, e. g., by the frequent use of the sign sa (Brinnow, No. 11720) instead of 

sa (Brainnow, No. 3070) as the sutfix of the third person feminine and which is characteristic 

of texts of the Hammurabi period. See also above, p. 320, n. 210. I owe this suggestion to 

Dr. Arno Poebel. The Assyrian copyists did not modernize their texts, but conscientiously 

followed the models before them. The absence of Marduk and the prominence given to 

Enlil in these omen texts of ASurbanapal’s library likewise point to their great antiquity, 

so that even the copies of Hammurabi’s days would go back to a still earlier age, to a time 

when the chief god of Nippur was still at the head of the pantheon. We should expect, 

therefore, to find copies of omen texts like the one here investigated among the remains of 

the temple school at Nippur. If any such texts were found by Haynes at Nippur in 1900, it is 

not unreasonable to expect that after seven years’ delay some specimens at least should be 

published; and it is perhaps not superfluous to emphasize that even literary texts, if they 

turn out to be school exercises or school copies, belong to a temple school and not to a hypo- 

thetical temple library. Progress in every science is marked by increasing and more clearly 

defined differentiations in the technical nomenclature. A failure to distinguish between 

“temple archives,” “‘ official reports,’ ‘‘ temple school documents” and literary texts pure 

and simple, which alone, if occurring in large numbers, would justify us in assuming that 

they belong to a “temple library” falls necessarily at the present stage of Assyriological 

investigation under suspicion of being a strategic device to cover a retreat from an inde- 

fensible position. It is not a question of terms but of what we wish to convey when we 

use a certain term. 
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Guillaume Postel, who in Rome was shown a copy of the 

Ethiopic Book of Enoch by an Abyssinian priest’ and had its 

contents explained to him,’ seems to have regarded it as a genuine 

work of the patriarch with interpolations from a Book of Noah.’ 

It was his opinion, based partly on the testimony of Josephus 

concerning the two inscribed stelae erected by Seth,’ partly on 

general considerations, that Enoch wrote this book in Hebrew.’ 

The same view appears to have been held by Gilbert Génébrard.° 

Joseph Scaliger had no knowledge of the Ethiopic text, but 

he inferred from the character of the Greek fragments preserved 

in the Chronographia of Georgius Syncellus, which he published 

for the first time, that they were translated from the Hebrew. 

He deemed it necessary to apologize for introducing so tedious 

and indelicate a work on the ground that it was a translation 

from the Hebrew, possessed a high age, and had been quoted by 

Jude.’ Like Erasmus, Clarius, and Nicolas Zegers,’ he evidently 

looked upon it as an apocryphal writing. His statement, ‘vetus- 

tissimus est liber’ should be considered in the light of this esti- 

mate, and it is possible that ‘ex hebraismo’ should be interpreted 
as broadly as Jerome’s ‘ab hebraeo sermone’ generally is. 

1'Contextum mihi a sacerdote Aethiope expositum,’ De Originibus, 1553, II, p. 11, in 

Fabricius, Codex Pseudepigraphus V. T. 2, 1722, II, p. 215; cf. Conrad Gesner, ‘ Enochi librum 

Guilelmus Postellus invenit,’ Appendix to Bibliotheca Universalis, 1555, p. 32. 

2See D. G. Morhof, ‘ ejusdem libri exemplum forte fuisse quis credat, quo usus est, sed 
alio interpretante, Postellus,’ Polyhistor (1687) ,4 1747, p. 46. 

3‘ Ex libris Noachi et Henochi collecto,’ De Originibus, loc. cit. 

4 Ant. Iud. i, 70, ed. Niese. 

5‘ Hebraica sanctave aut Foenix lingua .... quae primo fuerit toti generi humanoin 

usu,’ De Foenicum literis, 1551, reprinted in Havercamp, Sylloge Scriptorum, II, 1740, pp. 

706 f., 715. 

6 Chronographia, 1580, I, p. 14. 

1 Animadversiones in Chronologiam Eusebii, 1606, p. 245. 

8In Critici Sacri, VIII, 303 ff. 

329 
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Drusius may, at one time, have thought of the Aramaic, as he 
explained ‘Venit Dominus’ in Jude’s quotation: ‘id sonat in 

lingua Syrorum, Maranatha, extremum genus excommunicationis 

apud Ebraeos, quod et Samatha dicitur quasi RMN Now.’ But 

in emending ‘cum sanctis millibus suis’ into ‘cum decem millibus 

sanctis suis,’ he recurred to the Hebrew WIP NAA,” rather 

than to the Aramaic "Ww 7p Mia,” and in his last note he 

translated the whole passage into Hebrew.” Scaliger’s view was 

accepted by Louis Cappel.” Grotius, also,“ looked for a Hebrew 

or Aramaic original, as he ascribed the apocryphon to the Rabbis, 

mentioned its quotation in Zohar, and repeated the linguistic ex- 

planations of Drusius. Less important was the defense of a 

Hebrew original by Jean Boulduc,” Joachim Mader," and William 
Whiston,” who believed in the Enochian authorship. 

On the other hand, J. H. Hottinger” maintained that the 

book was written in Greek by a Hellenistic Jew. This would 

explain both Hebraisms and Greek paronomasias, like Papyapos 

(for Pappaxos, Fabricius) eddafev DPappaxeas,” as well as the 

ignorance of Hebrew names in the passage mentioning Nadyrep 

and Enwovd.” He was followed by Heidegger,” Morhof appar- 

ently,” and Fabricius.” The arguments could not easily be met 

as long as the patristic quotations and the Syncellus fragments 

9 Henoch, 1615, in Critict Sacri, I, 2, p. 883. On the phrase NON 7, misinterpreted 

by Drusius, and the imperative, NTN, cf. Schmidt, JBL, 1894, pp. 50 ff.; 1896, p. 44; on 

xnaw for NM"OW, cf. Buxtorf and Levy s. v. 

10In Critici Sacri, VIII, p. 312. 

11The original Aramaic text in Enoch 1:9 probably read pwnp mans SMS Sr, 

and was suggested by the author’s Aramaic rendering of f{7 [OA NA and MAD AN 

wap (so @ TL) in Deut. 33:2. He, of course, did not know any of the Aramaic, Greek, or 

Latin versions familiar to us. 

12 Notae in Parallela Sacra, p. 55 in Critici Sacri, VIII. 

13 Spicilegium, 1629, pp. 136 f. 

14In Critici Sacri, VIII, 315, 317. 15 Ecclesia ante legem, 1630, I, v. 14. 

16 De scriptis et bibliothecis antediluvianis, 1666, pp. 19 ff. 

17.4 Collection of Authentick Records, I, 1727, p. 288. 

18 De prophetia Henochi in Primitiae Heidelbergenses, 1659, pp. 7 f. 

198:3, The Akhmim text reads Apyapws and omits dappaketas. 

207:2, The Aramaic text probably read xmovby » ‘majestates,’ on which the follow- 

ing word translated meyadecorys was a paronomasia. It is omitted in the recension 

exhibited by the Eth. and Akhmim texts. 

21 Historia patriarchurum, 1671, pp. 267 ff. 

22 Polyhistor 4, 1747, p. 46. 23 Loc. cit., pp. 179, 185. 
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were the only sources; and they undoubtedly influenced not only 

Hermann Witsius,* who, following Cave and Dodwell, ascribed 

the work to some ‘Hellenistic Cabbalist,’ or Christian heretic of 

the second century, but also Richard Simon,” John Toland,” Jean 
Astruc, who declared ‘j’avoue que les écrits attribuez aux anciens 

patriarches me paroissent supposez,’” and Johann Salomo Semler 
who held that ‘die Beschreibungen in Briefe Judé und 2 Petri 

sind aus Apocryphis griechischer Juden.’” 
In 1769, the Ethiopic Enoch which until then had apparently 

been seen by only three Europeans, Pico della Mirandola, Guil- 

laume Postel, and Gilles de Loches, was discovered in Abyssinia 

by James Bruce. In harmony with local tradition, he seems to 

have looked upon the book as a part of the Scriptures possessed 

by the Jews in Abyssinia before the introduction of Christianity 

and translated by them from the Hebrew.” He regarded it, in 

fact, as having been held in high authority even among the 

pagans,” and identified it with the Sabaean book ascribed to 

Enoch,” while distinguishing it from that quoted by Jude as well 

as from that possessed by the Rabbis.” Nevertheless, he con- 

sidered it a Gnostic work, and was so disgusted with it that he 

could at first read only a few chapters.” J. G. Eichhorn,” in 

commenting upon his account, suggested that Egyptian Jews 

may, in the time of the Ptolemies, have emigrated to Abyssinia, 

%4 Meletemata Leidenses, 1703, pp. 501 ff. 

25 Note sur Jude 14, in Fabricius, loc. cit., pp. 204 f. 

26 Books ascribed to the Apostles, etc., in A Collection of Several Pieces, 1726, p. 383. 

27 Conjectures sur les mémoires originaux dont il paroit que Moyse s’est servi pour com- 

poser le Livre de la Genése, 1753, p. 287. 

28 Anhang zu dem Versuch einer biblischen Damonologie, 1776, pp. 321, 330 f. 

29 Travels to Discover the Source of the Nile, 1790, I, pp. 489 ff. 

30 Loc. cit., p. 500. 

31 The neo-Platonic philosophers of Harran, surrounded on all sides by Christians, may 

very well have been familiar with Enoch, and identified him with Hermes, long before they 

were obliged to seek toleration as monotheists and ‘people of a book’ under the shelter of 

the name ‘Sabaeans,’ by which Muhammad had meant the Mandaeans. Chwolson, Die 

Ssabier, 1856, I, 627 ff. exaggerates the wickedness of these pagan philosophers, leans too 

heavily upon his theory of craftiness and fraud, and underestimates the honest syncretism 

as well as the genuine theistic unitarianism of this movement. 

32 An Account of the Book of Enoch by James Bruce in Laurence, Libri Enoch Prophetae 
Versio Ethiopica, 1838, pp. x f. 

33 Travels, I, 499. 

34 Allgemeine Bibliothek der biblischen Literatur, III, 1790, pp. 123. 
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and made a translation of the Alexandrian version into Geez. 

Ten years later, Sylvestre de Sacy® introduced some chapters of 

the book in a Latin translation. He was the first scholar clearly 

to express the opinion that it was originally written in Aramaic. 

In a review of Laurence’s translation, he observed, ‘je partage 

entiérement son opinion, pourvu qu’on prenne le nom de langue 

hébraique ici avec quelque latitude; car il se pourrait que lorigi- 

nal eat 6té6 écrit en chaldéen, ou dans l’idiome que parloient les 

habitans de la Palestine au temps de J. C. et des apdtres, et qui 

ne nous est que bien imparfaitement connu.’* Laurence had, 

indeed, himself stated that the lost Greek copy was ‘perhaps 

nothing more than a mere translation from some Hebrew or 

Chaldee original;’” but the alternative did not seem to the French 

orientalist to be strongly enough emphasized. 

Even after the publication of the English version, the argu- 

ments of Hottinger appeared to Licke® sufficient to warrant the 

assumption of a Greek original. Against this view, A. G. Hoff- 

mann” urged the Hebrew names of the angels and the quotations 

in Zohar, and maintained that the Greek book was translated 

from Hebrew or Aramaic. It is the merit of Edward Murray” 

to have first presented the important reasons for a Semitic origi- 

nal found in the paronomasias of Enoch 77:1-3. This was subse- 

quently recognized by Hoffmann, who added new arguments.” 

Murray was forced by his untenable theories to think of Hebrew; 

some interpolations he ascribed to an Abyssinian author.” 

Gfrérer* was not familiar with Murray’s arguments when he 

sided with Licke. Bruno Bauer,** who regarded the ‘Son of 

35 Magasin Encyclopédique, VI, 1800, pp. 382 ff., reprinted by Laurence, The Book of 

Enoch, 1821, pp. 169-80. 

36 Journal des Savans, 1822, p. 548. 

37 The Book of Enoch, 1821, p.iv. In the introduction to the last edition of this work, 

1883, pp. viii ff. the anonymous author of ‘The Evolution of Christianity,’ who had access to 

Laurence’s latest notes, understands him to favor ‘the theory of an Aramaic or Syro- 

Chaldaean origin,’ and himself adds an argument drawn from the identity of names of 

angels in this book and those in Aramaic inscriptions on Babylonian terra-cotta bowls 

found by Layard. 

38 Versuch einer vollstdndigen Einleitung in die Offenbarung des Johannes, 1882, pp. 52 ff.; 

2d ed. 1852, pp. 110 ff. 

39 Das Buch Henoch, I, 1833, pp. 22, 30. 40 Bnoch Restitutus, 1836, pp. 43 ff. 

41 Loc. cit., II, 1838, pp. 929 f. 42 Loc. cit., pp. 63 ff., 74. 

43 Das Jahrhundert des Heils, 1838, I, pp. 95 f. 

44 Kritik der evangelischen Geschichte, 1841, pp. 401 ff. 
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Man’ passages and 90:37 f. as of Christian origin, probably 

assumed that they were written in Greek. This was distinctly 

affirmed by Friedrich Béttcher“ in regard to the Christian inter- 
polations, while he deemed the earlier text to have been translated 

from Hebrew. His suggestion that the name of the sun +772 
in 78:1 was in Aramaic 7°78M should not have been overlooked by 

all exegetes. Less felicitous was his "27= aliquid for ¥7€ ‘word’ 

in 90:38, where Aram. NON" was transliterated pnua.* 

August Dillmann decided that the original must have been 
either Hebrew or Aramaic.” He criticized Laurence for not pos- 

sessing the necessary qualifications ‘properly to translate and 

understand such a work translated from the Aramaic into the 

Greek and from the Greek into the Ethiopic.’“ But even after 

the discovery of the Akhmim text, he did not absolutely commit 

himself beyond the statement that a ‘Hebrew-Aramaic original’ 

had been proved at least for chaps. 1-36.“ Jellinek” maintained 
that the book was originally written in Hebrew; while Ewald” 

held that it was a translation of an Aramaic or Hebrew original. 

The authority of these scholars did not, however, deter C. H. 

Weisse” from considering the entire work as a Greek production; 

and even Kostlin™ thought it possible that the Parables were 

written in Greek. Hilgenfeld* voted for Hebrew, Volkmar,” 

Michel Nicolas,” and Philippi” for Greek. 

A decided step forward was taken when Joseph Halévy™ pre- 

sented his suggestive essay on the subject. But in spite of his 

arguments, Maurice Vernes” assumed an Aramaic origin for the 
groundwork, while he thought that the interpolations, to which 

45 De inferis, 1846, pp. 259, 261f. He apparently also thought of possible Ethiopic inter- 
polations, as he looked for a critica] edition to help in settling ‘quae mendosa, quae ex 

graecis hebraisve male reddita, quae alienis locis collocata,’ p. 261. 

46 Loc. cit., p. 262. 47 Das Buch Henoch, 1853, pp. li ff. 48 Loc. cit., p. lviii. 

49 Sitzungsberichte d. k. preuss. Akad. d. Wissensch., 1892, p. 16. 

50 ZDMG, 1853, p. 249. 

51 Abhandlung tber des dthiopischen Buches Henokh Entstehung, Sinn und Zusammen- 

setzung, 1854, p. 8. 

52 Die Evangelienfrage, 1856, p. 223. 53 Theologische Jahrbiicher, 1856, p. 376. 

54 Die judische Apokalyptik, 1857, p. 95. 55 ZDMG, 1860, pp. 131 f. 

56 Des doctrines religieuses des Juifs, 1860, pp. 262 ff. 

57 Das Buch Henoch, 1868, pp. 124 ff. 58 Journal Asiatique, 1867, pp. 352 ff. 

59 Histoire des idées messianiques, 1874, p. 72. 
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he reckoned the Parables and about half of the work, were written 

in Greek.” Subsequently he abandoned the latter theory, and 

left the question open between Hebrew or Aramaic.” Hausrath® 
followed Dillmann, as did also Schodde.* Eugéne de Faye“ 
regarded the Parables as the work of a Hellenistic Jew with 

Christian interpolations, and consequently as written in Greek. 
Hebrew was favored by Lazarus Goldschmidt,” who translated 
Dillmann’s version into this language, with sometimes very valu- 

able notes. In editing the Akhmim text, Adolphe Lods® dis- 

cussed the original language, but was not able to decide between 

Hebrew and Aramaic; and Dieterich” still inclined to the Greek. 

Charles, however, strongly held that the author wrote in Hebrew, 

and often repeated this view.” It is a significant fact that this 
scholar, to whom students of Enoch are so deeply indebted, has 

recently reached the conclusion that chaps. 6-36 and probably 

72-82 were written in Aramaic, while 37-71, 83-104, and prob- 

ably 1-5 were written in Hebrew.” 
Arguments in favor of an Aramaic original were drawn by 

Schtrer” from the presence in the Akhmim text of such words as 

govea = NOW (18:8), Mavdo8apa (28:1) and BaBdnpa (29:1), 

corrupt for MadSapa = R722. Israel Lévi" pointed out that 

any Jew would know the meaning of Hebrew words like Jared 

and Hermon, while only one speaking Aramaic would write 

N7272, NOW, and Sxpwx~. B. D. Eerdmans” added to these 
nad (31:1) yan (6:6), which would be preferable to Heb. 
yan, and NwW252 in the ‘Son of Man’ passages; and he was 
fortified in his position by De Goeje,” who called attention to the 

60 Oscar Gebhardt also expressed a certain scepticism as to ‘‘einen etwaigen hebraischen 

Urtext,” Merx’s Archiv f. wiss. Erforschung d, A. T., II, 1872, p. 241. 

61In Lichtenberger’s Encyclopédie des sciences religieuses, 1877, I, 409, and La grande 

encyclopédie, art. ‘‘Apocalypses juives.” 

62 Neutestamentliche Zeitgeschichte3, I, p.185. 63 The Book of Enoch, 1882, pp. 48f., 59 f. 

64 Les apocalypses juives, 1892, pp. 205 ff. 65 Das Buch Henoch, 1892, pp. xiii f. 

66 Le livre d’ Enoch: Fragments grecs, 1892, pp. lvi ff. 87 Nekyia, 1893, p. 216. 

68 The Book of Enoch, 1893, p. 21; Encyclopedia Biblica, 1899, I, cols. 220f.; DB, 1902, I, 

pp. 705 f. 

69 The Ethiopic Version of the Book of Enoch, 1906, pp. x, xxvii ff. 

10 Theologische Literaturzeitung, 1893, col. 75; Geschichte d. jiid. Volkes’, 1898, III, 203. 

11 Revue des études juives, 1893, p. 149. 

72 Theologisch Tijdschrift, 1895, pp. 51 ff. 13 Ibid., p. 53, 
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term M2 (Sarovs 10:19) in our oldest Aramaic inscription. In 

a paper presented to the Society for Biblical Literature in 1895, 

I expressed my conviction that the original was written in 

Aramaic.“ Hans Lietzmann™ reached the same conclusion. 
Wellhausen™ quoted the plural yepoufw (14:11, 18) and several 

cases of the status emphaticus in favor of an Aramaic original. 

Theodor Zahn” expressed his belief that Jude quoted, not from 

the Greek, but from the Hebrew or Aramaic Enoch. G. Beer” 

thought of Hebrew or Aramaic, with an evident leaning toward 

the latter, strengthened by Pratorius,” whose judgment is indi- 
cated by his suggestion that the Greek translator read 2°77 for 

NPT in 29:1. Paul Fiebig® and J. Van Loon™ declared for 
the Aramaic. But Johannes Flemming” was not ready to decide 

between Hebrew and Aramaic. Enno Littmann” favored the 

former, and Frangois Martin,” on the whole, thought Hebrew 

more probable. Finally, F. C. Burkitt drew from the analogy 
of MAL MAM. and ip>y 9; inferences that seem to indicate 
that he regarded the author of the Parables as having written in 

Aramaic. 

The view that the Parables of Enoch were originally written 

in Greek, held by Hottinger, Heidegger, Fabricius, Semler, 

Licke, Gfrérer, Bottcher, Weisse, Kostlin, Volkmar, Nicolas, 

Philippi, Vernes, De Faye, and Dieterich, is not likely to be 

seriously defended again. Every competent scholar today recog- 

nizes that they must originally have been written in a Semitic 

language, and that none other than Hebrew or Aramaic can be 

considered, as was seen by Scaliger, Drusius, Grotius, Laurence, 

74‘Was NWITND a Messianic title?” JBL, 1896, p. 47; Encyclopedia Biblica, IV, 1903, 

col. 4710; The Prophet of Nazareth, 1905, p. 117. 

15 Der Menschensohn, 1896, p. 45. 

16 Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, VI, 1899, p. 241. 

11 Hinleitung in d. N. T., II, 1899, pp. 105 f. 

78 Das Buch Henoch in Kautzsch, Pseudepigraphen, 1900, pp. 217 f., 235; Guthe’s Bibel- 

worterbuch, 1903, p. 253, In Hauck’s Prot. Realencyklopddie, 1905, VI, 239, he suggested the 

possibility of some parts having been written in Hebrew, others in Aramaic. 

79 Quoted by Beer, Das Buch Henoch, p. 256. 

80 Der Menschensohn, 1901, p. 86. 81 Th, Tijdschrift, 1902, p. 441. 

82 Das Buch Henoch, 1901, pp. 1, 33, 59, 87, 121, 133. 

83 The Jewish Encyclopaedia, V, 180. 84 Le livre d’ Enoch, 1906, p. lvii. 

85 Journal of Theological Studies, 1907, p. 447. 
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Hoffmann, Dillmann, Ewald, Hausrath, Schodde, Lods, Beer, and 

Flemming. But is it possible to go farther and to affirm that the 

author or authors wrote in Hebrew, as especially Whiston, Murray, 

Jellinek, Hilgenfeld, Halévy, Goldschmidt, Charles, Littmann, and 

Martin have done? Or can it be maintained that these chapters 

were written in Aramaic, as De Sacy, Schirer, Lévi, Eerdmans, 

De Goeje, Schmidt, Lietzmann, Wellhausen, Pratorius, Fiebig, Van 

Loon, and Burkitt seem to have done? The answer must depend 

upon the possibility of explaining by the Aramaic those peculiar- 

ities for which hitherto recourse was had to the Hebrew, and of 

discovering new indications of one language or the other behind 

the Ethiopic text. 

Halévy® cited three instances from the Parables themselves 

(40:9; 51:3; and 62:16) and a large number from the interpo- 

lations (41:5, 44; 60:6, 14, 15; 65:8, 10a, b, 11; 67:13; 68:2, 

8; and 69:1, 6, 8,13), in which he deemed it necessary to assume 

a Hebrew original; Charles” called attention to five from the 

Parables (40:9; 45:3; 46:40; 52:9; and 56:7) and five from the 

interpolations (65:10a, 6, 11; 67:13; and 69:13), which seemed 

to him conclusively to point in the same direction. 

To begin with the Parables, both of these scholars regarded 

the statement concerning Raphael (40:9) as containing a refer- 

ence to the derivation of the name Raphael which is possible 

only in Hebrew —N57=‘to heal.’* But Noldeke declares that 

‘NBT ist gemeinsemitisch’ and refers to Hphr. Syr. II, 4470, 

and the Palmyrene names >{2N5" and NEW for the Aramaic.” 

In 45:3 we should read: ‘and he will try their works;’ the 

Aramaic was probably "M2". There is no reason to regard 46: 5a 

as a dittograph of 46:4b. If the text has suffered expansion, it 

is more natural to suppose that eh tam: AFIT : ONSEN: AF 

AANTV ar ; ONR'-FT : ADPENCEWa: is a reminiscence of Luke 

1:52, Offa; ALA: AEPGNCEWar, In 51:3 Halévy’s in- 

stinct led him rightly to Micah 7:5. But 1S "Mm does not solve 

the riddle. For B°TMS has no such meaning as ‘thought’ or 

86 Loc. cit., pp. 364 ff. 

87 The Ethiopic Version of the Book of Enoch, 1906, pp. xxx ff. 

88 Halévy, loc. cit., p. 364; Charles, loc. cit., p. xxx. 89 ZDMG, XL, 1886, 723, 
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‘intellect’ in Hebrew. The author probably wrote ap md" 

=‘the eloquence of his mouth.” But mid">72 has the sense of 
‘rationality’ as well as ‘eloquence;’ and the translator gave the 

Ethiopic equivalent for the latter, 47°hAS, thus introducing 

‘the thoughts of his mouth’ which have caused so much trouble. 

A similar mistake was made by the translator in 52:9 where 

he rendered PWM by £LThh4. ‘will be denied,’ not observing 

that 7/N727 also means ‘destroy’ and should have been so trans- 

lated here.” In 56:7 an excellent text is secured by itacising 
4ftoam, not found in g, and accepting the negative of ¢’ 

(&2nw-7). The ANdna> of the older group of MSS has re- 

moved the occasion for Halévy’s speculations in 62: 16. 

None of these passages shows that the Parables were written 

in Hebrew. In fact, the difficulties for which Halévy and Charles 

have resorted to Hebrew can in some instances be met only on 

the theory that the work was written in Aramaic. 

As the Apocalypse of Noah seems to have been translated 

from the Greek, and parts of it were probably interpolated in the 

Parables by the Ethiopic editor, there is, indeed, no necessity 

a priori for supposing that it was originally written in the same 

language as the Enoch books. But a consideration of the pas- 

sages quoted from the interpolations points even here to the 

Aramaic. It is not certain that 41:3-8; 44, belonged to the 
Apocalypse of Noah, but the secondary character is unmistakable, 

and the ultimate source of these verses may quite probably have 

been the apocalyptic writing quoted elsewhere in the Parables. 

According to Halévy’s conjecture, Ao>h4: HiN& in 41:5 goes 

back to M2 WaywW Wawa which in the dialect of the Mishna 

signifies ‘to be bound by an oath.’ If this is so, an Aramaic 

speaking Jew may have known and used the phrase, and 3.24: 

might be due to a confusion of Vay and “ay, ‘to dwell.’ Un- 

fortunately, Halévy quotes no instance of this usage. Charles 

thinks of 22 being mistaken for Yaw}. This would be pos- 
sible also in Aramaic; but the mistake is not very probable. 
Radermacher suggests a corruption of wpxiaPncar into wixicOncar, 

90In Micah 7:5 Pesh. and Trg. both have 77015 Elba] ‘ 

91The root NA" has the meaning of ‘deny’ in Afel, and probably also in Ittafel. 
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but this would not explain the Ethiopic text. The text accepted 
by Flemming and Charles seems to be a compromise of two 

variants N4N:HDL24: and NarhA: HIN: The former may 

represent "7297 "MN2 ‘wherever their position may be,’ the 

latter is probably a gloss suggested by 7A 7°ST NMI, NVI 

pia AMM ‘because of the oath by which they were united.’ 

In 44 the partitive 172 is as natural in Aramaic as in Hebrew. 

In 60:6 the MS wu has the negative which was missed; hence 

there is no reason for thinking of a confusion of 72¥ with "2. 

In 60:14 the Aramaic N70 would give the same sense as the 

Hebrew "70; but the idea of ‘pauses’ (Aram. NMIMWE) in the 
thunder is quite as plausible as ‘arrangements’ of the thunder; 

and this applies also to 60:15. In 65:8, there is no objection to 

the text £TALC=‘is pre-eminent.’ Charles conjectures that 

DALTEAP in 65:10a goes back to a misreading of wr for 
awn. It is far more probable that the Aramaic y72m ‘will be 

withheld’ was mistaken for NIM" ‘will be counted.’ 

Halévy suggested that in 65:100 am-é-'F, ‘months,’ is a trans- 

lation of B*27N, corrupted from DWN, ‘sorceries,’ and Charles 

thinks that this alone ‘restores sanity to the text.’ In itself, it 

would not be impossible that the text read N>w°m7 dap 55, 

which became corrupted into, or was mistaken for, N"°WIM, a 

word sometimes used by Aramaic-speaking Jews (Pal. Taanith iii, 

69a) instead of the regular N°". But would this really give an 

acceptable sense? Charles translates: ‘‘because of the sorceries 

which they have searched out, and through which they know 

that the earth and those who dwell upon it will be destroyed.” 

It certainly is a strange idea that the terrible judgment of the 

flood would come because men had succeeded in discovering that 

the earth with its inhabitants would be destroyed. Scarcely less 
peculiar in this book would be the notion that men had them- 

selves searched out such sorceries, and that they would use them 

to find out that they were to be severely punished. It seems to 

me probable that the Aramaic text read: Tayn° FANON dap d5 

PIT PIS PIR MT ID NTT Sa “ap ya syarm xy yo 
Ma PAN" RAN TANNN PR: “because of their violence their 
judgment will be carried out, and will not be withheld by me, on 
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account of the months during which they will inquire and learn 

how the earth and its inhahitants are to be destroyed.” The 

‘months’ may refer to the short period in the six hundredth year 
of Noah’s life, when men learned through him how the earth was 

to perish, and enhanced their guilt by not repenting ‘while the 

longsuffering of God waited.’” 
To this interpretation it may be objected that the episode, in 

order to fall within the earthly life of Enoch, cannot have been 

thought of as occurring later than the one hundred and fortieth 
year of Noah’s life (Charles). But why cannot this consultation 
have taken place after Enoch’s translation? Before that event, 

there was no necessity of going to ‘the ends of the earth’ to 

consult him. As Martin” has pointed out, Gilgamesh also goes 

to the ends of the earth to visit Ut Napishtim. That is where 
paradise was. Noah has to cry three times for Enoch. Then 

an earthquake occurs, a voice is heard from heaven, and Enoch 

appears, asking why he has been called in this manner. Chapter 

60 is dated in the five hundredth year of Noah (Enoch is corrupt 

for Noah). It is noticeable that there is no revelation at that 

time in regard to the flood. He hears that a judgment is coming, 

and learns some secrets concerning Leviathan, Behemoth, the 

winds and the thunder, but nothing about a deluge. Chapter 65 

is consequently later. Now he hears of the angels coming to 
let loose the waters. This communication apparently came not 

long before the catastrophe. It is in harmony with this that the 
disclosures to Noah in Gen., chaps. 6 and 7, seem to be made in 

the six hundredth year of his life. 

In 65:11 the translator rendered NAM by J°7NA, ‘return,’ 

instead of by 74d, ‘repentance,’ the Aramaic word having both 

meanings. Since #?AAn means both ‘prince’ and ‘angel,’ there 

is no need, as Flemming has pointed out,” of supposing a confu- 

sion of Heb. D°D8272 and 075972, or Aram. 7>N52 and y2dn, 
in 67:13. Halévy’s suggestion of a 7° pin meaning ‘punish- 

ment’ and misunderstood ‘inspiration,’ in 68:2 is not convincing. 

In Gnostic thought, each spirit had its dvvayus (the Christ on the 

92T Pet. 3:20. 93 Loc. cit., p. 188, 

% Das Buch Henoch, 1901, p. 86. 
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cross cries 7 dvvapis pou, 7 Stvapmils pou, xatédenpds we, Hv. Petri, 

19); the original xm S°n (4 Svvayis Tod mvedparos) refers to 

this ‘power.’ Instead of ‘irritates me,’ "2778 should have been 

rendered ‘causes me to tremble.’ The three words before the 

second Ai#s should be omitted with a; and we should read with 

b? @4.erar(iim,. The original of the latter phrase was probably 
wonw Nd) ‘without being destroyed,’ N7W meaning ‘destructus 

est’ in Ethpael, and ‘liquefactus est’ in Ethpeel. 

A large number of MSS give the text in 68:3 ‘whose heart 

is not touched with pity?’ (32> OMTM 85 7727) which is in 
harmony with the following ‘and whose reins are not moved ?’ 

‘en prow ND yaT). The author seems to have had 
in mind Ps. 73:21. The older group of MSS, however, reads 

HAizL2ich, ‘whose heart does not condemn him?’ This phrase 

is clearly a reminiscence of I John 3:20, ‘if our heart condemns 

us,’ where the Ethiopic version uses the same term CQdh(ttcht: 

Ani. This should serve as a warning against too much confi- 

dence in one group of our very young MSS. The end of the 

verse may have read: }2> }°P°5727 yy PET N2In]a PIT ya 

N77 ‘on account of this sentence that has gone forth upon those 

who have brought forth such things.’ The word NOIM5 may 

at first have been translated $M, while 4% was later added to 

define the meaning; }"p"5’2 may have intentionally carried the 

suggestion of N"2172, ‘fornicatores.’ In 69:1 JTMINN’ was by 

a mistake translated ‘he will exasperate them,’ instead of ‘he will 

cause them to tremble.’ Halévy supposes the original of Gadreel 

in 69:6 to have been N""79, and in this he is probably right. 

In support of the meaning ‘to fight’ for the verb "79, he appeals 

to I Chron. 12:33, 38. But the text is doubtful in both places; 
some Hebrew MSS have 77195 in the former and "S") in the 

latter (Kennicott). The Aramaic "7) means ‘to help,’ probably 

also in Genza, left, p. 21, 1. 21 (ed. Petermann), where moasNMN 

no doubt represents T>"1MN. If it ever had the shade of 

meaning of the Arabic )O© ‘to become a traitor,’ a name signi- 

fying ‘God’s helper’ that also conveyed the suggestion of ‘God’s 
traitor’ would be very suitable. Penemue(1) in 69:8 is, no doubt, 

from the same root as "2°35, but ‘the interior of God’ is not a 
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probable name. Panamu occurs as a name among the Aramaic- 

speaking kings of Zenjirli. 
Halévy assumes that the original text in 69:13 had MT"P2, 

which he thinks the translator took in the sense of ‘number,’ as 

in I Chron. 23:11, while he ought to have understood it to mean 

‘function, charge,’ as in Num. 4:16. But M7pP in I Chron. 

23:11 means ‘class,’ not ‘number,’ and there seems to be no 

other passage where it has this significance. It is not impossible 

that the Greek translator of the Noah apocalypse misunderstood 

NION, ‘negotium,’ as though it came from NI, ‘to count,’ or 

mistook N29 for NI. But the whole context has manifestly 

suffered in transmission. I would suggest that the Ethiopic 

originally read: WAZA: how: tNOT: HVE: OAE: GAP: AD: 
ANNO: CAA: 77hA: . . . . Oharm: mh$i(A), and was a rendering 
of WA NAW RAMA A NT PIT MyaD mate NN 

maw NTIw NAVI. NW Vay 75 Nx-wetp> TODT NMP IW 

(>) Npm ‘and the sixth, his name was Teba‘at: this one became 

a rebel in the tumult; and the seventh was the administrator of 

the oath which he revealed to the angels while he dwelt in 

heavenly glory, and his name was Hakael.’ The ‘son of the 

serpent’ may be due to a reader who missed, in the catalogue of 
terms borrowed from Ps. 91, the companion of the serpent in vs. 

6, NTN 7D (Trg. FN 73); NR may have become NAN; 
AAC® is not found in g; PALA may have been misread DALH ; 

35, like YAP, means ‘to rebel,’ Na, like ADB, ‘tumult;’ 
40 may have become corrupted into 4M4A ; NOPIAwWT w™ 
means ‘keeper, administrator of the oath, as N"NN WW means 

‘toparch, NWT wW"" ‘abbot;’ NNW may have been an inten- 

tional paronomasia on N'Y. The description, drawn indi- 

rectly from the Book of Enoch by Leon of Modena, that is quoted 

by Goldschmidt,” is not so strange when ‘the son of the serpent’ 

has been removed. Halévy rightly maintains that @% and Aha 

go back to NPN , and that this is the name of an angel, and not 

of an oath. 

There are many indications of an Aramaic original beside the 

instances to which attention has been called where the difficulties 

% Das Buch Henoch, 1892, p. 85. 
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are better explained by Aramaic than by Hebrew. The plurals 

Kiruben, Surafen, and Ophanin (61:10; 71:7), certainly repre- 

sent the Aramaic PID, PHM and PIE. The anticipatory 

pronominal suffix, which Charles” rightly regards as showing 

dependence on the Aramaic in 9:8 and 19:2, is used very fre- 

quently in the Parables, and the prolepsis of object or adverbial 

clauses before the predicate occurs more often than in books 

originally written in Hebrew. 

Of considerable importance is the peculiar use of A2a? or 

49°00, While in many passages it is employed like the 

Hebrew "55 or "2557, there are not a few instances in which 

the Aramaic Op 7a furnishes a closer analogy. In 37:4 the 

text probably read: N°TI7 NV Dp ya Nan’ Nd WN. 
sox Sam NITD NNN, ‘until now there has not been given 

by the Lord of Spirits wisdom such as this that I am receiving;’ 

in 87:8, STINT NW Op pa 7 prnnx 4D, ‘thus it was deter- 
mined concerning me by the Lord of Spirits;’ in 47:4, 07 

STITT NW Op ya Ops" Nps, ‘the blood of the righteous 

will be avenged by the Lord of Spirits;’ in 48:2, NTT NnyWI2 

NTT NW OP Ta SPMX Wa WwW, ‘in that hour his name was 

called by the Lord of Spirits,’ and similarly in 48:3; and in 48:6, 

NTT NV DIP ya Vaux) Wann 7D 5¥, ‘therefore he was 
chosen and hidden by the Lord of Spirits.’ 

The verb "55, which seems to have been used by the author, 

has been uniformly rendered ‘deny’ in the Ethiopic. But it also 

means ‘scorn, despise, reject,’ and one or another of these words 

should have been used at least in 45:1; 47:7; and 48:10. There 

is not the slightest evidence that the kings of the earth and the 

mighty lords who despise the name of the community of saints 

(45:1), believe in gods made with hands (46:7), persecute the 

believers (46:8), and scorn and reject the Lord of Spirits, are 

apostate Jews who have renounced the faith they once professed. 

In 46:7 JWTRI 7IAYT should have been rendered ‘which 

are made with hands;’ cf. the active for the passive construction 

in Ezra 4:15; Dan. 7:18, and elsewhere. The statement, ‘whose 

work depends upon the Lord of Spirits,’ in 38:2, is not clear. 

%6 The Ethiopic Version of the Book of Enoch, 1906, p. xxviii. 
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Probably the text read: N"N2 NP"INT "EXD NXMPIS NTN 4D" 
wen VWs NSps pansy . This should have been trans- 

lated: ‘and when mercy shall be shown to those who have proved 
themselves righteous, whose worship has been rendered solely to 

the Lord of Spirits;’ since “"M2 means ‘proved, tested’ as well 

as ‘elect;’ pinay ‘their work’ may have been a wrong vowel- 

ing for JNI2y ‘their worship’ (cf. 777 NAY), and opr 
means ‘be attached to, adhere to, be reserved for,’ as well as 

‘depend upon.’ 

The title N°M77 NW only occurs elsewhere in IT Mace. 3: 24: 

Tov Trevyuadtov KUpios (Syr. |duct, L,k); but it is really an in- 
terpretation of MINAS A", as 39:12 shows. It is more likely 
that such a translation should have been made in an Aramaic 

than in a Hebrew work in which the name MN23¥ “™ would have 

been left unchanged. The free rendering ‘he fills the earth with 

spirits’ may be due to the Ethiopic translator who was influenced 

by the word ®@At in the Ethiopic version of Isa. 6:3 (cf. Enoch 
14:23 of ayo). The divine name Caf: a?P0A is probably a 
rendering of RN” "7, the natural meaning of which would be 

‘Lord of Days.’ While it is not a translation of N’2T p°ny in 

Dan. 7:9, for that is Mr: o?POA, it must have been inspired 

by the title in Daniel, as the allusion to the ‘hair white as wool’ 

and the ‘son of.man’ shows. The author, no doubt, was familiar 

with the name N27" Ww", and preferred to designate God as 

the ruler of our days and of all time rather than as an old man. 

Against this view it may be urged that, according to 46:1 an 

‘old head’ is meant, and that consequently, in 46: 2, the one like 

a man goes with ‘the Old Head,’ and, in 47:3 ‘the Old Head’ 

sits down on a throne. But the present text in 46:1 is certainly 

corrupt. It cannot have read originally: ‘there I saw... . to 

whom a head of days belonged,’ but, in all probability: Tm yen 

NvaT wD NI MT ‘there I saw and behold! the Lord of 
Days.’ When the title is rightly understood, there is no inappro- 

priateness in its use either in the Noah Apocalypse or the appendix. 

The names of the angels apparently refer to their condition 

and functions before the fall. The great majority of them are 
Aramaic. Thus, (1) Semyaza=NIM NOW, ‘he sees the Name, 
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i. e., God, or NIM NW, ‘he surveys the heavens,’ as he reveals. 

‘the revolution of the world’ (8:1); (2) Arakib = 32"N, ‘he 

causes to ride,’ ‘the charioteer;’ (3) Arakiel = S8P"8, ‘God’s 

earth, or DNpn, ‘God determines;’ (4) Kokabiel = x23", 
‘God’s star;’ (5) Terael = daw a, ‘God gives,’ or Sapam, ‘God’s 

gate;’ (6) Ramiel =5N2", ‘God is exalted;’ (7) Daniel = 58°27, 

‘God’s judge,’ or ‘God is judge;’ (8) Hasakiel=5xpwn, ‘God’s 
sky;’ (9) Barakiel = 5p"2, ‘God’s lightning;’ (10) Azael or 
Azazel = 5x19 or DNTIY, ‘God is strong;’ (11) Armaros=D"N 

T™, ‘he consecrates a mystery,’ or ‘he keeps a secret under ban;’ 

(12) Batariel = 5x2, ‘the hinder part of God;’ (13) Samiel 

=bsxac (Sammael), ‘the invisible things of God;’ (14) Hano- 
niel=dxN22N, ‘God is gracious;’ (15) Rekael = 58N5", ‘God is 

king;’ (16) Sampsiel =5xwaw, ‘God’s sun;’ (17) Satarel= 
be7ud, ‘God’s side,’ or Yetarel = 5x"M", ‘God excels;’ (18) 

Tumael := SSN72IN, ‘God’s perfection;’ (19) Turiel = ORD, 

‘God’s mountain;’ (20) Sariel = Se10, ‘God’s moon.’ <Ara- 

kiel, Ramiel, Samiel, and Azael occur as names of angels in Ora- 

cula Sibyllina, ii, 215. On Sammael cf. Buxtorf, Lexicon s. v. 

Tera‘'= ‘gate,’ Utra =‘abundance, excellence,’ and Tura = ‘moun- 

tain, are found in the Genza of the Mandaeans as names of 

demons. 

While in 8:1 ff. seven of these angels, viz., Azazel, Semyaza, 

Armaros, Barakiel, Kokabiel, Tamiel and Sariel, are selected for 

special mention, the leaders in 69:4 ff. are not in the larger 

group. They are: (1) Yekon=7Ip", exwy ‘image’(?); (2) 

Asebel = Sxawn, ‘the thought of God,’ or ‘God gives heed;’ 

(3) Gadreel=5879, ‘the helper of God;’ (4) Penemue(1)= 
DRT2IB, ‘face of God’(?); (5) Kasdeya = Nuw>, ‘the archer,’ 
‘sagittarius;’ (6) Teba‘at=Myau, ‘the circle,’ the upper side of 

the Rakia‘; (7) Hakael=‘the law of God.’ Yekon seduced the 

angels to reproduce their image and likeness. Hasbiel gave 

them evil counsel instead of strengthening them by good thoughts. 

Gadriel, or Adriel, who should have helped God, became a traitor 

teaching bloody warfare. Kasdeya, or Keshata, sent the arrows 

whose demonic effect Aramaic-speaking interpreters have sug- 

gested in the Targum to Ps. 91:6. Teba‘at failed at his post 
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when the angels descended. Hakael, ambitious for the power of 

the ineffable name, broke the order of nature himself, and was 

obliged to surrender to Michael the administration of the oath. 

When Yekon and Asbiel are said to lead astray ‘all the children 

of the holy angels,’ this is a false translation of NON "23 >) 
xyw1p. As VTP "2 is ‘an angel’ (Dan. 3:25), ye "J2 are 
‘angels,’ and the phrase should have been rendered ‘all the holy 
angels.’ The Greek translator of the Noah Apocalypse may be re- 

sponsible for this error by rendering NTDN, Tov ayyéror, instead 

of Tod Beod, 

The most convincing evidence, however, of an Aramaic ori- 

ginal is furnished by the Ethiopic translations of the term ‘Son 

of Man.’ They are: MAR: ANa: 46:2, 3,4; 48:2; 60:10; 

MAL: NAM: 62:5 (some MSS have MAL: NAMT:); 69: 29a, 

29b (some MSS have MAL: NAWT:); 71:14, and DAL: aan: 

AMhew-: 62:7, 9,14; 63:11; 69:26, 27; 70:1; 71:17. Of 

these the last is the most peculiar. Literally, it means ‘the son 

of the offspring of the mother of the living.’ It is possible that 

Am ; hLw-: was the title of some mother-goddess worshiped by 

the Geez people before their conversion to Christianity. One 

might think of Ta-urt ‘the great one’ who came to Egypt from 

Ethiopia and found her way back there again,” or the otherwise 

unknown moon-goddess whom, according to Plutarch,” the Egyp- 

tians called pytnp Tod xéopov. But it remains most probable that 

Eve is meant, cf. Gen. 3:20. The meaning of AFA: is ‘embryo, 

foetus,’ from the Semitic root 539, ‘to roll, to wind in a circle ;’ 

and AA: AgPhLow-: is used both as a collective and of the indi- 

vidual, and is a rendering of of avOpé7a, of viol tay avOpwrer, 
and especially of vios avOpdzrov (Num. 23:19; Ps. 8:5; Job 16: 21; 
Jer. 30:11). 

It is a curious fact that when our Ethiopic translation of the 
New Testament was made, the ordinary method of rendering a 
noun definite by a prefixed w-A’F: or HF: or Wh: was not 
followed. Instead of DAF: 440: A02mLmM-: which we would 

97 Hnoch 69: 4, 5. 

98 Cf. A. Wiedemann, Die Religion der alten Agypter, 1890, pp. 88 f. 

99 De Iside et Osiride, c. 43, p. 76, 1. 4, ed, Parthey. 
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have a right to expect, we find uniformly DA£: AAA: AMhLw-: 
and nowhere preceded by a demonstrative, as a rendering of 

6 vids Tod avOp@rov. There is only one natural explanation: the 

translation was made under the influence of the Aramaic [M72 

Nw) 727 which also means literally ‘the son of the son of man.’ 

In other words, it was made by Aramaic-speaking Christians, not 

before the sixth century. For NW3 727 72 occurs only in the 

Evangeliarium Hierosolymitanum and occasionally, as a remi- 

niscence, in the Old Testament version made by Paul of Tella 

(618 a.p.). As in the case of this latter work, so in the Ethiopic 

version, the New Testament title occasionally crowded out the 

simpler DAL: ANA; asin Dan. 7:13; Ezra2:lal. Hnoch 60:10 

suggests that this process had not set in yet when the Parables 

were translated. 

If the term MAL: A4N:APmLw-.: were uniformly used for 
‘son of man’ in the Parables, it would be natural to suppose that 

the translator had before him the title 6 vids tod avOpémov, and 

therefore employed the familiar New Testament title. This, how- 

ever, is far from being the case. Before chap. 62 he uses no other 

term than MA2:ANA:, the equivalent of the Aramaic NW) "2. 

Later he employs four times the phrase MA: MA: which cor- 

responds to the Aramaic, 872357 72, as Burkitt™ recognizes. 

This title maintained itself long, in spite of its suggestion of a 

human paternity, and is found in the Palestinian Lectionary, the 

Curetonian fragments, and the Sinaitic text. It is scarcely con- 

ceivable that a translator having before him a Greek text in which 

the New Testament title 6 vids tod avOpé7ov was uniformly used 

should have employed three distinct Ethiopic expressions, and 

these of such a nature as to correspond exactly to three different 
Aramaic terms. The conclusion seems inevitable that he trans- 

lated directly from the Aramaic. Whether he found in his text 

Nw. 727 $2 as often as would appear from his version, must be 

left undecided; in 70:1 it is clearly an interpolation, and 71:18 

is a late addition. If the Aramaic text contained such phrases as 

NABI TTD and NWI 727 72, it must have passed through 

Christian hands, and it is greatly to their credit that, in half a 

100 Loe. cit., p. 447. 
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thousand years, they did not tamper with it more seriously than 
the keenest criticism has seen reason to suppose. 

A study of the linguistic peculiarities leads to the conviction 
that this work was translated from Aramaicinto Ethiopic. Gen- 

eral considerations strengthen this conclusion. If the Parables 

of Enoch were translated from a Greek text, one would certainly 
expect to find somewhere a quotation from it, or reference to it, 

in early Christian literature. Books of Enoch are quoted, with 
indication of the source, in the Epistle of Jude and the Epistle 

of Barnabas, by Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, Origen and 

Anatolius of Laodicea, in Pistis Sophia and the Apostolic Consti- 

tutions, by Jerome, Augustine, Nicephorus, and Georgius Syncellus. 

Beside these, a very large number of Christian writers in all parts 

of the church manifestly drew upon the Enoch books without 

mentioning the reputed author. But nowhere in ecclesiastical 

literature is there the slightest trace of acquaintance with this 

work on the part of apostolic fathers, heretics, or Catholic teachers, 

from New Testament times to the discovery of the Ethiopic 

translation. 

Yet it is difficult to believe that men who reverently cited the 

Book of Enoch as ‘Scripture,’ or who eagerly sought in its reve- 

lations information concerning the angels, should have found 

nothing worthy even of passing notice in these remarkable Par- 

ables. Could it have been of no interest to them that the translated 

Enoch had himself seen the pre-existent Christ, heard his hidden 

name proclaimed, referred to him by the title which to them 

signified his incarnation as a man, and spoken of his revelation to a 

congregation of believers? Would there have been no comfort to 

them in Enoch’s prophecy that the Son of Man would sit upon his 

throne of glory to judge angels and men, avenge the bloody perse- 
cution of his congregations of saints, and live with them for ever? 
Some explanation must be found of this extraordinary silence in 
regard to the Parables of Enoch, The exegetes have none to offer, 
and, in fact,do not seem to be conscious of the problem. 

Long and earnestly have I looked for traces of a Greek version 
of this document, but always in vain. At one time it seemed to 
me possible that the Christian interpolator of Test. XII Patr., 
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Nephtalim 4, had in mind Enoch 46:3; 71:14. Might he not 

have thought of ‘the man who has righteousness’ or ‘the man 

who is born for righteousness,’ when he spoke of “the coming of 

the compassion of God, a man having righteousness and doing 

mercy to those afar off and to those who are near’’? If s0, the 

word dvOpw7oes, rather than 6 vids tod avOpdrov, would be sig- 

nificant. But the context suggests that d:caoovvn here has the 

same meaning as in Gen. 20:13, where it is the rendering of 70M 

(Syr. 140204); and the passage is apparently a free creation like 
Levi, chap. 16, being added in the Greek to that which the original 

author freely paraphrased from Enoch. Quite decisive is the fact 

that these Christian interpolations in Test. XII Patr. attach 

themselves to the most unlikely places in the rest of the work, but 

never to those passages in the Parables that have the strongest 

Christian affinity. 

A reference to this part of Enoch also seemed to me possible 

in Tertullian’s words: ‘a Judaeis potest jam videri propterea 

rejecta, sicut et cetera fere quae Christum sonant.’™ May not 

the description of the ‘Son of Man’ have been just the part of the 

book that seemed to him to have reference to Christ? He does not 

appear to have known the Noachic apocalypse. But this would 

only show that the interpolations were absent in the Greek copy. 

Yet the very anxiety of Tertullian to prove to Christians the value 

of the book renders it improbable that he should have left 

unquoted the significant passages dealing with ‘the Son of Man,’ 

while he exerted himself on behalf of those reciting the errors of 

the angels. It is probable that ‘the other things which had a 

reference to Christ’ were the clumsier interpolations by Christian 

hands in Test. XII Patr., the Oracula Sibyllina, and other books. 

Origen, indeed, seems to have been familiar with Hn. 67:6, 7, 

as his reference to thermal waters indicates.” But this chapter 

belongs to the Noah apocalypse. A hymn in Paris Papyrus 3009, 

published by Dieterich,” shows in one or two passages a certain 

similarity to Enoch 69:13 ff. Gaster thinks’ that the author 

101 De cultu feminarum, i, 3, in Migne, Patrologia Latina, I, col. 1308. 

102 Contra Celsum, v, 52, in Migne, Patr. Graec., XI, col. 1261. 

103 4 braxas, 1891, pp. 138 ff. 

104 Journal of Royal Asiatic Society, 1901, pp. 109 ff. 
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of this Logos Ebraikos actually quoted the Book of Enoch in the 

second century B.0. He misunderstands Dieterich’s conclusions 

as regards the date. This Gnostic production, in which the name 

of Jesus occurs, belongs to the second century A. D., and the kinship 
of ideas is not such as to justify the assumption of acquaintance 

with the Book of Enoch. 
A large number of passages have been quoted by Charles and 

Martin to show literary dependence upon this part of Hinoch by 

various New Testament writers. Some of these have a certain 

resemblance without intimating a dependence, others show a 

similarity that may be due to thesame milieu of ideas, while still 

others exhibit such a practical identity of language as suggests 

imitation. There is no direct quotation, however. The only New 

Testament writer of whom we are certain that he used the Book 

of Enoch is Jude. He quoted his source, but he drew nothing 

from the Parables, though his interest in Christ and in eschatology 

would have made it most natural for him to do so. His phrase, 

‘the seventh from Adam,’ does not prove that he knew the 

Apocalypse of Noah.“ If one could count that way, two could. 

As regards the expressions that really suggest dependence, it is 

certainly far more difficult to conceive of a Greek version of the 

Parables being used by several New Testament writers, without 

mention of the work, and then totally disappearing, while other 

parts of the Enoch literature, not thus honored, were preserved 

and highly prized, than that the present Ethiopic text has here 

and there received, in the course of transmission, a certain 

coloring by Christian hands. While a Greek translation of the 

Apocalyse of Noah may have been known to Origen,™ there 

seems, therefore, to be no evidence of a Greek version of the 

Parables. The disappearance of the Aramaic text can cause no sur- 
prise. It is through translations, more or less faithful, and more 
or less interpolated, that we know such works as I Macc., Baruch, 

* Judith, Tobit, Pss. Sol., Ass. Mosis, Jubilees, Test. XIT Patr., 
the Apocalypse of Baruch, the Apocalypse of Ezra, and the 
Gospel according to Matthew. 

105 Jude 14. 106 Enoch 60: 8, 

107 Cf, Lawlor, Journal of Philology, 1897, p. 201. 
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I 

The treatment of protected peoples—Jews, Christians and so- 

called Sabians—by Islamic rulers forms an interesting chapter 

in the history of the relations of the conquering Arabs with the 

peoples whom they subjected. In certain parts of Arabia itself 

both Jews and Christians were too powerful for Muhammad to 

antagonize in such manner as to turn them into open enemies. 

We know in detail the statutes laid down by the prophet for the 

Angar, the Muhajirin and for the Jews in Medina.’ Almost from 

the very first one of the burning questions related to the churches 

and the synagogues which either existed before the coming of 

Islam or which had been built in after times. No authentic tra- 

dition has been forthcoming which could fix upon the founder of 

their religion the responsibility for the later prescripts of rulers 

and jurists. The only tradition of the prophet which can have 

reference to the subject is that found in the Kitab al-Muwatta’ 

of Malik to the effect “Two religions cannot exist together in 

Arabia;”’ which tradition is also handed down with a wider 

meaning as “There cannot be two Kiblas in one country.’’* It 

1 Wellhausen, Skizzen, IV, pp. 67 ff.; résumé in Miller, Der Islam, I, p. 95. 

2On the authority of Abi‘ Ubaidah, Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, Cairo, 1893, V. p. 362; egAs ‘ 

{ oo a & Beet . Al-Muwatta, IV, p. 71 (cited REJ., XXVIII, p. 75); JA., 

Nov.-Dec., 1851, p. 513. It is also cited from Abu Da’iid’s Sunan as a tradition of Ibn 

‘Abbas by Ibn Taimiyyah, REJ., XXXI, p. 215. See, also, Tabari, I, 1987, 13. Another tra- 

dition is more direct: yl ae ee uw Syl ley , al-Bukhari, ed. 

Krehl, ITT, p. 295 (ef. al-Hindi, Kanz al-‘Ummal in Musnad, II, p. 311, margin). A further 

tradition is to the effect that Muhammad sent to the Jews in their ee out ar 

+ or 

C(WATAM MI) at Madinah, saying: ad US) YI wy! Ipekel. tyelend Ipebel 

oy she uy ple! wy! dy)! aS , al-Bukhari, IT, p. 294. 

Lab ybils pes Y; Ibn Hisham, ed. Wastenfeld, p. 779; al-Tabari, I, 

p. 1590; a al-Athir, II, p. 171. Cf. REJ., XXXI, p. 220. Al-Hindi, Kanz al-'Ummal, has the 

reading, Sd=I, US) & (Musnad, II, p. 308; margin, below). 
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is true that in the fourteenth century a Shafi‘ite jurisconsult of 

some eminence in Egypt, one Muhammad ibn ‘Ali ibn ‘Abd al- 

Wahid al-Nakkash, in a fetwa that he wrote in the year 759 a. H. 

(1357-58 a. p.)‘ relates a tradition of the prophet that “The 
building of churches in Moslem countries is forbidden, even the 

repairing of such as have fallen in ruins;” to which he adds a 

second one “No churches are to be allowed in Moslem countries.” 

Unless he has reference to one of the traditions referred to above, 

his own is worthless, as it is not supported by any Isnad and 

falls within the category of those called by the traditionists 

Munkatiun.® In fact, it is contravened in express terms by the 

well-reputed acts and sayings of Muhammad.’ In the Medina 

statutes it is expressly said that Jews are allowed to keep their 

religion;* and to the leader of the new forces going to Yemen he 

sent word “Do not turn the Jews from their religion.”* The 

letter of Muhammad to the bishop of Najran, as well as that to 

the bishop of the Bani al-Harith ibn Ka‘b, assuring them of the 

possession of their churches and of the continuance of their serv- 

ices, may also be cited in evidence.” 

A very similar course had been adopted by the other leaders 

and by the first caliphs; probably, it is true, for purely political 

reasons. In the treaty made with the inhabitants of Jerusalem 

at Jabia 17 a. H. (638 a.p.), Omar promised “security for their 
persons, their possessions, their churches, their crosses and for 

all things that concern their cult.”" The same was done at other 

4See M. Belin, ‘‘ Fetoua relatif ala condition des Zimmis,” JA., Nov.-Dec., 1851, pp. 415 ff. 

Al-Nakkash was born 720 A. H. (1320A.D.) and died 763 a. H. (1361). Brockelmann, Geschichte 
der arabischen Litteratur, II, p. 247, makes him a follower of Malik; but, according to Aba 

al-Mahasin, he was a Shafi'ite. 

5 [bid., p. 513. 6 See the Takrib of al-Nawawi in JA., 1901, p. 492, ete. 

7Qn the falsification of traditions for various purposes, see the illuminating chapter in 

Goldziher, Muhammedanische Studien, II, pp. 88 ff. 

8 Wellhausen, loc. cit., p. 70. 

9 KRQOeS? ope Sore uptee y ols al-Biladhuri, p. 71. 

10 Wellhausen, loc. cit., pp. 106, 132, 193. The text is also found in al-Biladhuri, p. 654, 

Abt Yusuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, pp. 40, 41 (with slight variants). From this last comes the 

translation in Sprenger, Muhammad, III, p. 502. It is cited inthe Fetwa of Ibn Nakkash, 
loc. cit., p. 493. Cf. also, Caetani, Annali dell’ Islam, II, p. 351. 

UTabari, I, 2405, al-Ya'kabi, II, 167: ipl rae Ac tot wey 

Lole Gos Sas 8) Ni] Gy x; upias ¥ muss . ‘‘Securos fore 
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places, e. g., at Tiberias.” In the treaty which Abi ‘Ubaidah 

made with the Syrians, it is expressly stated that churches and 

synagogues shall be left as they are and not touched; though 

regulations are attached to prevent the Dhimmis from hurting 

the sensibilities of the Moslems by the public exhibition of their 
worship and of their crosses."* The same was the case at Al-‘Anah 
and in the agreement made with the Catholikos of Al-Nakib and 

al-Kawathil.* Abia Yusuf adds that these conditions were faith- 

fully carried out by Aba Bakr, Omar, Othman, and Ali. In 

some cases where a church building was needed for a mosque, a 

part of it was left for Christian worship; as at al-Anbar”™ or at 

Damascus, where the Moslems and Christians shared the cathe- 

dral of St. John for a space of eighty years.” Khalid, the Sword 

of God, had promised the patriarch security for the persons of 

the inhabitants, for their possessions, for their churches and for 

the wall of their city.” Under Omar, the demand was made for 
the contravention of this agreement; but the caliph resolutely 

opposed it, as did also the Umayyads, Muawiyah, and ‘Abd al- 

Malik. Walid, however, took the whole church by force; and 

Omar II gave to the Christians in exchange all the churches in 

the Ghitah that had been taken by force. Edessa surrendered 
to ‘Iyadh ibn Ghanam on condition that the cathedral and other 
buildings should be reserved for the Christians; but the latter 
engaged not to build other churches than those which existed at 

psos quod ad vitas suas, et liberos, opes, et ecclesias suas; illas scilicet nec dirutum iri, 
nec habitatum,” Eutychius, ii, 284 (Migne, Patrologia, CXI, p. 1099). Cf. Reynolds, The 
History of the Temple of Jerusalem tr. from... . al-Stiti, London, 1836, p. 168. 

12 Al-Ya'kibi, ed. Houtsma, II, p. 159, 

ps wet pres ply Ugle Le os pgndly peer GL” 
BIS Jal, paren) pte PLL GW Le 12 Less pal Usynis 
Abi Yusuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p. 82 below—in the interesting chapter on the relation of 
Muhammadans and Dhimmis. 

14 Aba Yisuf, loc. cit. 45 Al-Biladhuri, p. 179, 9. 

16 Al-Biladhuri, p, 125; Arnold, The Preaching of Islam, p. 51. The same was done wit 
the Cathedral at Cordova; Ibn 'Adhari, al-Bayan al-Mughrib, ed. Dozy, II, 244; Simonet, 
Historia de los Mozarabes de Espafia, p. 806. 

17“Notum sit] me vobis securitatem praestitisse quod ad vitas vestras, domosque, ac 
opes, et ecclesias vestras, ne diruantur, vel inhabitentur, sed pacifice vobis concedantur,”” 
Eutychius, ii, 278 (in Migne, Patrologia, CXI, p. 1098). 
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the time of the conquest"*—a condition which had been implied 

in the agreement before mentioned, but which does not seem to 

have been specifically mentioned. 
The conditions thus stipulated were in the nature of a com- 

promise, and paved the way for trickery and for deceit upon both 

sides. Upon the part of the Dhimmis it led to the falsification 

of documents which were to prove that a special arrangement or 

agreement had been made, assuring them the possession of one 

or the other religious edifice. The most noted example of such 

a falsification is the copy of the agreement said to have been 

made by Muhammad with the monks of Mt. Sinai and preserved 

there to this day.” It is drawn up in the usual later documentary 

style and purports to have been made in the year 2 a. H.; being 

witnessed to by a goodly array of men: ‘Ali ibn Abi Talib, Aba 
Bakr ibn Abi Kuhafah, Omar ibn al-Khattab, Othman ibn ‘Affan, 

Abi Darda’i, Aba Hurairah, Abdallah ibn Mas‘td, al-‘Abbas ibn 

‘Abd al-Muttalib, Fadl ibn ‘Abbas, al-Zubair ibn al--Awwam, and 

twelve more of Muhammad’s entourage. The writing is claimed 

to be that of ‘Ali and the copy to have been made from a copy of 

the copy of the copy of the original, as is stated in the colophon. 

Synagogues were usually disguised as private houses, or with 

false dates put with a bold front upon the outer part.” The 

synagogue of the Palestinians in Fustat had a wooden tablet 

affixed, which bore a legend to the effect that it had been built in 

the year 336 of the Seleucid Era, forty-five years before the 

destruction of the temple at Jerusalem; and the tradition was 

spread abroad that the famous synagogue in Damwah had been 

erected forty years after the destruction of the first temple. 

Upon the part of the Moslems, traditions were invented to 

18 al-Biladburi, p.172. It is a question in how far the Moslems followed Roman pre- 

eedent. In a law of Honorius and Theodosius (423 A. D.) it is expressly said, “Synagogae 

de cetero nullae protinus extruantur, veteres in sua forma permaneant.” Quoted by 

Sachau, ‘Von den rechtlichen Verhaltnissen der Christen in Sasanidenreich,”’ Mitt. des 

Sem, fir or. Sprachen, X, Sonderabdruck, p. 10. 

191 possess a photographic copy of it. The agreement came to light not earlier than 

the year 1517 A. D., and is on a line with a similar document stated to have been drawn up 

in the year 4 A. H. See Steinschneider, Polemische und apologetische Litteratur, p. 186. 

According to Suhrawardi (As. Quart. Rev., XIX, 1905, p. 156) this chart was published in 1630 

by Gabriel Sionita. Similar agreements with Zoroastrians exist (ibid., p. 158). 

20 JQR., XIX, p. 507. 
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prove the early age of various later restrictions;” and in the 

interpretation of early procedure a door was opened for later 

fanatical casuists to incite the people to destroy the religious edi- 

fices of both Christians and Jews. The distinction was made 

between countries and places which had become Moslem by treaty 

and such as had been taken by force of arms; naturally a fre- 

quent subject of debate. It was a moot point whether such a 

building might be wholly rebuilt or only repaired; or whether 

new ones might be erected in villages and in places where there 

were no outward signs of Muhammadan worship. And, finally, 

it was held to be a contravention for non-Moslem edifices to tower 

above those of Moslems. The history of Muhammadan countries 

is full of incidents connected with this subject; and the ortho- 

doxy of a ruler was at times measured by the zeal which he 

exhibited in taking the strictest view of these provisions. 

The Fetwas and the decisions which have come down to us 

upon this subject are all based upon the supposed pact made by 

the Caliph Omar ibn al-Khattaéb with the Dhimmis. Many 

scholars have doubted the later tradition which ascribes this 

famous pact to the first caliph of that name. The doubt seems 

in a large measure justified. According to al-Siuti, the earliest 

authorities to mention it are Ibn Zabr of Damascus who died in 

the year 164 a. u. (780/14. p.) and Abi ‘Abdallah ibn Ishak ibn 

Minda who died in 395 a. H. (1004 4. p.).” We are so well 
acquainted with the life of the caliph, that so famous an instru- 

ment would undoubtedly have been mentioned by his biographers 

had they known of it. Of still greater force is the fact that its 

provisions show us a character that accords ill with the upright- 

ness that shines through all the acts of his reign and with the 

simplicity and the truly religious character of his life.” It is 

21'Asim ibn al-Nabil does not scruple to say: ‘I have learned by experience that the 

pious are liable to prevaricate in nothing as much as in the Hadith,” Goldziher, Muham- 

medanische Studien, II, p. 47. A forged hadith is called yoy: See the Takrib of 

al-Nawawi, tr. M. Marcais, in JA., XVII (1901), p. 121. 

22 De Goeje, Mémoire sur la conquéte de la Syrie (2d ed.), Leyden, 1900, p. 143. De Goeje, 

Muir (The Califate, p. 213), and Arnold (The Preaching of Islam, p. 52) do not believe in 

Omar's authorship. The latest translation of the document is by E. Amar in the Revue du 

monde musulman, II, p. 356. 

22a See on the ‘‘ Fada’il ‘Umar,” Musnad, IV, p. 367. 
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true that it was he who drove the Jews out of Khaibar and the 

Christians out of Najran.” Eminent reasons must have seemed 

to him necessary for this in the interests of the new state; for 

even in his testament, which has come down to us in two recen- 

sions, he is careful to demand consideration for the Dhimmis. “I 

recommend to your care the Dhimmis, for they enjoy the pro- 

tection of the prophet; see that the agreement with them is kept, 

and that no greater burdens than they can carry are laid upon 

them.” 

As the Umayyad dynasty grew in importance, Omar’s followers 

were not all as fine-minded or as far-seeing as he was. In the 

second Omar (99-101 4. H.) we have a prince very, much after 

the pattern of the first Omar, pious and well intentioned, frugal 

and upright.” It is customary to suppose that in his zeal for 
orthodoxy it was he who made his peace with the orthodox in 

Medina, and drew up the limitations imposed upon the Dhimmis 

and registered in the pact.” But it is hard to imagine that a 

man of his generous nature would have allowed even his religious 

23 ition i - x A tradition is reported — the prophet: dol, sles uw Oee2 ee aa 

yl Bray we l= , al-Ramli, Nihayat al-Muhtaj ila Sharh al-Minhaj, Cairo, 

1886, VII, p. 223; but unsupported by an Isnad. Two traditions are ascribed to Omar: 

1 o o " . = : 

w { s >>. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, Cairo, 1893, V, p. 362. For Khaibar, see Ibn 

Hisham, ed. Wastenfeld, p. 779; al-Tabari, I, p. 1591; Ibn al-Athir, IT, p.171, and for the later 

views of his policy in general, al-Abshahi, Kitab al-Mustatraf, I, 105. 

24Sachau, ‘‘ Ueber den zweiten Chalifen Omar,” Sitzungsber. der preuss. Acad., March 

13, 1902, p. 321 (off-print, p. 30). That he advised his viceroys not to use Jews and Christians 

in state offices (al-Turtishi, Siraj al-Mulak, Cairo, 1901, p. 118 below) was dictated by state 

reasons. Other conditions ascribed to him were not especially burdensome, al-Hindi, Kanz 

al-‘Ummal: byity wt lbs} “uP Faas wy! ard up cwiia YI Oa 

8 dS ly LLB Iyer uly LLY, pps LS RI Jot Le 
XO pete uptedunedl Se dars ree! (Musnad, II, p. 309, margin). 

25 See Ibn Jauzi, Mandgqib ‘Omar ibn ‘Abd el ' Aziz, ed. C. H. Becker, Berlin, 1900. 

26 A letter is quoted in the Sirat ‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-'Aziz and in the responsum of al- 

Nakkash which breathes hatred to all non-Muhammadans; see J.A., 1851, p. 431; al-Turtiishi, 
Siraj al-Muluk, p. 120 middle. This, as well as other directions ascribed to Omar, has little 
verisimilitude. 
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zeal to carry him as far as this. Was it not he who decreed that 

the Dhimmis who had come over to Islam should no longer be 

called upon to pay the capitulation tax, which meant a large loss 

to the treasuries of the state?” Is it not expressly stated that it 
was he who allowed the Christians and Jews to constitute Wakfs 

(mortmain) for churches and synagogues?” The only tradition 
of an unfavorable disposition in this respect that has come down 

to us is found in a letter sent by him to ‘Abd al-Rahman ibn 

Nu‘aim: ‘Do not destroy synagogues or churches or fire temples 

in regard to which we have made an agreement; but do not allow 

new churches or fire temples to be built.” 
It was really under Abbasid rulers at Bagdad that the theolo- 

gians completely gained the upper hand.” Al-Mangar removed 

all Dhimmis in the administration”"—a work continued by al- 
Mahdi and by Harin al-Rashid, the one for whom Abi Yisuf 

had written his Kitab al-Kharaj. It was al-Mutawakkil who, 

privately living a life of riot but outwardly a most zealous man 

for all things Muhammadan,” increased the duress under which 

the Dhimmis lived, and who ordered all the churches and the 

synagogues that had been built in the time of Islam to be pulled 

down.” It seems probable, therefore, that in this Abbasid period 

27The attempt is evident in many subjects of later legislation to refer the beginnings 

of such legislation to the early heroes of Islam. At a very early time Omar II became a 

center around which traditions of all sorts gathered. See Becker, loc. cit., p, 1. 

28Ibn Sa‘ad, Biographien, V, p. 262, 15. 29 Tabari, IT, p. 1871 below. 

30 The view held by orthodox theologians may be seen from the saying attributed to 

their protagonist Hasan al-Basri (d. 110 A. H.= 728 a. D.): pre wy! Rina Se 

we BAS! Jot eins RIS, Kd! Ladi 3 ul WSO 
wy Lo slis, séraj al-Mulak, p. 120 middle. 

31A provision also carried back to Omar 1; Siraj al-Mulik, p. 118 below; al-Muttaki, 

Kanz al-‘Ummal margin of al-Musnad, VI, 231; al-Kalkashandi, Subh al-A'sha, I, 39; JA., 

1851, p. 454, et al. The retention of Christians in the administrations of Egypt, Syria, and 

Irak became a fruitful source of complaint. The Fetwa published by Belin (loc. cit.) 
gives a number of instances; but they were needed, especially in the earlier times. In 
Egypt, the Copts have always been well represented in the government offices. For the 
earlier times see Carl H. Becker, Beitrdge zur Geschichte Agyptens unter dem Islam, 
Strassburg, 1903, II, pp. 114 ff, 

32 Eutychius, ii, p. 448 (Migne, loc. cit., p. 1136); Von Kremer, Herrschende Ideen, II, 
pp. 62 ff.; Goldziher, Muhammedanische Studien, II, p. 58. 

33 Tabari, ITI, p. 1390,2=Ibn al-Athir, VII, p. 34 below; al-Ya‘kibi, IT, 595, 10; al- 
Turttishi, Siraj al-Mulak, p. 118 middle; JA., 1851, p. 450. 
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the so-called Pact of Omar was drawn up; and that in order to 

invest it with greater authority it was foisted upon Omar, the 

First.” 
All this was, of course, meat for the legislators and the codi- 

fiers of Muhammadan law. The chief authorities differed in 

minor points and the traditions vary in themselves. For this 

reason it was easy to raise the whole question from time to time 

and to harass the Dhimmis upon minor points of procedure. Abi 

Hanifah seems to have held a more liberal opinion. In the 

Hidayah of al-Marghinani (d. 593 a. H.=1197 4. D.) he is said® 
to hold that, though it is unlawful to construct churches and 

synagogues in Muhammadan territory, those already existing can 

be repaired if they have been destroyed or have fallen into decay ; 

though they must not be removed from one place to another. 

Places of prayer may be built in private houses, and such places 

of prayer may be turned into a Wakf and handed down as such.” 

In villages and hamlets, churches and synagogues may be erected, 

since the tokens of Islam do not appear there. The Shafi‘ite 

view, as represented by al-Shirdzi (1061 a. p.), holds” that in 

places taken by force, no new houses of prayer may be erected 

by Dhimmis; but opinion differs, he says, in regard to the per- 

missibility of repairing them. If a special treaty has been made, 

even the building of new synagogues and temples is allowed. Al- 

Nawawi (631-76 a. #.= 1233-78 a. p.) holds a stricter view. If 
a place has been taken by assault, infidels must abstain not only 

from building new churches but also from employing the edifices 

already existing. If the place has capitulated, the action of the 

34 A)-Turtishi goes even further, and relates of Omar I: wl pe youd Lol, 

Kenn OS yl aity pW dad WS pl) Keir IT pares 

é' KaniS yo. Siraj al-Mulak, p. 120 middle. 

35 Book IX, chap. viii. 

36 Book LII, chap. vi; though the authorities seem to be divided upon this point. See 

Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Shaibani, al-Jami' al-Saghir, on the margin of Aba Yusuf, 

Kitab al-Kharaj (Cairo, 1885), p. 127. 

37 Al-Tanbih, ed. de Jong, p. 297. 
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Dhimmis in regard to their place of worship depends upon the 

conditions made; if the. Dhimmis are to remain proprietors of 

the soil, they may even build new places of worship.” Malik 
holds” that in places taken by force, new houses of worship may 
be erected and old ones repaired only when a stipulation to that 

effect has been made in the treaty. Where the inhabitants have 

capitulated, new edifices may be erected“ and portions of the 

property may be sold. In countries Moslem in their origin, no 

new churches are to be built. 

The severest view seems to have been held by Ibn Hanbal 

(164-241. a. H.= 780-855 a. p.); even in the neighborhood of 

Muhammadan cities such houses of prayer cannot be erected, nor 

can they be restored when damaged or ruined.” Minor authori- 

ties went still further in making all manner of subtle distinctions. 

Thus, according to Abi Sa‘id al-Istakhri (d. 320 a. w.= 932 a. D.) 
a wall might be repaired on the inside but not on the outside; 

though al-Ramli (d. 1596 a.p.) would prohibit even this.” In 
general it was stipulated that such buildings could be as high as 

those of the Moslems but not higher; though this was not the 

view of all the legal authorities.“ That theoretically at least these 

restrictions applied, may be seen from what follows as well as from 

the fact that they are expressly mentioned in the diploma which it 

was customary to give to the Ra’is al-Yahid as cited by Shihab 
al-Din al-‘Umari and in the Kitab al-Insha. These provisions are 

38 Minhaj al-Talibin, ed. Van der Berg, III, p. 284. See, also, the Comments of al-Ramli 
(Cairo, 1886), VII, p. 229, 

39 Khalil ibn Ishak (d. ca, 1422 a, D.) al-Mukhtagar (Fez, 1882), p. 115, and the comments 
of al-Kharashi (ca. 1680), Bulak, 1882, p.171. A translation of the passage can be found in 
Perron, Précis de jurisprudence Musulmane (Explor. scientifique de lAlgérie, XI, Paris, 
1949], p. 295. 

40 The commentator adds, “restore ruined churches.’’ 

41See the excellent exposé of this whole question in al-Sha'rani’s Mizan, II, p. 211, 
translated by Goldziher in ZDMG., XXXVIII, p. 673. 

42,VII, p. 230 top. See, also, Muhammad ibn ‘Abdallah al-Khirshi, Sharh al-Muhakikk, 
Bulak, 1882, III, p. 171. 

43 Al-Turttshi, Siraj al-Mulak, p. 120 middle; Goldziher in REV. », XXX, p.19top. Various 
special treatises have been written upon the subject, ©. g., by Taki al-Din ibn Taimiyyah 
(107 A. H. = 1307 A. D.), the fanatical Cadi of Damascus (Brockelmann, Gesch., II, p. 100), and 
by Ahmad al-Damanhuri (ca. 1759 a. D.); ef. JQR., XIX, p. 491. Haji Khalifah (VI, p. 364) 

mentions poi pas 3 yaolad] by Najm al-Din al-Rifa‘ah (Brockelmann, 

Gesch., II, p.133). Taki al-Din al-Subki wrote, ps yrolo dt) ae” 
erelese] . See Steinschneider, Polemische und apologetische Litteratur, p. 78. 
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referred to in the early capitulations and have remained in force 

even down to our own days. In the celebrated Hatti-Humayin 

of 1856, it is expressly stated that repairs could be made in the 

churches according to their original plan, but not exceeding their 

original extent.” 
II 

In view of what has preceded we can readily understand why 

the question was so largely debated whether the Moslems had 

become possessed of Egypt by treaty or by force. Al-Makrizi 

has a whole chapter on the taking of Fustat from this point of 

view,” and so has al-Siyati.” The doubts that really existed as 

regards the first and the second capture of the fortress of Baby- 

lon paved the way for lengthy disputes. In Egypt, for the most 

part, an express stipulation, though vague in its terms, was 

entered into. In the treaty made with the Copts in October, 

640,“* it was stated: this is the security which ‘Amr ibn al-‘Asi 
gave to the people of Egypt, “for themselves, their religious 

bodies, their possessions, their churches and their crosses.” The 

bishop John of Nikiu is the best witness to the statesmanship 

that guided these pioneers of the new régime. He says expressly 

that as long as Omar lived he preserved the churches from pillage.* 

44F, Eichmann, Die Reformen des osmanischen Reiches, 1858, p. 250. Text in Young, 

Corps de droit ottoman, Oxford, 1905, II, p.5. G. Pélisse du Rausas, Le régime des capitula- 

tions, Paris, 1902, I, p, 200. 

45 Khitat, I, p. 294. 

46Husn al-Muhddarah (Cairo, 1903-4), I, p. 69; cf. Biladhuri, p. 214; al-Ya'kabi, II, 
p. 169; Yakut, ITI, p. 897; Abu al-Mahasin, I, p. 23, and Butler, Arab Conquest of Egypt, 

pp. 275, 322. Siyuti, Hist. of the Califs, tr. H.S. Jarrett, Calcutta, 1881, p. 136. Mukaddasi, 

ed. de Goeje, p. 212; ibn Rushd in Homendje a D. Francisco Codera, p. 15. 

46a At the fortress of Babylon and not at Alexandria, as Butler, loc. cit., p. 324, says. 

See Lane-Poole, ‘Mohammedan Treaties with Christians,’’ Proc. Royal Irish Acad., 1904, 

pp. 227 ff. : 

47 Tabari, I, p. 2588; Abi al-Mahasin, I,26. This was in the year 28 a.H. (Nov. 8, 641). 

See Guest, ‘* Fustat and its Khittahs,” JRAS., 1907, p. 32. 

48 John of Nikiu, ed. Zotenberg, p. 262; ef. Butler, loc. cit., p.320. Severus ibn al-Mukaffah, 
however, speaks of the destruction of churches in Alexandria, and especially of that of St. 

Mark in 643/4: re 3 plored pecs BLS ts ds 

Oe ee er) oe 

PS Ee Wpbyahy Lape Ipod, RD Kinde parle 
ri Ae Kine cdl tye cy? Kany yt (MS Bibl. Nat., 
302, 1, p. 92). 
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In regard to Fustat, the preliminary negotiations guaranteed safety 

only for those in the fortress and for their possessions.” But this 
was a military and not a political convention, and no mention 

was made of churches or synagogues. 

In respect to the City of Cairo itself no real doubt could exist. 

It was in every way a Muhammadan foundation; and all the 

schools and all the legists were in accord that no house of prayer 

could be built there by the Dhimmis.” Yet, in spite of the dis- 

tinct provisions, there can be no doubt that the regulation was 

honored very often in the breach. The Copts were too important 

a part of the population, and their assistance in the building-up 

of Muhammadan rule was too necessary to warrant any great 

interference with their church liberty.“ The Jews also were 

left in the enjoyment of their synagogues; and eyes were closed 
by considerations of policy even when the clearest provisions of 

the treaty were set at naught. Butler has called attention to the 

fact that the patriarch Benjamin received moneys for the purpose 

of building a church in Alexandria; that the patriarch John of 

49In Fustat quite a number of the churches were in existence before the conquest—all 

of them upon the bank of the Nile. See Guest, loc. cit., p. 62. The actual words in the 

agreement were: pezoral 3 py pA5s welyol 3 ls . Biladhuri, p. 215; 

cf. p. 218. Al-Makrizi has: pel, rsleo, prXsyt, al-Khitat, I, p. 292; cf. Abii 
al-Mahasin, I, p. 20. 

80 Abii Yusuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p. 88 top: aads yell BS pan por Lal, 

KuandS Yo Ke as Sas QI mei Khitaf, TI, p. 511: Quoi] we 

an, BIS oy g PLM & Wyo ied (gill. aba 
al-Mahasin, I, p. 462, hasthesame words. In a responsum of the year 846 we read: nts wl 

Ae ¥y ale tbls I wile WSL Yo opal carb Ls 
RID 2 ee » Muhammad ibn ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Sakhawi, al-Tibr al-masbak ji dhail al- 

Sulak, Bulak, 1897, p. 38. The consequences of this stricter view are drawn by ‘Ali al-Shabra- 
milisi (ca. 1640 a. D.) in his super-commentary to Nawawi (on the margin of al-Ramli), 

oie Saad Kodi eo Gyan 3 Lo prs Wo>s pes Le) 

wl eR yeeel ereleee) i But see note 49, 

50a Aba Salih ‘tis full of instances of benevolence shown to the Copts and practical 
favours conferred upon them by Mahometan rulers and officials ;” Introd., p, xx. See, also. 
Casanova in Bulletin del’ inst. francais, I, 126. , 

51 Loc. cit., p. 449. 
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Samaniid (680-89) did indeed build such a church; and that in 

693 the ruler of Egypt, ‘Abd al-‘Aziz ibn Marwan actually gave 

orders that a church should be erected in the newly built city of 

Hulwan.” In spite of the facts mentioned above, during the 

governorship of ‘Ukbah ibn Muslim (104 a. 8.= 722 a. D.), “the 

churches were destroyed and the crosses broken,” upon the ex- 

press order of the Caliph Yazid.” Abi Salih tells us that at 

some time between 775 and 779 the “‘Churches of Fustat’’ had 

been destroyed; but that some time later they were restored 

again with the express permission of the governor, whose name, 

however, is not mentioned.” 

As time went on and the Muhammadan power grew stronger 

over Egypt, things changed for the worse. Every now and then 

the fanaticism of the rulers or of the populace called to the mind 

of both Christians and Jews that they were subject races. Abi 

Salih tells us that in the year 725 a bake-house near to the 

church of St. Mennas was turned into a church of St. George; 

that much opposition to this change manifested itself upon the 

part of the populace, and that the Christians were forced to ex- 

plain “that the bake-house rightfully belonged to this great 

church and was not a new building.”® In 169 a. u. (785 a. D.) 

the church of St. Mary in Fustat was pulled down by the Governor 

‘Ali ibn Sulaiman;* but was rebuilt under Misa ibn ‘Isa two 

years later.” About the year 3304. H. (942 a. pv.) Abi Muham- 

mad ibn Tughj, the Ikhshid had the Melkite church in Tinnis 

closed.” The mad al-Hakim did not, of course, spare the Dhim- 

mis. In one of his momentary aberrations he ordered the church 

52°The Church of the Chamberlains.” See the account in Eutychius, ii, 369 [Migne, 

CXI, p. 1119]. At a later time it was called ‘‘Church of Ste. Mary,” zbid., p. 430 [Migne, 

p. 1132]. Cf. also, Aba Salih, Churches and Monasteries of Egypt, tr. B. T. A. Evetts, p. 157. 

53 Khitat, II, p. 493 top; Wistenfeld, Geschichte der Copten, p. 55. Abt al-Mahasin 
(I, p. 278), however, says nothing about the churches. Becker tries to find the reason for 

this attack upon the churches in matters relating to the taxing of the monks; Beitrdge zur 

Gesch. Aegyptens, II, p. 105. 

54 Tr. Evetts, pp. 84 ff. 55 Ibid., p. 106. 

* Khitat, II, p. 511; Aba al-Mahasin says merely (I, p. 456), GuSUAKS eds: of- 
p. 461 below. Pr 7 

57 Khitat, II, p. 494 below. 

58 Ibn Sa‘id in his life of Ibn Tughj says that in the year 323 a. H. (935 A.D.) part of the 

church of Abt Shanidah (Sinuthius) in Fustat bad fallen in. The Christians contributed 
money to repair it. The doctors of the law were asked whether this was permissible. The 
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in the Khatt Rashidah outside Fustat to be destroyed and the 

church in al-Maks to be burnt.” He had at one time the inten- 
tion of razing all the churches in Egypt, or of turning them into 

mosques. He even caused the Adhan to be recited from the top 

of the church of Shenidi in Fustat and the Muallakah church in 

Kasr al-Sham‘ to be walled in.® The tale is told that between 

the years 403-5 a. H. more than 1,030 churches were thus 

destroyed in Egypt and in Syria." The Jews were treated with 

asimilar harshness. Al-Hakim cleared out the whole Jaudariyyah 

quarter where the Jews dwelt, and turned their synagogue into a 

mosque.” He did the same with the synagogue of the Karaites 
near the Harat al-Rim, named after Sam ibn Nah.” And yet, it 

is during this whole period that a number of churches and syna- 

gogues were built and rebuilt both in Fustat and in Cairo. The 

orthodox al-Ghazali was worried by this fact; and he accounts 

for it by saying that for nearly two hundred years Egypt was in 

Shafi'ite Ibn Haddad and the Malikite Cadi were against the rebuilding; but Muhammad 
ibn ‘Ali held that permission might be accorded the Christians to raze the church and to 

rebuild it. The populace, however, strongly objected; and Ibn Tughj sent Ibn Haddad with 

certain architects to see if the building was really in a ruinous state. It was found to be in 

a better condition than had been represented and it was allowed to remain as it was. See 

Kitab al-Mughrib, Book IV, ed. Tallqvist, Leyden, 1899, p. 63. For the church, see Khitat, II, 

p. 511 middle. 

59 Khitat, IT, p. 495 middle. 

60 Tbid., p. 497. Among others, he turned part of the monastery and church of St. John 

the Baptist into a mosque, Abi Salih, ed. Evetts, p. 130; de Sacy, Les Druses, I, pp. 330, 336. 

Cf. Siyiti, Hist. of the Califs, tr. H.S. Jarrett, Calcutta, 1881, p. 434. 

61 Ibid.; Wastenfeld, Gesch. der Copten, p. 26, In 411 a. 8. (1019 A. D.), however, he gave 

orders that the churches which had been destroyed should be rebuilt; and he even restored 

to the Christians the property which had been taken from them; Ibn Khallikan, tr. de Slane, 

III, p. 431. 

62Severus ibn al-Mukaffah, MS Bibl. Nat., 302, II, p. 105; Khitat, II, pp. 5, 464; al- 

Kalkashandi, tr. Wastenfeld, p. 73; Ibn Iyas, Ta’rikh Misr, I, p.51. The occasion is thus 

related by Sambari (MS Alliance Isr. Uniy., Paris, fol. 27a; Neubauer’s ed. has omitted the 
passage): 

pn7> OMS An ova myaw And ove bw mrorD ona om 
mop Shay pmb mrown mm oyp mea wa bm ainnay by wr wr 
Nanna Ay mw mom Lea R7p2 orby nina omen ow 
mmo mwopaT oma TIAN mx Opa oo Sp yaw mop dba 
27 owe a Aas DN Pw yew WR on a pws 
mad ond Tax o> Tex A envow ims abba enw awn Sew 
D9 3 JOM .on> OP ONATAT WwS ADIn aT a nnn ay ond, 
DANIAN IMS moa Onis 3709 Aw Tima WoO bz AWS OTT 

ora my TA ad) Now oz Man yon Aon Ara dan ams 

63 See my remarks in JQR., XIX, p. 510. : TWN pwn 
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the hands of Schismatics—Ismailians, Carmathians, Batinites, 

and Nusgairies, who outwardly were Rafidites, but who ought not 

to be considered as orthodox.” 

During the period which saw Saladin and his family in pos- 

session of Egypt (564-650 a. a. 1169-1252 a. D.) we have no 
record of any annoyance having been caused to the Dhimmis in 

this respect. Only occasionally were churches pillaged by the 

mob; as the church of the angel Gabriel in 564 a. u. (1168-69 

A. D.), the church of St. Mennas, of St. Onuphrius and the church 

of St. Mercurius at about the same time.” It was especially 

during the Mameluke rule that the Dhimmis were many times 

seriously threatened, largely because of fanatic Ulamas and others 

whose hot words incited the dormant power to act. In the year 

700 a. w.” (1300 a. D.) during the reign of al-Malik al-Nagir, and 
largely upon the advice of a perferbid convert from Judaism, 

Sa‘id ibn Hasan of Alexandria,” the so-called pact of Omar was 

solemnly renewed by representatives of both Jews and Christians 

and in the presence of the chief cadis of the four rites; though 

not before a number of synagogues had been destroyed and 

others closed for a whole year.” The matter was taken up by 

the Christian king of Barcelona who in the year 703 a. H. 

(1303-4 a. p.) sent an embassy to secure the reopening of the 

churches. Embassies with similar purposes in view came from 

Georgia and from Constantinople.” Two of the confiscated 
64 REJ., XXXI, p. 216. But see, also, de Sacy, Les Druses, I, p. 399. De Sacy (ibid., p. 401) 

has a note to the effect that al-Makrizi had read in the chronicles of the Christians how 

the Jacobite patriarch Michael had been forced by the exactions of Ahmad ibn Talin 
(254-70 a. 8.) to sell the Church al-Muallakah in the Kasr al-Sham'. But the passage 

(Knhitat, I, p. 103 top) says only that he sold ‘tthe church near to the Muallakah.” This 

was probably the church of St. Michael; see Butler, Ancient Coptic Churches, p.168. In the 

Paris MS of Severus ibn al-Mukaffah (Bibl. Nat., 302, p. 248) there is an account of the 

destruction of a number of churches in the year 808 of the Martyrs (= 1091-92), especially of 

the al-Zuhri and al-Hamra churches. Professor Derenbourg, however, is inclined to emend 
the date to 880 (1163-64). 

65 Evetts, Abu Salih, pp. 95, 106, 111, 119. 

66 This is the date (end of Rajab) as given by al-Makrizi, Khitat, IT, p. 498 below. See 

Ibn Iyas, Ta’rikh Misr, I, p. 143; Quatremére, Sultans Mamlouks, II, 2, p. 177. 

67Goldziher in REJ., XXXI, p. 8; 8. A. Weston, “The Kitab Masalik an-Nazar of Sa‘id 
ibn Hasan,” JAOS., XXIV, pp. 312 ff. 

68The increased severity in the conditions imposed is seen in the details given by 

al-Nuwairi. See Quatremére, Sultans Mamlouks, II, 2, p. 178. 

69 Khitat, II, p. 499; Weil, Geschichte der Chalifen, LV, pp. 268 ff.; Lane-Poole, Egypt, 
p. 301 (cf. Sambari in Neubauer, Mediaeval Jewish Chronicles, I, pp. 135, 22). The affair is 

fully related in Quatremére, Sultans Mamlouks, II, 2, pp. 179, 229. 
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churches were now opened; but the severity of the edicts was 

not wholly relaxed until the year 710 a. a. (1310 a. D.). 
To this period belongs the collection of Fetwas published by 

Ahmad ibn ‘Abd al-Hakk and contained in MS Berlin No. 928 

of the Landberg collection. From these Fetwas it appears that 

the synagogues had been closed at some time previous to this in 

Cairo. In order to circumvent the law, the Jews had held services 

in a large building which they used as a synagogue, although on 

the outside it had the appearance of a simple dwelling-place. Ibn 

al-Raf‘ah had given a responsum to the effect that they should be 

closed; and so had the ill-famed Ibn Taimiyyah. The matter 

was brought before the vizier Sulaiman, on the charge that such 

reunions were equivalent to the building of new synagogues. We 

are not informed what the outcome of the affair was.” A little 

later, in the year 720 a.u. (1320 a.p.) and under the rule of the 
same al-Nagir a number of churches were destroyed; but this was 

against the will and contrary to the wishes of the Sultan. Ona 

Friday, the ninth of Rabi‘, the second, and evidently at a pre- 

concerted signal, the cry “destroy the churches”’ was raised in the 

mosque of the citadel, in the Azhar and in other places. Not 

only did the churches Bumana, al-Zuhri, al-Hamra, al-Banat, etc., 

suffer; but the cry was taken up at Alexandria, at Kis, and at 

other places. It does not seem that the synagogue suffered at 
this time.” In 752 a.u. (1351 a. p.) during the reign of Salih, 
some churches were again devastated.” A few years later, in 
755 a. H. (1354 a.D.) on account of the arrogant bearing of the 
Dhimmis (this at least is the Moslem account), the “pact” was 
once more solemnly affirmed in the presence of the representa- 
tives of these Dhimmis; which, however, did not stay the hands 
of the destroyer, many churches being destroyed not only in 
Fustat and in Cairo but also in upper Egypt.” 

70See the fetwa published by Schreiner in REJ., XXXI, p. 218; another one by Aba 
al-Barakat Ahmad al-Dardir (Brockelmann, Gesch., II, p. 353) is mentioned in J.4., 1852, 
p. 110. 

11 Khitat, II, pp. 512, 513 (Wastenfeld, Copten, text, p.51). A lengthy account is given 
by al-Sakhawi, Al-Tibr al-Masbik, pp.72ff. Cf. also Quatremére, Memoires géographiques 
et historiques sur V Egypte, II, pp. 225 ff.; Weil, loc. cit., IV, p. 498. 

72 Weil, loc. cit., IV, p. 498. 

; 18 Khitat, II, p. 499 below. See also the remark of Joseph ibn Habib upon the difficul- 
ties experienced by the Jews in these matters, cited by Goldziher, REJ., XXX, p. 7, u. 6. 
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How slight an incident might lead the populace to a fanatical 
outburst was seen in the following century. In the year 823 

the Jews had constructed a new lane in their quarter, and a wall 

around a number of houses that had formerly belonged to Mos- 

lems. The populace thought this to be an unwarranted assump- 

tion of rights, and prepared to destroy the synagogue near by. 

They were prevented from doing this by the strategy of the his- 

torian and writer Ahmad ibn Hajar who must already have occu- 

pied some judicial position, and who had the new construction 

pulled down secretly so as to do away with the cause of com- 

plaint.* It was during the rule of Bars Bai 825-42 a. a. (1422- 

38 a.D.), known for his harshness against both Jews and Chris- 

tians, that the various edicts against the Dhimmis were renewed.” 
The Sinaitic Peninsula had from time immemorial been, as it 

were, an appanage of the Egyptian power; and the question of 

the churches and monasteries there had been raised from time to 

time. In the year 849 a.H. (1445 a.p.), the whole question 
regarding these religious edifices was brought to the notice of the 

Sultan Jakmak by the Hanafite Cadi Sharaf al-Din al-Kibani and 

the Hanbalite preacher Shams al-Din ibn ‘Ali Omar.” Measures 

were then concerted to prevent further buildings of such nature 

being erected, and especial care was taken that none of them 

should be higher than were the mosques in their neighborhood. 

A few years previous to this in 846 a. . (1442 a. p.) the above- 

mentioned Ibn Hajar” was concerned in a matter which has direct 

bearing upon the document published below.” It seems that a 

74Quatremére, Sultanes Mamlouks, I, 1, p. 214, in the life of Ibn Hajar. 

1% Muir, The Mameluke or Slave Dynasty of Egypt, p. 131. 

76 Al-Sakhawi, loc. cit., p. 124. 

77 Shihab al-Din Abi-l-Fadl Ahmad ibn ‘Ali ibn Muhammad ibn Hajar, the celebrated 

autbority on Hadith and Fikh and the voluminous writer on these and also upon biographi- 

cal subjects. See Brockelmann, Gesch. der arab. Lit., II, p. 67, JAOS., XXVII, pp. 227ff.; 

Ahlwardt, Verzeichniss der arab. HSS. der K. Bibl. zu Berlin, X, p.125; al-Sakbawi, loc. cit., 

pp. 230, 273. Goldziher (ZDMG., XXXV, p. 148) has called attention to the valuable 

material to be found in Ibn Hajar’s historico-biographical works. 

78 See an account of the whole matter in al-Sakhawi, loc. cit., pp. 35 ff. Codex 663 in the 

university library at Leipzig, fol. 22b, contains the text of the pact as it was renewed at this 

rime: SLs SN} Laban! Uo & RO Jol de Lu dge lio 
les Ball sled gals LIze sl, RI Leh Mans Ginlie 
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charge had been brought against the Karaites that a building 

known as the Dar Ibn Sumaikh, and situated in the Zuwailah 

quarter had been used for some time as a school-house and as a 

dwelling-place for children. This had been turned into a syna- 

gogue.” The gate leading to this building on the western side 
faced the property of one Samau’al al-Nakik.” The title of the 

Karaites to the property was questioned before Afdal al-Din 

Muhammad ibn Mahmid ibn Siraj al-Din Omar al-Karmi, on the 

ground that Ibn Sumaikh had died without leaving any heirs, 

and that the property legally reverted to the fiscus. The Karaites 

had no document to validate their possession of the building, and 
on Muharram 12 a decree was rendered against them. The Sul- 

tan Jakmak intervened, ordered that the matter should be laid 

before him, and summoned Johannis," the Jacobite patriarch, 

Philoteus,” the Melkite, ‘Abd al-Latif, head of the Rabbinite 

Jews, Fara] Allah, a Karaite sheikh, and Abraham, the head of 

the Samaritans. These, unfortunately, knew nothing at all about 

the “pact,” which was solemnly renewed and its provisions 

affirmed. Jakmak was known as a scrupulous Moslem and in 

851 a.H. (1447 a.p.) had before him the question of the Mel- 
kite church in Fustat, the wall of which had been raised higher 

than the mosque at its side.” A certain Ahmad ibn Hasan al- 
Konstantini a Shafi‘ite,* is especially noted for his zeal in the 

iw US ery aol S Gulu dina = oe deel yea! 
Ki ols, rly rere Professor A. Fischer has kindly sent me a copy of the 

passage. In his Kitab inba al-ghumr bi-ibna al-‘umr, dealing with the events that happened 
during his own lifetime, Ibn Hajar gives a detailed history of the affair. I have copied the 
text from MSS Bibl. Nat. 1602, and Berlin 9461, s. v. “Muharram 846,” and hope to return to it 
at some future time. 

79This must be the synagogue referred to by al-Makrizi (Khitat, II, p. 368) as the 

hat up Rw near to the Madrasah al-Ashiriyyah in the Zuwailah quarter. 

Sambari (in Med. Jewish Chronicles, I, p. 136) calls it TO TY j MO35. See JOR., XIX, p. 512. 
80 Al-Sakhawi, loc. cit., p. 81,1; Ibn Hajar, Inba al-ghumr, MS Bibl. Nat. 1602, fol. 2626. 

Evidently this must be ‘‘Samuel ha-Nagid.” In the Jewish Encycl., V,8.v. “Egypt,” I have 
put together all that is at present known of these Egyptian Negidim. Samuel's name, how- 
ever, does not occur there! 

81 Text has Woete ! ee 82 Text has Urvglsgcs x 

83 Al-Sakhawi, loc. cit., p. 145, 

84 Born ca, 754 A. a. (1353 A.D.); d. 852 a. H. (1448 A.D.), See ibid., pp. 229 ff. 
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destruction of the religious edifices of the Dhimmis. Under his 
direction the church in the Kasr al-Sham‘ was turned into a 

mosque; and his religious vengeance was wreaked upon the syna- 

gogues and churches both in Fustét and in Damwah. In the 

year 858 a. 8. (1454 a.p.) certain repairs had been made by the 

Karaites to one of their synagogues. The permission requisite 

for this had been acquired from the authorities; but it was sup- 

posed that this permission was general in its character and 

applied equally to the churches of the Christians and to the syna- 

gogues of the Jews. The Christians therefore commenced to 

make the repairs needed in their churches. This general activity 

on the part of the Dhimmis seems to have angered the strict 

Moslems; and in the year 860 the matter was brought to the 

attention of the Sultan Ashraf Saif al-Din Inal. A careful 
examination was twice made, not only of the synagogue in ques- 

tion, but also of the religious edifices in Fustat. It was found 

that the Karaites had not exceeded the permission granted to 

them, but that the Christians had. The demand was made by 

the Moslems that all the churches should be torn down as an 

example; because the agreement entered into by the patriarch 

with the Moslems had not been observed. Judgment was given 

to the effect that only those parts of the churches should be torn 

down which had been repaired without the necessary permission 

from the authorities. The Karaites were confirmed in the posses- 

sion of their synagogue, and the whole status of the Dhimmis 

was traversed; a document being drawn up giving an account of 

what had happened in the year 846 a.u., of the decisions that 

had been reached, of the renewal of the “pact” made at that time, 

and the action taken in the year 860. 
A copy of this document has been preserved in the archives 

attached to the office of the Karaite Hakam Basha in Cairo, and 

is published in the following. It is written upon a paper scroll 
many yards in length and over a foot in breadth.” The original, 
I suppose, was deposited in the state archives; but it has probably 

85 It is surprising how few documents from the Egyptian chancelleries have come down 

to u —a fact remarked also by Van Berchem (Corpus Inscript. Arabic., p.441). For many 

reasons they have a distinct value; especially, because they are seldom given in their 

entirety by the Muhammadan annalists. In the earlier documents, there is a great waste 
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gone the way of most of such documents. Even this copy has 

been roughly handled and not carefully guarded, so that portions 

of it are illegible. How many lines are wanting at the beginning 

it is impossible to tell; but citations made in the body of the 

document show that a lengthy introduction preceded what has 

been preserved. A transcript was made for me by Abi Nasr al- 

Nabulsi, one of the sheikhs of the Azhar. 

In the translation I have followed the original somewhat slav- 

ishly. I have, however, in most cases omitted the honorific desig- 

nations with which the official scribes were accustomed to adorn 

the names of dignitaries in such documents.” In the case of 
rulers and sultans these designations have a direct value as indi- 

cating the possession or supposed possession of certain rights. 

But in the case of jurists and cadis, they are nothing more than 

ballast. The official style of the katibs is perhaps no worse and 

no more crabbed than is the style usually found in our own legal 
documents; but it is difficult to translate into readable English, 

and if the thread is interrupted by long lists of titles, it becomes 

perfectly unintelligible. 

III 

.... as the honorable law decides on the opinion of the one who has 
brought the action . . . . as this was explained in the decision given on 
the twenty-third of Dhu-1-Hijjah 858. The above-mentioned indorsement 
was given of our Lord and Master® the Sheikh al-Islam, the learned al- 
Kinani al-Bulkini,* the Shafi'ite above mentioned, May God prolong his 
of space, the letters being written in a large hand and the lines being far apart. Omar the 
first tried to remedy this; but without success (Becker, Papyvi Schott-Reinhardt, I, p. 25). 
In later times the scribes became wasteful of words, and the documents attained unheard- 
of lengths. The form of such documents seems to be modeled upon the old Egyptian papyri. 

86 Titles of rulers and other officials have been studied with great care and with much 
profit by Van Berchem in his numerous publications on Arabic epigraphy; especially in his 
Corpus, pp. 441 ff. See also his “L’Bpigraphie musulmane en Algérie,” in La revue afri- 
caine, 1905, No. 257. 

86a Especially in Mameluke times great stress was laid upon such titles, The Diwan al- 
Insha’ (MS Paris. Arabe, 4439) contains much material upon the subject, and was written in 
Egypt about the time of our document, 

87 According to Van Berchem (Corpus, p. 384) the title, LY , was given only to sultans 
and princes in early times. It was only in the fifteenth century that it commences to be used 
for functionaries and sheikhs. To say Godt before LY , a8 is here the case, is an 
Egyptian practice, dating from the time of Muhammad ibn Kala’iin (ibid., p. 386). 

88 Probably Salih ibn ‘Umar ibn Raslan al-Bulkini, 791 a, H. (1389 A. D.)-868 A. H. (1463) ; 
Brockelmann, Gesch, der arab, Lit., II, p. 96; Ibn Lyas, Ta’rikh Misr, II, pp. 9 ff. (see Index 8. v. “al-Salih”), : 
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days, his power and his grace, and may he watch over his judicial sub- 
stitute our master, the servant who is desirous of Allah the Most High, 

the Sheikh, the Imam the very wise Shihab al-Din, the glory of the Ula- 
mas, the most excellent one, the Mufti of the Muhammadans, Abii al- 

‘Abbas al-‘ Askalani, al-Shafi'l,® the judicial deputy in Egypt (May God 
aid his judgment, recompense him . . . . crown his purpose with success!). 

‘The contents were established before him in a legal manner; and in 
conformity with this he rendered a legal judgment, as his signature shows 
that is put on the outside of the document referred to, and which is dated 
in his own handwriting” the fourth day of the blessed month Safar in the 
year given there. 

There was presented to our Master and Lord the Chief Cadi, the Sheikh 
al-Islam, chief of all the wise men, the learned al-Kinani al-Bulkini al- 
Shafi'I and to our Master and Lord the Chief Cadi, Sheikh al-Islam al- 
Sa‘dial-' Abbasi al-Dairi the Hanafite above mentioned” (May God prolong 
their days, establish them in opulence, show them kindness and cover 
them with blessings in both worlds) the holy pact which was renewed 
with the Dhimmis in the glorious Zahirite dynasty,” the provisions of 
which are explained in it—each one having pondered over it sufficiently— 
as well as that which was written upon its border and attributed to our 

Lord and Master, the Chief Cadi Badr al-Din, Cadi of the Muhammadans, 

friend of the Commander of the Faithful, Abt al-Akhlas Muhammad al- 
Zubairi al-Tinnisi*® the Malikite, the inspector of justice in Egypt and 
the other Islamic provinces (May God cover him with mercy and faith); 
as well as whatsoever the decision contained which is written upon the 
margin of the copy of the pact aforementioned, which has reference to our 
Lord and Master the Chief Cadi Badr al-Tinnisi the Malikite mentioned 
in it (the explanation of which will be given); and the testimony in regard 

89T. e., Ibn Hajar. 

90 I do not know whether d { is simply a honorific adjective, or whether reference 

is made to a large script as opposed to a small one. Al-Kalkashandi (tr. Wastenfeld, p. 189) 

distinguishes between duds wth cssyitl and e-ve7o6)| eal etmek 

91. e,, Sa'd al-Din ibn al-‘Abbas al-Dairi. See Ibn Iyas, Ta’rtkh Misr, IL, pp. 33, 35, etc. ; 

‘Abd al-Hayy al-Hindi, Al-Fawd@’id al-Bahiyyah, Cawnpore, 1876, p. 35. 

92This evidently refers to Jakmak, whose title was al-Zahir Saif al-Din. The Mame- 

lukes called themselves or their various parties according to the titles of the sultans to whom 

they belonged. They used the same designations for the reigns of the various princes. See 

Muir, The Mameluke or Slave Dynasty of Egypt, p. 149, note; Lane-Poole, A History of Egypt, 

p. 253, note; Van Berchem, Corpus, p. 76. 

93Or, al-Tannasi. See al-Dhahabi, al-Mushtabih, p. 42,1. It will be seen that relative 

adjectives are frequently used here in place of proper names or of titles; these, according to 

Van Berchem (Corpus, pp. 443 ff.), are always addressed to a functionary and not to a sove- 

reign, Al-Badri= Badr al-Din; Saifi = Saif al-Din; al-Sa'di =Sa‘d al-Din. If the person was 

a Mameluke, the relative may be derived from the name of the man’s owner. Ibn Ilyas, loc. 

cit., pp. 35, 36, has epi ; but see al-Siyati, Husn, II, 124, 
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to the Dhimmis—to wit: Yuhannis ibn Yuhanna ibn Dawiid, the Jacobite 

patriarch of the Christians™ and his followers, Nasr al-Din Ibrahim ibn 

Yuhanna al-Bazzar® known as Al-Kummas,” Hibat Allah ibn Yuhanna 

ibn Abi al-Faraj, the scribe known as Ibn Kariirah, Fad] Allah ibn Hibat 

Allah ibn Isra’il the seribe and Ishak ibn Fada’il the scribe 7 known 

as al-Khursi," as well as others whose names have not been mentioned in 

it. The whole of the decree which follows—reference to which is made 

above —and the testimony mentioned in it, were placed before our Lord 

and Master the Chief Cadi, the Shafi'ite Sheikh al-Islam and our Lord 

and Master the Chief Cadi the Hanafite Sheikh al-Islam. 
A request concerning the matter was brought before our Lord and 

Master the Chief Cadi, the Sheikh al-Islam al-Sa'di al-'Abbasi al-Dairi 

the Hanafite afore mentioned; the substance of which is—after the Bas- 
mallah and after the enumeration of those who are mentioned in it: that 
in every house of prayer existing in Cairo and Fustat (May they be well 
guarded!) there were portions that had fallen into ruin. A general per- 
mission had been given ... . to restore that which had become ruined 
in every house of prayer and a decree to this effect had been written by 

. and given them signed by their lordships the chief Cadis, the 
Shafi'ite and the Hanafite Sheikhs al-Islam. An order had come to the 
Chief Cadis, the Shafi‘ ite and the Hanafite Sheikhs al-Islam to examine the 
matter. This was found to be well grounded in law. They asked also for an 
order that one of the judicial substitutes should examine the matter and see 

whether the repairs of the aforementioned place which had fallen into 
ruin had been made according to law and according to the decision of his 
court. The Mameluke ‘Abd al-Hakk, Sheikh of the Karaite Jews and 
Ishak, Ra’is of the Karaite Jews™ agreed to this restoration .... according 
to the aforementioned account and the pact above mentioned, the legal 
ordinance above mentioned and the attested legal permission reference 
to which has been made above. 

All this was read out in the hearing of our Lord and Master, the Chief 

Cadi, the Hanafite Sheikh al-Islam. He looked into the matter as well as 

%4 This is evidently the Jacobite patriarch mentioned above, p. 369. 

95 Kall or * Kal . See al-Dhahabi, loc. cit., pp. 38, 39. 
7) : ) . Zé > 

96 I. e., the arch-priest. Lane, Modern Egyptians (1846, II, p. 317), punctuates esd 

and Sambari (fol. 135) writes Via"p- 

97 Text has yo lst . Is this the name of a place or of an office? 

98 Al-Dhahabi, loc. cit., p. 102. 

99Van Berchem (Revue africaine, 1905, p. 175), has shown conclusively that this is the 

true rendering of the term. 

1001 is peculiar that we find here a Ra’is for the Karaite Jews. In the documents and 

in the secretaries’ manuals of the time, it is distinctly said that the Ra'is of the Rabbinite 

Jews had jurisdiction over Rabbinites, Karaites and Samaritans, though a special form of 

commission to the Ra’is of the Samaritans is also given. See JQR., X1X, pp. 500 f. 
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into the presentment of our Lord and Master the Chief Cadi, the Sheikh al- 
Islam, the Hafiz Shihab al-Din Abi al-' Abbas al-‘Askalani, in which he 
confirmed the Dhimmis in the pact mentioned above, the explanation of 

which occurs in it. He was of opinion that the presentment of Shihab 
al-Din al-‘Askalani in regard to the aforementioned pact was a legal 
judgment. AJ-Kinani al-Bulkini agreed with him in this—that the per- 
mission which issued from the sultan, the ruler al-Malik al-Ashraf who 
is mentioned by name above is a legal document; and that the decision 

of the Malikite Chief Cadi Badr al-Din al-Tinnisi in regard to the testi- 
mony of the Dhimmis whose names are above mentioned (the explanation 
of which is in the document) does not contradict the edict above mentioned 
nor the judgment of the Hanafite judge nor the work permitted to be 
done by his opinion. 

He has signed’ the above account with his own hand, commissioning 
the Cadi Afdal al-Din to consider the matter from the legal point of view, 
after having made a complete examination. This was put in the hands 
of Afdal al-Din the Mufti, Aba al-Fad] Mahmid ibn Siraj al-Din, the 
Mufti, Abi Khafs Omar al-Karmi," the Hanafite the judicial substitute 
in Egypt. He attended to it at once; discussing the matter several times 
with his superior al-Sa‘di al-‘Abbasi al-Dairi the Hanafite. The latter 
ordered him to carry out the work in accordance with his decision and 
after the fullest investigation. 

Then Afdal al-Din, together with the judicial scribes who were to 
put their signatures to the document and the architects proficient in 
building and ordering, in putting up and tearing down and who had 
been invited to do this work by the Court, went to where the houses of 
prayer in al-Kahirah and in Fustat were which belonged to the Karaite 
Jews. One of them was the synagogue in al-Kahirah inside the Harat 
Zuwailah .... they studied it carefully and acquired a knowledge that 
removes ignorance .. . . a side destroyed by one of the mob, its length 
was three hundred cubits .... In its ... .!? on the side already men- 
tioned touching the west, are places which need examining for repairs 
below and above. On this side is a broken down wall, the bricks of 
which have fallen out in front . . . . and a side is destroyed before .... 
This needs repairing below and above. On the inside of the court of 
the synagogue is a vestibule, through which one reaches the gate of the 
synagogue. In it (the vestibule) is a wall, the top part of which has 
been destroyed, and its gate has been taken out. At present, the afore- 

mentioned gate is to be found in the synagogue. The wall needs 
= 

101T do not understand the text, which seems to read: ps 3 perhaps .; - Ls : 

1018 Al-Sakhawi and Ibn Hajar: Afdal al-Din Mahmid ibn Siraj al-Din ‘Omar (ibn Man- 
sur) al-Karmi. 

Texthas 43 dy. Is this R43 = KAS, Dozy, Il, p. 4026? 
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repairing and the gate must be returned ....™ Inside the synagogue 

is a ruined place, one side of which has been repaired round about to a 

height of eight cubits by six; this needs further repairing by building 

upward and downward. On the eastern side, within it (the synagogue) 

are damaged supports and a high roof. This needs repairing, and the 

roof surrounding it must be remade. One of its sides needs adjusting; 
and the supports on the western side down to the foundation need 
repairing with wood, before they fall to pieces and need to be entirely 
replaced. Inside (the synagogue) on its western side is a second ruin in 
which are repairs. In the front, near to the Kiblah™ repairs have been 
made to the timber of the roof. This needs restoring and further repair- 
ing. Round about this court-yard, above its pillars of marble are ruined 
supports ... . a small restoration near to which is a gate, the supports 
of which need restoring and rebuilding. 

One goes through the aforementioned gate to a place in which there 
are three broken basins, needing repairing and restoration at the bottom 
and at the top. And in the passage-way leading from it to the syna- 
gogue, both sides —right and left—need repairing all around above and 
below. In the aforementioned passage is a staircase by means of which 
one mounts to the upper part of the synagogue; to the right and to the 
left as one goes up is the door of a private room, the supports of which 
are in a broken condition. Opposite to it is a ruined wall resting upon 
a wooden foundation; this needs repairing. On the top part of the 
above-mentioned synagogue are overlaid woods and overlaid..... 198 
resting upon wooden supports. These need repairing as well as the 
wood which is between the two roofs. 

In the upper part near to. . . . on the eastern side and resting upon 
the wooden supports. These need renovating and restoring. On the 
aforementioned staircase at the top there are repairs. In this there is a 
crenelated parapet, which needs renovating and repairing below and 
above. On the upper story of the synagogue there is a damaged roof 
that needs repairing. In the upper story toward the east and on the side 
mentioned is a fallen wall. On the top are ruined layers!” on the third 

103 Text, rhs rill ue “‘by those who have caused the damage’’? But it is 

expressly stated that the gate is in the synagogue, and therefore in the possession of the 

synagogue, The text is uncertain, as possibly there is a break between this word and the 

one preceding it. Perhaps, ‘‘by the mob,” as I have translated the word above. 

104 Evidently “the ark.” 

105 How is this possible, unless the door was so large as to have two wings? 

1s Text has (kis? 
2 

1 3b pl. of Kinb. The word must have some special meaning here which 

escapes me. Perhaps ‘rafters’? 
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story. These must be demolished and cleared of the rubbish in them in 
order to lighten the weight upon that which is below, and in order that 
the materials mentioned may be used for repairing whatsoever needs 
repairing. 

The aforementioned synagogue is comprised within the following 
four bounds: The southern side borders on a waste place; the western 

side borders on a waste place also. On this side is the mosque men- 
tioned above which needs repairing and renovating, as has also been 
aforementioned. The eastern side borders on a waste place. On this 

side is the gate to the synagogue aforementioned; and the gate of the 
court which is the property of the aforementioned synagogue called the 
Ka'‘at al-Jaban. The western side borders on a waste place; so that 
there is not near to this synagogue upon its four sides either building or 
dwelling-place. It stands today in the midst of waste places and of 
heaps of rubbish. 

The result of the official examination here mentioned, together with 
what has been reported above, were verified before our Master Afdal 
al-Din in a lawful manner and with legal proof. The attestation of our 
Lord Shihab al-Din Abu al-‘Abbas Ahmad was attached to it in regard 
to his own person’ in the matter of the proofs and the judgment in 
accordance with the warrant which issued from the Sultan’ al-Malik 
al-Ashraf, according to the permission of the same referred to above. 
There was attached to it also the action taken by Shihab al-Din al- 
‘Askalani, in regard to the aforementioned pact concerning the recogni- 
tion by the Dhimmis of their duties and his confirming them in the 
privileges of the pact—in clear language and taking the place of a 
judgment, in accordance with the aforementioned permission, as has 
been stated above. There was attached to it also the judgment given 
by the Malikite Chief Cadi al-Badr ibn al-Zubair al-Tinnisi, which is 
recorded upon the margin of the pact above mentioned, together with 
the obligation recorded in a special section upon the margin of the pact 
mentioned. All this was brought before him in a perfectly legal manner, 
to be respected, satisfactory and with full legal proofs. 

He (Afdal al-Din) gave permission to repair what was needed in the 
above-mentioned places of worship according to the decision explained 
above, i. e., more specifically the two synagogues mentioned above—to 
do as much as is sufficient to carry this out. He forbade them to do 
more than this; both the permission and the inhibition being perfect in 
law, and after note had been taken of what had been done contrary to 

108]. »., that he had taken the testimony. 

109 The title Sultan in Egypt seems first to have been adopted by Saladin —in full, 

Sultan al-Islam w-al-Muslimin. It was commonly born by the Mameluke rulers, who had 
themselves invested by the shadowy caliph whom they kept near to them for that purpose. 
See Van Berchem, Corpus, pp. 261, 767. 
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this."° He had his decision attested by witnesses, as well as the fact 
that both the permission and the inhibition explained above took the 
place of a judgment, together with the note of what had been done con- 
trary to this, as this is explained in the document relating to the inquest 
which is dated Ramadan 27, 859, done in the handwriting of our Lord, 
the learned judge above mentioned, completed by the signatures of those 
who had been present at the aforementioned inquest in company of the 
judge aforementioned —signatories and architects. 

This having happened and a long period having elapsed, displeasure 
having manifested itself against the Dhimmis because they had built 
their places of prayer and their convents in Fustat, contravening the law 
in this, the matter was brought to the attention of our Lord the Sultan 
Malik al-Ashraf. He ordered the convening of a Majlis in his own 
presence. Such a Majlis was convened in his presence, consisting of 
the Chief Cadis, the Sheikhs al-Islam of the four rites. There was much 
discussion and controversy between those present at the Majlis in 
regard to the above-mentioned pact, and in regard to the decision of the 
Malikite Cadi Badr al-Din Abu al-Akhlas Muhammad ibn Zubair al- 
Tinnisi. The order was given to the Chief Cadis, the Sheikhs al-Islam, 
to betake themselves to the houses of prayer mentioned. 

An order came from the Sultan™™ to the Chief Cadis, the Sheikhs al- 
Islam, to go upon an appointed day to Fustat to examine the places of 
worship. Then the Chief Cadis, the Sheikhs al-Islam of the four rites, to 
wit: The Sheikh al-Islam Abt al-Thikah Salih al-Kinani al-Bulkini al- 
Shafi'i, the Sheikh al-Islam al-Sa‘d ibn ‘Abbas al-Dairi al-Hanafi, the 
Sheikh al-Islam Abu al-Baka Mubammad al-Kurashi al-Amawi!™ al- 
Maliki, AbG al-Barakat Ahmad al-Kinani al-Hanafi, the procurators of 

justice in Egypt and in the rest of the Islamic countries; together with 
Abu Zakariyya Yahya al-‘Aksara’i al-Hanafi, and all the honorable judi- 
cial substitutes in al-Kahirah and Fustat (May the two be well guarded!) 
went and an examination was made of the places of worship existing in 
Fustat. One of these was the Jewish synagogue in the Khatt al- 
Musasah"? in the ruins of Fustat. The inquest was made in the presence 
of the Sheikh al-Aksara’i al-Hanafi mentioned above, and a number of 
the judicial substitutes among whom was the Sheikh Afdal al-Din the 
Hanafite judge aforementioned, a number of judicial scribes, a number 

HOT am not certain of this translation. oS Sd ae pile may be simply 

a legal formula: ‘“ Knowing the consequences of contravening this order.” 

110a The addition of the words, xplae 9 JU aS wa , shows that reference is here 

to an order from the Sultan. Cf. Van Berchem, Corpus, p. 135. 

11 Or al-Umawi; al-Dhahabi, loc. cit., p. 15; Ibn Khatib al-Dahsha, Tuhfah Dhawi-l- 

‘Arab, ed. T, Mann, p. 137. 

112Qn this synagogue see my remarks in JQR., XIX, p. 505. 
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of Muhammadans and a number of architects, to wit: the Master ‘Ali ibn 
Muhammad ibn Sutih, the Master Khalil ibn Ibrahim known as Ibn 
Bashshar, the Master Ibrahim ibn ‘Abd Allah known as Akriit,’”* the 
Master Ahmad ibn Muhammad known as Ibn al-Fakhtri. These made 
a complete examination. They found there what had been restored in 
accordance with the permission given for such restoration in the permit 
which had issued from the Sheikh Abt: al-Fadl Mahmud al-Karmi al- 
Hanafi, the judge already mentioned, enabling them to make such resto- 
ration; as well as that which had been restored in excess of this and to 
which the permit did not attach. Imagining that the permit was a 
general one, while it was only specific, they had built in the house of 
prayer in Fustat in the churches belonging to the Christians both what 
the permit allowed, as well as what had not been allowed. 

Thereupon the Chief Cadis, the Sheikhs al-Islam, together with our 
Lord the Sheikh Amin al-Din al-Aksara’i al-Hanafi returned to our Mas- 

ter, the ruler al-Malik al-Ashraf, and informed him of what had been 

found in the religious edifices known as the Christian churches already 
mentioned; both the excess of repair that had been undertaken in some 
of the churches of the Christians, and that which had been done in them 

in accordance with the permission to repair. They also reported that in 
the synagogues of the Jews in Fustat nothing had been done more than 
had been permitted; with the exception that in the synagogue known as 
the Musasah Synagogue, which was in the ruined part of Fustat and 
which belonged to the Jews, there had been found some building 
material—clay, lime, sand and wood—thrown upon the ground inside 

the building for making the repairs permitted in it. 
Whereupon our Master the Sultan al-Malik al-Ashraf published an 

edict that a second examination should be made; that whatsoever had 

been done in excess of the repairs permitted should be removed, but that 
which had been done in accordance with the permission to repair should 
remain untouched; and that in regard to the whole matter a legal judg- 
ment should be rendered. 

Then the Chief Cadis, the Sheikhs al-Islam mentioned above, together 
with our Lord the Sheikh Amin al-Din al-Aksara’i al-Hanafi, and al- 
‘Al’ al-Kabiri al-‘Adudi"® al-Nasiri al-Saifi al-Hajib’* Amir of al-Malik 
al-Ashraf and al-'Ali al-Amiri al-Kabiri al-‘Adudi al-Nasiri al-Saifi!™ 

112a A peculiar designation; ws is used in Turkish for our “son of a gun’”’!! 

1137, e., ‘adud al-daulah or ‘adud amir al-Mu'minin. On al-Aksara’i see Siytti, Husn, 

I, 227. : 
114The real name seems to be omitted; all the terms used are mere titles. He must 

have had some official position, as he is called “Amir of al-Ashraf.” The title al-Hajibi 
(=al-Hajib?) the chamberlain is also evidence of this. See Blochet in Rev. lor. Latin., 
TX, p. 90. 

115 All these relative adjectives are taken presumably from those born by the sultan 
in whose services these men were, Malik Ashraf Inal, Al-Nasiri=Abii al-Nasr on the inscrip- 
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Tagri Bardi al-Bardabaki,"” al-Hajibi, and many of those attached to the 
Court in al-Kahirah and Fustat, among whom was the Sheikh Afdal al- 
Din, went to Fustat to examine a second time the places of worship 
mentioned there. A complete examination was made in the presence of 
the Sheikh Amin al-Din al-Aksara’i and of the Sheikh Afdal al-Din, of 
many of the Court procurators and the chamberlains! mentioned above, 
the Court attendants, the architects and a number of Muhammadans. 
In consequence, there was pulled down in the churches belonging to the 
Christians whatsoever had been done in excess of the work permitted: 
namely, they had built in the church known as Abu Jurj”’ supports, and 
an arch had been built, instead of the sides the repair of which had been 
permitted. The head of that church Michael ibn Sergius made the 
request that this be permitted. But the Sheikh Afdal al-Din, the senior 
judge mentioned in the above-cited writ, ordered the Christians afore- 
mentioned to be beaten severely and painfully in the presence of the 
Amir Hajibs. He was beaten severely and painfully, and in a state of 
nudity, as a reprimand to himself and to those who were like him. He 
was carried around the streets as a criminal, and clapped into the Dailam 
prison" in al-Kahirah for some days, as a punishment for that which 
had been reported about him in connection with the building that went 
beyond the permission and beyond the writ of the judge aforementioned, 
and because of the permission that he had given to those who had 
wrongly done this. 

Some of those who had been present at the examination wished that 
all that had been repaired in the places of worship mentioned should be 
destroyed; basing this wish upon the testimony given in reference to the 
Dhimmis—i.e., Yuhannis and his followers—mentioned in that part of 
the testimony which is written upon the margin of the copy of the pact 
which issued in the days of the Zahirite dynasty, the first part of which 
testimony was dated Ramadan 19, 840, and the last part of which was 
dated Shawwal 6 of the aforementioned year 846. It contained the tes- 
timony indicated above written on the margin of the pact, the testimony 
of Yuhannis the Patriarch and his followers, as well’as that of others 
whose names are not mentioned, which was to wit: that he put constraint 
upon himself in a manner legally binding not to restore anything in his 

tion in the Madrasah (Van Berchem, Corpus, p. 402). Al-'Ali ought perhaps to be al-'Ala’i, 

if it is not merely another form of derivative from the proper name ‘Ali. See especially his 

titles in the inscription on his mausoleum, ibid., p. 395. 

116 The whole name is unpointed in the text. I take thé word, oor , tobea 

nisbah of Bardabak. (See index to Ibn Ilyas, Ta’rikh Misr, p. 21.) 

116a On the functions of the 6) 20) { wel see al-Kalkashandi, Sub al-A‘sha, 

Cairo, 1903, I, p. 85. “ ‘i 

NTT, e., of Saint George; al-Khitat, II, p. 511 below; Waistenfeld, Copten, p. 119. 

118 Perhaps in the Dailam street. See de Sacy, Chrestomatie arabe, I, p. 103. 
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own church nor in a monastery nor in a cloister, nor in a cell, nor ina 

chapel in the lands belonging to the Sultan al-Malik al-Zahir, nor 
through any one who should ask his assistance in such or in similar 
building operations; that whatsoever had become ruined or damaged of 
its walls and its beams, etc., in its ancient 48 or otherwise, 
should not be repaired; that he would not give wine to Moslems either 
by selling it or in any other fashion whatsoever, nor would he cause a 
Moslem to drink it. Should he contravene this or any part of it, or go 
beyond it or any part of it, his punishment should be that the Sultan al- 
Malik al-Zahir should destroy all the churches, monasteries, cloisters, 
cells, and chapels in which such had been done; and that the Sultan 
mentioned above should act as he pleased in this matter. He accepted 
this as an obligation for his own person; annexing it to the conditions 
aforementioned to which he had bound himself previous to this, which 
are explained in the copy of the aforesaid pact, made in the days of the 
Zahirite dynasty according to his own request and for his own satisfac- 
tion; because he recognized that it would benefit and aid himself, Islam, 
and the Muhammadans, and after each party had understood the mean- 
ing of this agreement, and the additions that had been made in a legal 
manner and relying upon the responsum given by Badr al-Din Abt al- 
Akhlas Muhammad al-Zubairi al-Tinnisi the Malikite Chief Cadi relying 
upon all those mentioned above who had testified according to the per- 
sonal testimony which each one had given for himself —a legal decision, 
asked for, fulfilling the legal provisions, in a case brought against them 
by a plaintiff whose case can be accepted; and after evidence had been 
given by him to the issue thereof, and he had been summoned to a sitting 
of the court aforementioned in clear language and in other ways com- 
pelling his attention, and after he had become acquainted with the con- 
sequences of contravening this, and with the fact that this pact prohib- 
ited the repairs of the religious edifices mentioned therein and in others, 
necessitating the demolition of the religious edifices mentioned. 

A discussion was raised whether the demolition should be partial or 
complete; and if the judgment were that it must be partial, nothing should 
be done contrary to what the judgment calls for; also if any one, whoso- 
ever he might be, should take a lease of the ruins of a place of worship 
which was not his property, would such a lease be sound? The Court 
busied itself with this question and when rendering a decision heard the 
report of those who had been present in the committee of inquest men- 
tioned in” a part of the testimony; heard also its decision in the matter 
and the examination to which attention has been called and noted in the 
decision of Malikite judges. The question was asked, does the judgment 

u9Text Kad) WL? 
120 The word 3 seems to have dropped out. 
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mentioned touch anyone who has not been actually summoned to appear 

in the matter? 
Our Lord the Chief Cadi, the Sheikh al-Islam al-Sa‘di al-Badri al- 

Hanafi took into consideration that which had issued from his substitute 
Afdal al-Din in regard to the inquest mentioned. He found it to accord 
with the principles of his own rite, which stipulates that the Dhimmis 
might repair that which was ruined of their houses of prayer and their 
monasteries; that it agreed with that which had been assured to them by 
our Lord the Chief Cadi Sheikh al-Islam the Hafiz al-Shihabi al-Shafi‘i, 
in the pact which he had written with the Dhimmis in the days of the 
Zahirite dynasty according to the order of the Sultan al-Malik al-Zahir; 
and because, also, it agreed with the legal opinion in regard to the renewal 
of the pact with those of the Dhimmis who have been named; and further, 
because it agreed with the pact of Omar taken as authority for the case 
of the Dhimmis in the days of al-Salah™ and in the days of al-Nasir.’” 

He opined that the action taken in this matter during the last eight 
hundred years, without any question having been raised as to its change, 
was the action that ought to be taken in this case; and that the judgment 
of our Lord the Chief Cadi al-Badri al-Tinnisi the Malikite, together with 
the obligation which had issued in the Zahirite dynasty, did not con- 
travene the permission given by the Sultan al-Malik al-Ashraf Abu Nasr 
Inal, as mentioned above, nor the judgment rendered by the Hanafite 
judge which permitted repairs to be made in the old places of worship, 

and which allowed that which had been repaired in them to be preserved. 
This is what ought to be done in this case. 

Afdal al-Din Abit al-Fad] Mahmud al-Karmi, the Hanafite judge, then 
intrusted to us to deal with the Dhimmis in the matter of their houses 
of prayer, their monasteries, their cells, and their dwellings in conformity 
with the decision of the law and according to the precepts of his court 
and to issue a writ in the matter in accordance with the precept of 
his rite. 

Thereupon our Master Afdal al-Din went to where the above-men- 
tioned places of prayer were, together with those of the court scribes 
whose duty it was to affix their signatures to the document dealing with 
the matter; also with the Master Sammal Muhammad ibn Ahmad the 
architect known as al-Karafi, the Master Shihab al-Din Ahmad ibn 
Muhammad, the architect known as Ibn al-Fakhiri!*—architects of al- 
Kahirah. They went to the place where stood the synagogue in the 
Harat Zuwailah belonging to the Karaite Jews within the Karaite quarter 

121 Does this refer to the proceedings of the year 755 A. H. (1354 A. D.) mentioned above 
p. 3677 If so, it ought to come after the following. 

22]. ., Nagir ibn Kala’iin. See above p. 367. 

123 So called from one of the Khittahs in Fustat, Yakat, IV, p. 48, J40S., XXVII, p. 233. 
124 He was present at the first inquest. 
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of al-Kahirah mentioned.’ It was found, both according to the previous 
and the present description, to have been repaired according to the terms 
regarding it granted by the Hanafite judge who had been delegated for 
this purpose by his chief; as has been explained in the legal permit 
referred to above, and without anything beyond what the permit called 

for having been done. 
The foregoing was attested before our Lord the Sheikh Afdal al-Din 

in a legal manner with legal proofs witnessing to it and referring specifi- 
cally to it. Whereupon the one whose right it was by law to make the 
request, i. e., ‘Abd al-Hakk, Sheikh of the Karaite Jews, the relator above 
mentioned, asked our Lord the Sheikh Afdal al-Din the Hanafite judge 
to respect that which had been repaired in the synagogue aforementioned 
according to the permission and the writ explained above, to prevent any 
opposition to this, as well as to permit the remaining repairs to be made 
which had been allowed in the religious building mentioned above, and 
finally to have his document properly witnessed to. 

Our Lord the Judge asked the blessing of God, answered the ques- 
tioner, and gave in the matter asked for a just, legal, complete and satis- 
factory judgment as demanded—its conditions satisfying the law and 
with a full. cognizance of the dissenting opinion.’ He had his answer 
witnessed to. Then the Sheikh Afdal al-Din, the Hanafite judge, returned 
to his chief our Lord the Chief Cadi al-Sa‘di al-' Abbasi al-Dairi al-Hanafi, 
in order to transmit to him the judgment of the Sheikh Shihab al-Din 
Abit al-‘Abbas Ahmad al-Burhi”’ al-Shafi'l, the legal deputy in Egypt, 
according to the testimony dealing with the permission given by the Sul- 
tan al-Malik al-Ashraf; and in order to transmit the judgment arrived at 
by the regretted Chief Cadi Shihab al-Din al-‘Askalani al-Shafi'i, in the 
form of a patent which is equivalent to the judgment, recorded in the 
pact mentioned above, the wording of which is specifically affixed to it. 
He recalled the terms laid down for them and against them— the text of 
the demand made by the Dhimmis being: 

“We ask your protection for ourselves, our posterity, our possessions 
and our coreligionists. We covenant to you as regards our own persons, 

that we will not build in our city nor in its neighborhood any convent, 
church, cell, or hut for a monk nor will we rebuild them should they fall 
into ruin. We will not replace that which has been demolished in the 
quarters where Muhammadans live. We will not prevent any Muham- 
madans from entering our places of prayer or our convents by night or 
by day. We will open our doors for those that pass by and for the 
traveler. Ifa Muhammadan traveler should take refuge in them we will 

125 This may be on the same site on which the present Karaite synagogue stands; though 

see ae a is applied to a more restricted area than it was then. See JQR., 

126 A similar phrase to the one used above. 

127 Or al-Barahi; see al-Dhahabi, loc. cit., p. 32. 
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feed him as a guest for three nights." We will not teach our children 

the Koran. We will not openly vaunt our religion, nor try to convert any 

one to it. We will not seek to prevent any of our relatives from accepting 

Islam, if he should wish. We will show respect for Muhammadans. We 

will rise wp from our seats when one of their prominent men wishes to sit 

down. We will not copy them in their manner of riding and addressing 

—not even in their head-gear,!™ their sandals, or in their way of parting 

the hair. We will not use their peculiar expressions of speech nor their 

surnames. We will not ride upon saddles, nor gird on swords, neither 

possess nor carry any weapons. We will not engrave in Arabic upon our 

seals. We will not further the sale of wine. We will shave the front 
part of our heads. Wherever we may be we will put a restraint upon 
ourselves. We will tighten the girdles about our loins.”! We will not 
exhibit our crosses and our holy books in any assembly’ of Muham- 
madans, in their public places, orin their streets. We will not raise our voices 
while reading in our place of worship or elsewhere when Muhammadans are 
present. We will not go out in companies upon Palm Sunday nor on 
other festivals."* We will not raise our voices in bewailing our dead, nor 
carry lights when accompanying them either in the streets where Muham- 
madans live or in their places. We will not bury our dead near to theirs. 
We will not take as slaves any that have fallen by lot to the Muhamma- 
dans nor look upon them from our dwellings. We will not strike a 

128 The text in Siraj al-Mulak and in the Kanz al-'Umm4l (see, also, Arnold) adds here: 

“We will not harbor in our churches or our dwellings a robber, or conceal any enemy of the 

Muhammadans.” 

129 Siraj al-Mulak, Kanz al-‘Ummal, Hamaker ‘‘We will rise up for them ( in place 

of ‘their prominent men’), when they wish to sit down.” 

130 The other texts have ‘‘in their dress, either in the cap, turban, etc.”’ 

131 Some texts add, ‘‘We will not show the cross upon our churches, and only strike the 

bells in our churches lightly.’ 

132 The other texts, ‘in the streets of the Muhammadans or in their market-places.” 

133 Other texts, ‘‘we will not carry palm-branches or our images in procession.” 

134 Other texts, ‘nor spy into their houses.”’ After this, Hamaker, Siraj and Kanz al- 

‘Ummal and al-Siyati: ‘Now when I brought this letter to Omar ibn al-Khattab, he added 

to it “And we will not strike any Muhammadan.’” The following clause is entirely omitted. 

Whether these omissions are due entirely to the scribe, or whether certain modifications were 

made in the original, it is impossible to decide. The earlier literature upon the ‘' Pact’’ will 

be found in Steinschneider, Polemische und apologetische Litteratur, pp. 165 ff. I have also 

consulted the text published by H. A. Hamaker in his notes to Incerti auctoris liber de Ex- 

pugnatione Memphidis et Alexandriae, Leyden, 1#25, p. 165; Muhammad ibn Walid al-Tur- 

tushi, Siraj al-Mulik, Cairo, 1319, p. 118; al-Siyati, Kanz al-'Ummdal on the margin of Ahmad 

ibn Hanbal's Musnad, 11, p. 310. Ahmad al-Abshahi, Kitab al-Mustatraf,1,103. A transla- 
tion of Hamaker’s text is given in T. W. Arnold, The Preaching of Islam, p. 52; of the text 

according to Ibn Khaldin and others by Amari, Histoire des Musulmans de la Sicile, p. 477; 

of the text of Ibn Asakir by Von Kremer, Culturgeschichte des Islams, 1, p. 102. The text in 

Ahmad ibn ‘Ali al-Siyati’s (haf al-akhissa, is translated in James Reynolds, The History 

of the Temple of Jerusalem, London, 183€, but in a faulty manner (see Guy le Strange in 

JRAS., XIX, p. 247), The pact is also quoted with many explanations by Joseph ibn Isaac 

Sambari in his ‘Chronicle'’’ (MS Alliance Isr. Universelle, Paris, pp. 12 ff.; omitted in 

Neubauer’s ed., Mediaeval Jewish Chronicles, 1). 
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Muhammadan nor curse him. We will not buy anything from the cap- 
tives of the Muhammadans. We covenant this for our own persons and 
for our coreligionists. In exchange, we receive security that you will 

grant us the protection of Allah and the protection of the Muhamma- 
dans; that no one will be forced to do that which he is unable to fulfil, 
nor what is beyond that which is specified; that no one of us shall be 
wronged in his person, his family, his children, his followers, his posses- 
sions or in any of our places of worship. Should any one of us be 
wronged, it is the duty of the Muhammadans to repel such wrong and to 
punish the evil-doers. Should any one of us violate this pact, he shall 
forfeit protection and pact; and you are permitted to treat him as 
enemies and rebels are treated.” 

The chief of the Dhimmis whose names are aforementioned to wit: 
Yuhannis and his council mentioned above, Philoteus, Patriarch of the 

Malkite Christians; ‘Abd al-Latif ibn Ibrahim ibn Shams, Ra’is of the 
Rabbinite Jews; Faraj Allah ibn Musa, one of the Sheikhs of the Karaite 
Jews; and Ibrahim ibn Salamah ibn Ibrahim, chief of the Samaritans, 

asked the Chief Cadi al-Hafiz Shihab al-Din-‘Askalani the Shafi'ite to 
confirm them in the conditions mentioned above which they accepted 
for themselves, and the provisions of which they engaged themselves to 
observe. 

Shihab al-Din al-'Askalani the Shafi'ite answered their questions 
saying distinctly “I confirm you in the right to dwell in any country of 
Islam except the Hijaz and to journey through it except holy Mecca, in 
accordance with these conditions, if you pay the capitulation tax accord- 
ing to established custom.” In the ensemble of what is written in the 
copy of the pact above mentioned are some things that need explanation 
and specification, e. g., that the meaning of the word “renewing” in a 
city in which their residence is established, is to be taken in a general 
sense as comprising both small and large cities; and the meaning of “if 
any part of them should become ruined” is that if the place of worship 
should become ruined, it may not be renewed, only that when its wall is 

damaged, no prohibition shall stand against repairing that wall together 
with what is below it.” The Chief Cadi, the Sheikh al-Islam al-Sa‘di al- 

Badri al-Hanafi, granted the request asked for in regard to the execution 
of the document. 

Then our Lord the Sheikh Afdal al-Din invoked the aid of God, 
and took as witnesses for himself those that had been present at his 
court and at his decision—he being the one to carry out the judgment 
and the decision and to render them. On the ninth day of Safar 860 
(May it come to an end with goodness and victory!) he proclaimed the 
judgment of our Lord Shihab al-Din abi ‘Abbas Ahmad al-Burhi the 
Shafi'ite judge, given in the document mentioned above, the date of 
which is also given above. He proclaimed also the confirmation which 
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is equal to a judgment of the Chief Cadi Shihab al-Din al-'Askalani al- 

Shafi'l, and given in the copy of the pact mentioned above—a perfectly 

legal proclamation, complete, accredited, acceptable, demanded, its legal 

provisions being adequate. This he authorized and ratified and com- 

manded that it should be carried out. He had witnesses countersign it, 

on the date mentioned above, written by his own hand. Praise be to 

God first and last! 
In it is the addition Sa’ala-wafihi su’al ahl-il-dhimmati fihi 

and the correction mani‘an al-taharri biman'i ikhdar dhawu to 

the phrase ha mani‘an. In the addition are the words bina’un 

sahhihun. All these changes have been made in their proper place. 

God is sufficient and a pleasant advocate! 
Has taken us as witness our Lord and Master, the servant longing 

for God the most high, the Sheikh, the Imam, the wise, the energetic, the 
wonderful, the pontiff, the munificent, the learned, the intelligent, the 
erudite, the devout, the pious, the saintly,’ Sa‘d al-Hanafi, for his own 
person as far as concerned that part of the aforementioned that has 
reference to himself, as well as for his judicial substitute our Lord the 
Sheikh Afdal al-Din Abit al-Fad] Mahmid al-Karmi al-Hanafi, as far as 
concerns that part of the aforementioned having reference to him. I 
was present at the inquest made of the religious edifices mentioned 
above, together with those designated above on the various occasions as 
isexplainedabove. Signed Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Muhammad 
al-Jabari al-Shafi'l. 

Has taken us as a witness our Lord the Chief Cadi Sa‘d ibn al- 
‘Abbas al-Dairi al-Hanafi in respect of his own person in regard to that 
which has reference to himself above. I witness to it for him and for 
his substitute our Lord the Sheikh Afdal al-Din, in regard to that which 
has reference to him. I was present at the examination of the churches 
belonging to the Jacobite Christians which were in Fustat (May it be 
well guarded!) i. e., the last examination—with the exception of the 
Mu'allakah church™ and the church of Abii Sarjah* and the church 
St. Barbara, as is explained above. Signed: Muhammadibn Muhammad 
al-Nabih. He has told me this in the terms used by a witness.” 

135 These last sections call attention to certain additions made to the document after it 
had been written. They had also to be attested. The same practice was common in writing 
Hebrew documents; cf. B. Gottheil, ‘Some Spanish Documents,” in JQR., XVI, p. 704, note 5. 

On the word, case , in this sense, see de Sacy in Notices et extraits, XI, p. 17, 4. 

136 Probably for the fuller crn 9 erat = , Van Berchem, Corpus, p. 97. 

See also de Slane, Ibn Khallikan, I, p. 587, for the explanation. 

137In the Kagar al-Sham'. Wistenfeld, Copten, p. 119; Butler, Ancient Coptic Churches 
of Egypt, p. 216, 

138St. Sergius; Wfstenfeld, loc. czt., p. 120. 

1389 Near Abii Sarjah, ibid.; Butler, loc. cit., p. 181. 

400 Evidently, the witness was unable to sign his own name, 
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Has taken me as a witness the Chief Cadi Sa‘d Badr al-Din al-Hanafi 
for his own person. I witness for him in regard to that which has ref- 
erence to him; also for his judicial substitute our Lord the Sheikh Afdal 
al-Din al-Karmi in regard to that which has reference to him. I was 
present at the examination of the above-mentioned places of worship 
together with those mentioned above at the various times. Signed:'™! 

Afdal al-Din has taken me as a witness for his own person in regard 
to that which in the above has reference to him. I so witness. Signed: 
Ahmad. 

Praise be to God! I testify for Sammal Muhammad ibn Sammal 
Muhammad ibn Khalf, the architect known as al-Karafi, in a legal 
manner, that he examined the churches mentioned above at the last 

building inquest mentioned above ... : as is related .... above. 
Khalil ibn ‘Ali, the architect known as ibn Bashshar, testified to the 

inquest mentioned as related above. 
‘Ali ibn Ahmad known as ibn Sututh testified to the inquest men- 

tioned as related above. 
I was present at the inquest mentioned in the service of the Chief 

Cadis, the Sheikhs al-Islam mentioned above, the matter passing off as 
related above, and together with our Master Afdal al-Din at the second 
and the last inquest as is related above. Signed: Ahmad ibn Muhammad 
ibn Ahmad, architect, known as al-Fakhiri. 
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Sayalle Laity mde Gui Y, Malet Y, Mal yo Gs dss 

Lins vas wl)” Lins, * poliie 3 ws sl fx no) YX," 

"HE >LS 201 Y, 

SHK Xs B gs, aB Beens 

"A egos SL ES cpanel ipo Ugh uw pis oles 

KB pgexbs [(B SLI] lal BIG Cprbnell po Le 7 Sd oly 5 

S as text, but lis r uw Jyis ols 

“HEBS+UJ,lie [BS + 3] Y, LwASLS s [K yyy3] obs Y, 

cptlnd Lat pv [B>] Yo Legwle 

nS lens; Bs sé uK)> 

PHB sol! ols K szoht fol; S sol! Gl HKSB »¢! 

SHES kele Vy Spuild (B a] up [B pgs] pguld ipo 

PS Sormtly "“HKSB Liaw “KY 

"HESB yydt aus Y, 
20K p2olie 29B eybs 
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pes Yo bly! de eb rsh, Sts Gly ™ USL eye 

giles *egilyuly ueluall Meoler ye apt § Luis, Lille 
Bas Lone 3 Yo" nls & Felt Litpel e535 Xs 

Listyol ey Y, Lene ole, lect! & o Yy? «pine! 

YS" pple! Gol & pgee™ Gla -ghs Yy . Lge ros 

eye My Has ype dG Y, LL,” poh Yy . pgalyal 

wy Yye Lisle & pgade eis Yo «pte! plgw ale 

2B: yS "KSB ily! 

@HKS+U5US de walt rhs pf les B, Xols, then as 

in text, after which K Fade par Ln § Yaysle Gras ¥ Ul, 
on y wls cpanel, omitting all that intervenes. 

4 HSB Lyk *HSB pgslyul X, 

* HSB); HSB-+Linée Lie Yt) LSS Lun ; 
for K see note 23. ye . m oo ’; 

"HS yteluell Fede yer mgt 3: B yteluell dass 

NS aed odes cre Ys) Bek % Liiasled coe Ys 

S Lidseck Y, iatee ore Yi B Lisyblle ¥, Lisle 9555 

BS parla ree 3; HK yy +4 & per 

K> pgiteal & Yo; HB pgilyn! Y, 

THY LLge pls X, #SB LL 

®HKS sy> lo; B wy> lo 

“KSB polis de elbis ¥y; K ng) lie & pgale albs ¥, 

"KSB +as of; SLL Us) thst op pe ext LG 
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cpteanell Lolaw pe cepts Wy match Yo® plone! ope Idol 

Lis, Like dsl, Lunt de wd me KI Lim Os, Legs 

Yoh ptebenell Bed, aL 80d Ly bes Gf de @ LY) abe 

rhlas Y ly opt Le ad Yy my at wl YL Ue da! i 
we dase Yy JLo Yy clat Yo Wy Yy hot Yy quis g Us dal 
Boy 80) ptebuel! Gee Gh Lie let lb oye ul, Lorles 

Oge Vy at Hed Ws Lie IS Le yey Lisle de abbas! 

Sits, BLS oY da Lo aie wd des 

uses fy adlel Plat su RMI dot ot epbt JL, 

MA lait Kars Gapligliss shel yr ull aisle, 

Opes! RUS Gand) Gres pe pastel yo cinbll ore, 
opee!l Bl GoLive Dal coupe yyy LI! or sly 

Soll Le HS pasha er Rudin one pally ptSlyil 

let sly . LY ett slat! pels LY, Lon 

nina SLs aU sdses ales a Lig Ceslast Gall 

WHESE YSy eae yim es Kens Vy 30 BS 

"K egies B yLYf ale Lu, 

"HKS end as follows after JU}: - 4 4 Lila Ys YL 

Le [B sls] Line, IO slibys Uo BLS; K> age J] 
um (K+; Bde] ds be pS de os, W bed We Limit 

Glas, Fooled! Lol 
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Lgoliat 

Seal LM gad saul cals LY, baw lel 

pew diem v2 aU} sduasd xs at hse las! Swed! 

Uagiad LEY pM odes pSyH abil Bayer pal dls 
Bole de Katt pide 1d! LS aI sd Ke tyre RCo py, 

& Re SB Agel RG g ct Le Rhee ty Byeianel 

dst cptily dKte do LI lit be hel Hall by pal 

pel Lolixw & frst call Ride § wIdaYL styl KIS pry 

ci Ws ie lode aed [ot be GIS ols WE RT GS 

039d 9 Le Kenoys ye 

cord! pa! ee slat ols LY¥ye Low at obs 

gely melt Glas aU plot allele aa} badd caidt Croll 

BSL Ls muh plot gard eral mall peal, all 

BOARS 

eAN Lt till Oust Lom Gls xl pial ld dies 

matt Lilt ey cptebanll tio Godt! Quast evel Shes 

mands Le Kgl, tt pusl, aolKet SLs xl at lel 

pXtt, Lait dul ye, Slat, aKa Gals pda oye Keri 

pak p> pe wy caus! Last egal & Nd, Lgudle 
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ail Oust Godtw pe de SI SLL, yale ken abel 

ceded Spt gad Led RTA LM Bath Bles adit UI 

GEL Casall deol Goel cot prelinal cite ail dey! 

xl pct achat les alt oo} ale ad! lawl ltt 

elle ab phat! lel abe cit Sled gal Gpmiall 

puny et Bla cals LYye, Lond Goud bo Laat dis, 

cdezel et Balle ebodt Gell eal oles Lilt 

Hol Les aU soias ale aw Last Geslall ill 

mattels mate xpioll bt plac Sli aril po olpsrl, 

Le lindas shel all Lins isi Ogell Rats ypc 

Kye yl abl i Lusgime SIS & Yowe Lyd y0 I yaine Lols lye pt 

SI Kea] aus He dgil, slaiine pylly slat, wd jlol 

mpd Del pS abs GI awleL 35S pddist eo 3 

Apel, Yt aU ott, Sles xd 

Lasle plan assy xis Ed Je Spm aad Sy Gidhe ans 

GAN dy Lesle Jie wall Ladd Le Id lost ier sil 

Da pady HUY Linn .nadye § my dine ATS pase aL 

Br Shes aU Ut il Onl LY}e, Lote sore 

BOS iN Ral gall ott att Koa Qala plLall pled 

2 dew REY cull ecldt sdeell Agi! bslLt wast 

poll plat peli hay abla RE plc gle 
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ie pthread Otw Rin cas? pdrudelly paccdinell eal 

Lis LY iio LY er? ods! dose yrdersul 

Rearis] Oye eed) poe pal, GLU! dime pbeY, Glas 

whole gat ates! pret Kalle rebeall Gell Quotwl 

lsd UI plol ales ag Lat Cait ert cet! daw 5 

Be xpbe cpalo & xed rudy xl! punts xelK sel, xolsl 

aN od Le ile, Lola, Lhs aU Leura Rear! amis 

us! Loan pope Ig aSL gle, wm ade... del 

Dsst alee Qo edt dash Gast Glas Ul St pail 

UAL Set ope daa Col baal! tie asl} 10 

xT peel, nobel ULs Wt oot leb at last ols} 

pr EAs? sel 8) Soe yo HET Wray xs} md Le 

Ladle on LS xe pdedl) WLI & sel re 

Gist! st yp dest yp dust 15 

slau 

py! ext eLlsst ele slaw! cals LYye, Loin Sdgul 

ah Ralle peli gals Gad Loot Gucdall Codenll 

sel aot LLes UN plo! sel ad} Lat pelt prog! 

Ligenre Kea xanis Le ale and Moy xl panty aolCal 20 

shelf mat} ds Lae Uy meer Lele wielsy Ses at 
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Lie ERT duasl exe Louw o56 dey mo ale wdgis 

wall ed Lie aa punts xolKat les aU} ot shel att 

pra KIN sled clad! WSUS GsT ero, sel 

eye gil Reni, Bile We EM GA py Ring 

AS Ret Cpt LS lee Rais 
saat] Oe? Lp? das 

Goledd! fal, we iy! 

Se pul ev slaw! cals LYye, Louw Sade! Wado, 

eh tha RA BVI, LLU Rime pHeYl -LLat 

wel} SLs Ut plot adlels at Lat Gedt Galt Coen! 

wdgis abe plot g seed Ly xall pmol, altel sel, 

Loin salt St g adlb dey aglel alt md Lo ale 

xleL xu Live! styil updrlanell tte pdt asl evel 

lel at Gans Lis aul nel, aokKel dls aU ott 

wel pe er as? ale 8) Soult pol ES pda, 

WS Byte wl! g 

wrod ast evel Blas aU Dt iil Oust) Godan sodguil 

xt parol xolKat LLes xl XS shel ad Lath lt 

SIA: abe wodgurd shel xt} rms Ley Kea amid Ye 

us! 
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He pe iS Jl Ge dase dla de dgal aU od 

BT aS} Lent folgal soggd citritls pedal Guodigell 

pS SY aad SLANT eH adel 8 SIU SLED 

Mas yl. el g Cyt le de. el 

Le up dle deb ¢ pt le de dst) URL age 5 

» bie ub ye rdrigell 

deal yp de Seb ppt le de pd adh age 

 woigell cree rl ys 

BLawt slas Uyl solut! Reds & Sel) ACH wpdo 
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THE STROPHIC STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK OF MICAH 

Joun Meruin Powis SMITH 

The poetic form of Micah has received little attention as com- 

pared with that given to Amos, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and others of 

the Prophets. In modern times Ewald (1840) was among the 

first to attempt a strophical analysis of Micah. Nothing further 

of any consequence was done till 1891, when H. J. Elhorst, seek- 

ing to defend the unity of the book, presented a strophic reorgan- 

ization of it, characterized by startling novelty, which has thus 

far met with no general approval. Chaps. 3, 4:6-14, and 7, 

were treated by D. H. Maller in his Die Propheten in threr 

urspringlichen Form (1896), the value of which is minimized 

by an uncritical attitude toward the Massoretic text and by his 

complicated theory of strophe, antistrophe, responsion, concatena- 

tion, etc. Sievers included chap. 1 in his Studien zur hebrd- 

ischen Metrik (1901), in which a too cautious attitude toward the 

Massoretic text prevails. Frangois Ladame applied the theories 

of D. H. Miller and Zenner to chaps. 4 and 5 in the Revue de 

théologie et de philosophie for 1902. Marti has given the best 

treatment of the subject thus far in his Dodekapropheton (1904), 
where the poetic and strophic form is made the basis of the 

arrangement of the commentary. Chap. 3:1-4, 9-12, is pre- 

sented as a literary and poetic unit by Léhr, in the Zeitschrift 

der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, Vol. LXI (1907), 

pp. 3-6. 

In the following study the text as reconstructed is presented 
as the best justification of the analysis. Subsidiary matter has 

been purposely reduced to the minimum. The text is unpointed 

except in places where some variation from the Massoretic read- 

ing was necessary. Emendations already familiar to all scholars 

through their incorporation in standard works need no explana- 

tion in a study of this kind; therefore only such as are here pre- 

sented for the first time are treated in the accompanying notes. 
417 
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Questions pertaining to the date and authenticity of the material 
in the book of Micah lie outside of the scope of this article, except 

in so far as concerns minor glosses which interfere with the metric 

or strophic norm of a passage. For full discussion of such matters 

reference may be made to the author’s forthcoming commentary 

on Micah in the “International Critical Series.” 

§1. THE SUPERSCRIPTION, 1:1 

TPpIMe IM OM ara cnwa a2 Sk aT wR ATP 34 
p>wITy Faw Oy MT wR ATP “Do 

§2. THE DOOM OF ISRAEL, 1: 2-9 

md> ov owaw 12 1 
AN AN “wp 
65 don Sit a 

Pwip 22°77 -DN 

apa RX TT ID soo 
pre cnyaa-ty 4 
TMM OAT ww 4a, 

wpam pas 

MAT>> apy wea sm 
Tah ma myn 

Paw NT apy ywen 
tbe Sb Aa axe 

iw paw cmawis rv 
“pap oyund 

TaN wad on 
tas po" 

oxi mBON marmdy sv 
pi dow sos 
DIND TOD wR 
impos mad bax 
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FIND TWUR "De VI 
TMP ARS 
“a7 “IUD P32 

rpowrr oy 

This arrangement involves the retention of vss. 2-5a as 
genuine, nowithstanding Stade, Nowack, Marti, e¢ al., and the 

excision of vss. 4c,d and 7 as later accretions. Nowack has 

attempted to improve vs. 4 by interchanging the positions of 4b 

and 4c; but 4a and 4b belong together, similar cases of later 
expansion by the addition of a comparison are not wanting (cf. 

7:10), and the lines 4c and 4d burden the strophe. Marti has 

already stated the case against vs. 7; in addition may be urged 

its variation from the strophic norm of the context, in that it con- 

sists of five lines: 

doe Spoon Sey 3 
WRI “Hw: nb 

Tanw Ow ray do 
Wap AIT PMN °D 
paw AMT PMN 

In vs. 2c omit "JIN as dittograph from the following line, or 

as Qeri for M7"; in vs. 3 omit JIT with G@; and in vs. 5b sub- 

stitute TT for Sew". 

§3. LAMENTATION OVER ISRAEL’S DOOM, 1:10-16 

ntsn OS mga 10 1 
‘san 52 N05 

PebENT Ey by-rraa 
ay a) =) may la 

FMEA PRE NAWY ONY ND 1,0 u 
“yinaya npt bse ma 
mia naw nen rior "72 12 

robwre ew> mi mea on Tb 
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wed Maw wd AIAN BN 18a, ¢ WI 
PONTO SWE WD 2 "9 

ma men Sy ombw conn p> uv 
poate odd armed aoe ma 

mwa Nawy Fora wo Wy 1 Iv 
PoNTw TAD TAN" Diy 
Po "Ia bY “TI Mp 16 

{Joa wae > Twi nn "anh 

The uncertain state of the text of 1:10-16 renders any 

attempt at reconstruction extremely hazardous. In the fore- 

going arrangement there is to be seen a gradual transition 

from the simple trimeter of vs. 10, through the tetrameter 

of vs. 11, to the pentameter, or Qinah movement of vs. 12, 

which prevails throughout the rest of the piece. The most 

marked variation from the Massoretic text is in the omission 

of vs. 136; this is shown to be a gloss by the fact that it inter- 

rupts the connection of 13a and 13c, where direct address is 

employed. 

In vs. 100, for N223 see Halévy, Revue sémitique, XIT; bx 

is omitted as a dittograph from vs. 10a. For vs. 10c see 

Winckler, Altorientalische Forschungen, I, 103. In vs. lla 

naw? is omitted as a dittograph from 11b, and 7 is restored 

before "BW; MWA is omitted, with G, as a gloss on MY. 

In vs. 11b 780% is conjecturally restored to "BOM; cf. 

Assyrian suptru, ‘inclosure’ (of a walled city, e. g., Erech). 

In vs. lle the verb is pointed as passive, with Graetz; and 

nay OS is resolved into TVavM73, 3 and 1 being often 

confused in the old script; the third 2 is dropped as a ditto- 

graph. A similar confusion of 5 and 7 has taken place in "5 

of vs. 12a, cf. @ 7%; and for the force of “2 here, see Am. 

7:2, 5. On of vs. 13 is the infin. abs. with the force of an 

imperative; this furnishes the basis for the second person forms 

of 13b and 14a. For vs. 156, see Cheyne, Jewish Quarterly 

Review, X, 577. 
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§4. THE OPPRESSION OF THE POOR, 2:1-11 

priawa Sy PR IW MT a 7 
op Sxb-ws -> ws" “pam “ANS 

won ona bm maw wan 2 
pindan wee wna) 333 pws 

[Th as 7D yp) 3 ou 
Ta awn on 

DMN WwaN-NS TWN 
man pdm x4 

NTT Ap np 

bwo poy Nw ora 4 om 
sind TD nN 

aya PR) Dana Ter vay pon 
parma tind pbm at apiwdd 

FIND Cio? EPMA ON 6 IV 
ymya>> apsr ma se xd 

wob0 SNORT pM 7 
PONT OY Nato P27 A 

Dvabiw-by WOIpM INN Way OM 8 Vv 
imran ‘ag nua oMaya PowEN 

Wan "Pa Pwsn “ay wre 
pw st inpn wrbds bya 

mmman maered "D 1d) wp 1 vr 
yan San sbann mwap “ays 

The prevailing movement here is that of the Qinah, except in 
Strophe IT where the announcement of the coming calamity is in 

short and sharp phrases. The closing strophe containing the 

final message of dismissal is likewise concise; possibly it should 

be arranged in four short lines like Strophe II, but vs. 10d seems 
to show the Qinah movement. Verse 11 is plain prose, and is 

therefore omitted as a misplaced gloss on vs. 6; its relation to 
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vs. 6 was already recognized by Dathe (1773) and also by 

Halévy, who transposes it to follow vs. 11. The words introdu- 

cing the new speaker in Strophe IT are no part of the strophe. 

In vs. 1, omit y7 "59E. as a gloss, with Wellhausen, Nowack, 

Oort, and Marti. In vs. 3, MNIM AMEwen by is a gloss (cf. 

Am. 3:1; Jer. 8:3); so Marti. In vs. 3c the first two letters of 

owia are dropped as a dittograph from ‘wn, while the final 

letter is connected as a preposition with the following word; this 

emendation removes the difficulty of making OW refer back to 

the abstract 797. The reconstruction of vs. 4 is that proposed 

by Stade (24 W, VI, 122f.); so also Ruben, Nowack; cf. Marti. 

The prosaic character of vs. 5 marks it as an interpolation; so 

Nowack and Marti. Corruption and dittography account for the 

state of MT in vs. 6a. The first word of vs. 7 is to be read 

“ANT with G; it is a gloss on ApH" M3, which latter originally 
belonged after 3°W" as its emphatic object. The proximity of 

apy" ma perhaps affected the gender of 37D", though agree- 

ment of a verb with its subject is, of course, not obligatory when 

the verb stands first. If the position of Apy" M2 in MT be cor- 

rect, the meaning is, “‘the speaker is the house of Jacob,” and the 

entire phrase is a gloss. In vs. 8a, "78 is a gloss on the cor- 

rupt mabw. 

§5. THE RETURN OF THE EXILES, 2:12, 13 

DD ApH" FONN FON 2 
Sw: PNW Vaps 2p 
TID INES Waws IM 

rah ina 77> 
DIED PEM Moy 1s 

12 INS Www wD 
prme> poba sas 

sows. 

The more important variations from MT in this eight-line 

strophe are, first, the dropping of the last two words of vs. 12 as 

a corrupt gloss, and, second, the omission of 923" from vs. 13) 

as a dittograph from the following line. 
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§6. DENUNCIATION OF THE LEADERS AND PROPHETS, 
3:1-8 

("aNi] 3:1 1 

ap "wR NI waw 
Sat ma "2 xph 

topwomns mad ond Non 
37 TOA 2 NT 2a 

“ap Nw DOR WN s 
‘ows ors at 

TOE) NSS Sans 
tmmop-pina wash oa NWS 

TUTOR PIP IN 4 UT 
poms ma Nh 
pa 2 “no” 

tori ws WwEd 

[Ty WAN TD) 5 Iv 
“ANN DN maby 
pdw wp) ows pwn 

DTS "by Ye-ND TWh 
prramda by wp’ 

puma o5> mob yb eV 
pep O25 Faw 

Day wawh mRNA 
ror oy “APA 

mn wart vr 
pyaopn Em 

nb> pew-5y so 
DSN 97 PR 7D 

mo nada copy DDN) 8 VT 
mya) wEws 

wwe ape Tam 
singon Sew 
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This piece consists of three strophes dealing with the judges 

and princes, three devoted to the false prophets, and a closing 

strophe setting forth the speaker’s own qualifications for the pro- 

phetic and judicial office. The climax of the doom upon both 

judges and prophets is the refusal of Yahweh to hear their cry 

(Strophes III and VI). In this arrangement vs. 2b, c is omitted 
as a variant of vs. 8; so Wellhausen, Nowack, Marti; Léhr omits 

all except “t3, but supposes these lines were inserted to supply 

the place of the missing original. In vs. 4 NM NJ. is super- 

fluous in meter and in sense, being a mere repetition of TN at the 

beginning of the verse. The "7aN' of vs. 1 and the introductory 

formula in vs. 5 are extraneous to their respective strophes. 

In vs. 8 omit MW" M7 MAN, with Wellhausen, Nowack, Marti, et al. 

Léhr’s arrangement of this section and the following, with the 

omission of vss. 5-8, in eight strophes of three lines each, a tetram- 

eter followed by two trimeters, fails to recognize the symmetrical 

relations between vss. 1-4 and 5-8 and involves too drastic and 

arbitrary treatment of the Massoretic text. An inflexible meter 

of 4+3-8 for each strophe makes too great inroads upon textual 

integrity. The fact that Lohr’s article did not reach me until 

after my manuscript was sent to the printer prevents more extended 

discussion here. 

§7. THE DOOM OF JERUSALEM, 3: 9-12 

apy? a TWN ONT NITWAD 9 I 
Sarwe ma (Peps 
new pane 

props: mews. AN 
pvata rs “A 10 

iva pow 

SUaw? IMwa Tex uo 
roma. mo 

woop" posal Pan 
Sand Uw TTT 

sanpa mt NN 
pon iby stance 
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pobo32 yoo 2 mm 
wann Aw Py 

man oy pwn 
por mags man im 

This is the first section in the genuine Micah material to 

depart from the norm of the four-line strophe. Marti finds that 

norm here also. But to organize strophes of four lines here is 

to separate things that belong together; the "J3 of vs. 10 clearly 

designates the persons already mentioned in vs. 9, and is insepar- 

able from vs. 9. The three groups mentioned in vs. 11 belong 

together as the constituent elements of the class addressed in 

Strophe I; chiefs, priests, and prophets form the great triumvi- 

rate, from which the prophets may not be separated and con- 

sidered by themselves. 

The text of this portion is well preserved, requiring few emen- 

dations and no transpositions or excisions. 

§8. AN IDEAL OF YAHWEH’S WORLD-DOMINION, 4:1-5 

Da MANS PT 4 1 
mi ets Sh ee : 
DT wR 122 
myas NIT Rw 
roves oy 

syaRi oan pa D2 2 

sven e pbs b 
apr TR rramSeh 

owt 4 
AN. 1713971 

Tan NEM Try. 
row TT Th 

Dan pesvpa ww su 
pvozy ons moun 

onsd> osnacn anna 
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mem onan 

an 78 a weed 

rrvambia ty pabe nd 

ES ANN we ww) 4 
tana PS Mxn nnn 

S927 MINDY ST C!S 
noo” pam oD OD 5 

SDS DOWD wR 

mrecawa 752 12TRN 
as mbdiy> mds 

The original material here stops with vs. 3. Practically all 

interpreters now concede the separation of vs. 5. Marti also 

eliminates vs. 4c. But in view of the absence of vs. 4 from the 

parallel passage in Isaiah, and of the further fact that it is com- 

posed of stock phrases which add nothing to the description in 

vss. 1-3, it seems justifiable to assign the whole of vs. 4 to edito- 
rial expansion ;' PIN7-7) of vs. 3b is due to the same cause. The 

three six-line strophes of vss. 1-3 are logically distinct, and the 

progress of thought is clear: Strophe I states the fact that the 

temple of Yahweh is to become the rallying-point of the nations; 

Strophe IT indicates the motive of the nations in coming; Strophe 

III describes the idyllic peace resulting from the world-wide 

acceptance of Yahweh and his law. 

§9. THE DOOM OF EXILE AND A PROMISE OF 

RESTORATION, 4: 6-10 

yop a> ANY 9 1 
qa PR Pon 

Sax JWT DN 
robs Sn qpinnims 

1This conclusion was reached in entire independence of the discussion by Francois 

Ladame, Revue de théologie et de philosophie, 1902, pp. 446 ff., in which the same decision is 

expressed, 
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mmphs pres ma wn 1 on 
twa maw) pa -Rxn Any 

“by3n ow 523 79 nxa 
STIR Fla TP I pw 

TT TER NVI OD 6 UI 

mez BON 
FIXAPR AIT 

Sn WR 

menw> ASoS-MR cnawi 7 IV 

DIsy "39 MDM 
yrs “Ms oy st ab 

poy DA nv 

“ap $39 AM 8 Vv 
yrs na bap 

TWN Powaan man 7 
poeta nsda MNah 

The prevailing measure of this section is trimeter, with spora- 

dic dimeters and Strophe II falling into the dirge movement. In 

vs. Te JX “72 is metrically superfluous, and perhaps ought to 

be dropped as a marginal note; so Marti. Vss. 9-10 are placed 

before vss. 6-8 in response to the demands of the logical and 

chronological sense. The resulting movement of thought is clear 

and straightforward throughout the piece. There is no necessity 

to posit two authors or differing periods for the two sections, vss. 

6-8 and 9,10; but it may well be that they did not originally 

constitute one piece, for each section has a measure of complete- 
ness within itself. Textually the piece is well preserved; in vs. 8, 

however, it seems necessary to transpose FIN2) with Nowack, both 

on account of meter and sense. 
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$10. THE TRIUMPH OF YAHWEH’S PEOPLE OVER ALL 

ITS FOES, 4: 11-14 

79 IBON] Finyi ui 
DaNt pas OM 

pieey yes. ton gann 
miomawrna wes} ram 2 

anes an Nh 
Sys Way> pxapm™> 

Weyvna "iT “Ap w un 
Syma OWN p> 

TDM DWN PN’ 
pan ova mpm 

pysa med mani 
PYTNmS PINS BST 

 T7n. “TIN Ny) 4 

wrod Yaw “Nw 
snbcoy bt oa. 

[L oaw" DbwcnN 

Vs. 14 is added here merely for the sake of completeness. 

There is general agreement that it has no connection with vss. 

11-13, but belongs elsewhere. Its closest connection is with 4:9, 

and it might possibly be placed at the head of that section as the 

opening strophe; but after all, it seems somewhat superfluous 

even there, and had better remain unattached. The two strophes 

of this section present each a phase of the situation which the 

prophet is depicting, and both together form a complete repre- 

sentation. The text of the passage is practically perfect. 

§11. THE MESSIANIC KING, 5:1-3 

MMTSN Mma NN 5 
MT "BN TPT 

nro) ‘yaa 
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dxrwea Swi nm 
ppb EIpa Tree 

TP. TSN TaN 8 
{DS TDW PRI. 

PYINTOENID DTG TIN 

This eight-lined strophe is secured by omitting vs. 2 as a gloss 
interrupting the connection of vss. 1 and 3; so also Duhm (on 

Isa. 17:14), Wellhausen, Nowack, and Marti. In line 1 om is 

omitted as a gloss (cf. 6); so also Roorda, Pont, Wellhausen, 
G. A. Smith, Nowack, Oort, Marti, et al. In line 2 nv is 

omitted as a dittograph from line 4. ‘20™ is dropped from 

the beginning of line 8 as a gloss made in view of vs. 2; it is also 

superfluous metrically. Verse 2 reads: 

to" ATSY ny pan WS 
poet ua-by aw To An 

§12. JUDAH’S FUTURE PROTECTORS FROM ASSYRIA, 5:4, 5 

sana Odw mt a 4 
NZIND NI 7D 

MMA TIT Of 
ps maw oy wapm 

PDON °S°OD Taw 
272 “WR PINON WT 
APNE. TN NTN) 

“TWN WT 
TEND NII 7S 

PEI PIT Sh 

This ten-lined strophe is generally conceded to have no rela- 
tionship to its immediate context. Reference to any recent com- 

mentary will furnish the facts necessary to substantiate the claim 
of this passage to logical independence. The only new textual 
element in this arrangement is in the reading “"YWNO which is 
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attached to line 1, instead of being read with line 2 as a casus 

pendens. For 7a D{>w in the sense ‘protection from,” see 

Zech. 8:10; Job 21:9. The sense thus secured furnishes a com- 

plete parallel between the three lines at the opening of the strophe 

and the three at the close. 

813, THE DIVINE EMERGENCE AND IRRESISTIBLE MIGHT 
OF THE REMNANT, 5:6-8 

DMAD Ap m-Nw ATs 1 

pan ovay apa 
min myo dup 

sw» “Sy praranp 
W'ND TpyRd WR 
some a> Srey 

psa aps mw a oo 
p's Dey aps 

on nvanaa TANS 
JkZ "V2 EDD 

"ay ON "WN 
Poway) pen oa 

ous by TR osm su 
pins Pabl 

The connection of vs. 8 with vss. 6 and 7 is at the best very 

loose, even with the change of text from the precative to the 

declarative form of the verb, With vs. 9 connection is entirely 

lacking. The question must present itself as to whether vs. 8 is 

not a marginal note on vs. 7. The strophic structure supports an 
affirmative answer. 

§14. ISRAEL’S PURIFICATION THROUGH CHASTISEMENT, 
5:9-14 

TyTTON RIT HYD MT» I 

jp POI "N71 

pnsasv “NaN 
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FEIN AT ANAS 10 
ppayaa 55 "now 

Tra Baws ms uu 
pow ND Dy 

Japa Pra Porcp sn 2 
ITT Moa hy Mmnwn-N 

Japa PROS -mon) 3 
pos cnvawm 

pa ana FRa onws uv 
ow xd WwW DOMTTNN 

This piece consists of two four-line strophes, with an introduc- 

tory prose line (vs. 9a), and two additional verses from the 

hands of redactors (vss. 13,14). Wellhausen and Nowack have 

already set forth the grounds for athetizing vs. 14. It seems 

equally clear that vs. 13 must likewise be set aside; 136 as it 

stands is a weak repetition of vs. 10, and if the common correc- 

tion to 2X9 be made the case is not improved, for it then 

becomes superfluous after vs. 12; 13a is an editorial insertion of 

an additional detail in the description. The real climax and 

natural stopping-point of the piece is at the end of vs. 12; any- 

thing additional weakens the effect. Strophe I foretells the 

destruction of the munitions of war in which Israel puts confi- 

dence instead of trusting to Yahweh; Strophe II deals with idol- 
atrous practices which likewise lead Israel away from Yahweh. 

The assonance of the piece is remarkable, notably in the repeti- 

tions of "M7571 and the pronominal suffix 7. 

§15. YAHWEH’S CONTROVERSY WITH ISRAEL, 6:1-5 

“277 MN NI Waw 6:1 1 
“Was 7? WS 

pits a DAp 
Sp mvasn mvawm 
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TP Sens OM waw 2 uo 
MN 710 ATT 

was-oy sD am 
pmsam dsqwe O94 

sp cms ay 3 
Pay por 

Ds YIN TNT MD tae 
yn oay man 

pea your way 5 iv 
pyda ns ph 

DAT DOWNS NIT 
mi mips my7 75 

In vs. la "2°9 is added with G; so also Marti. Verse 4c* is 

eliminated as an editorial expansion of 4b; cf. Marti. The trans- 

fer of NI773T from vs. 5a to 5e renders 5a parallel in structure 

to the corresponding line of Strophe III, and also renders 5c 

susceptible of sensible interpretation. Nowack’s omission (Kittel’s 

Biblia Hebraica) of INVA 757 in vs. 5a and WWVA-j2 in 5b is 
adopted for the sake of the meter. 

§16. THE CONTENT OF TRUE RELIGION, 6:6-8 

iT DIN Aas 1 
Diva “OND FON 
mda Wa7pNT 
imi "2 pds92 

mos eben Typ aso 
way md miss 
"7H D2 NT 

DWE] MOM Moa mp 

*Viz. DVO] FINN TWAT Pspd mdwx 
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Dw. ON phan su 
qa wt ma 

SOM MSON) ww Nws-HR7S 
SPrpxvoy m5> yz 

This section lends itself readily to strophic analysis; no textual 
changes, transpositions, or omissions are necessary. The opening 

of the second strophe is marked by the change of subject, and the 

beginning of the third by the change from question to answer. 

§17. THE SIN OF JERUSALEM AND THE PUNISHMENT 
TO COME, 6:9-16 

Np TD AIT Dp sac 1 
Pes Wha Hea waw 
Dan WN wy WR 

“pw at raw 
_ ie £ o 

Mosk yweM. TNT oe ou 
STV PM MEN 
SWI “INNIS BINT 1 
tava aR oa 

ae 

JT MAM NTO eu 

J2{p2 PTW PMO by DWH 130, 40 
DEN NO FOM ue, a 

ys and wen wx 

pawn X51 DORN INN ua Iv 
“pn NOL IM INN 1s 

yaw POMS MAAN FR 
ypnwn xo wren 

“ay mipn “iawni 
axmevn’s pwn 525 
Taw) TNX “nn 775 

pwd paws 

& < 
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Strophes I and II denounce the sins of Jerusalem; Strophes 
IIT and IV announce the consequent punishment; and Strophe V 

summarizes both sin and punishment. This arrangement is 

essentially that of Marti, though certain elements in it (viz., the 

elision of vs. 9b as a late gloss, the transposition of vs. 12a, b to 

follow vs. 9, and the transposition of vs. 14a to precede vs. 15a) 

had commended themselves to me before seeing Marti’s treat- 

ment. In vs. 10a the final 2w" is dropped as a dittograph. Verse 

12c is a gloss on 126. The transposition of vs. 14a leaves 14b to 

be joined to vs. 180, and suggests some meaning for Mw" (or its 

original) parallel to 7°MNOM; Marti’s conjectural correction to 

“WN is not felicitous. The glosses, vs. 16c, OMIZ323 sob, and 

167, (Wen bay np "MT, are also omitted, with Marti. 

§18. THE TOTAL CORRUPTION OF THE PEOPLE, 7:1-6 

sme sp cobb 

22 NSD YP ™BOND 
POND SQW PN 

1° wS) Fm m2 

ST ya Ton Tak 2 uo 
PS BAIN. Ww"7 

sanx? owatd odp 
{O° TT PMO wR 

Voy] OED Ib 8 oo 
pibwa bxw wn 

wwermn aT sr 
Hiv tg) >=b ia |r nee gv 

pina paw 4 ory 
MoD ow" 

ma OOP oF 
fonsiaa Ann ony 
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poa waxn Oso ov 
pioxa smuan ox 

spn naswa 
ITE MMe Taw 

aN. 2a 2S 6 ai 
axa Map na 

mrana m5 
DIN. "WIR WR ODN 

In this passage vs. 3 has become almost unintelligible accord- 

ing to MT; in 3a 39755 is read with Marti and Nowack (in 
Kittel, Biblia Hebraica) ; OFES is the reading of SP; 12a 
is read with 6D, Bauer, Taylor, Wellhausen, Nowack, and Marti. 

In vs. 3b DEW is omitted as a gloss upon Wr ; the renderings 

of the versions point in this direction; it is unnecessary to include 

the preposition 3 in the gloss as do Marti and Nowack, for 2 >Nw 

is a good Hebrew idiom. The original reading of vs. 3d seems 

beyond recovery; Marti’s DEwaAT makes good sense, but is too 

remote from NIT WWE). Invs. 4c PSX is omitted as a euphe- 

mistic gloss on ONTp2. 

§19. THE DISCOMFITURE OF THE FOE, 7:7-10 

‘Soman awn oe 8 
“map “n>E) “> 
UNA IwWN *D 
> TN TT 

NOR TNT OT 9 
"> "mNOM 7D 

= 2" TWN 
“DEW Mw 

“Nd INT 8 
SIMpIZa NWN 

"NIN NAM 10 
mwa os 
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Strophes I and II denounce the sins of Jerusalem; Strophes 

TII and IV announce the consequent punishment; and Strophe V 
summarizes both sin and punishment. This arrangement is 

essentially that of Marti, though certain elements in it (viz., the 

elision of vs. 9b as a late gloss, the transposition of vs. 12a, b to 
follow vs. 9, and the transposition of vs. 14a to precede vs. 15a) 

had commended themselves to me before seeing Marti’s treat- 

ment. In vs. 10a the final 9" is dropped as a dittograph. Verse 

12c is a gloss on 126. The transposition of vs. 14a leaves 14b to 

be joined to vs. 130, and suggests some meaning for {7w" (or its 

original) parallel to 7"MNOM; Marti’s conjectural correction to 

"WN is not felicitous. The glosses, vs. 16c, OMIX322 som), and 

16f, (Wen oad nH ATM, are also omitted, with Marti. 

§18. THE TOTAL CORRUPTION OF THE PEOPLE, 7:1-6 

“ne Sober 
E23 19992 "p™BOND 

POND DIWR PS 
DowE) TMS ms 

ST! Tom Tak 2 oo 
TS BIN. Ww" 

vane oad ods 
SO°N WAU PMA wR 

Voy OPaD nb som 
pibwa bee own 

WwErmn a Sar 
Hite al P= boa ere ere er Nahm] 

pim> maw 4 ory 
mpiond ow: 

mika ooops oF 
fonstaa mn Any 
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yuan wrvanm OS os ov 
FIeRa Naan ox 

“p"n nasw 
IPE onnmp aw 

SS Sata 7b oe om 
maxa Map na 

mana 455 
SIMA WIN WN “IN 

In this passage vs. 3 has become almost unintelligible accord- 

ing to MT; in 3a gynmd is read with Marti and Nowack (in 

Kittel, Biblia Hebraica) ; OFES is the reading of 63H; 12-0" 

is read with 6©Y, Bauer, Taylor, Wellhausen, Nowack, and Marti. 

In vs. 3b DWT is omitted as a gloss upon Wy1; the renderings 

of the versions point in this direction; it is unnecessary to include 

the preposition 3 in the gloss as do Marti and Nowack, for 2 DNw 

is a good Hebrew idiom. The original reading of vs. 3d seems 

beyond recovery; Marti’s U5waT makes good sense, but is too 

remote from NIT WEI. Invs. 4c JHXA is omitted as a euphe- 
mistic gloss on ON7PD. 

g19. THE DISCOMFITURE OF THE FOE, 7:7-10 

‘Soman maw sk 8 
“map "dB? "> 
Jona awN “5 
> TS TT 

NUN TTT Opt 8 
s> "mNoM "7D 

[5 27 RY 
"ODw MDP 

sand “NZ? m1 
PIMpIL.A HNN 

“NIX NAN 10 
moi moan 
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“os aN Iv 

THON TTP TS 

M2 psn oy 
fond paon mn 

Verse 7 is a three-lined stanza which is omitted here as an 

interpolation designed to furnish a closer connection between vss. 

1-6 and vss. 8-10. Its text runs: 

TLR Ty. UN 

sy ombed memo 

Spe “paw? 

The dimeter movement is marked in vss. 8-10; the verses 

might be grouped into two tetrameter strophes, but both metri- 

cally and logically the present arrangement seems preferable. 

The words MXIT GOS are omitted from vs. 10 as a gloss; so 

Marti and Nowack (in Kittel’s Biblia Hebraica). 

§20. THE IMMINENT RETURN OF THE EXILES AND THE 
VINDICATION OF YAHWEH, 7:11-13 

TG ma SAT py u 
iprprs wT DAT 
Wil PWT LT oY wz 
sata “IS wR "75 
“IN wa 777354 
Sia A ha Bo 

maaw> yaAR An 3 
rorpDoya “pa Maw by 

The general meaning of this eight-lined strophe is quite clear, 

and it is complete in itself. It seems therefore unnecessary to 

convert it into the first person throughout in order to make pos- 

sible its connection with vss. 7-10, as do Marti and Nowack (but 

cf. Stade, ZA W, XXIII, 164 ff.). Such promises for the future 
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are usually addressed to the community rather than uttered by 

the community itself. Connection with vss. 7-10 is, to be sure, 

impossible without the change of person; but is connection indis- 

pensable in such a collection of fragments as chaps. 6 and 7 

seem to be? 

§21. A PRAYER FOR YAHWEH’S INTERPOSITION IN 

ISRAEL’S BEHALF, 7:14-20 

noma kX Joawa yay wu 
band Na Wwe Ta “Dw 
poday “a> wos ywa oT 

MINDED WNW OT FNNS "yD 1 

pnw; boa wa EM INT 6 oo 

Popwsnn os mecby yas" 
yx “ord wm “py womd: 17 

Pyon we ner ome Wa 

SUED MAN PY Nw) TWD SN we 
mnkoen dD of mbyaa own 1s 
mmax> Tom aps" max jn 2 

;O7p "aa tnard nyaws Wwe 

The Qinah movement prevails throughout this final section; 
only three lines need pruning to bring them within the limits of 

the meter, viz. Strophe I, line 4, from which V"N is excised, 

with ©; Strophe II, line 4, from which OR TT ON is 
removed as a gloss, with Nowack and Marti; and Strophe III, 
line 1, from which wndm mw is dropped as an editorial 

expansion, also with Nowack and Marti. Stade (ZAW, XXIII, 
164 ff.), followed by Nowack and Marti, rightly recognized that 
vss. 18b, 19a interrupted the close connection between 18a and 

19d, and that discovery is taken advantage of in this arrange- 

ment. But these dislodged fragments cannot legitimately be 

attached to vss. 11-13 as forming the conclusion of the passage, 
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vss. 7-13. They are better treated as a parallel, or variant, to 
ves. 18a, 19b. The text runs as follows: 

NEN DD pum NS 1s 
iNT Ton yan "5 

AN was’ wary Aw" 19. 

This isolated usage of W25 raises the question whether it may 

not be an error for 025, which furnishes a good meaning here 

and an idiom familiar to all readers of the Old Testament (e. g., 

Ps. 51:4, 9; cf. Isa. 1:16; 4:4), though it is true that O25 itself 

never appears with a word for “sin”’ constituting the direct object 

as here. 
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